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The Making of our Home.
By Chaklotte G. O'Brien.

MAW are the lovely places in Ireland of

which the tourist knows nothing, and

of them the wide-spreading-, far-reach-

ing, blue-glancing distances of our grand

Lower Shannon are most worthy of loving

praise, or, at least, I thought so, for the fates of

my life made me a true lover of the Shannon

before I well had sense to know my right hand

from my left. First,

in mere babyhood,

from the heads of the

high towers of Dro-

moland Castle, Co.

Clare, I remember

the beautiful blue

distances, but am
not sure if the river

itself showed ; any-

how , the r i \- e r

coimtry left on my
mind a vision of dis-

tances of blue and

purple. Then later,

when we lived in Co.

Limerick, ten miles

inland, the first

joy of our lives was
a long day spent on the shores here ; therefore

no sooner did I, at twenty-one, begin to handle

my own money than a vision of a cottage at

Foynes, my own building and my own forming,

began to hover before me. If it had not been

that a man-of-war was permanently in Foynes

at the time I was able to take the work in

hand I fear my too wise friends would ha\ e

gone further than remind me that "fools build

houses," &c. However, my folly gained the day,

and proved good wisdom in the long run, and

after all we " fools " who take a little bit of the

surface of our country and make it beautiful and

A Home in the Making (First Stage
*' A bare little house perched on a hiil-side."

useful, and yearly spend money maintaining

honest labour, seem to me to do a work of more

real use and charity than "slumming" after

the people who have been forced into the towns

owing to the neglect of the possibilities of

country life. I own it makes me feel very bad

when I see friend after friend taking money and

life and families away to London, leaving our

country that so needs

loving help bare and

desolate, and our

people unemployed

and uncultivated.
I know one little

mud liovel, it has

two feet of garden,

it is hardlv fit for

human habitation,

but the roses and

other flowers make
my mouth water as

I drive by, and I say

the man or woman
who does that on a

big scale or little is

doing that which is

pleasing in God's

sight and worthy of human honour, and God
bless him or her.

Having got permission to build after much

to-and-fro, I had to pitch on a suitable field and

get it—no easy thing in Ireland at that time.

But I was in luck, and secured a little five-acre

(Irish) basin on the hillside close over the river

and sloping south, covered with furze and

bracken, otherwise quite bare. We built the

house, turned the plough over the lovely

bracken field, and put in unlovely potatoes for

two or three years, then meadowed it. The

furze still remains a standing joy and expense.
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only to be conquered by tree planting. I iiave

come to the conclusion that the way to fight

furze is to plant with laurels. They can be

simply layered in as cuttings (a long cutting,

then lift sod with long spade, lay cutting under

sod both ends out, beat the sod down hard).

Laurels in our climate grow very rapidly and

very strong—they form a dense and black mass,

under which both furze and seedling furze

would soon die. The laurels make splendid

firing when a few years old, and if ultimately

the land is wanted they are easily grubbed,

whereas the furze is cut and grubbed one year

and up the next—a hopeless business !

I found myself, in 1870, with a bare little house

perched on the hill-side, with very little room on

the east, rocky hill north, but a nice fall to

to south and rise to west. Then I was obliged

to let the house, and it was not till 1878 I was
really able to begin the garden. About this time

this old photograph was taken. The garden

was largely hewn out with a pickaxe ; not that

solid rock was too near the surface in most

parts, but the whole soil was a mass of " pencil

slate," and 1 remember well my brother saying

to me—" You'll never be able to make a garden

here ! There is no earth, its all chips of rock !

"

However, he was used to good limestone, heavy

land, and did not realise the possibilities of those

same "chips of rock" for tree, shrub and

flower growing.

\To be continued.^

The Annual Border.
By William Davidson, Carton Gardens, Mavnootli.

IN a collection of annuals we have a most
effective group of flowering plants, and

there is a wonderful combination of colour,

form and perfume in a border composed of those

useful garden flowers. To make a successful

show it is absolutely necessary to form some
definite scheme and to take into consideration

the space to be occupied. There are two
classes of annuals, hardy and half-hardy. Some
growers recommend autumn sowing of the

former, and they support their theorj- by point-

ing to the fact that seeds falling, self-sown from

the plants, quickly germinate and surpass in

strength those sown by hand in spring.

It is not always possible to carry out autuinn

sowing however, and where slugs and other

destructive vermin abound it is perhaps advis-

able to allow the annual border to remain in a

rough dug state during the winter months.

The half hardy-annuals require our first

attention in the spring, and I think it is a good
plan to sow asters, antirrhinums, salpiglossis,

marigolds, chrysanthemums, scabious, and all

such in hotbed frames. If they are sown rather

thinly in lines they will require no transplanting

until ready for planting out.

By sowing on a gentle hotbed about the third

week in March, and after germination to admit

air on all favourable occasions, they will be fit

for planting whenever congenial weather sets in.

During March and the first fortnight of April

is the best time for sowing the more tender

annuals. They may be sown thickly in boxes,

and, when fit to handle, pricked out into boxes

and gradually hardened off until ready to remove
to their final quarters.

The nicotianas, nemesias, verbenas, some
asters, browallias, zinnias, helianthus, &c.

,

are best treated in this way. Sweet peas are

successfully grown in boxes and planted out.

Some prefer sowing in turf to avoid disturbing

the roots at planting, but if seeds are sown in

lines two inches apart across the boxes in

ordinary loam they can be handled without anv

damage being done.

A ridge of sifted ashes surrounding the lines

ot seedling alter planting has the effect of keep-

ing off slugs.

The hardy annuals are usually sown where

they are intended to flower, about the first week
of May, and as half-hard\- plants are to be

planted out beside them later on, care has to

be taken to see that colours blend, and due

attention given to height and form.

Shirley poppies, nigellas, larkspurs, lupins,

and eschscholtzias represent a few suitable

hardy annuals. Those, when they have made
some growth, require to be well thinned out to

prevent the plants becoming weak and spindley.

Toward the end of May, as a rule, a good
many plants grown as annuals may be planted

out, such as pentstemons, calceolarias, chrysan-

themums, and violas ; those, like the other

occupants of the annual border, require to be

planted in bold groups, with due attention to

colour effect, and later, when the less hardy

plants are put out, it is necessary to fit them in

so that the colours harmonise with the plants

already in the border.

In an annual border there is a wealth of
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colour. Taken separately, the colours are often

too strong and glaring, and vniless care is

taken to blend and tone down those with softer

shades the eflfect is entirely lost.

Care, with regard to mixing of colours, is

perhaps never more to be considered than when

dealing with annuals where variety is so great

and where flowers predominate over leaves.

Roses.
Rv O'DoNKL Browne, M.D.

K hope that the recent

jinnouncement oi the

R o \' a 1 Horticultural

Society's intention to

hold a rose show in

Julv may be an extra

stimulus to new members
to show as much as they

are able. Exhibiting is

a most fascinating pur-

suit, and *'once bitten

twice eager " may not be

a wrong motto to mai.y

next Jul}-. I do not mean to convey the idea to any

novice that he will win every class he shows in, but it

will give him a good lesson in the way of e.xhibiting cut

roses. I often have wished that under an exhibitor's

card there was left a space for a competent judge to

write a short criticism on each exhibitor's stand ; but,

please remember, I said a coiiipe/ent ]a&ge. Such a plan

as this criticising exhibitors' flowers, especially when
done by a first-class man, would be most useful in pro-

moting better knowledge and culture of this glorious

flower. A couple of years ago, at a fruit show held in

Ballsbridge bj' the Royal Horticultural Society, there

were shown boxes of fruit packed for market, and on

each box was to be found a short note signed by the

judge. I noticed that visitors and exhibitors took

especial notice of this particular class. It would also

give visitors and intending exhibitors some useful

hints by pointing out what is amiss with any stand

which, in their eyes, should have won the prize

;

also, I think the Royal Horticultural Society should

off'er a prize to voung members for judging. They
could judge either before or after the real chief justices

had given their award, and to the competitor who
most often judged exhibits correctly the prize should go.

This scheme was carried out at a show of cattle here,

and it was surprising how many entered for the prize.

Were this scheme tried, local secretaries could more
easily get good judges for their shows instead of relying

too much on several " old birds " that are always to be

seen. Judging is an irksome job when too much of it

falls on a man's shoulders ; besides, what are we going

to do for judges when these old stagers no longer care

to fly about the country? Never having been at a July

show belonging to the society, or not having an old

schedule of one of its shows beside me, handicaps me in

the matter of giving a hint or two to any novice desirous

of trying his hand at showing. It will be a grand

opportunity to anyone wishing to begin, as I feel sure

there will be plenty of classes for garden or decorative

roses, which most people grow and care more for than

individual specimen blooms in boxes. But the staging

of such bunches is no easy matter, and requires much
practice and care. It is here that I look to the ladies for

help to show us how neatly roses can be shown. At

the London rose show nothing, in my opinion, can excel

the beautiful way in which the ladies do their baskets of

roses and dinner table decorations. Let us hope we
shall see some of our ladies following their lead. Truly

much depends on what varieties of flowers we show, but

I think it should be made a rule to have two classes, one

for those who have grown the flowers used and one for

exhibitors, allowing them to purchase their table decora-

tions. Varieties like Dorothy Perkins, Mrs. O. G.

Orpen, Irish Elegance, especially the latter, lend them-

selves beautifully to table decorations. The one desider-

atitm is to make your table, when flowers are arranged,

look as light as possible. London exhibitors do not try

and blend colours. Supposing, for instance, they use

Mrs. O. G. Orpen (hybrid damask) for centre they keep

all the table done with this variety and nothing else. Also,

instead ofmixing ferns, &c. ,they use growths of the same
rose and not of any other to lengthen the arrangement.

Nothing can be more odious than a flower of one variety

and the growth of another. When it comes to cutting

these flowers another wrinkle may be of use. For, say

the show is to-morrow-, it is no use, if you possiblj' can

manage it, to cut open flowers to-day. This last remark

requires explanation. Supposing I was going to show
roses to-morrow in Dublin, and could not cut and travel

up on morning ofshow, I should cut early to-day, and put

them in water in a cool shed. The cut sprays must only

have mere buds on them— by to-morrow- they will be open.

By leaving them in water for some hours before travel-

ling, if you do not intend bringing them to the show in

vessels containing water, they will have imbibed a certain

amount to carry them until you reach the show. When
at the show to-morrow the flowers open they will show

those glorious yellow- stamens and anthers w-hich are

sine qua non to all single roses, instead of " black eyes."

Another good thing by early cutting is that roses with

apricot or flesh colours will not bleach in the shed, and

they are safe from rain. Should they show- signs of

flagging at any time a very small spraying with a fine

rose on the syringe will help to keep both the roses and

vour flagging hearts alive until the judges have passed.

f^ t^ t^

A Profitable Apple-tree.—The remarkable fruit-

fulness of an old apple tree was brought under my
notice during the past season. This tree is in the

possession of Mr. John Fahy, Kilmanhan, Piltown, and

is of the Old Brandy or Golden Harvey variety. It is

about 90 years of age, and measures, at one and a half

feet from the ground, ten feet in circumference, in

perfect health, and carrying a heavy crop of small,

clean fruit almost every season. This past season it

gave a crop of over 13,000 apples, which were sold in

Carrick-on-Suir at from 6d. to 2S. per 100, according to

quality, the produce from this one tree making a total

of £5 IDS. nett. Formerly Mr. Falij- always sold the

fruit on the tree, and never got more than 17s. for

same. I. Dearnalev.
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Lime.

Bv M. J. Jamison, Associate of the Royal College

of Science for Ireland.

LI M E (calcium oxide) is obtained by burning

limestone (calcium carbonate). The heat

produced by coal, turf, &c., drives off

the carbonic acid gas (CO2), leaving behind

CaO, ash, and other impurities. The percent-

age of lime (CaO) depends on the quality of

the rock used for burning. Some limestones

contain 98 per cent, of the carbonate, whilst

" clayey" limestones contain about 68 per cent.

Again, some limestones contain much magnesium

carbonate brought about by the replacement of

the lime by magnesium. When lime contains

4 per cent, of magnesium (MgO) or over it is

considered as harmful to plant life as it is slow-

in taking up CO2. A pure limestone contains

in every 100 parts bj- weight 56 parts of lime

and 44 of carbonic acid gas. Lime is of a

caustic nature, and combines readily with water,

forming slaked lime Ca (OH2), which is slightly

less caustic. When much water is added to

slaked lime, milk of lime is produced. Since

lime is soluble to a small extent in water, if

milk of lime is allowed to settle a clear liquid re-

mains on the top, termed "lime water." By
blowing one's breath into lime water the car-

bonate is precipitated owing to the lime taking up

carbonic acid gas. The causticity of lime, both

unslaked and slaked, enables them to burn up

organic matter in the soil, setting free ammonia
from nitrogenous compounds, and also to act

as disinfectants. Their alkalinit\- enables them

to neutralise acids in the soil, making it more

suitable for bacterial and plant life, besides

sweetening the herbage. By their physical

action sandy soils are made more compact,

heavy clay soils are opened up by changing

them from a " one-grain " state to larger

aggregates, thus making the drainage better,

allowing air to pass through, and finally render-

ing them more easy of cultivation. If a stiff

soil is allowed to settle under water-logged

conditions, there comes a time when the grains

are so packed together that no water percolates

through ; but if lime water is added, water begins

again to flow owing to the aggregation of the

grains to form larger particles. Lime sets free

potash from combinations in the soil, and also

when absorbed, or rather absorbed by the soil

—

that is, if we add a potash solution to a soil.

and after a time wash all the potash possible

out of it, then, by adding lime in solution,

pota.sh will again appear in the filtrate. We
must not, however, consider this as a chemical

replacement, but rather a physical effect, caused

by the absorptive capacity of the soil grains

for certain substances in solution.

When lime is applied to the soil it is some-

times left in small heaps and allowed to absorb

moisture from the air to slake it, but the

more common practice is to throw water on

successive lajers and shovel into a heap. Too
much water renders the mass pasty and difficult

to spread. The slaked lime is spread on the

land at the rates of from one to two tons per

acre, and harrowed in. Owing to its slight

solubilit}- part maj' become washed out of the

soil during hea\'y rains. However, in dilute

solutions the soil can absorb 94 per cent, of the

lime, but if the solution is made twenty times

stronger 54 per cent, only is absorbed. Of late

jears much of the burnt lime has been ground,

and is sold under the name of " ground lime."

In this state it is easily spread b\- machinery, and

is more caustic in its action than slaked lime.

The cost of grinding is about 6s. per ton and

of bagging 3s. The bags generally burst

owing to the slaking of the lime, and become

of no value. Ground lime should be bought

under a guarantee of at least 85 per cent, of

CaO. Many samples only contain 50 per cent.,

whilst as much as 22 per cent, of magnesium
ma)' be found. Often unburnt limestone is

ground owing to defective burning. This is by

no means harmful to the land, but it is not

economical, as 56 cwts. of burnt lime contains

as much lime as 5 tons of the unburnt, pure

sample. So far ground lime is expensive, but 5

to 6 cwts. per acre is considered a fair dressing

every year.

Gas lime is often applied to land. When
fresh it contains 28 to 40 per cent, of water,

and on an average 34 per cent, equivalent of

CaO, very little of which is in a caustic state.

It is applied at the rate of two to four tons per

acre. The lime, having been previously used as

a purifier for coal gas, contains many sulphur

compounds, some of which are injurious to plant

life. However, when gas lime has been exposed

to the air for a few months these are oxidised

and rendered harmless.

Chalk is a soft limestone, and is applied to

the surface of the soil, thus exposing it to rains
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and frosts to bre;ik it up. It contains 52 per

cent, equivalent of CaO.
In many districts near tiie seashore shell-

sand is applied. It is variable in composition.

One sample used analysed 46 per cent. CaO.
This being a natural material, heavy dressings

can be applied to heavy soils without injury,

thereby rendering them easily worked. It can

neutralise acids (mineral and organic) in the

soil. On heavy soils and those containing

much peat the shells are exhausted in 8 to 10

years, whilst on dry hillsides they will last for

15 to 18 years. Greater benefits might be

obtained by grinding them finer ; at least

smaller dressings could be more evenly dis-

tributed. The results obtained are far ahead of

those from lime. The builder burnt limestone

to drive off CO2, and having done so mixed

sand, stones, and water with it, knowing that

the whole would be bound together by the

absorption of CO.,. The wall made is an adul-

terated limestone. The only advantages gained

by burning limestone are the driving off of 84

cwts. of CO2 per ton, thus lessening cartage

from the kilns, and a finer state of subdivision

when slaked. Lime in slaking absorbs about

one-third of its weight of water, so that usually

the cartage on the fields is about the same for

slaked lime and ground limestone. Samples of

ground limestone are now on the market. By
applying this material on soils deficient in lime

we are using the natural substance which has

made limestone soils warm, sweet, and of

great value for growing stock and crops—

a

material not easily washed out of the soil,

which can neutralise mineral and organic acids
;

is a plant food ; forms the base for nitrification

and precipitated soluble phosphates. Experi-

ments carried out under the Lancashire County
Council show more profit from its use than from

ground lime.

[To be continucd.'\

Crab Apples.

CKABAl'PLES as ornamentaltrees are not used as

commonly and extensively as they might be, con-

sidering their great beauty. In the spring they are

covered with a profusion of snow-white blossoms and in

the autumn with abundance of ruddy or other brightly-

coloured fruits. They should be planted in groups of six

or more in such a position as to have a background of

green to show off to full advantage their wealth of flower

and fruit. The effect is altogether lost if they are planted

Singly or dotted about on a lawn. There are several
varieties that maybe used in the garden or on the fringe
of woodlands, and they are all cheap, considering that
really nice specimens for planting can be purchased from
nurserymen at from is. 6d to 2s. 6d. each. The generic
name of the apple is Pyrus, and P. baccata (the Siberian
crab) is one of tlie most ornamental of the genus, as it

produces a rich harvest of brilliant red fruit. But there
are other species equally splendid in their floral display
and autumn fruitage, and any one desirous of introducing
patches of colour to border or shrubbery would do well
to arrange for their introduction during the present plant-
ing season. Selection may be made from the following :—
The "Dartmouth Crab "has large crimson fruits ; "John
Downie" forms a fine tree with red tinted flowers and
large festoons of radiant fruit ; \'eilch's Scarlet is very
handsome

; while in Neidwetzkyana both the leaves and
the fruit show a purple tint. The yellow Siberian
crab has yellow and Mrs. John Seden orange-yellow
fruit, spotted and stained crimson on the sun-exposed
side. The fruit of these crabs, if one cares to use them
for such purposes, may be made into excellent jam,
while crab-apple jelly, as everj^ one knows, has a great
reputation as a preserve. We strongly recommend the
planting of crab-apples, even if only for the sake of the
brilliant note of colour they introduce to the garden
during the later months of the year.

Vegetable Growing in Cottage

Gardens.

By P. J. Gray, Horticultural Instructor, Schools of

Domestic Economy.

IN many parts of the country, and especially in the

west, there is still great room for improvement in

the keeping of cottage gardens. Some of the

people are slow to appreciate the benefits to be derived
from the growing of a variety of vegetables, and well-

cropped gardens in this respect are more the e.xception

than the rule.

The cottager should aim at making the most of his

garden, and this can only be accomplished by keeping
it well cropped, not allowing any of it to remain idle

during the season, and growing a variety of vegetables.

Many of the county councils now give prizes for well-

kept cottage gardens, and all cottagers should be

ambitious to gain a prize. The growing of a variety of

vegetables does not mean that each of them should have
an equal portion of the garden ; a small plot or bed of

each is sufficient, and early potatoes, fruit trees, &c.

,

may be grown in quantity.

The first thing to see to is that the garden is properly

fenced, for if the poultr}- and goat can roam at will

through it all our work is vain. Next to a wall, a good
whitethorn hedge makes the best fence, both as a fence

and to give shelter. The quicks may be planted any
time from the present up to the end of March, except

during severe frost. Prepare the ground by digging in

a good dressing of well-rotted farmyard manure. I'lanl

in a double row, the latter six inches apart, and the

same distance between the plants in the row. Some
yi'ars must elapse before such a hedge would he of any
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value as a fence, and in llie meantime a temporary fence

must be erected, not alone to protect the g^arden, but

also the youns hedge, for if the tender shoots of the

latter are eaten off by goats or other animals the hedge

will never come to anything.

Having secured the garden against trespassers, the

next point for consideration is what to grow, and the

following should find a place in evcrj' garden, however

small—viz., peas, broad beans, kidney beans, parsnips,

carrots, white turnips, onions, leeks, celery, lettuce,

cabbage, cauliflowers, broccoli, Brussels sprouts,

rhubarb, parsley, sage, thyme. There are many other

wholesome vegetables, but for a cottager the above are

enough to start with. In most cases a small package

of seed will be sufficient, but seed should be obtained

from a reliable source.

The arrangement of the different crops in the garden

will claim attention, and it is often found that certain

parts of a garden are better suited for growing certain

vegetables than others ; thus, part of it may be higher

and more exposed to sun and air. Such a situation is

well adapted for growing early peas, beans, potatoes,

cauliflowers, and for seed beds. The lower portion

would be suitable for parsnips, turnips, rhubarb, cab-

bage, &c. A systematic rotation of crops is necessary

in the garden as on the farm ; and one great advan-

tage of rotation of crops is that it is a great means of

keeping injurious insects and fungoid disease in check.

To conclude, let no time be lost in preparing the

garden for cropping in spring, and remember that the

two great essentials to success are deep tillage of the

soil and the use of suitable manures. Well-rotted farm-

jard manure should be used, digging it in deeply, and

this may be supplemented later on by the use of arti-

ficial maiuires, wood ashes, &c.

Hardy Shrubs.

Escallonia Exoniensis.

IH-iWE been much interested in the notes " Hardy-

Shrubs" in the November issue of Irish Gardening.
There cannot be the least doubt about the present

importance of this subject, increasing variety in the

shrub life of gardens being everywhere noticeable, and

nursery catalogues are adding yearly to lists already

replete with names of beautiful, and none too common,
hard}' shrubs ; the writer of the notes alluded to

above most timely mentions a fact that is worth re-

membering -viz. , "hardiness in this instance must be

taken as an elastic term, for a shrub may be hardy in

one locality and not at all so in another."

This complex question of hardiness would be to a

great extent resolved for many readers if others who

—

in various districts—have experience in their cultivation

would contribute notes about rare or uncommon sub-

jects, giving an idea of their hardiness by a comparison

(not necessarily odious) with some well known and gene-

rally grown shrub that suffers more or less from the

severity of our winter and spring frost and wind, and yet

almost always make good the damage during the ensuing

growing season

—

Escallonia macratitha and Laurcstinn^

for instance. I am sure the Editor would welcome

such m.itter as being of interest and value to many en-

gaged in Irish gardening.

Thinking thus I have ventured to write this, and

mention a shrub by no means common that would com-

mend itself to many if its merits were better known,

and trust that other readers with longer and wider

experience will give of their abundance.

Escallonia exoniensis, said to be a hybrid, is here— in a

light gravelly soil of varying depth, resting on gravel,

and a position open to the south and south-east—

a

hardy evergreen and handsome flowering shrub. It

attained a height and width of 12 ft. and 8 ft. respec-

tively in seven years, being about 20 inches high when
planted in this by no means sheltered garden, its white

flowers—in form and arrangement similar to those of

the well known E. macranilin, but smaller—are borne

on almost every branchlet m summer, and thence till

November, and sometimes later. It is rarely floweriess.

The leaves are smooth, glossy, and dark green, smaller

than and without the stickiness and odour peculiar

to those of the latter species. It forms a handsome and
well furnished specimen with little or no pruning, and
will readily lend itself to restrictive treatment if space

or taste require or demand it : and indeed where
E. macrantha is used to form screens, hedges, &c.

,

E. exoniensis, being equally hardy, could be similarly

employed, and if both were combined in such uses the

result would be very pleasing.

The plant above described has never suffered the

slightest injur\' from seasonal severity, but others

e.xposed to unbroken east winds are sometimes more or

less injured— in common with the better known species

mentioned—on the side so exposed, but so far the

injury has been partial and made good the following

growing season.

This plant has seeded freely here, and self-sown seed-

lings came up around and beneath it for the past three

years. Thev varv in colour of flower, being mostly

pinky red. E. C. D.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

AT a special council meeting held at the societj's

offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, December
3rd, a nice vase of carnations came from the

gardens of Colonel the Hon. C. F. Crichton, Mulla-

boden, Co. Kildare. These were set up by that expert

camationist, Mr. W. J. Mitchison, to whom was
awarded a first-class cultural certificate on the unani-

mous vote of the council. The varieties consisted of

perfect blooms of Hritannia (scarlet) and .Mrs. Burnett

(blush). From an amateur's greenhouse came specimens

of the curious and interestiug climber, Physianthus

albens (see illustration), bearing green, corrugated,

irregularly shaped fruits approximating in size to a

lemon. The grower had raised the plant from seed

sent from South -Africa some five years ago, and the

plant, after being cut back at this sea.son, annually fur-

nishes the roof of a somewhat lofty house, producing

the peculiar fruit in profusion, which, by the way, is

not edible. As showing the good temper of the season

and locality, Mr. Gerald Carroll, gardener at Sutton

House, sent in a collection of various things cut from
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the open, inclutling" Howcriu^ sprays of the j\Iacarlne\-

Rose, Arbutusandrac/mCj Eupatoriitni Weintnar nianum^
Solnnum jasminoides, Ciicinthiis pmiiceiis, and some
intet-esting' berried subjects, including' the very distinct

Hymenaiithcra crassijolta, studded with its little pearl-

white berries. A vote of thanks was accorded to the

contributors. The following new members were elected

—

viz. : Mr. R. D. Bolton, Rathnasur, Bra}', proposed by-

Mr. D'Olier ; Captain J. S. Bartrum, Balure, Ballybrack,

proposed by Mr. G. M. Ross; the Marquis of Headfort,

Kells, Meath, proposed by Mrs. Greer, as was Mrs. J.

O. Jameson, DoUond, Clonsilla ; Mr. J. S. Mason,
Teinple Bar, Dublin ; Mr. T. Moorhouse, The Gardens,
Luttrellstown ; and Mr. R. Byrne, 212 Great Brunswick

do. The annual general meeting proved quiet and
peaceful, specimens of Cmtaegits shillelaghiensis not

being visible, the report and balance-sheet, on the

motion of Mr. G. M. Ross, seconded by the chairman,
being adopted without dissent. Keen interest, never-

theless, was lent to the proceedings by a contest for

seats on the council, 128 ballot papers being received,

the chairman and members present having to possess
their souls in patience until the scrutineers had com-
pleted their task. Eventually, Sir John Nutting was
able to announce that Messrs. Watson, Henderson,
D'Olier, M'Donough, and Canon Hayes, the retiring

members, retained their seats on the council, whilst the

two vacancies had been filled hv the election of F-ndv

PllVSIANTHUS AlbF.XS I>

Reduced to one-sixth liti(

Friit.

Street (the two latter as practical members) being pro-

posed by the secretary.

.Arrangements were made for holding the annual

general meeting, which took place at the Institute of

Civil Engineers, 35 Dawson Street, on the 17th Dec,
Sir John G. Nutting, Bart., presiding. Immediately

prior to the opening of the meeting a special council

meeting was held to consider the offer of the Royal
Dublin Society in the matter of holding the Spring

Show at Ballsbridge, the offer of the Arts Industries

Hall, with a grant of £50 towards the show expenses,

being accepted. The show will be held on Wednesday
and Thursday, the 21st and 22nd of April. This is, per-

haps, a little late for the flower which comes before the

swallow dares, and perhaps not ; that depends on the

comptroller of the weather bureau, and if he tries

to upset exhibitors' calculations they will, doubtless,

find wavs and means to circumvent him, as thev often

Albreda Bourke and Mrs. Greer. So for the first time

in its long histor}' of eighty years the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland has the co-operation of ladies

on the executive to further its interests. The secretary

will be glad to receive advertisers' applications for

space in the 1909 schedule at an early date, from whom
particulars may be had at the societj-'s offices.

E. Knowldi.v.

The snowberry is a well-known bush, seen at its

best when growing to about six feel high. It is very

decorative when covered with the white globular fruit

that give it its popular name. The old wood, and

especially that in the centre of the bush, should be per-

sistently cut out, so as to encourage the development

of fresh, vigorous young shoots that will bear abund-

ance of flowers.
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Our Coloured Plate.

New Seedling- Hybrid Tea Rose " His Majesty."

THIS fine rose, exhibited for the first time

at the London Show in July, was awarded

a card of commendation, and again in

September, when it gained the gold medal.

The parentage, as given by the raisers,

Messrs. Samuel M'Gredy & Son, of Portadown,

are two unnamed seedlings— one derived from

Horace Veruet x La France and the other from

Horace Veruet x Anna Olivier. Looking care-

fully at the flower one can notice all the traits of

these parents—the depth of petal due to A.

Olivier, the colour due to Horace Veruet, whilst

La France has given her charming odour to

grace this fine flower. In some respects the

flower and habit of growth resembles " Frau

Karl Druschki," and by some rosarians it is

supposed to be a red Druschki. In growth
" His Majesty " is strong and sturdy. The
wood is smooth, with few thorns, and the

foliage is of that spreading nature which

shows off" the flower so well. The colour of the

flower is dark crimson, shaded deep vermilion

crimson. The blooms are upstanding, and is

an exhibition as well as a garden variety. It

will be sent out in the coming spring, and is

well worth growing in quantity, as the colour

is such an acquisition to the Hybrid Tea class.

O'D. B.

1909.

WITH the present issue Irish G.\rden"i.\g

enters its fourth volume. To the

numerous contributors who have so

well and so willingly helped us in the work we
set out to do—the establishment of a "home-
made " journal for the advancement of horticul-

ture in Ireland— we offer our sincerest thanks.

At the same time, we do not forget that thanks

are also due to a large number of readers whose
sympathetic interest materially helped toward

the growth and development of the journal,

either by widening its circle or by the con-

tribution of notes and suggestions. It may
be added that we are always glad to receive

communications from our readers, as well as

photographs of their homes or gardens. We
wi.sh all (contributors and readers) a prosperous

and " Happy Xew Year."

The Gardeners' Chronicle for December iqth contains

an article b}' Mr. S. .•\rnott descriptive of the extremely

interesting^ garden of Mr. \V. E. Gumbleton, of Belgrove,

Co. Corli.

The director (Mr. F. J. Chittenden) of the Research
Station of the Royal Horticultural Society of England
has been carrying on very extensive tests with " nitro-

baclerine " at Wisley. A very lucid report of the

e.xperiments is given in the recently published journal

of the societ}'.

We regret to record the death of the Earl of .Annes-

ley at Castlewellan on the 15th December last. The
deceased Earl was an enthusiastic gardener, and his

death is a sad loss to Irish arboriculture. Castlewellan,

as most of our readers know, possesses one of the

richest collections of shrubs and trees in the countrj'.

Lord Annesley took a practical interest in the develop-

ment of this journal from the first, and to him we were
indebted for the several illustrations illustrative of

notable trees at Castlewellan that have appeared from
time to time in our pages.

In the chrysanthemum audit for 1908, made bj' the

Journal ofHorticulture, four varieties headed the list of

the best fifty Japanese with an equal number of votes.

These were Lady Talbot (soft canary- yellow), F. S. \'allis

(canary- yellow), Reginald \'allis (purple amaranth),

Mrs. A. T. Millar (white). Of new Japanese varieties

Splendour (crimson red, gold reverse) was voted the

best, the ne.xt two being the Hon. Mrs. Lopes (rich

yellow) and Mrs. C. Penford (rich yellow, shaded
crimson).

The English Board of -Agriculture has issued, in the

form of a supplement to their monthlj' journal, a bulky

report on the food of some British birds that should

prove interesting to many of our readers. It is compiled

by Mr. Robert Newstead, who is a well-known authority

on bird-lore ; but as the inferences are mainly, if not

entirely, drawn from local observation (Cheshire), one is

inclined to doubt the universal application of his conclu-

sions. A committee of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science is at present engaged on this

particular research, and it will be interesting to compare
the two reports when the committee publish their co-

operative results.

The Jew's M.\llow (or Kerria jtiponicu) is one of

our most useful common shrubs. The double-flowered

form is the one to possess, its rich golden rose-like

blooms appear in .April or May, and are very welcoine.

The shrub grows quickly. The only pnining required

is the remov.tl of weak or crowded branches, and this

mav be done after the flowers have fallen.
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The use of nitrates in the nutrition of a plant is to

supplv the element nitrogen necessary for the formation

of albuminous food substances. How is the nitrate

molecule broken up, or, in other words, what particular

force is employed to liberate the nitrog-en from its

associate elements within the living plant tissues?

Some recent researches show that the work is done

through the action of a special nitrate-reducing ferment

or engine-acting in the presence of a soluble carbo-

hydrate such as sugar, and that the action takes place,

mainly at least, in the green leaf

Some interesting experiments have been recenily

made to test the effect of ether upon the germinating

power of old and new seeds, including tomato, turnip,

cucumber, cabbage and wheat. The results seem to

show that etherisation in all cases hastens germination.

It seems, moreover, to put 'new life" into old seeds.

In these particular tests only about one-third of the un-

treated old seeds germinated, while quite one-half of

the duplicate etherised batches germinated. It should

be noted that a hot-house temperature (about 75" F.

)

seems to be necessary for the success ot the

process.

He comes — he comes— the Frost Spirit comes ! and you

may trace his footsteps now
On the naked woods and the blasted fields and the

brown hill's withered brow.

He has smitten the leaves of the grey old trees where

the pleasant green came forth.

And the winds, which follow wherever he goes, have

shaken them down to earth.— Whitticr.

Seeds with hard testas or shells slow to germinate

can be very materially aided by immersion In boiling

water for 10 or 15 seconds. The dry, hard seeds of

Canna, for example, are, we believe,'usually submitted to

this treatment by gardeners before sowing in heat.

Some trials with the seeds of Acacia podalyricefolin

treated in this way germinated in twelve days, while

others of the same lot, untreated, did not germinate for

three months.

To secure an early crop of asparagus a French culti-

vator recommends the use of earthenware tubes about

I to 3 inches in diameter and 8 inches in length, which are

to be placed over the shoots as soon as they appear

above ground. The tubes are filled with fine, loose

earth. When the tips of the shoot appear at the top

of the tube, the tube is lifted off, the earth falls away, and

the shoot can then be gathered. It Is said that this

method will bring the asparagus a month earlier than by

the usual mode of culture.

Wr. I. Dearnalev writes— " .As one hears so much of

the advantages of root -pruning strong growing varieties

of apples, the following particulars may be of Interest to

the readers o^ your valuable paper :—In Feb., 190.^,

Mr. Wm. Murphy, Whitechurch, Carrlck-on-Suir,

planted 30 bush-trees of Bramley's Seedling. These
made a very strong growth from the first season, and in

Nov., 1906, one of the strongest bushes was lifted, rooted,

pruned, and replanted under my supervision. During

this year this same bush made a fair good growth, and
produced three stone ofgood quality fruit, which were sold

at 2s. 2<\. per stone, the other 29 bushes only producing

ten stone, or on an average of about 5 lb. each tree,

which were sold at the same price. This leaves a clear

gain on the root-pruned bush of over 5s. Needless to

say, Mr. Murphy now believes in root-pruning."

Potash Is essential for the proper growth and develop-

ment of crops. There seems to be a close connection

between the amount of available potash and the rate of

carbon assimilation, or, in other words, the making of

starch In the green leaf depends upon the presence of

potash in the cell sap. It has been found by analysis

that the amount of potash in the ash of a burnt plant Is

comparatively greater In the leaves and twigs than \\\

the roots, showing that it Is utilised more In the light,

exposed parts of the plant than in the parts not so

exposed. In cases where there is a deficiency of avail-

able potash In the soil the amount of starch or sugar in

the plant is considerably below the average.

Herr Molisch, in the Umschaii, has been drawing

attention to the method of accelerating the growth of

plants by means of warm baths. The horticulturist Is

ever on the watch for new dodges whereby he may be

able to produce flowers or fruits at times when they are

"out of season." It has long been known that plants

require periods of rest. The potato, for instance, likes

to sleep the whole winter through. But it has been

found that this long sleep may be dispensed with. If

potatoes be exposed to a temperature just above

freezing-point for a couple of weeks after they are

harvested the long sleep will be found to be unneces-

sary. Others have tried exposing plants to the stimulus

of ether. It has been found that if during the natural

period of rest a branch of lilac be exposed for a couple

of days to ether it will immediately begin to grow.

But ether is expensive compared with warm water, and

its use in the greenhouse lacks the element of safety.

The top of a rooted lilac-bush was placed for one hour

in water at from SSdeg. to 9odeg. , and then in a green-

house at about 60 deg. In forty days the bush was in

full leaf and flower. Another bush which had been

placed in the house without the preliminary bath had

its buds only just opening. In the case of catkins^ six

days after the bath they were many times larger than

before, while unbathed branches remained unchanged.

And the odd thing is that if after the bath the plants are

left in the open air the stimulus lies dormant for even

as long as a month. If then placed in the greenhouse

they behave as if they have just come from the bath.

The duration of the bath varies with the plants, but it is

not often prolonged for more than twelve hours. The
high temperature creates a demand for oxygen, and

the water prevents free access to the necessary gas.

Normal respiration is checked, and the buds are injured.

Eighty-six degrees is high enough for the gooseberry

and the hazel, whereas the birch requires a fever tem-

perature of 104 deg. Some plants must be bathed just

after the fall of the leaf, but others are unaffected until

later. At the end of the natural period of sleep the bath

will even stay the growth. An autumn bath acts at once

on the male catkin, but does not affect the leaf buds.

They sleep a deeper sleep than the flower buds.

Chemical changes must be set up before the bath will

stimulate them, and Its effect is not se. nn.l niilil

January.— Wcs/iiiiiister G.isette,
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Roses and Rose Gkowixg. By Rose M. Kingsley.

Whittaker & Co.—Coming so soon after such a fine work
as llic Rev. J. Pemberton's book, Miss Rose Kinjfsle3's

book on roses will not be the least unacceptable to any

lover of gardens. In fact, the work has taken up a

position in rose literature which was long vacant

—

namely, a small work on the cultivation of roses for

garden purposes, in contra-distinction to most works

which are written more for exhibitors than non-ex-

hibitors. Clearlv and tersely written in all its ways,

there is not one single sentence which could be spared

from the literature—in fact, we think the book is rather

badly cut up, such a clear writer could have given us

more instead of cutting us off with such short direc-

tions. What we have badly missed in the literature we
have more than gained in the coloured plates, of which

there are twentv-eight. I have never seen such faith-

fully-produced coloured photographs before, and Messrs.

Swain, the producers, are to be thoroughly congratu-

lated. Altogether, this little book is a most admirable

one, and we feel sure it will meet with the success

it most cordially deserves. The price {6s.) is within the

range of every gardener's pocket, and would make a

nice present for an\'one. There is a short chapter on
exhibiting by the Rev. F. Page Roberts which all

exhibitors would do well to study. O'D. B.

The Perfect Garden. By Walter P.Wright. London:
Grant Richards. —This is a book written bv a true lo\"er

of a garden with the weight of much practical know-

ledge as its foundation. Its artistic cover contains 407
pages of well printed, beautifully illustrated matter.

The coloured plates from the water-colour drawings of

Lillian Spannard and E. P. Rowe, with numerous line

engravings, give an inspiration as well as a light touch

to the book, while at the end of the volume are 19 work-

able plans. These plans cover all information likely to

be required in the constructing of a garden for beauty

or for use— dealing with gardens from a quarter to

four acres. The book is written in a most readable

way without losing sight of the practical side.

The writer sets out with a fine understanding of a

beautiful and fruitful garden, and with an equal under-

standing of the amount of untiring care and labour that

must be spent upon such to make it and keep it beauti-

ful and fruitful. The book would be an awakening in

the hand of most amateurs, and useful as well as interest-

ing to the skilled gardener. There is an exactness

about the directions and information of the book—a call

for the right thing in the right place -side by side with

the love of the beautiful, where a garden truly expresses

its maker's loving care.

Me.moirsof the Rovai. Cai,edoxian HORTICl I.Tl ral

Society. Edinburgh.—This is a most interesting, in-

structive and suggestive publication. The majority of

the articles deal with the exhibits displayed at the

society's recent international show at Edinburgh,

written in a critical spirit bj' acknowledged experts

hailing from different parts of Great Britain. Hence a

wideness and freshness of view is introduced that can-

not fail to act as a stimulating and directive force to

future exhibitors. There are notes and impressions on

the vegetable classes, by Alex. Dean ; on the flower

department, by E. Molyneux
;
grapes, by Wm. Crump ;

hardy fruit, by Charles Webster ; and impressions on

the show generally, by David Thompson. There can

be no doubt that the educational value of a show is

enormouslv enhanced b\' having its results set forth so

clearly as is done in these memoirs. The other con-

tents include the text of papers on the dahlia, cool

orchids, British ferns and their varieties, planting fruit

trees, &c. The booklet is most handsomely turned out,

the illustrations being particularly well done, the whole

reflecting the greatest credit upon all concerned in its

production.

Beautifil Flowers and How to Grow Them,
T. C. and E. C J.\CK.—This serial keeps up the high

standard set up in the first two parts already reviewed.

The publishers promise to complete the work in

seventeen parts.

Current Topics.
By E. KxowLDiN, Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society of Ireland.

" T T is a long time now since every lady in the neigh-

I bourhood had a new bonnet for the Dublin

Flower Show ; when will that time come again ?
"

The statement, culled from a letter received from a

gentleman in the North (not a hundred miles from

.Vewry^, is a fact, indisputable, the question concluding

it may be answered literally in the words of poor, mad
Poe's raven, nevermore ! for the simple reason that the

particular species of headgear referred to seems as

defunct as the dodo. We do hope and trust, neverthe-

less, that the dawn of better days is at hand for the

octogenarian Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland,

and that at the three important flower shows to be held

during igog, if the bonnet is banned we shall see Merry
Widow hats galore.

" Current topics, what? " says the gossoon, taking a

surreptitious glance at our scribble for this column.

Evidently he vaguely links them with the fruit which
enters largely into the heavy (no insinuation) part of the

season's menu. Well, we cut off that current and

switch it on to a parallel line apropos of the season still,

and though fashions come and fashions go, the old

pagan custom of decorating with holly and ivy, like

Tennyson's brook, goes on forever. And one feels glad

that it is so ; that in these days of flying machines and

Scarlet Emperor runner beans fifteen inches long, with

other celestial and terrestial phenomena, there is no

abatement of the pagan rite. .And how cheery it all is.

this .scarlet-berried holly ; holly, holly everywhere, but

not a spray of the rich golden-fruited variety to be seen
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or Iiad for love or money ! This should not be, and the

opportunity is taken o{ pressing- the claims of the }'ello\v-

berried holly on prospective planting-.

It is not a far cry from holh" to mistletoe, our native

parasite, which, too, plays a prominent part in Druidical

'ore, and still more than holds its own as an osculatory

medium twixt the sexes at the season. Of course ere

this is in print the season is perhaps over, minus the

cause and plus the effect, but the question remains

—

why don't we grow our own supplies instead ofimporting

from Brittany 7'i(r

Covent Garden?
Surely our patriotic

colleens might
change all that by

refusing to be— to

be osculated save

under the genuine

home-grown article.

Mistletoe, however,

apart from its

economic aspect as

an industry, is a

peculiarly attractive

plant in a garden,

and the wonder is

that it is so rarely

seen growing an

iintiirel, but now its

chief end and aim is

happily accomplish-

ed ; and whilst the

berries are still with

us anyone possessing

an apple tree might

put it in the way of

a start by smearing
the bruised berries

in the clefts of the

divided stem, or

rather just where
the limbs spring from

the trunk. The
finest specimens we
have yet met with

immediately in our

metropolis were seen

on some young trees

in the rear of the

Haddington Road
House, then o c-

Campantla
A brautiful trailing pl.-int. well suited for

12 to 15 inches long, which are covered with
very beautiful, of a delicate blue colour, and ;

are half-hardy perennials, easily raised by se

or by dividing the tufts or by cuttings Th<
bridge, by whose kind permission we reprodu

ciipied by Mr. Burbidge. Mr. Burbidge, however, was
not so successful with the red-berried mistletoe berries

o^ which were sent to him on two occasions from
Tunis, and just at the moment it is doubtful whether a
red-berried youngster still exists in the College

gardens, inside or out (thej- were tried both inside and
outside), or even in the British Isles. We tried some
from the same source on an olive tree (it grows on
the olives in Tunis) then under our charge without

success.

The old-fashioned Christmas seems now a thing of

Ihe past. We cannot alter that, nor do we particularly

wish to ; that sort of Christmas looks best on the cards

and the almanac which one's grocer diplomatically
delivers in spite of the Corrupt Practices Act. It is the

sort of Christmas which cuts off the supplies and creates

friction when all should be peace and good- will between
the kitchen and the garden.

There are, and have been, ample supplies of all things

seasonable, and unseasonable too, and never have w e

seen or sampled better Brussels sprouts than our
markets have provided. '^'et we well recollect the time
when our markets were sproutless, and all credit to an

old friend near

Lucan who led the

way, and where he

led others followed,

till now the Brussels

sprout is a staple

product in season,

.'ind one may say out

of season, for they

now appear soon

after mid-summer.

But the market
man is a smart man.
If you ask him what
variety of sprouts he

grows (and it is a.very

superior variety) he
will tell you he
grows his own
selected seed, and if

you ask him for a
pinch, he well,

jou wont get it.

No letters yet in

the papers anent

that misguided thing,

the primrose.
Surely it has been

plucked by some-
body ere this.

Anj-waj-, there has

been no lack of out-

side flowers J it is in

fact a question

whether previous

Christmases, how-
ever mild, have
witnessed so many.
Even yet the last of

the chrysanthemums
is still with us, and

that in the open, but, unlike " The last Rose of
Summer, "

it is not left blooming alone. On Christ-

mas Day one could have a host of species and
varieties from lovely flowers of Genista canarieiisis

equal to any greenhouse production down to the

modest winter heliotrope, which diffused its fragrance

for the benefit of bona fides arriving at Dalkey Station.

.\nd the veronicas ! they were and are a host in them-

selves. " Delightful Dalkey," poor F. W. Burbidge

was wont to say, and we think it was the veronicas

which had most to do with his descriptive encomium.

Banks and hedges, hedges and banks, all in bloom, and
this is Christmas Dav !

Fra(;ilis.

hanging baskets. Its branches grow from
soft down when young. The flowers are
ire about an incli in diameter. The plants
ed sown in spring or autumn (under glass),

; photograph is by Messrs. Webb, Stour-
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The Flower Garden.

By J. H. CiMMI.VG, Overseer, Rojal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridg-e.

PERSON.\L.— In making' mj- bow as a new
writer of this column in Irish Gardening
for 1909 to its readers my wish is that

the comingf year may be to all a prosperous and
happy one, and that our mutual exchang-e of

thoug'hts and ideas may be helpful and encourag'-

ing. At this season one's thoughts are retro-

spective. Successes and failures with this and
that in our gardens are recalled, and it is to be

hoped experience has been g'ained to overcome
past failures by exchanged methods in the year

that lies before us. Gardening has become
in recent years such a popular and fashionable

recreation that a great improvement is seen in

the arrangement of even small g-ardens through-

out the country, and now nearly every month
must have its flowers. The disposition of

heights and colours, contrast and harmony, is

now studied as never before, with a correspond-

ing result in the pleasing and gorgeous effect

obtained from early spring to late autumn,
without the use of g'lass, and with very little

trouble.

Applied to the flower garden as a whole-
be it borders or geometrical-shaped beds—every
portion of earth should be made to yield its

quota of beauty, from the birth of spring until

the ground is frost-bound. By this the enjo)--

ment of a garden is extended and at the same
time increased. Again, hardy perennial flowers

provide such quantities of cut flowers that their

value is recognised everywhere, and to assist in

interesting by any small means in our power the

culture of kinds that can be grown easih' and
without undue expense will be the aim that

shall be continually kept in view.

Seed Ordering. —With the Christmas and New Year
greetinjfs seedsmen's eatalof<-ues will also have been
delivered by post, and, doubtless, laid aside till the

fri\'o]ities of the season were past. During recent years

much labour and money have been spent to make
these catalo§fues complete guides, both to the amateur
and professional gardener. That the seedsmen have suc-

ceeded there can be no question. What thej- want in

return is early orders ; and customers will consult their

best interests in making their selections and forwarding

same at the earliest possible moment. Later on, when the

rush of orders really commences, delay in the execution

of some is inevitable, and leads often to confusion. A few

novelties may be tried each year without discarding

older and well-tried things that have given satisfaction

previously-.

Shribs for Forcing. — This is the month that shrubs

intended for forcing should be brought under cover. Do
not introduce them into strong heat at once. The process

must be gradual. .A cool vinery or peach-house is best,

and when the buds commence to swell remove to a warm
greenhouse where a temperature of 50 degrees can be

maintained. Keep the atmosphere moist by damping the

stages and floors, and when watering the plants see that

the chill is off the water. Lilacs, Deutzia gracilis. Azalea

niollis, Forsythias, Primus triloba Jlorc plena, P. japonica

flore alba plena, and some of the beautifully coloured

Japanese maples are reliable and suitable for making a
fine display indoors during the spring months.

Roses. —The rose family is so varied that, where no
rose garden exists, a portion of the garden or a good
border should be given over to them. In one way or

another they lend themselves to every kind of treatment

and position. The rose requires a rich, rather stiff soil.

If considered poor, it can be improved by the addition of

some good loam, taken from an old pasture field, and

well-rotten manure, and the whole dug to the depth of

eighteen inches. Plant Hybrid Perpetuals and Hybrid

Teas three feet apart. The small-flowering bedding

sorts, such as Hermosa, will do at eighteen inches

apart. After planting, cover the ground with a

mulching of stable litter, which should remain as a

protection till pruning time in March. Too late planting

is often productive of unsatisfactory results, so no

time should be lost in having all rose planting com-

pleted this month. The Hybrid and Tea kinds are

best grouped in masses of distinct colours. Among
Hybrid Pepetuals, Capt. Havward, Gen. Jacquiraenot,

Margaret Dickson, Helen Kellar, the lovely white Frau

Karl Druschki, and that most charming sweet-.scented

Irish rose, Hugh Dickson, may all be planted in quantity.

Then for floriferousness till late into the autumn, I am
very partial to the Hybrid Teas. Six grand sorts are

Madm. Abel Chatenay, Marquise Lita, Mildred Grant,

Viscountess Folkstone, Liberty, and Kaiserin .-Vugusta

Victoria. For covering bare fences, rustic poles, or

unsightly corners, Dorothy Perkins is an unfailing

variety in yielding a wealth of pink bloom and glossy,

bright-green foliage. Immediately after planting, cut

it down to within six inches of the ground, when fresh,

strong growths will start from the base.

Lawns.—.\ certain amount of care must needs be

taken in keeping the lawns in good order. It is a

pleasure to see green grass nicely kept. This cannot be

on an uneven surface, made so through neglect. In open

weather the turf should be lifted, and the sunken parts

made good with additional soil well rammed in, and the
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lurf replaced. Where the turf is poor a dressing of bone

meal, i cwt. to the rood, may be sown over the surface

as a stimulant. Old potting' soil and wood ashes passed

through a half-inch riddle and scattered over the lawn

makes a capital dressing. Where moss is troublesome

and the grasses weak, a quantity of horse droppings

i

spread over the grass and left on for three weeks, to be

again raked off, will be very beneficial, and prove a

wonderful reviver. An occasional run over the lawn

with a birch broom is useful for scattering wornicasts

and giving a neat and clean appearance at this time,

when there is not much attraction otherwise.

Herb.\ceous Borders.—All arrears of work in this

tlepartment should be hurried on, and every available

opportunity of open weather used to complete the making
ofnew borders or overhauling those already in existence.

No borders of the kind should be allowed to stand an

indefinite period. The dutv of turning them over entails

much time, but it is time well spent, and when done

every three or four years at most these borders are

given new life—when all is lifted, the ground heavily

manured and trenched, and replanting done with a know-
ledge of each plant's height and colour, so that a system

may be carried out that will be pleasing when in flower.

W'et-day Work.—January is not a month that much
in the way of flower seeds need be sown. Preparations

for future busy days may be taken in hand. Get all

potting material under cover and ready for use. Seed

boxes may require repairing ; flower pots, seed pans,

and crocks washed and assorted ; labels of different

sizes ready, and a small pot of white lead handy. Stakes

of various lengths in convenient bundles should be got

ready to hand, and where plenty of hazel bushes are

about, no better material could be used. Cut the young
growths from the base and take into an open shed, to be

made and bundled on wet days when work outside could

not be performed.

The Fruit Grounds.
By William R. Spencer, .Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

THE year just closed has not been a very

profitable one for fruit growers generally.

Prospects early in the season were very

bright, fruit buds being very abundant ; but,

unfbrtunatel}', the severe fro.sts experienced dur-

ing the latter part of April almost ruined crops

of damsons, plums, black currants, gooseberries,

and pears. Hard weather was the rule also dur-

ing the period of apple blooming and setting, and

was the main cause of the scarcity of apples in

many places. Strawberries were a fine crop, but

the season of fine fruit was all too short owing
to the heavy rains commencing on 13th July.

Price of fruit generally was much below the

average. Apples, as a rule, sold badly, owing
in part to the large importations of foreign fruit

and to the depression in trade generally.

Latterly there has been a brisk demand for

Irish apples, and at the present time (Dec. 18th)

they are selling at from i8s. to 20s. per cwt., and
probably will be more very shortly. As our Irish

growers do not, as a rule, store their apples,

there are very few to be had even at that price.

Some, with an eye to better prices, stored most
of their late-keeping varieties, consequently they

are now reaping a fine harvest. It is a great pity

that growers generally do not store their keep-

ing apples ; instead, they rush them on to the

market long before they are fit for it, and have

to sell them at a price perhaps not one half of

what could be obtained if kept for two or three

months. To illustrate this, the writer is

acquainted with a man who bought tons of

Bramley Seedling in October at 8s. 6d. per cwt.,

and at the present time can get about i8s. for

them. I think this should be a lesson to

growers, and trust they will profit by it.

Apple growing has increased so rapidly in

Ireland within the past few years that growers
of twenty or more years' standing are becoming
seriously alarmed, fearing that when the result-

ant crops come on the market prices will not be

so remunerative as at present, and thus com-

plain that even now, with only an average or

below average crop, high prices have not been

the rule. However, as planting continues (in

spite of gruinbling) in these same districts it is

evident that it inust have paid well in the past
;

and while foreign apples get such a ready sale

in our towns it is also evident that the supply of

Irish apples falls very short of the demand.
" The increase in the consumption of apples,

and fruit generally, has increa.sed wonderfully

within the past few years. Fruit shops in

Belfast within the past decade have increased

tenfold."

The poorer classes are using more fruit now
than forinerly, and as its value as a food becomes

better known its consumption will increase in

consequence. There is not the slightest danger

of our markets being flooded for many years to

come (at present they are sometimes flooded

with rubbish) as there are at least four months

in which our markets are entirely in the hands

of our foreign competitors, when the home
growers might easily dispose of them if they

grew enough to do so.

But I would warn growers to pay more

attention to the requirements of established

orchards, and so try and maintain the quality ot
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their fruit, so that wlien the fruit from the

younger plantations come on the market they

will not have to take second place. There is

vast room for improvement in the methods at

present generally employed, and if remunerative

prices are to be obtained different systems of

cultivation will have to be adopted. It is un-

reasonable to expect ground to produce at the

same time, as is often expected, two crops— one

of hay and the other fruit. Can fruit of the

finest quality be expected when grown under

these conditions ? Certainly not ; and so long

as it continues very indifferent fruit will be the

consequence.

The planting- of fruit trees, if not finished last month,

should be completed as soon as possible, provided

that the soil be dry ; if not, better defer planting

till it is so, which probably Avill be some time now.

Never plant while frostj- or wet weather prevails. If

trees arrive from the nursery during- such weather have

them carefully unpacked, and plant in some sheltered

place until favourable conditions, as to soil and weather,

return.

Fruit trees already planted should be secured to a

stout stake to prevent rocking and consequent dis-

turbance of their roots, which is very detrimental to

their well-being.

Place a pad, made
of a piece of sack-

ing or similar

material, between

the stake and tree

where tie is to be made so

as to prevent rubbing. When
(his is finished prick over the

soil lightly with a fork to

erase footmarks, &c. , after-

wards mulch with littery

manure. Rabbits and hares

must be rigidly excluded or

considertible damage will be
done to the trees.

If conditions as to soil and
weather prevail, as required

for planting, root-pruning of

an)' trees requiring it ma)' be

done. Generally speaking,

if trees are growing rapidly,

making very long, sappy
growths, it may be safely-

assumed that there are a few
roots penetrating the sub-

soil, which, if not checked,

will continue to throw a
superfluous amount of sap

into the tree and render it useless as a fruit bearer so

long as these conditions remain. To obviate this, young
trees showing a tendency in this direction should be
lifted, preferably early in November, the strong roots

well cut back with a sharp knife and be at once replanted,

and made secure to a stake and given a mulch.

Prim.sg.—The pruning of all fruit trees and bushes
during mild weather must be pushed on now as fast as
possible, .-\dmirable directions have been given from
time to time in these pages as to methods of pruning
these, so it is unnecessary to repeat them here. Where
wall trees are grown the pruning and nailing up of

shoots must be done now, if not already done. The
pruning of apples and pears which have filled their

allotted spaces is a very simple matter, simply requiring

all summer growths (breastwood) to be cut back to

within one or two buds of their base, and spurs re-

gulated if getting too long or too thickly disposed over
the trees. Plums and cherries require more careful

handling, as they produce fruit on joung wood as well

as on spurs on older wood. Where possible lay in a
young shoot of previous year's growth ; shorten about
one-quarter its length if strong, if weak it may be cut

back to within a few buds of its base. Cut away all

dead wood, as well as branches devoid of fruit spurs,

and so make room for the younger and more fruitful

shoots. Have all prunings collected at once and
burned ; the ashes should be preserved dry and forked

into ground round fruit trees.

Fork round all fruit bushes, collect all perennial weeds
as work proceeds ; at the same time, any bushes re-

quiring aid in the way of manure should be given it

—

place it round bushes as far as the roots extend, and
cover over with soil. .\11 established fruit trees and bushes
which have borne a good crop the previous season
should be given some aid in the form of farm-yard

manure well decomposed. Drainings from manure
heaps, cow-sheds and such places form one of the

most valuable manures, and may now be given freely

to all established trees. Later on in the season it

should be diluted with clean water, as it would not be

safe to apply it very strong to growing trees.

-Any portion of the fruit grounds requiring to be
drained should be attended to during the month.

There is nothing more detrimental to the well-being of

fruit trees than stagnant water. .AH old drains should

be cleaned out to allow the water free passage, or new
ones made if required.

The Vegetable Garden.

By James Bracke.n, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

IN the first month of the year plans for rotation and

preparation for the new season's cropping ought to

be well advanced. But before entering upon details

of work it will be well to briefly review the conditions

that make for cultural success. Good drainage and

thorough tillage, followed by adequate manuring, are

the first essentials. Then, remembering the conditions

under which our cultivated crops have been evolved,

care must be taken to allow them space enough for

individual development in land always free from weeds.

Suitable rotation of crops must be arranged, and a watch-

ful campaign carried on against insects, fungi and other

enemies. Finally, in order to get pleasure and profit

out of gardening we must buy good seeds—that is,

seeds obtained from selected plants of the very best

varieties.
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Tilling.—The wetness of" last iiioiiili, in the south at

least, has in many instances retarded tilling' operations.

Where not finished, as weather suits, dig-, trench, or

bastard-trench all vacant ground. The man with a first

prize in view will be wise to trench for it. Nearly every

vegetable crop requires about two feet deep of tilled

soil at least to perfect it. In this matter of trenching

use judgment, so as not to bring sour and barren sub-

soil in quantity to the surface. Many writers advocate

trenching land ; most people interested in gardening

read of its advantages, but few people practice it. It

means some strenuous labour, and a love of strenuous

labour is not over popular in these days. .A.S a physical

training trenching- land would beat football or mountain

climbing into fits. One's digestion would be sadly out

of gear w'hen a regular course of it would not restore a

wholesome appetite. It is a pity such grand exercise

does not become a fashionable craze. But who knows
what may vet happen !

Manlrlng. — -A good supply of well made farm-yard

manure is absolutely necessary for successful vegetable

culture. We will refer to the subject again, but in the

nie^mtime Mr. Jamison's excellent article in the .August

number should be carefully studied.

Sligs.—We must not wait the attacks of these arch-

enemies. Cut them ofi' and destroy them b_v every known
mciins of warfare. .Attack them in front, flank, and

rear. Brick or tile edgings in vegetable grounds afford

them no harbourage. Hedges about kitchen gardens

are a nuisance in this respect, so are uncultivated patches

and all untidiness. Old walls in which are crevices and
fissures also harbour the rascals ; they are also head-

quarters for snails. See to the pointing of such walls,

whether boundaries or of pits or outhouses. Use soot

iind lime newl}" slaked about growing crops and hedges

and all lurking places, traps under boards, and with por-

tions of vegetables, such as turnips, &c. W'liere coarse

salt is cheap it has value as a slugicide, but use it with

much care, as in quantity it is deadly to vegetation.

F'ORCING Dep.\rtment. — Keep up supplies of vege-

tables usually forced. Sow French Beans {.\'t' P/us Ultra)

in pots about every fortnight. Place near glass in a tem-

perature not less than 60° F. Give vigilant attention to

necessary supplies of asparagus, seakale, and rhub.'irb.

We can command steady and abundant supplies of sea-

kale and rhubarb where plenty of crowns have been

propagated, in their own proper time, for the purpose

of lifting and forcing under cover. -Any warm house

does for this, as a mushroom house, &c. , when season-

ably attended to—that is, when done in time. At this

season asparagus requires brisk bottom heat, and it is the

better of the additional top-heat of a hot-water pipe.

Hot-Beds.— Materials for hot-beds, leavesand stable

lilter in abundance, ought now to be at hand. We are

often practically helpless to push things on without these

valuable adjuncts, and plenty of them. Potatoes may
be planted in pits (see last month's calendar for method
of work). Myatt's old Ashleaf still retains its superior

flavour. Alas ! that its cropping powers are behind

time. Sharp's Victor is always reliable for forcing.

Prepare hot-bed, and on it place frame for horn carrots.

In about nine inches of sharp, friable soil sow the seed

in lines nine inches apart and about an inch deep. A

thin scattering of Woods Early Frame Radish may be

sown broadcast among the lines of carrot, or a few-

dozen good lettuce plants can be raised in this way if

they are not left too long before being transpkinted.

These will be of sweeter flavour than autunni-sown

lettuce.

Seed-sowing in He.^t.— People who intend to ex-

hibit must grasp time by the forelock to be ready for

summer and early autumn shows. Lose no time in

making small sowings, in handj- bo.xes, of celery,

cauliflowers (Early Erfurt, or Snowball), Brussels sprouts,

leek, onions {.Ailsa Craig or Cranston's), and lettuce. In

all cases be sure to sow thinly in fine, friable soil, and
give best position for light in heated structures or hot-

bed frames as may be available. Sow tomatoes if

steady heat can be maintained. In sowing these be
sure to use plenty of drainage with light soil, and sow-

very thinly. Later be careful of the watering pot, so
as to minimise the danger of damping off. Lister's

Prolific is a good all round variety. The flavour and
form of Perfection are perfection, although it is no new
kind, but it is rather shy to bear. The yellow fruited

kinds eat well too.

Pe.\s.— First, early peas may be sown in the open,
but only in ver}' favourable positions—sunny aspects in

friable soil and in sheltered positions. So many enemies
are liable to attack this sowing in the open that for the
little extra work it is a wise plan to sow the seeds in

turves or boxes in frames to transplant later on. William
the First Improved is one good kind for this time.

Onions.—If soil condition suits and the weather is

not frosty towards the end of the month potato onions
may be planted. Class the bulbs and give the larger

ones the space of about a square foot. The smaller
ones produce fewer bulbs and of larger size, and may
be planted closer. Plant in well-cultivated and manured
land of strong character, just covering the top of the

onion and making firm. If the land for seed onions has
not been already prepared and manured no further time

ought to be lost. Trench as the weather permits, and
use a liberal amount ofgood dung, and leave rough for the

present. We cannot give too much attention to the pre

parations for onion growing. Perhaps (excepting the

potato) it is the most important commercial vegetable that

suits our climate. When will our farmers and cottiers

realise their loss in not growing an abundant supply

of this valuable food ? I dare say most householders

would consume ten times more than they do with

great advantage if they had the supply at hand.

Horticulturists have taught agriculturists the advantage
of sprouting potatoes ; they have yet to teach them to

grow abundance of onions to .save us the loss and the

shame of having to import the greater part of our supph .

It would make one weep to think on it. Onions are

tearful things anyway !

An excellent mulch for herbaceous borders during

the winter may be made by mi.\ing charretl garden

refuse with decayed leaves. If this be spread over the

ground so as to well cover the dormant root-stocks it

will afford protection during cold weather and conserve

moisture during dry weather in the growing season.
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Bee-Keeping.

By T. Magiiri;, The Orchard, Enniskilleii.

Extracting—II.

AFTER doubling drones will hatch out in the super,

and the excluder being" on they will be unable to

gel out. Unless released they will die, and
become a nuisance to the workers, who will be con-

stantly wt^rrying to get them out. A small c>pening

made in the lower edge of the super box will give them
egress to the roof, which can be removed occasionally,

or in warm weather tilted for a few dajs till all have

escaped.

Sometimes a cold spell comes on, and all the honey in

the doubling box is consumed ; if sections are on top

they also suffer, and unless precautions are taken they

will not be properly filled again. In such a case a few

of the best brood frames — those containing most brood

and least pollen—should be exchanged into the super,

when the sections will get pretty much the same atten-

tion as if they were put on over the brood nest in the

ordinary waj\ The same precautions regarding the

queen and cutting out of any queen cells must be taken

as when doubling in the first instance.

When the heavy flow of honey comes the super soon

gets filled up, and more room will be required for the

honey coming in before that which is gathered is sealed

and ripened and ready to be extracted. A second

super of frames is put on underneath the full one, if

drawn-out combs are available, if not the brood combs
must be raised once more and wired frames of founda-

tion put in their place, not forgetting the queen as

before and any queen cells that may be started a few
days afterwards. When these operations are per-

formed carefully and at the proper time there is

generally no trouble from swarming, particularly if the

hive is kept shaded and cool, but if the combs are not

examined for queen cells as directed the latter are

almost sure to be started, in which case swarming is

inevitable— not only that, but the young queen will be

excluded in the super, and may become useless before

she gets an opportunity of mating. Should the old

queen get lost the stock will appear to be queenless,

and the owner will be firing off queries to the bee papers

and the local instructor to know what is the matter, as

it will, of course, be impossible to introduce a strange

queen whilst the young one is there. On the other

hand, when these little precautions are taken it is

marvellous to see the energy with which a strong stock

will continue to work in the hottest weather. During
the past season I had several gigantic stocks working
on three storeys, with two crates of sections on top.

They worked like furies right through the extreme heat,

and never attempted to swarm. Young queens were
raised and mated in the back apartment without

trouble, and when the flow was over each hive con-

tained two strong stocks instead of one.

As soon as the sections are finished they should be
removed. The whole force of bees will then be crowded
on the frames, and the ripening and sealing will pro-

ceed rapidly. No frames should be removed for

extracting until completely sealed, and if they can be

left on for some time afterwards so much the better.

The honey will gain immensely in quality. Unsealed
honey will be much thinner, poorer in quality, and more
inclined to candy than that which is properly ripened.

The so-called " ripener " (a long tin aflFair, provided

with a tap) should not in general be trusted to ripen

honey. It is only effective when used in a uniform high

temperature, and even then is far behind the natural

method. In the ordinary temperature of a room it is

more calculated to injure honey than otherwise, but it is

a very useful utensil when extracting.

News Items.

National Sweet Pea Society.

The annual meeting of the National Sweet Pea Society

was held on December i ith, when Sir Randolph Baker,

Bart., was elected the new president, on the retirement

of Mr. Cuthbertson, and Mr. Horace J. Wright was
elected chairman of committees. Mr. C. H. Curtis was
re-elected hon. secretary, and the committee, in recog-

nition of his untiring labours in the interest of the society,

voted him a honorarium, accompanied with a well-

deserved appreciation of his past services.

The DubKn Seed and Nursery Employees'
Association.

The annual dinner of this active society was held at

the Gresham Hotel on Saturday, 12th of December last,

when the fifth annual report of accounts and transac-

tions was distributed and the prizes for the vear
presented to the successful competitors. The after

dinner proceedings took the form of speeches (in pro-

posing and replying to toasts), interspersed with songs,

recitations and instrumental solos. The report set

forth the educational and other work done in the year,

together with the text of the two essays that secured the

first and second prizes. We sincerely congratulate the

association upon their successful efforts and upon
having at their command such an untiring secretary as

Mr. McDonough has proved himself to be.

Irish Seed and Nursery Trades" Association.

The annual general meeting of this bodj- was, by

kind permission of the .Agricultural Superintendent, held

in the Roj'al Dublin Society's Committee Room, Balls-

bridge, on Thursday, December loth. There was a good
attendance of members, who discussed with great in-

terest the council's report of the year's work, which, with

the statement of accounts, was unanimously adopted.

The practice, recently started, of some local show
committees charging nurserymen for space at shows

was mentioned by Messrs. J. \\'atson and S. A. Jones.

In Dublin and acro.ss the water nurserymen's exhibits

are eagerly sought for and welcomed, and no charge

whatever is imposed. Exhibiting firms are at consider-

able expense in travelling long distances to shows, and

the association is of the opinion that nurserymen would

be justified in not exhibiting at those shows where any

fee for space is charged. X'aluation of greenhouses,

&c., and other matters, were before the meeting, and

the election of president and council for 1909 took place.
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The Making of our Home.
" Chips ot Rock."

Bv Charlotth G. O'Brikn.

WE read on every hand nowadays of the

bountiful blessings of youth, the free-

dom and the joy of movement and of

love, the excitements of travel and the pleasures

of physical perfection when one is young. Is

there no one to be found who will singf of the

virtue of old agfe? Surely it can be done, and

with a good heart, too, if the path of life—broken

and jagged and thorny though it may have been—
has yet led' steadily between the blooming

banks ot flowery youth in the country till one

sees the full development of trees planted by-

one's own hand, and can gather the roses grown
from one's own cuttings.

My " chips of rock " make a fine nest for trees,

and as I walk about and show newcomers my
thujas, or piceas, or pines, and say to them,
" There was not a tree in this place when I took

it up, but look at that tree and that, and see

what an old woman I must be, I glory in my
age." Surely one may be as proud of a green

wig on one's trees as of a yellow wig on one's

skull—both are fleeting, but at least the green

lasts the longest. I made a mistake in claiming

that no tree was in the place before my time.

There were three small oaks which had a history.

The father of the present Sir Charles Barrington

(or his grandfather) had a fancy about oaks,

and is said to have always carried acorns in his

pocket, and planted them in handy corners along

the roads, and these three trees are believed to

have sprung from his acorns. My near forty

years of tenancy has not made much difference

to them, whilst all around the upstart foreigners

forget the shortness of their youth and the haste

of their maturity, and the swiftness of their

decay, while ever and always the slow oaks

sigh to the flowing river and gaze on the mir-

rored clouds, seeing in them both the swift

passage of their summer leafage and the far-

beckoning distances of immovable time.

I observe here and in other places, both in

Co. Limerick and Co. Dublin, that small seed-

ling oaks are very frequent amongst grass in

the meadows ; indeed, if one could fancy

Ireland without cattle, I believe fifty years would

see the country clothed with oak, ash, beech,

sycamore, horse-chestnut and Scotch fir : a

hundredyears would see it once more Banba the

Isle of. Woods. But oaks spread more away
from the parents than the other trees, owing to

the rooks dropping them "over and hether."

Here lauristinas, bays, berberis, cotoneasters,

and many other foreigners run wild, and bid fair

to hold their own. The laurel does so inland, but

not' here. But the trees and they live their own
lives, little helped or hindered by me, even little

noticed ; still a background of nature's joyful

endeavour framing my " Hub of the Universe."

My flower garden—and to the flower garden

I come back. When I turn over in my mind

the tons of seaweed, "road stuff," bog mould,
" made soil," and manure that poor little garden

has eaten up, I say to myself, " Sure never was

such hungry land," and of all the manures the

most useful is the ground-down limestone from

off' the roads. One can do nothing without

continual putting in of new material, hut with

that the compost suits bulbs splendidly, and

anything that can be given time as a rule.

Stoney, it remains hot and dry ; but winter is

almost as flowery as summer, "barring"

December and January, and spring is early and

glorious. Summer after 15th July is always,

alas ! a check. We blaze up with a superb rush

of flowers up to that date, but no persuasion will
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induce regular half-hardies to do much good,

and annuals grow small and spikey, and are

very soon out of bloom. Carnations, funkias,

lilies, gladiolus, Michaelmas daisies and schizo-

tylis succeed one another in beautiful abundance ;

but one sighs for the soppy, rich, luxuriant

beauties that grow out of all bounds in the

ordinary damp, rich, limestone soil of Ireland.

I have to depend largely on pinks in their varie-

ties ; seedlings from seed of my own gathering

and rearing for one thing. They give one great

Lime.
By M. J. jAMlso.v, .Associate of the Royal College

of Science for Ireland.

[CorttzJiued yrom page 5.]

WITH regard to the beneficial use of

ground limestone in soils, the rock

selected for grinding should be of

high quality, and when ground at least 40

per cent, should pass through a sieve with

10,000 holes to the square inch. Burnt lime

Arpanoir, IqoS.

variety, a large proportion of doubles and un-

limited flowers. Of course they are not in

dividually as fine as the named carnations one

buys (and as many of those as I can beguile out

of my neighbours' cuttings or layers I lay hands

on), but the seedlings begin in April and are

still flowering in November, and are always jolly

and healthy. It is not necessary in gathering

the seed that it should be b/aci ripe; if well

developed and well dried the yellow seeds ger-

minate all right. I have not found that I got

better seed by buying than I grew at home.

I sow in early summer our of doors, and have a

fresh lot every succeeding year. They are a

great stand-by, for very few die.

[To be con/inued.\

very soon takes in CO.^ from the air, thus

becoming similar to ground limestone. In

applying slaked lime to the soil it should be

spread evenly on the surface during dry weather

so as to enable it to get into the carbonate form.

It can then be harrowed in. In all food

solutions for nitrifying bacteria the carbonate is

used. Lime and slaked lime check nitrification.

The tips of plant roots can etch the carbonate.

Fancy the delicate tip coming into contact with

a substance used for killing moss, &c., on trees

and walls, and which makes us writhe in

agonj" should a spark of it get into our eyes

when white-washing. Solubility of plant food

in water is greatly advocated, but is it so
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important after all ? Take, for instance, the

treatment of insoluble calcium phosphates with

acids so as to render them soluble. Then to

get the best results the land must be limed so

that the soluble phosphate can combine with it

and become insoluble rather than combine with

substances more difficult to be rendered soluble,

or, should we say, more difficult to be digested

by the plant. Fineness for distribution again

seems the only advantage. Slag which con-

tains excess of lime over that in combination

with the phosphate (40 per cent, to 45 per cent,

total CaO) gives in general better results than

superphosphate when placed near the roots of

plants. Plants take in their food in solution,

but is it natural to suppose that a plant is left to

the chance of obtaining its food in this way
rather than preparing it itself? Since there is

an acid at the tips of root-hairs, and there are

ferments similar to those in the alimentary tract

of animals rendering soluble the food stored up

for the seedling, is it a wild imagination to con-

sider that there are digestive ferments in this

acid substance, so that, I'.g:, the dead microbe

which has stored up nitrogen in its bod}- can be

digested and used by the plant? Stimulants

act similarly on plants and animals. Certainly

plants have been grown on water cultures, but

what would be their nature after a few genera-

tions ? Soluble foods are also given to people of

weak digestion. The organs in question for the

succeeding race in both cases might be typified

in the nitro-culture w-here the microbe has been

treated either to a luxurious or a workhouse

life in a surrounding abnormal to what it was

accustomed, so that it no longer knows how, or

is not willing, to work for its food. Soils are

considered deficient in lime when they contain

less than i per cent. On farms we have a gene-

ral idea when lime is wanting by the appearance

of sorrel on cultivated lands, and on pastures

by the growth of foxglove, sorrel, moss, and the

dying off of perennial rye-grass and w hite clover,

their places being taken up by bent grasses not

relished by stock and showing a bleached

appearance even in summer. In testing soils

with litmus paper it is better to work with a

watery solution (distilled water in preference)

rather than placing the moistened litmus against

the soil. Blue litmus being the sodium salt of

the dye, the soda is more strongly absorbed

by the soil than by the paper, so that often an

alkaline soil may give an acid reaction.

Besides precipitating the soluble phosphates,
lime is also useful in neutralising the acids left

after sulphate of ammonia has been nitrified

a'nd potash has been used by the plant.

Crops on analysis show lime in less or more
quantities. Leguminous crops are most bene-
fited by lime. The gardener w'ho uses much
organic materials will find lime his best friend.

It ripens the wood and fruit in orchards. In

our use of lime let us look at the subject natur-

ally. Where organic matter is in excess hot
lime may be applied, as the destruction of

ammonia is a small part of the whole, but in

farm work, where our main object is to increase

organic matter, it is not wise to hasten its

decay too rapidly.

[Note.—On page 4 of last issue in line 13 first column, and line 32

second column, please read magnesium oxide ; and line 19, instead of

CaCOHi) read Ca (0H)2 ; also last line but one read iidiorhd for

absorbed].

Another New Industry for Ireland.

IN the last issued Kew Bulletin of Miscellaneous

Information there is an interesting article on

Rhamiiiis purshiana DC, one of the two Western

."Vmerican buckthorns that supply the world with the

comparatively newly introduced drug cascara sagrada.

The commercial product is obtained from the bark, and

there has been such a demand for it since its introduc-

tion, about thirty years ago, that the trees in the native

forests are now becoming rapidly exterminated.

\ suggestion being made thai an industry' for the

growth of this tree might be established in western

Ireland or Scotland, the Kew authorities have submitted

it to trial, and now declare that *' it seems not unlikely

that it may be a suitable subject for introduction to the

western coasts of the British Islands." They further add

that it " may also prove to be of value, commercially,

since the local supply is becoming exhausted and

plantations do not appear to have been started in

America."

Having shown that the trees can be grown in this

country the Director of Kew, anxious to .satisfy himself

that the active principle of the bark that gives cascara

its peculiar tonic and laxative medicinal properties was

equal in quantity and quality to the native grown trees,

submitted the bark to a practical test. A tree, there-

fore, was cut down and the bark sent to the well-known

drug manufacturers, Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome &'

Co., who worked it up into tabloids, and reported that

"the present extract is indistinguishable in its action

from that made from -American bark."

There seem, therefore, to be reasonable expectations

from such an undertaking in the west of Ireland.

The tree {Rhainnus purshiana) appears to vary con-

siderably as to size in its native home on the Pacific slopes,

but the largest specimen of the trees grown at Kew, raised

from seed sown in December, 1891, is now 21 feet high,

18 feet in the spread of its branches, and trunk girths 24

inches. They are "undoubtedly hardy at Kew."
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Dwarf Shrubs for Rock Gardens
By J. \V. Besant, Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

THE number of shrubby plants suitable

for rock g-ardens has increased so

much of late years that it is no un-

common occurrence to find rockeries almost

wholly furnished with shrubs. Such a feature

lends considerable interest to a garden, and

will doubtless become more extended as the

difficulty of accommodating sub-shrubby and

herbaceous alpines becomes more acute. If we

consider alpine plants, as the term is popularly

applied, a very considerable number might be

strictly classed as shrubs ; such, for instance, as

Aethionemas, Iberises, &c. , which have short,

woody shoots, and may even attain a fair

height, as in established healthy plants of Ibcf-i's

sempervirens.

The shrubs mentioned in the following notes

reveal what, in the present instance, is meant

by the title.

Due care must be exercised when, planting

shrubs on the rock garden, otherwise there may
be troublesome pruning back or lifting to do in

future years. Unless on very large schemes of

rock-work it is not advisable to introduce

strong growing flowering shrubs, however
beautiful they may be, otherwise something

must suflfer. This does not preclude the use of

such plants about the approaches to the rock

garden, leading on to it, as it were ; there thev

ma)' be eminently suitable.

A considerable number of shrubs not exactly

alpines naturally, manj- indeed garden varieties,

have been found to harmonise perfectly with the

other occupants of the artificial rock garden

because of their prostrate or compact habit.

Several species of berberis will be found suitable for the

purpose under notice. Berberis empetrifulia, from Chili,

and the new B. Wilsonre, from China, are both neat

growing dwarf plants, the latter particularly good in

autumn, when the leaves turn bright-red and yellow
;

B. concinna, from the Himalayas, will also be found

useful and pleasing. Other good sorts for this purpose
are B. stenophylla reflexa, B. stenophylla Iriviitii, and
B. Thunbergii, the latter well known for the brilliant

colouring of the leaves in autumn. Cornus Hessei, a
slow-growing compact species, with dusky purplish

leaves, accompanied by bluish white berries in autumn,
may be found useful, but should be given a site where
there is no possibility of the soil becoming dry. The
cotoneasters offer some useful and pretty sorts, and
usualh" succeed in any position. C. adpressa is an
extremely interesting and beautiful species for a pro-

minent position
;
planted where it can throw its branches

over a friendly boulder this species will flourish and
furnish a feast of colour in autumn when the leaves

colour red and gold before falling. C. buxifolia, although
it will ultimately attain a considerable size in a bed, is

of comparativeh- slow growth, and will not soon become
aggressive in the rock garden ; it is nearly evergreen,
and produces quantities of dull red berries in autumn
and winter. C. microphylla and the smaller-leaved

variety, C. microphylla glacialis (the latter often called

C. cungesta), are both useful and pretty rock shrubs.

C. rotundifulia bears some resemblance to C. buxifolia^

but has rounder leaves, and the berries are bright red

and highly ornamental.

Of the broom family there are quite a number oi

suitable sorts, interesting at all times, and particularl\'

beautiful in flower. Cyfisus Ardoini, a charming \*elIow-

flowered sort from the Maritime -Alps, is essentially a

rock garden plant, and so also is the rare and beautiful

C. Beani, raised at Kew. C. decumbens^ of prostrate

habit, and bearing yellow flowers, is likewise of great

value, while a well grown plant of C. keivensis^ with its

diffuse spreading branches thickly clad with cream-
coloured flowers, is hardly surpassed in beauty by any
flowering shrub. Other good Cytisuses are C. purpureus

and its variety alba^ some new forms of C. scoparius

and C. versicolor, with small yellowish white flowers

tinged with pink.

Several of the dwarf evergreen Euonymuses will be
found extremely useful, particularly for shady places near

trees. E. radicans is a prime favourite for such a
position, and affords some really fine varieties, such as

E. rad. Joliis pictis, E. rad. Silver Gem, the latter

particularly bright and pleasing in winter. E. rndicans

Carrieri is of more robust habit, and does not trail in

quite the same manner as the type plant, but is not less

useful, bearing as it does quantities of fruits in autumn,

which, on bursting, display the prett}' orange-coloured

covering of the seeds. E. minus, with narrow, bronzy

green leaves, may be used as well as E. japunicus, and
several of its beautiful silver and gold variegated

varieties, one of which, E. jap. versicolor, a silver form,

is ver}' pleasing. Fabiana imbricata, a heath-like plant

of the solanum family, may be used in a sheltered spot.

The flowers are pure white, tubular, and produced on

the upper portion of the branches.

The Genistas, another genus of the pea familj', are

very similar to the Cytisuses in general appearance.

G. anglica, a spiny loose habited plant, bearing spikes

of yellow flowers, is useful for a dryish, sunny position,

as also is G. germanica, of more compact and leafy

growth than the former. G.pilosa is extremely floriferous,

and forms a spreading mass two feet high. G.saggitalis

affords variety ; it produces somewhat flat branches, or

rather shoots, of herbaceous nature and small leaves, but

is not so useful for the rock garden as some other

species. Genista iinctoria fl. pi. grows from six inches

to nine inches high, and is one of the finest of all dwarf

flowering shrubs, producing annually enormous quantities

of its double yellow flowers.

Hypericums afford some useful plants for rock gardens

in addition to the low growing forms such as H. coris,

H. fragile, H. repens, &c. ,
generally recognised as sub-

jects for the rock garden. H. moserianum may be used

effectively. The flowers are large, waxy yellow, their
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beauty enhanced by a central bunch of red anthers.

H. Heiiryi is also gfood, attaining- three feet in height,

and producing^ large yellow flowers. Hypericums should

have a sunny position in fairly good soil.

The shrubby Cinquefoils are eminently suitable for

this purpose, and can now be had in some variety.

Potentilla Friedrichseni—a garden hybrid— is extremely

beautiful, of erect habit, and bearing numerous soft

yellow flowers throughout the summer. P. fmficosa,

fairly well known, bears yellow flowers freely, while the

variety P. f. humilis is of dwarfer habit and cqualh-

floriferous. P. frut. arbuscula, seeds of which were
received at Glasnevin from Sikkim, gives promise of

being useful. P. (favurica is quite low growing, with

yellow flowers, while P. sali'soviaiia is a distinct plant of

looser growth bearing somewhat hairy leaves, whitish

underneath, and producing fine white flowers in summer.
P. micrandra., of uncertain origin, resembles the fruticosa

set.

Peroz'skia atriplicifolia, a shrub of the salvia family, is

distinct and beautiful. The general appearance of this

plant is decidedly silvery, the effect being enhanced in

late summer by the spikes of violet-blue flowers ; a sunnv

aspect in loamy soil is suitable. Coprosma acerosa^ a

twiggy prostrate New Zealand plant, lends variety, and
is Interesting when bearing quantities of bluish smoke-
coloured berries.

A large number of shrubby veronicas may be used in

the rock garden, while the members of the heath family

are a host in themselves. Heaths generally do not

flourish where lime is present in the soil, but Erica carnea,

one of the most beautiful spring flowering plants, is an

exception, and grows freely In loam containing lime.

The list of suitable subjects is not exhausted, but

enough may have been mentioned to show the wealth

of material available.

Inoculation of Leguminous Crops.

TH E question as to the beneficial use of inoculation

by artificial cultures of bacteria in the case of

leguminous crops has been acutely raised by

the publication of the results of Mr. F. G. Chittenden's

experiments at Wisley during the past season. .As

doubtless our readers know the latest and most ex-

tensively boomed culture is the " nitro-bacterine" of

Professor Bottomley, made up in five shilling packages
and distributed by an agenc)' cc>ntrolled by Mr. Stead

of the Review of Revie-.i's. This was the "brand" of

culture used in the Wisley experiments, and the object of

the experiments was to find out if its use in an ordinary

garden soil was attended with any distinct advantage to

the crop.

Now, it has been known for a very long time that a

leguminous crop, such as peas, beans, clovers, &c.,

leaves the soil distinctly richer in nitrogenous matter

than it was before it carried the crop. Why is this?

The answer forms one of the minor romances of science.

The experiments of Boussingault in 1854, and those of

Lawes and Gilbert later, demonstrated that the plant's

only source of nitrogen was the soil, and that apparently

this element was always taken up by the roots in a com-
bined form. Twelve years after, Hellriegal and Walfarth

discovered, however, that these leguminous crops could
make use of the free nitrogen gas of the air, but only by
those plants that were provided with " nodules." The
nodules or swellings on the roots of leguminous plants are
and have been for ages familiar to gardeners, but until

about this time their true significance was never even
guessed. It was further discovered that, if before the seed
were planted, the soil was sterilised so as to destroy all Its

microscopical life, the plants failed to produce nodules,

and if in addition to sterilisation the soil was deficient in

nitrogen the plants would eventually die of nitrogen star-

vation. It was found, moreover, if either crushed nodules
or a little fresh garden soil were washed in water and the

washings mixed with the sterilised soil, the roots would
certainly form nodules and the plants flourish even if the

soil was devoid of nitrogen compounds. Marshall

Ward, in 1887, from a series of experiments he had
carried out, drew the inference that the root nodules

contained living bacteria, and that it was owing to the

vital activity of these that the crop was able to obtain

its supplies of nitrogen direct from the air. This
announcement was followed in 1888 by the actual dis-

covery and isolation of a specific nodule bacterium by
Beijerinck, and so far the problem was solved. Exactly

how the nitrogen is fixed Is, however, still a biological

puzzle, although recent experiments of Greig Smith

(1907) show that in alkaline artificial cultures containing

sugars a nitrogenous slime is formed, which he assumes
to be the substance formed in the nodules and made use

of by the leguminous plant.

It must be remembered that inoculation simply

supplies the living nitrogen-fixing germs to the soil, and
therefore, if the right kinds of germs are there already,

little advantage is likely to follow the introduction of an
additional supply, as given favourable soil conditions

the germs are able to multiph'and spread at an amazing
rate. On the other hand, if the soil is unfavourable to

the life of these particular germs, inoculation, obviouslv,

can be of very little use.

To enable a leguminous crop to fix the maximum
amount of nitrogen from the air, first nodule-forming

bacteria must be present in the soil, and second the con-

dition of the soil must be favourable to the development

of the germs. Now, this particular soil condition is

exactly the condition that favours the production of

heavy and healthy crops—that is to say, the soil must be

(i) well-drained,elseit will tend to be sour, and any acidity

is detrimental to bacteria life, (2) thoroughly tilled so as

to enable it to hold an abundance of moisture and air,

(3) sufficiently supplied with available compounds of

phosphoric acid and potash.

It is a matter of experience that most, ifnot indeed all,

cultivated garden soils in this country contain already

these particular nodule-forming germs, and one would

naturally assume that inoculation would be entirely

superfluous in such cases.

Let us now turn to the Wisley experiments and their

results. These experiments were planned and carried

out with great care. There were 24 equal-sized plots,

12 on deeply, well-cultivated soil and 12 on fallow land

with shallow cultivation. The soil on analysis showed

that It was not lacking in any of the chemical substances

essential for bacterial growth and development ; but to

make the experiment all the more thorough some of
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the plots were treated with dififerent kinds of manure.

The plants used were peas in four varieties. One of

each pair *:>{ plots was sown with inoculated seed and

one with uninoculated .seed. There was iinder no soil

treattncnt a consistetit incrense in the crop due to inocula-

tion, and the conclusion arrived at, is, "that the

inoculation of leguminous crops with ' nitro-bacteria ' in

ordinary garden soil is not likely to prove beneficial."

In one respect the results were somewhat surprising^,

as Mr. Chittenden says that in " seven out of the

twelve plots in which inoculated seed was sown gave

smaller crops than the corresponding uninoculated plots,

and one gave an equal crop," the advantage of un-

inoculated over inoculated seeds in the entire series of

experiments amounted to an increase of 14 per cent, per

weight of produce. While it is difficult to conceive any

really practical advantage in inoculation in ordinary

garden soil, it is equally difficult to account for an

actual disadvantage. In the light of our present know-

ledge respecting these nodule bacteria, the practice of

inoculation as a means of increasing the produce of

leg^iminous crops cannot be recommended. Of course

we find that a large number of private growers have

written testimonials as to the efficiency' of inoculation

(any purveyor of even the most useless of quack nostrums

can secure the same), but we know of no case in which

inoculation has been tested in ordinary garden soil {and it

is only with such soil that gardeners are really interested)

under a rigid system of control, to yield an increase

of produce that would represent a profit to the grower.

American Goosebeny Mildew.

FROM Professor Jacob Eriksson, of Stockholm,

comes a leaflet on the above subject reprinted

from the Praktische Blcitter fiir PJlanzenhau und
PJianzcnschutz, Heft 2, 1908. After making a slight

correction in what has hitherto usually been accepted as

the proper scientific name of the fungus, and stating

that it has been known for at least seventy years, he

goes into the question of its recent introduction into

Europe. It will be new to many of our readers to find

that this has taken place both on the east and on the

west. Its discovery in the north of Ireland in 1900,

which until recently was supposed to mark its first

appearance in Europe, was, however, preceded by an out-

break at Winnitzy, in south-west Russia, ten years earlier

—viz., in 1890—and by 1904 it had already appeared in

ten widely separated localities in European Russia.

Dr. Eriksson calls attention to the increasing intensitv

of the disease, to the fact that no one variety of goose-

berry seems more resistant to the mildew than another,

and that as well as attacking the gooseberry it has been

found on the red and black currant, on Ribes aureum,

and in one locality in south Sweden on raspberries. He
states that in many instances three distinct periods of

attack occur during the year in Sweden, the first being

during the second half of June, when the young berries

and young shoots are involved, infection taking place

from the hibernated perithecial stage of the fungus. For
the second or summer outbreak (latter part of July in

Stockholm), partly on young, newly planted bushes and
partly on old ones, he states that the infection is not

always due to conidia from neighbouring affected plants.

but that it must be accounted for, in his opinion, by the

presence oi an internal germ of disease which was
already inside the young plants when they were trans-

planted, or which remained in the older plants from a

previous year in which \.\\e\ were diseased. It will be

remembered that Dr. Eriksson is the author of the so-

called " mycoplasm " (or internal germ) theory in

connection with the ru.st of wheat and other cereals, and
although he has assiduously promulgated his views on

this subject for some years the theory has gained as yet

\'&vy few adherents amongst mycologists. In this

case, also, very definite scientific evidence for his

present opinion will have to be forthcoming before this

peculiar view is likely to be seriously adopted. The
third period of attack, August to October, is put down to

infection from neiglTbouring diseased bushes.

\\'ith regard to preventive measures, he states that

spraying during the vegetative period is only ofephemeral

value, for the mildew appears repeatedly afterwards on

the developing young shoots. Such sprajing he con-

siders to be a waste of time and money. Removing and
destroying the diseased shoots during the summer is

also, he considers, of little real use, and even cutting the

bushes right back to the ground, burning the cuttings

and liming the soil, has not, in any case known to him,

eradicated the pest. He then returns to the question of

an internal ^* sotnethijig" the presence of which he be-

lieves it necessary to assume in order to explain cases

of the reappearance of the disease for which the ac-

cepted views seem insufficient to account. He assumes

that the fungus lives internally in the attacked plants,

perhaps in a scarcely discernible form or shape, and

poisons the whole shoot. It is further assumed that

at the end of the period of growth—in late autumn

—

the poisoned sap flows down into the stem and the roots,

to ascend again in the next spring and cause a fresh

outbreak of disease at the specified time.

He has no faith in the certification of nurseries as free

from disease even after most careful inspection, for in

several cases where he himself and other well-qualified

investigators inspected nurseries with the utmost care

in September, and found no signs whatever of the dis-

ease, it appeared, nevertheless, in the following year.

It is, therefore, not possible to certify- b}- inspection that

a nursery is free from disease, but onlv that the fungus

could not be discovered there.

The only certain and sure method o( combating the

disea.se lies, according to Dr. Eriksson, in the total eradi-

cation and burning of diseased bushes, and this work
must be taken in hand at once before it becomes too late.

This is the only way in which the gardens which are

still healthy can be so preserved, and in localities where
the disease is present no new planting should be done

for two or three years. In ven,' badly affected localities,

where it is already too late for this, the individual owner
has the choice of either total eradication and burning, or

of cutting off the tips, spra^'ing and liming in late

autumn. These conclusions as to remedial measures

are practically the same as those arrived at by our own
Irish Department of .Agriculture last year, and have been

put into practice during the past sea.son. It is to be

hoped that tangible results will ensue from the measures

taken, and the coming year should afford useful evidence

in this direction. G. H. P.
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The Hollyhock.
By J. H. Cl.mming.

WAV back in the early seven-

ties of the last century the

hollyhock was to be found in

nearly every garden, and much
care and attention was taken

to have g"ood plants, as it fur-

nished no inconsiderable part

of the flower garden display.

Its varied shades of pleasing

colours to be found in a good
collection gives it a command-
ing effect in the herbaceous

border and the shrubbery,

while its majestic spikes of

large rosette-like blooms lend

an aristocratic air to all its

surroundings. No flower
show prize list of an\* pre-

tensions in these daj-s was
issued that did not include

a class for II spikes or 9 spikes of cut hollyhock, the

odd number being suitable for arranging the spikes in a

"bosom" fashion so that all could be seen. For

show purposes the plants were grown five feet apart on

a special quarter of the garden, which previously had

been heavily manured and trenched. The work of

watering, stopping, shading and developing a long

spike of fresh bloom fit for show was no mean feat, and

the writer can recall an exhibitor taking 11 spikes of

hollvhocks to three successive one-day flower shows,

and winning with the same two silver cups and a silver

tea-pot—a truly pot-hunting achievement. In 1875 the

crash came, and a "damping ofi"" of showing holly-

hock for some years to come.

The disease known as Puccinea nialvacearutn, which

attacks hollyhocks, made its appearance, and scarcely a

garden escaped a visitation, which destroyed for the

time all the fine collections which many prized and

highly valued. For some jears after even the nursery-

men were unable to offer a clean collection for sale, and

it may be questioned if any now possess a named collec-

tion to equal what was in existence before the disease

made its appearance.

The loss by disease of this fine subject turned attention

more to the raising of seedlings. Seed sown early in

February, and the plants grown on strong and then

planted out at the end of May, will bloom during the late

autumn. Without the assistance of artificial heat seed

may be sown in boxes during April and May, and when
two inches high the seedlings can be lined out on a

warm border, there to stand till the following spring,

when strong, well established plants would be available

to plant where they were intended to bloom. When it

is desirable to perpetuate good sorts, such as a named
collection, propagation by cuttings is the usual plan ;

but a quicker means is to do so by grafting. Where a

batch of seedlings are grown a number should be lifted

and pieces of the roots cut off about six inches long.

Prepare the named cuttings and pieces of roots with

a sharp knife, making a slanting cut on each, and

bring them together as is done on the common whip-

graft style. Tie with soft raffia matting to keep the

union firm, then pot into 2^ inch pots in a mixture
of light soil, chiefly made up of sharp sand and
leaf-mould. Water and plunge the pots in a bottom
heat of 70 deg., keeping close and shading from the

sun. In two weeks the heat maybe reduced 10 deg.,
and in three weeks' time union will have taken place,
when they may be gradually hardened off' and grown
under cooler conditions till planted out.

The hollyhock revels in a rich soil, and when the
flower-spikes show should be given a top-dressing of
manure and well watered when flowering.

Some might consider the double-flowered hollyhock
too stiff and formal. Single flowering plants, however,
can also be had, and constitute a very beautiful race,

and are even more decorative than the doubles, and
many will prefer them for the garden. The hollyhock
disease is really a fungus which attacks the underside
of the leaves, which ultimately turn brown and fall off",

and of course the bloom suffers in consequence. Cures
suggested were many, and dire results followed the

trials of some. I may here say the hollyhock disease is

not extinct. It is still found in some gardens, and
where it is necessary to preserve the stocks or plants

it is a good plan to give frequent applications by means
of a syringe of a very weak solution of Condy's fluid,

say half a pint to one gallon of water. Another
preparation recommended for checking the spread of the

fungus is, to one pound of tobacco powder add a quarter
ounce of finely ground sulphate of copper. Mix and dust
the under surface of the foliage. This should be done
every three weeks during summer.
Where the disease is at all troublesome the best

means to get rid of the pest is to lift and bum the whole
stock and cease growing any for at least a year.

Thereafter, a new supply should be raised from seed.

Notes from Glasnevin.

Hymenanthera Crassifolia.

This plant is a native of New Zealand, and if a casual

observer was told that it belonged to the same order as

a violet he would be somewhat astonished. H. crassifolia

is an evergreen shrub, forming a stiff", compact, shortly-

branched bush, with curious grey wrinkled stems and
short, narrow spathulate leaves. The flowers are small,

dull yellow, and are produced in great quantities in the

summer on the undersides of the branches, where later

in the year numerous pale, purple berries appear, which

eventually turn pure white. The Botanic Gardens at

Glasnevin possess a remarkably fine specimen of this

shrub, which is five feet high and thirty-six feet in

circumference. It makes a good shrub for a rockery or

where shrubs of a low' habit of growth are required, and

it is perfectly hardy. Cuttings root freely in sandy soil

under a hand-light. The plant is figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for 1875, page 237.

R. M. Pollock.

u* ^
We have received a copy of the first issue of T/ie Irish Farming

ll^orld Directory and Annual. Its contents are varied and useful,

amongst which are Hsis of Irish gardens and gardeners, provincial
shows, &c. It costs sixpence, and ahhough primarily for farmers many
country readers will welcome its appearance.
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New Ideas in Planting.

THE conclusions arrived at by a considera-

tion of the results obtained from the

extensive experiments carried out at

the experimental fruit farm at Woburn will

come as a surprise to the majority of fruit

culturalists. These experiments are fully de-

scribed in the recently published report,* which

deals with several hundreds of trials on methods

of planting, in which 2,000 trees were planted

" by some ten different hands in seventeen

different localities and in eight different

counties."

The experiments were originally planned to

afford an object-lesson in the superiority of the

orthodox methods of " good practice " over the

bad methods followed by ignorant or careless

planters. The experiments, however—as ex-

periments sometimes will— proved the exact

opposite to what was expected of them. The
trials were continued for ten seasons in succes-

sion, and always with the same result—the

unorthodox methods beat the "good practice"

every time. In the " careless " method the trees

were taken just as received from the nursery,

and " huddled " untrimmed into holes too small

for them, the rough earth shovelled over them,

and "rammed with a heavy rammer till the

whole was thoroughly puddled and shook like

a jelly at every stroke," finishing up with a

shovelful of loose earth scattered over the top.

Furthermore, some of the planting was done at

a time when the soil was so sodden with water

that the " orthodox " control planting had to

be delayed until the physical condition of the

soil improved. In comparing the results the ex-

perimenters report that the " careless " method
of planting resulted, over the "orthodox," in a

' Ninth Report of the Woburn Experimental Fruit Farm. By the

Duke of Bedford and Spencer U. Pickering. The Amalgamated
Press, Ltd. Price 2s. 6d.

more vigorous root and stem growth (on an

average about 40 per cent.) and a greater pro-

ductiveness in fruit—the average success in the

case of bush fruit being as much as 76 per cent.

The report, therefore, recommends thorough

ramming during planting, especially if the soil

be a clay and in a sufficiently wet condition to

secure intimate contact between root and soil.

The ramming operations were, of course, con-

fined to the small area of disturbed soil immedi-

ately over the root system.

In orthodox planting great care is taken of

the roots in tr.tnsplanted trees and bushes so as

not to injure them, preserving the fibrous root

system, and spreading out and so arranging the

stout roots that the)' lie as near as possible in

their natural position. All this care is apparently

not only unnecessary, but, according to these

experiments, actually detrimental to the success

of the tree. It is even better to remove the

fibrous roots, as they will die in any case, while

bending the stouter roots, at least in young
trees, will result in the more rapid development

of a new and vigorous sj'stem of fibrous feeding

roots, and so increase the water and food supply,

and therefore the growing power of the entire

tree.

The explanation given is this—put as briefly

as possible. The fibrous roots, having lost their

growing points, lose their power of elongating,

and then more or less rapidly die off. New roots

arise from the sides of the older roots as well as

from the base of the stem in contact with the

soil. The closer the contact with the moist soil

the more readily do new roots arise. Further-

more, a bend in one of the thicker roots, if the

root is not too old, encourages the formation of

new feeding roots at that spot. Once formed,

the new roots soon emerge Irom the restricted

area, where the soil is tightly rammed, to the

looser and better aerated soil-region immedi-

ately surrounding it.

The outcome of these trials is certainly very

striking. We have ourselves seen the experi-

mental trees at Woburn, and so far as these are

concerned the results are undoubtedly con-

vincing; and as similar results have been

obtained on other soils and under different con-

ditions, fruit growers might well carry out

similar trials on their own grounds, and so

convince themselves whether the system advo-

cated in this Report is advantageous in general

practice,
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Cffilogyne Mooreana.

THIS new coelogryne is one of the most

beautiful of recently introduced orchids.

The flowers are such a pure and chaste

white, opening during December and January,

that in the future, when more plentiful, it will

be an acquisition to many a collection.

While collecting for Messrs. Sanders and

Sons of St. .Albans,

Mr. Micholitz dis-

covered this new

species on the Lang

Bian Range, in An-

nam, at about 4,300

feet elevation.

It first flowered

with Messrs. San-

ders and Sons in

December, 1 906.

and received a first

class certificate on

December iith at

the Royal Horticul-

tural Society meet-

ing, and was named
after Mr. F. W.
Moore. At Glas-

nevin it flowered in

December, 1907,

and also this year,

the flower being

sent away to be

figured for the

Botanical Maga-

zine.

The flowers are

remarkably like the

well-known Ccelo- P:<''tohy

gvtte cristafa, with

the numerous yellow, hair-like appendages on

the disc of the lip. The similarity, however, is

only seen in the flowers. The leaves are from 8

to 16 inches long and ij^ inches broad, and

more upright than C. cristata, while the scape

is stiffer and more erect, being about 8 to 12

inches long. C. F. B.\ll.

Professor Farmer, F.R.S., who succeeded the late

Dr. Masters in the editorship of the Gardeners' Chrotiicle,

has, owing to other professional duties, retired

from the " chair." According to the present arrange

ment, Dr. Frederick Keeble, M.A. , of University College,

Reading, has accepted the post of scientific editor,

The New CtELOCvNE—C. Mooreana

while Mr. R. Hooper Pearson, late chief sub-editor,

h,HS been appointed managing editor of the paper.

.As demonstrating the efficiency of grease-banding,

samples of bands taken from fruit trees have been
sent to recent meetings of the Scientific Committee
of the R. H. S. of England, showing large num-
bers of entrapped insects. One band from an apple-

tree had caught nearly 400 male and female winter

moths, and many bands had each upwards of 200 cap-

lures upon them. The larger proportion of females
were caught from
the middle to end of

November, males
being more abundaftt

earlier.

Growers of black

currants should care-

fully look over their

plantations in order

to make sure that

every single bush is

quite free from **big

bud." As all fruit

growers know these

swollen buds are due
to the presence of a

mite, and that it

allowed to remain on

the bushes the shoots

arising from them will

fail to develop pro-

perly, and eventually

shrivel and die. Fur-

ther, that the pest

spreads very rapidly

to other and healthy

bushes, and that there

is no known remedy.

Every twig showing

big buds should,

therefore, be cut off

and burned at once.

If the bush is badly

affected it should be

destroyed root and

branch. The big

buds contain mites

and eggs during January and February. During March

the mites become active, migrate from the.r wuUer

quarters, and begin busily to lay eggs in fresh buds.

Remember this fact, and act upon it, else there w.ll be

trouble coming along later.

The recently established Kingstown Gardeners'

Society seems to have all the vigour of youth and all

the energy that springs from real enthusiasm m a cause.

Its object is stated to be " to promote by means of

lectures, reading of papers, discussions and outings, the

study and advancement of horticulture, whether adopted

as a profession or a hobby." We notice that Mr. F. W.

Moore is to lecture before the society on the 3rd mst.

on Water in Gardening. Next month we propose giving

an illustrated article on Rock Gardens, by Mr. George

S. Satterley.

[C. F. Path
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Fruit Trees and their Enemies, with a Spraying
Calendar. By Spencer Pickerings and Fred. V. Theo-
bald. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.,

Ltd.—.^ book on the treatment of fruit trees against the

attacks of insect and fungal enemies by two such

authorities cannot fail to command the attention and
gain the confidence of fruit growers. It is convenient

in size, and may be purchased at the modest price of

eighteen pence. It starts with two short chapters

giving the characteristics of insects and fungi, followed

by three others devoted to general advice on spraying

and on appliances and material, the latter giving clearly

worded instructions for the making up of 28 mixtures

recommended for use in the pages following. The rest

of the book is taken up with detailed descriptions of the

various " pests" and the remedies to be applied, con-

cluding with a spraying calendar convenient for ready

reference during the year. With the exception of the

vine, out-door fruits only are dealt with. We strongly

recommend all readers interested in fruit-growing to

obtain the booklet, and to follow the instructions therein

given whenever the occasion arises for its advice to be

sought.

The Friit Growers' Year Book (1909). The
Cable Publishing Co., Ltd.—This is a shilling annual

devoted to the fruit growing and market gardening in-

dustrv, and as it is in its seventeenth year of issue it

must have a well established "sphere of usefulness"

among fruit growers. Its contents include a calendar of

gardening operations, a review of legal cases of the

past vear, list of leading trade societies, and numerous
articles upon subjects of special interest to market

gardeners. It is illustrated with sepia-tint plates.

Handbook of Hardy Trees and Shries. By
George Bunyard. Published by George Bunyard &
Co., Ltd., Maidstone.—The scope of this little publica-

tion is described in the sub-title, "a popular guide to the

most useful park trees, evergreen and flowering shrubs,

and ornamental trees." The use of shrubs and trees in

decorative gardening is getting more and more popular

every year, and an inexpensive reference handbook,

written by an author who has devoted much time and
attention to the subject, will be welcomed by many
gardeners, professional and amateur. The increasing

popularity of flowering shrubs is not far to seek. " To the

amateur cultivator," as the author points out, "one
advantage they possess is cheapness, as for a £^ note

he may buy 100 distinct varieties or fifty of the choicest

for the same sinn. Further, they require no special soil

or position, except in a few cases which will be noted

hereafter, and for elegance, boldness, grace, and contrast

with their evergreen brethren they stand out pointedlv,
and even without flower and foliage alone entitles many
of them to a position of importance, ranging as it does
from the mossy Tamarisk to the 18-inch leaves of
Paulo wnia." The first four chapters are devoted to park
.md paddock trees, specimen trees for lawns and gardens,
conifers and evergreen shrubs, respectively. Chapter \'.

is a reprint of the author's paper, read before the Royal
Horticultural Society of England, on a year's notes
on deciduous and evergreen flowering and ornamental
shrubs and trees, brought up to the present year. It is

an important chapter, interesting and instructive, and
contains a mass of information most useful to the

amateur. The book concludes with lists of shrubs and
trees under definite headings, such as trees and shrubs
for shelter, seaside planting, rockeries, &c. The pages
are brightened by illustrations drawn in bold outline by
Francis L. B. Bunyard. It costs 3s. 6d.

Thirty-nine Articles on Gardening. By Emmeline
Crocker. London : Dulan & Co.—The thirty-nine articles

here brought together originally appeared in the pages
of the World newspaper, and are mainly descriptive of a
C3'cle of gardening operations in the flower garden and
pleasure grounds throughout the four seasons of the

year. The matter is simple, practicable, and pleasantly

written, but we fear that the too free use of italics will

prove somewhat tiresome to the reader. The writer is

a botanist as well as an enthusiastic gardener, and the

chapters are full of explanations of botanical terms and
flower descriptions, which are worked in w'ith interest.

She is also a traveller, and has made good use of her

knowledge of gardens in different parts of the world in

the descriptive parts of the book. Two of the articles

are devoted to the Botanic Gardens at Glasnevin, in

which the writer says : "In placing them second I refer

only to size, expenditure and staff'. As far as a collec-

tion of specimens, their cultivation and general organisa-

tion are concerned, they take no second place, but are

serious rivals to other botanical gardens all over the

world." The book is very attractively got up, clearly

printed, tastefully bound, and illustrated bj' seven

coloured plates, the work of the authoress herself. It

would make a pleasing gift-book for a beginner.

Current Topics.

By E. Knowldin, F. R. H.S., Secretary, Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland.

APROPOS of an action taken by the Department of

Agriculture against farmers for breach of agree-

ment by neglecting the fruit trees supplied to

them {/fish Times^ January l8th), the term of which
agreement one ventures to think reasonable enough one
is reminded of the troubles of those sent out by the

Department to preach the gospel of better things. Once
upon a time, it must be confessed, we thought the lot of

our horticultural instructors was cast in very pleasant

places, as Ihey glid (or glode) about the country roads

—

we mean footpaths—on their " bikes " at the rate of a

penny a mile or whatever is allowed to grease the

wheels, and dropped in here and there to show Pat how-

to prune and to sample Biddy's buttermilk or other

dust disposer. One of our horticultural instructors,
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however, rather rudely shattered that nice notion in

telling us of one of his pupils whom he had been

instructing- in the gentle art of pruning, after performing

the planting for him. A certain number of trees were

pruned as specimens of how and what the tenant was to

do. Did he do it? No, not he ; and after several visits

from our friend the instructor when asked plainly if he

intended doing it just as plainly said " No, that's what

\-ovi're paid for."

We don't blame ///«; ; there is something else at the

bottom of all this, and we believe it is that "wretched
"

potato. This is no hasty conclusion ; it was arrived at

after reading the analytical essay of a gentleman who
had been to the root of the matter, and who demon-
strated beyond a doubt that the potato was the root of

all evil in the "distressful " islet. Has there ever been

a vegetable so brilliantly belauded—so blatantly abused?

"Noble tuber," "wretched root," with other terms of

fond endearment over that plant which our office imp
tells us was discovered by Raleigh, who commenced
life as a newsboy in Belfast, and made his fortune when
Queen Elizabeth went to warble in the Town Hall by-

paving the path with papers for her to perambulate.

Well, we know all that, and all about his discovery of

the cigarette plant, the fruit of w-hich provides suctional

nourishment for three-fourths of the rising generation,

although, by the way, the generation might rise quicker

without it. What we want to know now is why, by all

the ethics of prateology-, is the potato good and abundant

after two consecutive summerless summers? Sprayed

or unsprayed all good alike (barring their scabby skins,

and the scabbier they are the better the)- boil)—a bad
precedent by leaving the Department's deputies in danger
of being told they are paid to spray as well as to plant

and prune. It is asked in all seriousness, and without

any apology for bringing the tuber into these topics

—

for this is always current and a current like that babbling

brook of Tennyson's which means to keep going on

—

it is asked, is not the cold, wet season inimical to the

spread of the potato parasite ? Might it not under a

series of such seasons disappear—be in fact drowned
out ? At first sight, of course, no—emphatically no ! A
little reflection may perhaps admit there is something in

it, and further and deeper thought may possibly lead up

to the parting of the w-ays from our old-time instructors,

that rain meant d n: that is, dissemination of the

disease, and carry on to the conclusion that they, like

poor Jo's friends, who went praying in Tom-all-Alone's,

prayed all w-rong.

Reafforestation is another topic which looms large

o'er the isle where every prospect pleases and only

—

only a little reafforestation and a few other 'tions are

wanted to put things perfect. There has been some
smart talk coupled with some telling statistics about the

same for some time, and it is just possible that some-

thing may at some time be done on a scale commensurate
with its importance over and above arbor day's mild

arboreal display. However, it is a big order and will

take some talking yet ; but of all opinions appearing on

the subject "An American View," put forth in a

letter to the /risA Times (January 14th), seems to

contain the gist of it in such a clear, convincing manner
by Mr. Angus Cameron, Berkeley, California, that it is

quite evident /le knows what he is talking about.

We have kept the letter (it is w-orth keeping) and also

one by our own forestry expert, Mr. A. E. Moeran {Jn's/i

Times, January 20th), which amplifies it, for such letters

aie worth more attention than they generally get. When
this reafforestation gets a start in earnest it will presum-
ably be the biggest thing on earth— w-e mean Irish earth.
In the meantime, there are a few smaller ones possibly

worth consideration, and possibly, too, w-orth putting to a
practical test when they have ripened sufficiently under
the variable temperament of individual opinion to bear
fruit.

What of the New Zealand flax, for instance? When
is this handsome exotic, which not only tolerates oui

climatic conditions, but seems to thoroughly enjoy them,

judging by its luxuriant growth in the County Dublin,

at least—when is it going to be put to a practical test ?

Surely there is more than one old water-mill stagnating

in idleness with "lashin's" of liquid motive power running
riot to the sea that might be utilised to manipulate the

flax, that of course after it is grown ; but the growing
is a simple matter compared with fruit culture, and
the phormium is too innocent a plant to bring a poor
tenant—beg pardon, landlord—into conflict with the

Department, for once the latter provided the plants,

and planted them, our flax farming friend need have no
worry anent pruning or spraying, and judging from
sundry confabs with the New Zealand representatives

at the Irish Exhibition there is money in it, or will be

when taken up, and taken up it will be, without a doubt ;

but when is another story. Here we r/u apologise for

what is not a current topic, but what is relevant to what
is a little " too previous " perhaps is the peculiarity dis-

played by the two phormium species, Colensoi and
Tenax, as evidenced in the numerous fine specimens of

both so common around the Milesian metropolis. For
two years P. Colensoi—the stiff, upright grower— has

flowered and seeded profusely, here, there, and every-

where, whilst only in one instance has the writer seen

Tenax flowering, in spite of many handsome clumps

which must have been growing undisturbed for years.

However, the exception was a disturbed youngster

which was transplanted in late spring, and we think

ourselves fortunate in the possession of a nice little lot

of seed. Our New Zealand fricTids did not seem able to

distinguish between the two species relative to what

they grow commercially, but there is a great difference

between them, and when the Erin-go- Bragh Phormium

Flax Co., Ltd., is in full swing, Tenax from its greater

Hexability will probably be the chosen leaf. There are,

too, a few other nice little industries yet to come ; what

of the cranberry which loveth the bog and will not grow-

elsewhere ; of the willow-osier, and a few other things

exempt from all the pains and penalties of neglected

pruning, and— but we have outrageously exceeded

space, so conclude with the opinion that the old land is

not played out yet.

B.\RE places under trees may be greatly improved in

appearance by planting shrubs that naturally grow in

the shade of woods. Among such are periwinkles

( Vinca), St. John Wort (Hyperiaim), ivy, butcher's

broom (I^uscus), privet, Dafl'iie niezeteum, box, spindle

tree {Euoiiymus), holly, yew and various kinds of

Primus.
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The Flower Garden.

By J. H. Ci MMIXG, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

FLOWER BEDS AND BORDERS.— It is

considered a settled point with experi-

enced flower gardeners that the majority

of the plants now used for long-continued

masses of bloom are as exhausting to the soil

and require to have as good a foundation laid

for their culture as

most of our vege-

tables, and it is a

matter of very great

importance that the

principles of good
cultivation in the pre-

laration of the beds

Nhould be specially

made. The miserable

appearance of many
a villa and cottage

llower plot owes its

origin to the idea that

John H. Cimming. oi,r present flower

garden plants do not require careful cultivation

such as would be expected to produce good

crops of vegetables. In order to get fine,

healthy plants and a long-sustained array of

bloom in the case of the great majority of the

plants used it is necessary that the beds or

borders be well drained, deeply worked, and

well manured.

Th£! extent to which manure is to be applied must be

regulated by the nature of the soil and dryness or wet-

ness of the district. If the soil is naturally shallow or

sandj' it is greatly improved by having a quantity of

heavy, loamy soil incorporated with it. The best

manure is cow-dung that has lain some months and lost

its rankness. For heavy, loamy soils well decayed stable

dung and leaf-mould is preferable. These manures

should be applied when the beds are being dug or

trenched, in autumn or early spring, and the present

month is a suitable time for this work where it has not

already been attended to. Bone-meal is an excellent

manure for the majority of flower garden plants, and a
sprinkling sufficient to whiten the surface of the soil is

enough. This is a convenient manure in the case of the

owners of small gardens who may have a difficult}- in

getting the other manures referred to. Where the rain-

fall is great, and such things as pelargoniums grow too

much to leaf, the soil should be raised more above the

ground level, and of course manure should be more
sparingly applied generally.

Dahli.vs. — The middle of February will be a suitable

time to take dahlia roots from their winter quarters,

when the roots should be neatly trimmed, and placed in

boxes or on the floor in a warm glass-house. The roots

will, of course, be arranged crown upwards, and should

be covered with some light material, such as leaf-mould

and old potting soil. In two or three weeks' time young
growths will make their appearance, and these, if very

strong and sapp\s had better be thrown away as useless.

Firm growths, about three inches long, make suitable

cuttings, and may be taken off with a "heel" if pre-

ferred. After careful dressing and the removal of the

lower leaves, the cuttings may be inserted in small pots

or boxes filled with somewhat sand\' soil, and placed on
bottom heat of, say, 70 deg. , where they will root in

from fourteen to twenty days. If only a few plants are

required, the roots may be started later, and broken up,

retaining to each shoot a piece of the tuber. These
roots may be potted up at once into five and six inch

pots, but the plants from cuttings will, when rooted,

take two and one-half inch size to begin with, shifting

into larger pots as required.

Pla.nt L.\bels. — .An interesting feature in a garden
is in having things named. When freezing and thawing
take place give an occasional look to the labels, as they

are apt to be displaced, and renew any that are illegible.

Fine examples of how this should be done may be seen

in the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens and in the People's

Gardens, Phoenix Park.

Wall Creepers for Towns.— Passing a suburban
villa lately I noticed an attempt being made to grow-

in the area the Fierj- Thorn (
Crataegus Pyracantha

Lelandi). Planted in a shallow box, and the shoots tied

to some trellis work, it was only in life, and certainly

would not afford its owner much pleasure. .Apart from an}"

sentimental desire for certain plants, situation and means
at command to ensure a measure of success should be con-

sidered. Suitable plants for such a purpose will be found

in Anipelopsis I'eitchi^ which seems a favourite creeper in

the areas of suburban houses around Dublin. The com-
mon Irish and other green ivies also do well. Then we
have the Chilian Glory Pea, Eccrenwcarpus sraber,

CennofhtiS Gioire de I'ersailles (this requires feeding with

manure water during summer). Wistaria sinensis, _/as-

nn'num nudiftotvm, for winter flowering, and y. hitmile

and officinale to give a summer display. Instead of

shallow boxes which can give so little root room for these

plants, small barrels about two feet high answer the pur-

pose nicely. These should have several holes bored in the

bottom, and drainage in the form oi broken pot shreds,

stones or clinkers, put carefully over the holes to allow

water to escape readily. On the drainage place some
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rough pieces of turf, and fill up with ijood loam, a little

leaf-mould, and some rough broken charcoal through
the soil to keep all sweet.

East Lothian Stocks.—Where stocks are ap.

predated and enter into the summer bedding arrange-

ments, the East Lothian or Intermediate strain yield a
wealth of bloom which for delicious fragrance and
delicate colours cannot be surpassed. Three years ago
some friends tried to persuade me that these stocks

flowered too late in Ireland to be of an}' service. This

is not so, as I had a thousand plants of them in bloom
last year from the middle of July till well into October.

-A good strain should be selected, and the seed sown at

once in well-drained boxes of good loam, and covered

lightly with sandy soil. Place in a temperature of 50 to

55 deg. till germination takes place, keeping the bo.xes

near the glass in a light and airy position and be very

sparing with water. When the plants are an inch high,

prick off into frames or bo.xes, and keep close for a few-

days till they recover the shock of removal. If the soil

is fairly moist there will be no necessity to water for

some days ; the drier all stocks in their young state can
be kept without flagging the better till they have taken

to the soil and growth is active. .Abundance of air will

be necessarj' afterwards when sturdy plants will be

ready to put out earlj- in May.

Christmas Flowers.—This sounds a bit belated,

some may think, but it is flowers for ne.xt Christmas

I want to refer to. .\ look round the florist shops
during Christmas week showed how the refrigerator

had helped the flower supply that was not dreamt of a few-

years ago. By the process known as retarding bulbs

and roots, such things as liliums, gladioli, narcissus, and
lily of the valley can be had in abundance at Christmas

without the trouble of much forcing and the raising of a

huge coal bill. The bracts of Poinsetiia pulcherrima

seemed to be more plentiful than usual, and what can be

more telling on account of the brilliant colour the\' impart

to a group in which white <jr light-tinted flowers pre-

dominate. When poinsettias are past flowering, let

them be partiallv dried off and rested by being placed in

a cool house. In .April cut the plants back, leaving only

three or four eyes of the young wood. Introduce into

heat, and when the young growths are a few inches

long strike these by taking off each with a piece of

•'heel." -After being established in six-inch pots grow-

on in a cold frame during summer. Get the wood well

ripened, which is the secret of large bracts, and give

frequent doses of weak manure-water during the

season. Cuttings struck in June will make nice decora-

tive stuff" in five-inch pots at Christmas. .Again, the

late flowering chrysanthemums are a host in themselves,

and are of the utmost service to the decorator at

Christmastide. Seasonable notes have recently been

given to strike these, but another batch struck in

February and March will ensure a supply when the

earlier plants are over. Some fine varieties are now-

available for late work, the blooms of which are

not only valuable in a cut state, but the plants them-

selves can also be used where bold and effective

groups are wanted. One of the grandest whites I

have seen is Queen of the Exe, and is largely grown for

Christmas work at Mount Merrion, Bl.-ickrock. Salvia

splendens, with its rich, velvety scarlet spikes of flower,

is also welcome at the festive season, and no one who
can aff'ord it room should fail to grow a few. Treat it

in every way similiar to the chrysanthemum. It can be
grown by sowing the seed now in a gentle heat, but
cuttings struck in .April from old plants that have been
cut back make a more dependable stock for late

blooming.

Seeds to Sow.— .A start may be made this month by
sowing in heat such things as begonia, lobelia, petunia.

Phlox Drummoitdi^ and tender climbing annuals. An
early start is important in having strong, sturdy plants

for May planting. Gloxinia seed sown now will also

provide plants for flowering indoors next autumn.

The Fruit Grounds.
By WiLLiA.M R. Spe.ncer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

PL.ANTING. -Push forward the planting of fruit

trees and bushes, where such remain to be planted,

every favourable opportunity that presents itself,

always bearing in mind that the soil must be dry, other-

wise more harm than good will result. Planting mav
be continued with

safetv all through the

month, but the earlier

it is done the better,

as late planting
means extra labour

afterwards, watering,

&c. , also chances of

success are some-

what diminished. 1ti

planting fruit trees ii

is of the utmost

importance not lo

plant too deep. Tin-

ground, having been

prepared by deep

digging in autumn or

early winter, will now-

be in fine condition

for this work, rirst,

mark position of each tree by placing a stake in the

ground so that all may be properly proportioned over

the whole intended plantation. Then commence by

opening a hole w-ide enough to receive the roots w-hen

full)- extended without coming in contact with its side.s

—

its depth must be guided by the size of the tree. Cut

awav- any broken or torn roots with a sharp knife. Cut

from the under side in a slanting direction outwards.

Place the tree in pctsition, spreading out the roots to

their fullest extent, and distribute them as evenly as

possible all round. Cover each root with fine mould,

and as filling in proceeds work the soil between the

roots with the hand, so that no open spaces may be left.

When finished the surface roots should be covered with

about three inches of soil, and all should be somewhat

higher than the surrounding level. The nature of the

soil must be considered in determining its height—heavy,

retentive soils requiring it higher than lighter ones.
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Make firm by pressing- the soil with the foot. Secure
the tree to a stout stake. Water, and afterwards
mulch with littery manure as far as the roots extend.

Pruning.—Complete the pruning of bush fruit as well

as apples, pears, and plums, and, when doing so, scions

of apples and pears, if such be required for g^rafting

purposes, may be secured. These to be taken from

branches well exposed to the sun. They should not be
taken from the centre of trees, as these are not so ripe

or firm as those more fully exposed. Tie the different

varieties in bundles, label, and have them heeled in in a

position shaded from strong sun, where they may
safely remain until required.

Heading Down Old Trees.—Trees not satisfactory

from whatever cause, either becoming worn out or not

suitable to the district, should either be cleared out and
varieties known to do well in the same orchard or

district planted in their place, or if the stock and portion

of the branches be healthy they may be grafted. If the

latter be decided on, the branches may now be sawn off

a little above where it is intended to insert the grafts, it

being better to make a fresh cut as the grafts are being

inserted.

Old Orchard Trees.—There are throughout the

country many old neglected orchai-ds in which the

owners appear to take \ery little interest. Generally

the trees are overgrown with moss and lichen and
infested with insect pests of the worst description. In

fruit growing districts the owners should be compelled

to have them properly cleansed or else burned, as they

are nothing short of breeding ground for such pests. If

such were done it would greatly assist in keeping in

check the many ills to which fruit trees are subject.

Many of these trees might be greatly improved by a

judicious thinning out of the branches, manuring, and

cleaniing of the \\ hole trees.

To cleanse the trees, first scrape the trunk and main

branches with a piece of hoop-iron or similar blunt

instrument, to remove moss, loose bark, &c., and after-

wards spray the whole tree with one of the many-

caustic sprays now on the market, or, better still, a

home made one. Appended are a few- receipts for

making winter washes which are thoroughly reliable,

or freshly slaked lime may be used, applied while the

trees are damp, and on a calm day. The result, however,

is not nearly so satisfactory as that obtained by the use

of a caustic wash :

—

Winter Washes.—Instructions for making winter

washes, to be used not later than the end of the month.

I. Caustic Wash.—Ingredients for making lo gallons.

Iron sulphate ... . . I2 lb.

Lime..... . , % \h.

Caustic soda ..... 2 lbs.

Paraffin ...... 5 pints.

Water to make .... 10 gallons.

Dissolve the iron sulpliate in 9 (nine) gallons water.

Slake the lime with a little water, then add a little more
water to make into milk of lime. Strain this into iron

sulphate solution, to remove any particles which might

clog the spraying machine ; add the paraffin, and churn

into the mixture ; lastly, add the caustic soda, when it

will be ready for use. Thus made, an agitator is not

necessary in spraying machine.

2. Caus/ic Wasli and Fung-icide. —Ingred'icntfi to make
10 gallons.

Copper sulphate .... i^<lbs.

Quicklime yi lb.

Caustic soda ..... 2 lbs.

Paraffin 5 pints.

Water to make .... 10 gallons.

Make in exactly the same way as (1), substituting
copper sulphate for iron sulphate, and using }4 lb. quick-
lime instead of a ji( lb.

3. Caustic Wash.—Ingredients to make 10 gallons.

Caustic soda 1 lb.

Crude potash (pearlash) . . . i lb.

Soft soap J^ lb.

Dissolve the soft soap in a gallon of boiling water,

also dissolve separately caustic soda and crude potash

each in one gallon of water ; mix all thoroughly, and
make up to 10 gallons by adding clear water.

The above three washes have been tested, and any one
of them may be relied on to thoroughly cleanse the

trees of moss and lichen, besides destroying the eggs
of many injurious insects. Wash (2) is the one con-

sidered to have given most satisfaction. (Both (
i

) and (2)

are recommended in the eighth report of the Woborn
Experimental Fruit Farm.) Buy the different ingredients

from a reliable source, guaranteed of the strength

required—viz., caustic soda, 98 per cent., and crude
potash about 80 per cent. Apply with a sprajing

machine on a calm day in as fine a spray as possible, so

that every part may be thoroughly wetted. These
washes are very caustic in their action, and care must
be taken to preserve the face and hands from coming
into contact with them.

Fruit Room.—Examine apples in store frequently,

and remove any showing signs of decay. If frequently

examined these will be noticed in time to be of use in

the kitchen. Frost must be excluded, and to do so the

windows may be covered by nailing mats or sacks over

them and closing shutters, if provided. Keep as dry as

possible without using fire heat ; this may be done by
regulating the ventilation, opening slightlj' on fine days
and keeping close during wet and frosty weather.

The Vegetable Garden.
By James Bracken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

GENERAL WORK.— "Fill dyke" is the term an old

saw applies to this month. But there is no rule

for weather at any time in our erratic climate.

Therefore there is no rule for sowing seeds by date, for

the proper condition of the soil is one of the chief con-

siderations. It sometimes chances that we get a dry

spell of weather towards the end of this month, in

which case it ought to be seized on for the preparation

of ground and the sowing of onions and parsnips. If

the soil condition suits, this can scarcely be done too

early. With onions, the seed is often sown too late, too

thickly, and too deepl)'. Thick sowing weakens the

plants from the start, covering the seed too deeply helps

to encourage thick necks and bad keepers. Onions

require an open aspect and a firm seed bed.

When the soil is dry enough fork the surface of the
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ground quite fine. The land sliould have been well

manured and trenched for some time. The lines ought

to be drawn about a foot apart and half an inch deep.

A greater distance may be allowed between the lines

when there is no scarcity of space, as it facilitates til-

lage. Tread in the lines, making sure that the soil is

made uniformly firm on the seeds. The stroke of the

back of a spade will ensure this. James Keeping and
Bedfordshire Champion are favourite main crop varieties.

Tripoli onions should be transplanted into richly-

manured ground, leaving enough undisturbed in rows or

seed beds to form a first supply. Plant in lines a foot

apart, covering only the roots of the plants, and making
firm. If frost follows planting, when past, go over the

lines and firm the plants again.

Garlic and shallots might be considerably more
grown. Garlic is profitable to grow for sale as a

medicinal product. Shallots are excellent for pickling,

and both are otherwise of value in the kitchen. Plant

the cloves (divisions of the bulb) of garlic separately, in

light soil six inches apart and two inches deep, in beds

or borders. The same distance will accommodiite
shallots, but where space permits it is better to allow a

greater distance. Shallots like rich soil well manured,
and may be planted like potato onions— that is, the bulb

hardly covered. Towards the end of the month, if a
sowing of round spinach can be got in, it will be found

verj' helpful to fill the gap that occurs w-hen the winter

spinach and seakale are over, and before peas and
cauliflowers come in. Choose a friable border in a sunny
place, and sow the seed thicker than in later sowings, as

less may germinate, but thin out in time.

Sweet, juicy white turnips will be well appreciated, too,

early in the season ; some stratagem must be made to

meet this demand. Deep and wide trenches filled with

stable dung and covered with light, rich soil are some-
limes prepared. On these trenches Early Milan variety

is sown. The heating material promotes quick growth,

which is essential for sweetness and tenderness. Open,
mild hot-beds are also a means to this end.

Sowing the same Variety.—Early in the season we
must be wary of the turnip fly, and have soot and lime in

readiness. i\Iake sowings of broad beans. Early Maza-
gan and Long Pods ; a little parsley might be sown in

some early spot. Cultivate cabbage plots, and where
asparagus beds have not been mulched, see to this with-

out delay. On heavy land this is best left till this month.
Plant Jerusalem artichokes, choosing the roundest and
best tubers for seed. Allow thirty inches between the

rows. These plants can be made useful as wind screens

for other crops. Plant horse raddish, choose clean

pieces of root, and remove the crown of each with a
knife before planting.

Peas.—Make sowings every fortnight in sunny,

sheltered situations, and in well worked land. Unless
a dwarf variety of pea is desired, Gradus is recom-
mended for these sowings. If stakes cannot be obtained
very dwarf kinds, as W'illiam Hurst or Chelsea Gem,
must be grown. A covering of light, dry soil, contain-

ing wood ashes, leaf-mould, &c. , from the potting

shed is a good preventative of these marrow fat peas
rotting before germinating, which often occurs in very
wet weather. A coating of red lead on pea seeds helps

to protect them from birds. Put seed in bowl, sprinkle

with water, and dust over with red lead, stirring till each
seed is evenly coated. In the event of a mild time

towards the end of the month, peas that have been
sown in frames may be transplanted into the open. A
nice, warm border should be selected for them. Earth
up with soil as plants admit, and stake the rows at

once, using pieces of spruce or other evergreens here

and there to shelter them from wind and frost. If the

soil is in wet condition, or if no suitable site be available,

defer this work till next month. Have enough pea-stakes

dressed and trimmed and in every readiness.

Potatoes.—Potatoes growing in pits must be earthed
up as they require it, and given plenty of air whenever
the weather permits to prevent them from being drawn.
Be in no hurry to plant out sprouted tubers in quantity.

If the buds of some are getting too forward, and if the

condition of the soil suits, a limited plantation may be

made in a sheltered south aspect. But do not forget that

the very early planted potato often catches the worm—
that is, the wire-worm—or the wire-worm catches the

potato, and so does our old friend the slug, and rot

may overtake the seed in the ground if hard weather
checks their growth, and late frosts may have to be
specially guarded against in the matter of nightly

covering later on, which is plaguey troublesome.

Give attention to the sprouting tubers, retarding and
hardening the buds by exposing to full light and by
ventilating when safe to do so. In light lands in the

County Cork the early variety Duke of York cropped
well, and the quality of potatoes was first class.

Seakale.—This most excellent and highly prized

vegetable is rarely plentiful enough anywhere. Whether
for sale or as a home luxury (for such it certainly is) it

ought to be much more grown. When I he blanched

crowns are first cut from plants in the open ground it is

a good time to propagate an adequate stock. After

the first cutting lift the roots to be propagated from.

Cut into lengths averaging about five inches long, and
with a sloping cut at the bottom of each piece to

distinguish it. Class these pieces of roots into sizes.

Plant out into trenched and well-manured ground,
allowing two feet between the lines and about one foot

between the roots, or in stools of three feet every way.

The thick pieces or settings w'ill bear forcing the follow-

ing year. Their growth is greatly assisted by watering

or by feeding with liquid manure in dry spells during

summer. Salt used judiciously as a manure will

encourage fine growth. Before this date stools or lines

of seakale in the open should have a good covering of

screened ashes piled on them to blanch the heads as

they grow. Amateurs sometimes wrongly neglect this

till growth is started.

Rhubarb.— It is a pity that more rhubarb is not forced

in this country for marketing. The great amount that

is supplied from .icross channel to Dublin markets, and

the big prices obtained for it early in the season, are

proof of the profit arising from its cultivation. This is a

good month to propagate it. Choose strong crowns

from early, good stools ; cut through roots with a spade,

and plant out in fresh land that has been liberally

manured and deeply trenched. Four feet every way
between the plants is ample space for the early varieties.

Plant firmly, and let the crowns down to the level.

When planted, a light covering of littery dung should be
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placed over the crowns. These will not be slrongr

enougfh for forcing till the second year, but development

is greatly assisted by the use of liquid manure during

Ijie growing seasonand by not pulling the stalks too hard.

Pricking off Seedlings.—Celery and cauliflower

seedlings sown last month must be pushed on as

rapidly as possible. When fit to handle, prick off celery

into boxes with a layer of rotten dung in the bottom, and

fill witli fine, rich soil. If possible, place in frames on

gentle bottom heat. If pricked off directly into a frame

that has been prepared with gentle bottom heat, and with

fine, rich soil near the glass, celery plants will develop

faster and better than any other way. Cauliflowers

sown last month can be best treated in the same

way. The same can be said of lettuce. Brussels

sprouts and onions should be pricked off into boxes, and

when restarted into growth, in a lightsome position, in

gentle heat, they can be removed to frames, ventilation

to be attended to in every case.

Seeds in Heat.- Sow for succession tomatoes, celery,

lettuce, &c. , as recommended in last month's calendar.

Pot on tomatoes when a couple of pairs of leaves are

made, using fine, porous soil, and placing well up to the

glass.

Forcing Department.—Cover seakale and rhubarb in

the open with pots, barrels, &c. , and fermenting material

if necessary, to keep successional supplies. Asparagus

will now force readily with bottom heat in frames and

pits. French beans may still be sown in pots, and

mushroom beds made in houses. Sow carrots and

raddishes in hot beds for succession.

Roses.
By O'DoNEL Browne, M.D.

NOW that it has been decided beyond all doubt

that the Royal Horticultural Society has

decided to hold a rose show on July the 20th,

I feel I ought to write a few hints to any novice who
may aspire to showing at that show. Firstly, then, let

us commence some time in February, when the soil's

condition is suitable, to very gently prick up atiy caked

beds, or, better still, only use the hoe and strive and

keep the top inch or so in a fine and crumpley condition.

See to your wall roses, and tie in the best ripened shocits

at the end of the month. In the summer-flowering

Rambler section do not use the knife save to remove any

dead or over-crowding shoots. Defer your pruning of

H. P.s. and H. T.s. until the end of March, and your Teas

until about the second week in April. Prune all your

roses harder than you have done so in former years,

and only keep well ripened shoots. When you notice

the remaining eyes, after pruning, commencing to swell

and push into growth, which they will do about the

middle of April, go over your trees and remove some of

those growing inwards towards the centre of the

plant. Do not be hasty or rash—a little now and then

is better than one great clearance. Try and distribute

the flow of sap evenly about. When you notice the

foliage just appearing keep a sharp look out as often

as you can for the worm in the bud. Find him as early

as you can. Ifyou get any buds

—

i.e., eyes bored into

—

that shoot is useless for show purposes, and you must

select either one of the two side dormant eves or an eve

lower down which looks outwards. Should green-fly

make its appearance you must check it as soon

as possible. Wall and pillar roses are the most

commonly affected. By the middle of May go over

and judiciously thin any in-looking eyes, shaving

them clean off with a sharp knife to the level of the

wood they spring from. .About the beginning of June

you will notice tiny flower buds set on your bed plants

(wall roses will have got theirs 'ere this). The earliest

of these will be too early for July 20th. It has been

reckoned that from once the bud (flower) is set until it

is cut is in or about twenty-eight days. What we want

is a bloom just "set" about mid-June, therefore the

shoots to mind are the middle and late setting ones,

and not the extra early ones. .Allow some early ones to

develop, and try and encourage some of the latest also

to grow. On the top of each flower shoot you will

notice a crown bud and several, generally two, side

buds. Some varieties, like Her Majesty and Mildred

Grant, have only one bud. Carefully look at the crown

bud first, note if it shows any irregularity or if it is mal-

shapen. Provided it is alright, then leave it and one

of the lowest side buds, and remove all the others. If

it (the crown bud) is not correct, remove it and retain

two side buds. Do this with all plants for exhibition

flowers. When later in June or early in July j'ou notice

how matters progress as regards your chances for

having flowers on f/ie 20th, remove one bud and let the

remaining one come on by itself. It is a trouble to

stake every shoot, but it is the safest procedure.

Watch for mildew and attack it as early as you can.

I have said nothing about how many shoots carrying

flowers you should keep on your trees, but a safe number
is four. Over thinning will make some blooms come
coarse, but some varieties like it well.

The hardest, and yet the most important, point to

grasp is not to have all your shoots crowned by buds of

the same age ; try above all things to have a succession

in age ; then should the weather suddenly change it

matters not so much. Do not forget your hoe—there

cannot be too much hoeing done. In the way of extra

feeding it would be well to dress your beds early in

F'ebruary, and again at intervals, with some artificial

compound manure to give your trees help. These
manures must be used judiciously, but beware of your

foliage when applying the manure. If it should be

showery weather when applying the manure so much
the better. Experience alone can guide you when and
how much to apply, but do not be stingy, your roses

will repay you a hundredfold. The question of shading

flowers is a most interesting one, and cannot be gone
into now, but shade you must ifyou want perfect flowers.

Get some shades from a maker, any seed shop can

supply you now, and whilst you have time get

to work, and make some over your fires at night.

Make them larger than those usually sold, as you may
have an extra large flower to cover just before a show,

and wind will shake a flowerjust sufficiently to damage its

petals vuiless it is staked or the shade is big enough.

Have plenty of shades handy ; it is really surprising how
man)- you will require some days when rain threatens.

The person who cuts the best flowers is the one who
works hardest and most often, and who does not spare

himself until the show is over.
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The Apple Sucker and its Treatment
B_v Fkki). \'. TnKOBALi), iM.A.

CONSIDERABLE attention has been called

of late to tlie great damage done in

parts of England by the apple sucker,

notably in Worcestershire, Kent, Cambridge-

shire and Lincolnshire.

This has not been due

to any foreign impor-

tation or home artificial

distribution, or even any

very marked abnormal

increase in their num-

bers. I t i s m a i n 1 }•

because growers did not

notice these small insects

which can do such incal-

culable mischief ; they

have noticed the

damage, however, and

too frequently have

attributed it to frost.

A casual glance would

have at once revealed

the true cause of the

loss. In some districts,

perhaps, we are
suffering from an ex-

cessive wave ot vitality,

just as we again and

again do with many
insects and fungi, but its

recent prominence is

mainly due to the greater interest taken by

growers in the various enemies they have to

fight than to abnormal increase in numbers.

Owing to the presence of the apple sucker in

Ireland this article has been written at the

request of Irish Gardening.

The apple sucker belong^s to a family of insects known
as Psyllidae, small creatures related to the plant lice or

aphides. No less than twenty-eig-lit different kinds occur

Ova of Apple Sicker, (x 2.)

in Great Britain and Ireland. The apple sucker {PsvUa
mali) is one of the commonest. The egg's of this apple
pest are laid in autumn on the shoots and spurs of all

varieties of apples, and probably also on the wild crab-
apple. By far the larger number are placed on and

around the leaf-scar
ridges, some at the base
of buds, others amongst
the fine hairs on the year's

growth. The eggs are quite

small, but can be easily

seen with the naked eye.

In colour they are at first

snowy white, but later

assume a dull yellow or a
rusty red hue. They are
elongated oval in form,

somewhat pointed at each
end ; at one pole is a thin

process which bends under
the shell. They are firmlv

fixed to the tree. The old

egg shells remain for two
or three years on the trees.

These are apparently the

ova, supposed to have been
destroj'ed by winter washes.

Oviposition takes place

from September until the

beginning of November.
So numerous have I seen

ihem in some plantations

tliat the spurs have had

quite a pale appearance.

The ova hatch out about

the time the buds are

bursting or are ready

to burst. In England they have been found to hatch

from the 24th of .March onwards until the 27th of

April. They do not all hatch out at the same time on

any one tree, and there is much difference in time

according to the variety of apple. For instance, on the

Ecklinville they hatch out much sooner than on the

Bramley Seedling, and about a week sooner on the

Blenheim Orange than on the Wellington.

The eggs give rise to small, flat, dirty, yellow larva;,

with dark markings and bright red eyes, which are
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about llif si/.e of a pin poinl. Tliose larva; at once

orawl to tlif buds. If the latlL-r are not open wo find

them -waitint; outside. .As soon as they can they ijel

.Aiui.r I'SVLL.V JI.\LI. (X ID. I

into the buds and commence to feed on the younij and

tender g-rowths. The result of their puncturings is that

the blossoms are weakened or destroyed, and the younj;

leaves assume a crinkled appearance. As soon as the

buds open and the blossom trusses are free the lice pass

deep down into them and suck away at the bases of the

strigs. The result is that the blossom trusses turn

brown and die. The dead trusses of blossom hold on

the trees a long time, often into the winter, and give a

very characteristic appearance to the affected orchard.

A few shrivelled leaves may also hang on around the

trusses. A very similar appearance I have often seen

caused by brown rot. One can at once tell, howes-er,

if it is the apple sucker by the cast skins of the insects

which are found sticking on to the leaves and at the

base of the dead blossoms, their silvery grey colour

showing up distinctly against the brown.

After a time the flat lice-like larva; change to the

nymph stage, in which small wing buds are seen. This

period is usuallv passed on the leaves, the nymphs living

between two leaves, which are held together by the

curious white or pale blue filaments they pass out of

their bodies. These filaments are also characteristic of

the larvse, and each has a small opaque globule at the

end. These threads and
globules at once show us

the presence of apple

sucker in the trusses as

well as on the foliage.

The nymph is usually

green ct r } e 1 1 o w i s h

green, flat, like the larva,

but larger. The nymphal
cast skins on a leaf are

shown in the figure.

The adults are winged,

and vary from one-tenth

to one-eighth of an inch in

length ; they are green at

first, later they become
variegated with other colours. They hop and fly

from leaf to leaf, but do not appear to do anv harm.
The psylla can at once be told from other leaf hoppers
(Tyfililiiryhi,lce\ on .apples by their wings being tran-

LaRVA of .\I>I'LE .StcKER.
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sparent and the veins distinct. These "suckers" seem
to attack all varieties of apples, but some much more
so than others. The short si rigged varieties suffer the

most, such as the Ecklln-

ville, whilst the Worcester
Pearmain seems to be the

j ^

least affected.

PreveiifiiDt and Treal-

ment.—The damage done
by the "apple sucker "is

often so serious that we
are compelled to adopt

preventive and remedial

measures. The preven-

tion is the thing to aim at.

At present nothing is

known which will corrode
the eggs of the psylla or

to have any very definite

effect on them, that can be applied to trees unless

so strong that more damage would be done to the trees

than by all the insect pests put together. Statements
that this or that wash will kill the eggs must be taken
with great caution. Tlie writer has not found one yet

that has the least effect.

-As damage is done to the just opening buds, when
no wash will penetrate to the small lice, it is essential

that we should try and prevent the insects from CTitering

them.

This may be done to a very large extent by thickly

coating the trees with lime and salt wash. This wash
is made as follows:—Slake i^ cwt. of the best white

lime, fresh from the kiln, in a small quantity of

water, then mix it into lOO gallons of water, strain off,

so as to exclude all grits, into another receptacle, and

add to the thick lime-wash 30 !bs. of dissolved salt.

If white lime can-

not be obtained

others may be used,

but the former is the

best. It is very im-

portant that the

lime should be fresh

and in lumps, and
should slake slowly.

This wash is im-

proved by adding 3
to 5 lbs. of water-

glass, previousU'

dissolved in warm
water, as it tends

to hold the lime and
salt wash longer on

the trees. Water-
glass is not, how-
ever, essential. The
time to spray the

trees is anywhere
between the end ot

February up to the

time the bud scales are opening. The object to .attain

is to get as thick a coating as possible over the trees so

as to cover the eggs. This coating prevents the

voting fi'om escaping from the i^^v!, shell, and as the

Larval St cKi-rRs Waitim
E.NiKR Bi n.
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majority tjf ova are laid wliere the wa^ih collects, the

effect is very maiked in lessening the numbers of

suckers. .As many of the ova on the treated trees are

seen to change to a leaden

hue, it is also possible that

the salt and lime set up

some osmotic action, and so

destroys the vitality of the

ova.

Special noz/.U- should be

used for this thick wash, as

most nozzles clog with it

very readily. The most

satisfactory ones I have

found are Gould's " Seneca
"

nozzles, which can be

cleared at once by turning

the tap seen in the figure,

when the aperture is blown

quite clear without any

waste c^i time in unscrewing the nozzle. Drake and

Fletcher of Maidstone also make nozzles for this

purpose. The success of this lime and salt treatment

h.is been remarkable where it has been properly applied

—

th.it is, put on thickly. Italso benefitsthetrecsby cleaning

them, and hasa certain value inconnection with the woolly

aphis, and is most effective for plum aphis. The lime and

salt get eventually washed into the ground, and also

do good. It is surprising how much the general health

of the trees is improved after this treatment. In two or

three years a plantation may be practically freed of this

pest, but it may be necessary to carry it over a fourth

year. I have seen plantations which have not borne any

fruit for fifteen }-ears, owing to the psylla, yield after one

year's treatment a fair crop, and

still greater improvement in the

follow ing year.

Spraying to kill the suckers

in the trusses can also be done

with advantage. Paraffin emul-

sion may be discarded, as it does

not penetrate down to the insects,

and if it is put on with force and

copiously it tends to burn blos-

som and foliage, and does more
harm than the psylla. Quassia

and soft soap wash is good in

early stages of attack, and pene-

trates to some extent, but by far

the most successful wash is

tobacco wash. This I have found

to work excellently and to have

great killing power. If tobacco

wash is used one cannot do
better than obtain some pre-

pared nicotine wash that can be

relied on. V'oss & Co. make an

excellent wash prepared on the

W'oburn standard which has

great killing power. It may be

used on open blossom without

D. M. Watson, of South Great George's Street, Dublin,

and Campbell & Co. of Manchester, also make reliable

nicotine preparations. Unfortunately tobacco washes

are expensive. It is best, therefore, for the grower
on prevention by appljing the lime and salt wash,

at the same time cleans the trees and makes thei

Si;niv(

•X tor >prayiMg.

fear of hart
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much healthier. Where lime and salt wash cannot be

used, as, for instance, where vegetables, wallflowers,

tc, are grown under the trees, it is well to spray the

trees after the crop is pricked, when possible, with paraffin

emulsion any time before the winged psylla commence
to lay their eggs. If this is done a fine spray should be

sent not only all over the trees but into the clouds of

insects which fly down beneath the foliage. This will

kill large numbers and prevent much e^§ laying. But if

possible the lime and salt treatment should be carried

out, <M- where flowers grow under the trees tobacco

wash ni.iy he safely used to kill the larva- and nymphs.

.MiSHROOM CiLTiKj-:.—" The Mushroom Tunnel " is

the title of an interesting article in .a recent nimiber of the

Weekly Sni/siiKiii. The tunnel in

iiuestion is an old railway tunnel

in Edinburgh, that, falling into

disuse, was let to a Company for

the cultivation of mushrooms.

The spawning beds are luade 12

leet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feel

hlg'h. The manure ie^v the

formation of the beds is brought

from the cit\' in wjiggons drawn
along the old rails. It is trans-

fcrred from these at different

points into wooden troughs,

and frequently worked iiiUil

the rank fermentation is owr
.ind the manure has cooleti liown

10 the .safe temperature for

spawning. Each bed is said to

require from eighteen to twenty

bricks of spawning material, and

that the average yield therefrom

is about 40 lbs. of marketable

mushrooms. An effort is made
by the use of an electric fan at

one of the entrances to keep up

as uniform a temperature

as possible-60 to 65 degrees being aimed at. The

writer speaks highly of the quality of the crop, and

if the quality is as great as the size (judging from a

reproduced photograph) we can well believe il.

\07.yA.v.s.

0|>en to clear block
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The Making of our Home.
III. The East Garden.

By Charlotte G. O'Brien.

IW.\S .saved by a careless temperament and

want of money from the pernicious laciiity

of a "paper garden." A garden neatly

laid out on paper, accurately measured, thought

out and devised, may be all very well for straight

town slips behind the houses that owe all their

beauty to the hand of man, but for ground

formed by nature and by her beautiful curving

planes, trust only to the eye, then even the most

defective gardening will yield lovely corners and

contrasts. My house was on the east side,

placed on the edge of a steep slope near the road.

What was cut away for preparing foundations

was naturally thrown down the slope, so when I

got the land I had, on that side of house, first

the only possible cart-road to the upper kitchen

garden, then a very narrow green, and then a

drop in parts of near tw-enty feet down in an

abrupt slope I laid out the garden as wide as

I could, planted the steep edge with laurels and

Berberis Danviuii, &c. It was well enough,

but always the desire of a wider garden there

was " on me," as we say in Gaelic. In my mind

I sought to widen out into the air, but how was

it to be done ? I suppose if I had been a rich

woman 1 should have built a retaining wail,

spent a power of money, and produced some-

thing that would have looked nice some filty

vears hence when well weathered and over-

grown ; but having no money to throw away, I

had to achieve my airy flights into space some

other way, and did, as I shall now tell.

Year by year I had two big rubbish collec-

tions from house and kitchen garden put

together on the hill-side. I collected one heap

(say) this year, second year worked it up,

covered with manure, &c., and grew marrows

on it. The third year it was again broken up,

the best stuff taken for flower garden uses, and

the rest was "barred" down my beshrubbed

slope. Year by year in this way I pushed out

my border a foot or two in width. At last

what I called my "hanging gardens of Babylon
"

had advanced so far that only some strong

laurels and other shrubs were retaining the

earth, and the fall was almost like a wall ; but

it was not finished looking. Then I cut my
laurels half-way down to the strong wood, laid

the cut branches on top, where they were well

supported by the strong undergrowth. Then I

turned rubbish, sticks, &c. , on them, and finally

good garden soil to the desired upper level.

To keep it all together 1 got from rough corners

a lot of old, big plants, periwinkles, artichokes,

daisies, veronicas, goats' rue— everything I

could lay my hands on. Digging them up in big

blocks and laying them on their sides, 1 built a

wall of them through and over the laurel stumps,

giving a slight slope inwards, and putting a

good mass of rubbish and earth on each tier

of plants. I trusted to the roots to hold all

together, but must own I feared a landslip

!

However, the landslip did not come off, and on

these airy foundations last winter I ran a w-alk

"to the stars," with a charming seat-corner

overlooking the river called Casseopeia's Chair.

This walk encircles the hill I had built up in

space, and last summer my vegetable wall was
a mass of flower and growth, and might have

been there for fifty years by the look of it.

The landslide may come off yet ; who knows !

but I hope not, and meanwhile my green wall and

airy walk are an example of the fun one can get

without money if one uses one's wits. County
Limerick people have a saying, "you can do a

lot with and with," though it too often means
with them a very lazy "little by little."

There are not many people who \vant to fill a

twenty-foot drop, but there are plentj- who want

to hide a bare wall, and who would also be glad

to keep in their narrow limits big, coarse, hand-

some plants, who could do both in this way.

Great clumps of roots, ornamental side out, laid

one on top of another, and well backed with any

garden rubbish and light-growing shrubs with

cord-like roots to hold all together interspersed

here and there (for instance, scarlet-berried

elder, veronicas, &c.). These coarse flowers

make a fine show in a few weeks or months,

and enable one to keep the house in cut blooms

without having to lay the finer garden bare

pretl\- much the whole season.

//» bi- continued. I

tniRSE (KiRZE OR Whi.v) is so common that it i.s, as a

rule, disiesjarded as an ornamental shrub In' planters.

And yet there are few plants that really excel it in

decorative value. In large, mixed borders or on banks

it has a charm that is <ill its own. If seeds are g'athered

when ripe and sown at once they will germinate in

spring. If you have room for them give them a place.

Because the}' are common on the hills is no reason why
tlu'v should be cxcludi'd from our gardens.
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The Herbaceous Border.
By Frank Hidson.

HERBACEOUS plants have become in recent

years extremely popular. In the first place,

they are easy to grow ; a well laid down
border will give bloom of some kind for at least nine

months in the year. Ag-ain, the border is a really more
natural form of flower g-ardeninj^ than any othei*, for

once the plants are put into their quarters there is vei'\'

little care required for some \'ears after being- planted.

The planter must also remember that (his is a bit of
work to last for years, and that when it is done well there
will be very little labour afterwards, with the exception
of slight forking-, mulching, staking tall varieties, and
the keeping down of annual weeds. Compare this class
of flow er gardening to the stiff, unnatural beds of carpet-
work or the ordinary show of summer or spring bedding
plants which, as a rule, would not last six weeks at a
time ; and again, the labour of keeping these plants, as
well as the fuel that has to be burned to keep them alive

throughout the winter, not to mention the lifting, planting.

The East Garden at xi|nj4noi|i, Fovnes,

With wood and hill bej-ond. The lady sitting slightly apart on the right is Miss O'Brien ; a fine specimen of New Zealand fla

left. The Memorial Cross (to Lord Monteagle's father) is a prominent object on the distant hill top.

The first essential is a good site facing south or south-

west if it is possible. A background of evergreen or

deciduous flowering shrubs will give a good effect, or a

high wall covered with creepers would suit admirably.

The border should be some distance from tall-growing

trees, as the roots of them would penetrate into the soil

and rob the plants of their food. The next thing to

consider is proper drainage. The intending planter

must remember that it will pay to spend time and money
in the thorough making ofa border. Ifthe soil is shallow-

add clean soil from an old pasture ; see that all under-

ground weeds are cleared out ; manure thoroughly with

farmyard manure— in fact, a border should get the same
treatment as a border prepared for vine growing.

propagating, &c. March is an ideal month for planting

an herbaceous border, as the plants are just beginning to

get active in growth.

Several nurserymen are now making a speciality oi

herbaceous plants, as the other forms of spring and

summer bedding are going out of fashion in many places.

The intending planter should write at once for catalogues

of herbaceous plants, and he need not leave Ireland

to find nurserymen supplying this class of plant. We
have several nurseries in this country devoting a

lot of labour to this particular department, and I am
certain the purchaser will get all the assistance in

regard to selection, culture, iVc, gratis from any of

these firms.
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Current Topics,
By E. KxowLniN, F.R.H.S., Secretary, Roy.il Horli-

cultural Society of Irelaml.

HERE'S a prelly how-d'y' do " said our familiar

friend when straining- at the pabulum pro-

\ided by the W'oburn experimental planters.

Well, not a few find it hard to swallow, for, like a dose

of the wrong- medicine, it is both nasty to take and

bound to disagree; and we were beginning- to setiU-

down so nicely, too, after the nitro-bacterine explosion

at Wisley. That, indeed, was not so bad. In that was
no old established tenet of the great gospel of garden-

ing w'hich age could not wither or custom stale ; as a

matter of fact we were a little suspicious of that subtle

something which we could neither see, feel, smell, nor

hear, and the orthodox believers in the venerable muck
doctrine smile broadly as the}- again trundle out the

animal— Phew-! Comparisons are odorous. But to the

planting—er— er—beg pardon, shoving *em in—our good
apples, pears, plums, so conscientiously prepared for

us by the Paradise Stock Co., Ltd. It's all over; done
w-ith ; fizzled out, and we poor planters who took such

pains to spread out roots are now a foolish and forlorn

generation. We have all prayed w-rong, and frail is

our faith. Planting, save the mark ! w-ill now be done
by anjone who is qualifying for an old age pension, and
can "bowk" out a hole two sizes too small for a tree

three sizes too big for it. Shove him in ! Double up his

roots ! It's of no consequence, thank vou, as the im-

mortal Toots would have remarked. But what have

practical planters to say to all this? That is the point,

and surely they of all men have woes enough without

this Woburn worry. Truly it is a hard nut to crack,

yet the fact remains that the hardest nut is often minus

a kernal. We don't say this is ; somehow- we don't seem
to know where we are, but— next from Woburn,
please.

Relevant to New Zealand flax as an industry we
note that at a meeting of the County Down Committee
of Agriculture a report from the flax sub- committee
(Irish Times, Feb. 8th) states that "... all efforts

put forth seem to have failed to improve either the yield

of the flax or the quality of the flax crop. " That sounds
sad ; still, it w-as rather nice to find by the same report

that up-.i'ards £3,000 of public money is available for the

flax improvement scheme in Ireland. "Upwards " of

iJ3,ooo ! Dare one suggest to the flax improvement
schemers that the " up'ards " should be devoted to the

Phormium, leaving the big lump for the Linum—if its

worth it. This seems to be not only an industry on the

wane, but difficult to explain why. We have been
talking to one who reminisces on the good old davs of

flax farming, and in comparison with which it seems
now- to be fast going to the d dogs. Prices now-

appear appallingly low- to what they were then ; owing
to the manufacturing development of other things to

compete with it, that, perhaps, is the cause, perhaps
not, and it might be worth while for our W'oburn friends

to let off a little of their experimental energy in this

direction.

That was a very handsome sample of flax leaves, bj-

the way, sent up from the Loretto Convent, Bray, to the

last council meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

of Ireland. As a matter of fact, we have never seen

Plwrmiuii: tenax in such form, but we are not quite

satisfied that it is tenax, and have ventured to add the

provisional name of horiles to it. It is certainly not P.

colensui, the so-called Powerscourt variety, and in habit

it seems somewhere between that and tenax ; but there

all comparison ends, for it is a noble flax, and the

clump from which the leaves were cut is something
over seven feet high. The specimen in question, which
must have been growing in its position for many years,

has not been known to flower.

.\nother current topic, pertaining to the higher ethics

of soil production, is the threatened nitrogen famine.

Do farmers and gardeners seriously realise what this

means? Well, it means that in a hundred years— or is

it a thousand? we are a bit hazy over this ;
perhaps it

was a million, and to be on the safe side and leave no

margin for recrimination when it does arrive we will

say a million —in a million years there will be no nitro-

gen for love or mone\-, save in our aerial envelope, to

which it w'ill have evaporated, and the on\y known way
of getting it down will be to turn our old nitrateless

planet into a pea field. Twenty years ago there was a

similar scare about coal, w-hich w-as then calculated, to

the best of our recollection, to be just sufficient for two

hundred millions of years ; or was it two millions ?

These figures are a bit of a bother. Whichever it was,

twenty years have gone out of it, and the big scare then

ought by all the law-s oi logical deduction to be bigger

now. We are certainly a heedless race, barring the

tribe of black diamond traders who are coming to the

rescue bv a liberal seasoning of slates to spin out the

supply in spile of our callousness. This is merely

mentioned as being an old bogey thai is only scotched,

not killed, and it might have been settled before this

new nitrogen worry came on us. However, to our

nitrogen nut. One reads, and it is chilly reading, that

the great nitrate fields of Chili are getting played out,

and, of course, there is nothing new under the siui, but,

in all seriousness, can anything be lost ?

No. I.
—". . . in the district between Carrick-on-

Suir and Waterford there are at least 150 acres under

willows, but the price realised per acre is so small

that it would hardly pay for the cutting of the

osiers."

No. 1. — ". . . I can confidently say that the growers

I have bought from will have at least £^ profit per acre

after cutting the crop, and the crop in most cases

doubled by proper attention, and the willow would be

more valuable.
"

Here are currents in conflict. No. 1 is from the

departmental source ; No. 2, a swirl from the backwash

set in motion by the Industrial Development .Association

i-c'ide reporl of latter, fris/i Times. Feb. I7lh). .As we

no longer use the willow for hanging our harps on, what

position does it hold oris it likely to hold as an industry

for us? .All that appears left when adding these con-

flicting views together and dividing them by two is a

warning to Waterford to be war)- or it may find employ-

ment staring it in the face.
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Roses.

M.D.

an article a few num-
bers back I treated the

subject of Hjbriil Teas,

1 pointed out the o;reat

\ .ihie of this practically

new class, but had it

not been the lot of the

hybridizer to already

possess these lovely

roses, we should never

have had any H. T.'s.

The Tea class sprang^

into existence from two parents which came to

US from China— namely, a pink in the year 1810

and a yellow in 1824. No one seemed to care very

much for them in Eng-land, so they drifted to France,

where attempts were made to hybridize or cross breed

the one with the other. From this cross arose a great

famil}', at first a few, but g-radiially the progeny was
enlarged until to-da\" we number amongst our very best

and most useful roses some of these grand-children of

tliose Chinese parents. For a long time people were
very loath to try and grow the.se roses, as report had
it that Ihe^- were tender, delicate, poor growers. Some
of these assertions are true, but when we weigh the bad
with the good qualities we are bound to admit that if

we were to entirely eschew the Teas we would miss

very many lovely varieties.

When first I took to Teas to lr\' and grow them I

often rued that I had them, as I thought 1 saw a huge
failure, but a neighbourly voice over the wall of my
garden told me to "bide a wee." When the following

autumn came I had to confess he was right, for right

there in same bed were flowers glorious in shape—and
such quantities ! From that day down I was a convert

to the Teas, and now nothing will ever change me back.

Taken all round, I think there is more charm to be found

in the Teas than any other class, and ifwe exclude a dark

red colour you cannot get such a wealth of colour in

any other class .is vou will fitid in this great Tea class.

A great point in their favour is that any soil, with \'ery

few exceptions, will satisfy them, and so most people

who are not favoured with soil required for the Hybrid

Perpetuals can enjoy his Teas. Also—and I think this

is the greatest point of all in their favour— take a bush

of a Tea rose and one of a H. P., and notice how
many more flowers the Tea gives in a year, but especially

during August and September, a time at which the

Hybrid Perpetual is standing still.

Tea roses are very easy to cultivate provided you
choose your site right—a sunn}', wind-sheltered spot

suits them admirably, and if you can give them some
shade during mid-day so much the better. Planted

against low walls this rose family revels in good growth
and flowers, and is more at home in such a situation

than elsewhere. They should be ordered early, and
planted as early as possible. If }'Our soil is a little

gritty in character so much the better, for there is an

old saying that "Teas like grit." Some people

advise a heavy protecting layer of manure spread

over the bed during wiiUer to protect the roots, but

I never do this — indeed, my Teas are given just

the same treatment during winter as any other plants

I have ; but should very heavy weather come it is

advisable to draw a little earth up to and over the

lower few inches of growth on dwarf plants as a
protection. This should be removed as soon as
the frost has gone. During recent years we have
had some lovely varieties given lo us, and fore-

most amongst these stands Mme. Jules Gravereaux.
This is a strong grower, and likes a hot, suimy wall

and good dry weather. It is an extra full flower,

and contains many shades of colours in it. It is a

very fine rose of great lasting properties, and one
cannot have loo much of it. It is a curious point to

notice that Teas, as a general rule, prefer growing on
a half-standard more than they do on a dwarf stock.

Whether it is that they do not like being near the soil

or that they require purer air is a vexed question, still

the fact remains that to get most Teas to perfection you
should grow them as half-standards. -Should you want
proof of this, just bud a few dwarf and half-standard

stocks with Mrs. E. Mawley (in my humble opinion the

finest Tea in cultivation), and you will find the standard

grows better and throws finer blooms. True, both

Manian Cochel antl its white sport do as well as

tUvai'fs, but the gener*tl run o( Teas are happier as

standards. Some are notoriously tender

—

t'.g'.i De-
voniensis and Cleopatra —but they are lovely varieties.

Some do better on a wall, and only give their best

colours when grown thus

—

i'.^-, Comtesse de Nadaillac.

Some resent hard pruning, and some must be cut very

hard, btU the tendency is to prune this class far too

hard. In pruning, therefore, be guided by their growth,

and leave strong growers long. They should not be

pruned until April, when you will find that frost has

done nearly all the pruning required. Do not let the

plants get "scrubby" in nature. If you notice this, cut

them hard one year and the next year be more lenient.

Propagation of Hollies from Berriks.— The usual

practice is to collect the berries as soon as ripe, mix

them with twice their own bulk of sand, then throw the

whole into a heap which may be left for twelve months.

Finally the mixture, sand and berries, is sown thinly in

nursery beds of convenient width with narrow paths

between. Two years may elapse before germination

takes place, after which the seedlings may remain

another two years before transplanting. At the end of

this time they are lifted, graded into sizes, and planted

in luu-sery lines. For the seed beds a fairly light loam

is suitable, and for permanent planting a rich loam is

the best, though it is well known that the common

hollv will thrive in soils of very varying quality. If only

a very small quantity of seeds has to be dealt with, the

mixture of sand and berries may be placed in a box

and plunged in the ground, lightly covering with soil,

stibsequent treatment being the same as advised above.

[Answer til a Correspondent.
]

J- W B.

The Ulster Agricultural Society's Horticultural Show

will be held at Belfast on Thursday and Friday, the

;>n(.\ and 23rd of July next.
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Lawson's Cypress.
By .A. E. MOERAN, Portumna.

FIFTY-FOUR years ago Lawson's cypress

was unknown in Europe, but to-day it

outbids in popular favour every other

tree for ornamental planting, and in many ways
it certainly deserves the '" vogue "

it has

enjoyed. It has proved itself perfectly hardy

in our climate, and indeed seems to prefer it to

that of its far-off home on the Pacific slope. A
well-grown specimen, some twenty or thirty

years old, of this tree is the very type and
embodiment of luxurious, overflowing health

and feathery verdure. Such specimens we have
in thousands all over Ireland, not onl)- in the

great parks, but in the suburbs of our towns,

before the farmer's hall-door, in our country

churchyards, and even bursting out of the little

lo X 5 garden of the wayside cottage, where it

is treated with much undue reverence under the

borrowed name of "palm."
Being a new tree to us, many people only

know it as a convenient green sort of shrubbv
thing that does to plant close to an avenue or be-

tween two flower beds. As a matter of fact Law-
son's cypress is the largest cypress in the world,

and reaches a height of 200 feet and a girth of

40 feet, so wherever possible it should be given

at least 30 feet elbow room. It will take a long

time to make 200 feet in height, but it is

astonishing how soon it begins to overgrow the

aforesaid avenue or flower bed that seemed so

far away when it was planted, and it is a

thousand pities to see a tree maimed by pruning
just when it is beginning to develop its real

beauty.

Lawson's cypress is a fast-growing tree, and
there are very few soils that do not suit it. It

will grow on poor mountain land, and on bog,

so ordinary garden soil is luxury to it. By the

way, some people kill their young trees as fast

as they get them (and then blame the nurserv-

man) by putting in manure when planting

them. On very poor soils a mulch overhead
after the hole is filled in is useful, but never,

never near the roots. of the young tree.

Very few trees care for wind, and this par-

ticular tree is no exception. Harsh, continuous

blowing it abhors, and to be, and look, happy it

must have shelter from, at least, the prevailing

wind. Unlike some accommodating animals

that, it the elements are rude, grow an extra

warm coat to shield themselves, the poor

Lawson proceeds to shed what clothes she has,

and daily becomes more threadbare and ragged
and dejected until she would never be recognisd

as full sister to that graceful lady round the

sheltering corner, with her thousand dainty

green frills and her widespread skirts, for all

the world like the flounced furbelows of our

crinolined grandmothers.

Of the varieties of Lawson's cypress there are

no end. It is from the States that we get those

wonderful mechanical inventions such as the

combination piece of furniture which, on having

its button pressed, develops itself in turn into

everything to make home happy, from a mouse-

trap to a motor bicycle. From the States, too,

comes Lawson's cypress, and its transfigurations

are almost as wondrous, though about them
there is positively no delusion. From parent

trees of the common type hundreds of " sports
"

have been produced and perpetuated, so that it

is really no exaggeration to say that we could

plant a whole park with this one species and

have no two trees alike in shape or colour.

There is " Erecta " {Ciiprcsst/s La-wsoniana

erecta) with all the branches close together and

pointing upwards like a sweeping-brush. It has

one unpardonable fault—the older it grows

the more it shows its ugly feet and ankles, and

whatever comes above ankles. For this impro-

priety, which nothing can cure, I would, if I

planted it at all, make Erecta stand behind a

good, thick clump of laurels or rhododendrons.

A very handsome variety is " Stricta " or

" Frazeri," growing in a slender, dense column,

with beautiful blue-green foliage, and feathered

down to the very grass.

Then there is Compacta and Nana, both low,

compact shrubs used for terrace-planting, and

to be had in green, light or dark, and in silver

and gold. Of course, there is a Pendulo too,

and between these there are scores of inter-

mediate forms and colours, most of them named.
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but it is easier to order tlieni by name than to

get what you order.

Strangely enouu;h, thoug"h this tree is so

hard)- and prolific with us, it is not a common
tree in its own home, and there these varieties

are almost unknown.

Lawson's cypress is often contused with other

cypress, and with the different thuias. An easy

way to recognise a cypress is that its leading

shoot is always drooping over in a tassel, while

with a thuia it stands bravely upright.

A WORK of much importance to fruit growers will be

published during the present month by Mr. Fred. \'.

Theobald, M.A., the well-known economic entomologist

of the South Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent.

It is to be abundantly illustrated with photographic

illustrations made expressly for the work. We hope to

give a review of the book next month.

In our issue of November last we published a letter

from Mr. Seabrook which commenced with the words -

"During my recent travels in Ireland I was much
struck with the terrible prevalence of the apple sucker

{Psy^a ma/i) in practically every orchard I visited."

Knowing that Mr. Theobald was making a study of

this pest in English orchards we asked him to write an
article for the benefit of Irish fruit growers. This he

has most kindly done, and we call the special attention

of gardeners and fruit farmers to his authoritative com-
munication in the present issue.

W'e wish to draw the attCTition of secretaries of

local horticultural shows to a proposed series ot

articles which will appear in Irish Gardening in

the issues of June, July, and August next. The
articles are intended for the guidance of exhibitors

at Irish shows, and will be written by experts, who
will explain clearly the points of perfection to be

aimed at both in growing and in showing horticultural

exhibits. The idea was suggested in a letter from Mr.

Harold Smith, joint honorary secretary of the Midland
Counties Association, whose annual show at Athlone

has developed into an event of national importance in

the industrial life of Ireland.

Mr. William Davidson, of the Carton Park Gardens,
Maynooth, whose contributions to recent numbers of

Irish Gardening have been so much appreciated by its

readers, is on the point of leaving Ireland to fill an
important appointment in the Plant Department at the

Dell Gardens, Englefield Green, Surrey. We sincerely

wish him success in his new duties, and feel sure that all

readers of Irish Gardening will join heartily in the same
wish, as also in the hope that Mr. Davidson will continue

his connection with the journal.

Potato Tests, County Longford. —From the results

of a series of test experiments carried out by the county
committee the variety Dalhousie gave the best yield in

evarj- case (13 tons 4 cwt. per acre) and is, therefore,

recommended as a good cropping potato for field use.

The most profitable manure for potatoes was found to

be 4 cwt. superphosphate, i cwt. sulphate of ammonia,
I cwt. muriate of potash, with about 15 tons farmyard
manure per statifte acre. Another series of experiments
showed the great advantage of using sprouted sets,

there being an increased yield of saleable potatoes equal

to two and a half tons per acre. In the recently issued

annual report on the agricultural scheme of the County-

Longford (from which the foregoing facts are extracted)

there is an instructive sub-report on the local progress
made in horticulture, together with a mass of very-

practical information on the subjects of fruit culture

and bee-keeping by the County Horticultural Instructor

(.Mr. Wm. Johnston).

Mr. Wm. Bavlor Hartland, writing from Ard
Cairn, Cork, tells us that the first early daffodils

(Cernuus) have been in flower in his nursery since

February the 4th. .\ lot of .\rd Cairn-raised yellow
seedlings, loo, were in full flower during the

month. He adds that " this will be the first intima-

tion from all Ireland, I think. We h^ve had no
frosts all winter and very little snow." In the rest

of his letter Mr. Hartland himself bursts into flower

(of speech) over the supposed merils of this little

monthly, but modesty forbids their quotation.

Bit we cannot resist the temptation of quoting an appre-
ciation received from over the seas in far away Canada.
Mr. James Bennett, writingfrom Ottawa, Ontaria, says—
"Of all the papers and journals that I peruse none
gives me so much satisfaction and genuine pleasure as

does your publication. It is an evidence uncontrover-

tible that with all its vicissitudes the love for the beautiful

still survives in the minds and hearts of the men and
women of mother Erin.

'

" The Sweet Pea Annual."

.All sweet pea lovers who were present at the great

show- of sweet peas in Earlsfort Terrace last August
will welcome the advent of The S^veet Pea Annual. It

gives full particulars of the varieties shown at the

Dublin exhibition as well as of those exhibited at the

London Show in July last ; these statistics are invaluable

to all growers of sweet peas, and especially to those

who grow for e.xhibition. The ".-Annual" contains

interesting articles on subjects most attractive to the

enthusiastic grower, such as "Winter Flowering and

Earh' Sweet Peas," "Recent Developments among
Sweet Peas," " Mendelism as Applied to Sw-eel Peas,"

&c. &c., and it records the cultural experience last

year of most of the important growers in Great Britain

and Ireland, as well as giving an account of the sweet

pea trials that were held at Reading.

The National Sweet Pea Society is flourishing. Its

membership is now nearly 1,000, and increasing

rapidly every year. The "Annual" is its official organ,

and it is sent free to all members. The annual sub-

scription is only 5s., giving free entry at the shows and

free admission, as well as copies of all the society's

publications. Outsiders can procure the " Annual " for

2s. , post free, from the hon. secretary, Mr. C. H,

Curtis, Adelaide Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
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Sweet Peas for the Garden,
By H. J. R. DiGtiES.

IT is rather iate in Uie day to advocate sweet peas

for g-arden decoration ; every garden lover knows
that there is nothing so useful for decoration as

they can be adapted to such a variety of purposes.

What can be more suitable at the back of the herbaceous

border than clumps or rows of sweet peas? What can

so effectually hide an ugl}' corner or an unsightly wall,

or cover an old tree stump or a stiff-looking ircUis?

Such things too often intrude in our gardens, but when
clothed with sweet peas in their varied hues and wealth

of bloom they become an added pleasure to all our other

beauty. So far for the negative form of decoration ; but

what of the positive? Some swear by rows, others by

chunps ; the plants can be more easilv trained and

attended to in rows, while the growths are more likel}'

to become choked in the centre of the clumps unless

careful training and judicious thinning is observed ; the

blooms can be more easily gathered in the rows, but for

simple and effective garden decoration clumps are un-

doubtedly the best, especially if one has a lawn on

which they can be dotted in a well thought-out

haphazard fashion.

Sow your seeds at once ; there is not a moment to be

lost if 3'our rows or stations are ready (as they ought

to be), sow in the open, three inches apart, having

previously taken out a trench six inches deep ; cover the

seeds with two inches of the surface earth, and make
tolerably firm. This will leave two inches for earthing up

the young plants and still leave a slight trench for

retaining the water, when the watering-can or hose has

to be brought into requisition. If the ground is not

ready, sow in pots, five seeds in a five inch pot ; or

singly in three inch pots if you do not grudge the time

or trouble, the seedlings can then be planted out

without disturbance at the proper distance from each

other, and will grow on without a check, Pl.tce the pots

in a cool frame, and keep covered until I lie seedlings

appear ; the covers should then be left off during the day
to encourage sturdy and hardy growth.

In the preparation of the ground almost every grower
has his own special theory or plan. The chief point to

remember is that sweet peas require at least eighteen

inches deep of root-run, that they are good feeders, and
that the plants should be at least six inches apart ; if

you can give more space and depth you will have
better results and a greater quantity of bloom. If the

subsoil is hungry (gravel or sand) it is a good plan to

place a layer of turves, grass downwards, in the bottom
of the trench to conserve some of the stimulants you
administer when the plants are in full bloom, and yet

not to allow a stagnation of moisture. Fill in your
trench then with the surface earth, to which should be

added a liberal allowance of well-rotled stable or farm-

yard manure, and, perhaps, some of the special

mixtures prepared for sweet peas, which mostly consist

of bone meal, but above all things be careful not to over-

feed. The ground must be rich in food, not stodged, for

it is generally admitted now that the streak disease

which has been so prevalent in many gardens has been

caused by overfeeding in rich ground.

For supports boughs of hazel, beech or birch are the

best. If these cannot be procured wire-netting (four

inch mesh) makes a good substitute, a smaller mesh
is very troublesome, for it is often necessary to get one's

iiand into the centre of the clump to gather the blooms
or to train the growths. The netting can be supported bv
stakes one and a-half inches thick and eight feet high,

four of these to each clump, fastened together at top

iiv crosspieces, this will make a support strong enough
Ivi withstand anvthing short of a hurricane.

The clumps may be from two to three feet in diameter,

the earth being left saucer shape to catch the water.

The seedlings should be planted in a cii-cle inside the

wire netting, and trained through as the\' grow, to hide

the supports ; this can be further improved upon bv
planting some surface-rooting, herbaceous plants or

annuals outside the netting to cover the lower part,

which the growths of the sweet peas will not hide.

Individual tastes must be brought into play in the

selection of colours and varieties, but no garden should

be without Dorothy Eckford (white), King Edward \TI.

(crimson). Miss VVilmott (orange pink), and Mrs.

Walter Wright (mauve). None of the newer kinds excel

these for substance and depth of colour. The waved
varieties are, of course, most popular ; but there is

such a thing as an excess of waviness, the blooms being

more like crumpled tissue paper than anything else.

The following selection will be found most satisfactorv

for display, giving a great wealth of flowers all through

the season, exquisite colours, huge blooms, and yet no
coarseness or extravagance of form: — Helen Lewis
(orange pink), John Ingman (rose carmine), Helen
Pierce (marbled blue), Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes (blush),

Marjorie Willis (rich rose), Constance Oliver (buff

shaded pink), Evelyn Hemus (cream with rose edge),

Dodwell F. Browne (bright crimson), Mrs. Charles

Masters (rosv salmcn), Menie Christie (purplish mauve),

Etta Dyke (while), Frank Dolby (mauve). These are all

waved varieties, thoroughly reliable, most useful for

gtirden or table tU'Coralion, antl unexcelletl for exhibition.
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Flowering Shrubs

Ky William n.w ihson, C.iitoii CiucU-iis, M.-iynoolh.

IN tlio oarly inoiiths of llu' yt-ar liardy IIohits aiv

i-oniparatively .scarce, and wliorc space Is available

on a wall facing: .soulli, or some sheltered position

provided in the g-arden, several flowering shrubs can be

had lo loTul a touch of brightness to the otherwise dull

aspect.

The Chinese winter jasmine {Jasmiiiniii nuihflnriini) is

a well known climbing .shrub suitable for covering walls,

and it has also a capital appearance when allowed to

ramble over the timbers which, as a rule, constitute

the roofs of pergolas, arbours, and other adornments

of the garden. It commences to flower in December,

and continues up to March and April to cover its leafless

shoots with bright yellow blossoms. It is txceedingly

hardv, and though it flourishes in any good and well-

manured loam it seems to thrive in the poorest soil and

in anything but favourable positions. Some suburban-

ites, possessed with a desire for tidyness, are in the

habit of clipping this plant close into the wall about the

month of November. This treatment removes the

flowering wood, and consequently the plant has a bleak

appearance all through the winter. The best time to

cut in is just after the flow-ering period is over.

Loniccra fragrtintissima, one of the Chinese honey-

suckles, is a remarkably good species, and has sweet-

scented, creamv white or pale yellow flowers. This

plant is almost evergreen in mild winters.

Resembling the above is L. Shiiiiiishii, another Chinese

production. This plant is, however, deciduous, and has

larger leaves with pinkish or purplish white flowers.

The winter sweet or Japanese allspice, as Cliinion-

antlius rragmiis is commonly called, has sweet-scented

flowers which appear on the young wood. This shrub

requires the shelter of a south wall.

Older shoots should be cut out each year after the

flowers have faded.

The witch hazels are popular early-flowering deci-

duous shrubs, and in well-sheltered .situations they are

very conspicuous during the dull days of winter. Of

the four species, perhaps Hamamelis arboren and H.

japonica are most frequently met with. They are

natives of Japan, and flower from January to March.

H. mollis is a Chinese species with larger leaves, having

the under side covered with felt like down. H. virginicii

is the oldest witch hazel, and comes from North .\merica.

It flowers from October to February. The witch hazels

are most etTective when planted in groups by themselves.

and they require little or no pruning, merely the renun.il

of dead wood or useless twigs.

The laurustinus ( Viburnum Tiuus) Is the best known
representative of the genus viburnum. It is an ever-

green shrub from South Europe, and commences to bear
its clusters of white flowers early in December. Laur-
ustinus is largely used as a pot plant for conservatory
decoration during the winter months. A rich and moist
soil with a sheltered situation suit their requirements.

« .\ notice of winter flowering shrubs would not be com-
plete without mentioning those two conspicuous catkin-

bearing shrubs which are at this time brightening up
the landscape. Gnrrya cUiplica is an evergreen from
North America, and is well adapted for covering walls.

The c.itkins are of a pale green colour, contrasting

well with the tlark green leaves. Our native hazel, or

filbert nut (Corylus A~vllnua), is most attractive, and
continues to brighten up its surroundings until the uliul

has performed the work of pollination.

Apples.

Bramlev's Seedling.

By P.\TRICK .M.\cDonni-:ll, Castletown, Carlow.

THI.S fine apple was .'i chance seedling raised by a

l.uly In England, who died before the tree

fruited. Her place was taken by a Mr.

Brnmlev, who when the tree bore fruit saw the

superior qualities it possessed, and exhibited a dish

before the Fruit Connnittee of the Royal Horticultural

Society of England, who gave it a first-class certificate.

It was put in commerce and shortly afterwards distributed.

Although of comparatively recent introduction it has

made rapid progress in popularity, and during its season,

from Christmas onwards, for culinary purposes has no

equal, taking all points into consideration. It possesses

a strong, vigcirous constitution, which makes it an ideal

orchard tree. I will describe, for example, a tree here

planted sixteen years, the first eight grown on cultivated

ground and the last eight on grass. The tree is in bush

form, the branches being bent to the ground by carrying

hea\ v crops. Last season it bore ninety dozen apples,

and I sold eighty dozen in a local market at 6d. per

dozen, making £2. The .smaller ones were kept for

home consumption. If it takes 122 Bramleys to plant

one Irish acre, and each tree paying as the above, it is

easy to form an estimation of the large amount of

money to be realised by apple-growing after all

necessary expenses are deducted. Manuring forms an

item of considerable importance, and should be applied

when the trees are carrying heavy crops as a top-

dressing or in liquid form. I like yard dung and

artificials every alternate year, the latter to contain

phosphates and potash. Shelter is indispensable in

exposed situations. I like Lawson's Cypress for that

purpose, and by mixing the golden and white forms

with the green you make "a thing of beauty and a joy-

for ever." When the Almighty called the earthly

paradise into existence, the apple for utility and beauty

formed one of the most useful and ornamental objects

that enhanced the gorgeous garden of Eden. " On
earth's wide domain " is there anything more delightful
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Ihan an apple orchard in full bloom in spring. The

development of the fruit is always interesting, but when

coming- to maturity how lovely ! The beauty of the

orchard could be increased if the planter, by a judicious

selection of high-coloured varieties, planted at suitable

inter\-als with his Bramleys, Worcester Pearmain,

Gascoyne's Scarlet, Bismarck, Paradise Pippin, the

beautiful Charles Ross (where it will succeed), and

paler-coloured kinds, such as Ecklinville, White Trans-

parent, Blenheim Orange, Roj-al Snow, and my new

dessert "Castletown." Is it not painful, humiliating,

in fact a national disgrace, to see the thousands of

barrels of apples imported into this country every year?

Ireland that could grow not only enough for her use

but export in quantity fruit inferior to none in the world !

If our people could by any possibility be induced to use

apples and fruit instead of alcohol, tannin, nicotine,

and other slow but sure blood-poisons, what a great

improvement, mentally and physically, they would

effect after a couple of generations, proving an efficient

antidote to tuberculosis, insanity, and in great part

pauperism. Dear reader, should you be an amateui*

or cottager, and if your soil and situation are suitable,

plant apple trees, few or many. Please remember—on

performing the very important operation of planting in

a proper manner success or failure very much depends.

Do not let the painstaking and mtelligent foreigner

gather the golden harvest at your door much longer.

With the revival or establishment of many Irish indus-

tries fruit-growing ought not to be so much neglected,

particularly in this coimty, which was at one time

famous for its orchards. If carefully and intelligently

carried out it would prove a highly remunerative and

delightful occupation, which you would soon learn to

love, and be happy in performing small details so essen-

tial to successful cultivation.

The Month's Work.

The Flower Garden.

By J. H. Cl MMING, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

NP:W grounds.—a few notes on laying out

grounds ma\' be useful this month when work
of the kind is sometimes undertaken. It is

important to have a plan that shall be sufficiently com-
prehensive to include the whole scheme of the location

of buildings and drives and the plantings of trees and
shrubs. Great care should be taken with the plan, as it

is easy and inexpensive to make changes c>n paper, but

often very expensive to make them with the actual

material. The grounds about our homes are more or

less an index to our character. We may look upon

these grounds as a sort of setting for the home picture.

It is desirable to get the whole family interested in such

work, for there is nothing that holds the children to the

home and excites their interest in country life as the

trees and plants that they have helped to set out and
care for. It is a mistake to plant trees and shrubs

around a country dwelling in such shape that they cut

off a view of such features as go to make rural life

attractive and pleasant. In planting do not set the

shrubs out all over the lawn, but rather keep them in

groups arranged along the sides of the lawn or in places

where screens are needed. Put as little land as possible

into walks and drives, as these have a tendencv to break

up the lawn and make it appear small. They are also

expensive to make and to maintain.

G.-VRDENING ON W.ILLS AND RocKS.—There are hun-

dreds of mountain and rock plants which thrive better on

an old wall, rui[i, a sloping bank of .stone, or even on a

dr)' wall than they do in a carefully prepared border.

Some Alpine plants which die in a place in the garden
thrive on old walls and ruins. Such places give a

home for many rock plants which no specially prepared

situation can equal. Even on the top of good, well-pre-

served walls, where other conditions are favourable, very

beautiful effects can be worked out. Over the arches

of garden entrances a small bit of wall gardening may be

tried. Of course opportunities for this may be few, but

where there is any rock or wall surface available the

scattering of a few seeds of arabis, aubretia, erinus, saxi-

fraga and stonecrop would give rise to a garden of rock

blossoms that would need very little care heivafter. In

forming rough walls to support banks many rock plants

will grow well thereon, and in addition to the above

may also be added Alyssum saxatile, arenaria, moun-
tain campanulas, gypsophila, ibeiis, dianthus, achillea,

antirrhinum, lychnis and veronica (rock and mountain

kinds).

Insect Pests.— By no means the least of the

difficulties the gardener has to contend with is that of

dealing with the different kinds of insects that feed on

his plants. To keep a garden free from insect pests is

never an easy task, but much may be done by a little

well-directed effort to keep them in check. Prevention is,

of course, better than cure, and a great deal may be

done in this way by paying strict attention to watering,

syringing, and ventilating, as well as to proper re-potting

and planting. A weedy, uncared-for comer in a

garden, or a crowded, untidy plant house, is a regular

nursery for all sorts of insects. Rubbish and the remains

of crops should never be allowed to lie about, as they form

a welcome shelter to many kinds of pests ; also, all plants

or parts of plants that have been attacked by insects or

fungus diseases should at once be burned. Some plants

suffer most from the attacks of insects when thevare quite

young. In such cases the plants should be pushed into

vigorous growth as quickly as possible by suitable culti-

vation. As soon as the attack is observed steps should at

once be taken to check it, and remedial measures will

be applied in a more intelligent way if the cultivator has

a knowledge of the habits of the species he is dealing

with. Insecticides act upon the pests in different ways ;

some smother the insects, some have an injurious effect

upon their skins, while some cause death by poisoning

their food. The first mentioned should be used in the

case of insects which feed by suction, the others when
the insects have biting mouths. As a rule, insecticides

have no effect on the eggs of insects, so that it is

always best in the case of those that increase rapidly to

repeat the application of the insecticide in the course of

a few days, and perhaps even a third time, so as to make
sure that the pest has been exterminated.
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The Lawn Mower.—Next to diggring perhaps the

most laborious work the gardener meets with is that of

shaving the lawn or grass plot. A well-kept, evenly cut

lawn is certainly a thing of beauty, and no efiFort should

be spared to keep it so. This cannot be done with a

blunt, ill-set lawn mower. To save expense, the duty of

overhauling the lawn mower is often given over to the

Jack-of-all-Trades labourer, who is very fond of showing

his mechanical skill by unscrewing and takingasunder all

the vital parts of the machine. Unfortunate results

often follow his putting it together again, as the true

setting of a lawn mower is a very intricate business

indeed. It is good economy to send the machine to a

reliable firm who make a specialit}- of this work, and no

time should be lost in having it seen to at once. Ere

this month is out the mower will be wanted, and good

work can onlv be expected from the workman who is

provided with efficient tools.

Seed Raising.—A beginning in real earnest must now
be made with seed-sowing necessary for the summer
display of bedding. Half-hardy annuals should be sown
in heated frames or in pots or bo.xes, and placed in a

warm house. An eas}' method of raising these seeds is

to make up a hot-bed consisting of two-thirds of leaves

to one of fresh stable dung which will give a temperature

sufficient for starting such seeds as asters, petunias,

marigolds, and all annuals of this class. Lay four

inches of soil on top of the manure, and sow in very

shallow drills two inches between the lines. Be very

sparing with water till the seedlings are in the rough

leaf, when they will be ready to transplant into boxes or

a cool frame to be grown on and hardened off for their

summer quarters.

Spring Propagation. — Deficiency of stock has

frequently to be remedied by spring propagation. This

can best be carried out with success where there is a

command of artificial heat all through the spring

;

otherwise the hot-bed must be utilised, and if intended

principally for striking cuttings, use more stable litter

and less leaves in the fermenting material, though

where plenty of leaves are used the heat lasts longer,

but it is at no time so strong as when stable manure
enters largely into the making of hot-beds. The
principal evils to be avoided in spring striking are a

d;imp, stagnant atmosphere and keeping the cuttings

too damp on the one hand and on the other allowing

them at any time to become so dry as to cause them to

droop and shrivel.

Mo.NTBRETI.VS.— This charming class of hardy plant

deserves a place in every garden. No special prepara-

tion is required for their culture, as they grow and flower

beautifully in any good garden soil. Frequently one

sees in gardens large clumps that have not been divided

up for years, producing plenty of foliage but very little

bloom. Lift these without further delay, and select the

strongest roots, planting them singly six inches apart,

either in beds or in lines. If the latter, let the lines be

fifteen inches apart. .A gay border of montbretias can

be obtained by planting a selection of different colours,

and these have been much improved of late years, and
for cutting few things last longer fresh in rooms. Some
growers replant their montbretias every year. It entails

much work, and in cold, late localities is not desirable.

Every second or third year is quite often enough. A

good selection may be made from the following list :

—

Crocosmiseflora, orange scarlet, one of the best
;

California, superb, pure yellow ; Drap d'Or, chrome
yellow ; Distinction, scarlet and yellow ; Gerbe d'Or,
splendid large golden yellow ; Incandescent, orange
scarlet ; Germania, bright red ; Tragedy, deep orange

;

Oriflamme, orange scarlet.

Hoeing.—The hoe is the implement which should be
most frequently in the gardener's hand, for the surface
of the soil scarcely can be too frequently stirred. All
flower beds and borders will now be much benefited bv
this operation. Some cultivators are fond of following
the hoe with a rake to smooth down the surface again.
This I consider bad practice, as the next shower of rain
makes a cake on the surface of the ground which entails
the use of the hoe again to break it. Aeration of the
soil can only be obtained when loose and free for the
penetration of the sun's ravs.

The Fruit Grounds.
By WiLi.iA.M R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

THE weather conditions practically all through the
winter months have been very favourable for the
carrying out of the various operations recom-

mended in previous calendars. The rainfall has been
very light and frosts almost nil, the thermometer
seldom falling below freezing point. So we assume
that all work, such as

pruning, nailing up, and
forking of groimd aroiuul

fruit trees and bushes, has

been completed, the prim-

ings burned and returned

to the soil in the form of

ashes. These operations

being completed t h e I

grounds should present
'

that cleanly and well-

cared for appearance that

is characteristic of the

progressive man. W'e may
now turn our attention to

other work that must have

our attention this month.

.As most growers have
either farms or gardens to look after it is evident

that preparation of ground and seed sowing, &c..

in these quarters must also have our daily attention.

This is why the above noted work should be got through

in the slack months during every favourable spell of

weather. Otherwise they are very likely to be got

through now as quickly as possible, if not entirely

neglected, and work quickly done, or done in a great

hurry, is never well done. The advice offered bj' the

writer in last issue (p. 24) re " New Ideas in Planting,"

recommending growers to experiment for themselves in

this way by planting a few trees, has been most timely,

and we trust ere now a good many trees have been so

planted throughout the country. (A few have been

planted in this neighbourhood.)
• Owing to an error, tfie portrait given last month as that of Mr.

Spencer was really a duplicate portrait of Mr. Gumming taken some
years ago.

William R. Spencer.'
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Sii nuicli lias beoii claimial lor Ibis iiK-lliod ol' planliiiif,

the experiments lia\'c been carried on over such a

leng-tbened period and the results al\va\'s favourable, that

we cannot lijcbtl)' pass it over, although it has been

received by mativ with incredulity. They cannot con-

ceive it possible for trees planted in this way to do

better than if planted in the old style. In reply to such

sceptics I can only endorse the advice already oflfered

by the writer of the article. Let all jifrowers plant a few

in this way for themselves and test its merits, if merit

it possesses, before we pass our final judgment upon it.

If it eventually proves as advantag'eous in general

practice as it has already done in the trials carried out

in England it must prove of immense advantage to the

country on the whole, as aiy other system must which

can at the same time give a more vigorous growth to

the trees and improve as well as increase the crop of

fruit.

Str.WVBERRIES.—The month of .\vigust or early in

September is the best time of the year for making new
plantations of these, as if good plants are put in then

and carefully attended to in the matter of hoeing and

watering a very fair crop of the very finest fruits may
be expected the succeeding season. Unfortunately it

often happens that they cannot be got in then owing to

the quarters being occupied by some other crop. Plants

are then put out in October. Where this has been so,

the plants should be examined after fro.sty spells of

weather, and any which mav have got loosened be made
firm and the ground hoed if the soil be dry- Krom these

plants fruit cannot be expected this year, and all flower

trusses as the\' appear must be nipped off, so that all the

growth possible may be got into the plants, and so build

up as fine crowns as possible for the next year. If they

ha\e not been put out in October this may be done at

once. PUmt in rows two feet apart and eighteen inches

from plant to plant in the rows. Water if at all dr\'.

The directions given above for October planting applies

to these. If new plantings of these are intended to be

made next August I would strongly advise the prepara-

tion of the ground now, and planting an early maturing

crop such its lettuce, spinach or early potatoes. These
will allow the ground to be cleared in good time for

planting, and all that will require to be done then would

be to lightly fork over and level the ground. The ground

by then would have had time to settle down and be in

splendid condition for the successful culture of this most

important crop. Proper cultivation of the ground

consists in digging as deeply as the nature of the soil

will allow, two feel deep if possible, and breaking up

of sub-soil with a fork, and at the same time giving a

very generous quantity' of the best farm\"ard maniui'.

Ground so prepared will pi'oduce vcrv hea\y ci'ops (ov

three or four years, after which they should In-

IhrowEi away ; in the uieaTiliiue another planlalivui should

be ready to take its place. Many growers allow plants

to occupy the ground for a much longer period. I do not

consider it profitable to do so, as berries deteriorate, at

least in size, and are later in ripening than fromyomiger
plants. The plantations made in late autumn or at the

present time may for this year have an onion crop

planted between the rows—one line between the rows of

young plants and eighteen inches apart in the row ; they

cast such a light shade that I hey do little damage in lliat

way, but they take a considerable auiount of nourish-

ment out of the soil, and were it not that the ground would
otherwise give no return this jear I would not advo-
cate its adoption at all. As already noted, .August is the

proper time to plant. There is then a fair return the first

j-ear. The plants can then be properly attended to and
the fruit plots kept to themselves.

Raspbkrriks.—The canes may now be shortened

and, if not already done so, tied up to wh^itever is pro-

\ ided for their support. In shortening the canes we
must be guided by their strength. Twelve inches is

about the proper length to take off each. We must

assume that old fruiting canes were cut away after

fruiting, also the superfluous canes removed. Have all

tied up now. There are many methods adopted for

the support of these. Perhaps the most general is single

posts at about four feet apart, to which four or five canes

are lied. Planted in this way work between them is

easily carried out. The canes and fruit receive the

greatest possible amount of sun and air, two most

important factors in their culture- The only drawback
to this system is the expense of stakes, as they require

renewing every fe\\' years. Newly planted canes must

now be cut down to within fifteen inches of the ground

to cause a supply of young canes to spring up at once

to fruit next year. .Amongst established plants very

little cultivation is required, the roots being clo.se to the

surface. A spade must not be employed in doing this.

The surface may be stirred with a fork and the hoe

occasionally employed to keep down weeds. They are

gross feeders, and mulchings of well-rotted maiuu-e

should be annually given them. During the summer
applications of liquid maniu'e may be given; this is

necessary for the building up of fine stout canes, without

which the crop will suffer both in quantity and qualit\'.

Pi;.\cilES.—These on open wall must be attended to

at once, as the buds will be by now pushing fast. It is

usual to have these unfastened and allowed to hang
away from the walls during- winter to retard growth as

much as possible. They must now be laid in, as daniiigi-

would be done them by having the buds knocked off if

deferred longer. In doing so lay in shoots about four

to si.x inches apart, remove very weak growths and

shorten strong ones slightly, cutting to a wootl bud, which

ai-e easily distinguished from fruit buds by their much
slimmer proportions, wood buds being long <'ind pointeil,

whereas fruit buds are short and roimded. In nailing

these be careful to allow room for future development

of the shoot. The shred should be large enough to take

a shoot twice the size of the one being tied. If the lie

is too light the free f\ow of sap is retarded, an ;ibnormal

thickening of the shoot takes place ,it thai jioint, and

giuuming ensues.

Till-: Lix;.\N BlCRKV. -This comparatively new IVuit

from America, the result of a cross between a

raspberry and a blackberry, is rapidly gaining favour,

and rightly so. It is delicious in tarts, bottles well, makes
excellent jelly, and is esteemed by some for dessert.

Its culture is very simple, and may be treated in exactly

the same way as advised for raspberries. It has long,

rambling growths, often fifteen feet long, so that a trellis,

fence or poles are necessarj' for their support. They may
now be shortened and secured to supports, and the

ground pointed over and nuilchcd, if not already done.
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Graktinc;.—This work ni.ix' bo cominLMici.'d tow.irds

the end of Ihe moiitli. Peais .should be firsl lakoii in

hand, as growth in these is much earlier than apples,

wliich may be safely allowed to remain till April, for

which mOTilh more particular directions will be jjiven

for the successful carr\in.y- out of this very imporlaul
work.

The Vegetable Garden.

1\\ J\MKS Bk.\i.kkn, llorlicuUur.il Iiisii uclor, Co. Cork.

SO much must be thous.;ht of and done during- this

month in the kitchen g-arden that "March many
weathers " mig-ht also be to the gardener " March

many jobs." Garden workers under a "head" will be

often enough reminded to "look alive," but those

working their own gardens may be generall>' re-

commended to gird up

their loins a bit— that is

lo sa}-, they may with

.ul\-antage dr*aw tiie belt

one hole tighter, and get

to work on every aviiilable

occasion as weather and
il condition suit. So
any things demand

present attention that it

wovild almost require an
alphabetical list to outline

the work.

Sowing Seeds in thk
Open. — Beginning t h e

month, in an early border

a first sowing of horn

carrots may be made.
In the same situation sow also early Milan turnip

lettuce, leeks, round spinach and radish. These
sowings may be repeated in open quarters towards the

end of the month, putting in Early Snowball turnip at that

time. About the middle of the month, in a warm situation,

first sowings ofautumn broccoli (Veitch's Self-protecting

or Grange's), early cabbage (Improved Nonpareil),

Brussels sprouts, Autumn Giant cauliflower and Drum-
head savoy may also be got in. The soil for these

should have been manured and rough-dug from late

autumn. Before sowing reduce it to a very fine state.

Sow the seeds thinly in beds four feet wide, and lightly

cover with shovel from alleys a foot wide, or in shallow

drills about six inches wide with about eighteen inches

between. This last method is handy for small sowings,

.'IS firsl sowings should be, and the plants are less likely

to become overcrowded. Where finches and sparrows
are troublesome a covering of herring netting securely

laid on, and supported in the centre with forked sticks, is

necessary, as otherwise time and labour and seed may
be wasted. A mixture of soot and lime must be used

from time to time to safeguard from slugs, and also be

in readiness to ward off " turnip fl)',
' to which early

sowings of the Brussica tribe are so subject. A .sowing

of parsley may also be made.
Pe.vs.—Successional sowings of these should be put

in every fortnight ; Telephone, Duke of .Albany and
.\lderman are robust kinds suitable for the time. Sow-

about two and a half or three inches deep in drills

about eiglit iuclics wide, in land thai has been for some
time manured and trenched. Earlier sowings, as they
advance, must be cultivated by forking the soil on either

side into a fine state. This must be done before roots

extend, and to permit of staking before tendrils are
formed. When possible it is best to sow the lines a

good distance apart, as peas growing close in Ihe lines

otTer difficulties to profitable intercropping. In anv
case the height of the variety ought to be the least

distance between lines.

BrcWD Be.\ns.—Sowings of Improved Longpod and
Taylor's Broad Windsor should be continued every
fortnight or three weeks as there is likely to be a demand.
The beaii is most profitable grown in an open aspect in

strong clay soil that has been well manured and tilled

over winter. Sow zig-zag lines, each bean about four

or five inches apart, w-ith two and a half or three feet

between. Where space is limited they can be grown in

single lines two feet apart. Green Windsor is of
superior flavour to the light-coloured varieties, as are the

other green-seeded kinds, but they scarcely yield so

heavily. Beans would be more popular arid more grown
in this country if they were not usually left to become so
mature before being pulled for cooking. Quite young
beans are a delicate and sugary \'egetable. Beans and
peas may succeed most garden crops if the ground
permits of being- manured and tilled during winter.

Pot.^toes.—So soon as the state of the soil allows

early kinds ought to be planted. Drills twenty-eight

inches wide accommodate these, and the sets may be
planted from a foot to fifteen inches apart according to

variety and size. For a small private supply in old

gardens a manuring of leaf-mould mixed with fresh

lotim or seasoned road-parings, spread liberally in the

drills under the sets, w-iil yield samples of good flavour.

An application of well-decomposed farmyard manure,
supplemented by a complete chemical mixture as the

following spread on the dung in the drills gives the

heaviest return :—4 parts superphosphate, 1 part sul-

phate of ammonia, i part muriate of potash. About two

ounces of this mixture to a yard cif drill might be used

with safety. In using this combination caution is

necessary, as it is powerful and concentrated. Spread

it in a fine state regularly over the manure. The
character of varieties varies in different districts.

Ninety-fold is a heavy cropper, but sometimes of poor

quality. Puritan is generally of good or fair quality,

but its constitution is weak, and in some seasons it

crops poorly. Sutton's May Queen and Duke of York
are other good varieties. To succeed these Epicure and

British Queen. The most of the main crop varieties

will be planted before the month is past, but tin- want

of space in most gardens generally exclude these late

kinds.

C.'MLIFLOWERS in frames, sown early in the year,

should be carefully aired and attended to, so that these

mav be strong and hardy for planting out next month.

.-\utumn sown plants can be planted out as soon as the

weather promises to be mild. These succeed best in a

warm, stmny border that has been very heavily maiuued

and deeply worked. With these conditions strong,

well-hardened plants, lifted carefully with a ball of soil

and planted with a trowel two feet apart every way, will

produce one of the most delicious and tender of vege-
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tables ; but indifferent plants treated indifferently only

disappoint. Springs planted cauliflowers are subject to

the attacks of slugs and tfie turnip beetle or "fly,"

especialh- when the plants are weak and slow to start.

Use soot and lime dusted on the plants and about them
as a safegfuard.

Cucumbers.—Cucumbers for a summer supply may
be g^rown in pits or frames with a good hot-bed pre-

pared. In making the hot-bed choose the sunniest site,

and use plenty of fermenting material. Build it a foot

wider than the frame on three sides and a foot and a

half at the back, so that it will retain heat. Make it

quite firm, and let it be something higher at the back to

catch the sunrays. When the frame is placed in position

make a mound of about a bushel of fibrous, mellow-

loam three parts, one part decomposed manure, and a

proportion of lime rubbish mixed in the centre of each

light. When the rank steam is dispersed and the tem-

perature within the mound falls below 80^. plant out one

young cucumber in each mound, not allowing the plants

below the level of the seed-leaves. .\ good selection of

Telegraph is suitable for frame work.

Parsnips.—Before sowing, the land for parsnips

ought not to be freshly manured in the surface. This

causes the roots to divide in all directions attracted bj'

the manure. Ground that has been manured for a crop

the previous season, or that has been manured from

late autumn and exposed in ridges during winter, will

be in suitable tilth for preparing for the seeds, and will

grow nice clean roots. People sometimes take extreme
measures to grow giant parsnip by opening trenches

and placing manure sufficiently deep, or by making
holes and using special compost for each root. This

involves much labour, and size with coarseness often

results. Medium parsnips, clean and fine, are more
acceptable at the table. When the soil is deeply dug
and reduced to a fine state, draw ruts eighteen inches

apart and about an inch deep. Early thinning forwards

growth, and regular hoeing is essential. For medium
table parsnips eight inches between the plants will

suffice. Sow Student or Hollow Crown, the difference

between which is seldom apparent.

Onions.—The main crop of onions ought to be sown
on the first suitable chance. In cottage gardens where
space is limited growing in beds has advantages.

They are convenient for after-tillage, when the help

mav be encumbered with petticoats and skirts. A bed
four feet wide accommodates four lines. Early and
partial thinning and light hoeing between the lines, so

as not to disturb the roots, must be the order. Xo
weed can be tolerated in an onion bed without harm.
Weeds left till strong cannot be removed without dis-

turbing the roots, which checks growth, and the crop
suffers sooner from over-shadowing than almost any
other. In fact, if weeds get ahead of joung onions it

is time and space wasted. Onions in cool frames must
be aired and pushed along for planting next month.

The first volume of " Beautiful Garden Flowers and
How to Grow Them " (T. C. and E. C. Jack), issued in is.

monthly parts, is now complete, and forms a really hand-
some book. The coloured plates are most attractive.

The second volume begins in Part 9 just received.

Bee-Keeping.

By T. Magiire, The Orchard, Enniskillen.

Extracting—III.

WHEN getting an extractor it is cheaper to get a
good one. A geared two-frame extractor

will cost more than an ordinary one, but will

repay its cost in comfort and efficiency. Two uncapping-
knives, the " ripener" already referred to, and sufficient

tins to hold the honey should be in readiness. If the

extracting can be performed immediately the frames
are taken off the hive, and whilst they are still warm, it

will be so much more easil3- done, and the room should
be kept at a warm temperature for the same end.
Have some hot water at hand in which to keep the

knives heated. They must be clean and sharp, and
whilst one is in use the other is immersed in hot water.

With a little practice it is easy to remove the capping
in sheets, almost without touching the honey. Hold
the frame over the strainer with the side which is being
operated upon inclined downwards ; begin at the lower
part of the frame, and allow the capping to drop into

the strainer. These cappings should, of course, be
carefully preserved, to be duly converted into wax, of

which more hereafter. First, extract about half the

honey from one side of the comb, then reverse the

machine tu the other side, and finish that side : reverse

again, and finish the first side. This method puts least

strain on the combs, w hich, when new, are easily broken.

The handle should always be turned gentlv until a good
part of the honey is thrown out, when speed may be put

on to finish.

The ripener is provided with a strainer on top, but

this is not sufficiently close to leave the hone\' readv for

sale. .\ very convenient plan is, when a quantity of

honey has accumulated in the extractor, to put the latter

on a table or bench sufficiently high to allow the strainer

to stand underneath the tap. .\ jelly-bag is then hung
on the tap of the extractor, and the honey is allowed to

pass through. The tap should be so regulated that the

bag will not overflow. When strained, the honey can

be put into tins or bottles, and should be kept in a warm
place till disposed of If the honey is verv thick and
slow to strain, bring the apparatus near the fire, when
it will strain more readily.

When the combs have been extracted they can be

given back to the bees to be filled again as required.

When extracted for the last time thev should be placed

over a colony with a small hole in the quilt, or with a

Federation escape board, having the slot open, under-

neath, to be cleaned up. When drj' they should be

stored in a dry place for the winter, secured from moths
and mice.

Different grades of honey will be gathered as the

various flowers come into bloom. It is sometimes

desirable to keep each quality by itself, and, when
shallow frames are used, this is easily enough done in

a good season. The white clover honej* should, if

po.ssible. be kept separate at all events, as its light

colour and beautiful flavour command the highest price,

to say nothing of the prizes at the shows.

[To be cuiiliiiued.'\
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NOTICE-

TO THE READERS OF

"IRISH GARDENING"

Readers of "Irish Gardening" are

asked to kindly introduce the paper

to any of their friends interested in

plants and gardening, and to suggest

that the commencement of a new

volume is a good time to become a

subscriber.

The present volume (vol. iv.) began

with the January number, and the

January and February numbers can

be supplied to new subscribers.
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The Making of our Home.
[Fourth

Ry CH.MiLOTTF

WE liave in our early days many of us

heart! of the trag-ic fate of the fisher-

man (and his wife) who first asked

for a little rise from starvation, and who, after

many asking-s when Emperor, went again to

salute the Djin of the Sea

" My wife Ilsabil will have her own will,

And hath sent me to beg a boon of thee !

"

demanding to be Pope, and thereon returning

to their primitive starvation. Now, I have to

he my own " Wife Ilsabil," and actually find

myself very much inclined to follow suit to her.

I have the glorious river with its rushing

waters from all west Ireland ; I have the sweep-

ing tides boiling up from the Atlantic at spring-

tide, or mirroring the clouds and the stars when
the passion of their movement is for a moment
allayed ; I have golden furze shining like the

helmet of Goliath on the hill-tops ; I have the

delicate ferns and mosses of Erin, the prim-

roses and wood anemones and heather besung
of poets, the hazel catkins and the golden

goslings, the larch tufts, and the veils of tender

green beech leaves. What have 1 not ? Ha !

ha I There is always a "Wife Ilsabil" in the

corner of the mind who is quite ready to do a

bit oi grumbling before she is asked, and she

says, you have no wall ! " And just think

what you could do if you had a fine kitchen

garden wall ; yes, and just turn your mind to all

the innumerable miles of unused walls, demesne
walls, garden walls, labourers' cottage walls,

walls old and new, derelict or shining with wet
plaster all over this whole country of Ireland,

and going to waste, and you trying to grow
roses and clematis, figs and peaches, apples

and plums, myrtles and what not on the few

yards the house affords as wall shelter, Oh, it

-) r/ic/c.

)

G. O'Brien.

is pitiful !
" Poor me -and I feel very sorry for

myself when she talks that way, and represents
that not only I have no wall but that I should
destroy the picturesque beauty of the place if I

attempted to build one. Here I lie down on
tlie sofa, take up Robinson's Flower Garden or
Irish G.\rdening, and straightway begin to

pl.int and scheme. Trinity College Gardens or
Glasnevin do not count, and Kew is not in it

when you come to look at my visionary walls.
A noble sijrht they are

; you may walk by them
and gather dozens of the bloomiest peaches,
and no wasps will sting you. But too long
I have left the ;ictual, and now let us return to

our muttons.

I approach roses with a sense of awe. equal
not to their beauty but to my own ignorance.
It is not to say that I am no expert in roses,

but that I am grossly, palpably, unbelievably
ignorant. I do not know the difference between
a " Tea" and an H.T. or an H. P. or any other
mysterious letters. I should be shamed before
the veriest non-gardener at any exhibition if 1

were asked to sort or name the kinds even in the

rough. I can neither graft, nor bud, nor prune,

nevertheless I am getting into roses ; but I must
begin from the beginning and explain how it

happens I am so ignorant. Well, when I laid

down the east garden (my first) I said I would
have roses ; but chips of rock were not suitable,

so I made a big bed three feet deep, well manured,
&c., and planted. But, no ! except the regular

sweet old stagers that bloom for a month in

June, the roses refused to grow. I tried them
here, I tried them there always the same
story — the bought-grafted roses failed. I gave
it up ; all the more because I had on the house
one so glorious that I hardly needed more

—

a climbing Devoniensis. This rose, up the front
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of the house, carries its hundred blooms at once

in spring, and seventy or so in autumn, besides

odd flowers all the year round. There are two

in bloom now (February and March). A friend

who had been reared in Guernsey said to me
she never saw finer there. It is a great puzzle

to me why people fail to flovver this rose. Every

cutting I stick in flowers as freely as the parent.

I cannot help thinking that people prune it, and

prune off their blooms. I never prune it. It

drives up great shoots often ten feet long.

These fan out into a wonderful hand, each

finger bearing a lot of blooms, the whole

group generally between twenty and thirty.

When these roses are over and cut away the

main shoot throws side-buds, and these flower

between spring and autumn. It would not do

to allow these long shoots to run away alto-

gether, as that would leave the lower part bare,

so I tie a string to the top, and haul down the

ends as low as I can without breaking, and tie

them in. They then begin to throw strong

shoots again, so that really what wood has ever

been made by the tree is there still, arching in

and out, fighting its way among stronger plants
;

but I have to help it against the jessamine,

which would kill anything.

{ To be continued,

)

Colour and Arrangement in the

Flower Garden.
By L. B. M.

T present, when so much time is

devoted to the raising and perfecting

beautiful flowers of every form and
colour, it is to be regretted that the

arranging and setting cii these gems
of the garden receive but scant

attention in many quarters. Often

the effect is entirely lost when a too

lavish and glaring display of colour is made without any
regard to surroundings or modifications, such as

adjacent shrubs or shrubbery or other outstanding

features, to redeem the monotony. The judicious use

also of foliage plants in beds and borders, and as edgings

to the same, produces an efi"ect that can never be gained

by ever so brilliant a display of flowers with their own
foliage alone. But some one may say—" Vou cannot

improve on nature. " That is so ; but who ever thinks of

leaving such flowers as begonias, geraniums, &c. , to

nature? They are forced and hybridized out of their

natural form and out of their natural surroundings.

When you thus force nature she then demands some
attention from you. But if you will, then, let us look at

nature. The primroses in the woods are well nigh

smothered in a nest of green ; the violets peep here and

there from the grassy bank ; the flame of the poppies is

melkowed by the waving corn ; the bluebells spread

their soft blue carpet in the dim light under the trees
;

and so we might go on with instance after instance

of nature's harmc>ny.

Have )'Ou ever seen the lovely Alpines in their native

haunts ? If not, I will tell you how they grow. Here
is a clump of columbine in a nook near the rock, under

the shadow of the pines, and hard by we find a plant of

cyclamen with its few flowers and many spotted and
marbled leaves ; there is a wealth of ferns about and

other greenery. Scabiouses, too, raise their soft blue

heads above the rest, while out in the open the sward is

softly scattered over with autumn crocuses, much inter-

spersed with green. The Alpine roses, which resemble

miniature rhododendrons, are just over, and very lovely

they looked a few weeks earlier with their waxy-pink

blossoms and dark-green leaves, the shrubs growing in

groups or isolated specimens on the mountain side.

Rarely indeed does nature produce a crude blaze of

colour if left alone. And side by side one often sees

colours that, apart, may each have their own beauty, but

planted together otTend all ideas of taste or harmony.

In the lawn in front of a nobleman's residence I have

seen beds of brilliant scarlet geraniums side by side with

beds of the same flower of majenta hue. I said to the

head gardener— '* Do j'ou care for the scarlet and ma-

genta so near to each other?' "Oh," said he, " we must

have a variety." My courage failed me at this point,

and I said no more. And in the same grounds, relegated

to an inconspicuous place, was a lovely bed of scarlet

begonias, its nearest neighbour being one filled with

well grown, white antirrhinums, quite close to both a fine

group of LiUum candidum flanked by some green

shrubs ; truly a lovely bit of planting, and worthy of a

more prominent position.

The setting of green lawn is not, in all cases, enough

to bring out the true value of brilliant bedding plants, it

is too flat and bare. Take, for instance, a bed of yellow

calceolarias, with blue lobelia as an outer edging—

a

very ordinary combination and a good one as far as it

goes. Outside this try the effect of a row oi Echcveria

icr«n</«, with its perfect rosettes of grey-green, glaucous

leaves and inconspicuous sprays of orange-scarlet

flowers. The sloping edge of the bed affords these

the dry position they require. They also continue to

bloom and retain their neat, compact appearance until

autumn is well advanced and the early frosts warn us

that it is time to transfer them to their winter quarters

in the cold frame. .Another effective and very hardy

edging plant is the silvery-leaved Cerastium tornientosum.

Once planted it requires little attention beyond trimming

the edges occasionally to keep it in bounds. A bed of

bronze-leaved scarlet geraniums will look all the better

for such a setting to bring out the dark lints oi flower

and leaf.

For a bed of purple flowers

—

Salvia Bluebeard or

violas—a yellow edg makes a good foil. Pyrethrum

aureum is good in this combination. Plant on the

extreme outer edge a single row of the pyrethrum, then

carry it inwards in a series of points like the points of a

star, only wider ; the flowering plants will thus have

similar points carried into the border. The habit of
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growth of a plant will often determine the order of its

planting—thus the pyrethrum lends itself to irregular

planting.

The sedums are perhaps the most useful of this class

of plant ; many are beautiful, but those of crude green

should be avoided as edgings to flower beds in grass,

a grey or brown-leaved sedum being much more
effective ; and in winter especially, when the beds are

devoid of colour or empty altogether, one looks with a

pleased eye on these little friends that are never with-

out some beauty at all times, some even turning into

The small variegated grass is beautiful in clumps among
the scarlet begonias or the lovely Gloire de Lorraine.

Even small plants of the shrubby veronicas do not look

amiss, or various ornamental grasses, or ferns that

stand the sunlight. Some flowers require this toning

down, others do not, but many combinations will suggest

themselves to the enthusiastic gardener who has an eye

for colour and effect. While keeping this in mind care

must be taken to avoid anything like a patchy efi'ect or

the crowding of too many arrangements into a com-
paratively small space. Two large beds, for instance,

The Making ok oir Home—The East Garden from South.

tints of crimson in the darkest months of the year. The
variegated arabis is well known as a pretty bordering.

Saxif'raga Rocheliana is a perfect gem, having dwarf

rosettes, the green leaves of which are margined with

white, making it one of the choicest of edging plants ;

it also stands the winter well. Indeed, most of the above

named have been selected with that end in view. The
aubretias, too, are pretty and easily grown, but the

colour of their flowers must be borne in mind when

selecting them as edgings. Some of the finer sedums

may be used as an inner border in conjunction with, say,

echeverias ; this is by no means so formal as one might

think ; it is merely as a frame or setting for a picture.

Foliage plants of taller growth will mix well with the

gay flowers in the beds themselves, and produce deliglit-

ful harmonies instead of onlv a blot of intense colour.

exactly similar will look well at some distance apart

with others of a different scheme near to them. The
arrangement must depend on the shape and size of your

garden or lawn and itsenvironments. A belt of shrubbery

as a back ground, or groups of shrubs in telling posi-

tions, will do much to enhance the beauty of your flowers.

It is a mistake to try to copy your neighbours' gardens ;

think your own thoughts, follow out your own plans and

ideas, study nature at first hand and she will surely

reveal many of her secrets to you. Last year's mistakes

may be the secret of this year's success, and the dream

garden you have in your mind will slowly evolve itself

from a dream into an interesting and beautiful reality.

With the Editors permission I shall in a future article

speak of that most interesting phase of gardening, the

herbaceous border.
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The Cultivation of Hardy

Annuals.

Bv John H. Cimmixc;.

GARDENERS of the present day, amateur or

otherwise, are now fully awake to the amount of

pleasure and interest which this class of plant

will commend if properly treated. In many gardens,

where the labour is scarce and the requirements many,

much time cannot be devoted to the needs of all flower

subjects, and with this fact in mind I may confidently

assume that no class of plants will repay the small

amount of labour expended on them by growers, as a

well selected collection of hardy annuals. Their attrac-

tion also is enhanced by their adaplability to surroundings

not always congenial to the best and full development

of their beauty. The beds or borders for the reception

of flower seeds should in mild weather, during winter,

be deeplv dug and a moderate amount of well-decayed

farmyard manure dug in. Too liberal manuring is apt

to encourage rank growth in the foliage, to the loss of a

free flowering habit.

At the beginning of .\pril fork over the soil, and make
it neat and level with a rake. If of a gravellv nature

a light treading with the feet, preparatory to the final

raking, will help to consolidate the soil, and thus prevent

too rapid evaporation during the early stages of the

plants' growth.

If borders are to be sown with annuals, draw lines

fifteen inches apart and one inch deep, choosing the

tallest growing sorts for the back and the dwarfest for

the front, also endeavouring to mix the colours to con

trast or harmonise one with the other. Where beds are

the objects to be filled one distinct colour in each bed

should be sown ; the height will therefore be uniform, and

a mass of colour is more effective than a mixture, which

is seldom so attractive.

Choose a drj', calm day when the soil is in good work-

ing order, and sow the seed thinly, covering the drills in

with the rake ; then use the same tool to give a finishing

touch, leaving the border with a neat and tidy appear-

ance. With flower beds sow the seed broadcast evenlv

over the surface, then a light coating of soil which has

passed through a half-inch riddle should be spread

over each bed. Rake over to make all level, as in

the case of the borders, and this stage of the work will

be complete.

Where a continuance of flower till late autumn is

desired frequent sowings must be made to keep up a
succession. Many beautiful annuals only last a few
weeks in perfection, and where these are required for a
length of time, sowings at intervals of three weeks,
beginning in .April till the end of June, should be made.
When the seedlings are grown large enough to handle

they should be thinned to a certain distance apart,

usually a few inches. This gives the young plants air

and freedom to develop a sturdy growth. Failing to

thin the plants when young is too often met with, and
poor results accrue from this neglect. Weeding, staking
and watering during dry weather are all needful to

obtain first class flowers, and during the flowering

season the removal of seed vessels and withered blooms

is also important to prolong the display. In this paper

I shall confine myself principally to a few kinds that

continue long in flower and have proved of much use for

garden and house decoration. .\o other annual has

advanced so rapidly in popular estimation as the sweet

pea. Full details for their cultivation are given in last

month's issue of Irish G.\rden'ixg, and growers could

not do better than follow that advice.

The tendency of late years among flower lovers has

been for a return to the more graceful and natural

simplicity of single flowers.

For decorative purposes in a cut state, annual chrj'san-

themums fulfil this object in a striking degree. They
are alike useful for cutting, and make an excellent back

row line in a ribbon border where plants are desired

about two feet high. They have the additional recom-

mendation of lasting long into the autumn, and will

stand a few degrees of frost.

Ciarkia pidcherrima^ red and while, and Collinsia

bicolor, purple and white, are both of easy culture,

growing a foot to eighteen inches high. The)- last long

in flower, and are popular for competition. Eschscholtzia

californica is another very fine annual—its rich, yellow

flowers being so gay and showy in sunshine. It should

be grown in rather poor soil, when it will bloom all the

freer. .Among tall aimuals cornflowers {cyanus) de-

serve a place. They grow about two feet high, and

are best in a bed. The blue variety is bright and pretty,

and lasts a long time cut. -Arranged with ornamental

grasses they suit admirably for dinner-table decoration,

and are alike useful for working out letters on wreaths

and crosses.

Godetias make a bright display and take a high place

as cut flowers. The range of colour is from pure white

to dark crimson, and for lines or beds godetias are alike

suitable, the compact habit oi growth always maintain-

ing a neat appearance.

Larkspur will prove a valuable and attractive hardy

annual. Growing a foot high, a lino may be sown near

the front of a border. Thin out to six inches apart

between the plants, when their full beauty will be

developed and seen to advantage. The foliage is dark

green and beautifully laciniated, the habit of growth
and shape of flowers being altogether of a distinctive

character.

Competitors alw.ays find Linaria reticulata a useful

variety for competition. The flower spikes are a foot

high, and rise well above the foliage. It continues to

bloom well into the autumn, and is a well-known favourite

with amateurs.

Lintim grandiflorum should be in every collection.

For massing in beds it is bright and pretl\', the brilliant

crimson flowers being very telling. The quaint and

beautiful Love-lies-Bleeding is an old-fashioned flower

that never fails to attract attention. It is a fine late

autumn bloomer, and will stand a degree or two oi

frost. For cutting purposes it is invaluable where large

vases require to be kept filled. For mi.xed planting in

front of shrubberies or the herbaceous border, a few-

plants of the diff'erent coloured lupins will be found

effective. Thev grow two feet high, revel in rich soil,

and are not impatient of a shady situation.

Nemophilla is a splendid showy annual for beds or

edgings, growing six inches high. The blue variety
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Insig^nis is very distinct and free-flowering. W'fiere

spring-bedding is practised, a few beds of netiiophiUa

should be sown early in September. The following

April it will begin to bloom, and continue to do so till the

spring sowing is in flower.

For its exquisite perfume, profusely e.xhaled in the

evening, Matkiola bicornis should be grown in every

garden. During bright weather it shuts its blossoms,

opening them in the evening, so that a shady corner suits

it best.

Mignonette is a universal favourite, and grown almost

everywhere. No one would like to forego its fragrant

perfume, and oi late years several beautiful varieties

have been introduced. To obtain large, handsome
spikes, thin out the seedlings to four inches apart, and
the position can either be in a bed, small clumps, or

front line of a border. When seed vessels form they

should be picked off to prolong the vigour of the plants.

.\mong old-fashioned flowers, Xlgella hispanica (Love-

in-a-Mist) is very curious. .A bed of it looks best, and

the light blue flowers last well, and look pretty in

small vases.

Poppies have a distinctive character in habit of

growth and an endless variety of colour. Being easily

cultivated, they may be sown any time during the

spring and summer months. The Shirley poppy is most
useful for mixed borders or beds, and nothing looks so

dainty and light on the dinner table as tall glasses

filled with Shirley poppies and grasses.

For edgings of borders or small beds in the spring

garden, Saponaria calabrica and Silene compncta are

capital additions. Pink and red are somewhat scarce

colours among hardy spring flowers, and these two
varieties of plants are valuable as such. The seeds

should be sown on a shady border at the end of July,

and the plants shifted in September to where they are to

bloom the following spring.

Nasturtiums are among our most popular bedding

plants. They are easily cultivated, and are admirably

adapted for poor soils or dry situations, standing any

amount of heat and drought.

The different coloured varieties sown in lines quickly

produce an abundance of bloom, and continue to

flower freely till cut down by frost. No manure should

be given to the soil, as the chief difficulty is to keep the

foliage from growing too gross and hiding the flowers.

Viscaria cardinalis is imdoubtedly one oi the finest

hardy annuals for beds or mixed borders. The colour

is bright magenta, and blooms with continuous profusion

throughout the whole season.

Helianthus (sunflower) occupy no mean position in

our grade of appreciation for hardy annual border

plants. The majestic growths, bold outline, and

massive flowers of the large growing varieties render

lliem admirably adapted for intermingling in shrubbery

borders or groups for distant effect. In a wide ribbon

border a back row of dwarf helianthus looks well, the

single sorts being preferable, while for cutting for the

filling of large vases it will be found a decided acquisi-

tion. They may be sown either where they are to bloom

or on a border at the end of .April, and removed to their

flowering positions in June.

Space forbids giving extended cultural details in this

Iiotice other than a short synopsis of the general require-

ments of the family. Exceedingly interesting and easy

of cultivation, this fact should commend them to the

attention of all lovers of a garden. The cheapness of

a collection of hardy annual seeds places their cultiva-

tion within the reach of all, while the varieties to select

from gives a flowering period over a considerable

portion of the year. Thus it will be seen that the most
critical eye and fastidious taste are satisfied in growing
this charming class of plants, which are increasing in

popularity owing to their imrivalled brilliancy and
diversity of colouring when placed in positions suitable

to their habits.

Roses.

By O'Do.NEL Browne, M.D.

IHA\'E often wondered how many people there are

in Ireland who really grow roses, and who try to

do their best to have the best roses that can be

grown ; and the more I try to count the more the truth

comes home to me that there are precious few. With
this person the complaint is, our " locality is not good,"
and with that one the complaint is, *'our promise was
good, but something came and caused a check." Now,
whereas there may be some excuse for the one, there is

no reason why number two should not have saved this

check, provided that the cause was not frost. During

the growing period—aye, all the year through -one can

always be caught napping by the numerous pests that

infest nearly all our gardens unless we are constantly on

our guard. I have often noticed that gardens where roses

are lightly pruned — I dare not say not pruned at all—
are always more affected than those where the pruning

was worked properly, and the reason of this is that very

few rose-growers are aware of the fact that nearly

all our pests have their winter residences somewhere
very near our plants, be it wall, soil, or the actual tree

itself. How many of my readers have ever gone over

a tree, or portion of ctne, with a strong magnifying glass,

and examined closely all the structures ? He would

indeed be surprised to see things that no naked eye

would show, and amongst these minute specks he would

see countless hosts of his enemies. And in as much as

his plants are lightly or heavily pruned, so his enemies

are, ceetcris paribus, in excess or the reverse. We
can do a great deal in combating such pests by a

very little expense, and when one is repaid by cleaner,

healthier plants in summer, surely the trouble is

worth the outlay. Some people will say— "Oh! I

never bother about them " Perhaps not, but then

they are the very first to grumble. Well, we will

let that lot grumble. Now let us turn to those of

our readers who are willing to fight. To these I

would strongly recommend that lovely lillle work,
" The Enemies of the Rose," as published by the

National Rose Society. It is quite a small work, and

the price to non-members is quite trifling, and then you

will be able to learn your tactics for the coming war

quite easily. The probabilities are that you will not

find all the contents of this book in your garden. No,

I hope not, but you will learn of verj- many enemies that

you knew nothing of before. But what will particularly

strike vou is that whereas the force is terrible, the
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ammunition to annihilate this force is cheap and
effectivi: No longer need a person dread and run from

greenfly, for instance, as if your tree had smallpox, but

you will get confidence in your strength, and in attack-

ing greenfly you will be also led to fight other foes.

Most firms now put up lotions and washes, the effect c>f

which is to attack several pests at the same time, so

saving you much time and wt'irry. Some people think

they can make their own washes, &c., at home cheaper
than they can buy them, but in most cases this is a

mistake, and, depend on it, if the makers of these

washes or sprays are charging more than their real

value, rosarians will soon find it out. Through the

advertisement portions of Irish Gardening you will

see numerous lists of syringes, sprayers, and whatnots
put up by people who have a name to keep up, and whose
articles are genuine. When I first bought a syringe I

bought a cheap one, and one which never was satis-

factory. Now, I am wiser, and hold that the most costly

is the best and cheapest. Syringes, such as the " Abol,"

with its nozzles both crooked and straight (the crooked
one for applying sprays under the foliage), and sprayers,

such as the " Four Oaks " knapsack sprayer, for

those who have many plants to attend to, are the proper
articles, but if you use these articles please follow the

seller's directions, and pay due care to these tools, else

when next you come to use them you will find that they

are out of order, and your enemy flourishes. You may
begin looking out for your first and most dreaded enemj-
during April. This year I intend going for him with
" arsenate of lead " made by Swift, and shall try and
get at at my old enemy greenfly at the very first. Strange
as it may seem I hardly ever see my dwarf bushes
attacked, but on the wall-roses you will find it in abund-
ance, owing, I presume, to less pruning. And then
be in good tiine for mildew j be there strong when its

attack begins. A few days start to its spores will not

serve you, you must get the first push or you will be
shoved. I am quite aware that all this preparation
means time, but with any of the sprayers and syringes
now sold your work is made easy for you, especially

as you have not too many bushes to attend to. There-
fore get the little book through some member of the

society which I have mentioned above, and, arming
yourself with the above weapons, go forth and smite the

whole host, and you will perhaps bless me.

A Note on Peas.

To have green peas from June to the end of October
you will require to make eight sowings ; the first sowing
to be made early in January. I find Early Bountiful the

best and hardiest pea for this sowing. The second
sowing, last week in February—the Pilot is the best pea
for this sowing. Third sowing, last week in March

—

Alderman is the best for this sowing. Fourth sowing,
second week in April—Alderman for this sowing also.

Fifth sowing, last week in April—Boston Unrivalled is the

best for this sowing. Sixth sowing, second week in

May Royal Salute is the best for this sowing. Seventh
sowing, last week in May— Gladstone is the best for

this sowing. Eighth .sowing, third week in June-
Gladstone is the best late pea. If the above is carried

out there will be no break in the supply. It is useless to

sow peas late in the year. J. Devink, Kilvvorth.

Rock Gardens.

By Georue S. S.vtterlev, Brennanstown Gardens,

Cabinteely, Co. Dublin.

WHY DO we make Rock Gardens ?—They
are usually formed with one or more of the

following objects—viz., to provide a home for

Alpine and similar plants which, if grown in an ordinary

mixed border, either would run the risk of being

smothered by stronger growers or would not show their

true habit. Again, though rocks may not be absolutely

essential to their welfare, yet in man}' cases the gems
amongst rock plants are not seen at their best except

when under conditions that approach the natural. In

some cases rockeries are formed with the intention of

screening off some particular view or object. The main
reason, as will be seen from the foregoing remarks, is

to provide a home suitable for .A.lpine subjects. This

being the case it will be well to pay attention to the

conditions under which these thrive in a state of nature.

Whether we study our native Alpines or those of

other lands, one fact may generally be noticed,

which is, that a deep root-run is essential to their welfare.

It is most instructive to carefully trace out the ramifica-

tions of the root system of a small Alpine plant. In

height it maybe so low as to be only an inch or so above
the ground, yet we may find its roots penetr.ating to the

depth of two or three feet. It will be a delicate opera-

tion to avoid breaking the slender roots, which will be

found firmly adhering to the rocks in their descent. Bv
this examination of the root system we shall recognise

three important principles—first, the necessity of pro-

viding a good depth of soil ; secondly, the importance of

good drainage ; and, thirdly, a cool root-run, the two
last being provided naturally by the rocky subsoil. As
an instance of the benefits arising from a cool root run,

a typical instance may be given. Notice a large

boulder during hot weather in summer. On every side

of it the vegetation is scanty, and has a hard struggle to

survive. Not so, however, quite against the boulder

itself. Here it will be seen that the growth is more
luxuriant and healthier, and we know that the roots of

the herbs get moisture and are kept cool bv contact

with the under-ground parts of the rock. B}' this means
they are kept alive and healthy, while plants all around,

without these benefits, are perishing. Yet, how often

on constructed rockeries plants are expected to thiive

on a few inches of soil, which the summer sun effectually

bakes. Can we wonder when the poor plants get

burned up ? Even the strongest of native herbs would

have a hard struggle for existence under these conditions.

.\ little thought, too, will convince us that an annual

mvilch is an entirely natural process, whether provided

by decaying vegetation or by the disintegration of

rocks caused by frost and snow.

It is desirable to create a natural and picturesque

effect as well as to provide for the well-being of the

plants. To assist in gaining this end close attention

should be paid to the local strata, not with the intention

of trying to reproduce the exact effect, but so as to be

able to form a good idea of the possibilities. Many
rockeries when constructed bear a resemblance to

graveyards, the rocks eniploj'ed pointing upwards iind
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nearly all at the same aiigfle. The depth of soil in the

pockets in such cases is not studied so long as the

rocks present a certain stereotyped appearance. Work
of this type is radically wrong-, and it cannot be

wondered at if such constructions prove to be cemeteries

in very truth for all but the strongest subjects.

M.\KING OF THE ROCK GARDEN.—The Work should

be imdertaken at some time through the autumn or

winter, not only because at this time of the year most

of the alterations and improvements in gardens are

a natural outcrop of rock. Where this is the case it

would be folly to construct an artificial rock-garden.

It is only necessary to clear the face of the rocks from

weeds, &c., and to add the requisite soil to have an

excellent .Alpine garden.

The FORM may be simply a bed of good soil with

rocks embedded through it, and informally edged with

stone. More pretentious formations are the barrow-

shaped, sunk, or raised rockeries. The barrow-shaped

rockery is in the form of a bed or border ofanycon-

ViEW IN A Rock Gardkn at Glenagearv, Co. Dublin.

carried out, but also because the winter rains will help

to settle the soil in readiness for spring planting.

In choosing the SITE the soil is a very important

factor. -A good, deep, loamy soil will suit the majority

of subjects. .A rocky subsoil is a distinct advantage.

Tc> provide congenial soil for plants requiring a

different rooting medium whole spaces could be

cleared during construction and provision made for

colonies of plants having similar requirements. In other

cases pockets may be filled with suitable compost. A
depth of at least three feet of soil is recommended. An
open situation, away from trees and walls, is desirable,

but varied exposures are necessary. Whatever the

aspect may be, to a great extent success will be
dependent on the structure itself. In some favoured

places it may so happen that there is already available

venient length. It is highest in the centre, sloping

towards the walk on either side, planning width and
height according to individual requirements. The sunk
and raised rockeries arc more ambitious structures, and

are what their names imply. Where grass banks are

so plentiful as to present a sameness of appearance,

these, or some of them, might be converted into raised

rockeries,answering splendidly as such and improving the

general appearance of the ground. Generally speaking,

on the level ground the rocks will slope away nto the

soil. A pleasing feature may be created in grass by

breaking up with isolated rocks, and planting around

these with some such subject as ivy, periwinkle, coton-

easter, or some such subject in a perfectly natural

manner.

[To be ro/i/intu'c/.^
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and, ill any case, could on))' be effected along very

g-eneral lines. But there cannot be any greater

difficulty in reserving for the public use belts and clumps

which are growing on untenanted land than in reserving

gravel pits, quarries, water supplies, or rights of way.

A certain amount of difficulty may arise in procuring

the timber, but theft and clandestine cutting would
be chiefly confined to small trees, and the local police

could take charge of such timber without greatly over-

taxing their strength.

The general result of such a polic\' would be that

many otherwise treeless districts would possess a

certain proportion of timber capable of relieving that

terribly monotonous aspect which so many purely agri-

cultural counties are beginning to assume. Well de-

veloped trees lend a dignity and character to a coimtry

which cannot be acquired bj' it in any other way,

and in districts in which the land cannot be economically

given up for woods and plantations, belts and hedgerow
trees practically have to supply all that can be provided

b\- ordinary means. One has only to travel in some of

the most picturesque counties in the south of England
and Ireland to satisfy oneself that fine timber can

make, or the absence of it mar, a landscape, and should

the present policy continue in force much longer

timber trees outside preserved woods and demesnes
will soon be a thing of the past.

Early Irises.

Iris reticulata appeals to most plant lovers, probably

because not only is it one of the earliest to flower, but

it is also one that we can pick and take into our rooms
and look at when the weather does not allow us to pay
it frequent visits where it is growing. The purple and
golden yellow of this flower is a wonderful depth of

colour. It is a native- of Asia Minor, but it is not parti-

cular as to soil or situation. If planted in a sunny
border it naturally flowers earlier than if in a shadv
place, but in either position it seldom disappoints, and
any ordinary garden soil will suit it. The leaves are

square, narrow, and sharply pointed, and they only

attain their full size w'hen the flowers are over. Good
bulbs can be had at a very moderate rate from most

bulb grctwers.

Iris rosenbachiana.—This is another very beautiful

bulbous iris, not a very common one, but which varies

ver}' much when raised from seed. The two flowers at

present open in the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, are a

lovely reddish brown, marked with bright orange. Sir

Michael Foster describes a nearly pure yellow variety

of this iris with a few purple markings. The plant is a

native of Turkestan, and seems perfectly hardy in culti-

vation. The flowers stand about 6 inches high, and the

foliage is very short at time of flowering. /. rosen-

bachiana is figured in Bot. Mag. T. -^ly^.

R. .M. Pollock.

It is proposed to hold a flower show in Kingstown
during the summer. Promises of support have already

been received from prominent residents in the township,

and an influential committee is being formed. The
show will probably be held in -August.

Current Topics.

By E. K.VOWLniN, F.R.H..S., Secretary, Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland.

WHAT'S in a name?" asked \V. S. ; or was it

my Lord Bacon who begot that Limerick ?

.Anyway, not a few of the older school are

wondering what our garden nomenclature is coming to,

or wherein lays the sense of changing that which seems
well suited both in common sense and sense of long

usage. Personally, it is a little humiliating when we
send notes across channel to let them know we Irish

gardening folk are still gay-an-bawl (hope that'll pass)

and mention crotons, for instance, to find such ominously

followed by codia^um in brackets, and a dozen other

good old sensible names treated with the same juvenile

levity. One, of course, does come across the head
gardener able to cope with this latest craze in nomen-
clature, and tlien we are like those who "gazed, and
still the wonder grew, one little head could carry all he

knew." He it is who is so generously verbose as to

invariably give the two ; but, poor man, he is too often

looking for a job.

Here is another phase of this new worry of gardening
life. W'e were admiring a fine specimen bamboo to be

told it was not a bamboo, but a phyllostachys. Blushing

for our ignorance we hastened to another lovely phyllo-

stachys, to be smartly informed that it was an arundi-

naria by the young head in all the pride and power of

his first place, and from henceforth we blush no more,

but wickedly glory in the perversity of our nature, which

brings the whole jing-bang under the head of bamboo

—

bamboos, and Bamboos with a big B.

\'ain it is to ^c> into latterday orchid nomenclature.

Our high priests of hybridism have somehow managed
to catch Dame Nature a-napping, and played the very

deuce with her floral aristocrats, breaking down her

boundaries. Such cattleya drivings, with other mild di-

versions, to the end that her high-bred families are in all

the hopeless confusion of a bastard breed I True, there

is an endeavour to preserve the dual pedigree by grafting

the head of the father on to the mother's tail. But these

in their turn are being further seduced from such virtuous

paths as are left to them, and we shall not be surprised

to eventually find the individual specimens of an orchid

exhibit simply labelled "seedlings," and dumped down
under a dozen numbers by inch measurements of their

lips, labellums, or other parts of their anatomy.

Numerical nomenclature, or rather classification, is

in a way a new idea. We were advised to get a copy

of the new Daffodil Classification list which bears the

imprimateur of the Royal Horticultural Society, and

got it. On a brief investigation we felt—well, " We do

not like thee, Dr. Fell, but why it is we cannot tell ; we
do not like thee. Dr. Fell." In short, here is a something

which seems derogatory to the dignified labours of Barr,

Burbidge, and other daffodil devotees, and the more one

lingers over it the less one likes it. That feeling, how-

ever, has since been endorsed by the opinions of high

authorities, and it need not detain here. In the al-

together, perhaps, and in the interests of gardening

generally concerning this matter—and it does concern

it in a very great deal - it would be well if a permanent
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committee on nomenclature representing various shades

of the most expert opinion was formed to decide what

should be altered and what should not be altered, what

should be done and what should not be done, in order to

unravel the tang-le in which we are fast becoming

enmeshed. But beware of the printer ! This, by the

way. We are aware, poor man, that he has probably

more to contend with in gardening copy than in anybody

else's copy. But we have been brought to book ourselves

about that man of letters. What did you mean in last

month's " Current Topics " by calling the Bray phormium

P. horiles ? The query was diplomatically referred to the

printer. What we sent him was P. nobilis ; but, there,

that perhaps is the very latest. You never can tell.

There seems to be some little misunderstanding anent

cabbage classes at our local and district shows, and as

we may take it that a cabbage in that part of our

vegetable kingdom takes second rank only to the

"noble tuber" it is a matter which should be cleared up.

Now, the cabbage which finds favour in the eyes of our

expert judges at, say, the shows of the Royal

Horticultural Society of Ireland is a modest entity com-

pared with huge-hearted triumphs which make their way

to, sav, Athlone. The prize cabbage (this advisedly)

there may be of that weight and dimension which elicits

a cheerful chirrup from the little gentleman who pays

the rent (when he is so " dispoged ") and perhaps

powerful enough to bring a broad smile on the long face

of the gentle bovine who provides our pasteurised liquid.

Heavy weight and noble size tell in that direction of our

rural domestic economy, and there are cases, of course,

in which half a heart, sufficient to fill the most ponderous

of family pots, is appreciated by young Ireland when in

niimero familia. That is all very well if the matter is

understood, but being, as we invariably find it, mis-

understood, it is unfair to all concerned. Apropos of

this, we heard not a hundred miles from the midland

metropolis the following colloquy after staging where

over thirty entries went in for the cabbage contests

alone :
—" Who do you think'U get it ?" " Well, if size

is put first, So-and-So has it ; but there, you never can tell

what a judge is going for." That is so. If a local

judge, which is rarely the case, perhaps, quantity rather

than quality, and if— but there, still the irritating

uncertainty. Some may think this topic too trifling—too

paltry—for parade in the high-class pages of our Irish

G.\RDENING, or, to quote another limerick, " Much ado

about nothing." The ado is admitted, au res/e, our rural

friend has often as much interest and anxiety in his

cabbage as the Napoleons of the art of vegetable

growing and showing, backed up by the artful aid of

black velvet, and sometimes he displays the outward

and visible signs of it in a more forceful manner when
" going " for that secretary with his protest and a 5s.

for its viaticum. More power to you, oh captious

cottager, and less laxity from the powers that be !

An Essex friend, writing from the neighbourhood of

Mayland, says—" I saw the French Garden, or rather

was told it was there, under the snow. What I really saw-

was a depressing sight (our friend is a pessimist 1. .All

work was stopped, and how the "golden soil" will look

when it again comes to \iew is hard to say ; but the out-

look is serious. Humph ! the snow is gone now, and the

French Garden is still there—at least we have no evidence

to the contrary -and what a grand idea this is to relieve

the overstocked gardening profession ; men with a

little savings, you know, who have only to pick up the

theory and put it in practice right away, it being merely

a matter of an enlarged hotbed business dotted over

with cloches, things like bell-glasses with their knobs

knocked off. These, we believe, merely require a

month's daily handling for practice, then what remains

are pretty safe. First you take your acre of land (this

for Ireland, over there the regulations are different)— first

you take your acre of land (or somebody else's) and just

dump down a thousand tons of hot manure, and if you

do not keep a horse it is wise to pick your site near a

gee-gee garage, because the same quantity, hot and
strong, is wanted annually ; fit up a water supply,

including tanks, pumps, hydrants, and hose ; get in 2,500

cloches, pop them down, sow your seeds—special

varieties of the "Call me Early'' Kind—and then,

heigho for market on shank's mare ifyou h.ive no surplus

at starting for a gee-gee. There are, of course, a few

other odds and ends, such as 400 French-made lights,

13;} frames, 600 mats—we are not responsible for the

quantities, but detail them as per the eminent source

from which they came to us. .And then there is the

labour, which seems a bit vague. However, that is a

mere detail, too, presumabh-. There are such items as

shading the cloches — merely a pastime. Say you shade

100 cloches an hour, nearly two a minute, that at 2,500

works out at— er, that wont do, but our page is full.

To the man with a little means waiting to get on, there

you are.

Culture of Vegetable Marrow.
Bv William Johnsto.n', Longford.

T'HIS delicious vege-

table, which is

also used as a

fruit, deserves to be

more widely grown than

it really is, since it re-

quires so little trouble

to bring it to perfection.

Some people imagine

that the treatment re-

quired to grow this

vegetable and the neces-

sary labour it involves

are more than the profits

that are obtained. They
also imagine that it is

necessar}" to have glass,

either frames or houses,

to bring the crop to perfection, and rather than go to the

trouble of obtaining glass they leave the growing of

this crop alone. But with an ordinary soil, warmth,

plenty of light and moisture, the cultivation of this

profitable vegetable is quite easy.

Soil.—The richer the soil in which vegetable marrow
seedlings are planted the better will be the result

obtained. The soil best adapted to produce the largest

and finest fruits is that of a fibrous loam. Given this

soil, placed on the top of an old hot-bed, the roots will

WiLLi.\M Johnston.
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penetrate freely through the manure in search of food,

and at the same lime the plants will require less water,

as the roots will receive an adequate supply from the

manure except the weather be very dry. I have seen

an excellent crop of vegetable marrows grow'ing along
the top and sides of a rubbish-heap, thereby hiding the

unsightly appearance of the heap during summer and
autumn.

Sowing of Seed.—The seed should be sown in pots

or pans, filled with light soil, about the beginning of

.April, covering the seed to the depth of half an inch, and
placing same in a gentle heal of about 55° temperature.

•As soon as the plants are strong enough to handle,

plant them out separately into pots, and replace them as

near the glass as possible in the warmth. Remove
them to a cold frame or window as soon as established,

and keep gradually preparing them for final planting

out by opening the lights during the day. These plants

may then be transferred to the ridge or bed during the

latter part of May, placing the plants in a triangular

form about three feet apart, and water liberally,

also taking care to protect them from frost and
cold winds by having some spruce or other evergreen

boughs stuck firmly into the ground around the plants.

These will also aid in shading the plants from the heat

of the sun until the roots have taken hold of the soil,

when they may be removed as soon as the plants are

safe from frost, &c. If hand-glasses are used the plants

will grow much better underneath them than would
otherwise be the case. It is essential to give plenty of

air during the day by tilling up one side of the glasses.

The seed may also be sown in May where the plants are

intended to grow, but such plants are rather late in

coming into bearing, and do not yield so large a crop

as seed sown under glass in -April. Seed sown in the

open in May should be covered with inverted pots until

germination is accomplished, when the pots can be dis-

pensed with on fine days.

Prep,\ratio.n of Beds.—The beds in the open garden
should be formed by removing the soil to the depth of

fifteen inches and about four feet square, filling in the hole

with partially decayed manure, allowing same to be raised

a few inches higher than surrounding soil, and finally-

covering the manure with good soil of a fibrous, loamy
nature to about one foot deep. The beds or pits should

be prepared about a week before planting to enable

the soil to be properly warmed by the heat from the

manure.

After Tre.\tment.—The main shoots of the plants

should be pinched when 18 inches long, and all side shoots

resulting from the first stopping should be stopped at

one joint beyond the fruit blossom. Give plenty of

water in dry weather, and apply liquid manure frequently

after fruit is set. It is necessary to artificially fertilise

the first female blooms, but not later ones. If the vines

are pegged down at a joint, fresh roots will be emitted

and additional strength imparted to the plants.

CtATHERING Frlit.—Fruit for preserving should be

cut when yellow and then hung up in a dry room till

required for use. When required for table they should

be cut while young and tender for the following reasons :

—

(a) Marrows cut while young are more desirable for

the table, and (b) a larger supply w-ill be obtained

from the vines, as the production of large ones puts an

end to the supply. If the rind is impervious to the

pressure of the finger nail, the flesh is rather old to

cook ; but it may be made into a delicious preserve with

white sugar, ginger, and essence of lemon.

Insect Pests.—Slugs are rather troublesome to the

young seedlings unless a good dressing of soot be

placed around each plant, also some traps, such as pieces

of boards, slices of turnips, potatoes, &c. , set to catch

them. If fly or aphis infest the plants, they can be removed
by syringing the plants with soapy water after sunset.

Best V.^rieties. —Webbs Large White, Long Green,

Long White, Moore's Vegetable Cream, Large Cream,
Pen-y-byd, Custard.

Potato Experiments in Co.

Roscommon.
By E. H. Bowers, County Horticultural Instructor.

THE following are the results obtained {1908) from

experiments worked speciall}' for the purpose of

ascertaining the cropping and cooking qualities

of certain varieties of early and late potatoes when
grown in a somewhat stiff, cold soil. These experiments

were carried out on a farm the property of Mr. Thos.

Coleman, Knockarush, Boyle, as follows:—The "sets"

were sprouted previous to planting, and were planted in

drills 28 inches wide. .A liberal quantity (14 tons) of

farmyard manure was applied along with artificial

manure, consisting of 6 cwt. 35 per cent, to 37 per

cent, superphosphate, lyi cwt. sulphate of ammonia,

and I'/i cwt. muriate of potash per Irish acre.

Return Per Irish Acre.

Variety
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The Month's Work.

The Fruit Grounds.

By William R. Spencer, Manor House Garden-,.

Loughgall, Co. Armagfh.

Grafting.

THE grafiing^ of apples, pears and plums may now
be done. The pears and plums first demand
our attention ; they must be done first, as

growth is much earlier in them than in apples. The

apple may be done any time during the month, and the

later the more easily the operation is carried out,

always bearing in mind that growth in the scion is not

too forward. The)' ought to have been secured during

pruning time, and laid in where they would be

free from the effects of sun and frost. If this has been

done, as advised in a previous calendar, they will be

in good condition for grafting until late in the season.

Use good, plump shoots about the thickness of an
ordinary pen-handle and about six inches long. The
tools necessary for this work are a fine saw, a large

knife, a small knife, also rafiia or soft twine for binding

on the scions, and grafting-wax or a clay mixture to

exclude air. There are very many forms of grafting,

some of them more fanciful than practical. For the

purpose of this article two or three will suffice. They
are the methods, at present, most generally emplo3'ed,

besides, they are so simple that anyone may success-

fully perform them who has only sufficient courage to

try their hand at it.

Bark or Rind Grafting is the method now-

adopted in favour of the old form of grafting— viz., cleft

grafting. For the renovation of old trees saw off the

branch at a clean portion of its stem, free from knots.

now required is to bind it firmly in position (a simple

matter in this case), and clay or wax over ; two or three

grafts may be put on one branch, according to its size ;

one or two are generally sufficient. In pushing home the

grafts in this method it is important to bear in mind
ihat the bark of the graft is liable to be torn, especially

if the sap is not very active in the stock. To guard
against this the bark should be first detached the length

the graft is to be inserted. The handle of a budding
knife may be used to do this.

Whip or Tongue Grafting. —The form of grafting

used where the stock and scion are of equal dimensions

or nearly so ; used in nurseries for grafting on the

Crab and Paradise stocks, also quince, &c. The stock

smoothe over the cut surface with the large knife, cut the

bark ;ibout three inches down the slock ; also cut the

scion obliquely a similar length, lift the bark where the

cut was made and insert the end of graft, push it down
until its cut surface is covered by the bark of slock. .\11

is cut over above .'i smooth and straight part, the end
of the scion is cut sloping and thin towards the lower

part, then on the same side of the stock as the slope

made in cutting off its top a slice is cut clean off, equal

in length to that of the cut part of the scion, and in

breadth , so as to expose as much of the wood of the

stock as will equal that seen in the slanting cut of the

scion. Both sections should be made smooth and plain,

and as regards the wood, they should be the exact

counterparts of each other. If this cannot be, they must

be exact on one side at least. .-V thin, wedge-shaped

tongue is made near the upper part of the slope in the

scion, and a corresponding one in the stock to receive

it. It ts then secureh' fastened by binding firmly with

raffia or similar material. The parts united must be

made air-tight by either waxing or claying them over.

Trees devoid of branches in parts where they are re-

quired may have shoots w-hip-grafted without cutting

back to the part. .\ slice is cut out of the side of

the branch or stem, the scions being prepared as

before, but minus the tongue. Instead a notch is cut

in the stock in centre of the cut right across it, and a

portion of the wood left in the centre of cut portion of

scion to fit into it. Place in position, tie and wax over.

For a similar purpose—to fill up blanks in trees—where

a branch is required a cut about three inches long is

made down the bark, and two inches across the top of

the cut ; thus, T. The scion is prepared as in bark

grafting ; the bark is lifted where the two cuts join, and

the scion pushed into position. This is a very simple

method of furnishing bare trees, and most reliable.
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Saddle Grafting is a very neat and satisfactory

method of grafting where stock and scion are nearly

equal in size, the union being almost perfect, and very

little danger of the scion getting damaged by winds.

The s4ock is prepared by cutting its top in shape like a

wedge, the scion is then slit up its centre, each half

being thinned off to a tongue shape. It is then placed

astride the stock, hence its name ; its inner barks are

made to join on one side of the stock. It is then firmly

bound in position, and air excluded as in other methods.

To be successful in grafting there is one important

factor which must be borne in mind— this is, that the

dividing line separating the bark from the wood in the

scion must be placed exactly opposite the .same line in

the .stock, af least in some part, and the greater the

part the more readily will union take place. It is not

sufficient to place bark to bark, as the bark of the one

may be much thicker than that of the other. It is here,

too, the substance called cambium lies, upon which the

descending fibres of the scion feed as they strike down-
wards in their search for food. If the operator bears

this in mind and excludes air, af\er a very few trials he

can do the work equally well as the man who has spent

years at it.

Grafting clay, to cover union of graft and stock to

exclude air until growth has fairly well developed, may
be made as follows :

—
Clay, one part ; road scrapings, in which horse-

droppings form a good proportion, one part ; break up
well, make into a thick mortar by adding water ; or

clay and pure cow manure in equal quantities, mixed
well together and made into mortar. To each of these

mixtures add some chopped hay or very short grass,

but I have found the above do quite well without either.

When being put on it should be well worked in the

hands, and in a day or two, if signs of cracking appear
they should be gone over by dipping the hand in water
and rubbing them until quite closed again. If this be
done it will seldom be necessary to have them seen to a
second time.

Grafting wax is sold for the same purpose. It is put

up in tins ready for use cold ; or home made ones mav
be made as follows :

—

1. Yellow wax, i lb. ; turpentine, i lb. ; Burgundy
pitch, 8 oz. ; mutton suet, 4 oz. Melt all together, mix
and let stand to cool ; may be used cold, and will not

stick to the fingers.

2. Resin, I part
; yellow wax, i part.

t;. Yellow wax, 2 parts ; or suet, i part.

4. Burgundy pitch, i lb. ; black pitch, 4 oz. ; yellow
wax, 2 oz. ; resin, 2 oz. ; mutton suet, 2 drachms. The
above three, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 have to be used warm,
which is a drawback.

Prini.ng Newly Planted Tree.s. — Much diflferences

ot opinion exist amongst fruit growers as to whether
fruit trees should be pruned or not the first season ;

some favour doing so and others take the opposite view.
Trees which have been planted sufficiently early in the
autumn to allow them to take to their new quarters
before winter sets in will now be showing signs of
growth, and may safely be pruned ; to defer doing so
would mean a great loss of energy in allowing the lead-
ing shoots to expand their leaves when the sap should
be directed towards forming new shoots. If trees are

carefiilh' primed during the first few years of their lives,

all branches which cross each other cut clean away and
the centre kept open, very little severe pruning will

afterwards be necessary. Trees which have been
planted during winter and spring may be allowed to

grow as they are without pruning until next season.

Encourage growth in these and to this end. If at all dry

<al the roots, or if harsh, windy weather prevails, they

should be regularly supplied with water ; if this be ne-

glected loss of trees will ensue, as they, being so late

planted, have not had an opportunity of making new
roots.

Cropping Roind Friit Trees.—The planting of a
root crop, such as potatoes, turnips, &c. , round fruit

trees the first few years after being planted is a common
practice, and one, too, to be recommended, as consider-

able loss of ground would otherwise result. But it

ought to be more judiciously carried out than is verv often

the case. Kar too often we see trees during the summer
and autumn smothered by the crop growing round them.
This should not be. Due regard ought to be had for the

trees, and their requirements more carefully studied,

as trees in such a case are deprived of light and air

—

most important factors to their well being— and, what is

of equal or possibly more importance, they are robbed
of moisture during the whole growing .season. By all

means crop round the trees, but do not encroach on
their roots. At first it is possible to crop to within a
yard of the tree ; each succeeding year we must keep
further and further from it, until such time as we find

the trees require all for themselves.

The Flower Garden.
By J. H. ClMMING, Over Roval Dublin Societv,

Balls Bridge.

WILD G.^RDENING. -There can be no more
agreeable phases of communion with nature

than naturalising the natives of countries in

which we are infinitely more interested than in those

of which greenhouse or stove plants are native. Anv-
one who has seen examples of wild gardening realises

how artistic and delightful it can be made. Hundreds
of the finest hardy flowers will thrive much better in

rough places than ever they did in the old-fashioned

border. Again, it enables us to grow many plants that

could never obtain a place in our .so-called "trim
gardens," and also to make a good patch or clump of a

subject where the best effect can be seen. Many years

ago this style of gardening was begun at Carton by the

late Duchess of Leinster. In woodland walks and
drives, and high up in the crevices of rocks, may now
be found beautiful pictures as the springs and summers
pass. In an old gravel pit at St. Helen's, Booterstown,

the wild garden idea has been h.appily worked out, and
a delightful result obtained from what looked lately very

unpromising material. To illustrate this, what is the

planting in grass of daffodils, snowdrops, crocus, tulips,

anemones, and .soforth, but wild gardening? Amplify

this by also planting good, big patches of such things as

foxgloves, pa^onies, helianthus, dorc>tiicimi, polygonium,

riuibeckia, veronicas, heracleum, echinops, digitalis,

campanulas and starworts. While all these plants are

perfectly hardy, and require no attention after once
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being established, it is important, to ensure success,

that care should be taken at the start to see that the

ground is dug through and cleared of roots and a

liberal supply of manure worked in. In poor and dry

soils the ground should be dug two spades deep. In

soils of a loamy nature one spade deep will suffice. The
best effects are produced by planting bold groups of a

good size, and also in having well-established strong

plants, as they have to make their way often under

adverse conditions.

ScHiZANTHis WISETONENSIS. —This is a beautiful

annual, fitted either for pot or border culture. Large
plants for a summer display in the conservatory are

generally grown in seven and eight-inch pots. An
edging line for the front of the plant stages can also be

had by sowing schizanthus now and confining them

to four-inch pots. When pot-bound they commence
flowering, and with the aid of some liquid manure
growth will be sustained and a long season of bloom

kept up. In a warm, sheltered part of the garden try a

few outside at the end of May. They flower best where
the soil is poor and moderately dry. Rich soil only

encourages rank, soft growth with but little flower.

The Pergola.—Perhaps it is not yet too late in the

year to draw attention to the making of a pergola in

the garden. A pergola is a delightful feature in a

garden of any size—even on the smallest suburban plot

between a front door and gate to public road—and one

of its many charms is the opportunity it aff'ords for

admiration and enjoyment of so many beautiful plants,

which otherwise would seldom be seen, owing to their

requiring to some extent artificial support. The pergola

may be elaborate and costly, but there is no necessity

for anything of the sort ; the simple rustic ones, which

can easily be made by an intelligent "handy" person,

being perhaps the most pleasing. A great saving in

timber may also be effected b)' a rather free use of wire,

especially at the top of the structure. Gardeners are

ever ready to impart information to others interested

in gardening, and a visit to a garden where a good per-

gola exists—and there given a few first-hand particulars

in reference to the building—will be far more helpful

than following written directions. When planting the

furnishing plants see that the drainage is good, and

give the roots an abundance of good soil to feed on.

Pansies and Violas.—Few flowers are more general

favourites ; fairly heavy, rich soil suits them best. It

should be prepared by digging and the incorporation of

well-decayed cow or horse manure. The best position

is one not too sunny nor too shady. One generally sees

them planted as a front line to the ribbon border, or as

edgings round beds ; but the whole of a border devoted

to violas, with their diverse and rich tints, is something

to be remembered. At the Scottish National Exhibition

last year a wide border planted wholly of violas in

different colours was a novel and interesting exhibit.

Violas are true perennials, and keep growing after

starting to flower, and give a continuous succession of

bloom from the spring months to the autumn. Let the

planting be done early this month before the ground
gets too hot and dry.

Standard Fuch.sl\s.— In the People's Gardens,

Phoenix Park, last year, quite a distinct feature was
made with standard fuchsias, and very beautiful they

were. For "dotting " in large beds and mixing in a

border where flowering shrubs is desired, fuchsias are a
decided acquisition. Of course it takes time to grow
these from cuttings, but something may be done with
second year plants. Trim off the side branches, and
so form a clean stem, leaving only a few at the top, and
train these out to form a head. Keep growing on the

plants indoors in a light, airy structure to get them as
large as possible, and after being hardened oft finally

place in their summer quarters about the second week
in June. Pick off all flowers that appear till they go out

of doors, the object being to get all the strength into the

making of growth instead.

Sweet Violets.—No one should neglect the culture

of these sweet flowers, and a place should be devoted
to them in the flower garden where ladies may conveni-

ently pick a few fresh blooms when they feel disposed.

When new growths are made in .April and May a piece

of ground for them should be well manured, working in

a good share of leaf-mould. The runners may then be

raised with a fork, and the best rooted selected and
planted nine inches apart each way. Give partial shade

in bright weather after planting, and throughout the

summer the\' ought not to be allowed to suffer for want
of water. Runners that appear during summer should

be picked off. In this way fine plants will be obtained

bv the end of September, and will bloom more or less

according to the weather, but, of course, more profusely

during the following spring.

Planting.—A good deal of thought is necessary this

month to plant what will give a succession of flowers

through the summer and autumn. Herbaceous plants

are now so largely grown and found to be so satisfactory

that the perennial border has largely superseded the old-

time summer bedding-out arrangement. Towards the

middle of this month, if the weather keeps favourable.

Lobelia cardinalis in variety may be planted ; these

give valuable flowers for autumn effect. Hybrid gladioli

is unequalled when grown in masses or clumps in the

border. The bulbs should be planted four inches deep

and fifteen inches apart. If the soil is cold and heavy

a little coarse sand around each bulb when planting will

help the young roots. They may also get a preliminary

start in boxes placed in slight heat, and when three

inches high harden off and plant out. The taste

for autumn flowering chrysanthemums still increases,

and, in addition, to established favourites, which most

gardens have a few of, the single flowering sorts are

also available. It is now possible to have quite a

show of singles in the garden during September and

October. Good sorts that will be found useful are

Earlswood Beauty, Walton Bradbury, Dora Godfrey,

Ladysmith, Lorna Dando and Glads Hemsley. The
pentstemon has few equals for massing in beds

or borders. They are much larger and brighter in

colour than they were some years back, succeeding in

any good garden soil, and if enriched with some good,

decayed manure the flowering season will be prolonged.

The variety, Newbury Gem, is of a very free dwarf habit,

and is smothered with graceful spikes of a glowing

scarlet. It is excellent either in lines or beds, and also

a capital thing for cutting. Second year plants yield

the best supply of flower. Canterbury bells, choice

carnations, hollyhocks, antirrhinums and other plants
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of this class that have been partially sheltered during

winter may all be safely planted out now where they

are required to flower.

The Spring Garden.—Where beds are filled with spring

flowers, tulips and hyacinths are making headwav, and
the latter will require attention with stakes. Blanks in

the wall-flower or any other of the spring bedding plants

should be made good from the reserve garden.

.A neat and tidy appearance in the garden must now
be maintained, and the edges and verges on the side of

walks and flower beds should have the turf cut neatlv.

The Vegetable Garden.

By J.\MES Br.ACKEN, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

THIS is another busy month m the vegetable

department. With the increasing elevation of

the sun and the lengthening of the day
evaporation usually becomes greater. This may
necessitate the watering of plants recently transplanted.

It also increases the importance of hoeing. At this

season of alternate showers and sunshine a surface-

crust is quickly formed on the soil. To counteract the

evil of this no tool is more valuable than the scuffle or

Dutch hoe. As well as preventing the growth of weeds,

which in itself means a great saving of time and an aid

to the growth of crops, its regular use keeps the soil in

healthy cultivation and prevents evaporation. .After

hoeing, treading on the surface should be avoided.

General Work.—Stimulate crops of cabbage with a

pinch of nitrate of soda to each plant. Clear away the

crops of exhausted Brussels sprouts, broccoli, &c. , and
prepare land for successional sowings of peas and early

celery. Make successional sowings of cos and cabbage
lettuce. If roots are not available, in rich, friable soil

sow seakale and rhubarb. If not already done sow
parsnips as soon as possible. A broad sowing of Snow-
ball turnip should also be made. Prick off Brussels

sprouts, cauliflowers, &c. , sown earlier to make them
sturdy for planting out. Brussels sprouts doubly repay

for care in nursing and early planting. Make a full

sowing of such kinds of cabbage as Enfield Market,
Improved Nonpareil, and Early Etampes. The last is a

small variety, and of good form and flavour.

Full sowings of broccoli to form a succession must also

be made. Use good selections of such varieties as

Veitch's Self-Protecting Autumn, Snow's Winter, White
Sprouting, Knight's Protecting, Leamington, April

Queen, Sutton's Late Queen, and Mackey's Champion
Late White. Sow also full sowings of Drumhead Savoy
and some of the smaller kinds of Savoy—which are

more appreciated at table—and of kales in variety.

These sowings ought to be got in about the middle of

the month, according to the weather, and by no means
made too thickly. (For method see calendar of last

month.)

Successional sowings of peas and broad beans should

have attention, and advancing crops due care. Some
suitable varieties of peas for these sowings are Veitch's

Perfection and Ne Plus LUtra. The ground between
rows of peas may be utilised by sowing summer spinach

and turnip radishes. In the open spinach beet and sea-

kale beet can also be sown. These are useful crops,
and often turn in when other vegetables become scanty.
Harden off' cauliflower and lettuce plants in frames by
full exposure for some days, and plant out.

Globe .Artichokes.—Plant suckers on well-prepared
and manured land. -Allow four feet between the rows
and three feet from plant to plant. To prevent any
failure put two sets in each space. These, if well
attended to, give a supply in autumn. Old stools should
be well thinned to about four of the strongest suckers.
Globe artichokes best like a rather moist situation.

Carrots anu Salsify.—The main crop of these vege-
tables must be got out so soon as a suitable chance
off'ers. The soil for these should be deep, fine, and
friable. The use of partly decayed manure at the time
ot sowing is not recommended. Land that has been
manured for a previous crop, and left dug in a rough
state through winter, is suitable. Being friable and dry
it is easily reduced to a fine seed-bed. .A good form of
intermediate carrot, as James' Intermediate, is generally
best for main crop. The distance between the lines

may be one foot, and the crop finally thinned to about
six inches apart. The same distances suit salsify.

Where soil is unsuitable for carrot cultivation, special
preparation should be given to it by making a surface of
light soil, containing wood-ashes, leaf-mould, &c., and
sowing Scarlet Horn in lines eight inches apart.

Vegetable Marrows and Ridge Clclmbers.—
These should be sown in heat about the first week of
the month, and kept to the full light, so that they may be
short and stout for planting under hand-lights in mid-
May. Sow a couple of seeds in each pot, three inches
in diameter. LIse a compost of leaf-mould and loam.
When the seedlings are strong enough one can be
pulled out. In parts of County Cork vegetable marrows
were successfully grown last season by sowing seeds
in the open fields about the beginning of Maj-. Ridge
cucumbers, too, were good without special treatment.

Plants set out at the end of May in manured soil yielded
well, but the season was favourably warm.
French Beans.—About the end of the month a

sowing of Ne Plus Ultra should be made in a dry,

sunny border, well sheltered by a wall or fence to ward
off" frost and cutting winds. At the same time a sowing
might be made in pots or boxes in a frame in case of
the loss of those outside. If a light compost containing

more than half of partly-rotted leaf-mould be used it

induces the development of a strong root system. This

will stand well to the plants when put out. For this

purpose a small space can be utilised to grow a large

number of plants.

Onions.—When onions that have been sown under
glass are strong enough for planting— that is, when six

or seven inches high— they should be planted out. The
situation ought to be quite open and the bed thoroughly

well prepared and enriched. The plants must be care-

fully lifted and planted with a trowel. To grow the

largest bulbs the distance between the lines may be

eighteen inches, with fifteen inches from plant to

plant. The ground should have been trenched over

winter. When farmyard manure is added in early

spring it must be thoroughly decomposed. It

should also be added liberally. There is In existence

much farmyard manure of poor quality. To grow
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good, large onions the manure should have been
properly made, and be of good character. A dressing
of soot and lime is beneficial, as are also wood ashes
and bonemeal. To grow exhibition bulbs, if bonemeal
and wood ashes are not to be had, some chemicals must
be substituted. -Apply superphosphate, 3 parts to i part

muriate of potash at the rate of about one pound to four

or five square yards. Distribute evenly, and lightly fork
in. When the plants are re-established, or about in the
course of a month, watering with a solution of sulphate
of ammonia, half an ounce to a gallon of water, will

hasten and increase development.

Celery.— It is an advantage to have celer>- trenches
made in advance of planting-out-time. To grow e.xtra

large heads for early use, the plants require to be planted
early. They also want a sufficient width of trench that

will contain plenty ofmanure. The distance between the

trenches should be four feet, and the trenches mav be
quite two feet wide and about fourteen inches deep.
When the trench is opened the soil below should be
forked fine ; on this a layer of five or six inches of
decomposed farmyard manure is spread. On the
surface of the manure a layer of rich compost should
then be shovelled. The spaces between the trenches
can be utilised by growing lettuce and radishes thereon.

The Herbaceous Border.

By Frank Htnso.v.

SO W seeds of Ten Week stock, aster, verbena,
ageratum and other half-hardy annuals as soon as
possible, in gentle heat, in pit or frame. .\s soon

as seedlings have germinated give air and light to keep
the seedlings sturdy. When they have made rough
leaves transplant about three inches apart into cool

frames or boxes ; keep
them close and shaded
for a few days until they

have taken root ; then

keep them close to glass,

and give plenty of air

during the day time.

Sow sweet pea and sun-

flower seeds at the back
of the border. .-Vll seeds

of hardy annuals can be

sown this month. Sow
seeds in patches ; they

can be thinned out later

on.

Start dahlia tubers at

once ; plant gladioli in

clumps in vacant spots, the larger the clumps the better

the effect they will give. Violets should be taken up and
the best runners selected to plant again ; keep them
well shaded and watered, if necessary, until they are
established.

Cuttings of phlox and .Michaelmas daisies can be
struck this month. Select cuttings from four to five

inches in length, put three or four cuttings into four inch

pots. Place in gentle heat until they have taken root ;

harden off gradually. These will make nice plants for

the following season.

Fr.\xk Hudson.

Bee-Keeping.
By T. Magiire, The Orchard. Enniskillen.

WITH the warmth of .\pril the energies of both
bees and bee-keepers begin to awaken. The
enthusiastic novice has been reading up the bee

books during the winter, and he now knows exactiv how
to treat his stocks so as to bring them up to prodigious
strength before the honey flow. He is bursting with
impatience to get at them ; his fingers are itching to

get hold of the frames, to see if the queen is all right,

to " spread the brood " in such a way as to bustle her
up to laying unprecedented quantities of eggs, and he
probably has several new ideas of his own calculated
to enable him to have sections ready for sale before
other people, not so well up in the business, have put
them on. There is hardly any hobby so enthusiasticallv

ridden as bee-keeping, especially for the first couple of
seasons. Beginners s^ill keep fussing and fiddling at

their pets. The heroism of braving the stings of the

ferocious insects appeals to them. Thev love to show
their friends how easily the said ferocious insects can
be subdued. The queen is trotted out on all possible

occasions, and subduing and controlling and brood-
spreading are the order of the day. And then thev
wonder how on earth it comes that the neighbour, who
knows so little about bees and perhaps cares less, can
have his stocks in roaring form, whilst they, with all

their anxious care and fuss, should have stocks which
seem to grow smaller rather than otherwise. The
explanation is simple. The neighbour leaves his bees
alone. He probably neglected—perhaps forgot— to take
off that last crate of sections in the autumn, and allowed

his bees to shift for themselves. Bees rather like shift-

ing for themselves, provided they have a decent hive

and plenty of stores. The enthusiast may think he can
arrange their combs better than thev can, but he is

mistaken ; the bees know most about iL They have a

place for the honey, a place for the pollen, and a place

for the brood- Disarrange that and it is like putting

the piano in the coal cellar and the bed in the pantry.

How the poor things would swear sometimes if they

only knew how I No wonder swarms will go off to

the hollow of a tree or the hole in a roof to get rid of

that meddling bee-man with his confounded smoker and
his carbolic cloth. The moral is—leave your bees alone

until the weather is sufficiently «arm to play tricks with

them, and even then leave them alone as much as vou

can. If they require feeding of course they must get it.

Feed only in the warm weather if possible, and make
no attempt at forcing the pace until May comes in.

Brood-spreading in cool weather is certain to throw the

stock back. Most beginners start stimulating too early.

There is no necessity for early stocks unless to catch the

fruit bloom. The hawthorn does not come in till

June, and even then only yields honey in verv' hot

weather. The clover, the mainstay of the Irish bee-

keeper in general, does not begin till the end of June,

and stocks can be worked up for it by beginning to

stimulate on the first of May. May is the month to

feed. Old hands can operate so as to secure early

stocks. Beginners will do much better to leave all that

to the bees.
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The Making of our Home.
[Fifth .

By Charlotte

NOT this year has roaring March come in

like a lion, rather indeed as a Polar

bear he has come snarling' along, bare-

ing his frost-white teeth, his soft, mazy, snow-
white locks shaking and quivering to the East

wind. He seeks the tender green things

neglected throughout our mild, unguarded

winter, and stabs them with his ice-cold fangs.

And yet some days the dazzling sun of Polar

summer has followed his footsteps. On the

fith I think it was, for two hours or so, though

the frost was caked white under the shadow of

the hill, I lay out basking, baking in the

sunshine on a carpet of needles under the Piniis

insignis, the grey needles underneath dry and

crisp, and hot the green needles overhead

shivering and shimmering against the clear,

blue, frost sky, while the great bole and

branches of the pine caught me with desire for

my photo man, kind Mr. Hurley, who has

allowed me to use his charming photos for

these papers.* For, indeed, the right use of

photography is to interpret the intricacies of

vegetation, or of the human countenance, or

animal life. Scenery at a distance is invariably

a failure. So I was thinking as I lay in the

sun under my pinus looking far out over the

island, beyond to the Beeves Lighthouse, and
away and away, and my heart sank at the

thought of even attempting to speak of our

river, of our ever varying, ever wonderful

Shannon, which lay before my eyes, it and its

country spread wide in its sweeping magnifi-

cence of tender, frost bright colour. Looking
at this photograph {see p. 67) you see indeed the

garden and the island, and the Port of Foynes all

right, but you do not see even in a suggestion

• James Hurley, Travelling Photographer. 14 Staines Street, South
Circular Road, Dublin.
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the great plains oi Limerick and Tipperary
extending thirty, forty, fifty, perhaps even sixty

miles, where the Golden Vale intervenes between
the Galtees and Lough Gur hills to the south-

east, and the Keeper range. Limerick, Cratloe

and Clare hills to the north-east, at the foot of

which the Shannon loses itself to our view
after spreading up the Fergus estuary to a

width of five miles or more. The Port of

Foynes is enclosed by the island, which occupies

a sort of corner. North of the island the main
river flows three miles wide before it divides as

you go up the river. It is salt water, so the

tides give a constant variety, sometimes brimful

to the green edges, again leaving apparently only

the real river in its oozj- channel.

That March day under the pine I lay and
watched the gradual lifting from off the dis-

tances of the smoke-like band of fog that hid

the hills and the far off plains, while all near at

hand lay in a blaze of hot sun. The sky above
the brown fog band was of that lustrous, blue-

green transparency one sees when the air is

saturated with moisture and sunshine and

partially crystallsed by frost. It is a very bad

weather sign, but is most beautiful and brings

with it occasionally most wonderful mirage.

Look down at the river and you will see that

blue-green band repeated. You will not look

down on it but through it. It stands beforeyour

eyes raising the banks above almost into cloud-

land. I have seen on such a day as that

the whole wide river towards Clare apparently

lifted so as to overflow Cahircon, Kildysart,

and the country beyond. So perfect was the

illusion that for the moment I was taken in by

it myself, and to make it fully natural a good-

sized ship with trailing boat, every cord and

colour clear, was floating at first over the hill
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land, then it actually rose into the clouds—
smoke-like clouds—through which it seemed to

pass in and out. A most extraordinary case of

the Flying- Dutchman ! We watched it for

nearly an hour, and as the sun gained power
the mirage sank till the whole picture regained

its normal river bed. The ship may have been

behind the island, I do not know, but we had

terrible weather for a week after. My river

talk must stop a while, and I give place to my
betters.

The Herbaceous Border.
By L. B. M.

IX the herbaceous border there is much scope for

the taste and skill of the gardener -with few-

rest rictioiis- also a fine return for a not very con-

siderable outla}* t:>i time and money ; hence, it is

perhaps the most popular of all forms of gardening.

The cottager can indulge in it as well as the man of

means, and, indeed, often makes a much better use of

the material at hand. Flowers seem to respond to in-

dividual and loving care, and to know what is expected

of them, and the old cottager's lilies and pansies are

often finer than those displayed in the rich man's

garden.

If you s:,l:^ the right way about it you will have endless

beauty and enjoyment out of this herbaceous border of

yours, but to gain these desired results the preparation

must be thorough. The border ma\- skirt a wide sweep
of lawn — and nowhere will it look better— or edge a

drive or wide path on one or both sides, and, if possible,

have a southern or western aspect. Four feet will be
narrow enough, wider if the surroundings will allow-,

and see that no all-devouring hedge is close behind it

whose roots will absorb the nourishment intended for

}Our plants, and starve them out of existence, though
a hedge at a safe distance will make a fine background.

It may be taken for granted that the ground is well

drained and deeply dug, a liberal allowance of manure
worked in some time previous to planting, and if the

soil is at all heavy the addition of sand or road grit will

bring it into proper condition. A well made border
ought to require little attention for two or three years

beyond keeping the weeds down and occasional mulch-

ing, keeping the flowers in bounds, and division made
when necessary. The flowers will only thank you for

leaving them pretty much to themselves when thev are

safely ensconced in their permanent quarters.

Indeed, I would saj- that the first preparation—at least

for a novice— ought to be in summer, when a close

acquaintance can be made with the flowers when in

bloom and references stored up against the planting

time. Then there will be no placing side by side C'i

mortal enemies, whom you can almost hear calling

names at each other when this one flaunts its scarlet

blossoms in the purple face of its neighbour, or that tall

giant stretches out spiny arms and scratches the face of

the brilliant little beaut}' who deserves a more congenial

companion. So study your flowers while you may that

there may be no wralh and confusion afterwards in vour
border.

At the back the taller plants will be placed, but not in

formal lines, and good, strong clumps if possible— giving
room for each to increase. F'or June blooming the tall,

blue delphinium is well able to look over the heads of its

companions, and verbascum will make a stalely com-
panion, its yellow flowers looking well with the blue.

-And here it may be remarked that scarlet and crimson
must never be allowed to come in contact ; crimson and
pink may accord, but scarlet and crimson or magenta
never. Indeed, magenta is a colour to be avoided as
much as possible. If you are a woman study the colours

of your flowers as you do your hats and gowns, and the

result will repay vou.

One part of the border may be entirely diff'erent from
the other, though clumps of the same plant can be re-

peated where the colours may be necessarj-.

But there are other things to consider besides harmon)-
of colour. There must be no large, bloomless spots in

the border, at least not for long, so just here beside the

aelphinium and verbascum, a gaudy late phlox—Etna
will be planted, and the white anemone Japonica, to keep
up the bloom in August, while nearer the front the fragrant

yellow and orange day lilies and double white rockets

will find a place for July blooming. Continuing near the

back a late mauve perennial aster, with pink hollyhock

and ervngium near, not forgetting a tall border
geranium and white Chrysanthemum maximum, and for

companions the flaming oriental poppies and white cam-
panulas to soften their glow.

In roomy spaces plant freely the white and yellow
tree lupins, which deserve a whole month to them-
selves to bloom without a rival, so fine are they.

A judicious use of bulbs will add much to the beauty

of the scheme—groups of tulips near the front to make
bright spots in May and irises in June, Lilium candidum
to rear its stately head above the rest in Jul}-, while

gladioli will carr\- on the bloom till October. The groups
of bulbs ought to be marked, so that no ruthless spade

may come their way when they are wholly underground.

Continuing, the taller plants of Rudbcckia Xe'<t.'manit

will bloom late and well with varied phloxes and pcnt-

stemons of vivid hues, while galegas, spira;as, erigerons

and pyrethrums blooming in July, and of medium height,

can be planted near such April and May flowers as

dielytra, doronicum, trollius, &c. The scarlet lychnis

and white achillea will accord well together, and farther

down the border the intense blue of Anchusa ilalica

shows well beside pink border geraniums and holly-

hocks, and the light blue scabiouses provide colour when
aquligias and campanulas have shed their beauty.

A free use should be made of the early flowering

chrysanthemums which will bloom on till October, as

will also the rich, hued dahlias and monlbretias.

Foliage plants may here and there find a place, but

not too man}- ; they may sometimes serve to separate

doubtful neighbours. The handsome hardy draca?na or

noble yucca, where space permits, or even the fragrant

rosemary or lavender, will vary the general eff'ect.

The perennial centaureas oi the Montana t^-pe have

been omitted, as they are the most assertive and
troublesome of plants, and if in a weak moment you
allow them a place in your garden they will march their
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victorious way over and under and lhrou_y:h vour

choicest plants until you be in despair. You may pull

them up, dig them out, and imag"ine you have seen the

last of them ; then if you are deluded enoug"h to think

you may safely take a holiday of a {^\\ weeks you will

come back, as I did, to find a new crop of cenlaureas

triumphantlv blooming; in October, while for the sun-

flowers let not theirgfolden gflorv tempt you oryou will rue

the dav you first saw them. So take a woyi of warning-

!

Continuing the list ofgood things, and coming towards

the middle of the border plant, such flowers of medium
height as Iceland poppies, crimson potentilla, the

stylis with its small gladioIi-like blooms opening out in

October. Gaillardias can mingle with the handsome*

striped foliage of the funkias. Carnations are the most

choice of plants, but require much attention if they are to

give any return, so may be omitted in a general border.

Coming quite to the front there is room for a free use

oi the dwarfer Alpines, such as Gentiana acaulis, to

blend its intensely blue blossoms with those of the yellow

auricula, double arabis and its variegated form, and
golden masses oi Lysttnachia aurea—a rare form of the

Creeping Jenny. The lovely little white and blue hare-

bells, Campanula carpatica^ must not be forgotten, nor
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lose thai liisfnu-tive appearance which is llieir chief

claim to beauty ; it is easy to maiiag-e this as the dwarf

plants must necessarily occupy a forward position in

the border.

For those who prefer a straiofht edjfing- of one

species of plant the old-fashioned clove pink will make a

neat blue-green border smothered with fragrant blossoms

in June or cerastium stretch a snowy line of both flower

and leaf. Sedum fonnosum will look well summer or

winter, and July is brilliant with yellow blossoms.

Indeed there is such a wealth at our command that

the trouble is not whatio take but what to leave, and if

one has not a herbaceous border of glowing beauty and

richness in a year or two after the making the fault is

surelj' his own.

The close study of flowers and plants is an entrancing

hobby and educative from every point of view, and the

closer we come into contact with nature the better will

we understand her. A writer has truly said, " Nature

belongs onl)' to the eyes who see her," and the person is

much to be pitied to whom nature is as a sealed book.

Rock Gardens.
By George S. Satterlev, Brennanstown Gardens,

Cabinteely, Qo. Dublin.

(Continued frotn page 55).

THE stone employed will usually be local, but is

sometimes imported. A dull, coloured stone is

preferable, and if sveather-worn is so much the

better. \\*hate\'er the material selected, care must be

taken to have it of a durable nature. Limestone is about

the best. Granite is very good, and sandstone also, but

care must be taken that the latter is not of too soft a

nature. No artifically made stone, clinkers, or other such

material should be used. These always look out of place,

and in the •\lpine garden the rocks are never entirelj'

hidden from view. In the actual placing of the rocks in

position it will always be found that each has a best side,

and it will follow that if, instead of dumping, care is taken

to let each sit as it would rest naturally a great deal will

have been attained in the way of informal arrangement.

.•\s the work proceeds, a series of pockets, ledges,

bluffs, hillocks, and bays will be formed. Such pockets

as are formed should be of irregular shapes and providing

varied aspects. Some should be made in such a way as

to effectually screen foliage and flowers from sun, rain,

and snow, but leaving means whereby the rain may
penetrate to the roots. In fact it is essential that the

rain may be able to pass through the whole body of

soil. In preference to the formation of too many pockets

provision should be made for whole colonies of subjects.

Allow for the lateral extension of plants. Large rocks
need to be buried considerably, and as each is fixed in

position it must be made to lock with its neighbour, and
be capable of withstanding a heavy strain.

Never trust the soil to support the rocks. Excessive
use of stone is to be avoided. This mistake is sometimes
to be observed in otherwise well-made rockeries. The
contour of the ground is to be followed as far as
practicable. Where additional height is needed it

should be obtained by adding sufficient soil, and then
embedding the rocks. .\s the soil is excavated for the

reception oi the rock, it is used to fill up all pockets and
cavities already formed, ramming firmly into such

spaces. The whole work when completed will present

an irregular outline. In rock-gardens on a large scale

steps and walks are necessary for freedom in moving
about. Steps and minor walks ma)' bo formed bv laying

down partially flat stones in such a way as to provide

good footing without undue formaUty. For main walks
gravel is recommended. If the work has been carried

out with an informal outline, as above recommended,
and plants allowed to roam freely into the walk in

places, a pleasing effect is obtained in addition to a

serviceable walk. Before furnishing with the plants add
the necessary soil where sinking has taken place.

Spring is the right time for furnishing. When
planting bear in mind the requirements of each,

whether a moist, shady, or open and sunny situation is

best. In all cases plant firmly and allow for extension.

Manj' are best sown where ihey are to remain Some
will afterwards reproduce themsp ves by self-sown

seed. Plant the whole surface. Chinks between masses

of rock, beside walks and steps, all will provide a home
for some subjects. In natural formation, plant all

banks, cliff's, and such like.

When once furnished the rock-garden will not give

ntuch trouble. Weeds must be rigidly kept down.
Stirring the soil occasionally, removing decaying foliage,

saving seeds and sowing same, doing the necessary

propagation, preventing strong growers from over-

running weaker ones, and mulching as necessary, all

come under the routine treatment.

In some cases protection is needed during winter

from excessive rains. A good method of providing

what is desired is bj' means of a sheet of glass fixed in

a frame in such a way as to throw off' the rains without

coddling the plant. A good mulch for general purposes

is composed of fine leaf-mould, grit and loamv soil. For

some plants it is advantageous to place small stones

over the surface. Slugs and snails give trouble. For

very choice subjects a wire gauze prolectic>n is advised.

There are preparations on the market fatal to these

pests and harmless to vegetation. A list of plants,

grouped according to different positions, here follows.

It is not intended as a complete list, but to serve as

a guide to the planter. For further information about

suitable varieties, &c., reference should be made to

the catalogues of reputable firms.

PL.\iSTS RECOM.MENDED FOR RaMBLIXG OVER ROCKS.

—

AcEena, ajuga, arabis, alyssum, aubretia, cytisus,

corokia, corvdalis, daphne, dianthus of sorts, genista,

gaultheria. helianthemums, hypericums, iberis, litho-

spermum, sethionema, polygonums, phlox (alpine vars.)

saponaria, sea campion (double form), saxafrages,

(mossy section), thymus, and many more.

Plants Recom.mended for Shady Places.— As-

trantia, andromeda, Bellis carulcscens, chrviosplenium,

corydalis, claytonia, epimediums, epilobiums, ferns,

hepaticas, Houstonia, incarvillea, Orobi's -vrniis, ompha-
lodes, primulas in variety, cyclamen (h.irdy varieties),

polygonatum, Ramondia pyrenaica.

For Planting in Chinks between Rocks, Steps, &.c.—
Antennaria, anemones (some varieties), armeria, aren-

aria, erodium. Geranium argenteuni^ Linaria niplna^
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primulas, ramondia, aiig-uinaria, sedums in variety, saxa-
frag^es and sfrnpervivums in variety, Spergular.'a pilifera

-SiiTABLi; Plants for Pockets and Colonizing.—
Androsace, anemone in variety, Asler alpinus, arenarias,

Atithemis Maceiionica, campanulas in variety, cheiran-
tlius, Cypripediiiiii calreoliis, celmisias, daphne, dodc-
catheon, dianthus, Oenotheras, ericas, epimediums,
edelweiss, funkias, geraniums, Gypsophila remsf.'oides,

Galax aphylla, gentians, Hutchinsia, Hieraceitm villosunt

lithospermums, linums, menziesia, meconopsis, mesem-
bryanthemum, Phyh-ntna bcfonici/olia, saxafrag-es in

variety, Suldanclln alpiiin, and veronicas of sorts.

Roses.
V,y O'DoNEL Browne, M.D.

OFTEN have I heard the remark made "that a

rose tree has been bought from some source,

carefully planted, and no record kept of the very

name." .More than once have I advised my readers to

carefully enter the names of every tree as soon as
planted in a notebook ; for get what labels you like or

will .sooner or later they get destroyed or lost, afid

the name of that tree remains lost to memory until some
rose-lover puts your mind at rest. How many people

have asked themselves the question—"How does a

shepherd or a huntsman know all his sheep or hounds ?"

They look all very much alike, yet they are all different.

True, now and then a black sheep or a larger hound
st.'mds out as a distinguishing mai'k to catch the e\'e,

but they are not all black. Yet to tell the animals is

not a hard task to anyone acquainted with these

.animals ; and it is just the same with roses—the flowers,

foliage, and growth are all different. Take a keen
rosarian into a garden when the flowers are out, and
he will name many a tree for you straight off. Take
him into a garden in the depth of winter and you will

be realh' astonished how easily he will name you some
of 3our plants. How is this done ? Roses, like human
beings, differ remarkably in their several parts, and it

is to try and help you to study and learn what to under-

stand when you do see a tree in front of yon that these

short lines are written. Firstly, try and judge by the

habit of growth, whether weakly or strong, branching

or robust, to what class the tree belongs ; also note the

colour of the wood at that time of year. Tea roses and
many of their children are very prone to have red wood
and reddish thorns, but some have wood like a Hybrid
Perpetual, such as Mme. Cusin. On the other hand,

Hybrid Perpetuals are generally green in their wood,
and as a general rule much stronger in growth. When
you have separated the rose under notice into its sup-

posed class, try and think have you one belonging to

that class in your own collection at home. You may
not, but if you grow a good many varieties you are nearly

sure to. Take Killarney H. T. for instance-look at

its lovely dark-red growths and foliage when fully

developed ; there are not many H. T.s so characteristic

as the above. Some varieties of roses—notably those

sent out by Messrs. Alex. Dickson some time ago—have
most peculiar wood which is best noticed at pruning

lime. The wood appears to have been stained in a

grotesque fashion
; yet, when cut into, it can be seen

that it is not due to frost. Some readers may have
noticed this mottling, especially well marked in pruning
Bessie Brown this year. If you have not done so, go-

now to your trees and do so. Other varieties sent out
by this firm which show this same characteristic are
Alice Lindsell and Mrs. Grant. Some varieties can be
told at a glance by their thorns. Some, such as Lady
Moyra Beauclerc, being a mass of large thorns ; others,

like Ulrich Brunner, belonging to the V'ictor Verdier
race, being thornless. Then, again, Her Majesty can be
instantly told, especially on an old plant. The growth is

tremendously strong, with powerful thorns, and has the
habit of growing away steadily from one rod. Foliage
helps us to diagnose a plant. Where do we get such
foliage as on Merveille de Lyon or Her Majesty?
Victor Hugo has most peculiar leaves both, in shape
and colour. Study a plant in full leaf. But, perhaps,
the most curious points about foliage are to be found in

both the Cochets in autumn— the leaves look as if thej-

had been dusted with silver. I have never heard this

phenomenon described. Look again at Mildred Grant's
foliage. Is it that the giant bloom makes each leaf

look so small and scattered from its neighbour along
the leaf-stalk ? But there is one rose which has a
character unknown in any other variety, I mean Gustav
Piganeau—the stipules of the leaf-stalk are lyre-shaped.

In a Hybrid Tea one may often note both parents'

qualities -provided you know the parents and their

qualities— the best example I can give you is Robert
Scott. It is no use my burdening you too much with
these peculiar qualities, but to any rose-grower who
really will use his eyes to try and solve some such
variations as I have pointed out above, some of nature's

secrets may be revealed. To him who will try and
solve such mysteries will find in his rose-garden some-
thing more wonderful than the flowers. If you do find

anything noticeable do not be mean and keep it to your-

self, let the whole world have it as another problem of

nature solved.
te "t •*

Do Roots Excrete Poisonoi-S Si bstances ?— From
a series of investigations carried out by the Department
of Agriculture in India it is shown that the roots of

certain crops excrete substances that are poisonous
not only to themselves but to other crops. It is supposed
that the toxic substance is of the nature of an alkaloid,

and that really all plants e.xcrete such poisonous sub-

stances from their roots. If this idea is true (and

certain experiments carried on in the Bureau of Soils,

Washington, point to the same conclusion) it helps to

explain many facts in gardening, as, for example, the

advantage of following shallow-rooted plants by deep-

rooting ones.

Hardy A.nnials for Town Gardens.—The follow-

ing kinds will be found useful : — Cornflowers, calliopsis,

annual chrysanthemums, convolvulus (minor foi" beds,

major for climbing), eschscholtzias, godetias, lavatera,

linums, lupinus, nasturtiums (Tropajolum), night-scented

and Virginian stocks, poppies, sunflowers, .and sweet

sultan. Sow in clumps of from i to 3 feet wide in order

to get striking colour effects. Sow somewhat thickly,

and thin out before the seedlings get too big to seriously

compete with one another.
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May Notes.

B\- W. H. R.

HKRE much reliance is

placed on annuals the

mouth of May is a critical

time in the flower g-arden,

for its condition during

the summer and autumn
months will greatly depend

on what is done and what

is not done now, particu-

lirly in the matter of thin-

ning- out. Assuming- that

the necessary sowings

have been made in April

and that the seedlings by this time are well above

ground, this operation ought now to receive due

attention. In far too many cases the rough and ready

method with annuals is to sow them thicklj- in clumps

or lines and to leave them afterwards to fare as best

they can, without regard to the inevitable struggle that

must ensue among crowds of seedlings requiring not

only room for development above ground but a sufficiency

of mineral salts in solution within reach of their roots.

In such cases a state of s'arvation results, followed by

stunted growth, a brief flowering period, and an earh'

death. Most annuals, given sufficient room for develop-

ment, will, unless they suffer from scarcity of water,

continue to develop fresh flowering branches after the

primary growths have passed that stage, particularly it

care be taken to prevent the maturing of seed, which is

with them the ambition of a lifetime. Seeing that the

object of the cultivator is to have as great an abundance

of blossom over as long a period as possible, he should

do whatever may tend to foster this end. It is in his

power to do so by removing the flow-er heads in the

early stage of seed formation while the plant is still

possessed with the zeal for life and before it has too

definitely broken with everything save the instinct that

makes for the perpetuation of the species. While this

instinct is a well recognised feature in plants, and more
particularly so in those of only annual duration, it should

not be forgotten that in the presence of an abundance

of food most plants will be found not unwilling to

respond to the temptation of prolonging a pleasurable

existence, and to avoid undue haste in making what

might prove unnecessary sacrifice for the good of the

race. It is well, however, in the process of thinning,

not to proceed too rigorously at first, as worms and
slugs claim also to have an interest in this work, and it

not allow'ed their share in it may revenge themseU'es

on those you had destined alone to survive. AUow-

these creatures, therefore, some share in the removal

of superfluous seedlings till such time as the plantlets

have developed their third or fourth pair of leaves,

from which time forward the seedlings will be com-
paratively safe, and may be subjected to the last

thinning process.

There are some classes of seedlings, poppies in

particular, specially liable to be eaten off" entirely by

these creatures imless precautionary measures are

taken. Sprinkling soot on the foliage when moisi from

rain or dew, taking care to renew its application after

showers, till the plants have reached three or four

inches in height, may be found effective in most cases.

The ravages of these creatures are most to be feared

where there is convenient shelter close by, such as is

afforded by spreading tufts of sub-shrubb}- perennials,

like pinks, arabis, &c. Such clumps are often the sites

of veritable cities of hungry vegetarians in the shape of

snails, woodlice, &c. , whence they sally forth in the

dusk or in the darkness of the night to prey on your

succulent seedlings. In such neighbourhood more
drastic treatment becomes necessary, and the gardener

must take the offensive, putting, if possible, the whole

of the inhabitants to the sword.

It is still not too late to make sowings of the quicker

growing annuals, and as better effect is obtained from

masses of a distinct colour than from a mixture of

colours, named varieties or well fixed t\-pcs should be

chosen. Among them might be included candytuft Xew-

Carmine, Rose Cardinal, and Giant Hyacinth-flowered,

clarkia Salmon Queen, godetia Gloriosa, Crimson Glow,

and Lady Satin Rose, Leptosyne Stilhnanni, Chrysan-

themum Sibthorpi, C. coronarium, double white and

double sulphur, and the new hybrid chrysanthemums,

Morning Star and Evening Star.

Where facilities for the raising of tender annuals are

absent some of the more useful of these, as asters, ten-

week stocks, petunias. Phlox Drummondi^ and zuinias,

single and double, should be procured from a nursery-

man towards the end c>f the month, b}- which time the\-

will have been' sufficiently hardened oft" to be planted

out without fear of loss from cutting winds or late

frosts.

The foregoing remarks are concerned onl\' w-ith

cinnuals and have reference chiefl}' to thinning. The
intention was not to go beyond this, but it may be

added that this month is the best time to sow- wallflowers

for next year's bloom. The vatieties should include a

good strain of Blood Red, Eastern Queen, and Cloth of

Gold, to which may be added Primrose Dame, Rubv
Gem, X'ulcan and Golden Monarch.

The Reader

The Book of the Cottage Garden. By Charles

Thonger. London: John Lane Company (2s. 6d. ).

—

This book, as explained by the author, is written for

those w-ho, while possessing country cottages, are in no

sense cottagers. It is mainly concerned with the

growing and artistic grouping of flowers in natural

ways, although the second chapter is devoted to lawns
and the last two chapters to the vegetable garden and
orchard. It is written in the true spirit of gardening as

we understand the term, and its perusal has given us

real pleasure. Our author has a fine contempt for the

'statuary and vases," the "varnished huts with win-

dows of stained glass," the " ricketty chairs with

striped awning, ' the "tawdry Japanese umbrellas or

portable hammocks " found in so many gardens,
especially within the regions of suburbia. In the rest-

ful garden of the country home the " paths are moss-
grown, innocent oi the injmaculate coatings o^ gravel

deal- to the owners oi carriage drives and serpentine
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walks. Roses and creepers drape tiiemselves in iialural

ways on porch and eaves, unvisited by a watchful

assistant with his bag of nails and cloth shreds. ' Bed-
ding- out ' is unknown ; instead, the borders are filled

with a brave company of hardy plants which greet the

seasons as nature intended. .\s summer wanes, the

ground is littered thick with fallen leaves and petals,

crimson, amber, chestnut and gold. No one troubles to

remove them ; they drop to earth to nourish the plants

which gave them life. Here in truth is realised more
closely perhaps ihan elsewhere something of that

subtle mystery without whicli the love of gardens could

never have sur-

vived so long as

it has done." In

such a garden

the number of

\- a r i e t i e s is

strictly limited

and the several

kinds grouped

in spreading
patches,thereby

producing bold

colour masses.

Flowers, rare or

curious, find no

place, as beauty

most often le-

sults from the

use of simple

materials sim-

ply employed.

M o n e y, our
author reminds

us, is the least

needed factor

to the realisa-

tion ofa delight-

ful garden, and

for this reason
" the cildest of

all the arts

offers possibili-

ties which in no way depend for their accomplishment

upon wealth f.->r station."

The hardy flower border, to which Chapter III. is

devoted, is stated to be the simplest and by far the

most effective arrangement of plants for small gardens.

Not only does it permit of flowers being seen in their

natural grace and beauty, but it is the most economical

and least artificial of all schemes of culture. Full and
clear directions are given for the preparation and plant-

ing of such a flower garden, and suitable subjects are

suggested to the amateur of taste.

Roses are charmingly and simply dealt with. We
are afraid that there is too much truth in what the

author says about the influence of shows upon the rose

as a decorative plant. They have done much to spoil it.

" Instead of valuing a rose as a peerless beautifier of

garden scenes a vast number of people limit its

associations to green boxes holding six or twelve
' distinct varieties ' ; to stufl*y tents, to muslin frocks,

military bands and all the wearying paraphernalia of

fetes and flower shows."

There are two chapters—one on Garden Colour and
the other on Fragrance—which will give more in-

spiration to the sympathetic reader than a whole
library of ordinary garden literature. Enough has
been said, however, to give at least some idea of the

scope of this little book and of the spirit in which it is

written. We cannot imagine anyone reading it through
and failing to catch some of the enthusiasm of its author.

It is beautifully illustrated with 18 plates, one of

which we are able to reproduce through the courtesy

of the publisher. We strongly recommend the perusal

of this book to our readers.

Im lioolc o the Cottage Garden."]

CoTTAt;E G.\RDE.NS. By Colonel R. Stapleton-Cotton.

Birmingham: Cortiish Bros., Ltd. (4d.).—This is a

booklet of sixty pages giving practical hints on the

management and cultivation of small gardens. It treats

the subject in a simple, straightforward way, and is just

the type of book that a cottager or allotment holder

would most likely read, and from which he would get

information of a right and helpful kind. The present

is the second edition.

The I'ro.nlnci.\tion of Pl.\.nt N.\.mes.— Gardeners'

Cliri/iiicli\ Ltd. Price, one shilling.—This very useful

liitle book on "The Pronunciation of Plant Names " is

reprinted from the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

The book is sure to find favour with gardeners and

others interested in the correct pronunciation of the

names of garden plants. Usage rather than strict

etymology has been followed by the compiler. It is

issued in a very handy size and can be easily carried in

the breast pocket for immediate reference. Every

young gardener should possess a copy.
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Artificial Manures,

G.ARDEXERS, a.s a rule, use too much

—

and .sometimes far too much— f"arm\ard

manure. Its excessive use tends to

promote an undesirable acidity in the soil which

calls for the immediate application of lime as a

corrective. A moderate use of such bulky

org-anic material is good for crops, as it keeps

close soils more open and makes light soils

more firm, increases the water-holding power
of all, and contributes to a greater or less

extent all the manurial constituents required by

crops. Considered, however, from the latter

point of view only, farmyard manure contains

really a very small quantity of plant food in

proportion to its bulk. To start with, it con-

tains over 80 per cent, of water, and of the

remainder a very small percentage indeed can

be used by the plants as food, perhaps about

y^ per cent, of nitrogen, yn per cent, of phos-

phoric acid, and about 3 per cent, of potash,

showing that the great value of farmyard
manure lies not so much in its food-yielding

power as in other properties associated with

the physical rather than the chemical aspect of

soils. It is clear, therefore, that if our only

object is to supply our crops with food material,

we can do it more easily, more cleanly, and
more economically by making use of artificial

manures. They have the further advantage of

enabling us to apply one kind of manure alone,

if in our judgment the soil is lacking in only

one of the necessary constituents of plant food.

y^nd if we purchase on analysis we can more-
over apply such constituent in any required

quantity. So that the best method of manuring
is that in which both kinds of manures are

used—farmyard manure to improve the physical

character of the soil and to supply an all-round

diet to crops, and artificial to strengthen the

supply of any ingredient or ingredients that the

soil happens to be weak in or the particular

crop specially demands in larger quantit\-.

The foregoing remarks are suggested b\- the

receipt of a little book on "Artificial Manures,"*

by Professor Percival of University College,

Reading, in which the subject of the use of

arlificials is treated simply and scientifically,

and in a way we do not remember having met
before in any work on the subject. The author

starts with first principles, giving reasons for

the need of manures, the nature of the sub-

stances required by plants, and the general

character of the different kinds of manures used

by gardeners. This is followed by a chapter

dealing with the kinds of manures in detail

—

"what they do, and when to apply them."

Taking the three most important manurial

constituents— nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and

potash—we find the following clear statements

as to " what they do "
:
—

( 1) ^'Xitrogenoiis Manures.—All these tnaiiutes encour-

age plants to iiinke leaf, stem and root, and are,

therefore, partictilarly useful to youngf crops which arc

just commencing to grow, and also to all crops which

are cultivated for their succulent or fleshy leaves, stems

and roots. They are especially beneficial to and

improve the yield of asparajfiis, broccoli, beet, carrots,

celery, cabbage, cauliflower, kale, lettuce, matigels,

onions, parsnips, radishes, rhubarb, savoys and turnips.

" Nitrogenous manures should be used very sparingly

o\\ peas, beans and tomatoes. None of them last very

long in the soil, which is another reason why they

should be used in small quantities and often."

(2)
•' P/ii/sphatic Manures. —Ma.nurcs of ih.is class

have the opposite effect on plants to th.it produced by

the nitrogenous kind.

" They check rank growth and encourage the produc-

tion and setting of flowers, fruit and seeds. Plants

grown with plenty of phosphates are stocky and sturdy,

and vou cannot go wrong in applying one or other of

them to any kind of crop.

" Taken as a whole they improve the qunlity of

vegetables, flower, or fruit more than any other class of

manure on any land, and very few gardens or fields

have ever had enough applied to them.
" They are of especial benefit to turnips, swedes, peas

and beans, l^ut no crop should be grown without being

supplied with a phosphatic inanure of some sort."

(3)
^^ Potash Manures.—These assist the plant bolh in

the early stages when the leaves and stem are being

foriTied and later when the flowers and fruit are setting.

"They are of great benefit to potatoes, peas, beans,

beet, asparagus, carrots and turnips, and to plants

grown for their flowers. They are of particular value

to apples, gooseberries, vines and all other fruit trees."

The rest of the book (one-half) is devoted to

recipes giving the amoiuit and kind of artificial

manures to be used with different crops in the

vegetable, fruit, and flower garden, in con-

• "Artificial Manures and How to Use Them in the Garden.

Orchard and Allotment " By Professor John Percival, M. A. Publish, d

by the author, Northcoat Avenue, Reading. Price one shilling.
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junction with a dressing of tiung applied every

two or three years.

Professor Percival has placed g-ardeners under

a debt of gratitude for providing them with

such a handy little book, so full of information,

so accurate, so lucid, and so cheap.

Mr. F. \V. Hammond, a well known fruit grower in

Essex, writing' in The Garden, draws attention to a

tieslructlve fungal disease of the gooseberry, causing,

it is said, almost as much damage as the dreaded
gooseberry mildew. The trouble is brought about by a

species of Botrytris (B. rineria), which attack the young
shoots, and eventually kills them. A serious fact in con-

nection with this disease is that the fungus is able to grow
on "most garden plants and many kinds of weeds," so

that once introduced it is most difficult to eradicate.

\\"e will treat the subject more fully next month.

A " Life of Philibert Commerson," the great naturalist,

traveller, and collector of plants, has just been issued by

John Murray. Commerson was born near the city of

Lyons in 17.^7, and dviring his life exercised a great

influence upon the study of botany and the art of

gardening throughout the countries of Europe. He
was a great traveller, and in his explorations in

Mauritius, Madagascar, India, and China collected some

3,000 new species and 60 new genera of plants, a large

number of which he himself described. He died in 1773.

Larcje works have been laid down at Carnlough,

Co. Antrim, for the purpose of manufacturing sulphate of

ammonia from peat. The process consists of passing a

mixture of air and water vapour over the peat, kept at a

low grade of heat in specially devised furnaces. Dr.

W'alter-eck, the inventor, in a paper read before the Ro\'al

Dublin Society, said that a yield of 5 percent, of sulphate

of ammoni^l on actual dry peat may be obtained, and

that acetic acid and paraffin tar are also produced as

secondary products. The ash left behind contains

potash, lime, and phosphoric acid, and is saleable as

a cheap fertiliser.

During last month the great international show of

the year was held at Berlin under the auspices of the

Prussian Horticultural Society. No such show lias

been attempted in Germany for the last 20 years, and

apparently everything was done that was possible to do

to make the show a success. The exhibition grounds

covered about 2]4 acres, and the show continued for a

fortnight's time. The Gnriieiiers Chronicle, commenting
on the exhibition, says —"Like most of the Continental

shows the Berlin show is remarkable for the good taste

evinced in the arrangement of the exhibits. In this

respect, though not in the excellence of the individual

classes, the Berlin show is superior to the exhibitions to

which we are accustomed in this country. In Berlin

each several exhibit contributes to the general

harmony. There is but little need for stages since

most of the plants are bedded out in natural groups.

The pots for the most part are hidden. There are no

obstructive labels, and any architectual features in the

building that are considered inelegant are either draped

with pleasing colours or covered with branches of

spruce."

The Flowering Currants

Ribes.

By J. W. Bi:s.\NT, Giasuevin.

Tl 1 1'^ common name of i-'lowering Currant

is iisuall}' applied onlv tc"i Ribes sii/i-

t;iiinciim and its \arieties, hut, though

on the whole it is perhaps the most showy

species, there are others well worth growing.

The genus is important to gardeners, containing

as it does the gooseberry, the red and wlilte

currants, and the black currant.

While all the species will respond to good

culture quite as readily as those grown in the

fruit garden, very special conditions are not

essential except perhaps for R. spcciosuin, a

Californian species which succeeds best when
grown against a sunny wall with sufficient

moisture at the base to ensure satisfactor)

growth.

The flowers are commonly prciduced on shoots

of the previous year, as well as on spurs, so

that pruning should take the torm of thinning-

out of old growths, as is done with R. ))ign(iu,

the black currant. Propagation, too, may be

eff'ected by means of cuttings prepared and

treated in the same way as those of currants

and gooseberries in the fruit garden.

The genus is now included in the natural

order Saxifrageac, all the species being shrubs

varying in height from 2 feet up to 6 or 8 feet ;

sometimes spiny as in the gooseberry, with

leaves generally lobed and the flowers produced

in few or many-flowered racemes.

Ribes alpinnm. a European species said to be

found wild in some parts of Britain, attains a

height of about 4 feet, bears erect racemes of

yellow flowers, followed in autuinn by bright,

red berries ; leaves usually three-lobed and

hairy.

R. alpiiiuDi pinnihun, a dwarter form, is a

suitable shrub for the rock garden.

R. aniericanum, the wild black currant of

.America, is valuable for the beautiful purple

bronze of the leaves in late autumn. The

flowers are white and the leaves variously

lobed and serrate.

R. auretivi, the Buffalo currant of N. W.
.America, is fairly common in gardens. Flowers

yellow, leaves smooth and threc-lohed, colour-

ing a beautiful clear yellow in autumn. Height

,

T feet to 6 feet.
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R. ccrcHDi, from North America, is a dwarf

species bearing' white flowers and liavint,'

roundish, crenate leaves.

R. gordoinanum, a hybrid between R. s/iii-

giiineiun and R. aureiun, is intermediate in

character, and produces freely racemes oi

yellowish red flowers.

R. gracile, a North American species bearing

few flowered racemes of white flowers and

havingf round, slightly lobed leaves and spiny

branches, attains a height of 5 feet.

R. laciisire, a moisture-loving species from

the woods and swamps of North America, has

rather prickly branches, bearing cordate, deeply-

cut leaves and drooping racemes of greenish

flowers. Height about 4 feet.

R, sanguineiitn, the well-known flowering

currant, is a native of California and N. VV.

America. It is too well known to need any

description. The drooping racemes of rose-red

flowers appearing in spring, with other early

flowering shrubs like the Forsythias, are always

welcome.

R. sanguineiun albidinn is an excellent variety

bearing white flowers flushed with pink ; a very

fine shrub for a group in the shrub border.

R. satigiiineum atrosanguineum, despite a

rather unwieldy name, is a really good plant,

bearing abundance of deep rose flowers, very

effective in a mass.

R sangiiineiim splendens is one of the finest

early flowering shrubs in cultivation. The
racemes will reach a length of 6 inches on well

grown plants, with flowers as deep in colour as

the previous variety.

R. speciosum (syn. R. fucfisioides), alluded to

above, bears numerous clusters of deep red,

tubular flowers, which are very effective in

March and April. A plant growing against a

south wall at Glasnevin has been a mass of

flowers for a month or more. It can also be
successfully grown on a north wall, but appears
less happy as a shrub in the open.

R. villosum, from Chili, is quite hardy and
evergreen. The leaves are very hairy and
rather coriaceous. This species grows from 4
feet to 5 feet in height, and is a useful subject

for the shrub border.

The above is but a selection of the more
distinct species and varieties, and does not com-
prise nearly all the species available, many
other interesting sorts being off'ered by nurserv-

Current Topics.

By E. KNOWLni.v, P'.K.H.S., Secretary, Royal Horli-

cultural Society of Ireland.

THIS passing^ spring, surely, should stand out in

the annals of high art cultivation, and what
though the latest triumph of mind over matter

be not Irish we can—we must—join in the jubilation

and shout " Hosanna " to Burbank. " Burbank has gone
beyond nature. " (That's good travelling.) "Burbank
has given to the world a new botany." (Much wanted,
too.) " The Burbank potato has conquered the earth,"

and "enough Burbank potatoes have been grown to

pave a street 200 feet wide entirely round the Equator."
" The Equator? " Humph! We're out of it again.

The San Francisco Wecklv Examiner is our informant,

and surely it is great news—news with a gladsomeness
about it that our own prosaic Press must envj-. What
its all about we don't exactly know, but that doesn't

matter. Turning to more tangible, if tamer things, we
note the new form of copper and lime, the " Woburn
Bordeaux Paste," for eliminating the grievances of our

troublesome old tuber. Mr. Pickering praises it, and
the name of Woburn, if it does sometimes shake our

old theories within a shade of shattering, is at

least a guarantee of good faith. It is made by Walter
\'oss and Co., Ltd., and is a uniform preparation

of the famous fungicide of the "always ready, keep it

handy " kind, and should be a boon to small growers,

tall growers, all growers in fact. Fifteen pounds of the

paste make loo gallons of the solution, approximately

sufficient to spray an acre, .^nd it comes opportune,

as a poisonous compound, which presumably it is

within the meaning of the .\ct, for one can now get it

with one's seeds and sundries from one's seedsman,

and this without prejudice to the provider of our pills

.'ind potions. Ves ! My Lords in Council have at

last accorded this privilege to Irish cultivators, for

whom, in petition parlance, we are ever bound to pray.

Thanks, my Lords, for the next. Now, if the Depart-

ment w-ill only feel to the full its responsibilities, how
nice things are going to be until the millenium—we
mean the Burbank — arrives. Ev'ery potato plot in

Ireland will be sprayed, without a doubt, when the

plotters are shown what to do, how to do it, and, of

course, it is done for them by the Department's experts.

" I often wonder why the Englishman has need to

purchase from Spain, Egypt, Bosnia, France, and other

distant places, onions that he could grow at home,"
" wonders " a contemporary. So do we. And we must
be in a pretty pickle if the statement that there are no
English onions in the market except bulbs for pickling

is correct. However, the Englishman must have his

" ing'uns," and why shouldn't we grow him a tew, and
a few over, too, for ourselves? Is the big prize bulb

responsible for all this? That, at least, is the question

which crops up when our greeiigrocer unblushingly asks

threepence a pound for the common culinary kind.

Threepence per pound ! "V'egods! ;{r56perton! What
his conscience would allow him to demand for a pound
or a pound and a half of prime cut off an exhibition

bulb it is hard to sav, especiallv as the big bulb, having

accomplished its main object in life— viz., being talked
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about—suffers from a flabby hoart, and, like Ur- pass-

over, must be ealen in a hurry.

Another blow to the big bloom, and the "mum"
grower grieves over departed glories. The latest is

seeds ; no more cuttings before Christmas, or after, or

any other time. Sow the seeds in heat, in February,

and so on, and soforth
;
grow 'em on for a decorative

display, equalling the present system, and that, pre-

sumably, isall one wants nowadays, and—well, "mum's
"

the word.

Be in time. The black spruce, Abies nigra, or Piti'a

nigra, as w'e are now told to call it—and confoinid this

confusion o( names—is said to be the best wood tor

aeroplanes, and good plantaticins put in now should be

nicely timed for our fleets of the future. True, we live

in an age of change, aiid gardening changes too in its

own quiet way. We wonder as we review the past

what will be the next of fashion's fancies. Who that

knows or has known the florists' auricula has not heard

of Ben Simonite, working cutler, of Sheffield, amateur
florist in its true sense, and amateur as big as it can be

printed. Imagine a strip on a bleak hillside open to all

the winds that blow, flavoured by the tasty atmosphere
of the black country ; this was Ben's garden. Imagine,

too, Ben bearing on his back bags of soil for two miles

to make it as pleasant as possible for his pets ; tiiis was
Ben's love for his plants. Good old Ben ! He had
sixty years of it, for, commencing at the age of fourteen,

he recently finished his loving labours at seventy-four ;

known far and wide, honoured and respected by all who
knew him. Of such is the amateur in the truest sense,

and of such is the gardening world the better for, and

his name goes down in the imnals of florists' flowers ior

all time.

A Note from Glasnevin,

Primula Marginata.

PRIMULA MARGINATA is one of the early

floweiing species of this interesting group of

plants. It is a native of the Alps of Dauphiny
and Piedmont, and has been in cultivation for many
years. The flowers are rosy lilac, borne on strong,

short stems in April and May, but the chief attraction

of the plant lies in the edges of the leaves. These
leaves are dark green, rather of the auricula type, and
the edges, which are strongly serrate, are covered with

a golden meal, which gives the plant a remarkable
appearance even when out of flower. Like most of this

genus, it does well in shade. The plant is perfectly

hardy, but if grown as a pot plant in a cool house its

mealy tendency is more pronounced. Two new forms

have been sent out by Messrs. J. Backhouse & Sons, of

York

—

Primula marginata alba, a pure white form, but

which also resembles the true species by having the

mealy edges to the leaves ; Primula marginata Linda
Pope. This is a distinct improvement on P. marginata,

as the flowers are a good clear lilac and of good sub-

stance. These two forms will interest collectors of

primulas, and will be useful additions.

K. M. FoLfAKK.

Poppies.

FOR the production of brilliant colour in the garden
lew plants can excel the different species o( Papaver,

as the genus of the poppy is named. Indeed, thev

are so very showy that they ought alw,'i\"s to be sown
in patches among other phmts

in the border, as their striking

colours require a sober back-

ground of greenery to bring out

hv contrast their dazzling beaut)".

The genus is made up of about a

dozen species, of which at least

four might well be grown in all

gardens. These are the Siberian

perennial poppy, the tulip poppy,

the Shirley poppy, and the opium

poppy. All poppies have a milky

juice, which in the opium poppy

contains the narcotic drug which

gives it its distinctive name,

;ind from which laudanum and

morphia are derived. The juice

is obtained from gashes made in

the unripe seed vessel.

•ind of this

Pois. ihathr ^idence and medi-

The plants are raised from

seed sown either in autumn or in

spring. In c>ur own experience

the autumn-sown plants are

superior to the spring-sown, if sown early enough
to give time for the establishment of sturdy little

plants before the frosts set in. As they do not trans-

plant well they ought to be sown on the spot where you
want them to bloom. Care should be taken to thin the

seedlings, else drawn up, lanky specimens will be the

result.

The Siberian perennial poppv {P. croceutn) grows
to between 9 and 18 inches high, and bears large,

orange-yellow flowers, the petals ofwhich are somewhat
wavy along the margins. There ,is a double-flowered

variety of this species.

The tulip poppy {P, glaucum) is an eastern species,

and grows to a height of between one and two feet. The
flowers of this species are very handsome, the two outer

petals being larger and of a deep scarlet-red colour,

shaded with orange, while the two inner are smaller, of

the same colour, but forming a cup within which lies a

great mass of violet-black anthers.

The Shirley poppy is an exquisite variant of the com-

mon corn poppy of our fields. The colour varies, but is

ahvavs charming. To get the best effects the seeds

should be sown thinly, and the seedlings afterwards

thinned to about six or eight inches apart. It takes some
courage and a great faith to thin properly.

The opium poppy, /*. fomniferuni, is a very handsome

aimual, three to four feet high. The flowers may be white,

rose or lilac, often striped, and each petal bears at its

base a dark blotch of colour.

There are many hybrids and varieties of poppies now
in cultivation.
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The Month's Work.

The Fruit Grounds.

By William R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Lougfhgall, Co. .Armagh.

STR.4\VBERRIES.—The ground must now get a

good deep hoeing between these plants ; it should

be done when the ground is dry and all weeds

removed. When this has been done the w-hole ought to

have a thorough dressing of freshly-slaked lime or lime

and soot mixed together. The leaves of the plants must

be lifted and underneath be dusted, for it is here slugs

are found in quantities. If this be done many of them

will be destroyed.

Considerable damage is done year by year to ripe

strawberries by slugs, and growers should endeavour

to get rid of them as far as possible. If this be

neglected now the lime and soot cannot be applied later,

as in doing so when fruit is formed they get patches of

the dressing on tliem, which frequently remain on them

altogether, and are useless in consequence.

Before the trusses of bloom get too far advanced, or

better, as they are seen to form, a good mulch of stable

litter should be applied, and ought to consist chiefly of

straw (not haj). If applied now the rains will have

washed the straw by the time fruit is ripe, and will then

preserve them from getting soiled during heavy rains.

The mulch has many more advantages ; besides others,

it helps to keep down weeds, no small advantage, be-

sides conserving moisture. No fruit suffers more dur-

ing spells of drought, and if such occurs during the

time fruit are swelling water must not be withheld ;

they will benefit greatly by several good drenchings.

Deep cultivation, with liberal quantities of farmyard

manure and after-surface cultivation and good mulch-

ings, is the proper course to follow in the culture of this

fruit, and if such be done water will scarcely be re-

quired in any but the dryest of soils. However, as

already stated, during the swelling period of fruit if

drought is experienced watering will be attended with

considerable success.

Teach Trees out of doors on walls will now require

almost daily attention. Disbudding must be systemati-

cally done. Remove all shoots growing outwards or

towards the wall ; also thin those on the sides, so that

no more may be left than that required to fill vacan-

cies, and replace shoots which are to be removed next

autumn. .\s the fruits are seen to swell thinning may
be commenced. This cannot be done all at once, as it

sometimes happens that the fruits drop off through a

check or from other causes. Besides, to thin all at once

would in itself cause a check to the tree. See that they

do not want for water at the root, and syringe after hot,

sunny days about five o'clock if frost is not e.xpected.

If the dreaded leaf-curl should appear pick of^all leaves

showing the least sign of it and burn them, and if

possible protect the trees from cold winds.

Raspberries.— In established plantations these will

by now have thrown up quantities of young canes,

many more than are required for fruiting next year.

.All these surplus canes may now be pulled up carefully,

leaving those nearest the old stools, and only sufificient

for next year's supply. These, if allowed to remain,

exhaust the soil, and afterwards smother the ripening

fruit and prevent the sun and air penetrating to ripen

the canes for next season. A mulch of good fat manure
applied to these would be of great benefit.

Gooseberry and Curra.nt Sawflv. -This insect

often does considerable damage to both gooseberry

and currant bushes. Where it has made its appearance
last year, unless it has been destroyed, it will now be

back again. .As soon as they make their appearance
the\- must be attacked, or soon nothing will be left but

naked bushes. They devour the leaves in a very short

time. Swift's arsenate of lead is strongly recommended
for their destruction. This is a poison, and is sprayed

on the le.'ives ; as the caterpillars feed they eat the

poison, and so become defunct. I have not personally

tried this preparation, but believe it to be everything

that is claimed for it. Paraffin emulsion or quassia

extract and soft soap will kill them, or the bushes when
damp may be dusted with freshly slaked lime or soot,

which will do away with them.

General Remarks.—Enemies will during the month
make their appearance in many quarters. Keep a
sharp look out for such, and attack them early, or they

will do untold damage. Prevention is at all times

better th.-in cure. Therefore keep the syringe or engine

going to keep down filth. -A weak insecticide, such as

quassia or paraffin emulsion, will do wonders in ward-
ing off attacks of greenfly or other aphis which do such

a lot of damage to all sorts of fruit trees and bushes.

Keep down weeds, they will now be fast making head-

way. Got them under at once if you are to keep them
under during the vear. Mulch an_\' fruit trees not

already done. Fruit trees are gross feeders, especially

when carrying a crop, and anything in the nature of a

stimulant will be gratefully received and acknowledged
later on. Therefore if the mulch be of good quality

manure it will be all the better, but even a mulch of

grass or similar material will prevent the soil getting

very dry, and be of benefit. It is too early in the year

to form an idea of what the fruit crops will be even-

tuallv, but the prospects are very bright so far. Pears

and plums are showing well, and apples are showing an

enormous amount of fruit blossoms. If we only get a

fair spell of weather when the setting period comes, and

insect foes leave them alone, we may anticipate a very

full crop, but there are many buts before this can be

pronounced upon with safety.

The Flower Ciardeii.

Bv J. H. CfM.MING, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

GENER.AI. work.— During the latter part of this

month more bedding plants will be put out than

in any other month of the year. The number of

beautiful plants which have been furnished to the flower

gardener of the present day and the experience in

making proper selections for various soils or climates

give us considerable advantage over those of a past age.

All flower garden plants, whether propagated in autumn

or spring, should be well hardened off in order to
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minimise the clieck of plantinjjf into the beds. See that

starvation is not substituted for " hardening oft'.
" Too

often plants in small pots are exposed to the full blaze

of the sun and cold, drying- winds with the view of

making them hardy. With such treatment they become
stunted and wirv ; the tissues are dried up, and when
ultimately planted a long time passes before they make
a start into healthy growth. Instead of exposing small

pots to the full sun or wind for weeks shade them during

the hottest part of the day, or else turn the plants into

nursery beds of light soil, which will induce plenty of

roots and a healthy appearance by the middle or end of

May. Where there is not convenience for the home
propagation and culture of the usual bedding-out plants,

such can be purchased very cheaply from the leading

nurserymen, and shading of the plants from bright sun

should be continued for ten days after being set out.

Pla.\ting OlT.— Provided the beds and borders have
been previously maiuired and dug, they should now be

forked over and well pulverised a few days before it is

intended to begin planting. The levelling and raking

of beds should follow. To prevent confusion and delay a

working plan of every bed should be previously prepared.

In a geometrical flower garden consideration must be

given to the question of harmony and contrast in arrang-

ing the colours, for the disposition of flowering plants

must be looked upon as the crowning touch of dress to a

flower garden. Some gardens are paltry in themselves

and often placed in the worse possible positions for the

development of an artistic effect. X promiscuous

collection of herbaceous and other flowering plants

should never be planted in any number of the beds

which form part of a geometric group, wilh the

remainder of the beds planted in distinct masses of

colour. In planting groups of beds the mixing of

different colours in one bed is not to be recommended.
Small beds may be planted with one colour. Beds
exceeding twelve feet in diameter should be planted

with two or more in order to relieve a heavy mass of

colour and place the strongest colour at the margin of

the bed. In planting long borders avoid a common
practice of cutting them up into fantastic little beds.

Vor effect an entire surface in flowers, with relieving,

graceful specimen plants, is preferable, and the simpler

the design, if properly balanced, the better. Of course

a yearly change of design and arrangement is necessary

to sustain the interest. To those with limited experience

1 would caution to try only those plants that the

conditions of your garden or grounds will grow well.

.\11 others will be ve-xatious and a useless expenditure of

time, mone)', and strength. .An expert can assimilate

conditions and give suitable requirements in substitution,

but he knows how to use them and when not to tr\' the

impossible. There are plants, like some people, that

you cannot provide with an agreeable environment.

Vou have to leave them alone and agree with the poet

when he says :

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

.^nd waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Individual taste and experiments can be tried in

planting for effect. For instance, I saw in a lady's

garden last year a long border planted entirely wilh

the lovely blue Salvia patens, relieved with tall plants of

Hydrangea panicitlata^ and for an edging Matricari.a

Golden Hall ; and a fine border it made, .and somewhat
uncommon.
TirBEROus Begonia.s.—For bedding purposes be-

gonias look best in good groups of identical shades of

colour. There are nianv well-known strains that are

favoured for erect habit and some particular shade of

colour, but I have not seen much to beat the old variety

Worthiana for quickly covering a bed and standing

rain well. In the West of Ireland, where they seldom

suffer from drought, this variety does remarkably well,

and is largely planted with fine effect in a sunk geo-

metrical garden at Lough Cutra Castle, nearGort. The
colour is bright scarlet, the growth stiff, and supports

itself without the aid of stakes. To increase the stock

oi bedding begonias cut up the tubers like potatoes

when the j'oung growth has started, and box off and

keep in heat till good plants are formed. .After planting

out, the surface of the beds may be mulched with clean-

sifted leaf-mould or manure, or low-growing plants like

Alyssiim viaritiniuin may be used to keep the ground

cool and moist, as dryness is injurious. The first week
of June is quite early enough to risk planting out be-

gonias. The soil most suitable is loam, leaf mould, and

a good portion oi cow manur-e worked deeph" into the

bed.

Pf.LARGONRMS.—Where these are planted out the

beds are generally far too rich. If those who are

situated in wet districts were to elevate their flower

beds well and use poor soil there would be fewer com-

plaints of pelargoniums being so scant of bloom. By
doing this and using old plants the tendency to bloom

would be much increased. That fine variety, Paul

Crampel, is onh' seen at its best after it has attained

its second year of growth. The tricolour and bronze-

leaf varieties also show their colour more intense where

the ground is drv and not over rich.

Watering.— " How often should I water my plants"

is a question frequently addressed to a gardener by

visitors anxious to pick up information. The rule is,

water so as to reach every fibre of the plants' roots, and

then wait until a similar repetition is necessary. A
plant may want watering twice a day in summer and

perhaps only twice a month in dull weather in winter.

From the end of September to the middle of May let

the temperature of the water used be from 5 to 10 de-

grees higher than the minimum temperature of the

house. From the periods mentioned watering should

be performed in the morning. Thus the stimulus of

sun heat meets the plants when they have received their

refresher, the extra moisture is parted with before the

evening comes, and there is not that rapid cooling of

the soil by evaporation during the night. In the

summer we reverse the time of watering, and perform

the operation during the afternoon and evening. By

watering in a bright morning the moisture is extracted

rapidly from the soil, as well as through the foliage ;

consequently the plant does not receive the full benefit

of the watering, and soon requires a fresh supply. In

the evening evaporation is reduced to a minimum, the

plant has full time to absorb and refresh itself, and thus

is more able to stand the heat of the following day.

Gardeners, when watering, have a well-known habit

of rapping the pots with the knuckles of the hand or
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with a small wooden mallet. If the pots ring clear and

hollow the plant is dry. If" the sound is dull and heavy

no water is required. Manure water should be applied,

little and often, weak and clear, and only when the

plant is in vig-orous growth.

V.ASES. — Where vases are used for the embellishment

of the garden see that the plants are not dumpy and

stiff in outline. Elegant and suitable things are hardy

palms, yuccas, dracfenas, fuchsias, &c., and round the

edges plant lobelias, ivy-leaved pelargoniums, and P.

Mangles variegata, petunias. Phlox Dnimmimdii, ver-

benas, and the dwarf-growing tropa-olums.

Cineraria Stellata.—Few plants are capable of

producing such an effective display as this charming

greenhouse annual. A recent visit to The Elms, Black-

rock, was made to see a useful lot that Mr. Longmuir

had grown, and which made a capital display arranged

in a mass in one of the greenhouses. They were sown

on the 13th May last year, and grown and flowered in

seven and eight inch pots. Cinerarias like a cool,

shaded position all summer, and are impatient of heat

at any time. Sufficient to keep out frost is all that is

required, and a mixture of three-parts good loam, with

the addition of leaf-mould and sharp sand, will grow

them to perfection. Manure water should not be given

till the flower spikes begin to appear, except an occa-

sional watering of soot water.

Hoeing. — During the recent shower}- weather weeds

have quickly made their appearance, and plants soon

lose a healthy colour where the ground is caked and

hard. Use every available opportunity to run the hoe

over the ground to break up the surface, and this also

serves to keep the weeds in check. May is one of the

busiest months, and time is very precious to the gar-

dener, but time spent with the hoe in May will be

abundantly saved in much laborous work in the latter

months of the year.

The Vegetable Garden.

By James Br.\cken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

IT must be remembered that, rapidly as crops all

this season grow, the growth of weeds is more

vigorous still. Slugs also become more numerous

and troublesome. In moist weather now they claim

special attention. Hunting them by lamp or candle-

light is not too troublesome, considering how effective

it is. Weeds must not be allowed to compete at all

with garden crops, but ought to be duly prevented.

Onions, carrots, parsnips, &c. , will be advanced

enough to have the hoe lightly run between the lines.

The rapid growth will also accelerate the struggle for

existence between seedling plants, therefore undue

delay in thinning must be avoided. Round spinach,

onions, parsnips, salsify and beet may be partly thinned

when big enough to handle. It is risky to thin to the

final distances at once, as the accidents from the

attacks of vermin, as slugs, turnip beetle, onion fly, &c.,

cannot be calculated for. In thinning, choose a time

when the soil is moist. Misses of onions, beet and

salsify may be made good in showery weather. Even

when safe over the attacks of turnip "fly." early-sown

turnips are uncertain as regards root-formation, many
often run to seed. On this account thin sparingly until

starters show. Carrots can be used while quite young,
and may be left at the first thinning about two inches

apart.

General Work.—Sow Yellow Malta and Snowball

turnips for an early autumn supply. .-Xttend to potatoes

by reducing the soil to a fine state. To prevent the

effect of frost earth over the tops as they rise. If dry

weather prevails the ra\'ages of "fly" on turnips and
all the seedlings of the Brassica tribe must be looked
for. Dust over beds of these with a mixture of soot

and lime in the early mornings. This will also prove

disappointing to slugs. About the middle of the month
make a sowing of spring broccoli, cabbage, colewort,

kales and dwarf savoy. Plant forward celery In

trenches, about one foot apart for ordinary-sized heads.

Lift the plants carefully with balls of soil attached to

the roots, make firm in planting, and water immediatel}'.

Continue to prick off celery for late crops. If necessary

attend to the watering of first early peas, lettuce and
cauliflower. In watering, let it be thoroughl)' done,

as sprinkling is worse than useless, only caking the

ground and encouraging the action of surface-roots,

to be soon destroyed again, thus checking, more
than assisting, growth. Towards the end of the month
plant out early Brussels sprouts and leeks, and also

cauliflowers, and make a sowing of horn-carrots to

keep up a supply of tender roots. Sow lettuce in drills

where they are intended to remain, as transplanting

these is troublesome in dry, warm weather. If the soil

is dr\' at sowing time water before sowing. For lettuce

the ground must now be well enriched with decomposed
farmyard manure, and slugs vigilantly guarded against.

Continue to sow turnips, radish, mustard and cress,

and make a small first sowing of endive. Remove the

coverings of ashes from seakale, and where these plants

have become elevated above the level of the surface of

the ground—from neglecting to remove the coverings—
cut the roots at the level of the ground and plant the

portions cut off to increase stock. -As the plants grow,

thin the buds on each. Prick off into nursery beds

broccoli, savoy, cabbage, &c. , as they become fit to

handle, so as to make sturdy plants for later planting.

Prepare all vacant ground for these by trenching and

.ifterwards digging in a dressing of heavy dung.

Make a sowing of broad beans. Plant out vegetable

marrows and ridge cucumbers from the middle to the

end of month, according to the strength of the plants

and the temporarj' shelter that can be afforded to them.

.\ barrowload or two of fermenting material sunk in the

ground will soon start either plants or seeds sown where

they are to remain. It is well w-orth while making some
effort to have these started early enough.

Beet.— If not yet done sow at once. Beet is best

suited in deeply-dug, friable soil, moderately rich from

the manure applied for a previous crop. Globe beet is

much earlier and can be grown in closer order than the

long kinds. Lines twelve inches asunder with six

inches between the plants will be found ample. The

long varieties will be better with about eighteen inches

between the lines and eight inches from plant to plant.

A good, long variety is Cheltenham Green Top. Thin

the crop early, and keep free from weeds.
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French Beans.—French beans grow freely in a

sunny aspect, in light, rich soil. The rows may bo

two feet apart and the seed may be dropped about

three inches apart, later on ever)^ second plant to hi-

pulled out or transplanted. Canadian Wonder is a

strand variety for general cultivation. To keep up a

regular supply successional sowings must be made.

Climbing French beans are well worthy of a place

where anj- of the tribe are grown, having the good

qualities of the dwarf varieties as well as being early

.and continuous to bear. Where space is limited and

stakes are procurable they are a distinct acquisition.

The Wax-pod or Golden Fuller beans also deserve to be

cultivated.

Scarlet Ri xners.—Make a first sowing of these in

the open during the first week of the month. Allow

six or more feet between the lines, with six or seven

inches from plant to plant. This crop requires rich

soil, deeply worked and manured. Where very high

stakes cannot be had runner beans may be pinched to

anv required height. For seed use a good selection

of the Champion Scarlet variety.

To.MATOE.s. —Tomatoes fcr outside ought to be

hardened off for some time previous to planting. If

plants are strong and the weather favourable, and it"

teniporary shelter, as old sashes, &c., can be afforded

them, these may be put out against walls with a

southern aspect about the twentieth (20th) of the month.

The soil ought to be moderately enriched with light

m.anure, as an old hotbed, and a dressing of super-

phosphate is also very helpful to fruit formation.

.Make the plants firm when planting, leaving a distance

of about eighteen inches between the plants. The
stronger the plants are and the earlier when started

in permanent quarters, the more profitable will outdoor

tomatoes be, but it is useless to put out weak plants

too early, or any plants, if some temporary shelter

iNHtmot be given 'them

1'e.\s. — It is very important to keep up a constant

succession of peas. For the later supplies special

preparation must be made, as after the turn of the

season their growth is not vigorous, especially under

careless cultivation. For the late crops sunken

trenches ought to be prepared, using a liberal supply

of decomposed farmvard manure, and thoroughh'

mixing this with the surface soil. The sides of this

trench should graduallv slope from either side to about

six inches below the surface level to the centre where

the seeds are sown. Sow Autocrat, British Queen, or

Gladstone, shedding the seeds thinly and covering with

about two and a-half inches of soil. When the pods are

swelling thorough waterings with liquid manure is one

of the secrets of having good late peas.

LigiiD Manure.—The time was when gardeners

had to depend mostly on liquid manure to grow choice

and prize-taking vegetables. .At present there seems

to be less care taken to have a handy supply of this

most valuable aid for the kitchen garden. In many
cases there is a great waste of plant food in the loss of

the urine of faim animals. Sometimes people mix a

little solid manure with water, and fancy that this is

equal to any form of liquid feeding. This is a mistake.

The judicious use of the urine of farm animals, decom-
posed and diluted, is of the greatest assistance in the

cultivation of most of the kitchen garden crops, though
this, like many a good thing, can be abused.

The Herbaceous Border.

By Frank Hi nsoN.

AS soon as dahlia tubers have made some growth
move them into a cool frame to harden off. If

seeds of annuals were not sown last month sow
them at once. Stake sweet peas before the plants get

too tall. Mark all daffodils and narcissi if it is intended

to lift them later on for division. As soon as poljanthus,

double daisies and hybrid primroses have done flower-

ing lift them and divide the roots; plant again in the

border or into a nursery bed.

Give stocks and asters plenty of light and air. .\t

the end of the month sow seeds of biennials, such as

wallflower, Canterbury Bell, hollyhock, pansy. Sweet
William, silene, Brompton Stock, Forgel-me-Not, antirr-

hiniunis; also sow seeds of pentstemon, viola, polyanthus,

In'brid primrose, aubretia, arabis, alpina, AUysttin

saxafile, foxglove, aquilegia, anemone, Bellis pen-nuts

(double daisy), Campanula pyramidalis^ auricula, gail-

lardia, delphinium, and carnation. These can be planted

out in the border next October for spring and summer
display. Keep the Dutch hoe working.

Bees.

By T. Magiiri;, The Orchard, Enniskillen.

THIS month should see all hives spring-cleaned

and painted, queens clipped, supplies of founda-

tion, sections, &c. , ready for the season, spare

hives prepared for eventualities, and the apiary in

general put in shape. It adds greatly to the pleasure

in bee keeping to have the hives neatly set out in

appropriate positions on flags or concrete blocks.

The latter are easily made— four bo.irds about 30 inches

by 4 are put together like a bottomless box and set

perfectly level in position. Fill in with rough stones,

and pour in cement—one to three is a good proportion.

Fix a piece of bent wire in the concrete at each side of

the hive, with a loop to take the rope for tying down in

winter. Smooth the top with a float, and when set

remove the boards and smooth the edges. This makes
an ideal stand— clean, dry, and cool. If there is a row

of hives, climbing or standard roses, or tall growing

flowers planted between them, will give a very pleasing

effect.

Feeding must now be attended to. One quart of

water to three pounds of cane sugar, and four drops of

izal for disinfecting purposes, makes the best spring

.syrup. Bring to a boil, and feed in the evening,

about lialf-a-pint for the night. Weak stocks will

want feeding to stimulate them, and strong stocks,

unless honey is coming in plentifuU)-, will require it even

more. The great point is to keep the queens laying right

through this month, for it is the bees bred in May that
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gather the most of the harvest. If the stores become

scarce and the weather be cold or wet, the queens will

stop laying-, and once they stop it is not so easy to get

them to begin again. Even if the hives are well supplied

with stores it pays to feed in May. The sugar will be

sealed in the brood-nest, and when the honey comes in

it will go upstairs at once. Of course if doubling for

extraction be intended it will not do to have the combs

filled with sugar, but for comb-honey feeding in May
will pay whether it be actually required or not. Keep

an eye on the brood-combs to see if they contain plenty

of pollen. If not, put a few spoonfuls of pea-flour into

the comb near the brood, for no breeding can go on

without pollen or its equivalent.

It is very important during the earl)- breeding season

to keep the hives well wrapped up. Warmth is abso-

lutel)- necessary for the young larvje, and if the brood-

chamber be cold larger numbers of bees must cluster to

keep the brood warm, and, necessarily, fewer numbers

will be available for gathering purposes. Some bee-

keepers contract the entrance once breeding begins, but

I do not think it necessary.

Clipping queens is a general practice nowadays. It

is more easily performed before the bees become too

numerous. A warm day should be chosen, and great

care exercised not to crush the abdomen of the queen.

The usual way is, first, to catch her by the wings with

the right hand, then with the left finger and ihumb to

catch the head and thorax, when the wings can be

easily removed with a small, sharp scissors. Never

allow the queen to drop any distance. These clipped

queens will require some looking after when the swarming

season arrives, but with a little care the practice of

clipping saves a great deal of worry with swarms.

Those afRicted with foul brood should make every

effort to get their diseased stocks up to swarming point

as soon as possible, so as to be able to get them cured

during swarming time by the " shook-sw-arm " or " star-

vation" method. In view of the legislation on foul

brood it behoves ever\'one with diseased bees to see to

them carefully. If the proper remedies are applied

thoroughly and vigorously there is no reason why the

pest should not be stamped out.

Notes.

Onion Cixtirk.— Kroni time to time in these pages

attention has deen drawn to the profitable return of

a well-grown onion crop. Writers in recent numbers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle have been calling attention to

the same fact. It seems strange that even in rural

districts in a country so well adapted to onion growing

as our own that consumers of this wholesome vegetable

should be so dependent upon over-sea supplies. It is,

without doubt, a most profitable crop, and one that

might be easily grown by the small holder or cottager.

Under right management about 3 bushels may be

raised from one rod, and this yield ought to give a good
profit to the grower. Marketing produce is always a

great difficulty with small holders, but co-operation for

this purpose might surely overcome it. The organi-

sation of districts so that each would act as one com-

mercial unit in the market is obviously what is wanted

before anything really efl^ective can be done in this con-

nection by small cultivation.

Chinese Artichokes (Stachys tiiberijera), allho.:gh

introduced to our gardens twenty odd years ago, have

made little advance in popularity during that time.

Yet properly cooked these little tubers should form a

welcome variety to our vegetable foods. Their culture

is simple. They love a light soil enriched with well-

decayed manure or leaf-mould. The tubers may be set

in deep drills a foot apart each way.

Manuring of Plants in Pots.—In most cases plants

growing in pots are liable to suffer for lack of sufficient

nitrogen unless it is artificially applied. This follows

from the fact that there is comparatively little soil

available to the roots, that nitrates are never abundant

in a soil, and that these being soluble are readily

removed by repeated waterings. From experiments

carried on at the National School of Horticulture,

Versailles, it would appear as if all plants grown in pots

are benefited by occasional small doses of nitrate of

soda. But the doses must really be small, and with

some kinds of plants very small. The average amount
works out to about 7^ grains of nitrate for pots under

4^ inches, 15 to 30 grains for pots under 6'^ inches, and

about 60 grains for 8 inch pots.

Manuring Alpines.— It is a common belief that

Alpine plants do not require manure, but the belief is not

founded on experimental evidence. It is true that the

manuring must be done with care and with a knowledge
of the special requirements of each group. Quite a

number have a great distaste for lime, while others

{Campanula pusilla for example) are greatly benefited by

lime applied in the form o( bone meal. .According to

Mr. S. ArnoU, a good general manure for .\lpines is

one composed of 80 gallons of water, in which are dis-

solved 90 grains of nitrate of lime, go grains oi sulphate

of magnesia, and go grains of nitrate of potash. This

solution is watered in once a year in the summer time.

Dry cow manure, pulverised fine and scattered among
the plants in spring, is another and excellent way of

supplying nutriment to Alpines.

HvDRANGI.\ is a handsome shrub, especially H. pani-

culata, variety grandiflora. It grows to a height of

four or five feet, and bears large clusters of creamy-

white blossoms in August. To get the best results the

previous year's shoots should be pruned back in

February to within two or three buds of the base, any

weak shoots produced being afterwards removed.

During the summer an occasional watering with weak
liquid mainire will be helpful, as it is then that the

flower buds are being developed.

The National Sweet Pea Society has issued an official

catalogue of Sweet Pea Names (igog), which may be

obtained from the secretary, Mr. Chas. H. Curtis,

Adelaide Road, Brentford, Middlesex. The price of

the booklet is sixpence.

The Garden in Si.mmer.—We have received a copy

of Henry's list of plants for summer bedding, green-

house, &c. It also includes lists of rock plants and

plants suitable for the herbaceous border raised al the

Pembroke Nurseries, Carlow.
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NOTICE

TO THE READERS OF

"IRISH GARDENING "

Readers of "Irish Gardening" are

asked to kindly introduce the paper

to any of their friends interested in

plants and gardening, and to suggest

that the commencement of a new

volume is a good time to become a

subscriber.

The present volume (vol. iv.) began

with the January number, and all

the numbers for this year can be

supplied to new subscribers.
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Thuya Hedges.
Bv Arc lliHAi.n E. MoERAN, I'ortumna.

REATHES there a man
with soul so bereft of all

proper sentiment that he

has never gazed with

covetous longing at

those stately-clipped

vew hedges which

are tlie c h i e f e s t

ornament of some of

the most beautiful

grounds in Ireland.

The knowledge that a centur}' or two has come
and gone in the patient care of those hedges,

making his envy the more keen and his longing

the more hopeless. If such there be I have

nothing to say to him whatsoever. But to you

who would exorcise the green-eyed monster that

now possesses you I have a word of advice, the

which if you will follow will result in trans-

planting him, green all over, in the shape of a

supercilious peacock or a truculent lion ram-

pant, or a teddy bear ten feet high, on to the

top of a hedge of your own, as dense, and as

green, and as beautiful as anj' in the land ; and

that too in an astonishingly short time.

My advice is to plant what a friend of mine

calls " impersonal hedges " because " they have

nothing to do with yew." They look just like

yew to the casual observer, except that they are

a richer, fresher green, especially in winter, but

they are composed of plants of Thuya gigan/ea,

put in about 14 to 20 inches apart and kept

faced up on each side till they have reached

approximately the height required, and then

topped over, leaving of course such trees at

intervals as are to develop into the aforesaid

greatly to be admired specimens of natural or

unnatural history.

It is most important, if our monsters are to

wh}'

—

off on

T/iityci

hand-

flaunt their vast extravagances as quickly
and as generously as they should, that the
right kind of plants should be procured. Some
nurserymen— I can never understand
are fond of cultivating and passing
their customers the Eastern cedar
occidenlalis. There are some very
some varieties of this species, sports from
the original, which at the be.st is a ragged, dull

tree, and it is very seldom at its best. Unfor-
tunately, perhaps more than any other tree.

Thuya gigantea, which is the western red cedar,
labours under a profusion of names and a con-
fusion of identit}-. Its surname is Thuya— that's

its family widely scattered over North .America
and Asia, but very exclusive, only some half

dozen branches of it being recognised. Its

Christian name, which among trees comes after

the surname, has been changed from " Lobbi "

(after Lobb, a great plant collector), by which it

used to be generally known, to "Gigantea,"
and in the States and by some home authorities

to " Plicata." Probably this latter name will

survive. As a sort of nick-name it is called

" Arbor vitae," but this is vague, and is applied

to several other trees too.

All the members of this family are most
bibulous in their habits ; it is only water they

drink, but they must have plenty of it. The two
.American members are so insatiable that thev

chiefly select swampland, or close to streams or

lakes, for their homes. Gigantea, however, will

flourish exceedingly in our damp climate on any

land that is not naturally dry, like gravel or thin

limestone ; but if the site is quite moist so much
the better. There are very few gardens or

grounds which, if they do not already possess

them, cannot be improved by one or more of

these level-sided, sweet-smelling, impersonal
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hedges ; for that is another advantage tliey

possess over yew, they have a most deliciously

fragrant, fresh, pine wood smell that steals out

on the air after a hot summer's day in a most

refreshing manner ; and still another advantage,

the midges hate that smell.

Plain hedges are best kept cut narrower

above than below. A five-foot hedge might be one

foot on top by three feet on the ground. This

lets more light to the foot of the hedge and keeps

it absolutely dense right down to the ground,

so that a mouse could not run under it or a

bird squeeze its way into it. Now, ifyou will not

have my pretty monsters and have no place for

a plain hedge, or have all the hedges you

want, you are still lacking in one thing for

which I am sure you can find room. Choose

a spot sheltered as well as may be from winds

and open to the sun—that favourite seat of yours

from which there is such a pretty view, but

which is often too draughty to enjoy, is just the

spot. Plant a Thuya hedge in a half or three-

quarter circle round it, with the opening' to the

south, if the view permits, and its back to the cold

Nor'-East ; keep it cared and clipped, and in a

few years (three or four) you can luxuriate there

on those first spring days when we began to

feel that the sun really has warmth in it, utterly

untouched by the searching winds that will find

their way through anything but a Thuya hedge.

To go one better still—plant your hedge in

the shape of the letter X, for choice on an open

piece of smooth sward, grow it as high as you

like, and ornament it on top with such carving-s as

your fancy fashions— a model of a German air-

ship an it pleases you. Put a rustic seat and table

in each corner, and come sun, come wind, from

what quarter they may, unhaunted by the symbol

of that lurking terror that flyeth by night above,

you will find complete comfort in some one of

your four corners.

Give Plants Room to Grow.—No greater mistake

can be made in gardenings than to permit plants to

crowd one another in their beds. They suffer both

below and above ground ; the roots are restricted in

development and range, while the work of the foliage

and the natural growth of the shoot system are

seriously interfered with. In crops raised from seed

thinning should be begun early, and carried out

gradually as the plantlets advance in size and strength.

The successful grower studies the space requirements

of his various crop plants, and takes care to give each

individual a fair chance to attain its natural develop-

ment.

The Making of Our Home
{Six//! Article]

By Charlotte G. O'Brie.n

IT is not to be supposed that because 1 am
ignorant about roses, and because bought

roses are "cross" to grow here, that I

have none. Not at all. I have small roses and

large ambitions, and hope as time goes on to

have something to show. To begin with, I

could not be without the old friends, and moss

(pink and white), cabbage, provence, malinaison

and monthly, with many another of the sweet

Juners delicious for potpourri are here ; but be-

sides those, having found rose cuttings ver_v

easy to grow, I have been laying friends under

contribution, and find that whereas the budded

roses fail the cuttings do very well. Of course

the kinds are rather limited, as many of the

heavy exhibition roses are hard to grow ; but,

on the other hand, all the Ramblers and Teas,

and Banksians and Multifloras, are very free.

Then I have taken to growing from seed, and

this year hope to see bloom on a dozen Rosa

Rugosa seedlings, and in a year or two to have

a great set-oft" of handsome briar roses. I have

also sweet briars coming on, and a lovely rose I

got out of a ditch near Lough Derg that one

botanist says is Rosa Lucida— a lovely thing at

every season, large, flat rose pink blooms with a

big bunch of golden anthers, shining bronzy

leaves, and orange-red berries in bunches of a

peculiar shape, most helpful for autumn gather-

ing. It is planted close to sweet briar and

R. regosa, so I expect to get hybrids out of the

seedlings. Oh, yes! I look at my inch-high

seedlings and say to myself 1 will have briar

roses all over the whole place from the best

seeds. I will have them growing in the midst

of thorn and honey-suckle and furze ; even as

the wild briars grow, even so I will have them

uplifting on their thorny arms the glory of the

June summer. 1 will puzzle the botanists of

another generation, and when my bones are

dust and my good spade rust, when my house

is pulled down and my garden asphalt and

bricks, my extra special wild briars and my
daff"odils will still linger on the hillside and scent

the bloomy air for generations that know mc

not, nor mine.

This place by the salt river has one great

advantage—the sub-tropicals are possible. New
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Zealand flax grows splendidly, and is a great

feature in the place. I really do not know why
it succeeds so well here, for we have often really

hard frosts, and inland those frosts seem to kill
;

but I think it may be partly because the leaves

do not grow as succulent as inland. My green

flax do not bloom, but my striped yellow kind

had a spike of flower and ripened seed one year.

Cordyline, the Australian cabbage palm, is also

satisfactory, but I have wholly failed in growing

Again and again I see elaborate directions

given for what is really quite simple. Take
this question of growing roses from cutting,

for instance. I started a very rich, deeply-dug
bed in a particularly sheltered and sunny spot,

called it my "incubator," and here I have since

grown my cuttings, carnation seeds, &c. I

am often asked when you should put in the

cuttings. My answer always is, " When you
can get them." Really, I don't think it makes

..v^^^^^i-

y-r^W'Au;^i'itBi":kMlfrW'lN»"

The Sundial Garden, South.

[Photo by Mr. James Hurley.]

yuccas. Perhaps the salt in the air injures them,

for they succeed splendidly inland, or perhaps

the place is too dry. As they are expensive I

have not really given them fair trials, but some
day I may discover a garden from which I could

buy a lot of quite small seedlings cheap and

young which would probably be my best chance

of success.

To return to the question of the roses, I

always think in reading gardening papers that

owing to the prevalent desire to "hurry up"
things are made a great deal more difficult and

troublesome for the amateur without heat or

an experienced gardener than there is any need.

much ditVerence, except that the strong summer
heat may kill off some if they are neglected,

but one should have them long, deeply planted,

firmly stamped down, and do not be beguiled

into thinking the roses are safe because they

shoot and even show flower till the second

year, or rather the winter of the second year-

—

that is, if you are not able to grow them on in

heat to hurry the rootlets out of the callus. If

you have only an open border, take my advice

and be patient, leave them alone, and they'll all

come home and carry their roots behind

them !

[To be continued.^
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Hints to Exhibitors.

I.—Showing and Shows.

By E. KNOWI.niN, Secielary, Royal llorluniltuial

Society cf Ireland.

COMPETITION is the life of trade, we are

told, and a little further calculation along-

the same lines deduces that the exhibi-

tion table is a powerlul stimulus to our best

eflForts in gardening. The flower show, as a

vantage point for a study of human nature,

should not, perhaps, come in here, but it's hard

to keep it out, so we cry credit, at least, for an

endeavour to do so. Of course, the man who
does not show starts his critical survey with

supreme contempt for a good deal of an

an exhibitor's foibles, yet, somehow, he does

not get ver)' far ere he displays a "strong

weakness " for dropping hints anent the perfec-

tion of his own produce compared with some
on view. Our critic, nevertheless, is not a

n/ru avis at the shows, even to the extent of

being gregarious, for we have found a little

flock of the same species foregather to worry

the winners with " I've got better at home " or

encourage the losers with "I told you so."

One such, who was freely using his privilege

of growling at pretty well everything he saw
(not very many years ago), we managed to

circumnavigate " forninst " the first prize

mignonette, asking him quietly what he thought

oi' //ill/ ? He looked over it, and he looked round

it, and then looked at it, and at last came the

reply " he fed it." That, if evasive, was in-

controvertable. Still, in it lays one of the nice

points of growing for exhibition, and old

" mum " growers particularly too well know to

what a nicety this nourishment had to be

administered to build up the fat-headed blooms
without an abrupt stopping of the blowing

similar to the collapses which were apt to occur

in the great Dr. Blimber's forcing academy.
Then, in the timing of exhibits to be at their

best at a given date is a fine exercise for the

faculties. " I'll never have them out by the

time " said a veteran exhibitor three weeks before

the last show, " what do you think ? " As far

as appearances went we thought not, but knew
he would, and told him so, and he did.

Growing, however, is a little behind the

scenes of the show proper. The produce which

is borne in triumph to the halls of judgment

still leaves openings for the trained eye and deft

hand in staging ; and here what a difference

there is in exhibitors. Some are all fume and
flurry and fuss, others calm, collected and
deliberate. The first is- engaged in watching
everybody else's "stuff" but his own, tumbling

over his own feet, and favouring his assistants

with a few florid adjectives, sot/ovoce; yet it is but

right to add that a good deal more of this is

noticeable in shows across Channel than on this

side, and that also must be stated is personal

experience of where classes were large, prizes

big, and " sich langwidge " presumably in pro-

portionate ratio. And it is but right to further

add that much of this pertained to the huge
stove and greenhouse specimens which are now
as defunct as the dodo. In this flashlight from
the past comes the indisputable fact that with

the passing of the big specimen plant came a

new era in exhibiting, and to-dav we are

nothing if not practical, and taking any show
at a given season, to-day, we cannot but think

that it runs on distinctly practical lines,

commands the most useful and varied of in-

terests, and provides openings for all sorts and

conditions of cultivators.

If our much flurried and worried exhibitor is

the last out when the judging commences, it is

not his fault if he is not the first in as soon as

the verdicts are given. " Call yourself a judge ?

VVli V my old grandmother could judge better than

that " was the compliment paid by an exhibitor

to his neighbour, who, unfortunately, had acted

in the judicial capacity. Unfortunately, we
say, for that a man has no honour as a prophet

in his own country was never more applicable

than here, or now. And this, too, we venture

to say, apart from capacity and moral rectitude
;

as a matter of fact we have never heard the

latter impugned. That an expert is necessary

in the more important sections of florists'

flowers, such as roses, carnations, sweet peas,

and dahlias, goes without saying, and anyone

heedlessly undertaking such without due

qualification is very near the wrath to come.

But, annually, it becomes harder to get these

experts, and even then it should not be forgotten

that no man is infallible, and it seems a pity

that anyone should be thus defied. We hav'e

known instances in which it was felt that a

mistake had been made, and the committee were

able to courteously point out to their expert

details which had been overlooked by him, and
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the error timely rectified. And, surely, there

is nothing infra dig. to men who aim at justice

pure and simple when we occasionally see the

most erudite decision of the Bench reversed on

appeal. Several times recently has it been

dinned into our ears that there is no difficulty

in getting judges. .\s to that, I more than

" Hae ma doots," and should not be at all sur-

prised if, sooner or later, the matter becomes

sufficiently serious as to warrant the Royal

Horticultural Society of England taking it up,

mapping the United Kingdom into sections,

and having a list of experts willing to act as

such under the Royal Horticultural Society's

rules at a fixed fee. .-Xpart from all this,

however, the horticultural exhibition is a power

in the land ; it is the very salt of life to many a

man pursuing his quiet way, shut in as it were

by a little world of his own, whilst the educa-

tional value of the show is a force that is felt

over the length and breadth of the great

gardening world.

II.— Flowering Trees and Shrubs for

P'xhibition.

By .\. Campbell, The Gardens, St. .\n.R-'s, Clontarf.

FLOWERIN'G trees and shrubs are now looked upon

as indispensable in the furnishinsj of a large or

small garden, and it is interesting to note that a

succession of bloom is obtained from a well chosen

collection almost the whole year round.

Many are evergreen, and most of the deciduous sorts

have beautifully tinted foliage in the autumn. During

the short, dark days of December and January we are

cheered by the fragrant blooms of Chiinonanfhus

fraorans, Loiiicera fragran/issima. Daphne hybrida,

Jasniiiium iiudiflontm, Rhododendron nobleanum, &c.

Then will follow in succession the beautiful spring

flowering trees and shrubs, from which a selection

could be made which would form a most interesting and

instructive class at our spring shows

.\mongst the many which would suit this purpose are

—

Berberis aquifoliiim,

Berberis stenophylla coral-

lina,

Daphne Blagayana,

Magnolia conspicua,

Magnolia stellata,

Pyrus mains florabunda,

Grevilla sulphurea and

rosemarinfolia,

Erica hybrida and E.

carnia.

Corchorus (Kerria) Jap-

Pyrus (Cydonia) japonica,

Pyrus simonii,

Forsythia suspensa,

Ribes sangineum,

Prunus triloba,

Prunus incana,

Prunus orientalis,

Hamamelis zuccariniana

and arborea,

.Amelanchier canadensis.

There are still ample varieties for which a class could

be furnished at each successive show during the year.

Flowering shrubs would appear to belter advantage

staged in a class to themselves than in conjunction

with herbaceous flowers, as we usually see them at our

spring shows. In arranging flowering shrubs the

natural habit and growth should be considered, avoid

crowding, and use good specimens of each in suitable

vases with the correct name attached to each. It

would not be difficult to set up a class of 18 varieties

at an .April show, and for an autumn exhibition I would

advise including plants with berries and tinted foliage.

III.—Growing Roses for Exhibition.

By ODoNEL Brow.ve, M.D.

JUNE is alwajs given as the month of roses by all

poets. Why, I am sure, I do not know ; still, wall

roses are generally at their best during the end of

the month, but dwarfs in beds are not really into their

stride, as racy folk say, until July. June, however, s a

verv busv month for all of us ; laziness during June

causes many a lament in July. Exhibitors who intend

showing should look over all their boxes, replace all

leaky tubes, and get their boxes cleaned and painted in

due time. Rose shades should be got, with their

stakes, to be in readiness when shading time comes

round. A sufficient amount of stakes to tie slender

shoots carrying heavy blooms—c.f., Marie Baumann

—

must also be had at a moment's notice. Some exhibitors

go to the length of staking every flower to be shaded ;

this is, no doubt, very necessary in a situation exposed

to high winds, but it is a very troublesome procedure. A
point not sufficiently understood by many amateurs is

the thinning of shoots and flower buds in their infancy.

The thinning of shoots is very necessary for both the

tree's sake and also for the grower's. A rose tree can

only nourish a certain amount of flowers \ it is not fair

to expect manv flowers, perfect blooms I mean, from a

given tree. The only way this can lie done is by

thinning your rose trees during May and early June.

But, like many other tricks, this thinning can only come

with years of experience, and must be done tentatively.

Suppose you have a tree that can only honestly carry

five good flowers. I-ook at that tree carefully, and

see how many weak and superfluous shoots it has.

Begin by taking off all in-looking shoots close to

the old wood with a clean shave of a sharp knife.

This prevents the centre of the tree from being over-

crowded. Now, study the remaining out-looking eyes

that have pushed into growth. Generally on a pruned

plant the top out-looking eye has got away into long

growth, and down lower there is also a shoot in fair

growth also. Ifyou have many rods carrying shoots such

as these it is clear that some must go, but when you

have hardened your heart and commence to remove

the superfluous shoots, do not leave all of the same age.

Rather leave some young and some older shoots that

your flowering season may be prolonged. Remember

not to do all the thinning at the one sitting ; the tree

will receive a check if you do it thus. Now, you are

left with a tree on which are five or six shoots, some

just carrying or showing the tiny flower-buds and

some not so far advanced. By the side of these crown

or middle buds you will notice smaller buds, except in a

few examples, such as Mildred Grant. The crown bud

should be an even, globular or pointed bud, not showing
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colour through its calvx more on one side than the

other or on the top. You will find in some varieties,

such as C. Lefebvre, that now and then it looks as if the

top of the cone had been cut across—eschew that bud,

frost or grub has harmed it. If you are not quite

satisfied with the crown bud two courses are open to

you—(i) either remove it altogether and leave the two
most promising side buds (for some varieties carry

many side ones) or (2) leave the crown and one of the

side buds for future study. Now that you have placed

vourself in the dangerous position of pinning your faith

to a particular bud your watchfulness must be re-

doubled, for on that bud jour success or failure

depends. Mildew', caterpillar, a careless knock, a

wind chafing another shoot against it, will all destroy it

hopelessl)' in a short while. Now, supposing that fate

has so far favoured you, 30U still may have two flowers

on the one shoot, and one is to go. Be guided by the

date of the coming show and the weather. Should you
think that your crown bud will be too soon take it off

and leave your side bud, and z'l'cc versa. Nothing but

an accurate knowledge will help you. If from past

seasons' experience you have noticed that some
blooms, after thinning, have come coarse or irregular,

do not leave so few, rather leave both buds to reduce
the coarseness. Nothing can be more against your
box to a judge's eye than coarseness or an unevenness
in a bloom. Do not forget to keep your beds hoed
very frequentlv, and begin to thin out any super-

numerary shoots and flower-buds, so that those that

are left may ripen better, and carry good flowers dur-

ing the latter end of July and August. Give an occa-

sional application of some of the artificial manures to

help the trees in their flowering period. Keep a watch-

ful eye on all maidens to see that they are tied and safe

from being blown out of the budded slocks. Watering
during a drought may be needed ; if so, give a good
drenching, and hoe when the soil is fit. There is no
need for much w*atering if you will only use vour hoe
oftener. Keep 3our eyes open for the first appearance
of mildew, and get at it as early as you can. Nothing
will ruin your chances of success so quickly as the pests

and enemies of the rose.

IV.—Exhibiting Sweet Peas.

By Henry J. R. Digges.

THE blooms should be cut young, and placed in

water as they are cut. If they have far to

travel they should be cut the morning before

the show day, so that they may stand in water some
hours before being packed to absorb in the stems as

much water as possible ; they will then travel quite safely

if packed in tissue paper, but the blooms must be quite

dry when being packed ; if any dew or rain remains on
them they will spot. Some exhibitors bring their blooms
to the show standing in water. This is a very good
plan if one can travel with the boxes to guard against
unwary railway porters upsetting them. Short, squat
hyacinth glasses are best for this purpose, and they can
be kept in position by two narrow boards fixed at the

proper height from the bottom of the box, with grooves
cut in them to fit the neck of the glass, one board fixed

and the second to be screwed in when the glasses are

in position. Be early at the show tent. Sweet peas

take a long time to set up. at least five minutes per

bunch, t'lrst comers have choice of position in the

space allotted ; secure good light without direct sun-

light ; avoid draughtj' positions if possible ; excellent

exhibits are often ruined by being upset if the day is

windy. A three tier staging should be provided for

sweet peas by the exhibition committee, if it is not, the

effect of three tiers should be produced by raising the

second and third rows, either by using inverted flower

pots of different heights for the second and third rows,

or by different sized vases if there is a choice to be had,

and the early exhibitors have the best chance of secur-

ing these. It is absolutely essential that the second row
should be from six to nine inches higher than the front

one and the third row similarly higher than the second.

If one is fortunate in having first quality blooms,

three or four flowerets on each, thirty to forty blooms

will be enough to bring for each bunch ; an ideal bunch

contains from twenty to twenty-five blooms, and they

should be placed in the vases so that e;ich individual

bloom may be seen—the best being raised in the centre

to catch the judge's eye. The stems should be

immersed in the water a couple of inches only, so that

the full length of stem may be visible—length of stem is

an important feature in an exhibition bloom. The judge
will look for the following qualities :— First, form ; then

size, substance, purity of colouring and freshness,

length of stem. .\11 blooms having weather stains

should be carefully eliminated, a small bunch of

perfectly fresh blooms, well displajed, each one exhibit-

ing its perfections, should commend itself to a discriminat

ing judge rather than a fuller bunch in which are many
faulty blooms. Finally, when the vases are filled, the

utmost care in colour arrangement must be observed.

Colours that kill each other must be separated, not only

from the other bunches in one's own exhibit, but also

from one's neighbours. It is necessary to avoid a

preponderance of any one colour ; pinks are so numerous

that they will be sure to predominate if care is not

exercised, and a well-balanced exhibit must have some

of the darker shades—maroons and purples, as well as

whites and yellows. Successful staging of sweet peas

requires no little thought and arrangement ; therefore be

in good time ; hurry spells failure, success demands time.

Through all the summer morning till burning hours

were done.

The heavy-headed roses were drooping in the

sun ;

Through all the dusty morning the roadside hedge was

grey,

.And slowly through the meadows went the weary

feet of day.

Now distant shouts and laughter die down into a hush ;

The lark is silent overhead, and silent falls the

thrush
;

Long since the sun has vanished, the west no more is

bright,

.Vnd silent and benignant draws on the summer
night.

—Robin Fowler,
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The Alpine Garden in MaV. P'-"'. and where U forms a lar^e mass the lltUe white

X J star-shaped flowers are very eftective. It requires a

I', i\-.. ,,,>, i-i ,,.,., 1. ,v. Tu r^ 11 f J c- 1 c ij position where there is a eood depth of soil,by W iLi.iAM U.w [DSON, 1 he Dell Gardens, Eng-leheld ' 15 t-

Green, Surrey.

AGREAT many of our choicest Alpines flower

during- the spring- months, and where the rock

garden has been made with due regard to

supplying the necessary amount of slielter, and where
sufficient moisture is pro-

vided, there is to be had

during April and May
such a profusion of rare

spring flowers that one

finds something to ad-

mire at every turn. The
plants enumerated in

this paper do well in

the rock garden here.

The garden is so formed

that the plants are pro-

vided with positions to

suit their various re-

quirements. A stream

supplies moisture to

those requiring a damp
situation, others are ex-

posed to full sunshine

on sloping banks. The
plants requiring a dry

position are accommo
dated by being placed

on ledges of rock, and

shade lovers are pro-

vided with situations

facing north and under

the shade of trees.

It is unnecessary to

go into details concern-

ing such well-known

and indispensable rock-

garden plants as

aubretias, arabis,
alyssum, myosotis, &c.,

which, during the spring

months, make a con-

Houstonia ciendea delights in a sunny position on the

rockery, and it likes abundant moisture during the

growing season.

crna is very useful and attractiveOmphalodes vcr

w-hen employed
and moist spot.

form

The

are very

/ grandi-

^phspicuous d i

colour.

Anemone Rohinsoniana

is perhaps the best of

all the anemonies in

flower during May. The
flow-ers are of a delicate

mauve shade. Provided

with a comparatively

cool and shady place, and left undisturbed, it .seems

quite at home in any good, free mixture of peat and
loam.

SuldancUa piisilla is a \ery prett_\- plant with
fringed blossoms, in colour ranging from pale

lavender to purple. A shallow, rocky place
where they can have abundance of moisture suits

them well.

Hiitchinsiii ii/fiina is a remarkably free - flowering

a carpet in a cool

intense blue colour of

the flowers is very
pleasing.

Geuni montanum is

a showy plant for the

rock garden. Its

dwarf habit makes it

a suitable plant for

covering sloping banks
of the garden, and
flourishes in a partially

shaded position.

Waldsteinia tri-

foliata, a pretty

yellow-flowered plant,

is very attractive dur-

ing Maj-, and is seen
at its best where some
considerable space can
be devoted to it. In a
fairly moist position

(he creeping stems
form a dense carpet,

and the yellow
blossoms
pleasing.

Trilliun
tji, r u m is

effective p 1 a n t , and
undoubtedly one of the

best spring flowers.

In shade it grows
vigorously. T. atro-

purpurunt flowers at

the same time, but the

dark colour of the

flowers renders it less

conspicuous.

Cardaniinc trifoliata

grows well in peat,

and requires abundant
moisture. The free-

growing, dwarf-
creeping stems are

now covered with

abundance of while

blooms. This plant

makes a fine companion for the trilliums.

Primula rosea grandijhira makes a very striking

group in a shady position, and il thrives well In a moist,

peaty soil.

Primula frondosa is a robust little plant, and very

suitable for grouping.

Primula denticulala and d . alba are so hardy and

vigorous that no rock garden can afford to dispense

with those lovely flowers.

.V Nook in the " Alpine G.^rdkx in May "

IFrom a Photogr.aph by the .-Xuthur]
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Soil Hygiene

LAST month, when writing upon the subject

of artificial manures for garden soils, we
referred to certain possible ill results

arising from the excessive use of farmyard

manure. Let us briefly review some of the facts

bearing upon this matter. We all know that

farmyard manure when fresh is not only useless

as a food for cultivated plants, but that to the

roots of many it acts harmfully, even to the

extent of being actually poisonous. Before the

dung is safe to use and fit to absorb it must

become " ripe "—that is, reduced to a well-rotted

condition. What is the meaning of this change ?

.\ mass of farmyard manure is made up of a

mixture of fermentable organic matter, the

various constituents of which are of too complex

a nature to be directly used by plants. Indeed

they represent for the most part substances

manufactured by plants themselves, and before

they can be re-used by fresh crops the}- must be

broken down to the simpler compounds out of

which they were originally built up. Now, this

importfuit work is invariably carried out in

nature by different kinds of bacteria, a class of

fungi representing the very smallest forms of

life known to science. It is these bacteria that

feeding, growing, and multiplying in the

manure cause it to ferment, and the heat that is

generated and the changes that take place

during the process are simply the outward and
manifest signs of the vital activities operating

within the heap.

During the process of fermentation much of

the insoluble organic matter becomes soluble,

and various kinds of acids and gases are formed

that would be detrimental to the roots of many
garden plants if the process took place in the

soil. As the fermentation proceeds the soluble

organic matter is destroyed, and the acids

neutralised, and until this stage is reached or

nearly so it is scarcely safe for gardeners to

use the manure unless for the grosser-feeding

crops. When the rapid fermentation is over

and the manure gradually passes into a milder

and safer condition, it still contains a consider-

able amount of fermentable organic material,

but the fermentation proceeds at a very much
slower pace. When applied to the soil it adds

to the stock of humus already present there,

while its fermentation is now carried on by the

vast bacterial population that inhabits the

whole depth of surface soil even to its minutest

particle. This humus contains rich stores of

food, but stores that are unavailable to crops

until the bacteria break up the compounds and

reduce them to simpler bodies— an operation

often taking long years for its completion. How
much of this valuable food material during any

particular season's growing can be released for

the use of crops, or whether they can get any

of it at all, depends entirely upon the activity of

these particular races of bacteria. They regulate

this source of soil fertility absolutely. This

being so we can easily understand how import-

ant it is for a gardener to clearly understand

the main factors that help or hinder the activity

of these beneficial germs in the soil.

One of the most helpful thing in this con-

nection is air, as the change produced in the

manure is essentially a process of oxidation

carried on by living bacteria ; therefore drainage

and thorough cultivation, so as to admit abund-

ance of air to the soil, are of first importance.

But as we have already seen, certain acids are

included among the first products of decom-

position, and these are alike hurtful to delicate

roots and to the bacteria themselves. If they

are allowed to accumulate the soil gets sour, the

useful fermentations are checked, and the crop

fails to reach its highest yield.

To prevent acidity in such cases lime should

be freely applied ; this will neutralise the acids

and render the soil sweet and wholesome.

By freeing the bacteria of their harmful excreta it

will promote further and more rapid fermentation

of the humus, and therefore a quicker liberation

of plant food. Soil acidily is undesirable for

other reasons, one of which is that the club-root

fungus that attacks Brassica with such disastrous

results is much encouraged by an acid condition

of soil and considerably checked by a neutral

or a slightly alkaline one. Heavih- manured

garden soils lacking in lime are particularly

liable to invasion by this pest. The only effective
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means of prevention in such cases is the applica-

tion of heavy dressings of quick-lime to the soil.

Lime is, in point of fact, one of the most use-

ful substances at the command of the gardener,

to be used as a means of improving- the crop-

producing power of his soil. It not only acts as

a carrier of valuable food into the system of the

plant, but it influences the availability of dung,

dung residues, and organic matter generally, as

well as most of the artificial manures applied to

the soil. It promotes the nitrification of soil

ammonia, and thus saves it from loss ; it

prevents the precipitation of phosphoric acid in

the form of insoluble salts ; it liberates potash

frjm certain minerals in the soil, and prevents

the soluble potash salts applied as manures from

passing into unavailable and therefore use-

less compounds. It is, in short, indispensable

for good culture, and high _\iclds of healthy

crops free from disease can only be obtained

by keeping the soil well supplied witli it.

There must be hundreds of gardens in the

country the cropping powers of which would

be immediately and surprisingly increased by

the application of a suitable dressing of lime

to the soil.

Small Holdings a.nd their Possibilities. - In a

pamphlet written by Mr. Ttios, Smith, supervisor of tile

" Fels small holding's in Essex, and entitled " .A Solution

of the Unemployed Problem," the following statement

occurs in an introductor)' note :
— ** In 1905 Mr. Joseph

Fels purchased a farm of over 600 acres on the River

Blackwater, in the parish of Mayland, Essex. W hen

the farm was taken over it was in a very neglected

condition. The buildings were in disrepair, the roads

were bad, gates and fences were timible down and the

sea wall was breached. The only persons regularh'

employed on the whole 600 acres were three men and

two boys.

"At the present time there are no less than 53 men and

seven boys in full work on the estate, and about 20

women in partial employment, and in addition to

these, 21 small holdings yield enough to provide for the

same number of families. Including all these, it is safe

to say that about 400 persons are maintained, ami the

development of the estate is only yet at the l>eginning.

.•\part from the earnings of the small holders, the wages
bill is well over ;£l3,ooO a year.

*' There are now on the estate 40 cottages, i6,oco

superficial feet of glass houses, two acres of French

garden, 50 acres of land planted with fruit trees, one-

and-a-half miles of water mains supplied from a recently

bored artesian well, a School House, Baths, Co-opera-

tive Store, Post and Telegraph Office, Lending Library,

Social Club, Co-operative Productive Association with

spacious packing shed, and it is hoped that there will

soon be a Public Hall."

Current Topics.

By E. Knowldi.n, I'.R.H.S.

STILL they come," and more power to 'em all.

.And in all the gaiety of shrimp-pink, coarulean-
blue, sage-green, virginal-white, and Ireland's

own, of course. Of such are the schedules of the
District Horticultural Societies to hand. .And, as we
say, still they come. Here is the latest—" Stillorgan
and Foxrock Horticultural Society,'' and the first effort
of the sturdy youngster will be in the grounds of the
.Stillorgan Convalescent Home on July 23rd, with 44
classes embracing all sections, the cut flowers, fruits,

and vegetables of which will be duly handed over to the
convalescents at the close of the show. We note that
Sir John Barton, C.B., is the, president, and T. F.

Crozier, Esq., .Avonmore, Stillorgan, the hon. secretary,
whilst each name on the committee is an earnest of
what we shall e.xpect. Just prior to the above we
received the schedule of the North Kildare Cottagers'
and .Amateurs' Society, which holds high festival in

Straffan, July 21st ; and just before that again the Naas
District Horticultural Society, with its fixture at Naas,
August 4th, and Kingstown, .August nth. Kildare, it

must be said, being rurally situated, caters for the
cottagers especially.

Now, the question crops up, what—what magnetism,
wliat microbe is responsible for the sudden eruption?
.And from that the weightier one still— is it going to last ?

We only venture to express an opinion on the latter
part, and that is chiefly derived from a day spent with
the North Kildares in Castletown two years ago. We
are the better able to draw our deductions from the fact
that the evening turned out "soft," but that in nowise
seemed to abate the ardour of the cottagers, who from
an early hour wended their way. to the rendezvous and
stayed to the finish. Here, at all events, sufficient

interest was displayed by exhibitors as to leave no open-
ing for judicial errors, for we had not been long on the
ground, or rather grass, ere a venerable dame, clasping
to her bosom the family fuchsia, came up with— " I believe
you're thejudge." (We confirmed her faith.) " Because
I want to tell yer, as you didn't judge us last year, that

I always get first prize for m' fewshy. " She was
thanked for her courtesy. Then, who could forget the
expectant but respectful group craning their necks
through the tent opening as their fate was decided, or a
hundred little things beside which showed the keen, the

intense, interest in all which went to make the rural

holiday.

Sporting Kildare, we may add, was catered for by a
donkey race, the chief event of which was on a par, we
presimie, with the Conyngham Cup, for over this parti-

cular item excitement became perfervid, and how the

favourite 1i>st is now a matter of history. It was with
pride in his port and defiance in his eye the owner
hoisted his gossoon on deck, and such a sleek, well-

groomed ass should have behaved better ; as a matter
of fact, all the coaxing which ranged from grave 10

gay, from lively to severe, elicited no more than an
indignant look from the steed as he turned round
and faced his owner, whilst less pretentious animals
cantered g.iily to ihc winning post. To sum up from
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what we have seen and what we know of these district

societies, including^ the great Midland Counties Associa-
tion at Athlone, they have not only come, but come to

stop and to do good too.

Our onion figures in Last Current Topics being
questioned on a post card bearing the postmark of

.Arthurstown, Waterford, we beg to reply to our name-
less inquisitor that our office imp responsible for them
has been called to account, told to do them over again ;

but, provided with a pocketful of cash to purchase a
pound of bulbs for a fresh start, he comes back saying
they can't be had now for love or money, so he is now
figuring out what that amounts to per ton.

Notes from Glasnevin.

Flowering Shrubs.

ALTHOUGH we have been crying out for rain for

our seeds and hay crop, &c., still everyone will

admit that the flowering trees and shiubs have
this spring given us some compensation for this lack oi

moisture. With very few exceptions, and those few
promised well, but were nipped in the bud bj- the late

fro.sts, shrubs have flowered this spring in a manner
seldom surpassed. The barberries, Berberis stenopliylla

especially, have been good. The flowering currants,

Ribes sanguineum, and the good, dark red varietj- known
as R. sanguineum, variety a/rosnnguineuni, R. iturcum,

and R.speciosum, with its red fuchsia-like flowers, have
been very fine. The Cydonia japonica and its varieties,

in all shades of pink, red and white, have done remark-
ably well, and were very beautiful when in full flower.

.\11 the pyrus and prunus sections have done well, and
the large plant of Pyrus flvribunda (Mains fforibunda)

near the pond at Glasnevin, standing about twenty
feet high and as much through, was a mass of

good pink, and although the bright sun bleached
the flowers, it has remained i[i flower considerably

longer than usual. In the same locality of the

garden is Rhododendron Yunnanense, and this, too,

promises well. On close examination some buds will

be found brown and dead. So much for late frosts !

However, the plant is well worth a special visit. It is

a native of Yunnan, and was one of the discoveries of

.\bbe Delavey, and was figured in the Bot. Mag. T.

7614 from specimens which flowered at Kew in 1S97.

Rubus de/iriosus, with its pure white flowers on long
graceful branches, is a very beautiful plant from North
-America, and is well worth more consideration than it

gets, and should be more generally planted. Lilacs

are a profusion of bloom. Syringa persica and its white
variety are very graceful. The good forms of 5. vul-

garis, the common lilac, the white and the double
white, one of the best being Madame Lemoine, make a
very pleasing group. R. M. Pollock.

.An unerring perception told the Greeks that the

beautiful must also be the true, and recalled them back
into the way. .As in conduct they insisted on an energy
which was rational, so in art and in literature they
required of beautj- that it too should be before all things

rational

—

Some Aspects of the Greek Genius,

Parasitic Rose -Canker.

A New Disease in Roses.

MR. H. T. Gl'SSOX, in a recent number of the

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society,

described and illustrated a new disease of

roses, which, because of its appearance and fungal

origin, is called parasitic rose-canker. The specimens
that provided material for examination came from
Larne, and the varieties affected were .Ards Rover,

Crimson Rambler, and Robert Craig, and " almost all

the Wichuraianas. " Since the article appeared similarly

diseased roses have been discovered in England. It

seems desirable to draw our readers' attention to this

disease so that, if found, it may be dealt with, and thus

as far as may be to prevent its spread in the country.

Through the kindness of the Secretary of the Royal
Horticultural Society of England we are permitted to

reproduce the accompanying illustrations.

To the ordinary eye the disease first manifests itselfon
the one-year old wood in the form of canker-like fissures

in the bark that callus badly, and are usually of a

dark-reddish colour. This stage is shown at fig. K,

but it really represents an advanced stage of the disease.

The trouble actually begins on the young green stems,

as reddish brown or purplish patches, as shown in the

drawing -\, of a bit of twig magnified to twice its natural

size. When the patches are enlarged to four times their

real size, as in B, minute cracks are clearly seen in the

bark. The real cause of these tiny pores are made
manifest by a still further magnification ( X 20) as shown
at c and D. By looking down upon them as in c, or

viewing them in the vertical sections of the bark, as in D,

they are each seen to be filled with a cluster of tiny

'* spore bodies," each o^ which has the appearance

shown in the sketch E (F represents the same but in

section), magnified 50 times its natural size. The cavity

shown in F is lined with a piliferous growth of delicate

threads figured at G, and enlarged 200 times. Each
thread has the power of producing a terminal spore,

and a few of these spore-producing filaments are drawn
at H under a magnification of 500. -A number of ripe

spores are drawn at I ( X 750), and the same spores

germinating are shown at J under a magnification of

1000. The spores escape from the spore bodies through

a minute terminal pore.

Next season the cracks are larger, and can be easily

recognised with the naked eye, as shown at K (l is one

of these cracks magnified twice, and M is a cross section

of the stem through one of the cracks).

-A callus tissue forms (shown at .N and cross section ot

same at o), which in badly attacked specimens enlarges

greatly, as sketched in fig. P ( X 4). On this callus

tissue fungus bodies arise in great numbers, as is well

shown in the thin section represented at o and R. A
cankered branch is seeminglj- very easily killed by frost.

The fungus is a species of the genus Coniothyrium

(C Fuckelii, Sacc, most likely), and is " rather common
on various shrubs and trees throughout Europe.

"

.As to treatment, if the primary stages are discovered,

it is suggested to paint over the patches with creosoted

tar, if badly cankered before discovered it is better to

cut the branches clean away.
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The Month's Work.

The Flower Garden.
By J. H. Cl MMiNt;, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

STAKES .AND PEGS.—Where flower beds are niucli

exposed such things as calceolarias are verv

liable to damage from high winds, and it is a good
plan to stick some stiff, leafless spruce branches round

each plant. The plants

grow amongst and over

them, and are soon lost to

sight while giving support.

It is also well to pinch off

the first flowers of calceo-

larias, as it enables the

plant to make a good
foundation, and so prolong

its period of life and

beauty. Provision should

also be made to peg down
verbenas. Mangles pelar-

gonium. Phlox Drum-
mondi, and such like.

The wind is ruinous to

these plants when first set

out, and no time should

be lost in securing them.

Suitable pegs for the pur-

pose may be made of thin

wire cut into six - inch

lengths, and a bent hook
made of one end. In the

country, where the com-
mon bracken grows freel)',

the leaf stems make fine

material for this purpose.

When carnations begin to

"spindle" for bloom,

stakes should be put to

them and the flower stems

loosely tied as they grow.

In the herbaceous border

avoid the too common
practice of tying a bushy

plant to one stake, giving

the appearance of a glori-

fied broom top. It is pre-

ferable to use several

stakes round a plant simi-

lar to staking peas, and
beech or elm branches are

very suitable for this,

when, if done in time, the

branches will be covered
by the plant's growth, and
a free, natural appearance
result.

Reserve Stock.—When
the work of bedding out

is finished and the plants

all healthy and hardy, few
blanks may occur. At the

same time a reserve stock of all plants used should be
formed to fill up any blanks, and where space permits
the reserves should be potted into various sized pots
and placed in a sheltered, open place. They are thus
in a position to fill up gaps in the course of summer if

wanted.

Watering.— From what one sees around the suburbia
of our large towns, watering the newly planted flower
beds after a fashion forms to the inexperienced one of
the most pleasing recreations which their spare morning

P.\R.\siTic Rose-Canker.
ng tile life history of Coniothyrium Fuckclii (S.icc.) on the stem
(For description see text on opposite page.)

[Rtproduced through the courtesy 0/ the Royal Horticultural Society oj England.']

of drawing illustr
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and evening hours afford and I should like to follow up

my last month's remarks on this subject by offering the

advice that a mere sprinkling of the surface of the soil

is productive of more harm than good. Out-door water-

ing, unless it is done thoroughly, is belter left alone.

Surface sprinklings evaporate with the rising sun, never

having reached the roots, and leave the surface soil dr\-

and hard instead. Watering, to be of any material

service, must be given in quantity sufficient to reach

down to the roots of the plants, and the less frequent

its application is made necessary llie better. The
following day the Dutch hoe should be plied through

all the beds where water has been used so as to leave

a loose surface and prevent evaporation.

Sweet Peas.— Butter boxes, small barrels and tubs

make fine receptacles for growing sweet peas, and in

this portable condition can be moved about at will.

Paint the boxes green or stone colour, which removes

any unsightliness in that direction. Varieties should be

chosen of the King Edward type, as dark sorts fill the

eve better than white or light blues. I noticed this

repeatedly last year when seeing them in various places.

Again, pinch the growths at six feet high to induce a

compact, free-flowering mass all round. This also

applies to lines of sweet peas used for screens. Last

season I saw a splendid screen behind a carnation

border entirely made ofsweet pea. Miss Willmott. They
were cut over at six feet high, and the result was a mass

of bloom from the ground to top, and was much
admired.

Phor.milM Texax.—.Much has been written of late as

to the suitability of this plant for commercial purposes.

P'or flower garden work it is a distinct and effective

plant, creating a tropical effect, and large clumps quickly

form when planted in well-manured ground. Perhaps

ii is not generally known that the variegated form is

hardier than the green.

Flowering Shrlbs.—Of late years, with the decline

in the cultivation of coniferous trees, which in time

become monotonous, the interest in our lovely flowering

trees and shrubs has been greatly revived. Those who
are unacquainted with flowering shrubs should take the

opportunity of seeing a good collection, and making
note of what may be suitable for their several gardens,

and planting same in the late autumn. Deciduous

spring flowering shrubs are more graceful and airy in

appearance as compared with evergreens, and well

repay all that can be done for them.

Wallflower. —Thoughts of suitable subjects to fill

the beds next October must now be considered. Apart

from bulbs, nothing is sweeter during the spring months

than beds of good wallflower. Those who desire

fragrance in their gardens cannot afford to be without

them. The seed should be sown in the open ground

not later than the middle of June. When the plants are

ready for transplanting, this should be done before they

get leggy and the roots matted into one another. The
summer quarters should be open and sunn)', and the

soil not too rich. Give a foot between the lines and six

inches between the plants. By the end of October nice,

useful stuff will be ready for the flower beds. To keep

the plants compact and dwarf it is a good plan to go

over them when they commence to grow in the nursery

lines and pinch out the top of each.

HuMEA Elegans.—This very useful decorative plant

is not seen as often as its merits deserve. For centres

to groups, large vases or conservatory decoration it is

equally suitable, and w^ell grown plants command
admiration, and are not soon forgotten. Seed should be

sown early this month in well-drained pots, and covered
very slightly with finely-sifted, sandy soil. Cover the

seed pot with a pane of glass, and place in a cold frame
till the young plants appear, then place in the light to

keep from drawing. When fit to handle prick off into

boxes or pans. Pot off singly when three inches high

into four-in.:h pots, in which they should remain till the

following January, when a shift into seven-inch pots will

then be safe. A further shift in April to nine and ten

inch pots will make handsome plants to adorn any flower

garden during the following summer. Pot-bound plants

carefully watched with respect to water come through

the winter best, and they should never have more than a
greenhouse temperature. The humea is a gross feeder

in the spring, and should be potted in a mixture of good
loam, sand, and rotten manure. In cold, wet soils the

plants should be plunged pot and all into the beds they

are intended to fill, and watering during the summer
should not be neglected.

Winter Flowering Pelargonr.ms.—.Assuming that

these have been growing on from the cutting pot last

February the)' will now be ready for a final shift to six-

inch pots. Towards the end ofJune they may be placed

by the side of walks or other convenient place, where
the\' can be fully exposed to the sun. When established

in these pots feed with some of the well-known fertilisers.

Pinch the growths at the second leaf so as to induce a
bushy habit, and keep all flowers oft till the middle of

September. By the end of that month they should then

be placed in a light, airy house, with a temperature of

aliout 50 degrees, after which flowering will be main-

tained all through the winter.

Sligs. - Up to the present date (May 20th) the month
has been exceptionally dry, but if showery weather
follows we may also expect that slugs will be trouble-

some. They eat away the outer portions of the leaves,

and young and tender shoots fall a ready prey to the

hungry slugs. Dusting of mixed soot and unslacked

lime around the base of the plants saves them from

.itlack. .Sifted coal ashes round many kinds of her-

baceous plants is also useful. The soot and lime should

lie renewed every week till the stems and leaves of the

plants are well advanced.

Bl LBS AFTER FLOWERING. —It is best to leave bulbs

that have flowered in the spring garden as long as

po.ssible in the ground ; but to make room for the sum-

mer display they are often hurriedly turned out and
treated with scant after-attention. The belter plan is

to lift carefully with all their roots and replant thickly

in a shad)' position. There the)' will gradually ripen off,

and when the rush of bedding time is over the bulbs can

be lifted, cleaned, and stored, and be ready for planting

out again in autumn. By doing this the bulbs are saved,

and better results follow another year.
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The Fruit Grounds.

Bv William R. Spenckr, .Manor House Gardens,

Lo.ijfhgall, Co. .Arma.ijli.

BY the time the-se notes appear in print grower.s will

be able to form an estimate of the fruit crops for

this season. The present is a most anxious time

for us all, as now (May i8th) most apples are in full

bloom. A few varieties such as D.-rby, Royal Jubilee,

Royal Codlin, &c.. do not flower here until the first

week in June. The flowers are not fully expanded until

then, so will have a better chance of escapin>f frost than

the earlier flowering sorts. Frosty nights are the rule

just now, with hail showers during the day—not at all

favourable for the setting of fruit. It is sincerely to be

hoped that the weather will soon change to more genial

conditions ; if so we may reasonably hop..' for an^l

expect a fine crop of apples.

Thin.sin'g Frlit Crops.—The thinning of the fruits

of most kinds, and p.irlicularly of apples, pears, and

plums, is an operation very seldom performed. Trees

carrving very heavy crops undoubtedlj- derive much

benefit from it ; also, the fiuit is of larger size and of

better quality where done. Apples and pears set in

bunches of from five to eight or more fruit. If these

bunches are regularly distributed over the tree it would

be impossible for it to mature all satisfactorily. They

ought to be reduced to not more than three fruit to each

bunch, and in the ca.se of some of our finest apples and

pears one' is quite sufficient. Plums set very thickly .ail

along the younger sh.iots .and in bunches. These benefit

bv severe thinning. Each fruit should be allowed room

for development, so lliat when ripe it may hang clear of

its neighbour. It is quite impossible to lay down any

hard and fast rule as to how many fiuit any tree should

be allowed to carry. If I say pears should be about six

inches apart all over its surface it would be alright if

we could have them so placed. But they, as a rule, set

better and produce more fruit buds further away from

the trunk than close to it ; then to allow them less room

in this case would be right. The health, age, and

vigour of the tree must also betaken into account ; also.

if they are fully established trees, with roots in proper

working order, or if they have been recently root pruned.

Recently planted trees and those root-pruned last

winter cannot carry as much fruit as established trees.

A last word—do not be greedy by overtaxing the trees.

If vour trees bear heavy crops be kind to them, feed them,

and at least remove all mis-shapen and small fruits, if no

more. They v\'ill be all the better for it, and able lo

carry good crops every jear.

W.\LL Trees.—Attend to the watering of wall trees,

and if at all dry give a good soaking of water ; if cany -

ing a crop, liquid manure would be of service. These,

owing to their position, do not receive the same amount

of benefit from rains as trees in open positions, conse-

quentlv require to be supplied with water oftener.

.American Blight or Woolly .Aphis.—This pest ofi en

abounds in old orchards, and we find it in young tree-,

occasionally. Its woolly looking appearance and while

colour makes it easily recognised. If its presence is

suspected it should be looked for and destroyed. A
paint brush dipped in methylated spirit or paraftin oil

is the simplest, and at the same licne the most eftective,

remedy to apply ; this dabbed on them do not allow it to

come into contact with foliage. It is usually found on

the main branches and trunk, in cracks, or under loose

bark, .and often fully exposed.

Strawberries.—These will be ripening during the

month. In these parts we do not expect many ripe before

the first few days of July—a few on young plants,

perhaps, the last few d.avs of Jime. In more favoured

parts thev will be ripe a fortnight or more earlier. If

they have not been mulched with filler, as advised in

last months calendar, no time should be lost in putting

down some straw now, cut off runners as they appear,

and have all netted over to protect from birds in good
time.

(ioOSEBERRIES. —Do MOt pick too long, .IS large berries

are not so satisfactory for tarts, &c. Pick fruit nearest

Ihe ground first, as they often get spoiled by the soil

being w.ashed on to them. Some should be allowed to

remain to ripen for dessert purposes. These are belter

for being exposed to light. To aid this, remove gross

growths, which generally arise now, and fill up centre

of bush, also side. Shoots and others not required for

future development should be pinched to oite inch of

its b.ase.

CiR.\FTED Trees.— .-\11 growths aris ng from stock

.should be rubbed off as they appear. If the scion is

m.aking satisfactory progress the clay may be removed,

the ties loosened, and retied not quite so firmly .as before.

Marketi.ng.— .\ few short notes may not be out of

place here. Gooseberries are now fit for market, and

generally command a good price .about Whitsuntide.

Sell as soon as possible after being picked, as they

shrink rapidly. Dispose of thera locally if possible ; if

not, write your salesman in Dublin or Belfast, who will

advise as to the best method to send to market. Straw-

berries are generally sold in punnets holding one or two

pounds each, and packed in crates holding two or three

dozen punnets. The earliest and largest fruits sell

better for being packed in a single layer in a flat box
holding one pound, each fruit to have a bit of leaf

wrapped round it to prevent contact with those next it,

but leave fruit fully exposed on top ; place a few loose

leaves overall, and close lid. Market as soon as possible

after; they must arrive fresh if they are to sell well.

They should be picked early in Ihe morning and sold

the same day. Be cleanly in your methods ; use clean

boxes, crates, punnets, and packing material. Every-

thing connected with ripe fruit, and soft fruit especially,

must be spotlesslj- clean if the highest price is to be

obtained for them.

Tlie Kitchen (iarden.

By James Br.ukex, Horiicultuial Instructoi-, Co. Coik.

DURING the w.irm days of summer, if the amount

of waur in the ground required by kitchen

g.irden crojis be suflicicnt, growth is wonder-

fully rapid. This quickness of growth is desirable, as

it means increase of quantity as well as good quality.

On this account the means by which moisture can be
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made available to roots mig-ht be now briefly con-

sidered. These means'are deep and fine tillag^e, with

farmyard manure, mulching-, hoeing, and watering.

By the law termed capillary attraction deep tillage

enables plants to draw a supply of water from below,

lessening to a great extent their dependence on rain-

fall. It also allows a free supply of air into a greater

bulk of earth, thus enabling roots—air being another

essential—to descend a greater distance from the dry-

ing surface. The finer soil is made the more is its

water-holding power increased. Fineness of soil also

allows air more evenly between the soil particles, thus

providing roots with a greater scope for contact with

air and water at the same time, which is essential to

growth. Mulching and hoeing, by hindering evapora-

tion, help to conserve moisture. In addition to this,

mulching feeds crops. Where tillage has been deep

and thorough, and when hoeing has been regular, in a

dry, hot spell of weather the advantages become
pleasantly obvious.

Gener.\l Work.—Mulch the sides of rows ot peas

and broad beans with moist manure. In dry, hot

weather, as the pods swell, water copiously with

diluted manure water. This greatly aids the plants at

a distressing period of growth. Stake advancing peas,

and sow some of the earlier varieties for the latest

supplies. Pinch the tops of broad beans forming pods.

Continue to sow cos and cabbage lettuce in richly

manured ground where it is intended to finally grow,

as transplanting in hot weather increases the risk of

the plants bolting to seed. A weak solution of nitrate

of soda in watering improves and hastens lettuce.

Thoroughly water all crops as they require it. Expose

hard water to the softening influence of sunshine before

use. Round spinach and turnips must never become
dry at the roots, as this means disaster. Turnips must

be saved from the "fly" by some means. Watering
with a weak solution of nitrate hastens over the

dangerous seed-leaf period. Continue successional

sowings of round spinach, turnips, radish, mustard,

and cress, and make one small sowing of carrots for

young roots. Such strong feeders as Globe artichokes,

rhubarb, and seakale will benefit by liquid feedings.

Remove the flowers from rhubarb and seakale when
not wanted for seed. Beginning this month a sowing
of parsley should be made to stand over winter.

Onion beds benefit by being dressed with soot. If

necessary water before thinning. The thinnings are

sometimes transplanted for using in a green state, but

in dry weather require to be sufficiently watered till

well established. Onions may be sown for use as

salad. French beans can be freely sown in the be-

ginning of the month, and for succession to the end.

Every available spot, as bj' pailings, &c. , should be

utilised for the growth of scarlet runners. Pull pods
from French beans in bearing before hard, as delay in

pulling means so much allowed to waste, and prevents

the formation of others to follow. The same applies to

peas. Guard vegetable marrows and ridge cucumbers
from the gentle jaws of slugs, and effectually too.

Rings of wood-ashes, soot, and lime, renewed occa-
sionally, will generally stave these off, but rain soon
makes these substances lose protective potency. Use
tepid water on marrow and ridge cucumbers till

started. Carrots, parsnips, beet, &c., will require to

be finally thinned. The cautious use of nitrate of soda
after thinning these crops pushes them quickly forward,
but where it is allowed to come in contact with the
leaves of the plants it burns like fire. Moderation and
caution in this dressing are imperative. The soil about
growing crops must be cultivated with hoe or fork as
is required.

Cucumbers.—Cucumbers in pits or frames during
hot weather will require a good soaking two or three
times a week. Use tepid water and, when carrying a
crop, weak liquid manure. When the main growths
extend the required distances, stop and pinch all side
growths one leaf beyond the fruit when it is first formed.
Close with a good heat, and damp the leaves to pre-
vent the dire attack of red spider.

Asparagus.—Slugs are partial to the 3oung growths,
and must be prevented from destroying them. A dress-
ing of nitrate of soda and, from time to time, water-
ings with liquid manures will assist in developing the
growths. Cutting the late growths from asparagus
has a weakening effect. If carried too far it is at the
expense of next season's crop. Keep the ground free
of weeds at all times. A mulch of quite decomposed
manure towards the end of month improves weak
plants.

Celery.—Get main crop of celery planted so soon as
the plants are strong. If necessary shade the plants
for a few days. Use decomposed manure in the
trenches, as in fresh manure the plants make slow
progress. Early planted celery will require to be kept
free of weeds, the soil stirred about the plants, and
watered with liquid manure occasionally.

Leeks.—When strong enough leeks should be planted
out in richly manured land. If the largest size is de-
sired grow the plants something after the manner of
growing celery, in well manured trenches, earthing as
they grow. A handy method for cottagers is to plant
out in well manured land, in lines one foot apart, with
eight or nine inches between the plants. When plant-

ing use a large planting stick, and let the plant down
to the leaves (no further) without closing the hole.

Watering after planting ensures growth. Leeks proved
a valuable crop during the past winter and spring
when other vegetables were comparatively scarce.

Planting out the Cabb.\ge Family.—Important
work this month will be the planting out of the autumn
and winter supply of Brussels sprouts, broccoli, savoy,
&c. Success with these mostly depends on a good
start made in due time. If sturdy plants are lifted care-

fully and planted in manured soil, in the afternoon,
with a planting stick, and thoroughly watered, these
crops are usually independent of further watering.
Weak plants, pulled carelessly from overcrowded beds,

planted in the full blaze of the sun, will naturally
miss here and there, and become stunted, and the

wonder is, not that some die, but that any survive.

Broccoli best succeeds when the soil is firm. If the
land has been recently dug treading is advisable. If

planted after early potatoes cleaning the lands without
digging is best. In loosely dug land growth of the

leaves is over-succulent at the expense of the heart.

In most parts of this country frost rarely kills broccoli,

as in Scotland and England. Our milder climate
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specially encourag-es the greater cultivation of this

valuable crop. Autumn and winter broccoli may be

planted in lines about two feet apart, with two feet

from plant to plant, but spring- bi'occoli in strong land

requires about two and a half feet every way. At this

season cauliflowers like a cool, parti)- shaded site, as

between peas or scarlet runners, not too close in the

lines, and they respond to rich feeding and manure

w iter applications. Brussels sprouts ought not to be

delaved before being planted, as they require a long

season of growtii even for the main crop. Drimihead

savo}' may be planted for early supplies, allowing two

and a half feet every way between

In land that contains little or no lime the cultivation

of the cabbage tribe is troublesome, owing to it being

subject to the attacks of the fungoid disease called

"finger and toe." Rotation of crops in such a case

must be strictly followed, and the free use of lime in

the cultivation of the land, and make sure that the

plants have been grown in healtln' land.

The Herbaceous Border.

By Frank Hldson.

PLANT out dahlia tubers, stocks, asters, and other

half-hardy annuals. Keep them shaded and

watered until they get established. Thin out all

clumps of annuals sown in the border, according to

habit or height, .\fter the summer bedding is done

there will be a lot of plants left over; these can be put into

vacant spaces, and will give a good effect.

As soon as seedlings of biennial and pereimi.il plants

have made their rough leaf prepare nursery beds, trans-

plant them at a distance from four to six inches apart, so

that in the autumn each plant can be lifted with a ball of

soil. Keep the Dutch hoe working to keep lIowu

weeds.

Bees.

By T. Maguire, The Orchard, Enniskillen.

UP to the time of writing (15th May) the season has

been exceptionally favoiu'able for the bees.

Stocks are very strong all round, and if only the

proper weather comes at the proper time a record crop

ought to be realised. Swarming will be early this year

if the weather be at all favourable for the next fort-

night, and sections have al.eady been put on in many
places, as there has been quite a glut of early honey.

Dandelion was yielding heavily during the recent hot

spell, and the strong smell of the freshly gathered

nectar from the hives in the evening alarmed some
people, who fancied they had foul brood. Dandelion

honey seems to be very rank stuff, and sycamore,

which is yielding just now, is also very strong-

flavoured. Practically no feeding has been required so

far, and it looks as if none would be required, though

of course a bad fortnight would soon clear out most of

the honey gathered.

When a stock swarms and increase is required, the

simplest and best plan is to hive the swarm on the old

stand, giving it the new hive, with full sheets of wired

foundation, and putting the supers with the bees therein

on top. The (^Id hive containing the brood combs
should be removed to a new stand, cutting out all the

queen cells except a couple of the best looking ones.

Perhaps one of the young queens may have hatched

out, as sometimes happens, before the swarm leaves.

In that case remove all the queen cells, first making
sure the young queen is all right. If several queens

are required for re-queening purposes, the old stock

ni.ay be broken into three nuclei, giving at least one
good queen cell to each, one frame of honej', and one

of brood. Should all the frames be left in one hive it

will work up into a strong stock later on, and may
require a super when the young brood has hatched out.

If it is not desired to increase, a queen can be reared

behind the dummy, giving a back entrance. Three
frames will be sufficient for the back nucleus, and a
strip of excluder should be placed over them to prevent

the young queen mixing with the main stock. Care
should also be taken that the dummy is not too short,

so as to allow bees to pass underneath it. Dummies
should be made of two pieces, one with the grain across,

the other with the grain up and down, nailed together.

Such a dummy can neither warp nor shorten. After

the voung queen has begun to lay and has been found

all right, the old queen can be removed, and her

successor introduced by merely lifting the dummy and

placing it behind. It takes a 13-frame hive to work
this plan comfortably, but no one should buy a hive of

smaller size. I find it very convenient to have the

hives take tivo dummies along with the 13 frames.

One of the dvmimies can be lifted out when manipulating

tlie back nucleus, leaving plenty of room. These back

nuclei (and in fact all nuclei) should never be allowed

to run short of stores. If they require feeding a frame

of honey may be exchanged for one of their empty
frames. If fed with syrup, they must be detached from

the main colonv in the supers by putting a piece of

canvas between, otherwise the main colony will rob

them.

Supering must be carefully attended to. The first

supers are already on, in many cases. They should be

put on when the stock has become crowded up and
honey is being stored in the top of the brood combs,

the cells being newly lengthened out for the purpose.

The second and subsequent supers sometimes require

more judgment i[i putting on. If honey is coming

in quantity and the weather very hot, the second super

should be put on when the combs of the first are drawn
out and honey beginning to be stored in them. Under
the same conditions the third super is required about

the time the first is full and beginning to be sealed, but

no hard and fast rule can be laid down. If supering be

overdone the sections will be badly filled and take a

long time in sealing. If not done in time the brojd

nest will get jammed up with honey, the queen will be

flooded out, and sulking, loafing, and swarming will

t.ikc the place of honey gathering.

"Thicri-; are untold possibilities both of pleasure and

profit in the smallest kitchen garden, and our greatest

need at present is to learn how to make the most of

space, so that each foot of ground may be constantly

occupied."

—

C. Thonger.
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Tuberous-rooted Begonias.

1. HISTORY.

THE heifonia or " Elephant's Ear," has warmer regions of both hemispheres, but
now become an exceeding-ly popular especially affecting South America and India.

and therefore widely-cultivated genus Very few are native to Africa and none at

of decorative plants. The generic name begonia all to Australia. By far the greater number
was given to it two

centuries ago in

honour of M. Begon,

a Governor of St.

Domingo, who took a

great interest in the

science of botany and

in the cultivation ot

plants. In addition to

tlie natural species, of

which about 350 are

known, there are now
varieties and hybrids

innumerable found in

gardens and plant

-

houses throughout iho

country.

The family Begoni-

acese is formed of

succulent plants with

uneven-sided and,
usually,alternate leaves

provided with stipules.

Two kinds of flowers

(male and female) are

borne by the same
individual. The male

Begonia Boliviensis,

of the natural species

have shrubby or per-

ennial stems, and

these.'asarule, require

in this country artifi-

cial heat to carry

them through their

various stages of

growth. There is,

however, a race
formed of several
species native of

South America that

can be easily grown,

and are cultivated in

the open ground in

this country. In

these the primary

stem thickens into a

perennial tuberous
rootstock filled with

abundance of reserve

food, and from which

every year new flower-

ing shoots arise to die

off after the seeding

period. This is the

flowers contain numerous stamens. The female extremelv handsome and useful race of so-called

flowers have an inferior triangular ovary of "tuberous-rooted" begonias, consisting, at

three chambers containing a large number of present, not only of the natural species, but of

ovules ; hence the capsules are provided with a an enormous number of garden forms produced

good supply of seeds. by crossing and re-crossing the original species

The principal genus in the family is Bcguiiiii, and their hybrids,

members of which are distributed through the There are six species of historic interest to
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the scientific horticulturalist as being the pro-

genitors of, perhaps, all the varieties of tuberous-

rooted begonias at present in cultivation in our

gardens.

The first species introduced to cultivation were

sent to this country from Bolivia and Peru by

a Richard Pearce, who was travelling in search

of plants for the firm of .Messrs. Veitch.

Begonia boliviensis, here illustrated, was the

first of the series sent home. This was in 1864.

The plant is figured in the Botanical Magasine

t. 5657, and described as " a tuberous-rooted

deciduous kind." It was collected in Bolivia.

The next species forwarded was B. Pearcei,

also from Bolivia. It was tuberous-rooted like

the first, with a leafy stem about one foot high

carrying loose axillary panicles of bright yellow

flowers. B. Veitchii arrived soon after from

Peru. This was another tuberous-rooted form

with a very short stem carrying roundish leaves,

while its clusters of cinnabar-red flowers were

supported on stalks approaching one foot high.

Clarke's begonia {J3. C/arkii), collected both in

Bolivia and Peru, is very nearly related to B.

Veitchii. Two other tuberous-rooted forms

were imported by the Messrs. Veitch about

1867 ; one, B. rosceflora, discovered on the

Andes in Peru, having its leaf and flower-stalks,

its stipules and its bracts, together with its

flowers, a brilliant red. Davis's begonia (i?.

Davisii), another Peruvian tuberous-rooted

dwarf form bearing a six-flowered umbel on

short, bright red scapes, completes the list of

original species.

Begonias are very easily hybridised, and the

results obtained by the hybridist during, say,

the last 30 years are perfectly astounding in

their variety and interest, and the intelligent

and systematic study of this particular section

of the genus by the horticultural student will

well repay all the time and trouble that can be

spent upon it. The first hybrid was B. Sedciii,

a cross between B. boliviensis and another

species supposed to be B. Veitchii. It was
raised by Messrs. Veitch's foreman, John Seden,

and named after him. The new hybrid was
distributed in 1870, having been awarded the

Silver Floral Medal by the Royal Horticultural

Society. As a garden hybrid of the second

generation we may instance B. Chelsoni, a cross

between B. Sedeni and B. bohvicnsis, with large,

drooping flowers like the latter plant. Then,

as an instance of more intricate crossing, we

may take the pedigree of the garden form B.

tnodel, which, according to Burbidge, "is a

hybrid of the third generation, the result of in-

and-in crossing carried on between B. boliviensis

and B. Pearcei, in the first instance, and then

with B. Veitchii, and afterwards with B. Sedeni.

The result of this interbreeding was the produc-

tion of B. Stella and B. nwdel, both certified

varieties out of the same batch of seedlings."

In hybridization it is well to remember that

B. boliviensis and B. Pearcei represent the two
extreme species in the series, the first giving

narrow leaves and narrow and pointed perianth

pieces to the resulting hybrid, and the latter a

more or less bronze colouration to the foliage,

wider and blunter perianth pieces, and a yellow

tint to the flowers. B. Veitchii a.nd B.rosceflora,

coming as they do from an altitude of 11,000

to 13,000 feet on the Peruvian Andes, tend to

impart a certain robustness of constitution to

their respective off'spring, while B. Davisii trans-

mits dwarfness of habit and brilliant colouration

of flowers.

The half-hardy nature ot the different members
of this section of begonias, their more or less

dwarf habit, their freedom in flowering, together

with the delicate and pleasing colouration of

their blooms, place these charming perennials

in the very first rank as summer bedding plants.

II.—CULTURE.

Propagation—The begonia is propagated in several

wavs— namely, by seed, by division of ttie tubers and by

cuttings — but that by seed is generally used and will

prove best for bedding.

Choice of Seed.— The choice of seed is a very

important point in the culture of this plant, as it is only

from the best strains of seed that success is assured.

Either get seed from those who make a speciality of

begonias or pick out your seed from plants you have

noticed as being nearest to your ideal. Seed from a

pure white and a bright scarlet growing amongst other

good strains will secure a good range of colour. Keep

your seed when ripened in a dry and rather cool place

till the time of sowing, which should be in January.

SowiN'G OF Seed.—The seed should be sown in shallow-

pans, well crocking the pan, using a light compost of

half-leaf soil and half peat, and giving a liberal supply

of sand. Fill the pan to within half-an inch of the rim,

and make the surface firm and level. Take the seed

and scatter very thinly and evenly over the soil, as a

little seed will yield an immense number of plants, and

sprinkle a little fine soil over, barely covering the seed.

To water the seed the pan must be placed in water up

to the rim, and the liquid allowed to soak upwards, as

watering on the top would wash the seed in too far and
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check germination. Place the pan in a moist atmos-

phere with a temperature of 75 degrees, and cover with

glass till germination takes place.

Pricking Off.—When the plants are big enough to

get hold of they should be pricked otf into shallow

boxes with rough, fibrous matter for drainage, and a

compost of one-third loam, oiie-thiid leaf soil, and one-

third peal, sifted finely, with sand added. The plants

should be lifted out with the point of a label, and pressed

into the soil two inches apart, and grown at a tempera-

ture of 70 degrees.

H.VRPENING Off.—When '.he plants have grown a

fair size, and the weather is suitable, the boxes should

be taken out of doors to harden off the plants, but a

sheltered place should be chosen so that the fiercest

rays of the sun are kept off, as the leaves are apt to

scald. When watering never wet the leaves. This will

be at the beginning of June.

Planting Olt.—When the plants are sufficiently

hardened off the beds should be prepared, a rather

moist soil should be chosen, and the position of the beds

should be such that the sun is kept off during the

hottest part of the day. If peat moss litter is procui-

able a dressing should be given and dug in. Put the

plants out 9 inches apart, pressing firmly and leaving a

hollow round each for watering purposes.

W.VTERING, &c. —The begonia requires a great deal of

w.Hter during its growing season, and this must be well

looked after or the plants will shrivel up, but great care

must be taken not to wet the foliage, as this is often

disastrous.

Hoeing should be slightly done just to prevent the

soil from capping, but very fleet as the roots lie near

the surface.

Liquid Manure.—When the first bud is seen, liquid

manure should be given every other watering, but

diluted to a weak state. Soot w^ater is very good, but

good results are got from guano water.

Flowering Period.—Blooms should be picked off the

soil occasionally, as they present an untidy appearance.
The blooming season will keep on till the frost cuts

them off, but light frosts can be kept off by sheets of

newspaper thrown over the beds where possible.

Lifting the Bulbs.—When the frost takes them the

tops should be cut off, and the bulbs lifted and laid in

boxes and dried on sunny days gradually. When dry,

the bulbs should be covered with sand, as this keeps
them from shrinking and prevents dry rot. Keep the

boxes at a temperature of 45 degree till spring.

Starting the Bulbs.—The bulbs, till March, should
be looked over once or twice to make sure everything is

going on all right with them. About the middle of
March the boxes should be taken out, and the bulbs
placed in boxes in cocoa-nut fibre on a rather loose soil,

but do not water them to any extent, just sprinkling
them and keeping them damp so that they may absorb
the water and start their growth. Keep at a moderate
temperature, as strong, sturdy growth is required,
avoiding great heat, as they are apt to become drawn.

Hardeni.ng Off. -About the third week in May
place them outdoors to harden their foliage, but keep

them in a rather shady place, or at least from the fierce

rays of the sun. Gradually get them used to the sun

so they may not feel the effects so keenly when they are

planted out in the beds.

Planting Out.— Plant out in the same manner as for

seedlings, but allowing more room, about 15 inches

apart being a good distance.

General Culture.—As begonias are gross feeders

the beds should be annually made up. The best

manure will, in most soils, be found to be peat-moss

litter from the stable, as the roots seem to be very

partial to peat. One great point to be observed in the

culture of this plant is the great amount of water it

requires if it is to be well grown.

Even in showery weather it is often advisable to

water the plants, especially if the beds are full, as their

large leaves shoot the water off.

The Reader.
The Insects and Other Allied Pests of Orchard,

Bush, and Hot-house Fruits, and their Prevention

AND Treatment. By Fred. V. Theobald, M.A. Pp.

xvi-l-550, with 326 figures. Wye: The Author, 1909.

Price, 30/- net.

Mr. Theobald's reputation among entomologists and

cultivators of the soil is deservedly so high that this

important work, giving in handy form the results of

many years observation and research, is sure to receive

a hearty welcome. Readers of Irish Gardening who
were impressed by Mr. Theobald's recent admirable

article on The Apple Sucker will turn eagerly to the

pages of this volume for further information about

that noxious, albeit interesting, creature, and for the

life histories of many other pests in garden and

orchard.

The plan of the book is excellent for reference, the

various fruits being arranged alphabetically, and the

insects which feed on each fruit being described in

systematic order. There is, in every case, a good
account of the life-history, and a discussion of the

methods for preventing damage to our crops, which

may be safely consulted, since the author is at once a

zoologist and a practical cultivator. The systematic and

descriptive account of the various insects are usually full

enough for purposes of identification, and are especially

valuable in the case of certain aphida;—such as those

that infest strawberries, the typhlocybids of the plum

and apple, and other species of which Mr. Theobald

has made a special study, But even in the case of

common and well-known insects that have been again

and again described, the author has some valuable

original observation to give us. The appendix on

insecticides will be particularly welcome to the practical

man.
On the whole, the illustrations are praiseworthy. Mr.

Knight's drawings and many of the magnified photo-

graphs are admirable ; but a rather large minority of

the photographs are useless for purposes of indent! fica-

tion. There is a full bibliography at the end of the

account of each species, and no economic zoologist nor

intelligent gardener can afford to do without this

excellent volume. G. H. C.
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The Avondale Forestry

Station.

By A. C. Forbes.

APART from the forestrj- work carried out at

Avondale since its acquisition by the Depart-

ment of .Agriculture, the estate is of historic

interest to those interested in arboriculture In the

latter half of the eighteenth century Avondale was in the

possession of the Hayes family, a prominent member of

which was one Samuel Hayes, M.R.I.A., the author of

a treatise on " Planting and the Management of Wood-^

and Coppices," dedicated to the Dublin Society in 1794.

Kvidences of Hayes' work may still be seen in many of

the trees at .Avondale to day, consisting of such species

as silver firs, Turke\' oaks, planes, Spanish chestnuts,

&c., while the old beeches and other trees near the

mansion date from about his time.

The Hayes's were succeeded b}- the Parnell family

early in the nineteenth centur)-, and Avondale remained

in their possession until 1903, and in the following year

was purchased by the Department of Agriculture for

converting into a forestry station and school.

The present estate consists of about 350 acres of

land lying along the west bank of the Avonmorc, which

has cut for itself a deep bed through metamorphosed

schist and slate. The banks of this river were appar-

ently always more or less wooded, and are still covered

in places with oak scrub, mixed with holly, hazel and

other indigenous species of little commercial value, but

extremely picturesque and characteristic of the district.

The lajing out of the estate as a forestry or,

more strictly speaking, acclimitisation station was
commenced in the winter of 1904-5 by the removal of

old fences and hedges, the clearing of part of the old

woodland, and the re-planting or planting of a few-

acres below Avondale House. This work was the pre-

liminary to the planting of the forest plots, pinetum,

and aboretum, which are now the chief features of the

station, the object in view being that of combining the

planting of these with a forestry school for working
foresters and woodmen.

Records of the growth of the plots will be made from

time to time, and to facilitate this work as far as

possible the majority of the plots have been given an
area of exactly one acre. The ground was first divided

into sections, their size and positions varying according

to the species for which they v.ere intended. Each
section contains a number of species belonging 10 the

same natural order or genus, so far as this arrange-

ment was practicable, as shown in the following list of

sections :—Maples (Acer) ; Elms ( i'lmiis) ; Beech, Chest-

nut and Hornbeam {Cupuliferae) \ Oaks [CupuUferae]
;

Silver Fir (Abies) \ Spruce (Picea) \ Pines (Piiiiis);

Larches (Larix) ; Poplars and Willows (Salicaccae)
;

Ashes (Fraxinus) ; Chestnut Coppice ; Locust Tree
Coppice ; Douglas Firs (Pseudo-Tsiiga) ; Hemlock
Spruces (Tsuga) ; Cypresses and Junipers; Thuias,

Sequoias, and Cryptomeria ; Hickories, Walnut, Planes,

Tulip Tree ; Cedars, &c. , &c.

In the principal plots about 60 species have been

planted, chiefly in mixture with larch, spruce, Scots

pine and silver fir, the first named being the standard

narse in use for " hardwoods " or broad-leaved trees.

Amongst European species may be mentioned the

following : -Broad-leaved English and U'ych elms,

sycamore, Norway maple, sossile and pedunculata oaks,

and the Hungarian species, /. cunferta. Several acres

are also under ash, b'.rch, hornburn, Spanish chestnut,

&c. All the above may be said to be doing well,

although the chestnut has suffered severely from late

frosts.

Amongst European conifers are the pines, P. sylveslris,

Lariciu, maritiiiia., Austriaca, the common spruce and

silver fir, and Abies cephalonica and A. nordnnmniana.

Of these silver fir is cut back by spring frost almost

annually, but when once established above the frost line

will probably do well. European larches are repre-

sented by plants from Tyrolese, Scotch, Silesian and

Irish seed, but so far little difference can be noted

between them.

The most interesting plots in course of time will pro-

bably be those planted with American and Japanese

species, although few of them are likely to attain large

dimensions. Of American species of broad-leaved trees

the following are being tried : - Vhniis atnericana^ Acer

dasvcarpum, A. saccharintim, and A. macrophylluni,

Ouerciis rubra, I. paliis/ris, Liriudendron tulipifera

Betula papvrifera, lenta, lutea-, ulmifvlta, p 'puUfolia,

&c. , Carva alba, purcina and aniara, Juglans nigra, and

others. Judging by specimen trees in other parts of

Ireland none of the above is likely to attain a large

size.

Of the American conifers several are very promising,

especially Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, Thuia gigantea,

Ctipressus macrocarpa, and C. Lawsoniana, Sequoia

semperviretis and 5. gigantea, Abies grandis, &c., the

two first named giving every indication of proving

valuable timber species.

Amongst Japanese species, few have been tried be-

yond larch

—

Cryptomeria and Zelkova Keaki. It is doubt-

ful whether any of them will prove of great economic

value, as even the most promising oi them, Larix

leptolepis, requires more time to test the encomiums
that have been bestowed upon it by optimists.

Species from .-Vfrica, India, Australia, &c., are repre-

sented by Cedrus utlantica, C. deudora, Piniis excelsa,

Picea morinda. Eucalyptus Gunnii, Coccifera, rirnigera,

&c. Of these last it is hoped to find one which will be

capable of surviving a severe winter. Species planted

individually, or in small clumps in the arboretum and

piretum, are too numerous to mention, but fully 200

species of one kind or another are represented, in

addition to a large number of shrubs.

In the nursery many untried species are being raised

with the idea of ultimately planting them out in corners

and spots not already occupied. Many of these species

will also be tried on a small scale in the various woods
now being acquired b\- the Department in different

parts of Ireland in which soils and situations of varying

character will be found.

.At the present time little can be said as regards the

success or failure of the species tried. Judging from

specimens in the neighbourhood, or in Ireland generally,

however, it is probable that the West .American trees,

such as Douglas fir, Silka spruce, &c., will do well.
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Plan of Forest Plots showing position of Sections.

The number of sections is i8, covering an area of over loo acres, i. Maples ; ii. Elms ; iii- Beech, Chestnut
and Hornbeam; iv. Oaks; v. Silver Fir ; vi. Spruce ; vii. Pines; viii. Larches; ix. Poplars and Willows

;

X. Ashes; xi. Chestnut Coppice; xii. Locust Tree Coppice; xin. Douglas Kirs; xiv. Hemlock Spruces;

x\'. Cypresses and Junipers; xvi. Ihuias, Sequoias ana Uryptomeria ; xvii. Hickories, Walnuts, Planes,

Tulip Tree, &c. ; xviii. Cedars. (Reproduced by permission of the Department of AgricuUuie.j
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Broad-leaved species from the Eastern States, such as

hickories, planes, tulip tree, Robinia, &c., are not

likely to attain a great size in the cool and moist sum-
mers of this portion of Ireland, and great results are
not expected from them. Japanese species, such as

larch, Crptoineria and Zelkova, are doing well at present,

but little can be said about their ultimate development.

A curious feature is the almost complete failure of all

Siberian species in the way of growth, larch, silver fir

and spruce from that region remaining in a dwarfed
and stunted state for many years when planted in the

British Isles, and they are maintaining this character at

Avondale.

The development oi many species has been greatly

retarded by late spring frosts. On May i6th of this

year the Avoca valley experienced a very severe frost,

and young growths of ash, oak, Spanish chestnut, silver

firs, &c., were completely killed. Tw-o years ago a
somewhat similar frost produced the same results.

Apart from this climatic feature, conditions are fairly

suitable for most species being experimented with.

Current Topics.
By E. Knowldin, F.R.H.S.

WHAT is the world coming to? \Vc mean the

gardening world, it doesn't matter about

another just at the moment. Has any one ever

seen such a joyless June ? Beds of tuberous begonias

cut off in their innocent youth during the second week,

and this within sniffing distance of the briny, sweet

Dublin Bay, to be exact ! Killed ? Yes, killed dead,

and the question is, unless one has a pile of blankets

ready, is it safe to bed out nowadaj-s before July, or

leave out mifFy plants after August, considering that

September is often snappish enough to tickle tender

things to death, or at least, sufficient for a label, whicli

might be writ " werry large " as poor Joe would have it,

Ichabod—their glory has departed? And we saw too,

Citvman's garden in Suburbia beautifully bedded out,

and Cityman himself in brilliant smoking cap, and broad

smile complacently offering incense from a capacious

Kapp & Peterson, as he opened his heart and purse

wide enough to satisfy that artist, yclept the jobbing

gardener who hied him with all haste to the " Dodder
Arms" to "wet 'em." And we saw the wreck (the

garden we mean — not the gardener) a week after, and
we thought it very bad taste of that piano-organist to

grind out the glory song with such gusto at the gate,

when he might have soothingly switched on something
more appropriate, such as "

'Tis but a little faded
flower. " Blessed are those who have no tender bedding
to belr.iy them, and hardy plants suffice their heart's

desire. We were assured a decade ago that the bed-

ding fashion was dying out ; but it dies hard. It wants a
couple more of such joyful Junes in succession to hasten

its obsequies, at which the man in the street would,

we suspect, be chief mourner, for if he did not get

his bedding in his—the People's Gardens, Stephen's

Green, and other public parks— he might " heckle " his

member to raise a row in the English Parliament. And
he should get it—the bedding we mean. The rows are

more easily raised.

But, apart from this winter of our discontent, what of
the drought which parched retentive soils to the parting
point? In a good garden of this kind, where the muck
barrow moves merrily through the winter months, the
soil had shrunk sufficiently to leave opening chasms

—

'chawms "an old gardener called them —daily increasing,
and the much worried head asked us " ivhat the 'divil,'

"

with his limited number of hands, he was going to do ?

Like a good few other gardening questions an answer
was not looked for, still we ventured to suggest that, as
his cracks and chasms were gaily and daily gaping
wider and deeper, it might be as well to tie a horizontal
bar to each hand-back, we mean to prevent the sad and
sudden exit of what he could ill spare. " Good mulch-
ing," "copious watering," "hoeing galore," that's the
way, says Plentyhanded Happyhead, to circumvent the
drought. Such advice is cheap. It is excellent too ;

a pennyworth of it from any gardening paper will go a
long way, but not far enough for any head handicapped
by a shortage of hands to overtake all, and we know, as
every gardener knows who wades through these topics,

that a very large percentage of gardens is suffering

from this evil, which is now, with the haymaking for the

head and his hands to tackle, at its acute stage, and

—

and it's a weary world, m_v masters, and would that

more understood it when complaining of the second-
hand look of the garden and grounds - stake on just at a

time when all should be taut and trim. .And what a
difference it all makes ! How pleasant it is to see all

swept and garnished from the lodge to the bye paths
and backways of all within the gates !

"Mr. B , I must compliment vou on the

beautiful order of the avenues." Thus the late Canon
Sadleir said to an old friend who had a big lot to look

after, but knew that a clean walk covered a multitude

of sins. "Well, Sir, you see I never know the

moment the Lord might come (the Lord, and his

family were absent)," replied B . "Exactly
so," said the Canon, who saw his opportunity for a

clerical shot, " that's what I am always telling my
people." What a fine subject for a sermon ! But why
start preaching in Irish G.\rdexi.ng, some critic of our
current thoughts may ask ? Well, my friend, there is no
topic running a stronger current generally at the present

moment than this of the struggle to keep all decently

and in order, under the high pressure alluded to, and
from experience both sides of the Channel none more
relevant to Irish Gardening particularly. We know
of more than one master who is openly repining over

his meadows being but half a crop through the drought,

and we know, also, of more than one head gardener
who sub rosa is secretly rejoicing that it is so, in order

that he may the sooner get back to his beloved garden
where his heart is. Gardeners, the bulk at least, are

men of many parts, but the steward pure and simple

where such is kept, is, saving his presence, and with all

deference to his stewardship, a steward pure and simple

to the end of his days. By the way, we were talking to

one recently 91 years of age, still in harness, nimble,

hale, and hearty. It is not a difficult picture-puzzle

drawn from life for our critic to find the moral.

Ever and anon through the pages ofgardening history,

and we have lately gone through a little library of the

chief gardening papers, the question crops up—What
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constitutes an amateur? It is always a topical topic, a

troublesome topic, but b_v no means a trivial topic, to

those interested in exhibiting. Amateur? Even old

Dr. Johnson, in what a French friend called " dat amus-

ing- little work de Ingleesh Dictionnaire," was too near-

sighted to forsee the trouble this word was going to

give in gardening. At different times and at different

places various interpretations have been put on the term,

but nothing definite has been arrived at, and never was

there a more pressing need for it. Each society can, of

course, make its own rules and be a law unto itsell,

but that neither fills an universal want nor docs it

always give that local satis-

faction and confidence the

subject demands. Every-

one says a line must be

drawn, but as things are at

present the line would have

to be drawn as cleverly as

that New England farmer

made his fence who con-

trived it so cunningly that

every time the old mule did

get through it still found

itself inside. We should

like to see this knotty

question unravelled by the

combined wisdom ot the

governing spirits of the

Royal Horticultural Society

of England, who have done

so much to take the tangle

out of Horticultural judg-

ing. Certainly, in the latter

direction they have, we
may say, done no more
than they ought to have

done, for soft words won't

butter even Wisley par-

snips, andjudging by what

they have done in the

code of judging rules the}'

surely might take up the

amateurs, sift them into

sorts and sizes ifnecessary,

and to the shillingw'orth

of judging rules, or is it

eighteenpennyworth? tack on a twopenny appendix, a

classification list if needs be, resolving this exhibition

worry into something like law and order. We would,

in fact, like to see the Royal Horticultural Society code
of judging rules going even farther, by embracing
every pertinent subject to exhibiting, one of which is

prize-winning with other men's produce, of which there

is some jet black evidence found in a perusal of the last

twenty years' history of gardening. That, of course,

may all have been stopped, but in our gallop over the

twenty years' course of three leading gardening period-

icals we did not notice the stopping place. Any W'ay,

how valuable, and what a tower of strength would be a
completed gospel edited by the apostles of horticulture

under the asgis of the Royal Horticultural Society !

By the way, Mr. Editor, what a pretty peep you
gave us, last month, of daffodils all a growing and

A Fine Cordvlink

[Reproduced through the courti

a-blowing in the People's Gardens! .\s nice a little

picture as ever we met, with its glorious backgrounds,

of which those fine gardens provide so plentifully

for the bedding. "The result must be highly satis-

factory," &c., &c. (See footnote, June No.) But, Mon
Editeur, Ma Chree, did ye no see another bed, right

forninst the Parkgate street entrance? A big bed,

thickly sown W'ith hyacinths, king of the blues, hundreds

of them, any one spike of which would not have dis-

graced an exhibition board. Oh ! my, sich whoppers

!

But what we want to talk about was the daring mixture

OT Kcizcr's Kroon Tulips through them. Shades of

Turner and the old Teme-
raire ! We saw the glowing
mass against the setting

sim. Blue, and scarlet, and
gold, and live sunrays, all

blended in a glowing trans-

parency : the richest, mad-
dest, merriest combination

we ever saw. Gentle

reader, who planneth bulb

beds, do likewise.

The Club-Palm
(Cordyline).

This handsome plant,

although palm-like in

appearance, is not a true

palm. It really belongs to

the lily family, as is shown
in the structure of the

llowers, which are small,

white, and arranged in

branched panicles. The
fruits are berries. The
woody stem, frequently

stoloniferous at base, bears

a large.terminal tuft oflong,

narrow, drooping leaves,

more or less leathery in

texture. The hardiest

species are natives of New
Zealand, some of which

attain a height of 30 to 40

feet.

The Cordylines flourish best on rich, loamj- soils.

Well-grown specimens are very effective on lawns,

giving quite a sub-tropical aspect to the whole

garden. It is only in the mildest parts of the country

that Cordylines succeed. In the Dublin district they

flower and ripen seed annually.

The illustration shows one of a large number of

cordylines grown at Old Conna Hill, near Bray, the

residence of Captain Riall. The photograph was
taken by Mr F. G. Bell early last month, on the

occasion of the visit of the Dublin Seed and Nursery

Employees' Association. The climbing plant covering

the bare stem of the tree is a crimson rambler rose, but

whether its presence really improves the appearance of

this fine specimen of cordyline is, of course, a matter of

personal taste ; for ourselves we would prefer the trunk

in all its natural nakedness.

AT Old Conna Hill.

sv of the Editor ol the F.i
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Charlotte Grace O'Brien.

By W. F. P. Stockley, University Colleg-e, Cork.

"When my bones are dust and my g-ood spade rust,

when my house is pulled down and my garden asphalt

and bricks, my extra special wild

briars and my daffodils will still

linger on the hillside and scent the

bloomy air for generations that

know me not, nor mint*."

There is much of Charlotte

O'Brien in the tone of these, her

last words. She was outwardly

strong, though she had known
trial, suffering' and sadness

;

she was courageous

—

Languor is not in your heart,

Weakness is not in your word

—

many have felt that, have

wondered at this impulsiveness,

have felt ashamed of them-

selves, doubtless, at times,

when their more arid hearts

have had dull leisure to

criticise her fulness of heart
;

in «

not sentimental indeed, nor

analysing her feelings, perhaps, vet over-flow-

ing with that great heartedness which some in

sorrow often remember when they think of

what she said or poured forth. She had made
her life, she had striven and fought. What life

was to her, as to others, was not what she may
have planned. But her life at Ardanoir, as her

garden, was herself, was a happiness to herself
;

even in later years, a happy rest, which (to revert

to Burke's words)hates sloth, butloves quiet. And
so it was to many others, and a happiness, and

a strengthening, to those who live among ugly,

stupid conventions, and who like to dwell in mind
at <\)TOAnoi|t on the hill of the gorse and gold.

Could it have seemed more beautiful than the

June day when loving hands carried her coffin

from it, under the clouds filled with sunlight,

with the glow of the laburnums over the rich wild-

ness of the flowers, the dark wood up the hill.

Charlotte G. O'Brien

and the wide Shannon shore so lovelv and so

loved ? That picture of it, of her, in the March
Irish Gardening, is beautiful. She herself

looks resting ; and these last months a certain

grey weariness seemed to lift less often from her

face. Her noble greeting seemed less buoj'ant.

She said that she did not look for long life
;

yet, what her readers have felt in her, of a wise

cheerfulness and practical acceptance of things,

those characteristics her personality passed

on—"taught" is not the word—to others: a

something spontaneous, inevitable, natural.

The poet did not say of just such a life

—

Glad hearts, without reproach or

blot.

Who do liiy work .ind know it ttot—
} et tile w ords are not in

applicable. The priest-friend

who spoke at the .Mass while

her body lay near the altar

told his hearers how his

thoughts had often been,

when ministering to her,

that a priest could well long

to have that simple, whole-

souled faith. Pasteur-like, " I

have the faith of the peasant,

and it I knew more I should

ha\ e the faith of the peasant's

wife." In earlier days she

had been much attracted by

Caroline Fox and such Friends;

>
iif= as, later, all were embraced in

mystical Catholicity. To the

present writer she wrote, in mingled distress and
amazement, of things of piety that she found

in one of Father Faber's books. If that

was Christianity and Catholicism—well, she

expressed herself strongly. .'Vnd I am not

saying she was discerning, or that it was her

characteristic to have a right judgment in all

things. The mood passed, I daresay. .'\nd she

was no great disputant. Like her guide,

Aubrey de Vere, whom she knew so well ; like

his brother, Sir Stephen de Vere, her neighbour

at Foynes, whom she revered for his love for

Ireland and for that care for the poor which
made him share their trials, in worse days

crossing to America. And I remember seeing

Miss O'Brien herself, a horrible emigrant figure,

lugging a huge, hideous carpet-bag into a Dublin

tram, spurning alarmed attentions. She wasjust

offfor the Cove of Cork. inthed:ivs when she would
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prove in her own person whether more tickets

were given to emigrants than there were places in

ships. For, thus, the poor people had to spend,

in lodg-inghouse keep, the little hoard they had

for the other-side landing'. And therefore, she,

and her right-hand man, were hounded and

hooted by the monopolists of the Cove. She

found things out, and made things better. So, as

we all know, she helped to make thing's better

in the women's quarters in the steamers. At first

suspected and at-

tacked by the steam-

ship companies, she

had, for the last quar-

ter of a century, a

standing offer of free

passage, I think, from

many of them. She

did her people lasting

good. Herself an

Irish nationalist, bv

loyalty to her father,

Smith O'Brien, bv in-

stinct, shall one sav.

and by convictioTi,

there never was a

better follower of the

best in the best of

her father's friends,

Thomas Davis, and
of all his teaching to

accept every man's

work for Ireland ;

never to question,

nor to suspect ; to

be ready to forward

every honest effort,

to meet honesty fairly,

to be ready, again

and again, to believe

in others. That is shown in her story of the

Fenian times, Light and Shttdc. If it is now out

of print, one says let it be reprinted. It is out

of real experience, deep longing for the good
of Ireland, sympathy with the weak, with the fool-

hardy, with the brave ; not without plenty of

criticism of the madness of the people. kwA yet

a madness both divine and mean. In her Co.

Limerick she had lived a free child life, mixing
with the people in the bad old, good old days.

At Cahirmoyle

We led our life, a full and joyous life,

And knew but little of the world's deep grief.

Nor even our own, though sad beyond belief.

Almost the youngest child, in 1848 itself she

was knowing little or nothing. But her father's

story was idealised by her always :
—

And well I mind when first I saw thy bowed
And seared grey head bent low beneath a cloud

Of disappointment, silence, and despair.

Thy land lay in a trance, thou Ihought'st it dead,

And that deep sorrow aged thy downcast head.

"
I can t\o nothing for our Irish," he once

wrote, " luitil they stop their senseless feuds."

His daughter, Gaelic

Leaguer, industry

helper, and peaceful

politician, practised

what h e w o u 1 d

preach. She had a

canny side, and yet a

romantic— '

' Pauvre

vieux cceur toujours

neuf"—though her

young days, indeed,

were only sixty years

since. The series of

sonnets — Cahir-
ntovlc. or the OH
//();«f — tells of the

\oung family life—
fair and free and u)i-

cxf!111! lied :
—

.Mv mother reading

with unwearied tongue

Of the brave tales and
the brave deeds of old.

A mother kind and

good, intelligent and

helpful, whose voice,

reading the Psalms,

lingered (her daugh-

ter lately wrote) as a

call to highest

things— in ears for whom present day sounds

were hushed. This was strong and brave,

was it not ?—when such a difficulty was coming

on—to venture into the world of fighting for a

right, and to win, bearing some, at least, of the

usual insults and obloquy. And these words

are so noble, and passionate, and simple :

—

The woods are silenced for me, and the streams

Ripple no more for me along the leas ;

No more for me the birds sing melodies

To greet the morn, or give the sun good dreams ;

No more the circling rooks in heavy crowds

Beat homeward cawing, 'neath the wind-swept clouds.

Where are the sweet sounds gone? Are they all gone?

Gone from the meadows deep with swathes of hay. ..

[Ch.\rlotte G. O'Brien
In lalir life.
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Oh, bitter loss ! all nature's voices dumb.
Oh, loss beyond all loss ! About my neck

The children cast their arms ; no voices break

Upon my ear ; no sounds of laughter come

—

Child's laughter, wrought of love, and life, and bliss ;

Heedless 1 leave the rest, had I but this.

This volume. Lyrics, is dedicated to brothers

and sisters and "their children who are m}'

children." Some of these know of mother-like

tender care, thoufjh the hand that wrote those

words, and that would have grasped and as it

were crushed the world for love—for love of

home and land, for love of God in His heaven,

that all might be right with the world. A colder

spirit may be displeased with a poet's heart.

But such a leaping forward to a new justice,

such a belief and such a trust, it may indeed be

foolish—and Charlotte O'Brien strove to know ;

so that it might not be foolish with her—yet it

makes us thank God that we were fools once in

our lives. I wish I could but hear her laughing

at this little outburst. Her sense of huinour

saved all. What a relief. Of her cultivated

sense and her instinct of fine taste in the things

that really matter I have said nothing. So will

it seem to all who knew her. 1 have not even

said how she led a daily dog life, with dogs so

much better than humans, as Scan's mistress

maintained. " 1 can go nowhere while Scan

lives," I see in an old letter. But Scan's

descendants roared, for generations, at Ardanoir,

and performed at tea as in the picture, and

were loved and smacked, by one who was loving,

but would put up with no shirking, in man or dog.

Miss CHARLOtTE O'Brikn, whose contributions to

Irish Gardening have given delight to so many readers,

died on the 4th of June. The news came to us from
Ardanoir on the morrow of her death, and filled us with

a consternation and a sorrow that cannot be expressed

in words. It was so shockingly unexpected. We had
been in communication with her early in the month over

the last article of her series, "The Making of Our
Home," which was to appear in the present number.
She was not feeling well, and asked for the latest date

possible for sending in the MS., which, alas ! was
never written. Miss Charlotte O'Brien was a great

and warm-hearted Irishwoman whose memory will be

cherished by many, and lovingly so by those of us who
chanced to fall within the indescribable charm of her

wonderful personality. At our request her kinsman.

Prof Stockley, has most kindly written, amid the press

tjf exceptional professional duties, the foregoing

appreciation of Miss O'Brien, which we know will

be perused with keen interest by all our readers.

To Miss Nelly O'Brien, who now enters into posses-

sion of Ardanoir, we are indebted for the two photo-
graphs used in illustration of Prof. Stockley 's article.

JlNF. of this year has been a black-letter month in the

annals of Irish Gardening, as since the issue of our

last numberit has lost two of its most valued contributors.

On the 25th of Ma}-, James Harper, Marketing Expert to

the Department of Agriculture, took suddenly ill, and on
the 31st he died, to the dismay and sorrow of

a host of friends. !\Ir. Harper's experience and unique

knowledge were always at the disposal of readers of

Irish Gardening. To his grief-stricken family we
offer our sincerest sympathy. We had the supreme
pleasure of knowing Mr. Harper in domestic life, and
can, therefore, all the more appreciate the poignant

sorrow that his loss will cause in the home. He was a

genial host and a true and loyal friend.

Hints to Exhibitors.

V.—Exhibiting Hard}- Fruit.

I. —Strawberries.

MOST growers of hardy fruits grow a few straw-

berries, more or less, but few, if an}', of the

commercial growers take any interest in for-

warding the choicest of their fruits to an exhibition.

They usually forward it to market, where it probably

pays them better, and leave the showing to either

amateurs or to professional g.ardeners.

That the commercial growers do produce large

quantities of first-class fruit fit for competition I am
certain c>^^ and would like to see much more of their

produce on the stands at our sliows all over the

country.

Strawberries are now ripening very rapidly, though

much later than last year, and by the time this is in

print some of the best exhibition fruit will have come
and gone, as it is the first and second fruits on
each truss which are generail}' the lar-gest, best

coloured, best shaped, and the truest type of any or

the berries.

Ingrowing for exhibition it is advisable to reduce the

number of fruits on a plant from 6 to 12, according to

the strength of the specimen, and to water the plants

copiously with manure water, especially during dry

weather. Straw should be placed under the fruits to

keep them off the ground and free from grit, and it is

advisable to place some fish netting over them to pre-

vent the birds from destroying them.

In selecting the fruits the first thing to be borne in

mind is the type of the variety you wish to exhibit, and
select fruits as near the type as possible.

Take Royal Sovereign, for instance. Select fruits

above the average in size, almost as big as you can
grow them, providing that they are symmetrical and
conical in shape. They should be o( a bright scarlet

colour. Fruits like this will have a rich, vinous flavour.

Monarch.—Select large, broadly conical-shaped

fruits ; they will be paler in colour than Sovereign,
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and the pips will be very pale, anil have a pale-coloured

bloom on them.

Medford Champion. — Procure larg-e fruits, which is

easy done in this case, but it is more difficult to procure

good fruits, the majority of the large ones being un-

shapely. The colour should be a deep scarlet, and the

pips should stand well up in the flesh.

Great care should be taken to see that all the fruits

are free from blemish of every sort, such as decay,

bruises, or insect marks. They should be exhibited

with their stalks attached, perfectly ripe, and, if at all

possible, should not be gathered until the morning of

the show. Cover the plate with some nice, clean straw-

berry leaves, and lay the fruits gently on the leaves.

Twenty fruits constitute a "dish," and they should

be, as near as possible, all equal in size, shape, and

colour.

Each dish should be correctly named.

Marks are awarded for ripeness, freshness, and bright

colour, rich flavour, handsome shape and size.

In a collection of fruit, an excellent dish o( straw-

berries will receive six points.

W. S. I.

VI.—Exhibiting Roses.

By ODci.NKi, Browne M.D.

THOSE readers who intend exhibiting cut blooms

at the coming local shows throughout Ireland

during this and the next month must see that all

things are prepared in due time. No good can come

from things done in a spurt. The usual classes at our

local shows are for either six or twelve blooms, and so

you must provide yourself with a tray or belter a box

and tray, the latter pierced with holes five inches apart

for tubes to hold both water and flower, commonly

known as Foster's tubes, these tubes can be got from

Foster, .\shford, Kent, for 5s. 6d. per dozen, or from any

seedsman. With the tubes are wires to carry the

flower. Labels of the approved style can be bought

either plain or with any roses name on il for 2S. per 100

from Messrs. Blake & MacKenzie, School Lane, Liver-

pool. Proper moss must be procured, velvety in texture,

and should be set out in some shady spot, and kept well

watered. Some rose shades to shade blooms from

rain, sun, and dew are absolutely necessary if a perfect

bloom is required, paying special heed to dark reds,

yellows and pinks. Some fairly thick wool for tying up

the centres of blooms will be also required. Two days

before a show, a careful survey should be made of all

roses, and any promising bud which will about hit the

show should be selected and shaded. When the outer

petals have sufficiently opened a piece of wool about six

inches long should be taken, and one end should be

lapped twice round the other. This loop thus formed

should then be passed around the centre of the yet

unexpanded flower and helped into place by a camel's-

hair brush, and sufficiently tightened to only prevent

slipping. Then a shade, taking care that wind does not

rub shade and bloom together, should be put over the

flower. Now your box and tray should be cleared,

the tray mossed over nicely and evenly and left in

a cool place. When cutting time comes fill ALL the

tubes with rain water and give the moss a syringing.

I will presume that my readers only intend show-

ing at a local show, if they intend travelling any

distance by train they must make their preparations

beforehand. There is much diversity of opinion as to

when blooms should be cut—say on evening prior to or

morning of show. I always think it wiser to cut in late

evening prior to day, as blooms keep better and are

drier when so cut than those cut very early in morning.

Never cut or tie a bloom when wet, for when it dries it

will spot and burn. Cut your roses with stems about six

inches long—the choicest and best first— and let them be

put into water quickly. Repair to your staging place and

take a wire of Foster's tube in your right hand, and hold-

ing the stalk of flower in your left hand, get the rounded

top of the wire snugly round the base of the bloom,

give the stalk a slight pull to make the rose sit lightly,

and wire round stalk and holder. Cut your stalk as

long as the wire support, and put your flower into the

tube and label it. Repeat with them all, and leave a

little of lid open for night. Now for every bloom wired,

as meant to be shown, there should be a spare (if possible

a younger) bloom taken in another box ; these

should also be wired and labelled. Press all the tubes

when leaving home fully down, lock or strap the box,

and keep your eye on that box until the place of show

is reached. When you reach the show (get there early)

put your box on the staging (this is imperative in Lon-

don, and quite right), lift your lid, replace any leaky

tube or spilled water and rest yourself. When staging

time comes commence by raising all your tubes to the

one uniform height. A little manipulating is nece.s.sary

to help an unopened bloom to open, by pressing back

the outer petals with a camel's-hair brush. Untie the

flower ; if it holds and does not " fly " or become too much
open, well and good, re-tie that flower and go on to the

next. Any flower that " flies " must be replaced, and

mind aboiit dulpicates. When all are ready get a pot or

brick and prop up the back ofyour box to an angle of forty-

five degrees or so and replace \'Our lid. When told to do

so remove your lids, but leave your ties as long as you can.

Don't forget any when you leave, as a tied bloom should

be counted nil. Try and arrange that the largest

flowers are at the back and keep colours well scattered

—

i.e., do not put two reds side by side. Have a couple of

spares ready in case any rose looks " groggy " (there is

no better word) at the final moment. It is this jockeying

and manoeuvering that makes rose showing so entranc-

ing, be not too greedy or try for too much, dividing

forces is a bad game ; experience alone can guide us.

Just let me give you a few hints before I close : Ifyou are

going to show use the right sized box and set your box

up early. If you find you are late and have no room,

ask the steward to request the owners of boxes to kindly

make room for you (do not do as a person did to me i:i

Dublin last season who came late and gave my box a push

and sent all flying) and there will remain harmony.

You will find that all or nearly all rose growers are a very

amiable lot of people and treat them accordingly.

Lastly, remember what the late Dean Hole said :

—

Who misses or who wins the prize,

Go lose or conquer as you can ;

But if you fail or if you rise.

Be each, pray God, a gentleman.
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VII.—Exhibiting Vegetables.

IT is unnecessarj- to devote a special article to the

gfrowing of vegetables for exhibition, as the sub-

ject has been, and is at present, being suitably

treated under the heading of the " Month's Work."

Anyone following the directions herein given from

month to month will scarcely require further instructions.

Good cultivation and the selection of high quality seeds

of the best varieties are the two outstanding factors of

success in the exhibition tent. It should always be

remembered that largeness of size does not necessarily

mean excellence of quality ; indeed, anything approach-

ing or even suggestive ofgrossness should be rigorously

excluded from any exhibit. It is the medium-sized speci

men. uniform in shape with unblemished skin and of high

flavour, that gains the highest number of points in

judging. In conveying the exhibits to the exhibition

ground great care should be taken to prevent injury to

the skin of the more delicate specimens. It is a good

plan to wrap such specimen each in tissue paper, and, if

the distance is far, to pack with wood-wool to prevent

friction or contusions. Exhibits such as peas and beans

in pods may be packed in cabbage leaves from which

the mid-rib has been removed. \'egetable marrows are

very delicate-skinned and require careful handling.

Some exhibitors cover these with tissue paper, and

then wraji them in cotton wool to prevent brusing.

There is a great art in arranging the exhibits, and it

is in this that the painstaking exhibitor with a tasteful

eve he.ivily scores over his careless and inartistic rival.

There is no reason why an exhibition of vegetables

should not be made as pleasing to the eye as a collection

of more showy plants. Vet how very often it is no better

in picturesque effect than the window of a third rate

green-grocer's shop on a Saturday night. The different

exhibits are all crowded together on ugly bare boards

with no attempt at effective grouping or of providing a

suitable background to throw up the mass colours of

the specimens. The complete scheme of arrangement,

even to the minutest detail, should be thought out

beforehand, and in packing, to have the specimens so

arranged that those required first will come to hand

first on unpacking. Arrange the stage so that every

group of exhibits can be easily seen, taking care to allow

sufficient space between each group. .\s a back-

ground, parsley may be used, so a sufficient quantity of

this herb should be brought in the hamper.

In arranging the exhibits particular attention should

be paid to having the various groups nicely balanced,

and also to have them so placed with respect to one

another that the colours will harmonise and thus produce

a pleasing effect to the eje. In exhibiting it is not only

necessary to grow the produce well but to show them

well ; to make them look so attractive that they at once

arrest the attention of the passers-bj'. A really good
exhibitor is always a good marketer, as he is able to

make his consignments attractive to the eye of dis-

criminating buyers, and thus is able to secure the highest

current prices for his well-graded and tastefully packed

produce. With regard to the selection of specimens for

the exhibition table we take the liberty of compiling

from Mr. Edwin Beckett's standard work on "Vegetables

for Home and Exhibition " a memorandum of the chief

points, which in the opinion of this well-known and

successful exhibitor should be considered when choosing

vegetables for competition.

I. Roots and Tibers.

Beet. —ioM^—Medium-sized roots, evenlj- tapering

and of good colour. Round —These varieties should be

deep, skin clear and tap-roots small.

CARROTS.—Medium-sized, fresh roots, good form

according to variety, colour clear and bright.

Parsnips.—Roots should be straight, tapering evenly

and well shouldered, skin clear and free from all spots.

Potatoes.— Medium-sized, good shape, eyes shallow,*

skin clear and free from disease.

Tlrxips.— Perfectly solid, of medium size, flesh crisp

and juicy, small tap-roots.

II. Leafy Shoots.

AsPAR.\Gi"s. — Fresh heads of uniform length and

thickness.

Brussels Sprolts.—/"/an/s—Stems straight and

densely and regularly covered with spiouls. Picked

Sprouts.—Medium size, firm and quite fresh.

C.\BB.\GE.—Medium-sized heads, firm, of good form

and quite fresh

Calliflowers .\nd Broccoli.—Well rounded heads

of good depth, but medium size, firm, and free from all

blemishes.

Celery.—Large heads, leafstalks in good condition,

solid, clean, and well blanched.

Kale. — Fresh and compact heads, sturdy growth and

good colour.

Lettice (Cabbage and Cos). -Firm, blanched well

and in good condition.

O-NIONS (Au/uinn sown). — These should be well

rounded, clear skinned, and show no tendency to

ribbing. Spring soTi'n. — Fine size and condition, skin

clear, well rounded or globular small neck, perfectly

solid and well ripened. •

Spin.\ch.—Leaves of good substance and fine colour.

Herbs (Parsley, Mint, &c.) should be tied neatly in

bunches or arranged in vases of a suitable size.

S.M-ADS should be shown quite fresh and free from all

coarse leaves and blemishes, distinctly labelled and

neatly arranged in trays.

Fruits and Seeds Used as Vegetables.

Beans.— Broad.—Pod of even size, well filled, beans

quite tender and not dark-eyed. Runner and Dr^-arf.—
Pod perfectly straight, of good colour, long, of good
substance and in fresh condition.

Cl-Cl'.MBERS.— Fruit straight and uniform throughout,

short neck, fresh with fine bloom and without markings.

Pe.\s.—Pods of fine appearance, well filled and of

good colour. Peas fresh and of good quality.

Tom.\toes.—Skins clear, rich colour, fruit solid and

in fresh condition.

Veget.\ble Marrow.—Fresh and tender, medium
size and good colour.

• Ttiis cftaracti

cooking prevails.

required whe the stem of peeling before



Tulips, Keizek Kroon in Leinster Lawn, Dlblin.

The Month's Work.

The Flower Garden.

By J. H. CiMMrNi;, Overseer, Royal Dublin Sociely,

Ball's Bridge.

GKNER.VL REM.A.RKS.—Now that the busy plant-

ing months of Maj- and June are past, the

important matter of dress and high keeping the

whole season is necessary. The greatest amount of

flower gardening cannot be pleasing to anyone with

an\' pretence to refined taste unless a high state of

cultivation and neatness prevails. One bed of floweis

may be made to attract more attention than a great

Tuimber. A small garden well arranged and highly-

kept must, in the nature of things, be far more produc-

tive of enjoyment than a larger one out of proportion to

the means ctt its owner, and consequently badly kept.

See, then, thiit neatness and order is maintained through-

out the garden. Dead leaves on the plants in con-

sequence of the check of replanting require picking off,

the surface of the soil kept stirred, grass regularly

mown, and the edges kept trim. "Walks should be

cleaned and rolled. All boxes and pots that were recently

used for bedding stuff should be carefully cleaned and

stored away, as many of them will again be required in

two months' lime. With continued dry weather all

through the most part of June begonias have suffered

possibly more than other tender bedding plants. To
keep the ground cool and mt^ist, clean sifted peat moss
or leaf-mould may be spread over the beds as a mulch

which will help to protect the roots from drought.

The HERBACEOfs Border. — Such things as delphi-

niums and pyrethrums should be cut down as soon as

flowering is over, and in late summer months many of

them will yield another set of flowers almost equal in

size to the first ones. As some of the perennials go out

of flower, gaps occur, and bare patches in summer is

unsightly. Things then should be found to keep up the

simimer display. Among good annuals for this purpose

will be foimd asters, comet and sinensis ; these make a

line show and are useful lor culling. Nemesias, calen-

dula (marigold), ten-week stocks, and seedling violas

are all easily obtainable and quickily come into flower.

X'irginian stock sown in little patches is also very-

welcome. Some of the stock pelargoniums that may-

have been left over can also be utilized in the mixed
borders, as the main idea is to have no vacant places

during the important summer and autumn months, when
all beds and borders should look their brightest.

Rehmannia Angi'LATA.—This is a novelty of recent

introduction from Central China. The flowers are

about three inches in diameter—not unlike the incar-

villea— rose purple in colour with yellow throat. The
spikes are from four to five feet high, and continue in

flower for several months. In the show-plant house at

Mr. Justice Maddens, Nulley, I noted a few days ago a

grand lot of this plant in full flower, and arranged over

a mass of show and zonale pelargoniums. The
rehmannia was in eight-inch pots, and the flower spikes

standing up w-ithout any stakes over the other plants

made a charming effect. It is well worth growing for

indoor decoration, and may be tried outside in sheltered

situations. The cultivation is simple. Seed may be

sown at any time, but, as it is really a half-hardy-

perennial, now- is a favourable lime to sow for next sum-
mer's display. Place the seed pans in a cold frame,

and shade till the young plants appear. When fit to

handle prick off into boxes, thereafter into three-inch

pots when large enough. Keep them growing cool all

winter, with just suflicient heat to exclude frost. Pol

on jis the roots of the plants require it, making the final

shift into eight-inch pots in March, which are quite

Uirge enough to carr\- them through the flowering

period.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. To have good
plants for early winter use, daily watching will be

necessary and particularly in watering, never getting

the plants too wet. Cuttings that were struck and in

four-inch pots will now be ready for their final shift to

six and seven-inch pots, which are quite large enough to
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grow plants three feet in diameter. The soil should be

roug:h fibry loam and peat, with the fine mould shaken

out of it ; broken charcoal and crocks, some sand and

chopped up sphag"num moss, about equal parts. This

makes an excellent mixture, being free and open, and

the begonia roots cling- to the rough parts, and there is

also no danger of the soil turning sour. A nice grow-

ing temperature is 50 to 55 degrees F. , and during the

hottest part of the day the plants should have a slight

shade, but it may not be continuous, and when Septem-

ber comes in the plants will be better without it. A
light position near the glass with ample room are

necessary from the start.

S.\LVIAS Among useful bedding plants, are the com-

paratively new dwarf salvias, fireball and Glory of

Zurich. The latter variety is specially fine, having a

bright scarlet inflorence which is quite as equal in

colour to some of the best scarlet pelargoniums. The
height does not exceed a foot, and they flower profusely

all the season till cut down with frost. .At the Chief

Secretary's Garden, Phoenix Park, where summer bed-

ding is remarkably well done, Mr, Sayers puis a high

value on the usefulness of the above dwarf salvias. He
strikes the plants in boxes placed in a cold frame at

the end of .August, and kept growing all winter in a

temperature with just the frost excluded. Potted up in

spring, fine plants are ready for planting out by the

end of May. They will suit most positions, except a

very dry one, as then red spider is liable to attack the

plants.

AN.vfALs. —This month annuals want special atten-

tion, and it cannot be too much impressed upon

growers that thinning annuals is an important point in

their culture very little attended to, with the result

that the flowering period is short and their cultivation

discouraged. They are sown thickly, and ofttimes

allowed to run up into flower without ever being thinned

at all, and the result is, to say the least, disappointing.

What would be the result if the farmer treated his

turnip and mangold crop so ? To get the best returns,

annuals must be thinned as soon as they can be handled

easily, and thus allow each plant to develop itself

properly. This should not be done all at once, but at

two thinnings at least. Another point which helps the

prolongation of their season of bloom is to remove all

decaying blossoms and so preventing seed-pods from

being formed. When this is attended to, the energies

of plants are directed towards the production of flowers,

and these are produced much finer than if the plants are

allowed to grow seeds in the ordinary way.

Window Plants.—In the long drought we have had

lately I have noticed many window plants filthy with

dust and insects. As clean water and fresh air is pro-

motive of health in the animal kingdom, it seems not to

strike a great many people, fond of house-plants, that

these also must have a clean skin and fresh air. What-
ever plants we cultivate, the more healthy they will be

in proportion to the state of cleanness and fresh air

they receive. Many plants are a disgrace to windows
because the owners never try to keep them clean.

Nimble fingers would soon make all the filth disappear

Take the plant and spread the fingers and palm of the

left hand over the surface of the soil in the pot, and turn

the head of the plant into a pail of water wherein a

small piece of soap has been dissolved, moving it briskly

several times through it, then sponge every leaf, upper
and lower side, and again plunge it in clean water, and
the result will be pleasing to the plant and its owner.

If fresh air and washing with water is attended to,

insects will seldom trouble them. When one under-

stands the functions performed by the leaves of plants,

the importance of giving them fresh air in rooms will at

once be recognised. Window plants thrive best that

have not been enervated by confinement, and can
hardly have too much pure air got from an open window.
-Avoid, of course, draughts or frosty air, and begin by a
little opening, which soon changes the atmosphere, and
increase it as the room gets warmer.

The Fruit Grounds.

By William R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

CHERRIES.—To preserve the fruit of these from
birds, nets will have to be employed. Where
grown on walls, as is usual, this can easily be

done, .IS the nets may be secured to the top of the wall

and allowed to fall over to the ground, using forked

sticks to keep them clear of the foliage, otherwise the

birds would alight on the net and pick fruit through its

meshes. It is advisable where several trees are grown
continuously against walls to have the whole netted

over with one-inch mesh wire netting, fixed to poles let

into the ground three feet from base of the wall and
resting against its top, and closed at both ends, and so

fixed that it can be opened at both ends or fastened

without difficulty. Trees in open places require to be

entirely enveloped in nets if fruit is to be preser\ed. It

is a costly and tedious business, consequently not much
grown where small birds are plentiful, except for orna-

mental purposes, for which'thej- are admirably adopted
;

few trees surpass them in beauty when in full flower.

Nail up shoots before they get too long or they mav get

broken. .After fruit is all gathered syringe the trees

thoroughly, as dirt accumulates about them during

growth If Blackfly has been troublesome, a good
strong insecticide may be used for this purpose, other-

wise clean water is sufficient.

Str.WVBERRIES.—The fruit of these are now (June

19) commencing to show colour, and by the time this is

in print will be fully ripe in most places. They will

require daily attention, gathering fruit, &c. When
being gathered, those for dessert purposes are to have

about one inch of stalk attached, and for preser\ing be

picked without the bush, so that too much handling of

fruit will not take place.

When all are gathered, the whole plantation should

be thoroughly cleaned, weeds and runners being

removed and the soil hoed or slightly pricked over with

forks, as it will have got hard and caked consequent on

gathering of fruit. If runners are required for making
fresh plantations they must be secured early, lightly

fork ground about the runners and peg them into it. .A

hooked peg or a stone will keep them in position until

rooted ; from this they may be transferred to ground
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where intended to remain, or if this be not ready an old

shallow frame, or one made of boards can be made to

nurse them for a time ; erect on a hard surface, and put

in the bottom three inches deep of well decayed manure,

thoroughly broken up, and on top of this two inches of

soil. Plant into this about four inches apart every way.

Wafer. —Syringe overhead every evening, and keep

shaded from strong sun until rooted. When being

transplanted from this they will scarcely feel any check,

as fine balls of soil can be kept to them. They may also

be rooted in pots filled with soil, into which they are

pegged, and afterwards kept watered. This is the best

method of all, but when large quantities are wanted, not

advisable, as the labour involved is too great, besides

plants can be had quite as early and equally good b\-

the method before stated. Do not propagate from

barren plants ; though they produce the finest runners

they are worthless.

LoG.\N Berry. —This plant sends up very strong

basal growths— five to eight of these are to be secured

to trellis—the number may vary according to space

available. The remaining shoots are to be cut away-

Assist fruit bearing plants by watering with weak
liquid manure.

Apples.—Standard and bush tree should have useless

spray removed. A lot of this generally arises on trunk

and large branches, and if allowed to grow soon

smother up the centre of trees. These are best rubbed

off as they are seen to push into growth. If not done
then, they must now be cut clean back to their base as

close as possible so that they may not break into

growth again.

The summer pruning of these maj* be commenced in

the warmer and consequently earlier districts of the

country about the 20th of the month. In the colder and
later, and particularly on cold, heavy soils, it may safely

be deferred till the middle of -August. The summer prun-

ing of trees in the open is very seldom practised,

although common enough amongst gardeners on wall

trees, also espaliers and cordons. Its benefit to bush

and standard trees when properly carried out is beyond
question. It is impossible to go into details in an

article of this kind as to how it is done, &c. Suffice it

to say, that the leading shoots should be pinched back
slightly, and all other shoots, which in the ordinary

course would be spurred in the resting period, be cut

back to about half their length. The object being to

form fruit buds at the bases of these shoots and in the

leading shoots to make them form spurs. If this were

more regularly done less long bare branches would be

seen in our fruit grounds. Each branch ought to be

fruit spurs from base to top.

General. — Owing to dry weather experienced up to

date of writing the strawberry crop will not be very-

great, nor will the fruit be very large. If rain should

soon come it would greatly improve matters. Those
who mulched as diiected last month will reap the

benefit of their labour, as such plants have not suffered

nearly so much as those that have not been done. .Apple

sucker has done considerable damage in many places

this season, its ravages are apparent on all sides. At the

same time, the apple crop will be a heavy one. It is

said, the show of bloom has been the finest seen here

for forty years. Undoubtedly it was a fine sight to see

the different orchards a perfect sheets of colour.

Severe thinning of the crop will have to be done in many
cases. Pears too have set well, better than for very

many years.

The Kitchen Garden.

By James Bracken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

IN soils of a shallow or of a light and porous

character the importance of mulching to kitchen

garden crops can hardly be over-estimated. In

fact, in such soils, in a time of drought, unless by a

great expenditure of time and labour in watering, with-

out mulching it is impossible to maintain that health-

iness of vigour which is necessary for good quality.

A half-spent hot-bed from which some early crops has

been taken makes an effective mulch for any vegetable

crop. It is short, and consequently is easily spread ; is

moisture holding, yet porous, and contains plant food

When an adequate supply of this kind of manure is not

at hand, which is often the case, the grass cuttings from

lawns can be utilised for the same purpose. Even this

by keeping the surface of the soil cool, and by retaining

moisture, greatly helps to encourage crisp vigour.

Lettuce, turnips, cauliflowers, cabbage, peas, beans of

sorts, celery, before being blended are some of the

summer crops that derive economical benefit by being

mulched during a hot, dry spell of weather.

General Work.— During the first week of the month

make a last sowing of French beans in a warm aspect.

At the same time a last sowing of first early peas is

sometimes put in on the chance of getting a late gather-

ing, but this is uncertain. If parsley has not been sown

last month make a sowing at once. When potato

onions, shallots, garlic, and tripoli onions finish growth

without delay lift these crops or they may start roots

again when rain follows, and expose in a dry, sunny

place until quite dried, when they ought to be got into

store. Transplant thinnings from lines of lettuce to a

cool position facing north. These will form a succession

to the undisturbed plants remaining in the rows. In

scorching weather a supply of good lettuce is most

appreciated and is most difiicult to manage. The shade

of evergreen branches stuck in the beds is helpful to

to keep the heads crisp, and mulching and watering

must not be neglected. Early in the month get in

large lots of cauliflowers, and for succession again

later in the month. Cauliflowers may follow in the drills

from which early peas have been cleared. Plant out cab-

bage for an autumn supply and continue to get out broccoli

and savoy ot sorts, as well as kales and Brussel's

sprouts, &c., to give a continuous supply. Prepare

ground for sowing hardy lettuce, onion, cabbage, cauli-

flowers, and winter spinach next month. Make a sow

ing of endive and thin out the lines of earlier sowings

and transplant the thinnings if required.

Celery.— In the cultivation of celery for exhibition the

use of paper collars is helpful. These assist in blanching

the plants before earthing up and delay the necessity for

earthing—which is an advantage, since by this the

plants can be fed for a longer time—and prevent earth

getting into the hearts, and otherwise protect the head
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from blemishes. Before earthing up the earliest crop

remove all suckers from the plants and make sure that

the roots are sufficiently supplied with moisture. If

necessary give a g-ood soaking of liquid manure the day

before. Wheii collars are not used the earth must be

prevented from entering the hearts by careful handling.

Continue to put out plants for main ci op and succes-

sional supplies as soon as strong enough, and water and

shade immediately and until established. .\s celery is

naturally semi-aquatic it must never be allowed to want

water to get good results.

TOM.\TOES.—Remove all side growth from the axils of

the leaves as they form and fasten the main growth as

it ascends. Water when required, but liquid manure
need not be given till some few clusters of swelling,

green fruit call for assistance. If the weather is dry and

hot a mulch of sliort manure is beneficial.

Sowing Cabbage for Spring.—In the south the sow-

ings of early cabbages made during the last w-eek of

Jul}' and the first week of August proved more satis-

factory last year than these made earlier, as the season

continued mild and summer-like milil on towards mid-

winter, and the plants in many cases from the mid-July

sowing became too forward for standing well over

winter. This may not occur again, but as coming
weather is always uncertain, and as the character of the

season decides how plants behave, it is wise not to

confine our seed sowing to any date. Make sowings of

Ellam's Early Flower of Spring, or of some of the other

trustworthy spring kinds, first, about the middle of the

month ; second, during the last week and again early in

August. By this means, if we miss in one we hit in

another, and so all's well. Remember that nothing

can make up for the loss of such an important crop

as early spring cabbage. Now is the time to look to

this.

Tlrnips.—About the middle of the monih, or as soon

as enough early potatoes are lifted, a large sowing of

such varieties as orange jelly, \'eitch's red globe or

Black Stone turnip should be made to give a winter

supply. This crop can be pitted, like potatoes, at the

end of the season. It may be necessary to water the

drills before covering the seed. .Allow at least one foot

between the lines. The use of a fertiliser raked in

hastens growth.

Vegetable Marrows. —When they first extend wind

often damages the growths of marrows ; to prevent this

make secure with forked pegs, or with sticks thrust in

the ground on each side. If the weather is dry and hot

mulching and watering must be attended to.

Winter Spinach.—Towards the end of the month, in

friable soil, make a sowing of prickly spinach. This
crop succeeds in ground cleared of early potatoes.

When the ground is dug over and made fine, and dressed

with soot and wood ashes, the seed may be sown in ruts

drawn one foot or fifteen inches apart and about an inch

deep. If the soil is dry, water the drills before sowing.

This sowing gives an autumn supply, and most of the

plants generally remain without bolting on into winter

and spring, and yield a supply when the variety of a

dish is usually appreciated.

Bees.

By T. Maglire, The Orchard, Eiiniskillen.

SO far the season has been a favourable one for the

bees, though no real glut of honey has come up
to the time of writing. It is the month of July

that makes or mars the bee-keeper's balance sheet for

the year. Strong stocks have been doing very well in

this district, notwithstanding the slight coolness of the

weather now and then. Some have their second crate

ready for completion, and most good stocks have one
finished. Swarming has been very prevalent, and this

seems to be the greatest worry of all beginners, and a

good many older hands too. Some are inclined to get

quite into despair over it. If the queen is not clipped, the

swarm goes off, and if she is clipped, she gets lost in

the grass, with the result that swarming will be wor.se

than ever when the young queens hatch out. It is very

hard to get some people to deal with the swarms in the

proper way when increasing ; they 'vill put it up on a

new stand instead of returning it to the old stand,

giving it the supers, and moving the old hive to a new
position. When this is done almost as much honey is

gathered as if the stock were not divided, for all the fly-

ing bees are gathering into the supers, whereas under
the other plan the best part of the working population

are engaged in building out their new home, just at the

very time when their gathering services are most needed
and would be most effectual.

Most beginners baulk at cutting out the queen cells

too. It is a very necessary operation if swarming
is to be checked. Very often when a stock is about

to swarm, if all the queen cells are cut out and a

fresh crate of sections given, swarming will be aban-

doned for the time being. If the first swarm is lost, or

put on another stand, it is absolutely necessary to

reduce the queen cells, as if left the stock will probably

throw several casts according to its strength, and it

will be quite useless for gathering purposes for the

season. But the hives are now so crowded that timid

or inexperienced people dread the operation of pulling

them asunder to look for cells, and they let the matter

slide, particularly if the bees are inclined to be cross.

When handling a wicked stock it is better to use two

control cloths, and also to put a carbolic-steeped feather

across the entrance before opening the hive. Then,

only one frame need be uncovered at a time (using one

cloth in front and the other at the back), and the bees

never get a chance to come out in force. Sometimes,

particularly in very hot weather, a cloth merely damped
with water is the most effective in subduing. Some
strains of bees are very excitable, and smoke or car-

bolic fumes set them crazy. Very often they will be

quite gentle under the damp cloth. When cutting' out

queen cells, care should be taken that none are missed ;

the}' escape detection very easily, and if allowed to

remain may upset calculation. Giving room, shade,

ventilatiop, and attention to the queen cells once a

week will carry most stocks through the swarming
period.

This month should see the young queens raised and

mated.
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The Tuberous Begonia.
Bv W.M. Davidson, Tlio Dell G.-u-dcns, Enjjiefield G 1, Surre}

ji^^^^^-^^^^^HOSE who were prhileiied

ynr to \isit the Royal Horti-

eultural Society's Show in

the Temple Gardens, in May,
^•y^^tfe^ could not fail to be impressed

I ^^*1"| with the appearance of these

\g, I nseriil plants. The shades of

eS' colour which they presented

could not be surpassed by

any other flower. It is also evident that the

double beijonia of a few years ago has changed

from a clumsy, shapeless mass of petals to

what might be termed camelia-shaped flowers.

The stems are also strong enough to support

the flowers, so that tliey are exhibited to the

best advantage.

As pot plants begonias continue in flower for

a very long period, and as it is not too exacting

in its requirements it is an indispensable adjunct

to the amateur's greenhouse. After the flower-

ing period is past the plants may be allowed to

rest in their pots during the winter, provided

these can be stored in a dry, frost-proof place.

Tuberous begonia may be started into growth

any time from January to March. A mixture of

loam, leaf-mould, and sand is usually prepared and

filled into boxes to a depth of about two inches.

The tubers are then pressed gently on the

surface of the compost, and put into a house

where a temperature of 55° or 60° can be main-

tained. A hotbed frame is often found con-

venient for starting the tubers.

Where large quantities are grown for out-

door planting I have seen the tubers stored in

sand during the winter. In the spring, after

top-dressing the inside vine borders with fine

litter, the begonias were laid out on the litter,

care being taken to keep the base of the tuber

downwards. When growth had fairly com-

menced they were transferred to frames contain-

ing a few inches of soil, where they remained

imtil required for planting in summer quarters.

When plants required for p.^itting purposes

have made about two inches growth they will

be ready for their first potting, and they must

not be placed in too large a pot at first. The
size of pot will depend on the size of tuber.

For ordinary tubers a four-inch pot is usually

employed. When roots get through the soil the

plants should be transferred to larger pots. The

plants should never be allowed to become pot-

bound. Seven inch pots are g'enerally found

large enough for the final potting. For potting

purposes a good fibrous loam and leaf-mould,

three parts of the former to one of the latter,

with some silver sand added, makes a suitable

compost. For the final potting the compost is

impro\ed by the addition of one part old cow
manure and a small quantity of a good fertilizer.

When the flower buds appear the plants are

benefited by frequent waterings with weak soot

water. It is necessary to provide some means

of shading the plants from strong sunshine

during the hottest part of the day, though

good light is also necessary to ensure growth

of good substance. Cold winds must be pre-

vented from coming in direct contact with the

plants ; but abundant \entilation is necessary

when weather is fa\oin'able.

It would be impossible to include the names

oi all the begonias exhibited at the Temple

Show. A selection of the very best kind would

includeAvalanche, an extra large flower of purest

white colour. Millicent, Mrs. .Vrthur Hall, and

Marie Nicholas were fine plants with salmon-

coloured flowers. Partrick .Vinslie had crinipled
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petals of crimson. Mrs. \\'hilela\v Reid was ot a

salmon-pink shade, edged with white. Duchess

of Portland was a g-ood red. Mrs. W. L.

Ainslie yellow, and Mrs. D. Paterson had pale

yellow flowers with rose edge.

During the summer there is always an interest-

ing display of begonias in the greenhouses at

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin. I had

the pleasure of seeing them at their best two

years ago. At that time the best-named sorts

included Marchioness of Bath, Countess Cromer,

and Miss Griffin— all double white flowers of

large size. Mr. F. W. Sinnock was a plant of

fine habit, w'ith flowers of deep velvety crimson.

Frilled Beauty and Hector were good examples

of the frilled section. The former had very large

flowers of a salmon shade, the latter a fine

scarlet. Comtesse O'Gorman was a double

yellow of immense size and good form.

Current Topics.
By E. KiNOWLDix, P'.R.H.S.

"O! true and fervent are the prayers that breathe

Forth from the lips that pale with coming death."

THE lines flash up when re-readingf the last of

those charming- articles Miss O'Brien g"ave to

Irish Gardeni.vg, the particular part of which,

pregnant with presentiment. Professor Stockley quotes

as a heading to the biographical notes of the gifted

Irishwoman (last number). .All readers are indebted to

Professor Stockley for the way in which he reverently

lifts the curtain closed over a good life, and we feel the

better for knowing a little more of that loveable nature.

One of the writer's earlier recollections is that of a

scrap-book with cuttings from Punch, one of which was
the representation of William Smith O'Brien (the lady's

father) as a schoolboy, being packed off to the cellar

with the injunction ** don't come up again vill you're a good
boy." (An episode in his Parliamentary career.) It

should not, perhaps, be mentioned here. Vet, one feels

on reading the brief but touching biography by Pro-

fessor Stocklej'—feels with him— " I wish I could but

hear her laughing at this little outburst. " Wish it— not

one but could wish it who followed her in " The Making
of Our Home. " To the gentle wielder of a graceful pen,

farewell—a long farewell !

.•\t last ! The centenary of Darwin's birth and jubilee

of" The Origin of Species," recently celebrated at Cam-
bridge, seems a recognition of tliose theories which
startled the world and were viewed by some as little

short of blasphemi. Well, we live and learn, each
generation seeing yet a little farther than its nose, and
perhaps the time 'vill come when we shall no longer

attempt to measure the infinite by our own poor, little,

petty standards. It has been said that " The Origin
of Species" upsets "The Six Days of Creation," but a
little reflection, surely, will eliminate all ideas of such a
catastrophe.

In a bothy library we came across a book by Pro-

fessor Gaussen (to the best of recollection a Swiss clergy-

man), entitled " The Six Days of Creation," and

possibly published some years prior to Darwin's great

work, in which the writer interprets the Six Days as six

vast epochs of time. It was written in simple language

that any lad could understand, and although we left

that bothy and little book behind long years ago the

memory of it remains and its leaching has always been

associated with Darwin's doctrine of evolution - that is,

evolution of the simpler and cruder forms of life into the

form, law, and order as we see it to-day. Whether the

maternal lingual chastisement of "you young monkey,"

or the compliment oft bestowed that so-and so is " a

hair\' one," has any remote connection with our own
ancestry we are not disposed to debate ; be that as it

may, Darsvin is recognised, if not universally accepted,

but he too, is beyond the pale of praise or blame.

Speaking of books and bothies, by the way, in this Car-

negie age—and by the way, too, we thought to have

secured a few dollars worth from that freest library man
on earth for the Burbidge .Memorial Library, but failed in

the attempt—that first bothy was very small but very

snug ; Jts collection of books verj- modest, but they

were readable. But well we recollect in our anecdot-

age how all that was changed in the ne.xt bothy, a

comparatively palatial residence with an imposing

library which had been furnished with surplus volumes

from " the hall "—books in all tongues (Spanish, French,

Italian) save our own, and of all ologies save garden,

ology, although it may not be forgotten that our young
propagaters were stimulated by a first edition of Field-

ing's (the father of English novelists) Joseph Andrews,

whose virtue is historic. That, needless to say, ivas

in the vulgar tongue (in two senses) for which, alas

!

there was a strong weakness.

The change of secretarvship in the Irish Gardeners'

Association (to which association the Burbidge Memorial

Library is attached) is now a current topic among the

members. Mr. Hall, who on his retirement as honorary

secretary for ten years, leaves it hall-marked (saving his

presence) with steady progress, and a sound constitution

has been pressed to remain, but is as emphatic as the

darkey waiter when repeatedly rung for— " De more dat

bell ring de more I won't go "—only unfortunately its the

other way about. But ten years honorary duties of clerical

work and excursion catering is, to say the least, a credit-

able service to Irish horticulture, and it is now the inevit-

able. Very pleasant, by the way, have been those ex-

cursions, and profitable too; "no profit is where no

pleasure is ta'en," said W. S., and it is hoped whoever

steps into the shoes of W. S. H. the same and its

attendant bon camaradie may continue.

We caught hiin thinning his apples, Peasgood's Non-

such, taking off two out of every three. Said we— " Vou
are preparing for the fruit show in October." Said he

—

" No ; I don't think ofshowing this year." But there was
a contemporaneous twinkle in the blue-grey Irish eye

that would make one weep for veracity, only we have it

on unimpeachable authority that " all men are ..."
and without even the saving clause that old showmen
are exempt. We shall watch those Peasgoods to the

finish, which we predict will be Ballsbridge, and the

decoration of a first prize card. So be it. .And "it's a
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grand apple year " we liear from all sides, but "a
rotten season for everything else." Well ! The apple is

as an important a fruit for old Ireland as the pomme
de terre, or should be ; and there is nothing like a good
exhibition to give a fillip to its culture. We hear

that "The Department " recognises this to the tune of

presenting the prizes in the apple classes for the coming
Dublin fruit show, so we trust that our green isle

gossoons are within measurable distance of knowing
what sport there is in an apple dumpling, as well as

saving some of the trouble of our kind-pocketed

Colonial cousins in providing window feasts for the

gossoons' eyes onl}'. And how they do enjoy them

—

those red-cheeked apples in the shop windows

!

Pretty much on a par with Punch's London street-arab,

who, standing over an area grating, shouts down — " Hi,

cooky, let's get a smell o' the steam while I eat this

mouklly crust."

Himalayan Rhododendrons

for Exhibition.
By Herbhrt H. Kidd.

THE Himalay"ansection of the genus Rhododendron
furnishes us with some of the most decorative and
interesting members of the Natural Order

Ericaceae. They are eminentl}' suitable for the embellish-

ment of gardens, either outdoors or the cool greenhouse

and conservatory. In the latter case, where it is not

alwaj's possible to put plants out in borders they should

be grown in pots and tubs ; this would billow them to get

the benefit of having their growth thoroughh' ripened

by being placed outdoors during summer.
Many species possess magnificent foliage, and the

trusses of flowers, which are borne freely, vary in size

and range in colour from lilac, through all shades of

pink, red, yellow, and white, and when cut will last a

considerable time. When cut before fully out the

flowers will travel well.

In Cornwall and in many other favoured districts ot

Britain they grow outdoors without the need or any pro-

tection whatever, but in more exposed places slight

protection is required against late frosts and cold cut-

ting winds, which will injure the young growths and
flctwers of the early species and hybrids. They are

found at the Himalayas at an altitude of 3,000 ft. (R.

fnnnosum) to 16,000ft. {R. anthopogoii and R. setosum).

At all times the plants should have every attention in

regard to moisture, on no account should dry conditions

be allowed to prevail. During hot, dry weather a

liberal use of hose or syringe will amply repa}-. These
remarks essentially apply to juvenile plants, fully estab-

lished adults can naturally stand greater extremes

though never improved thereby. When attention is

given to moisture, and they are in a suitable rooting

medium, which should be a soil containing much humus

(
peat, leaves), a great deal is done towards their success-

ful cultivation, which in other respects is very easy.

Unless plants get very much out of shape pruning will

not be necessary.

To obtain magnificent trusses for exhibition purposes

the growth must be thoroughly ripened, and where the

natural habit prevents the immediately surrounding

surface soil keeping moist, by allowing, through being

destitute of lower branches, the emission of the

sun's rays, a topdressing of decayed leaves or peaty

mi.vture should be given ; being surface rooting, the

plants are kept in a more even state of moisture during

hot, dry weather. Feeding if required, should be

applied in the form of liquid cow manure.

The specimens exhibited at the various horti-

cultural shows in Britain have been produced under

natural conditions ; no preparation of any kind has been

given the plants beyond seeing that they never suffered

from a lack of moisture. I wish to impress upon all

that difficult cultivation cannot be said to prevent them
being grown by atiyone who desires to have plants of

high decorative value, as Himala}'an rhododendrons

have proved to be.

It is not possible for me to enumerate here all the

good things, but I think the following will suffice. They
are all magnificent for exhibition purposes.

SrixiKS.

.\rborei M.—Red, pink and white varieties. .All are

ver\' free flowering. This species and its varieties aie

indispensable to any collection or exhibit.

Thomsonii—Deep red flowers of good substance.

There is a form called unique which had a red calyx,

and being pendulous the flowers appear much like those

of a Lapageria when seen from a little distance away.
Edgeworthii.—This is a charming species, having

large white flow'ers tinged with }'ellow, and possessing

a beautiful fragrance.

F.\LCONERI.—This has very handsome foliage, and the

cream flowers with purple blotches at base are freely

produced.

ExiMIt'M.—This is distinct from the previously named
species, its foliage is more erect, also is later flowering.

Grande (syn. Argcn/ciim).—This has good foliage

which shows to great advantage in a collection. The
white campanulate flowers are in good trusses.

GRiFFiTHi.'iNUM (syii. Auchlandii).— This has the

largest trusses of the genus. The flowers are white,

tinged with rose, of immense size, and are loosely

arranged in the truss.

NUTTALLII.— This is a very beautiful species, bearing

immense creamy-w'hite flowers. The long tubular

corolla suggests Lilinm harrisii. No great depth of

soil is required, as it is found as a straggling epiphyte.

It is not so hardy as the rest.

Veitchianim.—The beautiful fragrant white flowers

borne make this species worthy o^ a place in ani'

collection.

NiVEUM is very distinct, hearing pretty lilac flowers.

Campylocarpim.—Too inuch cannot be said of this

beautiful species. Its yellow flowers are very freely

produced, and good plants in flower are worth going a

long way to see.

HonosONII.—This has pale, piuple flowers and very

distinct foliage. Is a good strong grower.

HooKERl.—This is a rate species, bearing red flower,

and should be in every collection. Its leaves are nearly-

like some forms of Thomsonii, from which they diflTer in

having glands showing prominently on the nerves on

the underside.
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CiLIATLM.— White, ting-ed witli rose. This is a very

shrubby species, and looks well when planted as an
edging to any border of the taller growing sorts. It

flowers very freeh- from quite a small state onwards,

and good flowering plants can be obtained in small pots

(48' and 32') for use in rooms, greenhouse, or conser-

vatory.

Fl LGENS.—This red species forms very attractive

bushes.

ClN.NABARI.NTM.—\"er3- distinct in flowers and foliage,

orange-yellow.

ROYLEI.—Sometimes classed as synonymous with

previous species, from which it differs in having plum-

coloured flowers covered with good bloom.

D.\LHOrsi.s has good taking white flowers of good
substance.

The following hybrids are good for exhibition :

—

Shilsonii (barbatuni x Thomsonii), red.

Manglesh (Griffifhianum x album elegans), while,

spotted brown.

FoRSTERiA.NUiM (Vei/chicDium x Edgesiorthii).— This

is very beautiful, and when well known should become
a general favourite. The flowers are large and
fragrant ; is well worthy of a place in any collection.

Sesterianum {CUta/inii x Edge-vorthii', fragrant

white flowers.

The following hybrids are among the best raised at

Tremough ; all have very large flowers and trusses :

—

Gill's Trii.mph.— Immense flowers of a brilliant

red colour
; gigantic truss.

Beauty of Tremough.—This should become a great

favourite, being of a most pretty pink, margins of petals

of deeper shade.

Glorvof PENJERRICK.— Pink flowers of good texture.

Kewense {Criffithianum x Hool!ert).—Th\s beautiful

hybrid should be in every collection. Flowers are white,

flushed pink, and are of good size and substance.

Roses.
By O'Do.NEL Browne, M.D.

IT was a great pleasure to see so many novices

showing at the recent Dublin rose show, and it

augurs well for the good influence that this paper

has done amongst amateur rose-growers throughout

Ireland. What particularly struck me was the good way
these novices went to work ; but there were a couple

of boxes which could have been better put up and more
neatly done. Let us hope that they saw how shoddy
their boxes looked. Now that the show is over it is no

use mv giving any hints on staging ; better for me to

trj' and help these novices with a few hints of a different

kind. Firstly, as to the increase of their stock for next

year. If you are to bud, then put on plenty of buds of

any one particular variety rather than a few of many
different kinds. Propagate varieties such as Dean
Hole, Lyon Rose, Hugh Dickson, William Shean, Mrs.

David M'Kee,! Mme. Melaine Soupert, George C.

Waud, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Marquise Jeanne de

la Chataignerye., of each a goodly number ; whilst

amongst Teas put on a good many Mrs. E. Mawleys,

Sour, de Pierre Notting, Maman and White Cochets,

Harry Kirk, Mrs. Myles Kennedy, and if you have

standards for some try Mme. Cusin and Comtesse de
Nadaillac. Cease budding inferior sorts -the modern
rose has come to stay, and in a few years we shall not

have anything but these newer varieties. Do not

forget some Climbers such as the Climbing Mrs. W. J.

Grant, Mme. Wagram, Mme. Jules Gravereaux, and
Climbing K. .Augusta Victoria. Get your stocks

budded off as early as you can, and in budding try and
work from shoots which have thrown good flowers. With
the plants you have your time will be taken up attend-

ing to them to keep them free from mildew (for this I

ad\'ise you to spray the under surface of all the leaves

three nights running with pure sulphuric acid, one half

toaspoonful ; lyso! (to be had at any chemist's), one
wineglassful ; ii.'ater, preferably rainwater, 3 gallons.

Be careful of the acid ; it will burn everj-thing such as

metal if used too strong, and mind vour hands as well.

See to your Climbers. Remove all shoots that have
flowered, and lay the young ones in safely to their

support, and keep them plentifully supplied with water
lo encourage growth. Make careful observations of

how such and such a variety has done. This will help

you next year. Do not get lazy now that the show has

gone, and neglect your trees ; be more than attentive,

for you have yet to mature and ripen the shoots for next

year. Keep your beds hoed as often as \'Ou can, and
jou will be rewarded by a grand display in the autumn.

Do not allow hips to remain ; these if left seriously

interfere with your tree's nurture. Study an old hand
at one of your shows whilst he is staging his flowers.

You will learn more by watching him than by any
other wa\'.

Feeding Sweet Peas.— .-V correspondent tells us that

when his sweet peas lag in growth he used superphospate

of lime as a stimulant with marked results. He waters

with a solution made up of 1 oz. to the gallon of water

and applies once a fortnight during the flowering season.

The Tree Lupi.ve is a singularly decorative plant,

especiallv in the borders of shrubberies. It forms a

roundisli bush from two to four feet high. It covers

itself with abundance of yellow flowers produced in erect

terminal racemes. They are sweetly fragrant. There are

also white-flowered forms. The plants are natives of

California, and should, therefore, be given sunny

positions sheltered from prevailing winds. Lupines of

all kinds appear to thrive best in a soil devoid oi, or at

least containing little, lime.

Oh, for a breath of the moorland,

.A glimpse of the mountain grey,

Fc)r the thvme and the fragrant m^'rtle

That scent the wanderer's way.

Oh, for the grey loch sleeping

Where the swallows swim and glide.

For the bracken softly swaying,

On the mountain's rugged side :

For the sound of the burn that wimples

And sparkles in its fall,

For the gleam of the purple heather

Where the lonely curlews call

!

— Cuthbcrtstni

.
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Sophoras.

By C. F. Ball, Botanic Gardens, Glasnovin.

SOPHORA TETRAPTERA, sometimes

known by the name of Ed^vardsia gniudi-

flora, was introduced from New Zealand

in 1772 by Sir Joseph Ranks. In its native

home it forms

a tree of con-

siderable size

and goes by

the name ot

" Houma."
The Irish

climate seems

to suit this tree

admirably ; in

the colder dis-

tricts it requires

a south or west

wall. .\t the

present time,

May 25th, it is

in full flower,

and is flowering

unusually well

at G 1 a s n e \- i n

this year. It

was originally

planted against

a wall about 1 2

feet high, but

overgrew this

protection, and

now reaches 26

feet in height.

Where protec-

tion is aflforded

by the wall the

tree is eve r-

green, above

the wall it is quite deciduous. The foliage is

rather pretty, the leaves being pinnate, bearing

luimerous small leaflets. The flowers are freely

produced in short pendulous racemes, each

flower being of a golden colour about i i

inches long. In autumn the plant produces

a curious pod-like fruit, constricted about each

seed, and distinctly 4-winged, the latter

character explaining the origin of the specific

name.

Sophori! /c/iuip/cra, \ar. iiiirrophv/hi, also

Pllofu hy\ SOPHOKA TliTRAPTERA.

goes under the name of E'kt'urJsia Macnabiaiin.

It is a strikingly handsome tree or shrub,

and is distinguishable from the ordinary type

by its nearly equal petals and by the wide
separation of the petals of the keel and
flowers when in full leaf. The more open
flower gives the plant a more showy appearance.

SophiTd ja-

poiiicci is tlie

Chinese or

Japanese Pa-

goda tree, and
is a fairly com-
mon deciduous

tree, reaching

30 to 50 feet

h i g h.
^ The

leaves are pin-

nate, of a deep

bluish green,
and the naked

bark is of a

dark green. In

August and

September the

cream coloured

fl o w e r s are

produced on

loosely branch-

ed panicles ; the

flowers seem to

be produced
more freely as

the plant at-

tains a fair size.

There is a beau-

tiful weeping

variety called

S. japonica pen-

dula. Among
recent introduc-

tions from China is Soplwra viciifoli'a, which

promises to be a useful, hardy shrub. It has

small pinnate leaves and tiny white and violet

blossoms.

A Handsome Broom. — A correspondent writes

warmly recommending Cyiissiis sessilijolius as a highly

ornamental shrub. Its flowers are produced in terminal

racemes, and have the colour of rich gold, and as they

appear rather late in the year they come in at a time

when other brooms are in pod, and therefore prolong

the season of this strikingly handsome genus.

\C. F. Hall
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Fertilisers and Manures. By A. D. Hall, Director

of the Rothamsted Experimental Station. London :

John Murray.—This important work is issued as a com-

panion to the author's well-known book on "The Soil."

It forms a complete treatise on the subject of fertilisers

and manures, and has been written for the use of farmers

and others engaged in the cultivation of crops and for

the senior pupils and teachers in ag"ricultural schools.

It deals with the subject scientifically, but the matter is

presented with such remarkable clearness that the

general reader will have no difficulty in understanding

the principles involved and in appU'ing the knowledge

so obtained to his own particular conditions of soil and

cropping. The book consists of thirteen chapters, the

first chapter being devoted to an introduction in which

the plants' relation to the soil is described in a most inter-

esting way. This is followed by chapters dealing with

the three important fertilising substances—nitrogenous,

phosphoric, and potassic- in which the functions, values,

methods of application, &c. , of these respectively are

fully set forth and explained. Chapter seven (farm,

yard manure) will be of particular interest to market
gardeners. It deals very fully with the subject, and
gives information that up-to-date growers can hardly

afford to disregard in practice. Other chapters deal

with guano, lime, theories of fertiliser action, .systems

of manuring crops, and valuation and purchase of

fertilisers. The results of the long series of accurate

manurial experiments conducted at Rothamsted have

been largely drawn upon by the author in elucidation of

the general principles laid down in this volume. We
know of no other work in which the subject of manures

is so thoroughly and interestingly dealt w"ith. There is

no attempt at " popular" writing on the one hand or of

chemical jargon and dry technicalities on the other, it is

simply a straightforwai'd story of the subject addressed

to an intelligent audience supposed to be already

interested in all that concei^ns the successful cultivation

of crops. Some previous knowledge of the rudiments

of chemistry will, of course, be necessary to enable the

reader to follow the reasoning, but the applications are

so plainU" presented that, as before said, ev'en the non-

chemical reader will learn much by a careful perusal of

its pages. The book is printed in large, clear type on

stout paper, tastefully bound in brown cloth, and sold at

five shillings net.

Ditch Bulbs and Gardens.— Painted by Mima
Nixon, described by Una Silberrard and Sophie Lyall.

London: A. & C. Black. Price 7/6 net.—The chief

interest of this handsomely produced volume lies in its

coloured illustrations, of which there are twenty-four-

The original paintings are delicately reproduced in all

Iheir vivid colouring and charming picluresqueness.

Some are of gardens, hut the majority represent " bits"

of country in the bulb-growing district of H.iarlem, at a

time when "in emerald tufts, flowers purple, blue and

while, like sapphire, pearl and rich embroidery," give

character and colour to the landscape. The letter-

press consists of the book proper, written in a " popular,"

chatty style, and appendices dealing historically with

the culture of hyacinths at Haarlem, and with the tulip

and hyacinth trade of Holland from the seventeenth to

the nineteenth centurj-. It is not a gardening book in

the ordinary sense but a work that will interest those

who have visited or intend to visit the bulb-growing

centre of Holland, or those who can only hope to get

a reflected knowledge of this delightful little country bj-

the perusal of such pages as these three obserA'ant and

talented ladies have provided for our edification and

pleasure. When it is remembered that the whole

kingdom of Holland is less than half the size of Ireland,

and that it supports a population slightly greater than

ours, one recognises how closely this population must

press upon the means of subsistence, and that it is only

bv persevering industry and strictest economy that ihe

Dutch people can exist and flourish, as they certainlj-

do. Our authors, speaking about the bulb growers at

Haarlem, summarise their impressions thus: "This
then above all things strikes one. A grower is a man
steeped in his work ; he lives in the midst of it, he rises

with it and goes to bed with it. On his few holidays he

goes to see the achievements of others in it, or, better

still, the working of nature. He goes to see other

things too. No doubt he has other interests— pictures

or music, or literature or languages. He is no narrow,

uncultivated man ; but his work stands first—a long,

long wav first — he and it are curiously and indissolubly

one."

French Market Gardening. By John Weathers.

London : John Murray. 3s. 6d. net. - Quite a number
of books has recently appeared on the subject of
" French" gardening, the present being the latest and
best. Mr. Weathers is not only a good writer but a

good gardener as well, so that the contents oi this

stout volume are systematically arranged and the matter

presented in clear English, pleasingly free from the

exaggerated language too often adopted by writers on

the kind of intensive culture associated with the de-

scriptive term " French." The book is divided into

three parts, the first being devoted to generalties— .soil,

manures, cost, marketing, &c.—the second to "special

cultures " dealing in detail with the cultivation, &c., of

the different vegetables usually grown in " French

"

gardens, while the third part gixes a calendar of

operations and a plan of a French garden. Fifty-seven

illustrations are scattered throughout the text.

The book should prove useful not only to the market
gardener, but also to the private gardener and to the

.imaleur. Its perusal is almost certain to suggest new
methods or modifications of existing methods, such as

intercropping, the use of the cloche, the raising of early

vegetables in hot beds, &c. Certainly a great deal

more might be done in this country in the w;iy of rai-.ing
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tender salads in early spiinij by the adoption of some
of the methods described in this \'olume.

French gardening:, however, as a means of earning- a

livelihood is exceptionally hard work, and only those

who are prepared to toil incessantly all days and all

weathers should entertain the idea at all. In the market

gardens in the suburbs of Paris the work is carried on

by men, their wives .and daughters, and the working
hours are exceedingly long—in fact from day-break to

dark throughout the whole round of the year. When
the evenings get long the "spare" time is occupied

in making mats, shifting soil and manure, packing

produce for market, &c. The rent of land near Paris

is very high {£30-^0 per acre), the French growers
therefore can neither afford to lose time nor waste

ground (paths are frequently reduced to 9 inches wide,

the manure being carried on shoulder baskets throughout

the plots) in the prosecution of their calling. French

gardening as practised round Paris is hardly likely to

get acclimatised in Ireland, yet there is much to be

learned from a study of the system, and there is no
book written in English from which a more authoritative

account may be obtained than from the work under

review.

Practical School G.\rdening. By Percy Elford

and Samuel Heaton. Oxford, at the Cl.irendon Press.

Price 2S.—The rapid spread of school gardens within the

last decade has produced a crop of text-books more or

less suited to the requirements of the schools, .\syet no

writer seems to have caught the full and true spirit of

school gardening as an educational method. The ideas

of these book-makers are of gardening rather than of

education. They, therefore, to that extent fail as safe

leaders in a movement having such splendid possibilities

for rural schools. The object of school gardening is

tiot so much to teach gardening as to interest the child

in life, to encourage original observation, to experiment,

and to draw correct inferences from the things seen— in

other words, to teach the child to think for itself, to be

self-reliant, and to be intelligently interested in the

processes of growth and development of crops. Our
present authors, in their introduction, seem to appreciate

all this, but in the preparation of their chapters they seem

at once to fall back on the ordinary and easier plan of

simply writing a text-book on horticultural operations.

This is all the more regrettable, as the work has been

primarily written for elementary school teachers, who,

by adopting this as a text-book, will naturally follow its

methods in their own teaching. The right note is

struck in a short essay on "The School Garden and

Discovery Lessons " by P. E. Meadon, inserted as an

appendix at the end of the book. This ought to be care-

fully studied bj' all teachers who intend taking up

school gardening as a subject of class instruction. So

far as is attempted the work in this book is carefully

done. There is a large number of illustrations, although

some appear to be of very little value—for example, do

the authors expect any reader to be able to recognise

any one of the eighteen varieties of apples from the

illustrations on page 116? or the twelve pears shown on

page 121. And, again, why should a whole page be

devoted to the illustration of a vvheel-barrow and a

watering pot

!

Notes from Glasnevin.

Shrubs.

Carpcntcria calijarnica.—This shrub can be well

recommended as an evergreen for sheltered and favoured
localities. At Glasnevin, planted in a warm border, it

flowers well, and during July is covered with large,

white, waxy flowers with yellow- stamens. The leaves
are lanceolate, and of a bright shining green. This
plant is a native of California, and was introduced into

cultivation in Europe by Max Leichtlin, of Baden
Baden, to whom we are indebted for many good garden
plants. The plant is figured in the Botanical Magazine,
T. 691 1, from specimens received from Miss Jek}'ll, of

Surre}', where the plant flowered at an elevation of 400
feet above sea level without protection.

Olearla macrodoiita.— This shrub is one of the many
introductions from New Zealand, which at Glasnevin
and in other parts of Ireland flowers freely in the open
without protection of any kind. The leaves are holly-

like, the undersides being a soft grey green. The
sweetly-scented flowers are white, borne in clusters.

When healthy the plant grows quickly, and in a com-
paratively short time will form a bush from 7 to 10 feet

high. It is also figured in the Botanical Magazine from
specimens taken from a plant presented to Kew by Mr.

W. E. Gumbleton, of Queenstown.

Olearia stelltdata is better known than the foregoing

species, and is almost common in gardens. It is

undoubtedly one of the freest blooming shrubs we have,

and in early summer the whole plant is often covered

with white daisj" flowers. It is a native of Australia,

perfectly hardy, forming sometimes quite large bushes.

As well as the shrubs here mentioned, we may note in

flower now at Glasnevin a large bed of the H. P. Frau

Karl Druschki rose. This rose is a strong grower, the

large flowers are borne in quantities, and are all well

shaped. At the summer show of the Royal Horticultural

Society, held in Merrion Square on the 20th Julj', this

rose figured strongly as the best white. At Glasnevin

not only are the flowers large and well-formed, but the

succession of bloom extends over a considerable period.

One point not in its favour is (he fact that, like so

many of the newer roses, it is scentless.

R. M. Pollock.

The Dean Hole Medal.— In commemoration of the

long services of the late Dean Hole as pre.-ident of the

National Rose Society, that society has decided to

present from time to time a medal, to be known as the

" Dean Hole Medal," to such rosarians as have rendered

"substantial service" to the cult of the rose The first

recipient is the Rev. J. H. Pemberton in recognition of

his work on " Roses, their History, Development, and

Cultivation," which was reviewed in these pages on its

publication last year.

National Vegetable Society.—A new society to

further the progress of vegetable culture has been

formed under the above title. The subscription is 5s.

a year, and the Hon. secretary is Mr. E. G. Ouiok,

Harrow View, Wealdstone, Harrow.
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Fruit Crop, igog.

WE wi.-^h to dr;i\v our readers' attention

to our usual annual Report on the

fruit crop, based upon information

obtained from correspondents throughout the

whole country. The individual reports are tabu-

lated on pages 122 and 123. From these returns

andfrom further information supplied concerning

the most troublesome fruit-pests of the year

Mr. W. S. Irving has drawn up the following

general summary of the material to hand We
are very much indebted to Mr. Irving and to the

numerous correspondents who so cciurteously

responded to our request for information.

Up to the present date the fruit crop of igog

has been very good, while the prospects of an

abundant harvest of later fruits are certainly

good, and may even turn out to be very good.

The weather, on the whole, has been favourable,

the only drawback being that the summer
temperature has been somewhat lower than

usual, and therefore growth has been slower and

the ripening of fruit has been delayed.

The weather, of course, is always the chief

immediate factor in determining the quantity

and quality of the crop, and this year the

relation between the two is clearly evident.

February was a dry month, and this circum-

stance enabled work in the orchard to proceed

uninterruptedly, and was therefore, so far, an

advantage, especially as the two following

months were wet. But not onh' were March
and April wet, they were cold as well, and this

latter condition tended to delay the opening of

the fruit buds, thus enabling them to escape

injury from frosts.

Early flowers, unless protected, were in all

cases destroyed by the combined action of wet-

ness and low temperature. The month of May
was much drier, but cold nights continuing the

flowers were still further retarded, with the

result that the general flowering period was late

in all orchards. But the continuous cold was
apparently the salvation of the fruit crop this

year, as the unopened buds were just able to

escape the latest killing frosts. The weather

of June was fairly good for growth. Bush fruit

made up much leeway, black currants ripening

rapidly, and the fruit picking in the south was a

few days earlier than last year, though straw-

berries, raspberries and gooseberries were much
later.

.Apples in g-eneral are a good crop, in fact'one of the

best for some years, especially on young trees (many of

which need tliiiiningr), and if we get a good aututnn there

should be some good fruit in the country this year. It

anything, the crops are better in the south than in the

north, though in the Suir \'alley a severe hail storm on

22nd June destroyed much of the best fruit for exhibi-

tion purposes. The following varieties are bearing

very well :— Bramley's Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert,

Lord Derby, Lord Grosvenor, Early Victoria, James
Grieve, Worce.ster Pearmain, Cox's Orange, .Alliiigton,

Stirling Castle, Bismarck, and Dtichess of Oldenbury.

Old grass orchard trees are bearing an average crop.

Pears are about an average in general, and much
better than last year. The}' are very irregular, .some

trees bearing a heavy crop, whilst others have very few
fruits on them. There is a better general crop in the

south than in the north.

Pn MS are a good crop in general, especiall}' Victoria,

which is bearing well. There is every prospect of some
good plums in Co. Meath. Damsons are bearing heavy

crops in general, even in places where there are onlv

medium crops of plums.

Cherries are the best crop we have had for years,

the cold weather retarding the flowering period, and
the fruit set well. The fruit is of good quality, too,

though black-fly did much damage to the shoots in

some districts.

Gooseberries have been a bumper crop almost

everywhere, but more especially in the north, where
they are grown in large quantities. They are almost a

glut on the market, consequently prices are very low

—

really too low to leave much for a margin of profit to

the grower. American gooseberry mildew has played

much havoc with them; man\" of the plantations through-

out the country have had to be destroyed so as to

prevent the disease from spreading.

ClRRANTS.— -All varieties bear a fairly good crop,

though in some districts the flowers were frozen,and later

were also much injured bv being severely attacked with

aphis. The blacks sufl"ered most in this respect, but have

ripened up fairlv well, and, where the bushes have been

well-manured and pruned, heavy crops of good fruit

have obtained.

Raspberries in most cases are cither good or very

good or little better than last year, and only a little dry

weather is wanted now to allow the growers to fini-h

the gathering and marketing of them, though prices are

very low. The late frosts ruined the early flowers in

main* plantations thus, not only lessening ihe \'ield,

but delayed for some days the first picking of fruit.
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wliii-h Ls very important to the market grower. The
crop was much reduced bv many of the canes being;

killed in winter and failintf to break awaj' in spring.

Str.wvberries have been from an average to a g^ood

crop in most districts, though one feats the area under

cultivation is gradually decreasirigf. Owing to the

lateness of the season and cold frosty nights killing

many of the early flowers, the crop was late in ripening ;

this allowed the cross-Channel and French growers to

get good prices for their fruit before ours was placed

on tlie market, though good home-grown fruit brought

the highest price. The crop in the South has been a

very g-ood one, much better than in the Nojtli, but in

general not so good perhaps as last year.

Fiing'oid diseases appear to be on the increase.

.Apple canker and American g'oosel^erry-mildew

are doing- most damage, as these are reported

from almost every county.

.Apple and pear scab is also

very prevalent, and nothing as

yet has been discovered as a

remedy for it. .Apple-mildew

is fairly plentiful in some
places, and silver-leaf in plums

appears to be increasini;.

Canker is returned by 22 per

cent, of the correspondents,

gooseberry-mildew by 24 per

cent., and scab by 15 per cent,

as being the " worst pests."

Insects in general have not

been so plentiful as in recent

years. This state of affairs is

undoubtedly due to the timely

action of growers— by spray-

ing with caustic-wash in the

winter, and with suitable in-

secticides during the growing season. The
winter spraying keeps the bark of the trees

clean, and the further seasonal sprayings kill

the insects before tliey lia\e time to do much
damage.

Greenfly has been most troublesome this

year, and there are very few plants that have

escaped from its ravages, even where repeated

spra)'ing has been carried out. Their spread

v^s much favoured by the continued harsh,

dry weather of May and June. Pltmis, apples,

currants and gooseberries suffered most. Winter

and Tortrix moths (leaf rollers), American

blight on apples, and sawfly caterpillars on

gooseberries were the worst offenders, but

growers who used arsenate of lead as a spray

had comparatively little trouble with them.

Greenfly is reported b)' 36 per cent., sawfly by

Tui; Lati-; Patrick Gray.

35 per cent., and winter moth by 20 per cent, of

our correspondents. Apple-sucker is much
more prevalent in the North than in other parts

of Ireland.

It is with deep regret that we record the death of

Mr. Patrick Gray at his residence in Dublin on Tuesday,
the 20th of July last. Mr. Gray was well known as the

Horticultural Superintendent at the "Albert Model
Farm," Glasnevin, and afterwards when the institution

was taken over by the Department of .Agriculture and
re-named the ".Albert Agricultural College" Mr. Gray
continued as head of the gardening staff until his

retirement two years ago. Mr. Gray was an experi-

enced gardener and a conscientious teacher, who
did much good work in his time for the cause of

gardening in Ireland. His family

will have the sincere sympathy of

all who knew him either as a

teacher or a friend—and they must

be many and widely scattered

throughout Ireland. Mr. Gray was
an occasional contributor to the

pages oi' this iournal.

Thosk of our readers who visited

the spring show of the Royal

Horticultural Society of Ireland

will remember the fine exhibit of

Himalayan rhododendrons staged

by Mr. R. Gill of Tremough
Gardens, Penryn. On sending a

request to Mr. Gill for the favour

of an article for the g-uidauce 01

exhibitors he very kindly arranged

that his foreman (Mr. Herbert H.

Kidd) would prepare one for Irish

Gardening. This article appears

in the present issue. Mr. Kidd is

an old Kewite, whose knowledge of the subject he

writes upon is " extensive and peculiar," and his con-

tribution will be read with interest by all gardeners.

Irish roses this season have not only sustained their

already high reputation but actually enhanced it. At

the English shows they have taken all the premier

honours and prizes. We sincerely congratulate the

three firms that have met with such extraordinary

success wherever they have exhibited—Messrs. Alex.

Dickson & Sons, Hugh Dickson, and Messrs. McGredy

& Son.

One of the most important shows, and certainly the

most remarkable and successful one in Ireland, will be

re-held during the present month at .\thlone. Last year

there were over 2,000 entries, including horticultural, in-

dustrial, and other exhibit.s. It is a great event in the

midlands, and we wish it its usual success. Intending

visitors can obtain full particulars from the secretary,

Mr. Harold Smith, Athlone.
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Notes.
Formalin : Its Nature and Use.

A Correspondent asks—-'What is formalin that

one hears so much about lately as a disinfectant and
fungicide ? " Formalin is the commercial name of a
definite mixture of formaldehyde and water. Formal-
dehyde is derived from methane or marsh gas which
every one has seen escaping in the form of bubbles

from stagnant water when stirred. The chemical
formula of methane is CH, and of formaldehyde CH.,0.
Fornialdehydi is a i^.is which under tlie influence o{

llOl si.-l 1.11.-, i.\ iMHII.i.N lo Hk.m.th.

House-flies lay their eggs in or on organic matter, usuall}- choosing organic
material that has begun to decay. Filth and kitchen rubbish offer a very
ready breeding medium. This illustration is a reproduction of a photo-
graph showing the larva; and pups of the house-fly on old rags taken from
an ashpit (natural size).

[Reproduced by kind permission from the Report (

City of Liverpool Health Committee 1

cold condenses to a clear fluid that boils at 21° C. below
the freezing point of water. This liquid when mixed
with water until it forms 40 per cent, of tlie volume
gives us the commercial fluid known as " formalin."

As a treatment for scab in potatoes nothing better is

known than immersing the affected tubers for twenty
minutes in a mixture made up in the proportion of half-

pint of formalin to twenty-one gallons of water. For-

malin can also be used for the suppression of house-flies.

These little pests are really a menace to health, and our

dwelling-houses ought to be kept as far as possible free

of their presence. Filth of all kinds has a peculiar

attraction for flies, hence they carry about very un-

desirable bacteria on their legs and other parts of their

bodies. .All foods particularly should be kept aw.iy from
flies. Comparative freedom may be secured by the use

of a weak solution of formalin placed in saucers about the

rooms visited by flies. The strength used may be two
teaspoonfuls to a pint of water. The flies are attracted

to the fluid, drink, and almost immediately die.

The " Greening " of "Seed" Potatoes.— Mr. Geo.
Massee, in an article in the current number of the journal

of the (English) Board of -Agriculture, describes a series

of experiments recently carried out at Kew, with the

object of ascertaining in what particular manner the

"greening" of potatoes intended for "seed" proves

benefici al to the grower. As
is well known the skin of a

potato is of a corky nature,

and cork is a substance im-

pervious to water, and if thick

enough practically impervious

10 air as well. The " green-

ing" of a potato tuber has the

eflect of thickening its skin,

and it is to this thickening

apparently th.at the resulting

advantages of " greening
"

arise. Because, firstly, the

thickened skin prevents loss

of water, and secondly, by
becking g.aseous interchange

between the air inside :ind

outside of the tuber, the

growth of sprouts from the

e\-es is considerably lessened.

Potatoes kept in the dark
until spring develop long,

brittle sprouts that are use-

loss, because the)' break off

-.0 easily, whereas "greened
'

1 ubers produce only very short

sprouts, and these are tough

and not liable to break awav.
The experiments also show
that the best results are ob-

tained by "greening" in the

autumn immediateh' after

lifting. An additional ad-

vantage of autumn " green-

ing " is that, to a certain

extent, it "checks the

ravages of winter rot which
often spreads in a wholesale manner after potatoes

are stored, the fungus readily gaining admission through

the soft skin of ungreened potatoes."

Prop.\gating Shrubs.—The past, present, or suc-

ceeding month is the best time to propagate flower-

ing shrubs from cuttings. Young shoots approaching

ripeness (as they ripen they get firmer) should be

selected, and the cuttings planted firmly in pots filled

with light, sandy loam. The pots should then be

placed in a frame tuitil they form roots. The object, of

course, of putting ihem in a frame is to check loss of

water from the foliage. When they form roots they

can replenish tliemselves with water.

the Habits, &c., of the House-flv, prepared
Robert .N'ewstead. A L.S., K.E.S., &c.]
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The Month's Work.

The Flower Garden.

By J. II. CiM.MlXG, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

ALTUMN PROP.\G.\TIC»^..--.\usu^l brinss us to

the best time to begin the propagation of

tender bedding plants to keep over the winter

for ne.Nt year's display ; and where pelargoniums are

largely grown these must be taken in hand at once.

Where vigorous, firm growth has been made a cutting

or two off each plant will not be missed, and choose

these from the outside of the bed. .\void mutilation of

the plants by taking away too much, and by starting

early a good stock can be secured during the next

few weeks without disfiguring the beds. Select firm^

short jointed cuttings about nine inches long. Amateurs
very often fail through making their cuttings too short.

.\ good mixtiu'e for these cuttings consists of a thiid

portion each of loam, leaf-mould, and sand. This should

be put through a half inch sieve to take the roughest

part out, which may go at the bottom of the pots or

boxes the cuttings are to strike in. Concerning this

latter point, where many cuttings must be struck in

autumn, and plenty of room is available, boxes 2j^ feet

bv 1I2 feet, and four inches deep, are excellent for

striking in. To the amateur whose accommodation is

p.issibly limited six-inch pots is preferable, as there is

more chance of success in striking the cuttings of most

things round the pots, and wintering these standing

closely together on a greenhouse shelf or even in a frame

or spare room, when the frost can be excluded. As soon

as the cuttings are put in the boxes or pots should be

placed at the bottom of a south wall or the side of a

walk not much frequented, or any position where they

can get the full blaze of the sun. Avoid a cool, shaded
place. Water to begin with, and afterwards keep the

cuttings in a medium state of moisture. When dang'er

from frost or heavy rains is feared they should then be

taken under cover. The great object for successful

wintering is lo get hardy growth and the plants rooted

before they require to be placed indoors.

C.\RN.\TiONS.- In order to get well rooted plants before

winter begin at once to layer carnations and picotees.

They can be propagated by cuttings, but the surest way-

is to adopt the ordinary plan of layering them. To the

uninitiated in the process I would advise them lo get a
practical lesson from one w'ho knows. It would be so much
easier to learn than following written instructions. At
same lime, in case some have a hazy idea of the work,

and prefer to go ahead "on their own," I offer a few
brief hints on the operation of layering. First, pre-

pare some soil consisting of fine, light loam, old

potting soil, leaf-mould, and sand, and pass all through

<'i half inch sieve. Take the carnation shoots or grass " as

it is often termed, and strip the leaves from a portion ofthe

stem next the ground. With a sharp knife split up the

cleaned portion of the stem, beginning a little below
one of the joints. Keep the cut open, and fix it firmlv

in the prepared soil laid round the parent plant willi a

wire peg. Place more soil round the layers as each

plant is finished to keep all steady and firm, and give

a good watering through a rose. Birds often prove
troublesome in scraping away the fresh soil, and if this

is so a net maj- be placed over the beds, or stones laid

about on the soil helps to keep it in its place. Frequent
v.-.iierings are necessary in dry weather. The laj-ers

will be well rooted by October, when they can be either

lilted or planted in beds for flowering next 3'ear, or left

alone till next March. Where the soil of the garden is

light and dry autumn planting is best, but if heavy and
wet spring planting is more satisfactory.

Ivv-LEAF Pel.\rgonilims. - These elegant plants are
very suitable for the roofs of greenhouses and conser-
vatories. Being comparatively fi ee from the attacks of
insects few things are easier kept clean, and all during
the summer and autumn months they flower very freely.

I noticed lately a nice selection on the roof of a green-
house at Abbotstown, Caslleknock, where they cer-

tainly were the most notable feature in the house. A
particulaily bright cerise variety was His Majesty the

King, with large trusses produced in great profusion.

Then few things are better than the well-known
Souvenir de Chas. Turner, magenta scarlet, and very
floriferous. Col. Baden Powell is a lovely rose-pink,

and a charming improvement on it is Princess Victoria,

a somewhat pale lilac. Mrs. Hawley and The Queen
should also be grown, both being extra good in colour
and form. Cuttings should be struck any time this

month in the open air. When rooted pot up, and keep
in a cool house all winter. Re-pot in spring, and place
in a house near the glass in a temperature of 55 deg.
Syringe frequently till flowering commences, and g-ive

plenty of moisture at the roots. A 12-inch pot will keep
large plants growing for years, but careful attention

must be paid to watering and feeding with weak liquid

manure ; water once or twice weekh' during the active

period of growth in summer.
The Herbaceous Border. —This border during

August shoiild be at its best. The labour and thought
of previous months will now be producing a return, let

us hope, encouraging to its owner. Many things will

require constant attention in the way of staking, as

high winds soon snap over young shoots and flower

heads. Notes might also be taken for future reference

of the suitability of certain subjects for more extensive

planting, and possibly a more effective colour scheme
prepared for next year. These things can best be

settled on the spot, and when the heights and habits of

each kind can be easier studied.

Spring Bedding. —.\11 plants that will go to

furnish the beds next October should now be having
careful attention. Wall-flower seedlings must be trans-

planted before they become crowded and drawn. Prim-

roses, Alyssuiii saxafile^ aubrietia, and similar spring

flowering plants will not thrive if crowded and choked
up with weeds. Theyounggrowthsof violas root freely

now, put into light soil behind a south wall, and without

any covering of glass. Short, healthy cuttings from the

lowest parts of the old plants just pulled oft'are the best.

Make them firm in the ground and give a watering
immediately they are put in. A like propagation suits

Anibis albidii flora plena, that flowers so efl'ectively in

the spiiiig [nontlis. In fact, if struck too soon it does

not make such nice handy stufFfor October planting.

RoMA.v HvAcixTHS.—The seedsmen's bulb lists are
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now ariisiiig by post, which reminds us that to have

Roman hyacinths in flower by November the bulbs

must be potted now. These bulbs are capital for

forcing, and their flowers are very sweet and useful.

They should be potted up without delay, as the bulbs do

not keep so long: firm as the ordinary Dutch hyacinth.

Three to five bulbs in a five or six-inch pot is a useful size.

Pot in loam, leaf mould, some well-rotted manure, and a

very little sand. Plant the bulbs firmly, allowing- the

crown just to appear on the surface. Place the pots

closely together in a shady place, and cover over six

inches deep with sifted ashes, sand, or bog mould.

When the pots are filled with roots, remove to a frame,

and gradually inure to the light and a gentle heat if

wanted earh-.

General Remarks.—Beddingthings in general are not

growing with the freedom that manj- w-ill expect. We
have had cold nights,and theground is still very dry. The
hoe kept going through the surface of the soil will help

to keep growth on the move. In the violet beds, where

red spider has made its appearance owing to the

drought, these should be syringed with some insecticide.

A good one is quassia extract used at the rate of two

wineglassfuls to three gallons of soft, soapy water.

Wet all the foliage with this at least twice a week till

they are clean and growing freely, and keep all runners

picked off Earwigs get troublesome in showery

weather, and do much damage to dahlias, chrysan-

theminns, and such like. Pieces of bean stalks placed

among the plants act as traps, and inverted small

flower pots, with a little moss in each and placed on

stakes among the foliage, is a good old-fashioned plan

of catching these pests.

The Fruit Grounds-

By William R. Spencer, .Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. .Armagh.

W.ALL-TREES.—Leading shoots and those re-

quired for filling vacant spaces must not be

neglected now, or damage will be done to

them ; have them secured to the wall by means of nails

and shreds, as already advised. During high winds they

often snap oif if not secured in some way. Attend to

the watering of wall-trees, and especiallj- to those

trees carrjing crops of fruit ; these will benefit greatly

by an occasional dose of liquid manure applied after

a soaking of clear water, or some good farm-yard

manure as a mulch may be applied as far as the roots

extend ; it will help to swell up the fruit and benefit the

trees. During showery weather, such as at present

prevails, some are deceived as to the condition of the

roots, and imagine that they get all the moisture they

require. If these people would only, during such weather

remove a few inches of surface soil and examine them
they would find that it has not penetrated very far

;

instead, they would find the soil dry and lumpy about

them. -All such trees should receive a good soaking.

Gooseberries.—As soon as the fruit is cleared the

bushes ought to get a spraying of sulphide of potassium

(liver of sulphur), two ounces of sulphide to three

gallons of water. Failing this, they should be sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture. .American mildew has become

so prevalent that those who are in the happy position

of being free from it should adopt preventive measures,

such as advised. So far the bushes in these gardens

ai-e free from it, although it has done considerable

damage to bushes in several gardens not more than a
quarter of a mile away. It is very doubtful whether
the cultivation of the gooseberry for market can, in

the future, be carried on with profit to the grower
owing to this dreadful scourge. He has to run the risk

of his whole crop becoming attacked, and thereby

losing it, as he can be compelled to bvirn both bushes

and fruit. The extra cost involved by spraying to ward
ofif infection has to be considered, and the present

price of the fruit, 6s. per cwt. , is not likely to tempt

many to invest in its cultivation.

Raspberries. —The old canes must be cut down close

to the ground as soon as fruit is all gathered, and if

more than sufficient young ones have been left when
being thinned out previously thej- must be reduced

to the number required, so that these mav receive all

the light and air possible, also the ground cleared of

weeds and lightly forked over.

Strawberries.— If not already done, the old plants,

if required for another season, should get a clean over.

Have all the decaying and torn leaves removed, also

the runners, and finish by lightly forking between the

plants as advised last month. Prepare ground for new
plantations, and as soon as the young plants are fit to

plant get them into their permanent quarters. Do
not delay this work, as every week lost now will tell

against them in the crop next year. In planting, give

strong growing varieties plenty of room between the

rows—two feet is a good average width—and plant in

the rows one foot apart, every alternate plant to be

removed after first crop is gathered. Weaker growing
varieties or those of a dwarfer habit of growth may be

planted at eighteen inches apart every way. -As so

on as got in give a thorough soaking of clear water,

and mulch with stable manure of a very strawy nature.

This will help to shade the plants and keep the soil

moist about them in dry weather, the principal aim

being to get the plants into good growths with well-

developed crowns before winter sets in.

Wasps. —These are most destructive to all kinds of

fruit during August and September. Traps should be

laid for them at once ; these to consist of wide necked

bottles half filled with beer or sweetened water, and

hung amongst the fruit on the trees. Hunt for their

nests, and have them destroyed. Cyanide of potassium

is the best knosvn means of destruction, used either dry

or in solution. If dry drop a small piece into the

entrance to nest, and dig it up next day when it may
safely be done ; or dissolve }i lb. of the cyanide in a pint

of boiling water ; bottle and keep in a safe place,

securelv locked awa\-, when not in use. It is a most

dangerous poison, and should be legibly labelled such.

To destroy the nests saturate a piece of soft rag or tow

with the liquid poison, and with a stick push it into the

nest. This is quicker in its action than the first named
method, .-ind nests may be dug out with safety to the

workman in an hour after being done.

P'riit Roo.m.— Have the fruit room made sweet and

clean in readiness for reception of fruit ; walls should

be whitewashed with lime, the shelves washed down.
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and the floor made clean. Eventhing; about rrnit in

store should be sweet. .Anything- with a disagreeable
odour taints the fruit, therefore should not be allowed
near where stored.

Ge.\er.\l Re.m.\rks. — The strawberry crop now
coming to a close has been, on the whole, fairly good,
though not up to the average of the past few years,
the constant rains experienced for past month seriously

interfering with its quality ; heavy rains, too, being
responsible for the dirty appearance of quantities of
them. People who do not lay down straw to preserve
them must lose considerably by having soil washed on
to the fruit. Raspberries are doing well, and will be a
fair crop. Gooseberries, where free from mildew, are
doing well and are carrying enormous crops. Black
currants, too, are a fine crop. Apples are now swelling
up fast, the recent rains benefiting them considerably.
.Most varieties are a very heavy crop, though some
varieties are a poor crop in this district.

It maj- interest your readers to know the present
price offered here for fruit:—Strawberries, 2d. to 3d.

per lb. ; black currants, 24s. to 27s. per cwt. ; goose-
berries, 4s. to 6s. per cwt. : raspberries, 3d. per lb.

The Kitchen Garden.

By JAME.S 15r.\CKE.N', Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

THE kitchen garden this month will be full of

interest. We have arrived at a time when the

results of the season's work can be estimated.

Successes and failures ought now to be noted and the

causes set down in writing, with the varieties of seeds
and sources of these stocks as having been suitable or

otherwise. .August is also a month when we must look

forw'ard to yet another coming season, for our spring

supply of vegetables depends on present forethought

and preparations.

There is little seed-saving in most gardens now, as

the time and space are generally more economically

spent otherw-ise, but particularly fine strains of any
variety are sometimes worth perpetuating b\' saving the

seeds, since some people can badly afford to purchase
choice varieties every year. This matter requires

judgment and some knowledge. It ought to be

remembered that the function of bearing and ripening

seeds is the most distressing period on the growth of

plants and the greatest drain on the land for plant-food.

On this account, any such crops as lettuce, turnips,

cauliflower, &c., not intended for seed ought to be

removed from the ground before advancing into the

flowering stage, and the flowers of onions, beet, &c.

,

be broken out short when they start. Started carrots

may be removed forthwith. Allowing crops to encumber
the ground after their use is over, as well as the loss of

plant-food, the waste of space, and the untidiness, also

increases the danger of perpetuating diseases and
insect pests.

.Spent peas ought to be removed, as otherwise they may
spread mildew. Early potatoes should be lifted before

developing blight, and the medium-sized tubers of the

best producing stalks .stored for the present in sprouting

boxes in a cool shed for seed. In this matter of

selection for "seed," potatoes often fare badly, as the

seed generally used is gathered haphazard when the
crop is all lifted. When seed is saved from onions or
Brussels sprouts, or broccoli, or from any other species
of vegetable, care is invariably taken to select only the
very best of its kind ; not so with potatoes, the stalks
that yield the best produce are seldom separated from
the mass, and yet it is reasonable to think that "like
follows like " more in the case of tubers than in that of
seeds which are the product of two sexe.s. We hear
much about the degeneration of varieties of the potato

;

w^e hardly hear enough about the carelessness com-
mitted in the selection of the noble tuber for seed.
General Work.— It goes without saying that all

crops requiring to be watered or fed with liquid manure
must have this attention or be the worse for the omission.
During the first week of the month the last of the late

celery should be got out in trenches, and also, if not
completed, finish putting out spring broccoli without
delay. Plant leeks for early spring use. Late celery and
leeks come at a time when other vegetables are often
scarce, and these should be given a fair breadth where
space permits. Cut vegetable marrows while in a
young state ; these are then best for cooking, and the
plants continue to bear more freely. For the like rea-
sons, ridge and other cucumbers should not be allowed
to remain too long before cutting. Plant out endive
one foot apart every way, and where a succession must
be maintained make a last sowing. Cut herbs for dry-
ing, and dry slowly in a cool shed. Make another
solving of prickly spinach in a sunny aspect, and again
in the middle of the month. Sowings of turnips made
about the middle of the month will stand in the ground
and give good flavoured roots for winter and spring
use. Sow varieties recommended in last month's
calendar. Continue to plant out winter greens and
dwarf savoy and cauliflower for small heads at the end
of the season. Thick-necked onions require to be
turned down to hasten ripeness. Lose not a day in

harvesting onions when the growth is complete—which
is known by the leaves turning yellow. If rain makes
it necessary, dry the crop, raise on nets or mats in an
open shed, and hank before putting in store. For
onions to keep the crop must be harvested with care
and judgment. Cultivate between crops of savoy,
Brussells sprouts, &c., as it is required, by fork or hoe,
and make sure that no weeds are allowed to seed.

Lettlce.—Make sowings of lettuce about the begin-
ning, middle, and towards the end of the month. Some
of the first sowing may come into use at the close of the

year according to the weather. The other sowings
stand over winter for spring use. These sowings should
be made in a sunny aspect in friable rich soil. Sow
thinly in lines about one foot apart, as crowded plants

winter badly ; some of these will be transplanted as they
become fit during September ; the remainder occupy
the seed-bed till spring. Good varieties for autumn
sowings are Hammersmith Hardy Green ; .All the Year
Round for cabbage lettuce ; Brown Cos is also suitable.

Cai-liflowers.—Make sowings of cauliflowers from
the middle to the end of the month. These sowings
should be made in well prepared soil and in a sunny
aspect. If necessary water the soil before sowing, and
shade with mats or evergreens until the seed germi-
nates, but reniove shading immediately the plants are
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over ground. In some seasons and situations cauli-

flower plants stand over winter without protection, but

this is uncertain. Sometimes the protection of cold

frames is necessary, but in a sunny spot a few cwr-

gfreen branches usually suffice. If a cold frame is to be

used the plants ought to be transplanted as soon as lit

to handle, about four or five inches apart, either into

the frame with prepared -soil or to a warm position

where the frame can be placed over them when the

weather threatens, or lights placed on the frame, as the

case maybe. -Autumiisown cauliflowers are important,

being; useful to give a supply in early summer when
vegetables are scarce. They are also uncertain, some-
times forming heads prematurely, which is called
*' buttoning." Sowing too early and too much shelter-

ing are some of the causes cif this disappointment.

Early London is a trustworthy kind for this season if it

be of a good selection.

Tripoli .\nd other Onions. -Two sowings of these

should be made during the month. .As regards any
prescribed dates for aulumn-sown onions or for any

species of vegetable, the nature of the soil and the

earliness or lateness of the locality must be considered.

Light, warm soils and mild localities are best suited by

sowings from the middle and towards the end of the

month. Sowings may be first put in a week earlier in

cold, clay lands in cold districts, where there will be

less risk of the plants becoming too forward and bolt-

ing to seed prematurely. Sow thinly in lines one foot

apart, or broadcast in beds such varieties as Giant

Rocca, Red Italian Tripoli, White Lisbon, Bedfordshire

Champion, and .Ailsa Craig in an open situation in well

tilled and manured land, and to ensure hardy growth
to stand frost make the soil firm at sowing time. This is

an important crop, and ought to have every attention.

C.\BB.\GE. — Continue to sow cabbages for spring

cutting, and also Red Dutch, from the beginning to

the middle of the month. Transplant to nursery beds
the earlier sowings so soon as they bear handling.

Transplanting at this season is important, as plants, to

stand the winter well, must be grown sturdy. (.See last

month's issue for Varieties, &c.)

The Herbaceous Border.
By Frank Hudson.

THERE will be very little to be done in the border

during this month, with the exception of keeping
down weeds, cutting off decaying and decayed

foliage and flower stalks, staking tall flower stalks, &c.

If the weather continues dry, all strong growing plants

will be greatly benefited by a few thorough waterings.

Water is important in the growth of plants in the herba-

ceous border, and any treatment of soil that tends

to increase its water-holding power will produce mani-

fold results in the growing .season. Hence the effects

of trenching as preliminary to planting and heavy
mulching with farmyard manure in spring. If cuttings

were put in last month, as advi.sed, they should be

taking root by this time. Give air gradually, and give

them all the light possible. Carnation layers will also

rei]uire w itering. All biennial plants should be trans-

planted at the very latest this month.

Bees.

By T. MAcaiRK, The Orchard, Enniskillen.

THE out look for honey in 1909 is exceedingly blue.

I( is most aggravating to the beekeeper who
has been nursing his stocks carefully all the

season to find that now, when the harvest should be
coming in, when he has Ijis extraction in readiness, his

cases ready for the despatch of secticns, his bottles

ready for filliTig, that his fine stocks are idle, eating up
the honey they have gathered, and the precious clover

blooms djing off day after day without having yielded

him as much as would pay for the foundation. Truly
the clerk of the weather will have a lot to answer for

this season. What between damaged hay, blighted

potatoes, and hungry bees, his catalogue of offences

will be a full one.

Stocks which were app.irently booming quite re-

cently will very soon be short of stores unless the

weather changes for the better. It is bad policy to

allow bees to starve no matter how bad the return may
be, and by keeping them in good heart a few weeks o!

warm weather later on may enable them to repay the

trouble and outlay in feeding.

August is a good month for re-queening. .\ny old or

second-rate queens should be supplanted. If good
queens are not to be obtained locally, they should be
got from some reliable breeder. .Most breeders advise by
post the despatch of queens the day before sending, this

enables the recipient to have his stock in readiness for

introduction. On receipt of the advice card, go to the

stock and destroy the queen. The new queen can be

introduced the following evening by the direct method,
or by simply removing the plate over the cai^dy hole in

the queen-box, and placing it over a hole in the quilt

over the frame, or over the sections ; the bees will eat

their way into the box and the queen will find herself at

home in a very short time.

Robbing must now be guarded against. Provide a

strip of perforated zinc (or each hive, 18 inclu-s b\- i
'»

inches, cut a small hole in the centre enough to let a few

bees pass in and out, and place it along the doorway,
secure with a few tacks. Prevention is much belter

than cure in the case of bee robbing, and in weather
like what we ha\ e been getting very little inducement

sufiices to Stan it.

.A.\ .\lleged New Graft Hybrid. - According to an

account in " Nature," Professor Winkler has succeeded

in raising certain new hybrid Solanums by a process of

vegetative crossing in this wise. A scion of a night-

shade was grafted on the cut-end of a tomato stem.

When the callus formed at the graft junction, a trans-

verse cut was made through tlie junction so as to induce

the formation of adventitious shoots from the newly-

formed callus tissue, the idea being, that as the callus is

formed by the combined activity of the cambuims of the

stock and scion, the adventitious buds are likely to

inherit the combined peculiarities of the two species.

As a matter of fact this appears to have taken place, as

cuttings of the shoots resulting from the buds produced

distinct plants named So/ariiii): liibingciise by the r.iiser.
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Native Plants for Our Gardens.
Bv R. I-I.OV11 Prakgkk, B.A.

THE Editor has invited me to write some
notes on the value of our native plants

for garden purposes, and I do so the more
willingly because there can be little doubt that

many of the species that grow wild in Ireland

are well worthy of cultivation, being quite as

beautiful and interesting as others, introduced

from foreign lands, which are frequently grown.

It should be pointed out, in the first place,

that many of our favourite garden flowers are

in reality native species—some still in their

pristine condition, others altered by selection or

bv crossing almost beyond recognition. For

instance, the columbine (Aquilegia vulgaris),

tlie Welsh poppy {Meconopsis cambn'ca), and

the dropwort {SpircBa Filipendula), all common
garden flowers, are native Irish plants. So

among our shrubs, arbutus, holly, and hawthorn
;

and among trees, oak, ash, birch, alder, and

others, are truly wild in Ireland. In the kitchen

garden, too, we find the asparagus and sea-kale,

which are rare natives, inhabiting our sea-

shores ; while in the fruit garden the raspberry,

apple, and other important species have their

native representatives.

It may be pointed out that the converse

process has also been going on, and plants

introduced into gardens have escaped, and have

so thoroughly settled down amid the native

flora that the most expert botanists are some-

times puzzled to distinguish the truly indigenous

from the alien flora. As examples of such

aliens may he mentioned the traveller's joy

{ClemntisVitalba), the soapwort {Saponaria affici-

iKi/is), the Alexanders {Stnyrniuin Olusa/runi),

the monkey-flower {Mimulus Langsdorfii), the

water-thyme (Elodea canadensis)— the last two
having their real home in North .America.

To come now to indigenous plants which are

well worthy of cultivation in our gardens we
may begin with the larger species whose proper

place is the border. Two of the crane's-bills

Geranium pratense and G. syhaticum, which

as natives are confined to Co. Antrim, are well

worthy of a place, especiall)^ the first, of which

there are double and white varieties in cultiva-

tion. A smaller species, the bloody crane's-bill

{G. sanguineuni), which maybe seen in profusion

on the sea-slopes at Howth, is beautiful in the

garden ; there is a delightful white variety of it,

and the dwarf prostrate pink-flowered form {lan-

cas/rieuse), which grows only on the sea-sands

of Walney Island in Lancashire, is one of the

most charming of rock-plants. The shrubby

cinquefoil (Pofentil/a fruticosa) is an interesting

dwarf shrub, pretty both in leaf and flower ; as

a native it occurs in a few limestone areas in

the west. Its var. Friedrichseni has lemon-

vellow, instead of golden-yellow, flowers. Then

1 must confess a leaning towards the Irish

spurge {Euphorbia hiberna), so interesting to

the botanist as being one of those Spanish-

French species which reappear in Ireland, far

northward of their main habitat. This plant is

execrated by all persons interested in salmon

and trout fishing, as it is singularly poisonous

to fish, and is often used on that account by

poachers. In the garden it produces in spring

pleasing rounded masses of bright yellow-green

leaves and flowers.

For dry or sandy ground several plants

commend themselves — the horned poppy

(Glaucium flaviini), with its beautiful grey

foliage and handsome yellow blossoms ; the

rare sea cudweed (Diotis mariiima), one of

the most woolly of all plants, and the sea holly

{Ervngium niarifimuni), another handsome

grey - leaved plant. The sea wormwood
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able, tiny animal-traps, will be t'oand interesting-
;

while in the deeper water we may plant the

yellow and white water-lilies, with a fringe of

the flowering rush (Buiomus umbellatus) and
the narrow-leaved cat's-tail {Tvpha ausnistifolia).

w hich is a more graceful plant than the better-

known T. lafifolia.

Lastly, we come to plants suitable for the

rock-garden, and of these there are quite a

number in our Irish flora that are w^ell worth
growing. Some of these are well known and,
indeed, famous species, such as the mountain
a\-ens (Dryas octopetala) and the spring gentian,

which grow in sheets over large areas in

Clare and Galway. Almost all our alpine piants

are worthy of cultivation such, for instance,

as the various saxifrages, the rose-root

(Si'duii! R/wilio/(i), the alpine lady's-mantle

(Alchemilla ii/piiia), the cushion pink (SHi-iu'

acaiilis), and the rare Aicnaria li/ia/n,

which grows on the Ben Bulben range.

Here, also, we may include several dwarf sea-

coast species which are very bright in the

rock-garden, such as the sea campion {Silcne

tnan'-tiwti), the rock sea-spurrey {Lepigonnm
riiphola), and the sea-lavender (Sta/ice occidcn-

/(ilis).

The Tulip.

Ry W. C. McAtef-r, Whiu- Plains, New Yoik.

THE tulip is one of the most popular flowers for
spring- bedding- purposes, and with good reason.
It is hardy and easy to cultivate, and offers

unequalled opportunities for tasteful and effective dis-
play by the variety and brilliance of its colours, which
range from the purest white to the deepest black, from
dark crimson and fiery scarlet to pure yellow and g-reen.

Its numerous varieties keep flowering in succession
from the beginning: of March to the end of May, and
when planted in masses the effect produced is unsur-
passed by any other bedding- plant. Persons trying to
find fault wilh the family may truthfully say that the
earlier varieties are not suitable for cutting on account
of their short stems, but this objection to the family is

easily overruled in the later flowering varieties, which
are second to none for bouquets and table decoration.
The tulip was prized as a flower before the Christian

era. Dioscorides, a Grecian, and probably a con-
tetnporary of Theophrastus, who lived three hundred
years B.C., called the tulip " Salyrium." Later writers

called it Tulipa, which is derived from the Greek
word Tulipan, meaning Turk's cap. Some authorities

say the name is derived from the Persian word Toliban—
i.e.. Turban—which the inverted flower resembles. Be
that as it may, Tulipa still remains the botanical name
of the family. Parkinson, an English botanist, wrote in

his work entitled " Paradisus Terrestrius," dated 1656,

the following,' quaint description of llu> tulip- "Next

The Gre.\t Bl-ttekwort in the WKrrEKs G.\ri)i:n.

ARRiv.\L FROM Co. Cork.

INK MOMll Al IKK
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unto the lilies and before the narcissi or daffodils, the

discourse of tulipas deserveth his place, for that it

partaketh of both their natures ; agreeing with the lilies

in leaves, flowers and seed, and somewhat with the

daffodils in roots." His reasoning is, perhaps, a little far

fetched, but is interesting to show the interest taken in

the flower at that early date. The tulip was first intro-

duced to Europe in the year 1554 by Busbequius, the

.Austrian Ambassador before the Sultan of Turkey. He
purchased seeds of the plant from a gardener who

resided near Constantinople. The history of its cultiva-

tion in Holland dates back to the close of the sixteenth

centurv. .About that time a certain Dr. Clusius, a

noted German herb

alist, settled in Ley-

den. He soon
roused the curiosity

and admiration o'

his neighbours by

the wonderful
flowers he grew,

especially his ti:lips,

which they had
never seen before.

Some of them
wished to purchase

bulbs from him, but

he asked such high

prices that they
were unable to bu}',

so one night they

stole them all, the

loss of which is said

to have made him

broken-hearted for

the rest of his life.

.As some bulbs were

imported from the

East in the same
\"ear he was ne\er

able to get any re-

dress for the theft.

The tulip craze be-

gan in the year 1634

and lasted four
years, the Govern-

ment having to in-

terfere to stop it.

The Dutch neglected everything else in their mania lor

tulip culture. Prices went up by leaps and bounds until

the climax was reached when a Semper Augustus bulb

was sold for ^^380 (Si. 824.001, along with a carriage and
pair and two sets of harness.

Previous to that time there were only two bulbs

of this variety in exisence. A Dutch ship-owner

had purchased one of them for ;£J300 ($1,440.00),

which he laid on his desk before planting. Shortly

afterwards one of his sailors brought him good news, so

he presented him with a smoked herring. The sailor,

on the look out for an onion to eat with it, saw, as he
thought, one on his master's desk, and, watching his

chance, pocketed the bulb. .A hue-and-cry was soon

raised, and the sailor was found eating it, exclaiming

that it tasted no more like an onion than a weasel tasted

like a whale. The other one was sold soon after for the

price already mentioned. The tulip was introduced into

England in the year 1577 by the aforesaid Dr. Clusius,

and in due time arrived in .America, being brought over

by some of the early emigrants. Until the latter part of

the nineteenth centurj- the Dutch supplied the world with

dry bulbs, but of recent years other countries have taken

up their culture with great success—notably, France,

Germany, and the British Isles. The Irish growers are

well to the front, and are second to none today in the

production of good, sound, healthy bulbs. Parkinson,

already referred to, divided the genus into two principal

sections, with a lesser intermediate section, as

f o 1 1 o w s : - P r se-

coces, early flower-

ing ; Serotinai, late

flowering; and
Mediae or Dubiae,

middle flowering.

.Most growers to-

day divide them
into two sections,

early and late.
Under the early

heading comes the

Early Singles and
the Early Doubles,

and under the late

heading comes the

Late Doubles, Per-

rots. Old-fashioned

Darwins, and Cot-

tage tulips. There

are eighty-three

undoubted species,

of which about one

half are in cultiva-

tion. They are

natives of oriential

countries — princi-

pally Siberia, Asia

Minor, China, and

Japan, and are
naturalised in the

south-western
countries ofEurope.

The origin of the

common garden tu.

lip is unknown. They are descendants chiefly of Tidipa

gesncnana and Tulipa suaveolens ; Suaveolens being the

parent of the early flowering varieties, and Gfsneriana of

the late. These varieties are not considered species by

the best authorities, only wild hybrids. The following list

comprises some ofthe best known species in cultivation

—

namely, Celsiana, Clusiaiia, Eichleri, Grcigi, Kolpakou'S-

kyana, Oaihis salts, Persica, Pracmx, Praestans, Syhvs-

tris, and Turcica. Celsiana, crocus-like tulip, so called

from its re.semblance to a yellow crocus when expanded,

is found wild in Southern Europe and Northern -Africa.

Height, 4 to 6 inches. Flower yellow inside, orange

outside. Cliisiana, Clusius tulip, is naturalised in

South France and Southern Europe. Colour white,

striped rose ; 14 inches high. Eichleri has for its

home Georgia in .Asia. Flower brilliant scarlet, violet-

D.\R\vi.\ Tllip, Rev. H. E\vb.\nk

(Much '.Reduced.)
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blue base, margined yellow. Growth about 6 inches.

Grt'igi hails from Turkestan ; height 6 inches ; colour

orange-scarlet, dark base margined yellow. Kolpakoivs-

kyana is a native of Turkestan and Central Asia; 12

inches high
;
petals bright yellow inside, outside bright

red. Oculiis sulis, sun's eye tulip, has for its home
Southern Europe ; flower bright crimson, purplish-black

base ; height 12 to 14 inches. Persica, a beautiful dwarf

\-ellow species, about 6 inches high ; it is found growing
wild in Persia, the country from which it derives its

name. Praecox^ large sun's eye, resembles Oculus soils.

P^lowers larger, and have a ycllowisli liiiLce on tlic out-

side. It is a native

o{ South France.

Praestans, a lovely

species from Bok-

hara; colour
orange-scarlet

;
pro-

ducing sometimes
from three to four

tiowers on each
stem. Sylveslils,

wood tulip, is found

wild in most parts

of Europe and Brit-

ain. It grows from

12 to 16 inches
high; j'ellow i n

colour, and sweet-

scented. Turcica^
parrot tulip, easily

known by its

irregular wavy
petals, which range

in colour from deep
crimson to clear ycl-

1 o w , occasionally

flushed orange and

green. The species

derives its popular

name from its cl>I-

o u r s and tints,

closely resembling

those of the South

American parrots.

It is a native o f

Thrace and Turkey.

In relation to soil,

the tulip likes a

light, rich, sandy
loam, but will do well in anj' kind of heavier soil,

provided it is well drained, and a handful ot sand put

around the bulb when planting to make it feel at home
and prevent its rotting from an excess of moisture.

October is the best month to plant the bulbs. The
proper depth to plant them depends on their size, usually

from 3 to 5 inches, and the same distance apart. As
regards food, they like a plentiful supply of well-

decayed farmyard manure, which should be dug into

the ground before planting or used as a top-dress-

ing afterwards, but should never be allowed to touch

the bulbs as it tends to rot them. Tulips are well

adapted for pot culture. The pots should be well

drained, and the soil used given a mixture of rich

Dauwin Ti lif, Professor F
Mucli Reduced.)

loam, leaf-mould and clean sand. Three bulbs can be
grow-n nicely in a five-inch pot, the top of the bulbs

just appearing above the surface of the soil when
potted. If intended for forcing they should be plunged
about six weeks in cocoanut fibre, refuse or coal-ashes,

in order that the}- may get well-rooted, which is essential

to success, after which they should be brought into the

house and kept as near the glass as possible, giving

plenty of air and watering freely until they come
in flower. Tulips can also be grown in water, like

hyacinths A typical bulb of the genus might be
tlcscrihcd as i oiisisting of a small uneven base, on

which are arranged

alternate rings of
dull, white matter

surrounding the em-
b r y o infloresence

and foliage, the
whole covered with

a tunic of a dark-

brown colour. Un-
derneath this tunic

i n s o[m e species

there is a thick

woolly substance

covering the bulb,

presumably for pro-

tecting them from

the rigorous winters

of their native
homes. The rings

of dull, white matter

are full oi micro-

scopic cells which

are filled with plant

food in the form of

starch and mineral

matter. This re-

serve food is called

upon during the
flowering period,
and without its help

the tulip's efforts to

flower successfully

would be a failure.

.After planting, the

grower should keep

the soil clean and

cultivated, and keep

a strict look out for

slugs and rats. The slugs eat the young shoots, and

the rats steal the bulbs. Slacked lime for the slugs

and poison for the rats are good remedies in both cases.

The tulip likes plenty of air and sun. but the flowers

will last much longer if planted in a position where

they are partially shaded at mid-day. The blooms

should be cut in early morning when closed, as they

then can be handled freely without fear of breaking

their petals ; also if intended to send to a distance they

pack into much smaller space closed than when open. .\

typical flower consists of six perianth segments arranged

alternately and springing from the stalk underneath the

ovary. The ovary or seed-pod occupies the centre of

the flower, and is situated directly on top of the flower

;ancis Darwi.s.
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Cottage Tilip, Simmer Beaity.

(Much Reduced.)

Stalk. It is tlie female org;an ot'the flower, antl its upper

part is called the stigfnia. .Around the ovarv six

stamens are placed which grow from beneath it, and

give off when ripe a substance called pollen. They are

the male organs of the flower. Hybridists raise new
varieties by cross-fertilizing- the flowers. They select

blooms of two diff'erent varieties, which possess such

characteristics as they would like to combine in one
flower, and proceed as follows:—Just as the flowers

open, the anthers are removed from one variety to pre-

vent its fertilizing itself, and the bloom is covered over

with a piece of fine muslin to keep out all the pollen carried

to it by the wind and insects, which might spoil the

intended cross. When the stigma is ripe to be pollenated.

which can be told by its moist appearance, the muslin is

discarded, and the pollen is taken from the anthers of

the other variety and placed upon it, using a slightly

moistened camel's hair brush for the operation. The
flower is let run to seed. The seed is sown as soon as

ripe in light, rich, sandy soil. When the young shoots

appear a strict eye should be kept on the slugs, or the

grower will soon have no seedlings. If possible the

seed should be sown in pots, and wintered in frames or

a cool greenhouse until such times as they are large

enough to take care of themselves. Up to a few
years ago tulip raisers depended mainly on sports

amongst the offsets for the production of new varieties,

sometime with great success, as Ciin be seen in the

beautiful strain of Djirwin tulips raised by

;i Flemish amateur from sports of the

old-fashioned tulip section. He named them
after Darwin, the great apostle of evolu-

tion. Of recent years hjbridists have
taken up the work, and, as a result,

the production of new varieties is no longer

;i matter of chance and selection, but in a

measure are made to order in regards

shape of bloom, size, colour, time of flower-

ing, &c., the hand of man directing nature.

When cutting tulips each flower should

be cut close to the second leaf so as to have

as much stem on the flower as possible,

and at the same time remove the least

amount of foliage. In very short-stemmed
varieties they may be cut close to the third

leaf, but under no consideration should all

the leaves be cut away from the bulbs, as

during the following period all the plant

food stored in the bulb is exhausted to

produce the bloom. The leaves, under the

influence of sunlight, refill the bulb cells, but

if cut away cannot fulfil their natural func-

tions, and the result is the bulb becc>mes

greatly weakened, and very often dies.

Many amateurs say—" I don't know how it

is, but I cannot make any success of growing
bulbous plants," yet the minute the flower is

cut or commences to wither they ruthlessly

shear away the foliage, for appearance
sake, and give the bulb no chance to re-

cuperate. It's no wonder their best eflforts

are a failure. When the leaves begin to

turn yellow the bulbs can be lifted and the

increase or off-sets taken off, care being

taken to keep them shaded from the sun, as it quickly

cracks the skin or tunic, which would then easily peel off,

and render them unsaleable by spoiling their appear-

ance. The}" should be stored away in a well-lighted,

cool, airy place until the planting season arrives.

Experimenters ha\e found that tulip bulbs, when
exposed to a temperature of 35° Cent., only lose i per

cent, of water in 24 hours, so it is not necessary

to cover them with sand, &c., to prevent e\'aporation.

[Note.— The Article—The writer, .Mr. McAteer. was formerly an
employee of Messrs. Hogg& Robertson, the noted firm of bulb growers

at Rush. He was an occasional contributor to Irish Gardeni.sg be-

fore he left Ireland for "the States."

—

The Illustrations—The four

illustrations used are the copyright of Messrs. Hogg & Robertson.

They are reproduced here by their kind permission.]

Clt Flowers in V'ases.—Before placing the stems

of cut flowers in vases care should be taken to remove
all the lower leaves, as if these are kept immersed in

water they die and give off an unpleasant odour. Then
a little salt placed in the water will check decay, and
help to keep the flowers fresh for a longer period of

time. It is also a good plan to cut off each day the

ends of the stalks, so that a fresh surface is presented

to the water. The life of a vase of cut flowers can often be

materially lengthened if they are removed from the vase

at night, packed closely together wrapped in a damp
cloth, and kept in a cool, dark place until morning.
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Sweet Violets.

EVERYONE loves violets. To the poet they are
" spring's earliest, loveliest gems " ; to the

gardener '* most welcome flowers, blooming

at a time when most other subjects are past "
; to the

city dweller they are first favourites as ** button-

holes " during the dullest months of the year, and to all

they are just the sweetest little flower that grows—

a

flower that everyone would cultivate if they could, and
which, by the wa)-, can be cultivated quite easily if

only a little attention is given to details.

To have sweet violets in flower from October to

March it is necessary to use a frame. A shallow frame

is best, as the plants should not be kept too far away
from the glass.

The best soil to use is ordinary loam, to which sand

and leaf-mould has been added. The frame should be

given a good position, its slope, if possible, facing

south ; as although the violet is somewhat of a shade-

lover, it is the winter culture we are describing, and

during these dark months there will not be too much
sunlight to distress them, even in a southerly aspect.

After transplanling to the frame (plant firmly, placing

them about eight inches or a foot apart,

and water in) shade for a day or two to

check transpiration, and so avoid welting. Keep
the frames uncovered in mild weather,

and during colder days put on the lights,

but give as much ventilation as is possible

without risk o( checking growth. During

frosty weather the lights must be kept

firmlv down, and in very severe weather

the frames should be covered with mats,

bo.irds, or other protection. No water

must be given unless the soil becomes dr\',

as there will be little transpiration during

the cold weather inside the closed frame.

There is one possible trouble—mildew— if

the air is kept stagnant for lengthened

periods. Therefore take advantage of all

spells of sunshine or comparative warmth

to ventilate the frames. In many parts of

Ireland the winters, however, are so inild

that there is practically no trouble with

respect to ventilation.

The work of raising fresh plants foi

next season's crop begins in April after

the flowering period is over. The sweet

violet gives oft' runners, and these may be

encouraged to root freely by placing sand

on the surface underneath the plants.

When sufficiently rooted they may be de-

tached, removed from the soil, and planted

out in their summer quarters to become
established. The old plants may also be

separated, and the divisions planted out

as well if more plants are wanted than

the runners supply. The site chosen should

have a northern aspect, as violets cannot

bear too much direct summer sunshine.

The soil must be deeply dug and well-

rotted manure well worked in. Plant 15

or 18 inches apart for doubles, but allow

a two-feet space between for singles, as they are
more robust growers.

During the summer care must be taken not to let

them sulTer for want of water or to exhaust themselves
by forming runners. These latter should be persistently

removed as soon as they appear. This will encourage
the production of flower buds. Mulching with well-

rotted manure during June will benefit the plants.

The continual use of the hoe will do much to aerate the
soil and conserve water, and so contribute to the

healthy growth of the plants. Dryness of soil is a
frequent cause of failure. If red spider appears syringe,

and occasionally dress with a mixture of lime and soot
if syringing seems to fail. The violet is very sensitive

to impure air ; hence the non-success attending attempts
at culture in most towns. It is a true lover of the

country, delighting in moist soil under partial shade.
Varieties.— The following are a few of the varieties

grown. Sing/es.—Princess of Wales, with large, rich

violet-blue flowers on extra long stalks, habit strong,

scent powerful
; California, flowers large, violet-purple,

scent delicious, useful for forcing ; La France, flowers

large, deep blue, very fragrant ; White Czar, flowers

a pure white. Voiid/es. — Mnne Louise, flowers blush-

lavender and white, sweetly scented ; De Parme,
flowers lavender-blue, good for winter-flowering ; King
of X'iolets, flowers large, a good out-of-doors variety

;

Neopolitan is good but difficult to grow.

Cott.u;e Tllip, Mks. Moon.
(Much Reduced.)
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In Praise of Gardening.

Lord Rosebery gave last month a delightful speech

at the opening ceremony of the Cramond parish

flower show on the subject of gardening and gar-

deners. It was freely reported by the public press.

We reproduce part of the speech as given in the

Scotsman.

THEN when we come to the hour of

manhood, and before us He the vast

plains of life with their various paths

leading to good and to evil—then we have the

choice before us w'hether we will be g-ardeners or

not. I do not mean practical gardeners, but

gardeners in taste, in sentiment, in appreciation,

and it is from that moment I trace my deteriora-

tion, for I did not choose to be a gardener in

taste, and I am sometimes afraid it is almost

too late to adopt that special form of enjoyment.

Yet, sir, to this audience I am quite free to

confess that I was wrong. I feel it every day

more and more, because gardening is one of

the enjoyments which one appreciates more and

more with advancing years. When other amuse-

ments leave us, from want of strength and

aptitude, gardening remains to us an increasing

enjoyment and pleasure. That is the first

reason. The second is this—There is no litera-

ture more delightful than the literature of garden-

ing. I do not mean the nurserymen's cata-

logues, which are perhaps the most arid form

which printed matter can assume, but I do

mean the literature of gardening, from Bacon's

famous essay downwards, literature that gives

you a wish to be a gardener, and to taste the

simple pleasures of the hour. There are books,

like " Walton's .iXngler," which delight the

people who do not care about the sport they

treat of, books that give you a taste in the

mouth for the art they deal with, and give you

a pure and high satisfaction in reading them.

Well, the literature of gardening is another

reason which makes me regret I did not choose

to be a gardener in taste. The third is this—

I

cannot help believing, aind believing very firmly.

in the moral training and atmosphere of garden-

ing. I judge that partly from the cottagers'

gardens, which represent so much thought and

study and work given in moments of leisure to

produce what, I think, is almost invariably a

singularly brilliant and impressive result. 1

cannot believe that a cottager, when he gives

his few moments of leisure to produce some-

thing beautiful, not merely for his own enjoy-

ment, but for the pleasure of every passer-by

—

I cannot believe that such a cottager is any-

thing but a good, a worthy, and an honest man.

But I feel sure that I am right in thinking

highly of the moral aspects of gardening as an

occupation. I cannot help thinking, without

disparagement to other splendid classes of our

rural dwellers, that gardeners, on the whole,

physically and mentally, are the cream of our

rural population. I do not mean by that any

disparagement to foresters or gamekeepers or

ploughmen, for all are splendid classes in theii

way. But I do think that a gardener, by the

nature of his occupation, is, or should be,

physically and intellectually and morally, the

best of our rural population. He leads, from a

physical point of view, a life which keeps him

always in the open air. He is perpetualh' face

to face with the elevating mystery of Nature.

He has the closest intercourse with our mother

earth, without the incessant labour of the

plough. His task is to explore and to watch

all her secrets. It is his duty to deal in turn

with all the miracles of Nature—the bud, the

flower, and the fruit. He is the first to see the

opening leaf and the first green spike that

pierces the mould, and then when the weather

fails, and when all is too inclement for other

pursuits, he is able to devote himself to the

preparation for another year, in the sure and

certain faith that the miracles of Nature, w'hich

he has witnessed in the current year, will recur

in orderly but miraculous rotation in the coming

spring. No one can fail to see, who appreciates

the daily task and toil of the gardener, that

there is none that can or should raise the nature

and the mind of man so completely as his ; and,

therefore, believing, as I do, that under these

circumstances they are, and they must be, the

best of our rural population, if I w^ere a ruler,

which, thank Heaven, I am not, I would do all

I could to multiply and increase such men, for

1 should feel that by so doing 1 was best serving

the interests of the rural parts of our country.
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School Gardening.

T is very pleasing to note that some pro-

gress is being made in liie matter ot

school gardening in this country, altlioug^h

ue are still a long way behind England and

most of the other European countries in this

particular branch of rural education. There

can be no doubt whatsoever as to the educa-

tional use and economic advantage ot intro-

ducing such a practical and immediately usclul

subject ^of instruc-

tion intothe curricu-

lum of our National

schools. The aim,

of course, is not to

turn out gardeners,

but rather, as in the

words of Lord Rose-

berv, to so influence

the children that

they will grow up

gardeners in taste,

in sentiment, and in

appreciation. If this

is done the rest is

sure to follow. One
of the difficulties at

present is to get

school teachers with

a sufficient know-

ledge of gardening

to carry out a proper

scheme of instruc-

tion. Everything

really depends upon

the teacher. If the

teacher is enthusi-

astic and capable

success is assured ;

if he is otherwise, no

real good can result froin his work. Recognising

this, the Department of Agriculture and Tech-

nical Instruction has just given a four weeks'

course of practical instruction in School Gar-

dening for a selected number of National school

teachers from the counties of Carlow and

Kildare. The class was held last month at the

Kingstown Technical School, with Mr. L. J.

Humphrey (the Department's expert in school

gardening) as the teacher. Lectures, followed

by experimental work in the laboratory, occupied

the mornings, while the afternoons were spent

in practical work in the School gardens.

Spiraea Aricefolia.

iSpc

Hv C. F. Ball, Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

THIS spiraja can be thoroughly recom-

mended to any one requiring a really

hardy, free-flowering, graceful shrub

to produce white flowers in July.

There is no difficulty in its culture, for it

grows well in most soils. This spirjea is worth

growing well, so do not plant in a shrubbery

thicket where it will be_ cramped for room, but

rather give it an

isolated position
where its real beauty

will be seen, then

one will acknow-

ledge that the name
of " Spray Bush

"

was not bestowed

unworthily. The
panicles of small

w h i t o flowers
measure from six to

eighteen inches ac-

cording to its cul-

ture. To obtain the

larger size the old

wood \v h i c h has
flowered should be

cut out in winter,

or, preferably, im-

mediate 1 y after

flowering, leaving

the young wood to

bear the flowers for

the following year.

Like many other

plants it rejoices in

more than one name.

S. discolore is wHat

it should now be

called, though usually sent out by nurserymen

as S. arkrfolia. It is a native of North-West

America. a a ^

" The perfume of tree and flower, of grass and mellow

earth, is Nature's incense ; she swings her thurible cease-

lessly at the head of the long procession of months. The

scent of the first primrose! How truly it tells of spring,

of greenness in the land, of the life and freshness that is to

come. What can be more suggestive of the .summer

days than the clo.ving sweetness of the stocks, flooding,

the garden pathways with their heavy fragrance.

.\utumn may have clothed the countryside with golsj"

and russet, yet it is left to' the damp and pungent odour

of fallen leaves to remind us sadly of the dying year."

Spir.^a .Ari.sfolia

men in the Botanic Gardens, Gla
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Current Topics.

By E. Knowldin, F.R.H.S.

PLOUGH ! brothers, plough !—in your strawberries.

Burn ! brothers, burn !—your gooseberry bushes,

and hide your heads, ye apostles of fruit farming,

for are ye not a vain and foolish generation? "Jam!
the strawberries," says many a grower, barring the J,

for which we substitute their big D's, but, as a literal

fact, some fruit farmers escaped by signing contracts

sufficiently early with the jam-maker to save " sich

langwidge," and some who did not have received

pretty much the same sort of pity as that bestowed by

the good little girl when viewing the celebrated painting

after somebody — the lions after the Christians: "One
poor lion hasn't got a Christian," but there was more

than one poor fruit farmer without a jam jobber.

However, one of the biggest growers found another

way to dispose o{ /it's 250 tons of strawberries, which

did not pay for the picking let alone anything else.

This was Wood of Crockenhill, Swanley, Kent, and let

his name be preserved, if his berries were not, for

generations of juveniles to rise up and bless it. He sent

for the boys of Barnardo's Homes, for the little boys

from the Farningham Hoine, and the little " orfin
"

girls from some other home, gave each a pack to carry

back outside, after their iiniiiigs on his broad acres,

and the intake of the human boy, to the best of our

recollection, far exceeds his rotundity', and—good Mr.

Wood! And, poor Mr. Wood ! whose 1909 profits

must have been pretty well on a par with his namesake

of Dorking, in the adjoining county, who arose one

morning to find a widowed gander weeping for his

harem, whose disappearance was accounted for by the

lines (historic in the locality) pencilled on paper

enclosing a sixpence tied to the old sultan's neck,

informing Mr. Wood his geese were good, further

stating— " We come from neither here nor yonder, and

have brought six geese at a penny apiece, and left the

money with the gander."

But, seriously, apart from King apple, is this gospel of

the extension of fruit culture a true one V Gluts, of

course, are spasmodic, but is there not another factor

to come into the calculation —viz., the yearly increase

of foreign fruit? Bananas three a penny at Nelson's

Pillar, pine apples for a song in Cottonopolis, water-

melons everywhere for less, and other things for next

to nothing. We were told when modestly discussing

the question that such foreign fruits do not affect it,

especially the first named, on account of which one old

lady has made herself immortal by preferring the old-

fashioned night gear ; we were told that pyj we mean
bananas—do not compete with our produce, but were

not convinced, and perhaps our controversialist felt a

bit shaky as he ambled off on to the farm proper, and

spoke of the fine prices for prime hay ; and here, truly,

our farming friends show their astuteness by not

glutting the market with it to run prices down, for we
see excellent hay in the fields undergoing the process of

conversion into second grade, third grade, and even

fourth grade food, where a good deal of it will stand

out until it is no grade at all. Unselfish souls ! Surely

the reward shall be great (for a few) hereafter—when

the hunters get their breakfast. But a truce to this

rambling away to the farm where, by the same token,

everyone—every little farm—should have its little apple

orchard, and there would be nothing new or novel

about that, for it is an old English custom, and our

friends need not fear being " Englified " by its adoption.

It is not, perhaps, so much what we have to fear at

the immediate present, as it is in the near future, from
foreign competition. All seem on the watch for some-
thing to tickle our palates and ease our pockets with

some pretty flavoured thing we never knew we wanted
till it came. Now, naartjes from Natal have established

their superiority over the juicy Javas, and one never

knows what some pregnant steamer is going to deliver

herself of at our market doors. .And the consignors arc

aided and abetted in their invasive policy by all their

carrying companies that be, although we cannot say that

our own transit rulers are guilty of such weakness, and
if they were they are putting on the muzzle. As an

instance of this we cannot fail to note that the G. S. &
W. Ry. have limited their rail vouchers for reduced

fares to exhibitors of fruit and flowers at the Dublin

shows to one for each exhibitor ; therefore the nurserj'-

man who requires an assistant or two to cope with a
big exhibit has the optional pleasure of paying full fares

for his imderstrappers or staying at home. Then, again,

to help the foreigner, some scientific pomologist is

always dangling some possibility before their eyes which

they are not slow to grasp. Now it is Actinidea chinen-

sis which has flowered in Europe for the first time this

year, a handsome hardy climber which we are told

would in all probability be hardy In Ireland. However,

we need not bother about that ; the}- can do that for us

on the Riviera, where it. has flowered but not fruited for

simple reason <>( being as yet in single blessedness for

want of the male sex, which, we believe, will shortly be

trotted over from China. When happily married the

Actinidea bears fruit, lashins of it, resembling a small

plum, but with (saving your presence !) the guts of a

gooseberry, and that it is highK relished by the Chinese

seems its chief recommendation as yet. After all, per-

haps we need not add this to our worries yet, for John
Chinaman's tastes are peculiar to us " barbarians, " as

yet not educated up to infant mice dipped in honey and

swallowed holus bolus, or hen fruit not esteemed by the

Celestial palate till it is dead ripe, when it would eng,ige

all hands to negotiate a sample —one to grip the

olfactory organ, whilst the other conveyed it to the

facial orifice.

Third!}', or rather fifthly, with apologies, fruit—
with more apologies, for although sweet pea prattle

still pervades the aerial currents, with the passing of

the shows, that topic is now elevated above the com-
mon garden writer, as pea-men worry over Mendel's

theories—fruit of high quality must ever be the con-

sideration, especially under its commercial aspect, and
Boskoop black currant, which is in everybody's mouth

verbally, must be mentioned as a reminder to planters.

Nothing better ever came to us from the land of bulbs,

butter, and bounteous breeks, and no bigger jump was
ever made in currant culture since Hans Breitman's

memorable "barty," when a young vrow who weighed

but two hundred pound gave that record jump
which shook the windows round. Well, Boskoop is a
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mighty one too, not " miley," as it seems too strong a
grower for that despicable little beast, and then there is

the Comet red currant, sky high above all the others, if

you get the right thing, and— but no more currant
topics. Vet, by the way, we recently had three

questions fired at us like pistol shots—viz., why don't

they plant Ballsbridge ? Are they going to plant it ?

When are they going to plant it? In reply we returned

a volley of don't knows. Ballsbridge, of course, is that

place where once an exhibition smiled, now lyin^

derelict, saving one protected corner bearing the

legend of Beckett, builders. There is, we believe, no
truth in the report that the grounds are waiting to be
converted into an unlimited roller skating rink. Still

they an' waiting, and if one dared whisper even the

word international within a mile of Dublin town wc
should say that it would not be half a bad place for

the contemplated British International Horticultural

Exhibition, projected for 191 i. From enquiries recently

made of a man who knows nothing about it, and from

whom one is apt to get the most reliable information,

we find the delay of its conversion into a beauty

spot is due to the law. If so we endorse the famous
opinion, " the law 's a hass."

We wonder if there is room to mention another

possible Irish industry which we heard of on our road to

gaol (Naas show), where very probably our good
editor wishes by this time they had kept us—well, as

salve to his sufferings, we post this prattle en route for the

poor-house (Athlone). Said J. A., as we were going to

gaol—"A gentleman told me thev make the most beauti-

ful writing paper in German\' out of ragweed." Fancy
that ! -Vid here we are, with the new " weeds bill,"

on the verge of losing the grandest crops due to the

foresightedness of generations of farmers who have

gone where landlords cease from troubling, bless 'em.

That bill must be blocked. That's all. But what of

the weather? a never ending topic (fear not, Mon.
Editeur, we'll stop), and older than Old Moore, who, by

the way, exalted himself by one lucky hit at it, which,

according to history, was thus:— "What shall I put

down now, father?" said young Moore. " Oh, put down
snow." " But its July, father." " Oh, well, if you've got

it down leave it." And it was left ; and the snow came
in July, and Old Moore made history for himself. What
it seems we have to grumble about is the shift in the

seasons—summer deferred till autumn, autumn carried

into winter, and winter, not lingering, but actually flop-

ping down in the lap of spring. .After a bit, of course,

vegetation will accommodate itself to this sort of thing,

and everybody will be happy, barring gardeners, and

the fates forbid they should ever be deprived of their

growl. In common gratitude our heartiest thanks must

be included to the editor for formalin and flies in the

last number, illustrated by that pretty picture of a dirty

rag acting as an incubator for the filthy fellow's pro-

geny (the fly's family we allude to). Well, it was the

rag done it—caught the housekeeping eye (figuratively,

of course), and there was no peace till we hied us to our

chemist, and, ** Have you formalin?" "We have."

"Is it poison?" That man of chemicals must have

thought us too inquisitive, as he answered the question

by asking another— viz., is it for flies? But we found

on reaching Flyville the bottle was labelled " for

external use only," and the prospect of handling every
winged one as we applied a lint to his external anatomy
was not alluring, so we again turned up the fly-leaf

of Irish G.'VRde.vi.vg, with the result that next morning
there was sufficient sweepings to furnish the alleged
fruit of Ihe boarding-house currant pudding. Again,
thanks, more apologies—now for the " poor-house."

Roses.
By O'Do.NEL Brow.ne, .M.D.

FROM a damp, cold July

lo a glorious sunny,

hot August is a great

change, and to show how
much roses have appreci-

ated the change one has

only to remember the glori-

ous display we had during

niid-.\ugust. My own gar-

den, which has most Cii the

well-known varieties in it,

was not well furnished with

flowers luitil the heat came,
but then I was really bewil-

dered at the quantity and

quality of my favourites.

It seemed to me that every

variety was doing its best

to catch my e}e when I

gazed at some other variety,

and so it was. Glorious

Cochets were there ; Mrs.

G. Mawleys were splendid,

but on the wall were two

stars of the first magnitude,

Mme. Wagram and Mme.
lules Gravereaux. How
these two simply revel in

heat—what in July were hideous buds, gummed up with

cold, damp, rainy weather, are even now beautiful

flowers. Then there were those varieties such as Bessie

Brown and Mildred Grant, perfect terrors to open save in

hot, dry weather ; and I must not forget that new giant,

William Shean, opening every day as if they were mad

for the heat. True, the heat disturbed that most

glorious and refined rose, the Lyon-Rose, by somewhat

rushing the blooms forward, but the colour was splendid.

If ever a rose was praised surely Pernet-Duchers new

variety got its share, but no words can, or even will,

do full justice to this most phenomenal flower. Readers,

order early, as the run on this rose will next autumn be

teriific, and be wise in time and order early to get

good plants. .\t one show here I stood near Messrs.

Dickson's (both Alex, and Hugh) and listened to every

passer-by. They passed the usual remarks about most

of the flowers, but when they came to the Lyon they

were done, clean bowled out. There are some people

who say that this rose is not hardy, will not grow, &c.

Readers, there are people who will not believe any-

thing ! Lyon is a grand thing, and do not forget it.^

What a galaxy of colour we shall have in a few years'
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time when the results of this rose, crossed with others,

come to us from our Northern nurserymen, as come
they will. Some may be better, but let us not forget

that owing solely to Pernet-Dncher sending us the

Lvon did we get these beauties when they do come.

One little hint about this rose and I am done about it,

pro tern. Try and plant it where some shade shall rest

on it during the heat of a July sun— she will repay you.

Has it ever struck you how some varieties which look

to be on the thin side (by this I mean those varieties

whose petals are somewhat flimsy and not stiff) can

stand such heat? Take Dean Hole, for instance ; it is

marvellous how much heat this flower, amongst others,

can bear, and why Ao most of the Teas last so well in

such grilling heat ? These are questions which I should

like some botanist to answer. There must be a reason

for this, and a botanist is the proper person to solve

it. I'he more I grow roses the more I see what
wonderful secrets nature has still which are unknown
to us. It is the noticing of these new ideas (new to me
at least) that makes rose-growing so fascinating. How
1 often wish for some great botanist as a friend to be

near—what questions I would give him to unravel. The
biggest question and the most interesting one to my
mind is how do two roses—neither of them yellow

—

when crossed by a hybridist throw a yellow ? Is it that

running in some of these roses grandparents' blood

there is yellow blood, if I may call it such, or is it that

the combination of the two colours produces yellow, or

is it the result of the weather at the time of the cross-

ing? How I wish some of the readers of Irish

G.\RDEN"i.NG would try and solve these questions. One
of our greatest— nay, our very greatest— hybridizers

tells me we shall never solve this question. We inust^

and that is all about it.

Propagation of Roses by Cuttings

As Tea-scented roses do best on their own roots,

.April is the right time to propagate them by cuttings.

Fill some six-inch pots with a sandy compost, two
parts loam, one part leaf-mould, one part silver sand.

Press it firmly into the pots. Put half an inch of silver

sand on top, then give a watering from a fine-rosed

watering-can. Make the cuttings from four to si.x

inches long, remove all the leaves e-xcept the top

one ; with a small stick make a hole the depth of the

cutting. Insert the cutting up to the top bud
; place

the cuttings close to the edge of the pot, and make the

earth firm round them. Give them a good soaking of

water, then stand them in a frame on a bottom of coal

ashes ; sprinkle them over-head with water on after-

noons of dry, hot days ; keep the frame close till they
are rooted, then gradually expose them to the open air,

when they may be planted out or potted up, if required,

in pots. J. Devine, Kilworth.

Shrl'bs for Dry B.\.nks .\xd Poor .Soil.—Mr. W.
PalUmore, of Kew, recommends double, single and
dwarf gorse, lavender, rosemary, savin, brambles.
Putenlilla fruticosa, Cisius laurifoUus, C. ladaniferous.

C. recognitus, Berbcris aquifolia, and B. stciwphylta.

Notes.

The \ alle of F.\rmv.\rd M.\xlre is not entirely

due to its fertilising properties ; indeed, in a dry year its

chief value lies in the fact that it gives an increased

water-holding power to the soil. The luxuriant appear-

ance of crops growing under such manurial treatment

is mainly due to a more regular and plentiful water

supply by which the plants are able to keep up a steady,

vigorous growth, unretarded by distressing spells of

drought. It has been found, for example, from very

accurate determinations made at Kothamsted that the

first nine inches of soil in a dunged plot will, after heavy-

rains following a spell of dry weather, retain a great

deal more water than the soil of an adjoining plot that

was unmanured. In one case cited the extra amount of

water was equal to about thirty tons of water per acre.

The slow percolation of rain water through a soil rich

In humus is obviously of very great advantage to

growing crops : it secures a more constant suppl\- of

moisture, and hence a quicker growth and heavier

yield.

Elder Berries.—These berries are now ripening, and
this suggests a note on the making of elderberrv- wine.

The berries are gathered and crushed, and the juice

strained into a clean vessel. To every three quarts of

juice is added one quart of water, and in each gallon of

liquid is dissolved three pounds of sugar. Then it is

allowed to ferment in a cask or earthenware jar, and

the level of the liquid kept the same by filling up with

water as it evaporates. When fermentation ceases

stop well and put aside for eight months before bottl-

ing off. Elder berries may be also used for tarts,

but they should have spices or lemon added to give

flavour.

L.wender Bag. — The delicious smell of sweet

lavender from fresh linen is most luxurious to the

senses. Every garden should have its clump, or even

hedge, of lavender, and every housewife should prepare

bags of lavender flowers for her linen chests and ward-

robes. The flowers are gathered during a warm day
and pounded. To each ^ lb. of flowers are added

J2 oz. of dried thv'me and mint, ]^ oz. of ground cloves

and carraway seed, and i oz. of table salt. The
mixture is then tied up in bags, and hung in the ward-
robe or linen closet. Orris-root, it may be noted, is an

excellent medium for holding delicate perfumes for

perfumery bags.

Perfume Jar.—Jars giving off the fragrance of our

favourite sweet-scented flowers or herbs may be easily

prepared by first making up a stock mixture, to which

may be added the perfume-giving flowers oi our par-

ticular fancy. Such a stock mixture may be com-
poinided by mixing together Yz lb. common salt, )^ oz.

storax, half a dozen cloves, a handful of dry bay leaves,

and another handful of lavender flowers. This basis

will last for years, and to it may be added from lime to

time handfulls of fragrant rose petals or other sweet-

scented flowers. Or to it may be added chips of

sandalwood, cinnamon, orris-root, or musk, according

to fancv.
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The Month's Work

The Flower Garden.

By J. H. ClM.MINi;, Ovorsoer, Roy.tl Dublin Society,

Ball's Brid.ye.

LIGHT AND AIR.—With a plentiful supply of suii-

j light, a hisfh enougfh temperature, and a

sufficieney of moisture, we g"0 a long \va\'

toward.s success in plant cultivation, but the absence

or insufficiency of any one of these will militate against

it. Practically every plant must ha\'e air, and it is onh*

when properly given that healthiness can be maintained.

In plant-houses a circulation of air is often rig-idly

excluded, especially during the night. Except on cold,

wind)' nights, and for stove houses where a high tem-

perature is imperative, the ventilators left a little open

during the night will tend to the good of the occupants.

With the waning light it i.s now necessary to remove all

sh.iding material that has been on the glass during the

summer. Where time can at all be spared it is also a

good plan to wash the glass inside, and so get the full

benefit of all the light possible during the shortening

days.

Cycl.\mf,NS.— Like many other garden plants, the

cyclamen has been greatly improved within recent

years. There is a difference of opinion as to when the

seed should be sown. Some cultivators prefer to sow
it in August or September, others again in January.

The best plants I have seen were those from seed sown
in the autumn, and grown on and flowered within

fourteen months. If sown in autumn the voinig plants

have a longer period of growth between the seedling

and flowering stages, and if carefully attended to and
kept near the glass during the dull winter months it is

wonderful how quickly they push on after the turn of

the year. Sow the seed in well-drained pans in a soil

consisting of two parts of good loam and one part of

leaf-mould, with some sand added. Place the pans in

a gentle heat, covered with a piece of glass, and keep
shaded. When the seedlings appear give more air,

and when one leaf is made remove to a shelf near the

glass. The temperature of the house may range from

55 deg. to 65 deg. during the day. When the plants

have made three leaves they may be potted into three-inch

pots, and in these they will grow on till the end of next

January, when the next potting will be necessary.

From the time the seed germinates the plants should

never be allowed to become dry.

Chrysanthemums.— If dull, wet weather is likely to

continue the housing of chrysanthemums should begin

ill good time, and this work spread over se\eral weeks,

taking in the most forward plants first. In arranging

them see that they are not overcrowded, as if so mildew

in the foliage and damping of the blooms are sure to

follow. In fact, though many plants may be grown, it

is better to only house those that are Hkeh' to give a

good return, and discard all th.it are doubtful. Before

the plants are taken indoors as a preventative against

mildew—a formidable enemy of the Mum—mix up a

quantity of soft soap and flowers of sulphur. Take a

piece the size of a hen's egg and dissolve in three gallons

of soft water, and s\'ringe the plants all over with it.

After such an application, with due attention to

ventilation, and keeping the floor of the house drv, mil-

dew will be kept in check.

Seed Sowing.—.\part from any pecuniary benefit it

is always interesting to save seed of choice things.

With a good, dr}' autumn many annuals of herbaceous

plants produce an abundance of seed, and when care-

fully saved the reproduction is often better than the

stock. In harvesting flower seeds, gather only during

the middle of the da)', when there is no dew or damp-
ness about, and place in a dry room on sheets of paper,

where they can be cleaned at will. Carefully label each

lot and any notes—such as when sown, datij when
best in flower, and when seed was gathered. Such
references help in future work.

Lawns.—Where new lawns require to be made now
is a good time to begin the work. In laying turf one

has to contend with a good many weeds, but where
sown the preparation of the soil and the selection of

good seed from a reliable firm go far to ensure success.

The ground should be trenched two feet deep, and.

thoroughly cleaned of all weeds. If poor a good coating

of cow-dung should be worked in near the surface. If

at all possible the ground should then be left all winter,

when the frosts will pulverise the soil and make it in

fine working order the following spring. April is a

good month to sow the seed, and then at that lime there,

is no risk of the young grasses being injured by frost.

September is favoured by many, when the ground is

cooler, but it must be well prepared and levelled and
rolled. Choose a calm day to sow the seed, ami rake

it in out of the sight of birds, and a final rolling

will complete the operation for the time. A pound of

seed to fifty square yards is the usual quantity

allowed.

Asters or Starworts.—As a cut flower from early

autumn till cut down by frost these very handsome and
most useful species are unexcelled, the flowers lasting a
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crood week cut. Their sweet, pretty blooms and eleg-ant

sprays are most useful either for table decoration pur-

poses or large vases in rooms. Asters of different

shades, mixed with some light grasses, make a capital

decoration, and for church purposes the star-like asters

must not be forgotten. They are of easy culture in

ordinary garden soil, and thrive also very well in

shrubberies. They look lovely planted in good masses
of blues and pinks and whites. This is the month to see

them at their best, and where much exposed to wind
place some loose stakes as supports, but avoid tying

them up in bunches to a single stake.

AuTiM.\ Propagation.—No time must now be lost

in getting in the stock of cuttings that are required to

keep over the winter. Pelargoniums—as advised in

last month's issue—can still be put in. Lobelia, iresine,

verbenas, and such like, being soft, should be put in

pots or boxes, struck in a heated frame, and shaded
from bright sunshine. It is also well to pot up a few

odd plants of each variety, and from these numerous
cuttings can be obtained in spring. This saves room,

and old plants are not so ready to damp off, and will

stand being kept on the dry side during the dull winter

days.

Calceolarias, \'iolas and Pentstemons do best in

a cold frame, and the sooner the latter is put in hand
the better. These will even stand a few degrees of

frost in severe weather, but when this is so they must
be kept shaded till a thaw again takes place. Calceo-

laria aniplexicaiilis is well worth growing for its colour

and tall habit, but it will not stand frost, and where the

protection of the frames is not sufficient it is best to

strike the cuttings in boxes, and keep in a cool house

all winter.

General Work.— There will still bestakingand tving

to do in the herbaceous border to preserve a neat and tid^

appearance. The hoe must be run over bare patches to

keep small weeds in check. Preparation should be made
to cover anything that may be endangered by the frost,

which sometimes suddenly comes down in September.

.Autumn chrysanthemums prove very useful this month,

and so do late dahlias. Light tiffanv spread over the

tops of the plants at night and removed in the morning
will be a valuable protection from early frosts. Constant

attention must be given to the spring bedding, and
where effect has to be studied immediately after the

.-lutumn flowers are removed, of necessity the chief

portion of the plants used must be evergreen shrubbery

plants. Some of the hardier-foliaged herbaceous plants

may be pressed into service where winter effect is the

point aimed at without reference to spring. When
winter and spring seasons have to be studied, selections

from both shrubby, bulbous and perennial plants can be

effectively combined. Contrasting shrubs, such as

coniferje in a small state, hollies of various-coloured

foliage, yuccas, and berried plants, should be introduced.

The stock of bulbs that must be bought should be
ordered at once, as those who order early generally get

the best of the nurseryman's stock. Where narcissus

and tulip bulbs have had to be lifted, now is a good time

to plant the smaller bulbs in the reserve garden, keeping

the largest for planting next month in the flower garden

beds and borders.

The Fruit Grounds.

By WiLLL\M R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

THIS is one of the busiest months of the year for

the fruit grower, his time being fully occupied
in gathering, packing, and marketing his

produce.

The marketing of fruit demands the utmost care and
foresight of the grower. He should have all his fruit

packages and packing material at hand, also his market
must have his consideration. It will not do to leave

these things oft until the time fruit is ready for despatch,

as some fruit will not bear to be delayed. The quicker

the journe}' is done between the tree and the consumer
the better.

Dealing first of all with plums. They must not be

allowed to gel too ripe, else they will not travel well, as

skin readily gets broken. They should be graded into

at least two sizes, and packed in small, clean bo.xes

holding about 16 lbs. Put a little wood wool in bottom
of box, line with clean paper, and pack in layers ; put a
sheet of paper over top, a little wood wool, and the lid

put on, nailed down, and at once forwarded to market
or private customer as the case ma}' be.

Apples, too, now demand attention, many of the early

varieties being fit for market. Also many trees will

benefit by thinning the fruit— taking the largest and
allowing small ones to remain, they will swell up
considerably, particularly if the tree be attended to bj-

giving it plenty of water if at all dry. These will have
to be graded — that is, divided into different sizes, and
all of each size kept by themselves.

Dessert varieties should be marketed in small boxes
holding about 20 lbs. Cooking varieties in barrels of

9 stone, or boxes of 40 and 80 lbs., and particularly

specimens in one dozen lots.

Owing to the fine crop of fruit this season the prices

are not expected to rule high. Growers should

endeavour to get the highest possible value for their

produce, and to this end should go to some trouble and
expense to place their goods on the market in as decent

and presentable a form as possible.

The writer was greatly struck last year in going
through a fruit market in Belfast with the disparitv of

the Irishman's method of sending fruit to market com-
pared with our foreign competitors. The foreigner

always packs in clean packages, and fruit is clean and
uniform in size, whereas our home man seldom, if ever,

packs in a clean package. Generally dirty barrels

are used, and the hay employed to cover tops of barrels

is generall)' of the worst description. Sometimes
cabbage leaves may be seen covering top of barrel, and

not very fresh-smelling either. L'nder these circum-

stances it is no wonder that high prices cannot always

be had if this can ever be guaranteed. But something

better might be done, and to this end a few rules should

be laid down for the guidance of these men, or they

should adopt some such rules as the following for their

own guidance :

—

1. Use clean packages and packing material.

2. Honestly fill packages by giving full weight, it
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weight be stated ; if otherwise, use no more packing

material than is necessary.

3. Use fruit of uniform size in packing any one

package.

4. Never mix varieties. If more than one variety be

put in one package, a sheet of paper should be placed

between the different varieties, and stated on label that

such is the case.

Many varieties of pears ripen during the month.

The3' should be collected as they ripen, which may easily

be known by the simple means of lifting the fruit to a

horizontal position. If ripe, thev part readily from the

tree. They should not be gathered until they do so.

Providing these have to be sent to market Ihey should

be sold in one or two dozen lots in small boxes to hold

these amounts, and packed in wood wool. Small-sized

fruits are sold, as a rule, in larger lots, but the fine

pears grown on walls, &c., pay to sell in small lots.

A good price can generally be got for them.

Plum trees and, indeed, all kinds of fruit trees benefit

by a thorough wash down with the engine when fruit

Is g.ithered, and if a fairly strong insecticide be used for

this purpose many thousands of insects will be
destroyed, greatly minimising the danger of an early

attack the following season.

General.— Keep a sharp look out for wasps' nests,

which appear to be fairly numerous. Have bottles

examined occasionally and reset for them. Blackbirds,

in many places, give a lot of trouble and do consider-

able damage. A gun is one of the best things I know
of to keep these awa)-. On walls fruit can be netted.

The principal work this month is the marketing of

fruit, &.C., not much laboiw of soil being necessary,

only to keep down weeds amongst fruit bushes. If

work recommended to be done last month be not done
it may still be carried out, but no time should be lost in

dcingso.

The Vegetable Garden.

By J.\MES BR-iVCKEN, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

IN the vegetable garden September might perhaps

give the first period of comparative rest, but that

when moisture follows the hot weather of summer
the weeds renew their persistent growth. Gigantic

slugs, yellow, or brown, or black, tempted abroad by
the increasing coolness and moisture of the shortening

eve, also roam about iti the gloaming ; and woe betide

the cauliflower plant or young lettuce, or cabbage,
either in seed beds or recently set out, that stands in

their way- The smaller brethren are no less innocent.

Hoeing must be continued during favourably dry

weather to prevent weed growth and to cultivate the

soil, and to baffle the slugs newly mixed soot and lime

should be dusted freely about celery, lettuce, and other

crops, and particularly round seed-beds and recently

transplanted brassicas.

General Work.—As a night's frost in the middle

or at the end of the month may cut off half-hardy

vegetables as kidney beans, vegetable marrows,
tomatoes, &c., vigilance must be given so that such

things are not so easily destroyed, either by gathering
the crops or by affording some light coverings at night.

Thin turnips and winter spinach as they may need it.

Late sown turnips often fail to form good roots by being
left too long unthinned. If pits or frames are becoming
vacant strong plants of lettuce or endive may be
pricked out in these for a winter supply. Cool tomato
houses can also be utilised with lettuce for the same
purpose. Burn all potato, pea and bean haulm, also
weeds, to destroy pests and seeds. Apply gas-lime to

land infested with vermin, and leave it uncropped for

winter. Cut out stems of globe artichokes that have
been cut over. To have plenty of cabbage for spring
cutting is indispensable, as it then is such a universally

popular vegetable, delicate and wholesome to use. To
have first-class quality liberal and careful cultivation

is necessary. The ground ought to be thoroughly
manured and dug, and in putting out plants let these
down to the first pair of leaves, and make quite firm in

the soil. Ground from which onions have been harvested
well suits spring cabbage, and is generally utilised for
the first planting, which may be done as soon as plants
are forward enough to plant out. Forking over the
ground is all that onion ground usually requires as
preparation for this crop, having been heavily manured
for the previous crop. Leeks must have earth drawn
up to them as they advance to blanch the stems.

TOMATOE.s.—Tomato plants growing in the open air

should be closely stopped to induce fruit already formed
to finish off. Water must be given only if the plants
require it, as unnecessary moisture increases the risk of
diseases and cracking of the fruit. Remove portions
of some leaves to expose the fruit to the sunshine, but
this practice is much abused. Stripping the plant of
most of its leaves, as is often done, is not advisable.
No plant can fully develop its fruit without foliage, and
the tomato is no exception.

Onions.—Autumn -sown onions sometimes fail to

winter well from being allowed to become weedy, this

having the eflTect of drawing up the plants and leaving
them tender. Crow'ded beds or lines also require to be
thinned. Sometimes the lines are thinned to about
three inches between the plants, and in spring every
second plant is transplanted. A greater distance is

allowed if extra large bulbs are desired.

Celery.—Continue earthing early celer3- when the
soil is not in a wet condition. Defer the earthing of late

celery until it is well advanced, as it only checks growth.
Amateurs often check celery in this way. When the
side suckers have been removed a light mulch of earth
spread over the roots of the plants aids growth-
Earthing by piecemeal interferes with the watering or
causes earth to be carried into the heads, which often
prevents the crop from keeping by causing it to rot.

By tying each plant loosely with a string of matting or
raffia an upright habit of the outside leaves is caused,
and this will be found handy when earthing up later on.

.A better plan still is to bind any kind of paper about
each plant, thus starting the blanching process. Avoid
the use of too much strong liquid manure, as it is

likely to cause coarseness. A little salt in the water
helps to check vermin, »«d is an aid to growth and
fine flavour.
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Bees.

By T. Magtire, The Orchard, Eimiskillen.

A UGUST must have been a revelation to the bees

jJ~Y^ this year. They had practically nothinsj to

gather from but blackberries, yet during those

few weeks of glorious weather quite a respectable

quantity of honey was gathered. Some of my stocks

got as much as 90 lbs., and the average would probably

be 60. It makes one's mouth water to think of what
we should have got had the hot spell come a month
earlier. The clover was in sheets everywhere, but,

alas ! without the necessary heat it might as well have
not been there at all. However, the bloom of black-

berries was something extraordinary also, and certainly

the bees have made the most of them. The moral of

this season is, nil desperandum—keep your stocks in

good form, for you never know what may happen.

Those lucky bee-keepers who have lime trees beside

them must have got a fine pull off them also. Un-

fortunately lime trees are not extensively grown in this

country, and it is only in a few favoured localities they

are to be seen. This is a great pity, for lime honey is

very fine, and the tree when in fiill flower yields

enormously.

Few stocks will have any difficulties with regard to

stores this season, nevertheless all should be gone over

at oni-e, .ind any which seem short of _^o!bs. should be

fed up to that amount immediately. There is no doubt

that autumn is the proper time lo feed, and when done

now the bees can be trusted to take care of themselves

till May next.

When honey is being taken off the bees are generally

in a robbing humour. Every stock should be protected

vj'ith the perforated zinc strips referred to in last

month's article.

A great many sections will be unfinished this season.

These can be filled back into crates, and left on all

winter. With warm packing overhead Ihey make a

capital winter passage over the frames, and the honey

comes in useful for the bees ; besides, this is an ideal

way of storing them for next seaso?i, when they will be

found very valuable for the first supers.

Prices for honey have been somewhat lower this

season ; why, it is hard to say, for the quantity will not

be nearly equal to last year all round. In all probability

prices will improve when the foolish people who rush in

and sell their honey at whatever they can get have dis-

posed of their stock. Sections should be stored in a

warm place, and, if possible, packed in tin boxes so as

to exclude insects, &c. If cleaned and wrapped

in waxed paper the flavour and aroma will be pre-

served.

Driven bees can now be had from those who keep

skeps. Two driven lots added together, and hived on

six or eight sealed combs of honey, will make as good

a stock next year as any that can be got. It is too late

now to hive them on sheets of foundation—they would

hardly get them drawn out. Driven bees w;inter

capitally at the back of a main stock on four or

five combs, and come in very handy for building up

other colonies in spring and for supplying spare

queens.

Correspondence.

Si'R.AVING Kriit Trek.s.

•Sir,— I think it would be very useful ifj-our paper could
get the opinions and experience of those who have used
copper sulphate in various forms for the spraying of
fruit trees to prevent "spot "or "scab," as there can be no
second opinion but that the arsenate of lead is most usefiil

in destroying caterpillars without damage to the foliage.

I will now give you my experience of the effect of the

copper sulphate spray. In 1907 I sprayed those
kind of apples liable to spot with a 1% per cent, mix-
ture of copper sulphate and lime that is equal to x]^ lbs.

copper sulphate to \c gallons water, with necessary
lime. The result was that the spray did more damage
to the fruit than the " spot " did.

In 1908 I sprayed with a weaker mixture, less than i

per cent, copper sulphate, made up with soda, and care-

fully tested with litmus paper to make certain that the

spray was neither too acid nor too alkaline. The result

was, however, not satisfactory, much fruit being
damaged by the spray, while the " spot " fungus was not

killed. This year (1909) I have tried the Woburn paste,

made up according to instructions sent with it. This sprav
has much less colour than the home-made mixture, and
dc»es not show much blue on the trees, but the effect on
the fruit is much the same, while the " spot " remains
active. It should be noted that the effect on the fruit is

not apparent for some time, but goes on increasing for

some weeks after spraying, when it often presents a
rough or burnt appearance.

The effect is mech more severe on some kinds oi

apples than on others, Ecklinville, Cox's Orange Pippin,

and Alfriston being badly marked, while King of Pippins

did not suffer much, and was the only apple that seemed
to benefit from the spray. If others have a similar

experience to this it is clear that we require a less

injurious and more effectual spray for apple " spot."

Knocklinn, Bray. E. D'Olier.

Roses .\t Shows.

Sir, -Can we kindly ask if some of the rose experts

will kindly answer through Irish G.-^rdening what class

of roses they consider should be shown in vases under

the name of roses (garden), as it would be a great help

both to exhibitors and judges? \t the Royal Horti-

cultural Societj' of Ireland grand summer show, July 20

—

Class 1 1, roses (garden), six bunches in six kinds shown

in vases, not more than five spra3's to each bunch, and only

one variety in each vase— the judges placed first and

second vases containing some H. P. sand H.T.s, scented,

anything but good blooms of the varieties, but shown up

in the centre with their other vases of Climbing roses.

Most of the exhibitors in this class show all Climb-

ing roses, and beautiful bunches, the one placed third

staged .AimcV Vibert, .Mister Stella Grey, Reve d'Or,

Reine Olga de Wurtemburgh, Gruss an Teplitz, Dundee
Rambler. It is evident most exhibitors in this class con-

sider the proper roses to show are the Climbing roses.

We would like to hear the opinion of others, as it would

be helpful lo exhibitors in the future.

.\N l.NOllRER.
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By Special Api>olDtment

To His Majtetr the King

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
LIMITED

Hothouse Builders, Heating, Ventilating
Electrical & Sanitary Engineers & Ironfounders

Surveys nude
and estioutes fur-

niihed for similar

work in anf part

of the country

Skilled work-
manship, selected

materials, and
moderate prices

Conservatorr erected at Trnedale Hrdropalhlc, Hexham

LONDON OFFICE: OLASQOW:
8 Camden Rd., N.W. 121 St. Yincent St.

BDINBURQH (Registered OKIee aod Works):

Balcarres St., Morningside
Telegrams I -TREIBHAUS, LONDON," and "HOTHOUSE, EDINBURGH"

.o<>
Woodstock Gardens,

Inlstioge, Thotnastowo,
^^ ^ January 29th, 1909.
fear oirs,

^"se send me at your earliest convenience 100 Tuberoses.
1 he Sundries arrived all rloht, and gave every satisfaction.
1 may mention the Hyacinths you supplied flowered

exceptionally well, and were admired by everyone who saw
hemj in fact, the same may be said of all your Bulbs this

To
Messrs. WM. POWER & Co,

Nurserymen and Scedmercfaants,'
WATERFORD.

I remain.
Yours faithfully,

R. G. MARTIN,
Gardener to E. K. B. TIGHE, Ek|.
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Precautions in Tree Planting
By A. C. Forbes.

NOW that the planting season is approach-

ing' once more, those who contemplate

planting forest trees during the coming
winter should be carefully considering

ways and means, for however few the trees

may be which are to be dealt with, the arrange-

ments for carrying out the work cannot be

made too early. Whether planting be done in

autumn, winter, or spring, success or failure

depends very largely upon the various prelimin-

aries being properly carried out, and it may be

of advantage to discuss a few of those details

which are often neglected and postponed until

the last moment, and then rushed through too

quickly to give even plants or methods much
chance.

Possibly the first and most important point

to attend to is the choice of species for the

particular soil and situation, but this is too big

a subject to be dealt with here. Next to the

species, however, comes the selection of the

trees, and probably the inexperienced come to

grief more easily over this work than any other.

A grower, for instance, wishes to plant a shelter

belt or a gravelly ridge on his farm, and comes to

the conclusion that pines are the most suitable

trees to plant there. Being a cautious man, he

decides to choose his plants in some local

nursery rather than trust to correspondence

on a subject he does not profess to know much
about. He arrives at the nursery, is met by the

proprietor, and shown round the stock the

latter happens to possess. Having learned the

position and purpose for which the trees are

required, the purchaser is taken from one batch

of trees to another, and invited to make his

choice, the nurseryman, on his side, throwing
out such suggestions as he may consider appro-
priate to the occasion and the visitor. In the

course of the perambulation a small bed of, let

us say, Scots pine is encountered, and the

customer is at once struck with their size and
vigour. Strong plants, five to six feet in

height, making a vigorous growth and
apparently better able to hold their own and
make a show than the younger and smaller

ones seen previously, they catch the eye of the

buyer at once. The nurseryman, possibly,

does not recommend them, but his customer is

evidently so attracted by their appearance, and
so firmly convinced that they would make a

plantation at once if planted on his land, that it

would be little short of unnecessary cruelty to

inform him that these particular plants were
destined for the rubbish heap in the course of a

few weeks. The upshot is, probably, that

the trees are purchased at what appears to

be a nominal price, and the grower con-

siders that he has done a good stroke of

business.

The trees are forwarded, perhaps, within a

fortnight or so, and possibly in the month of

November. Before they can be planted

the ground has to be fenced off from live

stock, and as the planter has read, or been

told, that trees can be planted from October till

April, he considers that the whole winter is

before him, " and, sure, there's time enough."

The trees, therefore, tied up in bundles, are

deposited in the handiest spot that presents

itself, and this usually happens to be a dry

ditch ; some grass, stones, sods, or bracken
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being thrown over the roots until the hitter are

out of sight.

As spring approaches, the long-intending

planter decides to stick in the trees, and the

chances are that the operation is performed

before the ground is fenced. Over the

method and period of planting we may draw

a veil, but it does not require a ver\ \ivid

imagination to conjure up a process which will

leav'e the trees with the greater part of their

roots out of sight and their tops leaning at

various inclinations to the horizon, and it is

sufficient to presume that Sir Walter Scott's

command, issued through the medium of the

Laird of Dumbiedykes, has been literally obeyed.

A dry, wind)' March or April are now all that

is needed to convert that particular farmer

into an anti-forestry expert. He will describe,

in vivid language, how his trees, so judiciously

selected, so carefully planted, and so thorough!)'

protected against cattle (after 50 per cent, or so

had lost their tops), changed from green to grey

and from grey to red ; how he was misled by the

man who induced him to plant and defrauded by

the nurseryman who sold him the plants ; and

how, through the loss of them, he was robbed of

the use, for one

entire summer, of

the best bit of land

he had on his farm.

The above picture,

in one or the other

of its V a r i o u s

phases, may be

seen at most sea-

sons of the year

and in most parts

of the country. The
moral of it is

—

" don't plant unless

\ ou are prepared

to carry out the

whole work in a

thorough and
careful m a n n e r."

Choose short, fre-

quently trans-
planted trees, of a

size not larger than

is necessary to en-

able the trees to keep

alive in the herbage

of the ground to be planted, and choose them
first

—

i.e., before others have picked out the best.

See that the trees are properly lifted, and not

delayed on the road before they reach you. If

you cannot plant them out at once, untie the

bundles, and place them thinly in trenches in a

sheltered corner of the garden or some spot

where fine, moist soil can be got to cover the

roots. Leave them there until the ground is

fenced, holes dug, and everything ready for

careful planting. Should the weather be dry or

windy at the time of planting, puddle the roots

in wet clay as soon as they are lifted out of the

trench. See that the roots are put properly

into the ground and firmly trodden in when
there, and, finally, do pot forget to go round and

tread them up again after windy weather.

With all these and many other precautions

failures will still occur, especially with certain

species. But apart from exceptionally dry

springs and from species which Nature never in-

tended to be moved after the seedling period of

planting, provided proper care and attention is

paid to it, is not a particularly risky proceeding.

Our advice to amateurs is, however, " Begin in

a small way and gain experience as you §0."
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Zenobias.

THE g-enu-s Zenohia contains only one

species, which was introduced from the

South United States in iSoo. Tliough in-

troduced so long ago, the zenobia is seldom seen,

yet its merits entitle it to a place in any good col-

lection of hardy shrubs where lime does not pre-

vent the family of EricticccE from being- grown.

The zenobia g^rows naturally in boggy, peaty

spots, and in cultivation does well in any cool

place in peaty soil. If peat cannot readily be

procured, leaf-mould mixed with fibrous loam

will be a good substitute. Andromeda ciissince-

folia is another name for Zenobia sprciosa, and

the waxy-white flowers

in racemes, like the lily

o'i the valley, are some-

what suggestive ot an

andromeda. T li o u g h

the type plant is certainly

good, Z. speciosa pulver-

ulenta is far superior.

This powdery zenobia

is a stronger grower,

making a spreading bush

about 3 or 4 feet high
;

the leaves are covered

bv a bluish-white sub-

stance resembling the

bloom of plums, and

similarly rubs off when

roughly handled. When
thriving, it is one ot

the most beautiful oi

the smaller shrubs, for

its hanging white bells

are produced freely, and

are sweetly scented. The
anthers make a small

brown centre to the

flower, and are curious,

being four-awned. In

some localities the
zenobias produce seeds

freely, which may be

raised in the same way as

the rhododendron ; where

it will not seed, layers

may be put down and

rooted. C. F. B.\ll.

Sea Kale.

THE sea kale {Crambe marilima) is a native plant

belong-ing to the crucifermis family. It fre-

quents sands and stony places by the sea-shore.

Ill its cultivated and blanched state it forms one of our

most delicious of forced vegetables. The plant is

smooth-skinned and of a (jlaucous-green colour. Its

large leaves, grown in the light, manufactures much
starch, which is stored abundantly in its thick perennial

stock. It is from this reserve store of readily available

food that the forced leaves growing in the dark obtain

their daily supplies of nutriment. The roots of the

plant are long and stout (often called "whips" or

" thongs " by gardeners), and they, too, are stored with

reserve food. .\ peculiarity of the sea kale is that the

roots when cut or otherwise injured are able to pro-

duce buds—the "adventitious" buds of the botanist.

Photo by}

Zknobia Speciosa Pulverulenta

-oin a Specimen grown in a Donegal Garden.)
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Relatively few plants have this power retained by their

roots, but plums and hawthorns, dandelions and horse-

radish are other familiar examples of the same tendency.

This peculiarity of the root is taken advantage of in

propajjfating^ sea kale. Pieces of the roots four to six

inches longf are cut off and planted in March. If plants

arc lifted for forcing in the autumn the roots may then

be cut off and kept in dry sand or earth until the plant-

ing season. In preparing these root cuttings it is usual

to make the top end level and the lower end sloping.

The cut end will soon " callus"— that is, a thickish ring 01

vigorous cellular tissue will arise and tend to spread

itself over the surface of the wound. When the cuttings

are planted buds will freely start fiom the upper callus

and roots emerge from the lower callus.

The preparation of the ground is an important matter.

The sea k.ale requires a soil fi'eely supplied with air and

containing a fair amount of organic matter, therefore

a light soil that has been well dug and autumn-manured
with farmyard manure answers best. If the only soil

available inclines to be heavy, then it must be well

drained, deeply dug, and thoroughly manured some-
time previous to planting. .A bright, sunny position will

favour vigorous growth and development of foliage, as

one must remember that the \alue of the "crowns" to

be afterwards used for forcing will almost entirely

depend upon the amount of starch, &c. , maimfacturcd by
the leaves and transferred to the crown structures, to

be stored therein for the future use of the yoimg shoots.

As we have already said, the planting is done in March.

The cuttings are usually arranged in rows at a distance

of four feet apart. The sets may be inserted in groups
of three (placed in the form of a triangle), leaving a

space of five or six inches between the groups. Plant

very firmly (a dibble may be used), sinking the cutting

so as to leave its top about an inch or so below the level

of the soil. A ring of sifted ashes placed round each
group of cuttings will be helpful ; the buds will soon

push through. Each cutting will produce several buds,

but it will be wise, in order to secure the best i^esults, to

pinch off all but one.

The after-treatment will mainly consist in securing

a proper water supply. This will entail frequent hoc-

ings between the rows, so as to keep the surface of the

soil in a fine powdery condition, and thus prevent loss of

water by evaporation from the soil surface. If this is

properly done no trouble with weeds will arise, as they

will have no chance at all of growing. If there is still

any fear of loss by evaporation, mulching with farm-

yard manure or leaf-compost may be resorted to. In

veiy dry seasons it may be even necessaiy to water the

plants. The soil must on no account be allowed to get

too dry. Whether any artificial manuring would be
beneficial or not during the season will of course depend
upon the richness of the soil, and this is a question that

must be settled on the spot, by watching the progress

of the crop. Any flower-stems that appear ought to be
removed at once.

By October, growth will be over, and tin- first frosts

will be followed by flagging and decay of the foliage.

When the leaves are removed there is left a rooted

crown, the size and weight of which is directly pro-

portional to the activity of the foliage during the past

growing season. If the plants have been sufficiently

supplied with room to grow—moisture, food and sun-

light -the crowns will be large and well filled with

reserve food ; if anyone of these conditions was lacking

its retarding influence will be manifested in the results.

.\t this time, too, the crowns are provided with young
or embr}'0 leaves representing next year's foliage.

The object offorcing is to induce these young leaves

to grow rapidly and to produce succulent stalks rather

than large green blades. This can be done, because
there is now food enough stored away in the crown to

feed the leaves during the whole period of forcing. It

is simply a matter of transporting the stored starch, &c.

,

to the young shoots, to be there transformed into sappy
leaf-stalk structures. To accelerate the growth of the

stalk and to retard the development of the blade the

plants must be grown in the dark, as light has, of course,

the contrary effect. There is no trouble with w.ilering,

as under the conditions of forcing very little water is

lost by the plant.

Starling with good crowns by end of October, forcing

may be commenced during November. There are

different ways of forcing sea kale so as to secure

supplies at different times, but the chief determining

factor (n this relation is heat. Willi a temperature of

about 50° to 55° Fah. good stalks eught to be secured in

from four to six weeks. Perhaps the commonest plan is,

first, to clear the ground of all leaves, &c. , then each

group of crowns is covered with H mound of ashes, and

this in turn covered with a '* sea kale pot." To apply

the necessary heat the pot is surrounded by a heap of

le;i.ves or other organic rubbish packed firmly round so

as to exclude light. During the decaying process thiit

ensues in the heap, heat will be given off, but the tem-

perature should on no account be allowed ever to

e.xceed 60° Fah. By covering only a few plants at a

time the season of supply may be considerably pro-

longed. When the stalks are nearly ready for use

admit light to the tips - the object is to give them that

purplish tint that is so much appreciated. .Although

specially made pots for blanching are very handy, yet

old boxes, barrels, &c., may be used in small gardens.

When cutting the stalks, if they are not to be used

immediately, a small portion of the solid crown should

be removed with them. These, if placed in a vessel

with a little water, will keep fresh and crisp for some
time. After the crop is lifted the pots and ferment-

ing material should be removed off the ground, the

crowns re-covered with ashes, and the manure spread

at once over the surface and forked into the soil.

.Another way of forcing and blanching is to simply

cover the rows of crowns with a ridge of soil a foot deep,

so that when the tips of the shoots just break through

the soil, the latter is cleared away, the crop removed,

and the soil treated as described above ; of course in

this case the crop will be later, as no artificial heat is

supplied.

.A still other way may be adopted to give limited

iLiid reguhir supplies for pri\'ate use. Plants ma\' be

lifted at intervals from November onwards, tlie roots

removed to supply fresh cuttings, and the crowns packed

with sand or dry soil in boxes or barrels, light excluded,

and the whole kept in a suitable, warm place until the

stalks are ready to cut. Crowns, it is well to remember,

that have been strongly forced are usually so weakened
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that they are not worth replantinsf, and should therefore
he thrown away. Many ciiUivators do not attempt to
force crowns the first year from insertion of cuttin.sjs,

believing that it pays in the long run to let the plants
gather strength by giving them the good start of a I wo-
seasons growth.
Sea kale may be also propagated by seeds. The

" seeds " of commerce are really the fruits, and before
sowing the husk should be broken. The seeds are
sown in spring in drills drawn one to two inches deep in

carefully pulverised soil. Next year the young plants
are transplanted to rich, carefully tilled soil, eighteen
inches apart, in rows about two feet asunder, and the
surface regularly hoed throughout the season. Crowns
for forcing may be had at the end of the second, and
certainly at the end of the third, year.

Sea kale, as we have said in starting, is a delicious

and wholesome vegetable, and ought to be far more
extensively grown in Ireland than is at present at-

tempted. It is generally considered to be an expensive
luxury in the way of food, but it really netd not be so,

and anyone following in practice the foregoing instruc-

tions can easily secure a cheap and plentiful supplv for

the dinner table.

Current Topics.

a
Hy E. Knowi.din, F.R.H.S.

LORD ROSEBERRV gave lust month a delighl-

j ful speech." (Vide Irish Gardening, page
1,^6.) That was so. .'\nd it was rather nice

of hini, too, ior we, gardeners, poor men, seldom get a

pat on the back or anywhere else ; in fact, that is from the

high and mighty, and Srmall wonder that we are some-
what apt, like the Hottentots, to butter one another all

over. Well ! well ! My Lord says of us gardeners— " If I

were a ruler, which, thank heaven, I am not, I would do
all I could to multiply and increase such men." O Lord !

Thank heaven you're not, unless your Lordship would

multiply and increase the gardens as well ; and even

I hen, in our experience, the gardener is very well able to

tlo the multiplying -ind increasing business — very

well, indeed, without any help from the peerage or

even a grandmotherl}' government. Gardening, of

course, increases, but situations for skilled men do not,

and since we last effervesced in these pages another

place not a hundred miles from Booterstow-n is lost to

the mere man, where not only a lady is engaged as

gardener, but another fair one officiates as her foreman
— Place .Hux Dames.
A recent run through the so-called "Garden of England

"

revealed the fact that commercial gardening is in a had

way, and this apart from fruit farming. London's six

millions -oris it five ? we didn't count them—want a lot,

of course, yet somehow supplies in a few instances

exceed demand, and even the manufacturer of bedding
plants, the gorgeous geranium, and luxurious lobelia

overdid it this season to the tune of holding back even

far into July when big lots were put into Covent gardens

not to be got rid of at any price. It seems that only the

pioneers oi these industries have made fortunes, and on

Bexley Heath, where Philip Ladds opened the game
forty years ago by covering acres with glass for the

productio.i o( popular plants by the million for the
million, the Kexley Heathen has now changed the crop
for "Qs," "Toms," and " Mels," the trade clipping
for cucumbers, tomatoes and melons, and for these
prices at the end of August wore not only cut to the
finest hut with "Mcls" had touched the vanishing
point. It was certainly a pretty sight to see span roofs
(or is it rooves?) 250 feet long by 30 feet wide clustered
with thousands of melons in all their golden glory, the
fruits averaging 2% lbs. in weight ; but as we patted the
grower on the back during the view, and a big van was
being packed with them, along the wires the signal ran,
" send no more mels, no market." No reason to ask in

the neighbourhood of Bexley Heath, in the words of
scripture, why do the Heathens rage?

In the same neighbourhood, b\- the way, we were
pleased with the common acacia, Robiiiia psciid-iiicicia,

as a street tree, and for this purpose, even for town
purposes, the graceful foliaged subject seems peculiarly

well adapted, as does the Tree of Heaven (Ailantlms
glnndiilosn). Measuring leaves of the latter on six feet

growths made this season from hard cut back lops we
found them four feet long, and en route for Kew, via

Hammersmith, was noticed grand avenues of the

Oriental Plane. Kew- is too big to talk much about (the

Glasnevin of England we allude to), and Kew is stately as
one approaches it by the noble entrance from Kew
Green ; but Kew is tiring, and after several hours
inspecting its treasures, including the Victoria regia,

which could not hold a candle, let alone a child on a

chair, as we have seen it depicted to specimens
we have seen in Glasnevin, we came away from the

English Glasnevin more than satisfied with our Irish

Kew. And then the great while sepulchre—we mean
city, or, to give it its full style and title, The Imperial

Intern,ational Exhibition, which in our experience was
not only a misnomer, but somewhat of a fraud, half, or

more than half, of its paltry, pinnacled palaces being

closed, international being chiefly represented by the

Children of Israel who were modestly trading in two-

pemiy trinkets marked at four shillings, and clearing them
off at half price, "only two sheeling" ; or the catering,

which, like our own little international fiutler, seemed
to have fallen to the lion's share. But Paul Crampel was
good ; fine masses of big plants, a blaze of bloom, the

only redeeming feature, to om- thinking, of the plastered

palaces over which might have been written—" Ichabod,

their glory, hath departed." However, everybodv says

its glories will be revived next year when re-whitewashed

and Japaimed.

When doctors differ, and gardeners deride each

others practice in the way of fruit tree pruning, sunnner

pruning, winter pruning, all sorts of pruning, and no

pruning at all, who is to decide :* This is a phrase of

culture in which we seem to be in the same fix as the

old farmer at the audit dinner with the squire's claret,

" get no forrader." Nevertheless, no one seems to

question the wisdom of root pruning, especially with

young specimens who.se one object in life appears to be

timber Gross growth of wood and gross growth of

roots seems interdependent, but is this the result of

prior treatment of young fruit trees, of neglect, or

too much kindness? Truly, we flatter ourselves in

being so much smarter than a past generation who
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have long since hung up their spades and gone where

all good gardeners go, yet it is with pleasure we rake

up out of the ashes of a dead past and revivify one who

was a great little man with fruit trees, and fruit too.

His pruning practice was nil, but he was a powerful

pincher. After a gradual disbudding in spring he was

practically pinching plums, pears, apples, and everything

that was his the season through. We never saw the

pinching principle so persistently and consistently

practised by anyone else unless by Bracken of Roebuck

Castle, Dundrum, and that, perhaps, should be termed

disbudding. Possibly, someone who follows these

furbishments saw, some quarter of a century ago,

Bracken's superb examples of open air peach culture ; if

so, they can endorse this tribute to the memory of one

who has gone. Truly, there were giants in those days.

C.\RI.!N.\ .\C.\NTHIFOLI.\— l-l.i'UI.K ill Ap I

Notes from Glasnevin.

Carlina acanthifolia.—This plant is more curious than

beautiful, but this fact may appeal to some, and on that

account it is worth noting. Being of the thistle

family it has a head o^ flowers, but in this case there is

only one solitary head, stemless and surrounded by

a rosette of leaves. This rosette measured twenty-two

inches across, and the leaves, which are pinnatifid,

deeply .serrate, and stongly spiny, are woollj' on their

under surface and bright green and glabrous on the

upper. The involucre of bracts which surround this

head are dark brown, narrow, stiff, and like the leaves

very spin)'. The inner whorl of these bracts seems to

take the place of the ray florets, and are a shining straw

colour about an inch and a half in length. The disk,

which stands two inches above the rosette of leaves, is

composed of yellow flowers, which open from the out-

side inwards. This head i>^ flowers closes over com-

pletelv during rain and at night, and opens stifl and

strong in bright weather. This plant from the Mediter-

ranean region is certainly well armed, and its develop-

ment from the bud stage is interesting to watch. The

two accompanying photographs show the flower heads

of the plant open and closed. R. M. Pollock.

Roses.

By O'DoNEL Browne, M.D.

A FEW vears ago many people held the opinion that

the rose did not lend itself to house and garden

decoration as well as many other flowers one

finds in the average garden, and no doubt they had

many points in favour of their argument, but year by

vear thev are losing some of these points. True, it is,

that until quite recently most rose

hybridisers strove to develop the

individual bloom, perfect in every

waj', more than the class of de-

corative roses we hear and see so

much of nowadays. But with an

increasing demand by new rose

growers and on account of the

newly-made classes at shows all

the world over for decorative

varieties, the decorative rose is

gradually pushing itself more into

prominence year by year. There

was a time, not so long ago, when
we found it a hard job to get six

bunches of decorative roses really

well shown at most shows, but all

this difficulty has, I hope, gone,

never to return. Yearly there is a

great improvement in the *' news
"

list which are appearing in cata-

logues, and whereas a few years

ago one might count the decor-

ative varieties on one's fingers,

now there is quite a big list to

be had. What has been the cause
'"'En. of this? Some time ago the late

Mr. Turner, of Slough, put out that

wonderful rose. Crimson Rambler, which originally

came to us through another person from Japan, and so

great was the hit this rose made that there and then

people interested in hybridising started crossing this

rose with others. An extra stimulus was given us all

when the class known as the Wichuriana class came
into being. True they could not boast of a very pretty

mother, as the ordinary white variet)- is not very showy,
but when she started throw'ing out off-springs we really

saw that but for her we should have been very badly off.

Now this class can boast of many beautiful varieties,

for what with Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay, Jersey
Beauty, Minnehaha, Dorothy Deimison, and that noble

variety Hiawatha, we have nearly every colour imagin-

able. None of the above varieties made such a name
for itself as Dorothy Perkins, and in my opinion this

very fine rose is the queen of its class, for had it not

been for her we should not have had Lady Gay or that

newer sport Dorothy Dennison. These roses are, liow-

e\er, too much alike to their parent, hut there is a

[C. F. Ball.
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difference—in Lady Gay the pink is slitrhlly darker,

and in D. Dennison the pink is lighter. It is not, how-

ever, owing to their colours that they are so popular,

but to their freedom of growth, profusion of bloom and

lasting qualities. When properly planted and attended

to their growth is prodigious during a season, rods of

ten and fifteen feet being quite common. The original

variety was sent out with the recommendation to let it

creep over rough places, such as a rockery, but we

have seen that the Wichurianas delight in growing up

trellis work or larch poles, but I think they look best

when budded on to high standard stocks and allowed

to weep with their long, bright, green growths hanging

down. They require only very moderate care, and are

easily grown, and are not above growing on their own

roots when struck as cuttings. But let me here say

that I advise you to bud your

plants on briars, as by so doing

vou get a quicker start. They
require very little pruning— none.

I might say—save to remove all

the old and flowered wood and

also all those rods which were

too late to start into growth the

previous year. Pruning should be

done about mid-March, retaining

all young, ripened rods nearly

their fnll length, but cutting back

one or two of the weaker shoots

to encourage young growths for

the following year to push. A
plentiful suppl}" of water should be

given frequently and a good hos-

ing or syringing overhead to keep

the lovely green foliage free from

the loathsome greenfly. Here, 1

ir.a)' remark, that numerous com,

plaints round about this district

tell me that our plants have suffered

terribly from this pest; my own
plants look as if soot had been

dusted over them—a nasty mixture

of soot and honeydew. When cut-

ting sprays for home decoration be

content to only cut young w ood carrying flowers, as the

old wood carrying trusses does not take up sufficient

water to prevent your flowers wilting, and when the

best of the flowers are over, about mid-.August, ^o over

your plants and remove tfi toto all the flowered wood,

and lay in carefully those green, sappy rods for next

year. By doing this you encourage the.se young lods

to push more into growth and you remove a great many
injurious pests at the same time.

Garden Sage is a native of Southern Europe, and is

much used in cookery. It is supposed to aid the

digestion of rich animal foods. Sage-tea has .also a

great reputation in some places as a mild stimulant that

actually helps, instead of hindering, the work of the

stomach. It is said that the Chinese prefer an infusion

of sage-leaves to their own world-famed tea. Many
people use sage-tea with vinegar as a gargle for sore

throat.

Bulbs for Window Boxes.

For a brilliant spring display of graceful form, fresh

greenery and purity ofcolour, nothing can equal our com-
mon bulbous plants. We have a large number of varieties

to choose from, w'ith almost ever}' shade of colour to meet
individual taste in arranging an effective colour scheme.

We have the difterent forms of crocus, white, orange,

brown, lilac, blue, purple, and black, with intermediate

shades ; tulips, all colours, except blue, but including

green ; hyacinths, white and blue narcissi, in all shades of

yellow and yellow- and white ; Chionoduxa mi/sraris, and
scillas in most lovely blues, not to speak of Spanish

irises, gladiolas, and others for later flowering. Now
is the time to think out the details of a scheme. Pur-

chase the bulbs and plant them without delay in order

C'AKI I.NA .ACANTHIFOLI.A

—

FlOWER H EAD OpKN.

to give the plants a good chance. Sometimes plants,

other than bulbous, are planted in the same box in

order to increase the artistic eftect or to prolong the

displa}', such as forget-me-nots, double daisies, wall-

flowers, &c. The soil to be used may be a good
friable loam, intermixed with leaf-mould or well-de-

cayed manure, with a good sprinkling of sand or grit to

keep it open. A little bone meal may be added with

advantage. .A.fter planting the bulbs mulch the surface

with some loose material, and refrain from watering

until the shoots appear, and then only when the soil is

obviously getting dr\-. .-i little artificial fertiliser in a

weak solution may be given when the flower stems

begin to show. But we repeat, if you want a really

pleasing effect, you must follow some previously

thought-out scheme, and lose no time in getting your

bulbs into the soil. Few things are more grateful to

the eye in spring than flowering bulbs, and no one can

begrudge the little trouble required to secure for .self

and others such simple and inexpensive pleasure.
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Two Gardeners.

E.XCH of them had a horse to mind, and so

the hoiir.s of their labour were reallx

longer than from six till six in summer

and from daylight till darkness in winter. .Seven-

teen shillings a week and their cottages were their

wages. Potatoes and vegetables had, of

course, to be grown, but their specialities

were flowers and raising new \ arieties of

potatoes. The cottages are covered with

honeysuckle and roses, a good index to the

"•ardens themselves, full of roses, dahlias, bulbs,

chrysanthemums, svveetwilliam, geraniums,

wallflowers, London pride, phloxes, pansies,

aipple ringie (apple balm), heather reenges

(hydrangea), feather foullie (fever few), and

many others, both annual and perennial, with

plenty of rhubarb and a lot of young and well-

kept currant and gooseberry bushes.

Each had several small home-made glass

frames, in which flowers were protected and

propagated, and in which the new potatoes were

sown and grown. The seeds from the potato

apples were sown in shallow trays filled with fine

sand and peat. They were sprouted under

cover and transplanted to the open garden only

when all danger of frost was past.

In autumn the tubers were dug up and stored

dry till next spring, when they were planted.

Selection and elimination did not begin till the

second crop was reaped ; and when the tubers

were three or four years old they were either dis-

carded or " put upon the market." But putting

them upon the market did not mean selling

them and making a big profit. It merely meant

giving a few tubers to this friend and a few to

another, and so on. Yet, though they were

neither pushed nor puffed, and although Jimmie

Kerr and Rob Forrest have been dead for nearly

twenty years, some of their potatoes are still

grown in the parish in which they lived.

Rob Forrest's garden had one unusual feature—
there was a ring of Druid stones in its midst ;

and Rob set these up and formed a rockery

around about and among them. He was a

w ood carter, and so had opportunities oi picking

up rare ferns and other woodland plants, and

with these he clothed his rockery, which is

partially shown in the photograph opposite. Nor

were these the only accomplishments of Jimmie

Kerr and Rob Forrest. Jimmie was the best

rider in the parish and the best hedger in the

county, if not even in all the south of Scotland.

No man in the parish could sing a better song

than Rob, and at quoits, or on the bowling green

or on the ice 'curling), he had scarcely an equal.

James Wilson.

G
The Gloxinia.

LOXINI.AS will now have finished flower

Ing, and water must be gradually with-

held. It is bad practice to withhold

water all at once, as the corms are likely to

shrivel, causing a weak growth the following

\ear. A temperature of 45^' or 50'' suits the

plants during their period of rest.

Some growers turn the corms out of their

pots and lay them in boxes of sand during the

winter. Others allow them to rest in their pots,

care being taken to keep the corms dry and also

to exclude frost from the structure where they

are stored. It is necessary to keep the corms

from coming in contact with hot-water pipes.

In February a batch of corms may be started

into growth, and a month later another. This

provides a succession of flowers. If the corms

have been allowed to rest in their pots they will

require to be taken out and all the old soil

shaken off". Re-pot them in small pots, and just

cover the crowns with soil. They will not re-

quire watering till growth has commenced.

The svringe should be used frequently to damp
between the pots. When roots fill the small

pots the plants should be potted into larger

ones. A 5-inch or 6-inch pot is considered

large enough for ordinary purposes.

A good potting soil consists of loam, leaf-

mould and sharp sand in equal proportions.

Two-year-old corms usually give best results.

If the plants are required to flower during the

early part of the summer the temperature of an

intermediate house is required, but very satis-

factory results can be had by giving the plants

perfectly cool treatment.

Grow the plants in a greenhouse till the end

of May, then remove them to an ordinary

garden frame. They will make slow, firm

growth in this wav, and towards the end of
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June they will be ready to shift into their

flowerint;; pots. Gloxinias require to be shaded

during- the hottest part of the day, and when
the pots become well filled with roots frequent

applications of liquid manure are highly bene-

ficial. Plants g^iven cool treatment come into

flower early in August, and give a good display

in the greenhouse when greenhouse plants are

getting scarce.

In growing gloxinias from seed it is best to

The winter show of tlie Royal Hoiticviltiiral Society

will be hold at Ballsbridgfe, Dublin, on the 20th and
2ist of the present month. We expect an exceptionally

fine display of Irish-grown apples, and the Irish apple

at its best is hard to beat anywhere. Ever}' fruit

grower should make an effort to attend.

At the National Rose Society's autumn show, on

September the i6th, Irish-grown roses obtained, as

usual, some of the highest honours at the disposal of

the judges. Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons, of Porta-

down, were awarded the silver medal in the nursery-

men's class for the best Tea rose in the show (blooms of

A CORNKR IN A CorT.\i;ER'S G.MiDEN

(Fr, pliotograph, showing Rob. Fo amongst his favourite flowt

ansplanted and cared for).

najority of which ar ild plar

sow in February in well-drained pans. A com-

post of loam, leaf-mould and sand, passed

through a '_|-inch sieve, is suitable. The seed

pans should be removed to a temperature of

65° or 70°. When the seedlings are large

enough to handle, prick them off one inch apart

in boxes. Shade them from strong sunshine,

and syringe daily. Pot into 2>,-inch pots when
growth has advanced sufficiently. During the

growing season it is necessary to keep the

atmosphere moist by occasionally damping
down paths and lightly syringing the plants.

William D.widson.

Souvenir de Pierre Netting). For the best new roses

exhibited three gold medals were awarded, and two of

these came to Ireland, one being secured by Hugh
Dickson for Miss Cynthia Forde, and the other by

S. McGredy and Sons for Mrs. E. J. Holland.

Cards of commendation were also received by Alex.

Dickson and Sons for Mrs. Frank Bray, and by S.

McGredy and Sons for Mrs. Arthur C. Coxhead.

" The elder is a homely tree,

As in the wood is found ;

The first to leaf, the last to fall,

Unfaded to the ground ;

Unfadcd to the ground, my dear.
Though all leaves die at the end o' the }'ear,

Still gowned all in green she's here.

While dimmer the davs draw round !

"
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Pinks and Carnations.
" READER" asks us to explain the

botanical differences between pinks

and carnations, to name a few good
varieties for a small garden, and to

add a hint or two on general culture

Ihat might be helpful to a n>ere

amateur in gardening.

Pinks and carnations belong to

the genus Diaiilhus (the name being derived from the

Greek, and meaning Jove's own flower), and easily

distinguished from all other genera in the same family

by the presence of scales underneath the tubular calyx

of the flower. The parent of all the varieties of car-

nations IS Dianthus caryuphyllus, or clove pink, a plant

with a stout stem, much branched and woody below,

and carrying very glaucous long-linear leaves, grooved

above, and about 4106 inches long. The scales under

the calyx are short and broad. The petals are of

various colours, and are toothed along the upper

margin. The flo\' ers are fragrant. The parent of

most of our garden or plumed pinks or Pheasant's Eye

is Dianthus pluniarius, a low-growing, broadly-tufted

plant, from 9 to 12 inches high, carrying small

glaucous-green linear leaves, with rough edges. The

petals are white, pink, or variegated, and have their

edges cut into a fringe of slender segments. This

species is more tufted in habit and hardier in consti-

tution than the carnation, and its scented, freely-

produced flowers have been always great favourites in

gardens, although they do not seem to appeal to the

popular taste so much as carnations. This, to a large

extent, may be due to the fact that Ihey are not exhibi-

tion flowers, and therefore have been subjected to com-

parative neglect by the florists. We know that too

many " gardeners" select the things they grow not so

much by independent personal preferences as by what

they see printed and praised in florists' catalogues.

Vet pinks deserve more attention, and as they have

wide powers of variation, hybridise freely and produce

seed in abundance, any amateur with ordinary dis-

crimination may raise up charming varieties from his

own seeds. .Any ofi"spring of DIanlhus plumarius will

thrive in a well-drained soil in a sunny position, and

hence they are specially useful in covering dry, sunny

banks and borders. The presence of stagnant water

in the soil is fatal to success in growing pinks.

They should always be planted on raised ground, while

an annual top-dressing of old or well-decayed manure

will be very helpful in promoting vigorous growth and a

good show of flowers.

In the choice of varieties we would advise the

amateur to leave the exhibition kinds severely alone

and plant only those that will fill his border with June

beauty, and laden the air with rich perfume. As to

colour, we have pure whites in ."Mbino, and in Mrs.

Sinkins, white ; claret-laced in Mrs. Pettifer, a blood-

red in Napoleon III., light rose with crimson blotches

in Anne Boleyn, doubles in Multiflonis Jlorc-pcno and

Midtijlorus niscus, and many more. There are other

species and varieties of pinks, but we will here mention

only one other, the cheddar pink (Dianthus sinensis),

called after its only native station in the British Isles—the

Cheddar Rocks in Somersetshire. Why we refer to it

specially is because it readily hybridises with Dianthus
plumarius, and doubtless some new desirable forms

might be secured by crossing and selection, and we
commend the work to any enthusiastic amateur who
would care to undertake the necessary experiments.

This particular pink thrives best in a soil containing a

fair amount of lime. Such a soil may be easily prepared

by intermixing ordinary loam with old lime rubble.

The carnation or clove-pink is a great favourite, and

has been for centuries back. The flowers inherit great

variability as to colour. Pink is the colour of the type ;

variations from this represent every colour of the

spectrum excepting blue. Florists for ages have been

playing about with the coloration of carnations, and the

game between them and nature still goes on. They
have set up certain artificial classes representing their

ideas of carnation beauty, and all e.xhibitors were, and

we suppose still are, obliged to conform to these ideas

or be disqualified. Thus we have 1 1) the Flakes

distinguished bv having two colours arranged in stripes

which must run lengthwise along the petals; (2) the

Bizarres with three colours in stripes or spots scattered

anyhow ; (3) Picotees with petals one colour, but

edged with a different—and if possible— strikingly

different colour ; and (4) Painted Ladies with the under-

side of each petal white and the upper coloured red

or purple.

The natural colour is a " self" or one colour like the

charming old crimson clove, and growers of t.iste

select these for their own pleasure, and leave the

" Painted Ladies" and other artificialities to the prize-

himters and show-tents. Within recent years races of

beautiful self-coloured carnations have been raised,

such as Alice (white). Fiery Cross (scarlet). Purple

Emperor, Mrs. Lora Armstrong (salmon), Mrs.

Reynolds Hole (salmon-apricot), and lots more. Many
of the French-raised kinds are well spoken of, such as

Countess of Paris, Madame Roland, and Madame
Lafausse,

In planting carnations in the border (and it is oiily for

this purpose that we are writing) put them down in

bold clumps, not in lines or dolled about among other

plants. Select a rich loam with plenty of leaf-mould or

old manure and coarse sand, or gritt}- material (mortar

rubbish is good) intermixed. The plants are easily

propagated by layers, and fresh stocks are thus raised

each year. The old plants, after removal of the

rooted "layers," may be destroyed. Now is the time

to plant.

M.\RJOR.\M is an aromatic pot herb largely used for

flavouring soups. It grows well in a light soil, and revels

in a chalky one. It is a strong sun lover. Bees are

apparently very fond of it, and clumps of it might well

be planted wherever bees are kept.

" Bit those (herbs) that perfume the air most delight-

fully, not passed by as the rest, but being trodden upon

and crushed, are three— that is, bumet, wild thyme, and

water-mints. Therefore you are to set whole alleys of

them, to have the pleasure when you walk or tread."

—

Bacon,
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Tourist's Pleasant Experience.

By J. J. T.

Wl ULST on a tour in the South of Ireland recently

1 took the opportunity of visiting one or two of

the chief gardens there, and was greatly

enamoured with that of Lady Annaly's, at Gowran
Castle, Co. Kilkenny. The courteous gardener, Mr.

Gerald Roche, took a lot of trouble to show me over

the place, and I must

frankly admit that I

have never yet seen such

successful products ot

enterprise.

Brief!}', the garden

consists of about six

square acres, surrouiulcd

by a wall about twelve

feet in height. In the

centre of the garden is

an immense basin foi

a water supply. Plum

trees occupy a com-

manding position rounil

the walls, and without

exaggeration some of

the fruit which I saw
resembled a cricket ball

for size and shape. One
of the items which

caught my eye was a

centre v<alk seven feel

in width, arched from

end to end with youthful

Kentish apple trees, th.

fruit on which was most

prolific. It was a most

uncommon spectacle,

especially to the
Londoner. Other appli

trees were equally' ai

tractive, and one which

I could not resist taking

a photograph of was
about four feet in height,

quite small in propor-

tion, contained upwards
of two hundred apples of uniform size. Further on I was
shown over the several large houses of glass, and here

my eye was taken with specimens of every possible

species of plant that one only has an opportunity of

seeing in such places as Kew Gardens. Thousands of

bunches of grapes, most of which appeared to be fuU-

sized, gave clear proof of the abilities of the gardener.

I was then shown the peaches, nectarines and other

wall fruit, and like those I had already seen they also

appeared to pay for the expert attention they had
received. My next experience was to solve a conundrum
which I confess my lack of experience caused me to

give it my best. I was required to state in what form I

could plant seventy-five roots of strawberries, nine

inches apart, in a space of two square feet ; but I had to

by]

'Mrs

table decoratic

be shown the operation. I, however, took a careful

note of how it was done, and I am well on the road to

spring a little surprise on my London neighbours by a

re-production of the scheme.

Turning to the north end of the garden my attention

was drawn to a large space containing a quantity of the

St. Brigid anemones, and also to a space of about a

square acre in extent where the staff were busily

engaged planting in beds the bulbs of the same flower

expected to be ready for show early next spring.

I had heard a lot of this species, and had seen it at

Edinburgh, Shrewsbury,
Dublin, and variousother

shows where, by the
way, it has carried off

first and other prizes,

but I had not had the

pleasure of seeing the

preliminary stages of

propagation before. I

made minute enquiries,

complete details vjere

given me freely, and
perhaps some of vour

readers may profit by the

several points which I

picked up :
—

Direciions for the Suc-

cessful Groiping of the

St. Brigid Anemones.—
This root is a very gross

feeder, and requires well-

manured soil. It is pre-

ferable to sow in ground
that has been well
manured for a crop the

previous year ; if this is

not available, prepare a
bed four feet wide, and
remove the earth to a
depth of six inches; place
a good layer of stable

manure, cover firmly

with a layer of earth ;

then put back remainder
of earth, and create a

furrow at each side.

This should leave a
raised bed four to six

: earth should be raked

[ Wm. IVa/son & Sons

LoR.\ Armstrong." A IlARnv Border
Carnation.

inches in height. All coar

off, after which the bed should be given a good coat

of basic slag and raked over. The roots can then

be planted nine inches apart in four rows two inches

in depth. .\nemones do not thrive in heavy soil,

therefore a good top-dressing of old mortar might

be used to loosen it. .Anemones are lovers of sunshine,

and should be grown in the open, not under trees.

Large, old roots should be discarded, and one year
old roots used only if the grower wants well-formed

blooms. October is the best month to plant roots.

Seed may be treated in the same way, only care must be

used to have earth very fine, and to sow in rows nine

inches apart, and not broadcast. If seeds are sown in

May and transplanted in September, the blcoms from
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these roots in the foUouiiig- sprinyf will be much tiner

than old roots, provided they arc put in a good bed.

All roots mnst be dried after one year's floweringf,

otherwise results will be poor. I would mention that a
speciality of the propagation of this species has been
made, and the show-rooms possess sufficient proof of the

success that has been attained. It must not be

imag-ined that such results have been achieved with-

out ambition and enterprise A varied experience

at Kew Gardens and Glasnevin Royal Botanic Gardens,
in addition to other eng-ag-ements in several of the lead-

ing gardens in Ireland, is the secret of the gardener's

ability.

I have not referred to the other flowers generally,

but, as a matter of fact, the stock is one of splendour

throughout, the most original and expensive sorts being

extremely prominent. A staflF of apprentices live on

the premises, and are carefully trained and educated

to a very high standard of efficiency, so much so that

they become qualified to take up responsible positions

in all parts of the United Kingdom. My experience has

convinced me that the Irish gardener has established

himself as a serious competilor- wilh his English .'uul

Scottish brethren.

Notes.

G.\RDENERS will le.irn wilh much regret the news of

the sudden death of Mr. Peter Barr, the well-known

florist, which took place on the iSth of September last,

after 85 years of strenuous life. Mr Barr, at the age of

20, left his native city of Glasgow and came to Newr\',

but he did not remain long in Ireland, leaving in about

a year's lime to take up duty in an English nursery.

As a collector and hybridiser of Narcissi, Mr. Barr was
pre-eminent, and his name U'ill be long cherished b\- all

followers of the cult of the dafiijdil.

The publishers of the "Illustrated Poultry Record
"

send us a copy of the Record Poultry Book, sold at the

low pi'ice of one penny. It is intended for the use of small

holders and cottagers, and is great value for the mone}".

It is the joint work of practical men well known in the

poultry world, and its advice may be taken as authorita-

tive and sound.

" Hints and Wrinkles on Tomato Culture for Market
"

(by J. Stoddart) is the title of a shilling booklet

published by the Lockwood Press of London. It

represents a series of articles written by a business

man for business men, and will be found most helpful to

gardeners who purpose growing these popular fruits

for market.

A PLANT alleged to be new, described indeed by

the distributor (Mr. J. Lewis Childs of New York)

as "Luther Burbank's Greatest Creation," and listed

as the " Wonderberry," has been the subject of a

good deal of talk and discussion during the past

season. We have at the present time a batch of these

plants growing in the open garden, and fail to .see any
difference between them and black solanum {Suliiniim

nigrum)^ a plant common in many districts as an annual

weed. Why it was ever introduced as a new plant.

and least of all as a "Wonderberry," is difficult to

understand. It is a plant of wide geographical range
and very variable, especially in warmer regions. In

this country its berries are always black, hence its

specific name "nigrum," but in other parts of Europe
they may be green, yellow, or a dingy red. In this

country they are believed to be poisonous, although we
are told that they are freely used for making fruit pies

in different parts of the L^nited States. After growing
these " Wonderberries "

it is simply amazing that any
firm with a reputation to lose should advertise them as
" Unsurpassed for eating raw, cooked, canned or pre-

served in any form. The Greatest garden fruit Ever
introduced, and equally Valuable in hot, dry, cold, or

wel climates."

I.\ the instructive lists of "What we Import," pub-

lished in the Sinn Fein daily, we have during the past

month repeatedly seen the item "caraway seed"— so
niaTn- bags. One day, for example, 100 bags were
landed in Dublin, antl on another day 85 bags were
landed in Cork. These aromatic "seed" are oi

course imported to be used by bakers and cake
manufacturers ; but the point is, why do we not grow
carawaj' as a crop ourselves ? The soil and climate

.ire alike suitable, and the plants are as easy to grow-

as most other field crops. Caraway grows wild in

many parts of the British Isles, and belongs to the

same family as the caiM'ot. It loves a moist soil. It is

a blenni il, and therefore flowers and seeds in the

second year. The "seeds" are the ripened fruits,

each fruit breaking into two parts, as is the custom in

the family. The demand for caraway seed is limited

we know, but still it ought to pa}" well at present prices,

and moreover, why import if we can grow ?

.\ NEW process for making bread direct from the

wheat grain has been invented by two Frenchmen
( Desgoffe and Georges)- The grains are soaked in

tepid water (a pint of water to a pound weight of wheat)

until they swell up and gel soft to the core. This takes

about six hours. The softened grains are then passed

through the C3iinder oi a machine provided with a

central shaft in the form of a screw that fits looselj' in

the cylinder. The inner surface of the cylinder is also

in the form of a screw the threads of which, however,

run in a direction contrary to the shaft. The space

between the moving shaft and the fixed cylinder gradu-

ally lessens from the entrance to the exit, so that the

grain is gradually crushed finer and finer as it passes

along. The yeast or salt may be added before or after

"grinding." After passing through the cylinder the

moist, crushed mass is kneaded between two surfaces

(the "glider ") channelled in opposite directions. The
upper one is fixed to the screw, and is therefore movable,

and the other to the cylinder, and is therefore at rest.

From a central hole in the latter the kneaded dough
passes out in a continuous roll. This is collected and
set aside in a warm place to ferment, after which it is

fashioned into loaves and baked in the ordinary way.

The invention appears to be an important one. There

is no waste (100 pounds of wheat make 150 pounds of

bread). The bread is most nutritious and wholesome,

and the cost oi production is considerably reduced.



The Flower Garden.
By J. H. CiMMiNC;, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridg-e.

SPRING BEDDING.—Where summer flowerintf

subjects can be cleared, it is well to do so at once,

and when the beds are dug the refilling- of them
should be pushed forward. Pansies are best when
planted in the autumn. Beds of mixed colours look

nice. Polyanthuses should also be planted now, the

crimson shades in beds by themselves and the yellow

shades also in other beds. They look more effective

planted thus than where all colours are mixed in the

same border. Wallflower plants should be put in now
and not left till too late in the season, otherwise many
lower leaves will be lost. The soil should be just

moderately rich, and made firm around the roots. See
also that they are planted sufficiently close to fill the

beds. I noted some poor beds in various gardens last

spring through the beds not being filled properly at

planting time. Silenos, myosotis, aubretias, and similar

plants should also be got in without delay. Bulbs should

also be all in the beds during October. Daffodils in beds

of one variety arc always welcome in spring, and all tulip

lovers who have hitherto only grown the ordinary bed.

ding kinds should make an effort to plant some of the

glorious Cottage Darwin antl other Ma\' flowering

species. When once planted, these late tulips can be

safely left in tlie ground each winter, which adds very

much to their value, and any ordinary soil will suit them,

though what they like best is a deep sandy loam.

C.\RN.\TiONS.— .\s stated in a previous issue, where
the soil is dry and light in gardens, carnation layers

are best planted in October. It is important to change
the position yearly where the carnations are grown.
Turfy loam, road scrapings, and old cow manure mixed
and worked into the borders or beds will grow carna-

tions to perfection. Place the plants a foot apart each

way and sufficiently deep, so that the wind will not twist

them at the collar. The common white pinks may now
be pulled to pieces and replanted in fresh positions.

Edgings for Walks.—These give a considerable

amount of work and anxiety. Patchy and broken

edgings give an unsightly appearance to borders no

matter how nicely they may be filled. Boxwood, of

course, is the favourite material used, but refuses to

grow in many places. I like edgings of stones formed

in rockery fashion and planted with alpines. Lately I

saw in a garden the walks edged with Dactylls

glomerata variegnlii, the white and green cock's-foot

grass, and very beautiful it looked, especially when the

svui sliono upon it. This edging could be planted any
lime during the winter, and as every little bit grows it

may be laid in quite thinly, and lasting good for three

years it will not require renewing till that time is past.

PvRETHRUMS.—These are ideal plants for an amateur
to grow, they are perfectly hardy, and withstand a lot

of rough treatment. Large roots should now be lifted,

divided and planted in new positions. When allowed
to remain in the same place for years they diminish in

strength. Pyrethrums possess great masses of fibrous

roots, and therefore the beds should be well manured
and deeply trenched. Broken up thus and transplanted

into good ground, the plants will give a fine di--play of

large blooms next year.

Chrysanthemums.—Where these have been grown
in the open borders all summer with a view to flowering

late, now is a good time to lift and place them on

borders in vineries and peach-houses that have been

cleared, to finish their flowering there. It is only

necessary to spread a little soil over the roots, and then

water them. Plants in full flower in the open must be

protected from frosts at night.

GENtiRAL Remarks. —As one interested in gardening
a holiday's opportunity is generally taken in visiting

gardens of note and gleaning any wrinkles that may be

useful in future. Lately I have returned from spending

a three weeks' holiday across the channel, and may here

give a few items that came under my observation.

Drummond Castle, in Perthshire, has the finest flower

garden in all Scotland, and I found Calceolaria aiiiplvxi-

caulis particularly dwarf ;ind fmti. I there learnt that

their system of propagation was to put in a few bcxfulls

of cuttings now, and from these strike the tops in a hot

frame in spring. These plants made belter and dwarfer

flowering stuff than relying on autumn struck plants.

In these same gardens and in several others I found

Dorothy Perkins rose used as a four feet standard with

charming effect. Lines of these twenty feet apart in a

flower border are really handsome and striking, and

should be more often seen. Beds of dwarf and inter-

mediate antirrhinums in distinct colours are grand

lasting subjects for the flower garden. The seed may
be thinly sown now in rather poor soil, and transplanted

in spring for early flowering. To give an autumn dis-

play they should be sown in gentle heat in February, and

grown on to plant out in May. In another garden I

found a capital arrangement where large square beds

were filled with a pink pentstemon and " dot " plants of

white phlo.K standing above the pink.

Several places adopted the striking combination of
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mixing Lobelia amlhiiilcs. Queen Victoria, and the blue

Salvia patens, and very pretty it looks. The yearly

plan of striking phloxes in autumn tends to keep them

dwarf, and fine lines were to be seen of choice sorts

that stood from a foot to two feet high, with handsome

heads of flower. Extra fine sorts are Plilo.x selma, Mrs.

Oliver, Gen. Van Heretsz, Tapis Blanc, Spirite,

Rheingaut, Gen. Giovanelli, Henry Regnault, and

Countess de Jarnac. This last variety has variegated

while and green foliage, and even without flower would

make a pretty and interesting bed. Cuttings inserted

in cold frames now should be dewed over every second

morning so as to prevent flagging.

Violets.— Plants intended for winter flowering in

cold frames should now be lifted with good balls and

planted about a foot apart in soil made up from old

cucumber frames, leaf soil, and good heavy loam.

Keep them close to the glass, with plenty of air, as

dampness causes great trouble among violets in winter.

The Fruit Grounds-

By William R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

THE gathering of apples and pears demands almost

daily attention throughout this month. Gather

as it is found the fruit parts readily from the

trees. On examination it will be found that many fruits

on a particular tree may part readily, while the remainder

still holds firm. This clearly points out that trees should

not be cleared of all its fruit at the same time, but should

be systematically done, only those parting readily being

taken, and the remainder allowed a few days longer,

when they should be again examined, and if ready

gathered. This applies to all kinds of pears and apples,

but more particularly to choice varieties and those

requiring to be stored for a length of time. The longer

they are allowed to hang on the trees the better they

will keep and the full flavour be preserved. The utmost

care must be exercised in collecting fruit that they be

not bruised ; rough, careless handling being disastrous

to the keeping powers of any fruit. Collect onl^- when

quite dry, and place in shallow baskets, in which they

are to be carried to the store-house. A note here as

regards the fruit-house may not be out of place. A
house with a northern exposure is to be preferred, or one

shaded from direct sunlight for the greater portion of

the day. In such a position, if quite damp and frost-

proof, with ventilation sufficient to carry off' any damp-

ness which may arise through sweating of fruit, apples

and pears will keep perfectly for many months, provided

they have been handled with care. Fire heat is not

required no matter how cold the weather, in fact is

most injurious—at such times sacks or mats hung over

windows and against doors, &e., being quite sufficient.

Shelves should be fitted up all round the inside ; these

may be from ly, to 3 feet wide, and 15 inches apart. If

the house is sufficiently large a centre stand could be

erected with shelves similarly placed, but may be

wider if room permits, as this can be worked on from

either side. .\ large quantity of fruit could be stored in

quite a small house if fitted up properly. If such a

house be not attached to the fruit grounds any outhouse

may be selected to do duty for it, but it must be clean

and sweet, and used for no other purpose while so

employed. A good way to store in such places would
be to fill boxes, such as are used for sprouting potatoes,

or other shallow boxes, and pile them one on top of the

other. In this w-ay a considerable quantity might be

kept in quite a small house, or they may be spread over

the floor. Good keeping varieties keep well in this

way. I have known Bramley keep until March, piled

almost two feet deep on the floor of an outhouse, and
sold them at a very handsome figure. The trouble

about keeping them in this way is that it is very difficult

to get at them to examine. The storing of apples is a

most important matter for the fruit grower. If he is to

make the most of his fruit and get the highest price

possible he must store and put on the market at a time

when high prices are obtainable. During late autumn,

iind up to December, our fruit markets are generally'

very plentifully supplied, and good prices are difficult to

get unless for very finest fruit. .\t the present time in

Portadown and Belfast markets the price of the best

Grenadier apples ranges from 6s. to los. per barrel,

iiccording to quality. Our markets at llie present time

are pretty full of a lot of very inferior quality. Apples,

indeed ! No wonder the prices are not high. Many
barrels are sold iov little more than that usualU' paid

for boiling fruit, and to put good quality late keeping

varieties on the market at such a time, as is often done,

would be a very great mistake. In the first place, it lends

to keep down prices of fruit now in season, besides

selling such for perhaps less than half their value.

The Winter Moth.— Perhaps the most destructive

of all insects in our orchards is the caterpillar of this

moth. They attack apples in particular. They often

quite clear the trees of leaves early in summer ; in fact,

their attack is worse when leaves are just unfolding.

The moth emerges from its pupal stage during October

and on till the end of year. The females, being wingless,

have to crawl up the stems of trees, the}- usually lay

their eggs in cracks or crevices in the branches and at

the base of buds. To catch the females as they ascend

the trees is one of the most effectual modes of de-

struction, and where they have been troublesome last

season this should de done at once. Take some sti'ips

of stout brown paper about six inches wide and fasten to

trunk of tree just below the bottom branches, and
smear over with good cart grease, or one of the many
preparations sold for the purpose. This must be kept

fresh by being renewed when it gets dry ; if this be

persevered with for three months many hundreds of the

females will be destroyed. The trees should also be

sprayed with caustic spray during the resting period.

This removes many of their hiding places, and possibly

destroys many of their eggs. Arsenical spraying ju.'t

as the leaves begin to expand, when the caterpillars are

fading, is a sure means of destroying them. Trees

having stakes as supports must have the stakes grease-

banded too, as many of them ascend by this means.

Gener.\l Remarks.— Preparations should now be

made for fresh plantations of fruit trees and bushes.

The better way to get the ground ready for these is by

deeply digging the whole site, or deep ploughing if

digging be out of the question, as it is in many places

owing to the scarcity of labour. The fruit grower who
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wishes to make additions to his present stock, and

prospective fruit growers must now make up their minds

as to what they intend to pkint, and order accordingly.

The earlier you get your order placed with the nursery-

man the better for yourself. He will execute the order at

the proper time. But do not try to cut him down in his

prices too much, otherwise you will not get what you

might like. If you are willing to pay a fair price you

are entitled to get good value for your money, but you

need not expect high-class plants for the price of low-

class stuff. Parings of edges of roads, &c., also old soil

heaps, and road scrapings, leaf-mould, and such like

material, if collected and put into a heap and mixed

togethera time or two, makes first-class stufffor working

round and between roots of trees that want a stimulant.

Il would also be useful for working in when planting

trees and after root-pruning. There are many uses to

which such a compost could be put, and whenever an

opportunity offers this heap should have additions made
to it.

The Vegetable Garden.

By J.\MES Bracken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

IN October the garden begins to put on the .ispect of

winter, and the principal work will be clearing off

the remains of crops, as scarlet runners, cauli-

flowers, turnips, &c. ; removing dead leaves from

growing crops, as sea kale ; storing root crops, as

beet, carrots, &c., and getting vacant ground dug,

trenched or ridged up for winter as the case may
require.

In tilling ground before winter the surface ought to

bo left as rough as possible. By thus exposing the

greatest surface the action of frost, snow and rain,

contact with air, and other natural forces makes land

far more fertile as well as more healthy and friable than

when left level and unbroken.

Trenching.— It is nearly impossible to get satis-

factory crops from old garden soils without trenching

from time to time. By judiciously raising some of the

sub-soil and mixing it in the surface (only some portion

at a time), some of the e.>chausted mineral constituents

are restored, and the greater root range soon tells its

own tale. This is true and trite enough, but it may be

repeated and must be repeated for some time yet.

General Work.—Remove weeds froin the ground at

once after hoeing, as at this season these soon revive.

Ground cleared of potatoes, French beans, &c. , may
be cropped with cabbage for spring use. Ellam's Early,

planted out firmly in a sunny aspect about one foot

apart between the plants every way, will give a first

early supply. Thin winter spinach to about six inches

apart. At the beginning of the month cauliflowers, as

ihey form heads, will be in danger of the effect of frost.

To prevent this turn down the leaves, breaking the

mid-rib, for protection for the hearts. Towards the end

of the month it may be necessary to give better shelter.

Be then in readiness to lay these in by the heels in some
convenient spot facing north, where they can be covered

with mats or straw, or some other covering, when

severe frost threatens. Young cauliflower plants to

stand W'inter in frames and hand lights should be fully

exposed night ;ind day unless during frost or continuous

rain. Mushroom beds should be formed indoors. In

this work be sure that the spawn is obtained from a

trustworthy source, and that the bed is made so that

there will be no violent heating with consequent quick

decline. This can be prevented only by thoroughly

blending and turning proper heating material for some

days in preparation till of the required sweetness, and

after, by putting the bed firmly together.

Storing of Roots.—Towards the end of the month
it may be time to get beet and carrots stored. In storing

these crops the mistake is sometimes made of cutting

the leaves off close to the crown, decay of the root

often following. Another mistake is that sometimes

these roots are stored in a comparatively warm place, or

in a place that may be warm on sunny days, when
growth soon starts again. This growth greatly takes

from the flavour and colour of beet, and renders carrots

more woody in tissue. Beet ought to be taken up care-

fully, so that no small root may be broken or the body

of the root in any way bruised, and the leaves removed
by a twist of the hand. Carrots should also have the

leaves removed by hand. If stored in sand in an open

shed facing north, take care not to let extreme frost

reach them. This can be done by covering when neces-

sar\'. These roots can be preserved better and longer

in such places than in a warmer position.

Bees.

By T. Maguire, The Orchard, Enniskillen.

NOW that the honey season is over, the bees (let

us hope) well supplied with stores for the

winter, the hives made water-tight and secured

from being blown over by storms, and all appliances

stored away snug and dry, we can lean over our garden

gate and gossip about such matters as the local

show.
We have had a very fine show here in Enniskillen

—

fine all round, flowers, fruit, vegetables, industries, but

the honey was the most striking exhibit of all. The

entries totalled 84, and nearly all were staged. Every

section was glazed and laced, and, arranged as they

were in six tiers on a snow-white staging, they formed a

most imposing array. The quality, too, was superb ;

indeed one wondered how so much really first class

stuff could be turned out in so indifferent a season—not a

section in the lot that one need be ashamed to bring

anywhere—so that Mr. Crawford, of Castlederg. who

had the onerous task ofjudging them, must have looked

aghast when he saw the task before him. However, he

happens to be a veteran bee-keeper himself, and he

went coolly and methodically to work, with the result

that when his awards were made not a single grow!

was to be heard. No doubt the system of point

judging adopted was a great help in this respect. Cards

were printed showing the points possible and

those obtained, and if any unsuccessful exhibitor felt

aggrieved he had only to look at the cards and sec
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where his weakness lav. Point judg-ing-, besides

this advantage, is of great educational value, and ought

to be .sfenerally adopted. The scale of points was as

follows :—Comb honey, lo points each for (a) perfection

of filling, (A) capping, (r) aroma, flavour and consistency,

(d) neatness of glazing, (e) uniformity and cleanliness ;

run lioney, lo points each for («) density, colour, con-

sistency, (A) aroma and flavour, (c) freedom from

suspended matter and candying, (d) uniformity of filling,

suitability of covering, (f) uniformity and appearance

of whole exhibit; \va.\, lO points each for («) appear-

ance and brightness, {b) absence of dross, (r) colour.

Strange to say, nearly all the prizes fell to novices, and

almost invariably to those lucky ones located near lime

trees. The poor blackberryites were in the halfpenny

place, though the blackberry honey this season is very

fine. The beautiful pearly capping got off the limes is

very hard to beat. I heard that one inveterate exhibitor

who for years has been accustomed to collar the

principal prizes everywhere he goes turned up with

his little box of sections. He glanced down the stand,

gasped, and then quietly shoved his little box of sections

into a secluded corner unopened, and stole away with an

air of assumed nonchalance. How our county instructor,

Mr. Brock, succeeded in bringing out that splendid

display is a marvel. He seems, like Father O'l-'lynn,

" to have a wonderful way with him," and can work up

enthusiasm in the most unpromising material. He flies

about on his three-speed like a colossal fairy, and works

miracles. To day jou hear a cottager making primitive

inquiries about smothering bees. In three months'

time the fairy has been at work, and behold that

cottager is found deliveriiig impromptu lectures on

ventilation across the hedge or airing a new system of

queen-rearing over the tail of his donkey-cart, and he

turns up smiling at the next show with his honey and

wa.x, and beats the veterans all to fits.

The class for " get up " was interesting and bene-

ficial. The local shopkeepers got a few tips which

they should profit by. There is great room for

improvement in the display of honey in shops, and

the ingenuity brought to bear in local shows ought to

help. The parcels post class is also very important and

instructive, and was well contested here with sixteen

entries ; the crate arrangement recommended by the

Department's book seeming to be favourite, though a

rather expensive-looking box came in first. Run honey

was lacking the usual display of clover, not so fine as

other j'ears. Here again the lime trees scored.

The Herbaceous Border.

By Frank Hudson.

THE work for this month is to cut away all dccaj ed

flower stalks and leaves. All bulbs should be

planted as soon as possible. Plant-out all

spring and early summer plants, such as wall flowers,

polyanthus, forget-me-not, silene, sweet Williams,

Canterbury bells, &c. ; also put out rooted cuttings of

pinks, pentslemons, layers of carnations or other plants

grown from seeds or cuttings intended for the border.

Before the plants are put out the ground should gel a

dressing of manure forked in. Do not be in a hurry to

plant if the border is very dry, unless you are prepared

to water artificially until the plants are established.

October is a good season of the year to start the

making of a border for herbaceous plants, as in many
gardens other work could be left over while the mak-
ing of the border was going on. It is essential that the

work should be done thoroughly, as the soil must be fit

lo support strong-growing plants for years. Select a

site facing south or south-east. See that the drainage

is perfect. If the soil is shallow, add fresh soil laken from

clean, old pasture if possible. If the soil is heavy, add

sand ; if loo light, add heavy clay. In making the

border add plenty of manure. The plants can be put in

at once or left over until next March.

Answers to Corresponrients.

Mushrooms.

A CORRESPONDENT asks for information by which she

will be able to distinguish the edible mushroom from

similar fungi not edible. This is difficult without going
into a technical description. We mav, however, indicate

The Common (or Edible) Mushroo.m

(
Agurlciis Camfieslris)

a few of the more easily recognisable characters of the

ordinary mushroom—(I) the stalk is solid, not hollow,

and relatively stout ; (j) it is provided with a "collar"

round the (approximately) middle length of the stalk ;

(3) the gills are pinkish in colour, passing to a brownish-

purple when ripe ; (4) the cap remains convex until it

becomes quite old ; and (5) the flesh is comparatively

firm.
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New Plants from China.
By llie Hon. X'karv Gihbs, Aldiiiliam House, Elstrce.

IT may interest your readers to hear some-

thing of the plants collected by Mr. Wilson

in his last visit to China, which he under-

took lor a syndicate that was organised by

Professor Sargent of the Arnold Arboretum at

Harvard University, U.S.A.

During the last eighteen months we have

raised an immense number of these plants from

seed, and though it is rather earl)' in the day to

speak confidently they show every promise of

furnishing most valuable and novel ornaments

to our gardens, many of which should prove

liardy not only in your favoured climate, but in

almost every part of the United Kingdom.

In the very large collection which Mr. Wilson

made there are included many plants which

have already for a long time been in cultivation

in these islands, but in that case, as he explained

to me, the seeds have been gathered from a

much higher altitude than the original intro-

ductions, in the reasonable expectation that

thus a much more robust strain might be

secured.

Naturally during the past season we have

had many visits from botanists and collectors

anxious to inspect these novelties, some ol

which are not to be seen anywhere else except

in their native habitat in Central China ; and in

this connection I may say that I am always

pleased to grant permission to anyone, amateur

or professional, whv5 is really interested in the

subject, to view this collection.

It is evidence of the marvellous richness of

the flora of China, as compared with any other

part of the Globe, that on this one trip, from

one district alone, Mr. Wilson has collected

about forty different species of Rnbiis showing

a striking variety and beauty of form and

colouring, and some of them bearing little or

no superficial resemblance to a bramble at all.

Their chief merit is in the foliage, fruit, and

colour of stems in winter, but a few of them

have yet flowered with us, and the only one to

show marked excellence in this respect is R.

roscefluri's, which has a large white flower some-

thing like R. deliciostts ; the foliage and general

eft'ect, however, is very dift'erent, being more

like Spira'ii assurgens. Then we ha\e R.

corcaiiiis witli purplish stems ; R. polytrichus,

which Wilson speaks of as very ornamental

;

R. Plavfaiiiy with leaves like a \'irginia

creeper ; R. lumberlianiis, with a vine-like leaf
;

R. Irenwus, a dwarf procumbent form with

large, round leaves something like coltsfoot,

the voung shoots being of a clear, bright brown ;

R. Ic/uingeiisis, with long, pointed, metallic,

glaucous foliage ; R. parkeri, similar in shape

of leaf, but of rich, dark-green colour and rough

texture. Then 1 must not omit R. bambusaruni,

with narrow, elegant leaflets—perhaps the most

beautifulof all— which Wilson discovered on his

first visit to China for Messrs. Veitch. Of the

quantity of unnamed Rubus, I will only mention

No 8i, with a large leaf, soft and velvety to

touch ; No. 279, with bright, white stems,

superior to the well-known R. bifloriis ; and

No. 282, which at the time of writing is covered

with bright, scarlet, somewhat acid fruits.

Leaving the brambles, there are several new

and promisingcotoneasters,such as C. applunata,

free growing and very graceful in form, and C.

hiimifusa, dwarf and quite prostrate, which last

should make a delightful addition to our

rockeries. A new and very distinct Liquidam-

fo/r deserves honourable mention, as does also

Cercis racemosa, which is said to be the best

Judas tree in existence. W^e have some 20 or

30 new vines which show great variety of
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foliaife, and are for the most part putting on a

fine autnmn colour. There are, too, man)' Ribes,

several Hydrangeas, one of which is said to be

the finest in China, a new Forsythia with very

dark stems, and a new Styrax which is said to

bear freely flowers of a pearly white. None of

the roses have yet flowered with us, but they

seem mostly to belong to the Banksii and

Moschata class. Of Buddleas there are several

very fine forms of B. variabilis quite equal to

the one which Messrs. Veitch call B. V. Magni-

fica, also B. Nivca, so called from its white

stems, and one or two others. Many Clematis

and Lonicera have germinated and grown, as is

their wont, with great rapidity ; but for fear of

taking up too much of your valuable space 1

will only speak of C. Pralli, with red brown

foliage and yellow flowers, and C. soulcaiut,

which is after the fashion of, but a great improve-

ment on, our old friend C. montana. The climbing

Loniceras have not yet flowered, but L. Maiicki

makes a vigorous bush with showy white blooms.

There is too a goodly assortment of Spiraeas,

mostly of the S. canescens type ; S. Veitchii is

said to be the best of these novelties. Actin-

idia Chinensis, of which there has been a

a good deal of talk lately in the English garden-

ing papers, makes a handsome creeper, the

young tendrils being of a rich red colour, but

the flower is insignificant, and I doubt its

producing the edible gooseberry-like fruit in

this country unless in highly favoured situations.

An entirely new genus is represented by Sinowil-

soiiia, which is botanically allied to the Hamamclis

family among the viburnums, V. Shytidophylhim

(wrinkled-leaved), so fine in fruit and with such

showy foliage, which in the distance looks like

some of the Sikkim rhododendrons, is probably

known to some of your readers, as it has been

sent out by Veitch for some little time now.

V. coriaceum is, however, quite a novelty, and

is lovely in flower, evergreen, and as hardy as

a dock. It has germinated very freely and

grown vigorously, and should prove a great

acquisition. Stransva'sia nndulata is a pro-

cumbent plant bearing fine orange-coloured

fruits. The time has not yet come to describe the

various new forms of Pyrus and Cerasus, and

the Berberis also are mostly too small to show

their true character, but there is one which

looks like being a bolder and handsomer form

of B. Kvightii.

Liriudoiduii Chiiiciisc is growing well, and

though in a quite young state, as we have it, it

is not very distinct from our old acquaintance

L. tiilipiferinn, yet I have seen an older plant,

one of Wilson's earlier introductions, at Messrs.

Veitch's Combe Wood nursery, which makes

already a most striking tree, the leaf being of

the same quaint shape, but much darker in

colour, and about twice the size of those borne

by its better known relative. A new Piptanlhus

is said to be both much hardier and finer than

the false laburnum P. Nepalensis, which in this

part of the country can only be grown on a wall ;

and there is too an Evodia which Mr. Wilson

assures me will make a handsome tree well

worth growing. Of the Sumachs there are

several unnamed species, as also Rhus sylvcstris,

and R. vernicifera (the Lacquer Sumach) which

comes from a much higher altitude than the for-

mer, which was introduced some years ago from

Japan, and which could not stand our Hert-

fordshire frosts. Ailanthus Viltiiuriitiiiua, wiih

its spiny stems, has a very distinct appearance

from the common type.

I could go on describing new plants till I was

tired of writing, and your subscribers of reading,

such as Pisfaccia, Taptscia, Polythyrsis ; novel

species of Diervilla, Stachyurus, Euplclca, Pav-

loiviiia, Catalpa, Moms, Coriaria, &c., but I

have written quite enough to show that we are

indebted to the energy, industry and capacity of

Mr. Wilson, and to the enterprise of those who
despatched him on his expedition, for probably

the largest addition to tree and shrub life

capable of existing in this country, which has

ever been made at one time, and which in a few

years should eflFect quite a revolution in the

appearance of our shrubberies and ornamental

grounds.

Rose ]Mrs. John Bateman.

All readers of this month's number, and especially

those whose hitroduction to rose-growing and showing

is young, are invited to closely study the picture on the

opposite page. I have often wanted to show the

"young idea" what a rose should look like when at

its best, and here, at last, I have dropped on a perfect

example. This rose was raised by .Alex. Dickson &
Sons a few years back, and has not received all the

support it deserves, probably because other roses of the

year were more sought after. Yet Mrs. J. Bateman is

a fine rose, and ought to be more grown. The photo-

graph, which is perfect, was kindly lent me by P.

Murrell, Esq., whose name is well known to all

los.iriafls. O D. B.
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Roses.

By O'DoNEL Browne, M.D.

PLANTING operations are at their lieitrlit now
advice on this, the most important part

rosarian's duty,may be again i^iven. Ground s

have been trenched and well manured last month
ready (as it is a tfood plan to allow your beds to

down ere plant-

ing- begins) for

a favourable
chance to get

the newl\^ ar-

rived trees into

their perma-
nent quarters.

Should the
trenching, how-
ever, have been

put off, my ad-

vice to all is not

to delay any

longer, but to

push on with

the work at full

speed. See to

your drainage,

break up the

soil well at the

bottom of the

bed with a pick-

axe or fork, and
try to keep the

soil that is in

the second spit

there and not

bring it to the

top. Mix a

plentiful supply

of well-decayed

farm manure
with this second

spit and onh'

very little in

the top spit.

Nothing can be

more injurious

to a rose than

close contact of

its roots with

m a n u r e. In

planting wait
until the soil is

not sticky—soil that will not bind or stick to the spade is

in the right condition. Carefully heel your plants in near

their planting quarters, so that when planting thoy may
be at hand. When about to plant take out holes about

one foot square and four inches deep. Then take the

plant in your left hand, and having shortened any long

shoots spread out the roots like a lady's fan, removing
any damaged by a sharp cut of the knife. Make
a hole sufficiently deep so that the junction of the rose

Rose Mks. John Bateman

I photogr.iph kindly taken b)- Mr. P. Mu
Tea, of a deep china rose colour,

and roots is about one inch under the soil when planting

is completed. Hold the plant as I say, and spread out

the roots with the fingers of both hands and get an

assistant to shake some of the finest and dryest soil on

to the roots. If two roots have to cross place soil

between both, and then carefully give the plant a few

little shakes to allow the crumbs of soil to work in

between the roots. Now, tread this soil moderately

tirm, still holding the plant with the left hand to pre-

vent it sinking

too deep under

I li e pressure.

Fill in a little

more soil, and
pass on to the

next, and
finally settle
the soil nicely

on the bed
when all is

done. There is

no necessity to

put straw and
manure on the

beds, although

It is often ad-

\ ised. Let me

r c p e a t the
warning which

I have often

given— enter
every rose's

name in a note-

book for future

reference, o r

if you can
manage it,

enter them in

your head.
After high
winds look and

see that none
of your trees

are wobbling in

I h e ground ;

roots will not

form if the tree

is not firm, but

suckers will.

Leave the sur-

face soil fairly

rough ; frost

will help you to

pring. Roses

rell, of The Nurseries, Shrewsbury,

with yellow at the base of the petals.

make this into a nice tilth \n th

being moved from one place of the garden to

another should be moved with a ball, and the

foliage should get a few syringings and the roots

a good drenching. Now, when the planting is over

you may turn your attention to the planting ot

briars in their quarters for budding next year. Get

all the briars you can, and treat them as rose

plants.
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The Lilacs (^Syrmga).

Uy J. W. Bksant.

THERE are few more popular and beau-

tiful shrubs than the common lilac

{Syriiigu vulgaris) and its many lovely

varieties of various colours. In most gardens,

large and small, specimens of lilac will be found

annually making' a fine display, and if well

treated and cared for they will endure for many
years.

A rich, loamy soil suits these plants admirably,

and an annual dressing of decayed manure is

very beneficial to established specimens. To
ensure shapely specimens and to induce the

formation of flowering shoots, pruning must be

done ; this should take the form of thinning

out the shoots after flowering, and the same
time is suitable for applj'ing the mulching

mentioned above.

In addition to the common lilac, the Persian

and Rouen lilacs are occasionally met with in

gardens, though not so frequently as they

might be considering their wonderful flori-

ferousness and quiet beauty.

The various species of syringa should not be

overlooked by those in search of good shrubs

during the present planting season. The follow-

ing are worthy of notice :—
Syringa chinensis (the Rouen lilac).—This

forms a fairly large bush, with rather slender

branches bearing small ovate leaves, and pro-

ducing numerous clusters of lilac or violet-

coloured blossoms.

S. Evwdi.—This is a Himalajan species, and

a useful plant for large shrubberies. The
flowers are less important than those of some
other species, being of a pale, undecided hue,

but the large, handsome leaves and the sturdy,

vigorous habit of the plant make it well worthy

of inclusion. It will reach a height of eight

feet. There is also a variegated form.

S. japonica.—'Y\\\?, Japanese species is a really

good shrub or often a small tree. It flowers

somewhat later than most lilacs, about the be-

ginning of July. Flowers creamy white, borne

in large panicles, while the ovate leaves are

relatively large and handsome.

.S". Josikcea, from Transylvania, is another

strong-growing species, reaching a height of

eight or ten feet. The flowers are not very

showy, but the leaves are fairly large, broadly

lanceolate, and whitish on the under surface.

.S'. oblaiti, a Chinese species, is not much met
with outside botanic gardens, but is quite

worthy of notice. The leaves are comparatively

large, roundish in outline, and somewhat
thicker in texture than those of the common
lilac. The flowers are of a purplish shade, and
very freely produced.

S. pcrsica, though a native of Afghanistan,

is commonly known as the Persian lilac. This

is a fairly common species, and should be in

every garden. In habit it resembles the Rouen
lilac, but has smaller leaves and bluish-purple

flowers ; the white variety is verj- beautiful.

S. vulgaris, the common lilac, is a native of

Eastern Europe, and calls for no description

here. The white variety is extremely beautiful,

while a host of beautiful, single and double

lorms are obtainable from most nurseries.

Other species in cultivation at Glasnevin are

S. giraldi, from N. China, described as being the

earliest to flower, and bearing long panicles of

pale lilac-blossoms ; .S'. villosa, from N. China,

with bluish-purple flowers and ovate leaves, and
Syriuga pckiuctisis, resembling a privet in habit,

but the flowers of which I am imacquainted

with.

A KRi IT grower in one of tlic provinces of France,

liaving" a plantation oi plum trees that failed to pro-

duce fruit owins^ to the destruction of the flowers by

early May frosts, tried the e.xperiment of retardinjf the

flowering period by etherizing the roots. The method
adopted was to dig a hole in the soil sixteen inches

deep, pour in ether, and then fill up the hole. The
effect iyi this treatment was to retiird root action and
delay for a fortnight the opening of the flower buds,

and so enable them to escape the killing influence of

the frosts.

The modern system of clean cultivation in fruit plots

may not be the best under all conditions of soil and

climate. In soil having a low percentage of organic

matter or humus, and especiall}' in hot and dry situations,

the practice referred to will result in a gradual lowering

of the already too low percentage of organic matter to

the detriment of growth. This result has .'U least been

observed in fruit plantations in Colorado, and the device

of growing crops of shade plants, to be ultimately

ploughed or dug in, has been resorted to in order to re-

store organic matter to the depleted soils. Leguminous

crops such as clovers and vetches are the kinds selected

for this purpose.

Loganberries make delicious jelly and jam. They

are strong growers and heavy bearers. Tliej' are

planted 5 or 6 feet apart, and treated like raspberries.
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Notes from Glasnevin.

By R. M. Pollock.

THK single form of Gypsophila paniculala\s so well

known and appreciated for all decorative

purposes that it needs no further praise here,

hut the double variety is less known and is worthy of

notice. It is certainly an improvement on the original

variety. When cut it lasts considerably longer in

water than the single, and is a purer white. Its history

Greenhouse Gardening.

A COOL greenhouse, be it ever so small, affords a

fine opportunity to indulge in amateur gardening,

especially where, as in the suburbs of towns,

ordinary outdoor gardening is limited owing to restric-

tions of space. .\ little lean-to erection built against

the wall of the dwelling-house need not be an expensive

affair, and if the precaution be taken to give it a south

or west aspect quite a number of very interesting plants

Gypsophila Panicilata fl. pl.

is interesting. It is said to have been found growing

among a bed of seedlings of G. pnniciila/ii\n the nursery

of D. S. Thompson & Sons, Wimbledon. The accom-

panying photograph shows a fine plant of this double

variety growing in T. Smith's nurseries, Newry.

COLCHiciiM SPEClosi'iM Albim.—This is a very beauti-

ful variety of one of the " Meadow Saffrons" Colrliiriiiin

speciosum. The flowers are of good, globular shape, of

fine substance, and pure white. The flower itself slaiids

some seven inches high, with a pale-green " stem."

.Although these "Meadow Saffrons" are easily soiled

and broken by the wind and rain during the months

when they bloom, this variety seems to stand the un-

congenial weather better than many of the same genus.

One bulb of Colchicutii speciosum album was purchased

in 1905 from Messrs. Backhouse & Co. for five guineas,

and even still it is by no means cheap. Colchicium

s/ii-riusinii rubriim is another variety worth cultivating,

.and is a strong grower. This variety is an excellent

subject for indoor decoration, and is of a very lovely

colour in artificial light.

may be grown in it with great success. Noattempt should

be made to grow otherthan hardy plant that is to say,

plants that would thrive in the open garden. Many of

these are very suitable for indoor culture, and their

n.'ilural beauty of flower is considerably enhanced by

the protection afforded against cold winds and heavy

hi-ating rains. The chief thing to be guarded against

is coddling the plants must be given a continuous

suppiv of buoyant air. During the summer the venti-

lators must never be closed day or night except under-

very exceptional circumstances. In spring and autumn

the ventilators may be closed down at night but kept

open during the day, while in very severe spells of

winter weather they may be kept closed all the time.

In the choice of plants there is a very wide range of

suitable subjects, such as spring flowering bulbs, alpines,

lilies, carnations, roses, and many others. The plants

are grown, of course, in pots, but some of the dwarfer

kinds will look better, and perhaps thrive better, in

pans, while others again may be grown in fancy bowls

embedded in damp fibre.
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Arbor Day.

THE Irish Forestry Society at a meeting held last

month ill the Mansion House, Dublin, resolved

that Monday, the ist of November, be fixed upon

as the commencement of "Arbor Day" week for

Ireland, and that the Irish Forestry Society do what it

can to promote its celebrations. Mr. O. H. Braddel]

presided. There was a good attendance, and several

speakers addressed the meeting, including Mr. F. \V.

Moore, Mr. James .^dams, M.A., Mr. Gray, and Mr.

O'Nowlan, M.A. During the course of his address

Weeping Beech .\t SrRAnBRCOK H.\ll, Blackrock, Co. Dlblin

The fine specimen weeping beec'i. Fagus sylv.ltica p,

grounds of Stradbrook Hall, Blackrcck. Co. Dublin, the re

informed by Mr. Pirn, planted well on for a hundred years

Arms It is tall for a weeper, being 43 feet high, and the '

of 79 feet. Once entering the perfect canopy of foliage the sc

remarkable, one in particular sweeping out and around in se

Mr. Moore drew attention to the present alarming rale

of denudation of timber throughout the country, and of

the "shameful" absence of systematic replanting, and

stronglv urged the necessity of intelligently directed

reafforestation. Forestry, the speaker declared, while

it called for assistance, enthusiasm, and encourage-

ment, demanded above all education—education as to

what forestry really meant to the material prosperity of there was scarcely a tree of the temperate region of

Proceeding, the speaker dwelt upon the importance of

selecting suitable trees for .\rbor Day planting, men-

tioning sycamore and ash as vigorous growers, and

strongly recommending the common hawthorn and

apple or pear for town planting. In conclusion, Mr.

Moore pointed out that one of the main objects of the

Irish Forestry Society was to inculcate in all Irishmen

the necessity of meeting the waste of timber that was

taking place at present, and to do their utmost to

awaken the public to a sense of the criminality of ruth-

lesslv and unnecessarily destroying trees, and to make
the people replace the timber they cut down. Further-

more, the people must throughout all their labours learn

to rely more on themselves

and on their own initiative

and independence, and less

upon "spoon-feeding" if they

were to succeed in making
their country a verdant land,

and the growing of timber a

commercial success as a

branch of agriculture. Mr.

James .Adams, M.A., urged

the importance of making a

study o^ the particular kinds

of trees that formed the

ancient forests of Ireland,

cmarking upon the preva-

ence of Scotch pine (Pin us

vk'esfris) throughout our
leat bogs (the speaker estima-

>'d the age of one of these

in an Antrim bog at 250 years).

He believed that both Scotch
pine and birch would readily

yrow on slightly drained bog
land. The speaker also re-

ferred to the fact that forests

used to exist in situations at

present denuded oftrees, and
instanced the case of the

Wicklow mountains, that for-

merly supported a crop of

timber up to an altitude of

1,700 to 2,ooc feet, while at

present there was no tree

growth beyond the 1,200 feet limit, and again, along the

wind-swept western sea-board, now bare of trees, was
at one time wooded right up to the edge <}{ the

.Atlantic. Mr. O'Nowlan, following up the remarks of
Mr. .•\dams, stated that the chief native trees of Ire-

land were the ash, Scotch pine, oak, yew, hollv,

hazel, alder, elder, and juniper, but declared that

ndula, near the entrance to the p'easure

iidence of Richard Pim, Esq , was, we arc

aso by Sir William, then Ulster King at

^hole tree has a diametrical branch-spread

mewhat peculiar growth of the chief limbs is

micircular form for a length of 50 feet.

the country, and in this relation we must begin w-ilh the

child, and he recognised in the Arbor Day movement a

great educational instrument by which children would

be taught to respect trees as living things, and be

impressed with the wickedness of hacking the bark,

breaking the branches, and otherwise mutilating them.

.\t present little or no respect was paid to trees by

young people, unfortunately there was no public opinion

demanding their protection in open spaces in Ireland.

the earth that would not flourish in the soil and
climate of Ireland.

Before the conclusion of the meeting it was agreed
that Mr. Moore's speech should be printed as a " leaflet,"

and circulated as widely as possible by the Society. [A
copy of the speech from a verbatim report published in

The Fanners' Gazette of Octctber 16 may be had on
application to The Secretary, Irish Forestry Society,

12 College Green, Dublin.]
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Miss Dovxe's Phimilas.

nlit in Miss Rcbtrta M. Dcyne's ga Seafitld, Gcrey, Wtxfcid

Current Topics.
B.v E. Knowldix, F.R.H.S.

SAID llie old huntsman to the membors of the famous
Jorrockses when mislakiusr the pantry door for

tlie teg'itimale exit, in exploring the weatlier,

"... .as dark as pitch and a great smell of

cheese." Our current topics as we write are as

strongly impregnated with a great smell of apples

blended with the murky odours of Anna LifiFe)', and

the talk is apples, simply apples. What a delightful

variety there is in gardening ! No sooner were we
sickening of the gardeners' greeting, " How's the

Mums?" than we find the apple flavouring our conver-

sation to the extent of the garlic in Spanish cookery,

for there is no getting away from it as far as we can see,

nor any desire to. But it is an old story, this of the

apple, as old as .Adam, and perhaps older ; for is it not

written that in prehistoric times, according to the

evidence unearthed in the lake dwellings of Central

Europe, our primitive ancestors knew what an apple

was? Of course some critic maj- tell us that these were
merely crabs, but, dear critic, would you, seriously, have

us believe that our first mother could, or would, have
tempted "himself" with a common vinegary crab?
Perish the thought ; and the evolution of the apple

seems lost in the gloom of ages, so we needn't bother

about it. Coming down to more modern times we, who
flatter ourselves with this fillip to fruit culture—this

new discovery of the suitability of our fine climate and
wretched weather to apple growing —what do 7i'c find ?

Is it a new cult for old Ireland? Or is it merely a

revival ? The latter we suspect when finding that con-

siderably over a hundred years ago one Doctor King
constrained to sing :

—
" Mountown ! thou sweet retreat from Dublin cares,

Be famous for thy apples and thy pears,

Mountown ! the muses' most delicious theme,

Oh ! may thy Codlins ever swim in cream."

Even further back Dublin Pippins were paraded in

poetry with No ! Put up your blue pencil, Mon
Editeur, we spare your feelings, our experience of

editors being (strictlj- sub rosn) that they will rarely rise

with you aeroplanaticall_\' into the realms of poetry

—

alleged poetry.

"The worst of progress antl all that sort of thing,"

says the Daily Sketchy " is to make life so complex . . .

The latest terror comes from the Royal Horticultural

Society in the shape of a chart of colours ... It is .1

terrible affair, for it contains 1 ,450 different colours . . .

Some oi us by means of great exertion and constant

reference to the rainbow can just manage to remember
the names of seven colours. Some few there are who
carry the thing on a little further and learn off by heart

the names printed above the little pans in the colour

boxes ..." And so on, and so on. Well, we have
seen the colour chart for which, by the way, (he Royal
Horticultural Society is only responsible for publication

to its members. Its descriptive matter is in French,

had it been in Irish the possibility (we don't say the proba-

bilit)-) is we could have more pleasantly parted with 15s.

and taken it to our heart ; as it is complications are addcti

to complexity. But what a grand thing it should be for the

pea-men— the sweet ones of course— in order to confound

those Nationalists (the N. S. P.) in their "too much alike"

business, bad cess to 'em, could not even leave us our

Dodwell F. Browne, but must needs bracket it with

half a dozen others. Bracket em together—altogether,

boys ! That's where the colour chart comes in—to the

extent, at least, of ',450 colours. .Surely those S. P.

Nationalists will now take occasion hy the hand and

make the bounds of freedom wider yet. "Too much
alike !

" Don't be talking ! No more disqualifjing

tricks with the judges ; just give each a copy of the

colour chart, and— there you are.

Arbor Week should be a great day for Ireland. .And

how much better to make a week of it than one pallry

little da}', which may turn out wet and mucky to

iuu/, and anything but nice for man or tree. Surely,

now, we may expect something more than last year's

achieveinent, when a few solitary somethings were

stuck in somewhere (about the sloblands of Clonlarf,

was it ?) b}' somebodies, and glorified with names

which -no matter, it was to the best of our recollec-

tion of the Press reports of that date, a tree-mcndous

operation necessitating speeching, refreshments and

other "allegations," including a few trees. We believe

there is no truth in the report that every spade in

Dublin has been bought up against this auspicious

week. Better weather and more power to it, even to

the extent of a month—Arbor Month— in twelve months

time.
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The Fruit Show at Ballsbridge.

THE fruit show recently held at Balls-

bridge has afforded another clear

demonstration of the fact that the soil

and climate of Ireland, generally speaking, are

favourable to the production of apples of the

very highest quality.

Such a show as this conveys different im-

pressions to different minds.

The townsman who cannot grow fruit for

himself is attracted by the bright and appetizing

display, and asks himself where he can obtain

apples like these for his own table. He may
enquire for them at the shops, but more than

likely, under present conditions, he will be

unsuccessful in his quest, and will have to

content himself with American fruit, beautiful

in appearance, but fibrous to the taste.

The man who is not already a fruit-grower,

but who has land of his own, is encouraged to

plant some fruit trees thereon, and can select

from the array of varieties before him the

names of the best fruit.

The fruit-grower recognises man}' of the

varieties as old friends, but is enabled to com-

pare the dishes with those he himself can

produce. Even if he is not a competitor he is

stimulated to greater exertions by seeing what

his fellow-growers can do, and he has an op-

portunity of inspecting new varieties which,

perhaps, he has read of, but has not seen before.

It is to be remembered by the unitiated that

fruit of high quality cannot be produced by

merely planting the tree and leaving it to itself.

Thorough cultivation, careful pruning, and

judicious thinning of the fruit are essential to

the production of first grade apples.

A noticeable feature of the exhibition was the

superiority of the Irish produce over that ex-

hibited by English growers. Two tables of

English fruit, one from the east and the other

from the west of that country, were in the hall,

and the Irish fruit had a distinct advantage over

them, both in colour and in form. Of course

due allowance must be made for the fact that

the past summer was a wet one in England.

Yet, notwithstandingthis,the comparison cannot

but be an encouragement to Irish growers.

All the standard varieties of apples were well

represented both in the separate classes and in

the collections. It was interesting to note the

difference in colour between dishes of the same
variety. Allington, Lane's Prince Albert, and
Cox's Orange Pippin were remarkable in this

respect. Colour is largely influenced by ex-

posure to light, but is also affected by the nature

of the soil and the feeding which the tree gets.

Apples grown in the counties of Kilkennv and

Clare appear to take on a peculiarly good colour.

Needless to say a good colour greatly enhances

the market value of the fruit.

With regard to varieties, intending planters

should be guarded against purchasing a large

number of trees of a particular variety merely

because it looked handsome on the show table.

The constitution of the tree and its cropping

qualities should be carefully enquired into before

planting any quantity of it. For instance,

Peasgood Nonsuch, which looked so splendid at

the show, will not succeed everywhere, hut

requires a warm, well-drained soil for its CLilti-

vation.

The show furnished many examples of the

great influence of grading on the appearance of

a sample of fruit. It was easy to see how one

inferior fruit could spoil the effect of a dish or

of a collection. Too much importance cannot

be attached to grading in the marketing of fruit.

The first prize packages were models ofhow fruit

ought to be sent to market—perfectly graded

and packed in neat lines, with just sufficient

packing material (paper shavings) to protect

them from rubbing against the sides of the

boxes, the boxes themselves (bushel and half

bushel size) being light but strong, and provided

with ventilating holes. The box of Cox's would

easily fetch 2d. per fruit in the London market,

the Bramley's ij^d., and the Peasgood 2)2d.

How is it that in spite of a show, such as

this, first quality Irish fruit is difficult to

obtain in the shops? Simply because fruit of

the best varieties is not grown in sufficient

quantity or marketed in the best manner to

secure the steady influx of high-grade fruit to

the retailer. There is a ready demand for such

fruit both in this country and across the Channel.

The fruit show should encourage Irishmen to

grow fruit which will supply that demand.

t"i. O. SllEKRAKD.
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Notes.

Crab Applks.— We have at dift'ereiit times in these

pagfes drawn the attention of our readers to the beaut\'

and to the usefuhiess of some of the better sorts of crab

apple trees as decorative subjects in gardens and
g^rounds. We note that a correspondent to Country Life

gives great praise to the dessert qualities of such kinds

as John Downie and the crimson Siberian crab, stating

that the latter is " of far finer flavour than any apple I

know of; indeed they are champagne only solid." In

our own experience we find that these particular apples

when ripe are in fact the first choice of boys—and we
imagine they are not bad judges of this class of fruit.

Messrs. Maunsel have in the press, and will shortly

Issue, a volume containing the collected works of the late

Miss Charlotte Grace O'Brien. It will contain her poems
and scattered papers, including the series of articles on

"The Making of our Home" that appeared in these

pages during the first half of the present year. It is

edited by Mr. Stephen Gwynn, who contributes an in-

troduction that will be read with much interest by the

many admirers of the deceased authoress.

We have received from Mr. Wni. Baylor Hartland a

box containing samples of the fruit of a number of our

native apples—that is, varieties of apples that have been
in cultivation in Ireland for a very great number of

years. .Amongst them is a batch of the "Ardcairn
Russet " a nicely shaped fruit of the Pearmain type, of

medium size, and handsomely coloured (rich orange

or golden-brown, shaded with bright red on the sun-

exposed side). It is a dessert apple, said to keep up

till April. It is firm, juic}-, sweet, and deliciousl)'

flavoured. We have ourselves ordered a few trees to

give it a trial, and recommend others to do the same.

If it bears well it ought to be good for marketing

purposes.

At the recent meeting of the British Association in

Canada, Professor Somerville, in an introductory speech

opening the Forestry section, drew attention to the fact

that the present consumption of timber was rising faster

than the supply, the growing scarcity of timber being

clearly reflected in the rising prices. During the past

22 years nine out of thirty-two varieties enquired into

had risen more than 100 per cent, in price, and only two

had risen less than 23 per cent. It is, therefore, to the

interest of this country to take immediate steps to

prevent waste, and to replant on such land as can be

devoted to forestry purposes.

As bearing upon the question o{ the stimulating

influence of electricity upon plant growth, it has been

found that within the Arctic circle there is a distinct

periodicity of rapid and slow growth in the thickening

of tree trunks (firs). The distinctive growth periods

coincide, it seems, with the periods of sr.n spots and
auroras, or, in other words, with high and low atmos-

pheric electrical tension.

It is generally supposed that the root system of a tree

extends about just as far as the spread of its branches.

We note, however, in the report of certain orchard ex-

periments an incidental reference to the length of apple

tree roots, in which it is stated that the roots in some
cases reached three limes as far laterally as the

branches. If this be true (and perhaps some reader

will investigate the matter and report to us), it would

suggest to cultivators a wider spread of fertilizers and

mulches than is generallv thovight to be needful in

orchard management.

The date of the next show of the recently established

National Vegetable Society has been fixed provisionally

for September 2gth of next year. Non-members will be

allowed to compete on payment of a fixed fee. It is ex-

pected that the society will be in a position to offer a

large number of valuable prizes for competition.

A F.\R-FAMED and much-honoured Scottish gardener

—

Mr. David Thompson, \'. M.H.—has died during the

past inonth. Mr. Thompson was not only a great

gardener, bvit a prolific writer on horticultural subjects.

He was Editor of the Scottish Gardener, and a recipient

of the Neil prize, the Veitch Memorial Medal, and the

\'ictoria Medal of Honour of the Royal Horticultural

Society of England. He was 86 years old.

Mr. C. E. Lambkin of " Walford," Shrewsbury Road,

Dublin, writes to us as follows :
— " It may be interesting

to your readers to know that in my garden this summer
I have had quite a large crop of peaches on Standard

trees in the open. On four trees, planted I should say

five or six years, I gathered some 250 peaches, all of

which ripened, and are of a good size. I sent specimens

of them to F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens,

who pronounced them excellent. The trees have never

been prunetl or e\'en manured, and, strange, are facing

north. I'p to now I looked on them as merely orna-

mental, not having borne any fruit previously."

The Arbor Day ceremony of the Irish Forestrj'

Society will take place at Bray, on Saturday, the 6lh

instant. This date has been fixed to suit the con-

venience of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, who
has expressed his cordial sympathy with the movement,

and his desire to be present at the ceremony. It is also

hoped that Her Excellency the Countess of Aberdeen

will be present. The hour oi the ceremony has been

fixed at J. 30 p.m.

The honorary degree of M.A. has been conferred by

the Royal University of Ireland upon Mr. F. W. Moore,

Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

The Belfast Chrysanthemum Show will be held on

Tuesday and Wednesday, the 9th aTid loth inst.

Visitors at a recent exhibition of the Roy.il Horti-

cultural Society of England were much impressed by

the beauty of the exhibits of the early-flowering or

border chrysanthemums that form such imposing patches

of colour in the flower garden during the later months

of the year. It is a pleasing .sign of the change of taste

in the requirements of a decorative plant when these

single and relatively small-flowered chrysanthemums

attract so much public admiration.
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Sir R. Pai.mkks Pkizk Exhibit.

Royal Horticultural Society's

Winter Show.

THIS show was held in the premises of the Royal
Dublin Societj- at Ballsbridge, on Wednesday
and Thursday, 20th and 21st October, 1909.

Fruit, cut flowers, and vegetables were well repre-

sented, but there were no pot plants. Apples were
the chief feature in the show, and though probabl)- not
so many as last year, I think they were of better quality,

there being- very few even medium class fruit.

There were very few entries from the Kilkenny district

this year, most of their best fruit having been previously
shown at Waterford.

The exhibits go to prove that good, high-class fruit

can be produced in this country, and that they compare
very favourably with the best hardy fruits grown in

England this year.

Some very high-class fruit was exhibited by Lady
Fitzgerald (gardener, Mr. Barker), Mr. Scott and Mr.
Coffey from Co. Clare, and from Cork by Mr. Spottis-
wood Bowles and Mr. Hennerty. County Dublin
growers w-ere well to the fore, including Mr. J.

Jamieson (gardener, Mr. McKellar), Mrs. Goodbody
(gardener, Mr. Davis), Captain Rialland Mr. E. Bewley.
Mr. Jamieson was first for the decorated table of fruit,

Mr. Hennerty a good second. The tables were a
feature in the show, and contained some very good
apples.

There was good competition in the fruit packed for

market classes, the packages of Mr. Scott, New-
market-on-Fergus, taking the four first prizes with ex-
cellent fruit, very well packed, the half bushel of Cox's
Orange Pippin being extra well done. Good fruit packed

like this will command a good sale in almost any
market in the country.

Pears, though not numerous, were of very good
quality, especially those of Pitmaston Duchess,

e.xcellent fruits being staged, and gave the judges

some work to decide which was the best dish,

the first prize going to the Rev. R. Bradshaw,
with Lord Plunkett second. The first prize dish

of Doyenne du Cornice, shown by the Earl of

Meath, contained excellent fruits, Mr. D'Olier

being second. Some of the dishes of pears con-

tained mixed fruits.

Though the vegetables in general were not so

numerous as might be expected, there was
very strong competition in some of the classes,

especially the onions, carrots, and parsnips, which
were won by Sir R. Palmer (gardener, Mr.

Brennan), and tomatoes won by Mr. Hennerty,

Cork, Mr. Mcintosh being second. Extra good
celery was shown by Mr. N. Hone, who was first

for both red and white, Sir R. Palmer being

second. The first prize collection of twelve

vegetables of Sir R. Palmer was a very good
exhibit, and contained good onions, carrots and
parsnips, Mr Hone being second. The first

prize for a collection of six vegetables was won by

Mr. Brown, Naas, Mr Gleeson being second. Though
the first prize dish of cabbages of Mrs. Meade
Coflfey's was very good, the rest were a very coarse

lot. Beet w-as very good, Mr. N. Hone taking first

prize and Sir R. Palmer second. Onions were

extra good. Sir R. Palmer being first with ver)'

fine specimens, whilst the Marquis of Ormonde
(gardener, Mr. Sutton) was second with almost as good
bulbs. The prize winners in the cottagers' section

were Mr. W. Ryan and Mr. R. Staunton, P'oxford, Co.

Mayo. These classes could with advantage be extended,

and it would be advisable to try and procure cottagers

nearer home to take an interest in growing and exhibit-

ing vegetables by the e-xtension of classes for cottagers.

Chrysanthemums made a very nice display, especially

the early flowering varieties. Some very fine, large

blooms were exhibited, especially in the stand for

twenty-four blooms, and in the vase for six whites, Mr.

J. Jamieson taking all the first prizes in the large bloom

classes. There was very good competition in the early

flowering section, the challenge cup for twelve vases

being won b}' Mrs. Meade Coffey, Mr. Jamieson being

second. Mr. Ross won first prize for six vases of early

flowering ones, with Mr. Maunsell second. For the

vase of singles arranged for effect. Miss J. M. Field

was awarded first and Mr. Clements second prize.

The class, which is a new one, for twelve vases of

hardy berried plants, with prizes presented by Lady
Albreda Bourke, was won by Mr. E. Lee, Capt. Riall

being second.
It was very gratifying to see the nurserymen taking

more interest in this show.

The stands of fruits, flowers and plants of Messrs.

Drummond & Sons, and of fruits, plants and floral designs

of Messrs. C. Ramsey & Son were very good, and well

deser\'e the gold medal awarded to each of them.

Silver medals were awarded to Mr. Jones, Gowran,

Kilkenny, for shrubs ; Messrs. Edmondson, Dame Street,
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An Object Lesson in Friit Packing

(Mr. Scott's Exhibit):

Dublin, for fniit, and Messrs. Browett & Sons, Kinijs-

town, for pl.ints.

A silver medal was awarded to Her Excellency the

Countess of Aberdeen for a table of fruit, flowers and

plants, the black Alicanti grapes being- very good, as

also were the plants of Clerodendron fallax.

Messrs. A. Dickson & Son, Dawson Street, Dublin,

were awarded first prize and the Society's gold medal

for the best general exhibit of hardy fruit. It contained

some verv fine qimlitv fruit, and was beautifully

arranged. Messrs. W. Seabrook and Sons, Chelmsford,

Essex, staged a good table of fruit, for which he was

very highly commended. Mr. Seabrook's fruit is

generally of a very high quality, largo, and of good

colour, but this year's sainples lack both the size and

colour of the Irish fruit.

The Irish Packing Co., Carrick-on-Suir, were very

highly commended for an exhibit of non-returnable

chip baskets of various sizes.

Mr. Geo. Perrv & Son, Camden Row, Dublin, were

.;\ IlANiisoMK Trade Exhibit.
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highly commended for non-returnable fruit boxes and

crates.

Mr. Watson, chemist, South Great George's Street,

Dublin, had a very fine stand of spraying compounds
and insecticides.

Lady Nutting exhibited a very fine basket of fruits of

Ecklinville Seedling apple.

Hon. Mrs. Pery was commended for plant protectors.

Thej' have many points in their favour, but I fear they

are not so good as the cloches in use in the Evesham
district.

Mr. Jones, Gowran, was awarded the Council's

Certificate of Merit for a new seedling dessert apple of

medium size, good shape and colour, and of very good
flavour.

The following acted as judges : —Classes i to 15,

chrysanthemums and cut flowers ; 16 to 28, apples ; 76

to 78, grapes —Messrs. Logan and Baker. Classes 29 to

52, apples—Messrs. Tyndal and Spencer. Classes 53

to 64, pears—Messrs. Moore and Bedford. Classes

65 to 71, and 93, collections of apples—Messrs. Lynas
and Sayers. Classes 72 to 75, fruit packages—Mr.

Fletcher. Classes 79 to 92, vegetables—Messrs.

Scrimgeour and Carroll.

Messrs. Moore, Ross, Bewlev, Ir\ing, and Bedford

made the awards in the trade exhibits.

W. S. IRVINO.

The Sowing of Seeds.

By William Johnston, County Instructor, Longford.

PERH.4PS a few hints on the above subject,

although out of season, might be advantageous
to the farmers and labourers for whom it is

penned. I find in some cases that came under ni\'

notice the people in sowing seeds either sow them too

deep or else too shalloiv. One instance to note. A
lady gardener obtained some early peas— the Pilot

—

and got ground ready for same, taking good care to

put in plenty of half-decayed dung in the bottom of a

trench which her labouring man had prepared. After

levelling the dung she broadcasted the seed as evenly

as possible, and covered all to the depth of six inches.

Only a few of the seeds germinated, and, of course, the

merchant from whom the seed was procured had all the

blame left c^n him for sending out old seed ; no blame

or fault either to the preparation of the ground, includ-

ing the manuring of same, or else to the final covering

of the seeds.

Prep.\ring Ground for Sowing.—It is not only

necessary to enrich the soil, the principal aim o^ cul-

tural preparation is to get as fine and as firm seed-bed

as possible. This is the chief essential of success in

the future cultivation of the crop. Not only should the

seed-bed be brought to a fine tilth, and at the same
time firm and level, but it also ought to be quite dry to

admit of whatever tools required to bring the soil to

above state without clogging or adhering to the tools

used. Sowing of any seeds in a sticky, wet soil means
not on lyunnecessary trouble, but also failure of the crop.

Depth of Sowing thf. Seed.—The depth neces-

sary depends on the porosity ^{ the soil and the

size of the seed, as the larger the seed the more
deeply should it be covered. Above all too deep sow-

ing ought to be avoided, as it not only retar.l the

growth, but also assists in making whatever plants that

grow become weakly and stunted. Enough soil should

be placed over the seeds so as to keep them moist, as

the finer and moister the soil is the shallower the seeds

rtiay be covered.

Te.mperatire Reqitred for GERMIN.'VTION.—The
seeds of all hardy plants germinate readily in a tem-

perature of from 50° to 60°, while it is necessary to

have from 60° to 70*, and even above, for half-hardy

\'arieties.

Time for Sowing.—The greatest craze at the pre-

sent time is to get early crops from the soil, and to

succeed \\ e must sow the seeds early. This early sow-

ing is responsible for a great many of the losses we
hear of from time to time, because the seeds are not

able to germinate until the ground can be brought to a

good tilth or condition, and also till there is sufiicient

temperature. If too early sowing is practised the

seeds either decay or at the most produce only weak
sickly plants.

MoiSTlRE ReoiirED FOR GERMINATION.— It is neces-

sary to have a sufficient supply of moisture during ger-

mination if the crop is to be a success. When the soil

is brought to a fine condition and made firm either

with a small roller or else beating it with the

hack of a spade or shovel the seed will germinate

more quickly, because the compressing of the

soil enables water to rise freely from the sub-soil.

Water cannot rise to the seeds so well if the soil is

loose and in a lumpy state. As soon as the seedlings

appear it is important to make the surface loose, for

the longer the surface remains compressed the eva-

poration of the soil moisture will continue. A good

plan to hasten on the slower germinating varieties of

vegetables is to sow a few seeds of quickly-growing

kinds, such as turnips, cabbage, radish, &c., to mark
the rows, which will admit of earlier tillage between the

lines so as to economise the soil-moisture.

Oi'.\NTiTy OF Seed.— It would be better in some of

the slower germinating kinds of vegetables, such as

parsley, celery, parsnip, &c. , to sow the seed more

thickly so as to ensure the seedlings having sufficient

lifting power to break the crust of soil that forms on

surface from the time the seed is sown. The cost of

a few extra seeds is trifling in comparison to the labour,

rent, &c. This thick sowing also prevents risk of

failure, and besides gives greater selection at thinning

season when only the best plants should be left.

Drilling versus Broadcasting.—Sowing the seeds

either in rows or drills saves time and labour during the

after cultivation, as by admitting use of hoe the weeds

can be easily kept in bounds, and also the surface til-

lage acts as a mulch to prevent the rapid evaporation

of the soil-moisture ; whereas in broadcasting the seed

the weed must be hand-pulled, and during the growing

period of the crop the surface of the soil becomes

baked quite hard owing to no place being left for the

after-cultivation. This state of things retards the

growth of the crop and also hastens the evaporation of

the moisture of the soil.
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The Reader.

BlLBS AND THi:iR LL LTIVATIOX. By T. W. Saiideis.

London : Collingridge. 2/6 net. — Bulbs as a class

aflord greater scope in the extent and manner of

cultivation than any other group of flowering' plants.

They may be planted in their thousands either natural-

ised in grass or massed together in formal beds, or

grown within the restricted confines of pots or bowls in

the homes of the " masses." Everyone, therefore, who
wishes to do so can grow bulbs, and those with the desire

but without the know-

ledge, may get all

the information they

require by consulting

the present little

volume by the Editor

of Atnafcur Garden-

ing. The book is

divided into three

parts, the first deal-

ing with hard)' bulbs,

the second with in-

door bulbs, and the

third with miscellan-

eous information —
propagation, pests,

diseases, &c. The
various chapteis

are well illustrated,

and useful lists are

given throughout. .A

most handy alpha-

betical list for refer-

ence is given from

pages 58 to 85, n

which all necessary

information for in-

tending planters '\-

conveniently tabu-
lated. A novel
method of growing
hyacinths in moss is

described as fol-

lows :^" Procure
ordinary moss from

a damp hedge, bank
or wood ; tie this into

a ball about eight

inches or so in dia-

meter, then arrange

hyacinth bulbs all

round, adding moss
10 fill the spaces between the bulbs, and interlacing this

with string as the work proceeds to keep the bulbs in

position. When finished run a stout piece of wire

through the centre, and form a loop at one end, so that

the ball can be hung up in a cool, dark cellar. Before

hanging up the ball dip it in water. As soon as growth
has begun bring the ball to a light window and dip in

water two or thiee times a week. In due course the

bulbs will send forth spikes radiating in every direction,

and you will have a distinct floral novelty. Crocuses

and tulips could be grown in a similar way, only the
ball should be smaller in size." The author strongly
recommends the cultivation of hardy bulbs in unheated
greenhouses, and promises results that will give gre<it

satisfaction to the lover of these beautiful flowering
plants. To the amateur especially this book may be
warmly recommended.

The Gardeners" Companion. By Selina Randolph.
London : Mills & Boon. 2s.—Miss Randolph has pro-
duced a helpful little book for reference by amateurs in

gardening. It deals more especially with ornamental
planting round the

home, in other words,
with the making of a
real garden of plea-

sure. "Yourgarden,"
she says, "should be
a little world of your
w n , representing

your own mind and
your o w n taste;
made, according as
yi>ur space and means
will permit, to suit

your own special re-

quirements, and to be
a delightful haven of
rest at all times and
seasons." The chap-
ters bear evidence of
much knowledge of,

and great enthusiasm
for, this aspect of
gardening.

Kelway's Manial
ok horticilture.
Langport : Kelway &
Son.— This extremely
attractive publication

represents the fifty-

seventh edition of the

well - known cata-

logue of Messrs. Kel-

\v ay & Son. It is not

iMily exhaustive as a
1 .italogue, but is also

lull of information

V oncerning the char-

acter and treatment

of a vast number of

garden plants. Her-

baceous perennials,

for which this firm of nurserymen is famous, takes, of

course, the largest share of its pages, but considerable

space is given to bulbs, fruit trees, shrubs, greenhouse

plants, and vegetables. The book consists of I42

large pages, printed on plate paper, and lavishly illus-

trated with photographic reproductions and special

coloured plates reproduced from colour photographs

taken direct from nature in the nursery grounds at

Langport last year, and the whole tastefully bound in

cream -white, decorated boards, lettered in gold.
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The Month's Work
The Flower Garden.

By J. H. Ci Ji.MiNG, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridge.

WINTERIXG BEDDING PLANTS.—In many
cases cold pits and frames are all that can be got

for wintering flower garden plants. In these

structures the principal object to be secured is dr_vness,

because damp is a far greater enemy to such plants,

and one more difficult to combat, than frost. On this

account try and avoid sinking pits and frames below

the ground level unless the drainage is good and the

walls made water-tight with cement. A strong point

necessary to success in wintering plants without the

aid of fire heat is that of preparing them properly in

autumn, and by the coolest system of propagation.

Striking cuttings early and exposing them to the open

air enables them to become robust and ripe, and there-

fore are not so susceptible of injury from cold and

damp. When the plants aje first put into the pits to

secure them against frost, have the lights drawn off all

day when the weather is dr}', and no water should be

allowed on the leaves; indeed the plants may be kepi

dry to the drooping point. This matures the growth,

so that a cold, damp period has not the same chance to

injure it. When severe and continuous frost prevails

keep the glass covered, and be very cautious in un-

covering and exposing the plants to light when a thaw
comes. To uncover suddenly exposes the plants to a

trying reaction, which is often injurious. It should be

delayed till the temperature inside has risen above
freezing a few degrees, and then only remove the

covers gradually.

Perpetlal Floweri.ng C.\rn.\tions —These are

sometimes termed American carnations, owing, I pre-

sume, to their being grown there more extensivel}'

than on this side of the -Atlantic, and we are, moreover,

indebted to our American friends for some beautiful

varieties raised by them. Distinct in appearance from
malmaisons, they also require special treatment to do
them well, and the return in flower is certainly much
more plentiful than from malmaisons. The best time

to begin striking the cuttings is October and early in

November. Prepare small pots, and fill with a compost
of fibry loam, fresh leaf soil rubbed through a half-inch

sieve, and some silver sand ; add also a little lime

rubble and broken crocks to keep all porous. This

same mixture will apply all through the growing period.

When the cuttings are being prepared, split half an inch

up from the bottom of the stem and dip in silver sand

to keep the cut open, as it is from there that roots are

emitted. Place three cuttings in a three-inch pot, and
plunge in a hot-bed till rooted. When ready for a

change, pot each cutting into a four-inch pot in the

mixture already noted. Pinch in the following March
down to about six inches high. This will be the only-

stopping necessary. The final potting will be into six

to eight-inch pots, and the soil for this should have the

addition of a little fibry peat and broken charcoal. The
loam should also have some of the finer soil left in.

One great secret of success is to ram the soil hard in

the pots. Soft potting is useless and spells failure.

Place out in cold frames in April, and on all favourable

occasions take off the sashes and give all the sun

possible. Remove the plants in August into a cool

house where plenty of air can be given, and grow cool

all through the flowering period. The quantity of

flowers from each plant is surprising, and a strong

recommendation is the delicious scent that many of the

varieties possess.

Bulbs.—These should all be in the flower beds this

month. Surplus bulbs, chiefly narcissus, are useful

planted in patches round the shrubberies, and crocuses
and snowdrops in scattered groups round the margins
of lawns, where mowing can be delayed till the growth
is ripe ; bare places under trees where grass will not

grow can be planted wiih ivy, and bulbs may be
planted among the ivy. The lovely Chionudoxa grandi-

flora, with its soft-blue and white flowers, is one of our
first harbingers of spring, and is at home in the rockery
and by the edgings of walks. Where flowers of nar-

cissus are wanted early for cutting fill a number of

boxes, and after they are started into a growing state

bring them on in a gentle heat and keep near the glass.

Trees .\nd Shrubs.—The planting of these should be
pushed forward now. Culuneaslcr simonsi, C. hurizoii-

/«/«, and the fier)' thorn, L'ratcegus Pyracatitha Lalaiidi,

are splendid shrubs for making a warm glow on a wall

during late autumn and winter. These, like the fruit

crop, are full of berries this season, and are very
ornamental. Observant gardeners w'ill have noted during
the year shrubs and trees that would suit their require-

ments, and now is the time, if possible, to secure them.
I would here put in a plea for the planting of deciduous
spring-flowering shrubs. Their delicate tints and airy

appearance when in flower demand more attention.

They bloom at a time when the surroundings of the

spring garden are less rich than the autumn garden,
and even where masses of evergreens prevail a due
proportion of the freer flowering deciduous shrubs
lighten up the whole in a pleasing manner. Rhodo-
dendrons can be moved and planted any time when at

rest, and November is a desirable month for the work.
To grow them well, there is no doubt that a peaty soil

is best. ."Around Dublin there is too much lime in the

composition of the soil, and without special preparation

cannot be grown with any degree of success. All who
can procure a peaty soil should, of course, do so, but

rhododendrons are very often grown very well without

it. In some places a light loam exists without lime, and
with the addition of leaf-mould and decayed vegetable

matter a suitable soil can be made. The first summer
after planting mulch the surface of the soil with half-

decayed litter, such as leaves, and watering must be

done in dry weather. A top dressing spread over the

beds of some rich compost, such as cow manure and
loam in equal parts, is an excellent reviver when they

show signs of weakness.

The Rock G.\rde.n'.—Many who possess a rock

garden think they have nothing to do at this season,

and their enthusiasm only returns when flowers begin

to appear in spring. Meanwhile, many choice alpines

have disappeared owing either to the weather or slugs.

It is well, therefore, to see if anything can be done ere

it is too late. Damp is responsible for more losses than

anything else. This may be caused by their own or

overhanging tree leaves smothering the crowns. All

loose, dead leaves should be cleared away, as they only
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afford a reslinj^ place for slugs. A sheet of glass

supported on a couple of bricks will throw the rain off

some tender plant. A piece of slate, if kept at a fair

height above the plant, will answer the same purpose.

Zinc rings placed round any special subjects are also an
excellent means of protection.

Gener.\l Work.— It will be difficult to keep all trim

and tidv in the flower garden during this month.
Falling leaves and Iwigs from trees give endless labour.

If leaves are allowed to lie thickly and trod on in wet
weather, discoloration of the grass and gravel takes

place. Leaves should be collected and removed at

once, and when stored dry in a shed makes the finest of

all leaf soil. Lawns may have a last cut, and the

mowers thereafter cleaned and packed away for the

winter. Lift dahlia roots, and, before storing, stand

them upside down in an airy place to drain any moisture

away, and afterwards place in boxes with dry sand, and
remove to a cool place where frost can be excluded.

In wet weather tuberous begonias can also be turned

over, the old stalks rubbed off, and the roots packed in

boxes and treated similar to dahlias. Now that most
of the plants are in their winter quarters it is good
economy to vaporise with nicotine in- anticipation of

the appearance of insects. This will destroy both (he

green-fly a[id thrips, and if done once a month insecis

will give little trouble. At this season chrysanthemums
indoors are often crowded together to make what is

called a good bank of bloom, and damp settles on these

flowers, and mildew follows. Split up the bariks and
isolate some of the best specimens. A few large palms

and ferns may also be used as backgrounds, and assist

to make the effect less formal.

The Fruit Grounds.
By \ViLLi.\M R. Spe.scer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. .-\rmagli.

Laying Down of Fruit Grounds.

THE first thing to be considered by those con-

templating the laying down of land for the

cultivation of fruit is the suitability of soil.

It is useless attempting to grow fruit profitably un-

less the soil is suitable, or can be rendered so

without very much extra expense. Very heavy and

wet soils are bad, being too cold, and damp roots

favour canker, spotted fruit, and promote the growth

of mosses and lichens, whereas too dry a soil is equally

bad, producing little development of tree, small fruit,

and in prolonged drought, possibly loss of trees. Either

of these classes of soils may be modified by efficient

drainage and the incorporation of material which would

tend to make the soil porous, in the case of wet, heavy

cold soils, and the addition of clay and mulchings of cow
or pig manure in the case of light, dry, hot soils. This

entails a good deal of extra expense, and if the happy

medium can be had this should be availed of. .Apples

in particular (they are of first importance) delight in

soil of a rich loamy character, which naturally drains

itself ; almost all fruit trees and bushes would do

equally well, but for pears it may be somewhat heavier.

Black currants and raspberries do well in soils of a

peaty nature, and may be grown in partial shade.

Next in importance to soil is situation. An ideal

position would be a gentle slope facing south, well

sheltered from north and east winds, also from western
gales, which do untold havoc to apples in autumn.
Shelter is of importance. During ths first half of
October this year hundreds of tons of our best, late

apples have been rendered comparatively worthless by
gales in this district, the ground beneath trees of such
varieties as Bismarck, Lane's Royal Codlin, Lord Derby,
&c., being covered by the fallen fruit time after time.

"A good belt of evergreen trees would make good
shelter, or even a high hedge would prove helpful, but

do not allow either to overshadow any portion of the

grounds, or allows their roots to rob it of either food or
water."

The grouEids chosen, the next consideration is the

preparation of the ground. If a root crop has been
grown on the land this year it will greatly facilitate

mailers, as when cleared of the crop all that would be
required would be to plough over the whole plot or
field, and planting can be done at once. If in grass it

must be ploughed up at once, and by the usual mode of
cultivation be made fit to plant by spring, the larger

trees being planted during November in prepared
stations.

To dig holes two feet wide and plant a tree in each
at stated distances over a grass field, and allow the rest

to grow grass for a hay crop, is as bad practice as one
could well imagine. Yet, how often do we sec it done.
No wonder trees do not thrive in such places. Many
are cut down by the scythe when cutting the hay, and
very many die. Maidens, as a rule, are planted in

such places. I have in my mind several fields planted

in this way, and know the time it takes such trees to

produce anything in the way of a crop ; some of them,
I think, never will.

To plant apple, pear, and plum trees open a hole (in

the cultivated land) wide enough to receive the roots

when fully extended without coming in contact with the

sides, throw out the top soil one spade deep, and well

break up the bottom. In the centre of hole fix a good
stout stake, fill in the soil till almost level with surround-

ing groimd, and make firm ; fill in more soil if neces-

sary. This will depend on size of tree to be planted.

In most cases an apple tree may be planted with its top

roots on level with surrounding ground, and pear trees

slightly below the level, but may vary according to the

character of soils being dealt with, heavy soils requir-

ing higher planting than dry ones. Place the tree in

position against stake, well spread out its roots, and

cover with fine soil. As filling in proceeds move the

tree from side to side to help to settle the soil about its

roots ; surface roots to be covered with about three

inches of soil, and well firmed, afterwards pricking

over with point of fork, and making tree secure to

stake. To prevent rubbing pass the ligature between

the stake and tree before tying, afterwards mulch with

manure.

Some people may naturally inquire what distance

should these trees be planted apart and how to

properly cultivate the intervening spaces. The dis-

tance apart to plant apples depends on the variety

grown, the mode of training to be adopted, and

the stock on which they are grown. For ordinary

purposes it will be found that large growing varieties,

trained as open bushes, planted at 21 feet apart, would

be about right. Grown on Crab stock, these are the
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permanent trees, and commence to bear a few years

after being planted, increasing in yield as they do in

size. These I much prefer to branch at from about

12 inches of the ground. To my mind they are prefer-

able to either half or whole standards, as on them finer

fruit can be produced, and are not so liable to suffer

from high winds ; they are also more easily got at for

the purposes of pruning, fruit picking, &c. Between

each of these trees a dwarf tree may be planted. These

produce fruit from the first year of planting, and by the

time the permanent trees commence to encroach on

them will have well repaid themselves. These are

generallv grown on Paradise stock, but may be grown
on Crab if proper kinds are selected and root-pruned

regularly. The intervening spaces may be planted

with gooseberries or strawberries. Gooseberr}^ bushes

at six feet apart in the row, two rows to be planted

between the lines of apple trees, and one bush between

the trees in line with them. If strawberries are planted

thev should be put in in rows two feet apart, and plants

one and a half feet apart in the row. Portion of the

grounds might be planted with gooseberries and portion

with strawberries. Black currants may also be grown
(these require plenty of feeding and cooler root run).

Before deciding on planting with small, soft fruits the

market for such must be fully considered. If a local

market cannot be had for these, or cheap and rapid

transit to a good market, it would be useless planting

with such. The ground might and would be in that

case more advantageously emplo^'ed in the cultivation

of root crops, always bearing in mind that such crops

must not interfere with the proper growth and cultiva-

tion of the fruit trees. They must not be allowed to

rob them of food and, above all, moisture, and when
working amongst such crops take care that the spade

is kept a safe distance from the roots of the trees.

Planting.—AW kinds of fruit trees can now be planted,

this is the best month of the whole year for doing so ;

but never do so while the soil is wet, nor jet very

frosty ; better defer for a few days. In the meantime, if

trees are to hand, have them heeled in carefully, keeping

the roots well covered with soil. Before planting always
cut away with a sharp knife any bruised or torn roots j

also strong, bare roots should be well cut back. But

save all fibrous ones, and be careful when treading soil

during planting operations that they are not torn away.
Root-pruning.—Any trees requiring to be root-

pruned should be done at once. It is not necessary to

wait for foliage to fall, as the sooner they are done now
the sooner they will commence to make new roots.

They will heal up before hard frosts come on, and
start away in spring much better than those done later.

This is an operation which might with advantage be
more frequently done, so many varieties of apples are

condemned for the simple reason that it takes from
fifteen to twenty or more years before they come into

bearing condition—that is, if left to grow as they please.

If these got a ckeck, as could be given by root-pruning

when about five years old, and if that did not, do one
three years after, we would hear much less complaints

of them not bearing.

Pri NiNG.—As fruit bushes and trees become bare of

leaves they may be pruned. Very many may be done
this month ; but more of this next month, when fuller

particulars will be given.

The Vegetable Garden.

By James Bracken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

AP.\THETIC gardeners "take things easy" in

/"A November's dreariness, but carelessness or

want of energy now makes the difference

between mediocre gardening and gardening that is

inspiring and a sure source of satisfaction and delight ;

for to grow a crop to perfection is the acme of pleasure,

when to produce middling crops is only a compound
feeling, of which disappointment is a big ingredient.

Therefore to get full pleasure from gardens, the work

to be done now must be enthusiastically performed.

This work is principally preparatory, and like all pre-

paratory work is of first significance ; and on this

account, by right, November ought to stand at the

head of the garden calendar, and not second rearmost.

The tillage of land, whether digging, bastard-trenching,

trenching, on ridging, ought now to have vigorous

attention. Liming of land, another important matter,

should also be an especial job, and where necessary

the work of draining should be taken in hand. It is

also a good season to have walks made or repaired,

and there is no belter time to decide to commence
gardening, as gardens if newly laid out now, or newly

renovated, will be sure to give satisfaction the follow-

ing season.

General Work.—Celery ought to be all landed by

this date, and if the late crops are unfinished, these should

have first attention, as severe frost may now harm the

exposed plants. Collect dry leaves in quantity, and store

in shelter, so that there may be abundance for forcing

purposes. It is nearly always impossible to have a

sufficiency of these useful adjuncts when the press of

the season comes on. Preparations must now be made to

start rhubarb, seakale, asparagus, and French beans.

Rhubarb and seakale stools may be covered in the open,

taking care that the heating is not over violent to stai t.

Roots of these crops may be also lifted, and, where such

facilities are, maj' be placed in gentle heat, as in a

mushroom house. This work must be repeated about

every ten days or a fortnight, because where there is a

steady demand for these crops (and where is there not?)

the starting of successional batches of roots must have

regular attention. (For treatment of seakale .see last

month.) Asparagus requires a temperature of about

70 degrees F. to start growth at this season. For

forcing, strong plants four years old are usually

selected. French beans may be started in pots in a

warm house of not less than 6c. degrees F. Take

advantage of frost to have manure wheeled oil plots

about to be tilled, and if not already done, finish the

storing of carrots and beet. In favoured localities and

in warm positions facing south a sowing of William I.

improved peas may be made, and also a sowing of

early Mazagan beans, but it is scarcely worth trying

these unless in very sheltered sites, as the sowings of

early spring are generally better and quite as early.

If attempted now sow in the beginning of the mouth,

and make rather thick sowings, the peas about four

feet apart and the beans about one foot and a half or

two feet. Continue to protect cauliflowers coming into

heart, and to plant lettuce in warm spots and in tomato

houses, &c. During severe winters parsley will require

protection of some kind.
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New Plants from China.

By F. W. Moore, M.A.. Director Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

MR VICARV GIBBS' article on the recent

introductions of trees and shrubs from

China will awaken keen interest in

all Irish gardens, and

the numerous plants

cited by him will no

doubt be noted for

future additions to our

choice Irish collections

of trees and shrubs

It is very good of Mr.

Vicary Gibbs to fur-

nish readers of Irish

Gardening with early

and reliable informa-

tion about plants
which he has, but

which as yet are not

available for the gene-

ral public. He cer-

tainly has in no wax

exaggerated the re

suits of Mr. Wilson-

explorations ; on the

contrary, he has been

very moderate in all

his statements. It will

give some idea of the

vast accession ofnovel-

ties when I state that

there are at present

at Glasnevin young

vigorous plants of no

less than sixty-nine (6g) genera of trees and shrubs

raised from Chinese seeds, and over 250 distinct

species. Further apparently sound seed of

additional genera have been sown, but as these

have not yet germinated 1 do not include them

(One of Wils

V'llHKMM Kllll

n's new Chinese Plani

in the list of introductions. The following

Is the list of genera of which there are living

plants :—Actinidia, .Azalea, Berberis, Buddleia,

Cffisalpinia, Carrieria,

Catalpa, Celastrus,

Cercis, Clerodendron,

C o c c u 1 u s, Coriaria,

C o r n u s, Corylopsis,

Cotoneaster, Cudrania,

(.'niuiinghamid Davi-

dia, Deutzia, Diervilla,

Elscholtzia, Eleuthero-

coccus, Euonymus,
Euptelea, Forsythia,

l-raxinus, C r e w ia,

llale-sia, Heteromeles,

ll\drangea, Hyperi-

V inn, Idesia, Ilex, Indi-

l; of era, Jasminum,

Keteeleria, Lespedeza,

l.indera, Liriodendron,

l.onicera, Magnolia,

Xothopanax, Pieonia,

Tifderia, Philadelphus,

riiotinia, Pinus, Pitto-

sporum, Piplanthus,

I'oliothyrsis, Poten-

lilla, Prunus, Ptero-

c a r y a , Pteroceltis,

Quercus, Rhododen-

dron, Rosa, Sarcococca,

Schizandra, Schizoph-

rama, Smilax, Sorbus,

Stachyurus, Staphylea, Sta;siransva, Styrax,

Syringa, Vitis, and Xylosina.

The development and behaviour of several of

these will be watched with much interest, as

we have had so far no opportunity of judging- of

i)(ii'Hvi-i.iM

ptiotogiaptied at Gla^^
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their merits or demerits, such as Cudrania,

Carrieria, Nothospanax, Pjederia, Pohothyrsis.

Pteroceltis, and Xylosma.

It is difficult to appreciate the vast tracts of

country which have been travelled and explored

by Mr. Wilson. From the sea-board of China,

through the vast country itself, to the border

uplands of Thibet has been traversed. The
great Yang-tse Kiang has been followed up, and

the mountain ranges near it have been explored.

Great provinces, such as Yunnan, Hupeh,
Hoonan, Kansuk, Schechuen, have been

searched, and districts never before traversed

by a European have been visited, the marvellous

richness of the flora bewildering the voyager,

the harvest of whose work we now can reap.

The great question which concerns us is

whether our Irish climate is likely to suit these

Chinese plants, and fortunately we may answer

in the majority of cases—Yes ! The fairh- even

temperature of Ireland, the heav'y rainfall and

moist atmosphere, seem admirably suited for

Japanese, Chinese, Chilian, New Zealand, and

Upper Himalayan plants, especially evergreens,

which flourish in our milder counties as they do

in no other part of Britain, Cornwall included.

Rhododendrons, Philesia, Laurelia, Desfontainea,

Tricuspidaria, Lomatia and Senecio are instances

of such plants. Taking Chinese plants separateh'

we can argue from those already in cultivation

what the behaviour of the new comers will be.

For instance, the tea plant is quite hardy in

many gardens Berberis diapJuiiui, B. Fortunci,

B. {MaJionia) japonica , and other Chinese species

are quite hardy. Xandiua domestica is hardy.

SpircBa inongolica, S. prunifolia, S. japonicii,

S. Henryi, and .S". Thuubcrgi are quite hardy
;

Azalea indica, A. ledifolia, and A. sineiisc are

quite at home off the limestone, and flower freely.

RJwdodendron decorum, R. Delavayi, and R.

Forttinei, comparatively tender Chinese species,

have stood unprotected and uninjured for

over ten years in Irish gardens. Actinidia in

a Co. Wicklow garden covers a larger space

than I have ever seen covered by any in-

dividual climber, ivy or Clctiuitis Vitalba not

excepted.

If satisfied as to the probable hardiness of the

new Chinese plants, the next question which
faces us is their merits as decorative garden
plants—Are they likely to be good, are they

likely to be an advance on those we already

possess ? Here again we can judge from the

forerunners, and judged by this criterion the

answer will be favourable. If we take the well-

known and popular genera we have Berberis

acnniinata and B. Wilsoni, two different types,

both beautiful, both useful garden plants. The
latter is a really charming little plant, free-flower-

ing, covered with bright red fruit in autumn,

and the foliage turning brilliant red before

falling. It is an excellent plant for a rock

work. SiransvcEsia undulafa, mentioned by Mr.

Vicary Gibbs, is now covered with attractive

red berries. Several of the new Buddleias have

flowered and proved to be worthy additions to our

garden plants. Cotoneasler Francheti, C biillata,

C Henryi, and C. hmnifusa are welcome
additions to this genus. In the vines, Vitis

Thunbergi and V. coignetice represented the best

we had for bright coloured autumn foliage, but

V. flexuosa major '\'& still better, and V. Henryi,

V. Thompsotii, V. annala, and V. Wihoni are

bright and varied. The foliage of Eupteleia is

also, at the time of writing, most attractive.

Hitherto the various ranges of Himalayas in

Nepal, Sikkim, &c., have been regarded as the

home of species of Rhododendron, but Dr.

Henry informs me that the species in China are

even more numerous, and that some are very

beautiful. Fortunately many species have

already been established, some of which have

flowered, and these whet the appetite for those

which are to follow, and indicate that in this

group alone hitherto unknown species from

China will add beauty and variety to our

gardens. One is puzzled to think where all

these plants are to find a home. Glasnevin is

already crowded, the soil is poor, the situation

exposed, and the soil is strongly impregnated

with lime ; hence its capabilities are limited. Is

there no hope of a great National Arboretum

being founded in some fairly accessible district,

say Co. Wicklow, which would be devoted

solely to trees and shrubs ? Such an idea was
mooted recently by an enthusiastic and capable

amateur, a very suitable site was selected which

could have been secured at a moderate rent

and on very favourable terms. There were

shelter, water, varying elevations, varying

exposures, peat, loam, bog, and no lime-

stone, but for want of support the pro-

ject was abandoned. Will it always be

so ? The Americans have their botanical

gardens, but they also have their great Arnold

Arboretum.
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The Fading Leaf.

By A. E. MoERAN, Portumna.

HOW am I to find adjectives to describe

the glories of the autumn colours and

tints that this year have blushed and

blazed and flared and glowed before our e3es,

and that, even now in this third week in

Xovember, are beautiful beyond expression,

though slowly fading Into the tracery of bare

branches against the sky ?

In many ways it was a late spring, and,

perhaps, for that reason, among trees it has

been a wonderful seed year. On the first of

June the ash were standing as grey and bare as

in midwinter, though the elms were laden with

such masses of their curious, brown, scaly

flowers as to look at a distance as though

already their leaves were withered and old.

This autumn the small boys have revelled in

a selection of the largest, and roundest, and

most chestnuttj' chestnuts, and the flocks of

wood pigeons have puffed out their burnished

breasts with a profusion of beech nuts and

acorns greater than the oldest wood pigeon can

remember. On the bare blackthorn branches

the sloes still hang in great, purple clusters,

and under the roadside crab-apple trees the

phed at (Uasnevin)

wheels of passing carts crunch through a green
carpet of that forbidden fruit.

But of the leaves and their colours who shall

say? One thing is certain, pride of place goes
to the beech tree. The unfortunate lack of

adjectives in the English, or in any language,

prohibit any adequate description of its

splendours, so we must e'er let it be. It

supplies most of the richness and gorgeousness

of our autumn landscapes, but other trees

supply a hundred hundred other shades, and
tones, and mixtures, and blends of colour, each

so marvellously distinct, and yet so blended

that no one can tell where green and olive give

way to gold and yellow, or where gold and
yellow merge into copper and bronze, and
crimson and scarlet. And through all the blaze

of colour how grandly our staunch, foulweather

friends, the evergreens, bear themselves. How-

well the towering, dark-green, silver firs and the

softer-foliaged spruces look, and that brave old

Scots fir with the frosty sun glistening on its

silver-green needles, and on its rugged, red-

brown stem. What a contrast is the gold and

silver tinsel of the birch beside it, and yet what
harmony.

I wonder how many of us realize and are

thankful for the wonderful fact that this great,
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yearly panorama of beauty and delight is a

special exception made in our favour to Nature's

law that death and decay is sad, and forbidding,

and repellant.

It might have been ordained that the fair

summer's green should droop, and hang, and
rot, and moulder, and swing in lank repulsive-

ness to the autumn winds. What a splendidly

gracious idea it was— I say it with all reverence

—

to turn this great fading and death into the

crowning beauty of the year !

I think we Irish do appreciate looking at

beautiful things, but too generally and vaguely,

it gives us pleasure, so we like it, but think

no more about it ; but to him whose heart

is open to seek after and try to comprehend
the myriad marvellous provisions of the

All-wise Creator, who, when He had made
the grass, and herbs, and trees bearing fruit

after their kind, saw that it was good; to him is

opened pleasures and possibilities that I am
afraid tar too many of us live and die without

realising.

The Distribution of Plants in

the Garden.
By F. O. Wells, Author of The Garden Decomtive.

IN the planting of a garden there are many
considerations worth bearing in mind if

we would have our gardens as beautiful

as we may. The distribution of the plants is

an important matter, and can do much to make
or mar the beauty and the interest of the

garden generally. One of the great points in

good gardening is to achieve character and to

escape monotony. I have seen a garden that

was once a charming small garden ; but it was
enlarged by a good many extra beds and
borders. These were, for the most part, stocked

from the superfluous plants obtained by lifting

and dividing the subjects in the original portion.

The result was, that these were taken and put

in wherever space for them could be found,

here, there, and everywhere, so that certain

familiar plants were to be seen wherever one

turned. This spelt the direst monotony, and
the garden soon came to lack any individual or

distinct interest. To my mind it is the greatest

mistake thus to scatter plants throughout the

whole garden, and it seems to me that a far

g^reater decorativeness is secured by taking, let

us say, the campanulas and letting them appear

to advantage in not more than one or two
borders, but in these they may become a pro-

minent feature, and can be represented by
several varieties. Then, again, the perennial

sunflowers—if these be used for all they are

worth in one portion of the garden, they will

not have the same interest if they reappear in

all the remaining portions also—and it is the

same with other subjects. I never mind how
many times a plant is repeated in the same
border, either in clumps or lines, or in some
cases, single plants—in fact I often like the

emphasis this gives, but that is a very diff"erent

thing from repeating a subject all over the

garden. If this be done, as I have seen it done
repeatedly, one knows, practically speaking, the

contents of each border after seeing a simple

one. A second important point in the distribu-

tion of plants in a garden is the securing and

placing of plants that by reason of the character

of their foliage, or habit of growth, or of the

striking appearance of their blossoms, naturally

stand out with greater prominence than the

generality of other subjects. Most plants with

straight sword-blade foliage might be included

under this category, especially plants so hand-

some as phormiums Wherever they are placed,

so long as they are not crowded and half-

hidden, they are bound to be prominent subjects.

Well, let us make the most of them, let us give

them a prominent position, and even, perhaps,

make other subjects subservient to enhance

their character. It is the same with Pampas
grass, so decorative, so striking, so full of

graceful character, it is worth placing it, that

all these facts may be taken full advantage of

for all they are worth. Let us decide where the

vantage points in our gardens lie, and then

study what will best emphasise them.

Mr. E. F. Hawes, in an address to the British

Gardeners' .\ssociation on the iith of last month, advo-

cated a fuller recognition of horticulture by the State,

and suggested the establishment of a " Commission of

Horticulture, " with the appointment of permanent ex-

pert horticultural commissioners to the Board of Agri-

culture with the view among other functions of uniting

the whole of the present existing horticulture societies

and organisations into a central chamber of horticulture

so as to secure co-operation, direction, and unity of

control over the various horticultural activities in the
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Hybridizing Narcissi.

THERE is quite an army of hybridists in various

parts of the United Kingdom busily engaged in

the improvement of the narcissus. The results

of their labours are to be seen in the wonderful flower^

of varied form and brilliant

colour which are exhibited

at the increasing number of

dafibdil and spring flower

shows. Although much has

been done and great im-

provement effected during

the last few years, still the

possibilities of the narcissus

are practically inexhaustible.

as every species and hybrid

may be intercrossed one with

another.

The hybridizing of narcissi

has, within recent years,

been reduced to a very fine

science. It can now be

foretold with a fair amount

of certainty what type ot

flower a particular cross

will produce. The origin of

several natural hybrids has

been proved by the raising

of varieties identical under

artificial cross fertilization,

also by sowing self-fertilized

seed from a hybrid ; the

progeny are stated by the

Rev. Mr. Engleheart to

have reverted to the two

species from which the hybrid

was raised. Taking the

classes as they are gener-

ally to be found in a daffodil

specialist's catalogue, the

large Trumpet varieties are

all got by crossing the

different forms of iV. psuedo

narcissus with one another.

The various Incomparabilis

forms are the result of

crossing .V. psuedo tuircissu

and .V. po/ticus. By again

crossing N. Incompnrahiln

by N. po(itiais we get Bur-

bidgei and the new Engle-

heart! class. The new

Posticus varieties are the ,A Chinese Plant, first in

outcome of intercrossing the

old Posticus varieties. ^V. odorous is stated to be the

result of crossing A', psuedo narcissus by A', jonquila,

whereas from X. posticus crossed by A', tazctta we get

A', poi'taz. The older varieties have already been

crossed for almost all they are worth, although there

may be a slight chance of getting something new and

improved from them. Still it is little better than a waste

of time and labour to work with inferior material,

further than the satisfaction that may be derived from

raising a flower similar to one that is already in com-

merce. I would, therefore, recommend any one who con-

templates hybridizing narcissi to procure some of the

newer and more improved forms to start with. No
standard o^ excellence has been laid down by the

Narcissus Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

or anv other daffodil soci.-iv. For fvhihition, however.

Rhododendron Yunnanense

urjduced by the French Missionaries, pht .iphed I

the following points are of paramount importance

—

viz., symmetrical form, colour, substance and size; if

any of the above are lacking the flower loses consider-

ably for exhibition purposes. For example, no matter

how large and fine the trumpet of a daffodil may be, if

its perianth be flabby, transparent, and "spidery," it

would not be so good for exhibition as a much less

flower that had a firm, flat and overiapping perianth.

The spidery flower, however, is not by any means to
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be despised, as for many forms of decoration it is

to be preferred to its more formal brother. In select-

ingf varieties for hybridizing a considerable amount of

knowledge and care is necessary, only those possessing

the good qualities named above and of sound constitution

should be used. It is very important that the parents

of our new hybrids should be vigorous, healthy plants,

for it would simply be a waste of time, money and

energy' raising a flower, no matter how beautiful, if the

plant gradually dwindled after producing its first flower.

Another very important and complex point is the

fertility of the various species and hybrids. Although

sterility of hybrids does not prevail in the narcissi, still

some of the hybrids are so hard to get to bear seed that

for practical hj'bridizing purposes they might as well be

sterile. Again, some varieties bear a good crop of

seed when crossed by a certain variety, whereas if

crossed by another variety with equally potent pollen

may not bear a single seed. However, that is a point

that can only be learned by experience of the varieties

being worked with.

The following is a very reliable list of seed-bearing

plants and all flowers worth working with. Among
older trumpets. Emperor, M. J. Berkley, Mrs. W.
Ware, Horsfieldii, and Madame Plemp are good flowers

and vigorous plants. Maximus, although rather delicate

on some soils, is worth a trial on account of its fine

colour and because it is said to be vine of the parents of

King Alfred. Among newer trumpets Madam de Graaff,

Golden Ball, King Alfred, Mrs. Robert Sydenham. Mrs.

J. H. \'eitch, Weardale Perfection, and Judge Bird are

all fairly fertile. Other good seed-bearers are Artemus,

Lady Margaret Boscawen, Crown Prince, Dorothy

Wemyss, Maggie May, Minnie Hume, Blood Orange,

Oreflamme, Cressit, Incognita, Lady Edith Foljambe,

.\cme, Cassandra and Homer.
As pollen plants the Poeticus section is the most

valuable, and should be extensively used. Generally

speaking, the pollen of Incomparabilis, Barrii, Leedsii

and Burbidgei sections is not so fertile as the Trumpet

and Poeticus varieties. .Again, amongst Trumpet varie-

ties the bicolors do not give so fertile pollen as the

yellow and white Trumpets, one outstanding e,xception

being bicolor Judge Bird, the pollen of which seems to

have a wonderful effect wherever applied, and practi-

callv everv flower touched with its pollen produced seed

in abundance. The readers of Irish Gardening may
consider the prices of some of the varieties enumerated

a bit high. The up to-date hybridist, however, recog-

nises that to get the best results it is necessary to have

good material to work with, and, therefore, frequently

pays over £,20 for a bulb of a good hybridizing variety.

The actual operation of cross hybridizing is very simple,

so I will merely touch on it. The first thing to be done

is to remove the anthers, which should be done with a

small scissors or tweezers immediately the flower opens

and before the anthers burst. Then in two or three

davs, according 10 weather conditions, the stigma

should be ready to receive the pollen, which should be

applied during the early part of a sunny day with a small

camel hair brush, the flower carefully labelled as

crossed.

When it is seen that the cross has taken the seed pod

should be staked and tied, the seed carefully watched

and gathered as it ripens, then sown broadcast in boxes

as early as possible after it had all been collected.

The boxes should be set in a cold frame and left there

for two years. At the end of that time the bulblets may
be lifted and planted in beds in the open, where a small

percentage will flower at the end of the fourth year

from sowing. J. SangstER.

Lissadell, Sligo.

Roses.

By ODONEL Browne, .M.D.

SOME of my readers may have lately received or

seen a cop}' oi a gardening paper with a large

plate in it on which were depicted photographs

of some celebrated rose raisers of the British Isles, and
amongst them I find four well-known Irish faces.- It

must be admitted by all that the man who raises a

good and new rose by *' new," I mean a seedling rose,

derived from cross hybridizing, is a benefactor to the

rose world and deserves all the praise we can bestow

on him.

Few readers have any idea of the time, patience

and brain work that lie in this most complexing

work, but merely think that cross-breeding is an easy

business. True, the actual crossing of two flowers is

not, in itself, a difficult work, but all does not lie here.

The seeds in the fertilized pod have to be ripened

—

they have to be separated and sown in pots. When
they commence to grow—sometimes it takes months
for that seed to germinate — the tiny plant, a rose

growing on its own roots, must be tended most care-

fully, and bye and bye up comes a tiny flower showing
the colour of the future rose, but hardly anything more.

Just as an animal in its infancy is weak and difficult to

judge of its future looks and parental likeness, so the

young rose is a different looking flower from what it

will be in future time. For it takes a rose sometimes

several years of successful budding and growing on

briar stocks before it gains its maturity. It seems as if

it gained some inherent power of soil and climate to

develop some of.its qualities. Now, when this little

seedling rose has borne its first flower the buds on this

rod are taken and budded on to briars. The whole

future of this new rose depends on these buds, and the

attention they get is very great. As fast as he can the

raiser works up a stock of the variety, and it is this

testing and labour which makes new seedling roses so

costly when they are first sent out. I have been told

by the best raisers that it sometimes takes six years

from the seed-sowing to the actual sale, and when you

come to think of all the work and care the raiser has

spent you surel}* cannot grumble at his price. Lest you

should think that every seed sown is destined to become
a glorious flower, let me explain that nine-tenths of

them do not fulfil this requirement. Only recently I

asked one of our Irish raisers about another raiser's

success, and he replied, "X. does not know how lucky

he has been." I may mention that X. had raised a fine

flower at the time. Now, lest some raisers other than

our Irish raisers should grumble, and say I write this

article to "puff up" our raisers, let me assure them

that I do not wish to do so, for vou can purchase any

of the varieties raised bv all the rose raisers in the
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world at any nurser)' when once they are on the market.

Still we must always be most thankful to our raisers

for all they have done, and I think we should be very

proud of Messrs. Alex. Dickson, of Newtownards, as

raisers, seeing that they have raised more gold medal
varieties than any two other firms in the world. How
proud they must have been when they swept the

championship cup in London last July with 72 roses,

36 varieties of which emanated from seedlings raised

in Newtownards.
It was a triumph

which may take

many years to

repeat.

Now, sundry

grumblings reach

m\' ears from Hel-

fast. where Hugh
Dickson has
lately started

raising seedlings,

and we alread\'

know that the

finest crimson

rose, taken all

round, bears the

name of their re-

spected father.

Hugh Dickson,

who unfortunately

is no longer

with us. Messr.s.

Hugh Dickson
have risen by
leaps and bounds,

and in a few years

have proved to all

the world that

their seedlings

are very "extra
special " indeed.

But growls still

reach me from

Portadown side

—

they are a noisy

lot those Porta-

down folk— where
Samuel M'Gred\"

& Sons have a

large nursery.
Messrs. M'Gredy
began about the

same time as Messrs. Hugh Dickson, and it is most
interesting to watch the race between these three Irish

firms to collar those gold medals in England. So
greedy (?) are they that they .seized every gold medal
in England this year. Long may they continue to

serve us so well. But, when all is said and done.
we must never forget one whose photograph is

placed in the centre of the lot. I refer to the late

Henry Bennett. What a pity he was not spared to

continue giving us varieties, which are a credit to

him and us 1

Sweet Pea for

(Or

Rosa Sericea var. Pteracantha

; of Wilson's new Chinese Plants photographed at Gla'

I9IO

IT is now time to select our sweet peas for the coming
season. If we delay the demand is so great for seeds
and the harvest small, probably we shall miss some

of the best varieties. " Sold out " is poor consolation to

hear from the seedsman instead of receiving our parcels
of seeds. It is best to order at once, and then we shall

not be disappointed. It is weary work wading through
the shoal of names
we get in all sweet
pea catalogues.

Last year I

grew over eighty
varieties, and it

might help
readers of Irish

Garden'i.ng if I

give what I

proved to be the

best fifteen :

—

King Edward
Spencer (crim-

son). Nora Unwin
I white), .\udre}-
Crier (pink),
Helen Lewis
(orange), John
I r gm a n (car-

mine), Mrs. Henry
Bell (cream pink),

Elsie Herbert
(picotee), Othello

Spencer (ma-

roon ), T e n n a n t

Spencer (mauve),

Mrs. Hardcastle

Sykes (blush).

Miss A. Brown
(lavender), Apple
Blossom Spencer

(bicolor), Marjori

Willis (rose). Yan-
kee (red stripe),

and Clar.i Curtis

(cream).

These all came
true with me. but

soil has a lot to

do with variation.

We are promised

some magnificent

things for 19IO, but it is from the older varieties we

draw the greater part of our supplies In the company

of such varieties as I have mentioned the new-comers

will prove their worth, although I have heard from a

good source that Dusky Monarch. Snowflake, George

Stark and Earl Spencer are some of the finest ever seen.

By the way, has any reader of Irish Gardenmng ever

found a cure or preventative for "streak " ? If any one

has he would greatly help his brethren by stating it, for

if something is not soon discovered many growers will

have to give up in despair. C. E. COSTKR.
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Pure-Bred Seeds.

By Professor James Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.

IF there is one thing more than another we
should like to impress upon horticulturists

it is the necessity for having pure seeds

—

that is, seeds that will produce the plants they

are bought to produce, and the need for hav-

ing pure seed is becoming greater and greater

every year. Nowadays we almost live upon

hybrids ; upon things that are new, and when
every producer of a new variety is rushing into

the market with his product, so as to reap the

financial benefit of his work, it is becoming

more and more urgent that we look closely into

the probability of the seed we buy producing

what we want. Not only must the horticul-

turist do this, but the seedsman must do so also.

Indeed, it is more incumbent upon the seeds-

man than upon the horticulturist, for he is likelj-

to suffer the greater loss if he does not do so.

Our hybrids—our new plants—are all the

blending of one or more varieties. We have

known for many years that it is not the habit of

a hybrid to breed true, and that the elimination

of the wastrels has to be carried on for many
years before they do so, that even in some
cases they are never eliminated.

We now know why hybrids do not breed

true, and knowing this the method of eliminat-

ing the wastrels becomes simple and clear. It

is not to be accomplished by the mere annual

rogueing. Given time that method may suffice,

but between the hurry of producers to sell and

hurry of horticulturists to have the new plants

in their gardens, the thing must be done with

such system as we now know to be possible,

which will achieve its purpose with all the

greater speed.

The system really begins and ends with the

producer, and depends upon Mendel's law of

heredity. Our efforts to get pure seed affect

the retail seedsman first of all, then the whole-

sale men, but through them, eventually and pro-

perly, they reach the producer of new varieties.

Let us imagine a case. A producer of new
varieties sees two plants of the same species,

one with a desirable colour of flower, the other

with a desirable shape of leaf, and he wishes

to get these two desirable characteristics com-
bined in the same plant. He crosses the two
original plants, and perhaps he finds both desir-

able characteristics combined in the progeny.

But he must not assume these progeny will breed

true again. He will find some of them breed-

ing true for the flower, some for the leaf; but,

unless by some very lucky chance, he cannot

expect ordinary rogueing to give him a race

that will he freeof reversions to the parents with

which he first started. He must cross his hybrids

again with one or other of his original plants

before he can say for certain that they are pure.

Take the case of the flower. In the first

cross the undesirable flower was apparently

obliterated, although it afterwards turned up

again. If he now crosses the desirable flower

in his hybrid with the flower which was appar-

entl}' obliterated, and he finds again that the

same flower is obliterated, his hybrid is pure,

and will continue to breed as desired. If some
of the undesirable flower turns up, his hybrid is

not pure.

We have taken a ver\- simple case ; but all

our hybrids work very much in the same way,

and all can be made pure before they leave the

breeder's hands. Hence, our suggestion that

the horticulturist should insist upon pure seed,

and that by pressing upon his seedsman he

should eventually bring pressure to bear upon

the original producer. The effect would be

not only to bring more pleasure to the horti-

culturist but more satisfaction and greater

pecuniary gain to the producer.

Professor W. Bateson, F. R. S.. the well-known

Cambridge biologist, celebrated for his researches in

matters relating to heredity, has accepted the director-

ship of the John Innes Horticultural Institution at Mer-

ton. Surrey. This institution has been established under

the conditions set forth in the will of the late Mr. John

Innes. of Merton, which provides for the carrying on of

a horticultural research station imder the direction and

control of three trustees, acting in concert with

represenlativesof the universities of Oxford, Cambridge,

and London, or other bodies interested in the advance

of agriculture or horticulture. The appointment of

Professor Bateson as the first director is a good
beginning, and is an indication that the council intends

the work to be carried on upon sound, scientific lines,

and to keep always in view the bearing of its research

upon the practical problems in horticulture.
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Spraying lawns with iron sulphate to free them from
dandelion has been tried, and apparently' with some
success, at one of the American Agricultural Experi-
mental Stations. On the sprayed areas no dandelion
plants seeded, many of the large roots entirely dis-

appeared, while young plants coming from seeds were
entirely destroyed.

According to results obtained from tests in a French
garden it would seem that many garden plants, and
particularly roses, are benefited by applications of salts

of magnesia to the soil. It is claimed that in the

majority of soils the addition of a little sulphate of

magnesia would prove of great value to roses.

We have received a copy of the catalogue of the

spring show of the Clare Horticultural Society, to be
held at Ennis on the 14th day of April next. There are
three sections—the first, comprising daffodils and other
spring flowers ; the second, plants in pots, fibre or
glasses ; and the third, collections of vegetables and
salad plants— in all twenty-six classes.

The Garden?—well, you can't expect
To meet July in dark November.

The beds, though showing no neglect.

I quite admit bear signs of ember ;

But though their painted pomp succumbs,
.'\nd though you miss May's flowerless closes.

You'll find the brown chrysanthemums
And faint delayed autumnal roses.

The national importance of soil surveys as an aid to

the better utilisation of soils has long been recognised

by the agricultural authorities of the United States. In

this connection, by the way. Ireland is in advance of

her sister islands, as already there is a soil surve}' branch
in the Irish Geological Survey Office. A very important

advance is being made at present in the New Jersey State,

where a soil survey is begun in conjunction with the

State Geological Survey. This survey " will include a
chemical examination to determine the chemical

composition of the soils and sub-soils, and the

amounts of plant food present ; a mechanical examina-

tion to determine the mechanical condition of the soil,

its fineness or coarseness, its porosity or imperviousness.

&c. It will also include an agricultural examination to

determine the nature and quality of crops now produced,

and all will be based upon the topographic and geo-

logical investigations of the past forty j'ears."

As several kinds of root diseases are distributed by
transplanted plants, and as these diseases are frequently

due to the soil of the seed beds being infected, the

precaution is taken in some nurseries to first sterilize

the soil before sowing the seed. This, if properly done,

will prevent such root troubles as may be caused by the

presence of minute injurious organisms in the soil.

Professor Percival having resigned the directorship

of the Department of Agriculture and Horticulture at

the University College. Reading, the Council of the

College has appointed Mr. Ronald Hart Synnot, B.Sc,

as his successor. Mr. Synnot. previous to his present

appointment, was private secretary to Sir Horace
I'lunket.

Mr. H. M. Russell (U. S. Department of Agriculture)

has been experimenting with methods to control the

ravages of thrips in greenhouses. The remedies
recommended include fumigating with nicotine papers,

nicotine liquid extract, and hydrocyanic acid gas, and
sprajing with water, nicotine liquids and " Kerosene

''

emulsion.

Mr. Walter Smith, of Holywood, Co. Down, sends
the following list of winter flowering plants that has
been supplied to him by G. N. Smith of Newry :

—

Auriculas ; Primula calycina, P. decora, P. Clusiana,

P. denticulata, P. marginata. P. rosea splendeus ;

Rhododendron pra?cox, R. parviflorus. R. ciliatum
;

Saxifraga ElizabethEe. S. Burseriana, S. B. grandiflora.

S. coriophylla, S. Salomoni ; Trillium grandiflorum, T.

erectum. T. E. album, T. grandiflorum roseum

;

Megasea ciliata ; .\mygdalus nanus ; Epimedium
alpinum. E. sulphureum ; Dicentra eximia. D. cucullaria

;

Daphne Blaguayana. A full list of winter flowering

shrubs and plants is given in a book. "Hardy Border

Flowers the Year Round. " post free, is. 2d., from

William Ward. 21 Callendar Street, Belfast.

At the annual social gathering o( the Irish Gardeners

.Association, held last month in Dublin. Mr. W. S. Hall

was presented with an address and handsome gold

watch in recognition of his long service as honorarj'

secretary to the Association. Mr. Hall retires after

holding office for 11 years, and is succeeded by Mr
J. J. MacDonough, the energetic honorary secretary of

the Dublin Seed and Nurserymen Employees' Associa-

tion.

" The great defect of most professional gardeners is

that, however well they have been taught a right

routine, they do not know the reason of it. and there-

fore cannot apply it to things outside their experience.

They have learnt what they know as arbitrary and

isolated facts, just as children learn a number of dates

from bad teachers of history ; and these facts do not

help them to learn anything new. The best gardeners

are those who cannot endure that any fact they team

should remain arbitrary and isolated. Every plant is to

them a living and a reasonable being, and they wish to

understand it as the poet wishes to understand men.

They like to know the conditions of its native home and

to see how those conditions have made its character.

They like to see bow far it is adaptable to the ordinary

routine of the English garden and whether cultivation

will improve it or injure it."— Studies in Gardening.

Messrs. Hltchinson & Miller, of the Rothamsted

Experimental Station, have been carrying on researches

on the direct assimilation of ammonium salts by plants.

They find that certain agricultural plants are able to

produce normal growth when the only source of nitrogen

is an ammonium salt. As ammonium salts are readily

nitrified under normal soil conditions by certain soil

bacteria, the experimenters took necessary precautions

to prevent this taking place. It is further discovered

that plants which take up ammonium salts exclusively

contain a higher percentage of albuminous substances

in their tissues.
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Mildews of the Gooseberry and

the Apple.

FROM Dr. Eriksson two reprints have recently

come to hand dealing^ with the American goose-
berry mildew and the apple mildew respectively.

In the firsi of these the question of the relative degree
of susceptibility to attack exhibited by the different

varieties of the gooseberry is dealt with. Dr. Eriks-

son is satisfied from his observation of and experience
with this pest during the past few years that it is hope-
less to try and combat it by strongly pruning back the

bushes in late autumn or winter. He does not discuss,

however, the advantages of combining with this treat-

ment that of spraying the bushes in spring or early

summer with liver of sulphur solution, a combined treat-

ment which has apparentlj' been tried with not a little

success in some parts of England, though its trial in

Ireland has not led to any encouraging results.

Dr. Eriksson thinks that the only way left out of the

difficulty is the production of new varieties of goose-
berries which shall be immune against the mildew.
Unfortunately, however, at present there is not a single

variety which is really immune, and so it is sowewhat
difficult to get a starting point for such work. The
mountain gooseberry, which some observers have stated

to be immune to the disease, is not reallv so. at any
rate not in Sweden, but is merely somewhat less sus-

ceptible to attack than some other varieties. Never-
theless, even the possession of this partial immunity
makes this variety worthy of the breeder's attention.

In this connection the susceptibility of the red and
the black currant to attack by this mildew is also dis-

cussed. In Sweden the red currant is not very easily

attacked, but a bad attack on the black currant was
noted in one locality in 1908. Possibly climatic in-

fluences may have something to do with the suscepti-

bility to attack or otherwise.

In the present state of affairs Dr. Eriksson considers
it of the utmost importance that those specialists in

gooseberry culture who are well up in methods of
breeding and selection should make a determined
attempt to produce new varieties of gooseberries
which will be immune to the American gooseberry
m"ldew.

The second pamphlet, which is provided with six

good photographic illustrations, deals with the apple
mildew and its treatment. The appearance of affected

twigs, leaves, and fruit is described, and the life history

of the fungus dealt with. The following preventive

means are recommended :
—

1. Remove and burn all affected annual growths be-

fore the leaves fall in autumn.

2. After leaf-fall gather up and burn all leaves and
fallen twigs and branches.

3. Spray the trees immediately after defoliation with
a one per cent, solution of copper sulphate or liver of
sulphur.

4. Lime the ground below the trees immediately after

this.

5. In spring, before the foliage unfolds, repeat the
spraying, and if necessary repeat once more after

flowering. [It would probably be wise to use the liver

of sulphur for this last spraying and not the copper
sulphate].

6. Raisers of new varieties from pips should take
care that the seed is derived from fruit trees in orchards
where the mildew is not present.

Dr. Eriksson states that the mildew was first noticed
in Sweden in 1906 on young apple seedlings raised
there from .seed imported the previous year, and he
believes that the mildew was introduced with the seed.
as it was not to be found on any other apple trees in

the neighbourhood. The same mildew has also been
found on the pear. G. H. P.

Current Topics.
By E. K.NOWLDi.N, F.R.H.S.

VEGETABLE Xationalists. but what of .Athlone—
Och.ine! Cheap grapes and tasty tomatoes.

The Gardeners' Hop, and twice round for the

cup. Reafforestation, shortage of rain, early winter,

and frigid recollections. Green 'uns, and grubs galore :

what a gardener saw. Intensive rot, but where French-
men lead. Somebody's blundered. Tetnpus fugit ;

the stroke of twelve ; Christmas currents and our raisons

d etre io r a fond farewell.

The new National Vegetable Society is going ahead
and getting up a fine fat programme for 1910, when
September 28lh sees its first show at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, London. The prizes will be big. cf course,

and the vegetables will be perfect we are sure. Cauli-

flowers tucked up on black velvet, and so on, and all

that sort of thing ; but we do hope it will not be a show
for the giants alone, and we do hope, too, there will be

single dish classes for nearly everything in which the

cottagers and allotment holders may get a look in, even

if the lords' gardeners have to look out, for you could

not. in the season, go through the cottagers' gardens

and the allotment holders' plots of the Southern English

Counties without noting some wonderful examples of

vegetable culture, although probably no one man could

cope with the giants for collections.

So, September 28th, 1910, will be a great day for

—

.somebodies ; but why in the name of— of all the Prides

and Perfections in the seed lists, confine such an impor-

tant event to one day? Is it for fear that the celery

will bolt, cabbages run, and the .huge flabby-hearted

onions collapse under the strain of a two or three days'

show ? Well, we don't know much about it yet, and
although we have promised to look out for a *' Sheddul

"

for one and get the " Sedual " for another, and when
we get that—that which a dozen exhibitors have a

dozen different intonations for, from the soft, sibilant

"Sedual" to the hard rattle of a "Scuttle" which a

messenger once demanded at Molesworlh Street, then

we shall know more about it.

But, what of .-Xthlone. and surely we can think of that

without the selfish insinuation of "ourselves alone"?

Athlone, and the great .\thlonian holiday, and its com-
petitions across four counties, at least, which stirred to

deeds of derring-do in that quaint old town where they
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tickle the jud'cial tooth with Shannon trouts for break-

fast. And now it seems the leading" spirits have re-

sig^ied and the body is left with not a kick in it to shove

off a 1910 show. And then to think of all that it has

done, and to think that the old order of things in bog-

land may return—great Scott !

Fancy. Gros Colmans, or Gros Colmar, we never

know which, so generally spell them turn about, and
h.aving the precedent of a high class paper doing the

same no one need try to clip our bi-lingual burst, for the

difference 'twixt mar and man is soon made up, or

should be, and we are not open to conviction—fancy

Gros Colmans, and excellent Colmars, too, ticketed ten-

pence a pound in Dublin ? Is this over production or

under consumption, or a little of both ? For the grape
grower, unfortunate man, it looks as if the day of small

profits is not only at hand but actually arrived. How
are tomatoes judged ? Do the judges feel them, smell

them, pinch them, or pat them, or like the cabman's

horse with unfair fares gauge their rotundity, and then

jib at the heavy weights? Other points being equal

should flavour come into calculation ? The second

prize lot amongst twenty dishes at the recent Dublin

show was Waterpark Hybrid, the most delicious fruit

(or is it vegetable?) we have .sampled since the old Ham-
green favourite grew in days of yore. No ! we are

not judging the judges, nor did we sample them at the

show, that by courtesy of the grower was done since,

but merely promulgate this to get the opinion of the

visitor who carried off that dish by " mistake "
! Will

he, or she, kindly state it in the next number of Irish

G.^RDENING under the 710m de plume of " Lifter." And,

at the same time, will the visitor who miss-took the half-

bushel case of Xewtown-on-Fergus apples kindly return

empty to owner and advise us under the nom tic plume
<>i " Klepto." No questions will be asked.

Ere this is in print the Irish Gardeners' -Association

will have wound up an excellent season with the mem-
bers' conversazione and dance in the D. B.C., and with

their new rules and new lion sec, will doubtless settle

down again seriously after the little " divarshion " to

more good works. And the Gardeners' Cup goes for

the second year to Mr. Davies (Obelisk Park Gardens),

who will have to be fought hard the coming year to keep
up the sport a little longer.

Beyond the little glorification at Bray Head on

the last day of the Irish .Arbor Week, we don't hear

of much having been done in the way of this kind

of reafforestation. A good deal, of course, may
have been done, but, if so, why keep it dark ? After a

flourish of trumpets, when the music dies off " so suddint

like," it appears neither promising nor resultant. Cer-

tainly it is not the fault of the Irish Forestry Society,

who, having piped, are perhaps expected to dance
around themselves and Woburnise the bare bosom of

old Ireland.

We should think that October did much to make up

the shortage in the year's rainfall, of which, according

to Rothamsted statistics, igog started with a deficiency

of 284 tons per acre. However, those are not Irish

measurements, still we have not been short of weather,

and the few cold snaps, with a couple of Christmas-cardy

kind of mornings, remind us of a winter in Kildare some-
where back close to the eighties, when frost set in on

N'ovember ist and lasted till— till il went, anyway ; but

we have a vivid recollection of how it culminated in zero

at midnight — in the shade, of course — our thermometer

standing at o, with a south wind by the same token, and

in seven hours—viz., at seven in the morning — it stood at

40 degrees and was raining. It was a remarkable jump,

and broke the back of winter that season, but was fol-

lowed by another winter pretty well equal to it. Probably

there are but few young gardeners know W'liat zero

really means, and we haven't the time to tell them,

beyond remarking it was a fat time for the plumber but

a lean one in the garden. •

Surely this year has made a record for aphis, and
grubs, and—and all the "divilment" of insect life that

comes to double our troubles and more than halve the

gastronomic joys of the restaurant diner as he suspi-

ciously picks his way through a cauliflower or a much
chopped cabbage. There does not seem much grease

banding done for the codlin moth in Ireland. Is it CAving

to what a gardener is averred to have seen—viz., that

Mr. Codlinmoth, who is blessed with a fine pair of

wings while "herself" has none, has been caught in the

act of picking up the missus on his back and flying with

her over the obstructing grease band to the incubating

grounds above? We note that the gardening paper

reporting these gymnastics asks for corroboration, and

our observant young Irish gardeners might be on the

qui vivf.

The "golden soil " theory of French gardening seems
to have pretty well had the bottom knocked out of it

now, and without going into details the summing up may
be taken as about five per cent, on outlay, but this only

for those who have, as well as the money to put into it.

the skill, untiring patience, and constant watchfulness

to work it ; without the latter, and a few other virtues

as well, our French gardener may find himself pretty

well on a par with the talented author of Lorna Doone,

who lost ;£20,ooo in pear-growing at Teddington.

Speaking of pears, by the way, the French and their

climate combined seQm facileprhiceps with this fruit. ;ind

the collection of twenty-five varieties from Tours shown

in London on the 9th ult.. the bulk of which are unknown

to us, is said to have surpassed anything we can do or

are ever likely to do.

Talking of fruit, somebody surely has blundered over

the plunder, we mean wonderberry. .Allowing for all

the proverbial Transatlantic tail talk, we cannot conceive

that this wretched berry, as we have seen it, is the

identical Burbank "' creation " which has been boomed
in the States. Compared with three samples we have

now seen of Irish growth, our common blackberry is a

king to it. .Again, surely, over this berry—wonderberry,

forsooth, nastyberry would be more nameful, this thiiig

which we never want to see or hear of again—some one

has blundered.

How time flies ! With thisowrlast of Current Topics owr

twelfth round is completed, for it is good that rotation

of cropping should be recognised in Irish G.vrdening

both figuratively and literally. Christmas currents pro-

vide, perhaps, raisons d'etre for adding other December

topics to what should have been sooner done ; but, some-

how, stories lengthen when begun, so with one big.

hearty, old, seasonable wish the writer bids his readers

adieu.
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The Winter Carnation in

January-

IN the dull dark days of winter there are now plenty

of beautiful flowers, even the man of moderate
means can have his Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and

Cypripediums, and within recent years the carnation

has been more esteemed as a winter flower. It has more
to recommend it even thnn the aristocratic orchid, and
when given the conditions it likes, its requirements are

really very simple and easily applied. Yet I am in a

position to be constantly applied to for advice as to why
failures have taken place after all the care possible has

been bestowed on the plants. One will write to say that

the plants g-row very well, but the flowers are so small

;

another, that they damp off. refusing to open. Of
course it is at mid-winter, and after that difficulties are

likely to arise. In November, and even in the early

days of December, It is not so difficult to obtain fine

flowers, but in January the vigour of the plants, which

has been fairly well sustained through November and
December, has become somewhat weakened, and

more care is necessary to obtain good results.

The foundation of success must be laid in careful

culture. The amateur cultivator is not likely to plant

out his carnations on benches, although this Is a

system of culture which may demand a good deal

of attention in the future. In a few words, the tree

carnation requires a rich soil and the careful hand
of the gardener, especially in winter ; moreover,

much previous preparation is necessary. An amateur

can go to the dealer early In autumn and he can order

plants large enough to flower and well set with flower

buds. This Is frequently done, and good results may
be expected, but the real amateur not only wishes to

flower his plants, he wants to grow them, and he must
give them ten to twelve months' careful attention to get

them up to the flowering stage. To begin with, no one
can have carnation flowers in winter unless they have a

heated house and one in which a temperature of 55
degrees can be kept up at night. In such a house there

may be a corner where a hand-light or two can be

placed, or a propagating frame over hot water pipes.

Any heated place will be suflicient to strike the slips or

cuttings in January. I used to strike all I required in a

small cucumber house under the plants. A little sand
is placed on the surface, the slips are inserted in the

sand, and the labels to mark the different varieties also

serve to sustain a few squares of glass laid over them,

and they will form roots in ten days or a little more,

according to the temperature of the house and the body
of soil in which they are inserted. When roots are

formed they are taken up, and each small plant is

carefully placed in a small flower-pot and kept growing
on a shelf near the glass in the house where the

flowering carnations are. The flowering plants ought
to be in six or eight-inch flower pots to obtain good
blooms, and they must have good soil, decayed turfy

loam is the best, but it must be frei^ from wireworm, as

this pest is fatal ; four parts of decayed turfy loam, a

fourth part of decayed stable manure, and a fourth part

of leaf-mould. If the loam is sandy no sand is needed
to mix with it, if it is heavy loam a little sand is

required to keep it open, or ground oyster shells ; this

can be obtained from seedsmen and sundriesmen in

three sizes— fine, medium, or coarse.

The plants now In very small flower pots must be
repotted during the spring and summer months until

they form the flowering plants of the dreary days of

winter, and so simple is the culture that, given the

above potting soil, clean flower pots of the various

sizes needed, and the ordinary attention that must be
given to any greenhouse plants usually grown—pelar-

goniums, fuchsias, chrysanthemums, &c.— the results

will be surprising. It takes the entire season to form a
really good specimen, and as the young plants must be

growing even in January they must be in heat during
the three first months of the year, and In these early

stages of their growth they require to be near the glass

roof of the house in which they are growing, and to be
repotted Into large flower pots as they Increase in

growth. Indeed It Is the fundamental principle of all

good cultivation to see that the plants have a frequent

supply of good soil for the roots and cleanliness on the

leaves. Green-fly Is very troublesome, but can easily

be destroyed by fumigating. J. Doi'GLAS.

Gre.\t Bookha.m.

Mr. E. Molvnelx gives In the current number of the

Gardeneys' Magazine a descriptive list of new Japanese

chrysanthemums that he recommends as really good
novelties. As he remarks, they are not numerous this

year. The following are the varieties mentioned :

—

Miss Lillian Hall, incurved with broad florets of a

silvery-rose colour ; Miss Ellle Greene, with long, droop-

ing, graceful florets, rose-pink ; Mrs. Robert Brown,

with long, wide petals forming large, drooping blooms,

brick-red on upper and bronzy-buff" on under surface ;

Mrs. Charles Beckett, dwarf, with good foliage, florets

broad, turned up at tip, soft yellow ; Miss .\nnle NicoU,

pale blush ; Ella .Ainsley, with wide, reflexed flowers of

a rich crimson ; Kate AInsley, with large, well-fitted

blooms, golden, with crimson or purple stripes ; Mrs. F. C.

Stoop, rose-coloured ; Beecham Keeling,terra-colta red ;

Mary Toullon, a shell pink ; White Queen, ivory-white ;

George Hemming, rich amaranth ; Mrs. Trevor Williams,

wide florets, with twisted points, buff; Mrs. L. Thorne,

soft yellow.

.As a result of the potato trials conducted during the

past season at the gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society at WIsley, It has been found that Irish "seeds
"

have again proved their superiority over both Scottish

and English. The heaviest yield was from samples

supplied from Mallow, Co. Cork, and the second best

from Hillsborough, Co. Down, the third best was from

Scotland, the fourth best from Co. Kildare, the fifth

best from Cumberland, and the rest (10 others) from

English sources. Taking the results as a whole, the

Irish tubers gave an .average crop of 123 lbs., the

Scottish 82 lbs., and the English and Welsh 72 lbs.
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The Month's Work
The Flower Garden.

By J. H. CiMiMiN-G, Overseer, Royal Dublin Society,

Ball's Bridg-e.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— It takes several years to

work up a stock of good plants, and they shoukl

not be interfered with much. When grown in

pots they should be placed in a cool house, where the

lovely white flowers will fully develop and last for weeks
during the winter. A partly shaded border with a rich,

loamy soil is the best place for them outside. Plant the

clumps eighteen inches apart in beds convenient for

frames or lights to be placed over them this month. By
so doing the flowers may be gathered clean and white.

Carefully examine the interior of the frames for any

slugs, and round the edges of the frame scatter some
dry lime to prevent their access. Good beds will last

for years in the same position, provided the drainage is

good, and a top-dressing of loam and rotten dung
forked in lightly after the flowering season is over.

Bedding-out Plants.—With changeable weather

some skill is needed to keep these plants in a healthy

condition, especially where heating appliances are not

satisfactory. Great care in watering must be taken,

and it is better to allow the soil to become very dry than

to keep it too moist. Pick off every faded leaf, and, if

possible, spread out the plants more, so as to allow

plenty of air to circulate amongst them. Such things as

iresines, heliotropes and coleus should be kept warm
now to preserve the leaves. In foggy weather the

lights on frames and ventilators in houses should be

kept closed, otherwise the interiors soon become
damp.
Window Boxes.—Before it is too late arrangements

should be made for an early spring display. It is an
easy matter to make window boxes gay for two months
before the summer occupants are placed in position.

For an earl}' display chionodoxa, crocuses and snow-

drops may be used. Then among datfodils, Princeps,

Sir Watkin, Barri conspiciiiis, Stella and Cynosure are

amongst the best, and being very cheap the expense oi

filling a few boxes is a small item. The same soil

that was used for the summer plants will do for the

bulbs. Loosen it up and plant the bulbs two inches

apart and at the same depth. Other things may be

associated with the bulbs, such as aubretias, violas and
arabis. They can, of course, be easily grown for the

purpose, and cover the surface of the soil till the bulbs

occupy the place intended for them.

LiLV of the V'allev. —When the leaves are ripe

enough to come readily from the crowns they should be

removed and a top-dressing oi loam, leaf-mould and
sand in equal parts placed over the surface, just heavy
enough to show the tops of the crowns visible. If

intended for forcing select plump, firm crowns and let

them lie on the open ground for a time, and if frost pre-

vails so much the better. With this exposure they force

something like restarted roots.

Hardv Climbers.—These are seldom seen to advan-

tage owing to their being stiflly trained against walls.

One of the best ways of enjoying their beauty is to train

them in a free way over trees, rough poles, or on trellis

work. In some low trees a graceful creeper may
garland their heads. Some vigorous climbers in time
ascend tall trees, and there are few more beautiful things
than a veil of Cleinalis monlaiia over a tall tree. Many
lovely kinds may be grown, and in addition jasamines,
honeysuckles and wild vines ; and take the Virginian
creeper for clothing the trunk of a tree, the eftect in

autumn is beautiful. The wistaria, too, looks best
when planted with a background of evergreen trees.

Tropieolum spcciosa in the north of Scotland takes
possession of some hedges and trees, and such a drapery
is lovely and too good to disturb. Planting may be
done at a distance of about three feet away from the
stem, with the roots pointing outwards, thereafter
mulch with manure and suitable soil to encourage the
roots to extend.

LiLiLMs.—The beauty of these stately flowers is un-
surpassed. Their size, colour, fragrance, and usefulness
render them the most useful of our bulbous plants. It is of
great importance to plant early. New bulbs will be arriv-

ing this month, and the sooner they are potted or planted
the better, as dried bulbs lose much of their vitality.

Most of the lilies revel in a rich friable loam, in which
plenty of coarse sand is mixed. Some of the varieties
like a little peat, but the more popular kinds do very
well without it. Choose a partially-shaded position in

borders or beds, and a slight protection of coal-ashes
or coarse leaf-soil put over the crowns will keep them
safe till frost is gone.

V'arieg.\ted Shrubs.—Among the hardy shrubs
which help to give character to a place are those having
variegated foliage. There are many beautiful kinds
to select from, but the wise planter generally plants

largely of those things he knows will lead to success.
Aucuba japonica varifgiita is a quick grower, and thrives

almost anywhere. Euonymus japonica, argentea and
aurea are both very effective. The variegated ivies

soon grow into pretty bushes. Osmathus ilkifolius

'Mriegata,Ju>iipcrus sabina variegata.Bii.xus aurea. Taxus
baccata, and the variegated form of Cuprcssus laivsoniana

are all easily grown. Retinosporas do well in the country,
and are invaluable in a small state for spring bedding

;

near towns they get a rusty appearance after a few-

years. A succession of small plants can be kept up by
putting in a batch of cuttings every autumn in a
sheltered border.

General Work.— Pot plants in frames should be
plunged to their rims in ashes, so that there may be no
danger of the frost breaking the pots. Plants and bulbs

intended for forcing should be kept as near to the glass
as possible, and not subjected to a high temperature at

first. Begin with a slight amount of extra warmth and
increase it later. Pot plants in rooms where a fire burns
constantly in winter will require cautious watering.

Such plants are generally placed in saucers, and in the

dead of winter it is a good plan to pour a little water
into the saucers to rise by capillary attraction to the

soil and roots. This prevents damp near the surface

of the soil. AVhen chrysanthemums pass out of flower

their places can be taken with salvias, cyclamens, and
zonal pelargoniums, and these will require more warmth
than is usually found in a cool conservatory. Grass
verges and walks should be kept swept and rolled to

maintain as tidy an appearance as possible.
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Christmas Decorations. — With the advent of

December thoughts of Christmas decoration for house

and table will claim attention. The cheery aspect of

Christmas is very much influenced by the decorative

effect of holly, mistletoe, ivy and other evergreens,

made more or less effective according to the means at

disposal. Much of the holly this year is prolific of

berries, and suitable schemes of decoration readily

suggest themselves to those accustomed to exercising

their taste in the matter. For Christmas week holly-

filled vases look well throughout the house. White

chrysanthemums and Christmas roses, arranged with

their own foliage, are also in keeping ; in fact anything

to help to make the house and table look bright and gay

is all-important, and so follow the advice of the poet,

who bids us
" Be merry all, be merrj- all,

With holly dreis the festive hall,

Prepare the si)ng, the feast, the ball,

To welcome merry Christmas."

To those who have followed my notes throughout the

past year I offer the season's best wishes, and trust the

suggestions given may have been helpful in aiding their

labours in the noble art of gardening.

The Fruit Grounds.
By William R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh.

THE principal work during this month will be the

pruning of fruit trees and bushes. This is a

very important part of the fruit growers'

business, but unfortunately but little understood by the

vast majority of them. The following hints on each

kind are given in the hope that it may help many who

are anxious to do what they can in this way.

Trees properly pruned annually are pleasing to the

eye as well as being more fruitful than those not

attended to in this way. Pruning, besides making trees

fruitful, keeps them in proper bounds and keeps them

open, so that air and sun are freely admitted to all parts

of the tree, making the fruit of better colour and

flavour ; it also strengthens the branches, making them

better able to support a heavy crop of fruit.

Apples.—The winter pruning of these is fairly simple

when the method of producing fruit is understood.

They produce fruit on spurs which issue from the sides

of the branches. Some varieties also produce fruit on

the ends of branches. Trees, bush and standard, which

have attained their full size, or nearly so, require very

little pruning. The best thing to do with such trees is

to remove altogether any branch which may be too

close to its neighbour to prevent them rubbing. Keep all

outer branches well thinned so that light may be freely

admitted. In these it is not necessary to cut the ends

of shoots, as if in good bearing condition, as they

should be at this age, very little growth will be made,

and fruit buds will form naturally on them. Younger

trees trained in these forms require more careful

handling ; each tree, before a knife is brought into con-

tact with it, should be well survej-ed. In doing so anyone

with a practised eye will at once see what is to be removed

and what is to be left, he will also have in his mind's

eye the ultimate shape of the tree when finished. If

two branches cross each other one must be removed.

All leading shoots are to be shortened ; this must be

done according to their strength. Shoots three feet in

length may be shortened to about fifteen inches, those

about twelve inches long to about six inches. All side

shoots should be cut back to about two buds of their

base, and sappy growths arising from stem, and suckers

must be entirely removed. .Always bear in mind that

the centre of all bush trees must be kept open. AH
cankered parts in thick branches or trunk of trees

must be cut out and painted over with tar, and shoots

showing signs of it should be entirely removed. Apples

trained on walls, either fan-shape or horizontal, are

easily done, simply requiring all growths to be cut hard

back to about two eyes of their base, all decaying spurs

being removed and leaders laid in, shortening them to

about half their length. In pruning horizontal trained

trees which have not filled their allotted spaces, the

upright leaders must be cut back to where the next pair

of side branches are rquired. From this point three

shoots must be secured—one to be trained upright and

the others laid in one at each side. The foregoing notes

apply to pear-trees, as both produce their fruit similarly.

Cherries and Plvms.—These produce their fruit on

spurs and on shoots made the preceding year, and

therefore may be taken together. Fan-training, where

walls can be used for the purpose, is the best way to

train these. Lay in the branches regularly, and at least

nine inches apart. If plenty of spurs are in evidence on

young wood the old ones should be well thinned out, as

on the younger and more vigorous shoots the finest

fruits are to be had. Leading shoots should be shortened

about a third of their length, and the side shoots

cut hard back. I'lums trained as standards require

the leading shoots shortened, and side ones spurred.

.Avoid cutting strong branches as much as possible. If

they are regularly pruned this may be avoided, as

gumming is sure to result.

Gooseberries, Red and White Cirr.vnts.—These

may be taken together also. They produce their fruit

almost exactly in the same way, so to avoid repeti-

tion may be classed together. The finest fruits are

produced on the young wood of from one to three

years old. This should always be secured ; at least

two young shoots should be secured every j'ear ; the

older wood must be cut out to make room for it. .AH

young shoots arising from the old branches should be

cut hard back, and the leading shoots left full length,

unless thej- are becoming too long, when they should be

cut back to a healthy shoot. The young shoots or

branches should not be cut back. Keep the centre of

bushes well opened and all suckers arising from the

roots cleared away ; they should be pulled up, not cut

back, as that would only cause several to come up the

next year. And do not allow the branches to lie close

together, keep them at least a foot apart, at. say, two

feet from the ground, so that plenty of sun and air may
be freely admitted. Black curiants produce their fruit

in almost the same way—viz.. on spurs, and also on

young wood of the past season, but always the best

fruit on the j'oung wood. So the method of pruning is

obvious, secure plenty of young shoots and cut away
old branches to make room for them ; this must be done,

otherwise bushes would become a thicket of almost use-
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less twigs. Keep them open and allow plenty of room
between the branches. Branches requiring- to be
shortened should be cut back to a shoot pointing out-

wards. Never allow thera to grow towards the centre
or cross each other.

Raspberries.—These produce their fruit on the young
wood, that is, the canes made the previous year. Never
on old wood or spurs as in the case of currants, goose-
berries, &c. The pruning of these is perfectly simple,

only requiring the old canes to be cut clean away close

to the ground every autumn and a sufficient supply of

the young ones allowed to remain for fruiting the

succeeding }'ear. In selecting those to remain always
choose the strongest, and always those nearest the

centre of stool, the remainder may be cut away or

pulled up by the roots and used for making new-

plantations. The canes left for fruiting are to be

slightly shortened in March—about a foot in length

being cut off the tops. Young ones, or those

planted this year, should be cut down in spring

to about a foot of the ground to cause young shoots

to spring from the base ; they fruit the succeeding

year. If the fullest results are to be obtained, all winter

pruning must be followed up in summer when young
shoots are being made, by these being pinched or cut

away. Pinching plumps up the buds at base of shoots

and causes fruit buds 10 be developed. The pinching of

such kinds as gooseberries is necessary for the ripening

of fruit, as where closely pruned thej' produce a mass of

wood which smothers up the fruit entirely, shielding

them from the beneficial influences of sun and air.

Peaches, cherries, and plums benefit by the entire re-

moval of young shoots, where too thickly placed, when
about an inch or two long, and sufficient only retained

to fill vacancies or replace old worn out ones.

Marketing Friit.—Owing to the enormous crops of

apples of poor or middling quality, and the large quanti-

ties of good fruit also which had been blown off trees by

the severe gales during October, and had in consequence

to be put on the market early, good prices were hard to

get. \'ery poor prices, indeed, have been the rule for

the past two months. Growers were very glad, in many
cases, to get an offer at all in the markets. This slate

of things must be remedied if fruit growing is to remain

a profitable branch of husbandry, and to do this markets

further afield will have to be sought. We are entirely

dependent upon two or three large towns at present.

We must try some of the English or Scotch towns. But

before we attempt to do so our present system of packing

for market will have to be improved. It would be

useless sending in the packages at present in use to

such places. The boxes recommended by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for the packing of fruit certainly

do not appear to have taken on. Nor are they likely

to do so, except for the very choicest fruits. They
are considered too expensive and give too much
trouble, as they take up some time to pack and
grade fruit properly. What we would like to see

is clean barrels such as are imported from Canada
and other countries. If we could get these barrels at

a fair price, with lids to nail down, made at home, I

believe that they would take on better than the small

boxes referred to. Of course fruit would have to be

graded, and lids marked with grade, &c. If wc had a

plentiful supply of these we could then pack our fruil

and send them direct to any market, -which it is quite

impossible to do with the kind of barrels now in use.

The above is written in the earnest hope that somebody
may take this matter up, and that something practical

may result from it. The need for it is great when wc
realise the fact that Bramley, Derby, and other first-

class varieties have been freely sold here at anything
from 2s. 6d. to 5s. per barrel of nine stone.

The Vegetable Garden.

By James Bracken, Horticultural Instructor, Co. Cork.

THE forcing department must now have particular

and constant attention so as to have sufficient

and successional supplies at all times of

rhubarb, seakale, asparagus, French beans, &c. In

forcing asparagus the hot-bed ought to be in working

order before planting it over— that is, the violence of

first healing ought to be passed, and when a shallow

layer of fine soil (about two inches) is spread ovei- the

fermenting material, strong four year-old plants are

lifted, and so that the roots may not suffer, without

delay, they are closely placed together and covered over

with fine rich soil. Dry leaves thoroughly mixed wiih

fresh horse-stable manure, well turned and put firmly

together, is the usual medium for supplying heat for

forcing purposes, and lucky is the gardener who has a

sufficiency- A deep frame and a mild hot-bed can be

made to yield a large supply of rhubarb, if the stools are

raised and covered in the manner described for

asparagus. If asparagus is to be forced in frames the

hol-bed must be made deep and firm enough to give a

steady, high temperature. Both asparagus and rhu-

barb forced in frames must be matted over, properly

securing the covering, and if the soil is at all dry a

thorough watering with tepid water should be given at

the start. To colour and to give flavour to asparagus,

when the growths are well through the soil, light and

air must be judiciously and cautiously given.

Rhl b.\rb when well forced is so profitable, and so

much more appreciated than the unforced kind, that it

well deserves more general cultivation. Covering over

the stools in the open with barrels and heaping ferment-

ing material about these must be continued where this

is the method of forcing.

French Beans may still be sown on the chance of

getting a small gathering, choosing seven-inch pots and

using light soil. A hot-bed may be started for a first

supply of Early Born carrots. In this, some Wood's

frame radish and a little All The Year Round, or Paris

Market lettuce may also be sown.

Potatoes.—Where not yet attended to potatoes for

seed should be placed in sprouting boxes and stood in

some position not too dark, but which can be made

quite secure from severe frost. Medium-sized tubers

of good form make the best seed. Begiiuiing the month

the seed for forcing in pits or in pots should be sprouted

in heated glasshouses to hasten the process. .\ hot-bed

may be started in a pit towards the end of the month

for this purpose.

General Work.- On all mild days freely ventilate

frames growing cauliflower plants, lettuce, and endive.
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and remove any decaying leaves, &c. Continue to

trench and manure land. Basic slag on old soils is a

valuable fertiliser. If to be used it ought to be put on at

once, as its action is accounted slow. Take up mint

and pot up, to place in heat for an early supply. In

order to have the land tilled and prepared to suit the

needs of the various crops it is necessary to decide on

the site for each. In this rotation of crops as much as

is possible must be considered. Onion beds may now
be prepared and manured, remembering that the land

can hardly be tilled too deeply or too well for this im-

portant crop. The turning and mixing of compost heaps

and manure heaps might also have attention. Against

severe frost the tops of celery may require to be pro-

tected with some covering. Broccoli seems over succu-

lent this season (at least in the south), as after a long

drought the rains of autumn encouraged late and soft

growth, which leaves the crop liable to suffer if severe

frost follows. However, most of it must be left to take its

chance, as protection in a general way is scarcely

practicable.

The Reader.

ROSE GROWING MADE EASY. By E. T. Cook.

PubHshed by "The Country Life, Limited." at

one shilling. This book, written for beginners,

is both instructional and stimulating in its treatment of the

subject. The author truly says that the rose garden to

be beautiful must be designed, planted, and tended, not

with labour and cultural skill only, but with brains and

with love, and with all those best qualities of critical

appreciation—the specially cultur.-il knowledge of what

is beautiful and wh)' it is beautiful—besides the necessary

ability of the practical cultivator. Referring to hybrid-

ization, amateurs are encouraged to attempt the en-

grossing work of raising new varieties, and in this

connection particular mention is made of the successes

of Dr. Campbell Hall as an example of what may be

done by the enthusiastic rose grower.

Planting, pruning, and propagation are clearly de-

scribed, and the processes abundantl)' illustrated when
necessary by graphic outline drawings. There are

chapters on arches and pergola, roses for walls, rose

hedges, &c., together with an instructive chapter on the

making of a rose garden, accompanied by a working
plan. The volume concludes with an exhaustive de-

scriptive list of the best roses distinguishing between
these that are suitable for standards and bushes. This

little work is written in Mr. Cook's well known lucid

style, and forms an excellent and not too bulky text

book for all amateurs who desire to enter upon the

fascinating pastime of rose growing.

Monthly Gleaning in a Scottish Garden, by L. H.

Soutar. T. Fisher Unwin. —This tastefully got up

volume contains a series of twelve chapters correspond-

ing to the twelve months of the year. It consists of a

succession of word pictures describing the p.ageant of

the seasons as observed from day to day in an old-

world Scottish garden rich in trees and shrubs and
herbaceous flowering plants. As an example of our

authoress's style we may quote the following as a

typical passage :
— " In the Wild Flower Garden among

the lengthening grass the rhododendrons are a blaze of

colour. Of all shrubs the rhododendrons are the most
grateful for the care bestowed upon them in yielding

showy blossom. They do not root deeply, and on the

face of the hill which constitutes the Wild Flower

Garden, beneath the shade of the trees and in a soil of

little depth, 'Flaming June' has reached her fame in

producing a bewildering feast of colour." The book is

delightful reading, and will appeal to everyone who
loves a garden and appreciates a literary treatment of

a subject that is too often dealt with in a mere matter-of-

fact way. It is not a book of cultural directions and a

list of " the best varieties. " but a book throbbing with

a real appreciation of nature from the time that spring

sends her heralds into the garden to quicken the new
life of the 3ear on through the joyous wealth of

summer growth and beauty to the close of the

year " when the mists, the rains, and the winds have

fulfilled their ministry, when the withered leaves clothe

the damp earth in lustreless deca)'. and the garden

looks grey and wan, but the flowers have hid in their

hearts the hope of spring, and beneath the cold sod lie.

not dead, but sleeping."

The book has a coloured frontispiece and twenty-

four plates of photographic reproductions illustrating

some charming bits of garden scenery. As a Christmas

gift (its price is 6s.) this book will be welcomed by many
of our readers.

END OF VOLUME IV.



BEE-KEEPING MADE PROFITABLE.
Evtry Bcc-Keeptr wbo desires success should read

THE IRISH BEE JOURNAL
(Established J901.)

Offltial Organ of the Irish and Affiliated, Croydon,
and Perthshire B. K. Associations.

THE LARGEST PENNY BEE PAPER IN THE WORLD.
Received with e^thu^ia9tic approval and congratulations at Home

and Abroad
Send post card for Specimen Copy free

" One of the brightest in the moT\A."—GUanings {Amtricatt),
"One of the liveliest and best Apiarian Journals in all Europe."—

Amtrican Btt-Kteper,

Monthly Id. ; Is. 6d. per Anaum, Post Free.

THE IRISH BEE GUIDETV;J:?."°iU'^stb^"
on the subject yet published. 320 pages. 150 illustrations. Paper
cover, »$. ; postage, 3d. Linen cover, 3s. ; postage, 4d.

From th« office, Irisb Bek Journal, Lough Rynn> Dromod, and of
all newsagents.

BECKER BROS.
Prices—

»/5> »/^. »/•.

i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

1/4, 1/2.
TEAS.

8 Sth. Gt. George's St.

AND 17 Nth. Earl St.

Prices—
Vs. »/». V-.
i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

1/4, i/j.

Dublin.

PHOTOBLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.
FOR ILLUSTRATING

I

ALL KINDS OF MAGAZINES.)
BOOKLETS. COUEGE ANNUALS f

ADVERTISEMENTS. Etc.

IDICU PHOTO
inijn ENGRAVING C«

ORIEL HOUSE.
33. WESTLAND ROW, DUBLIN

WE WANT
BUYERS .

To send to Advertisers in

Irish Gardening for such

Seeds, Plants, &c., as they

may require

WHAT IS . .

ADVERTISED
In Irish Gardening is

•worth buying . . .
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Miscellaneous Section
TO-DAY ! AND KOK YEARS A\D Y'EARS I'AST

the "XL=A1I" Specialities are and have been
the best on the .Market. Where is the gardener who
does not pin his faith to one or the other of these
celebrated Insecticides or Fertilisers? " XL-All

"

Fertiliser has pleased all who have used it this season.
The sales of "XL-All" Fumigator prove that it is

more popular than ever. " XL-All " Liquid Nicotine
Insecticide is always spoken of by g-ardeners and
growers as the most deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c.
"XL-All" Winter Wash, for dormaiit trees, acts

like magic, clearing the trees and bushes of all insects"

eggs, moss, and fungoid growths. "XL-All" Lawn
Sand, a weed eradicator and fertiliser for weedy and
poor lawns. "XL-All" Weed Killer, used once a
year ; no weeds can live. Please ask your Nurseryman,
Seedsman or Florist for a copy of my small pink list,

giving particulars of these and many other " XL-.ALL "

Preparations, which can be obtained from the Horti-
cultural Trade throughout the World.

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE.

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
(
Tropwuliiiii Speciiisum.

)

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular

climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 1 4/6; 2g
for 7/9; from pots or ground. Seiid for List.

Wood's Plant Cfub Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU H.AVE A GL.ASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or an)- kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Pl.\stine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of

ordinary putty which cracks, crumbles, and decays.

It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's

Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. C.^RSONS, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stai;k, Fi.shing, Cricket, and other Nets.

SEED POTATOES.
Support Irish Tillage Farming.

Early kinds (or Boxing, MiU Season and Lale-

keeping Varieties, at wholesale rates.

List on application to -

MANAGER, KILMANOCK FARM,

CAMI'ILE. na WATERFORD.

Kindly mention tliis paper.

AUTO-SHREDS
; pl.i

Is CKKl'.MX
nR.\ IH to .ill

. under gl.^^..&c, .Simple
to use, no apparatus required. In Foxes to
Fumigate 500 cubic feet, 4d. ; 1,000 cubic
feet. 6d. ; 10,000 cubic feet. 38, 6d. each.
Obtained of Seedsmen and Florists ; if

unobtainable apply direct

—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,

H.\CKNEV, LONDON, N.F.
Trade r ./(•,.,•,(.

GOLD MEDAL ROSES.
Stron.t;-, hc.tUhy, wcU-rootod plants of all classes;

Standards, Bushes, and Climbers. .Also Fruit Trees,
Shrubs, &c. Trained Fruit Trees are especially good

this year. .Send for Catalogue.

WILLIAM LOWE, Rose Nurseries,
BEESTON, NOTTS

SLUGENE-Stanly's Slugdeath Registered. Price,

6d., is,, 2S., 4s. per Tin. Of Seedsmen, Nursery-

men, General Stores, &c. The Royal Horticultural

Society reports :
—" This is the finest destroyer of slugs

we have ever tried. Put on according to the instructions

supplied, it kills all the slugs with no injury to the

plants." Wholesale from

—

H. STANLY & CO., Ltd.,

69 FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON.

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums,
Pentstemons, Michaelmas Daisies, and
Phlox now ready. Sent post free on

receipt of post card. For Early Single Chry-

santhemum and Pentstemon Seed, see page 50,

" The Cl'lture of the Chrv-s.^nthemum.
"

By W. Wells. Post free, i /6

W. WELLS & Co., Merstham, SURREY.

300 ACRES TO SELECT FROM
Trees, Shrulis, Conifers, Rhododendrons, Heaths, Azaleas,

Kalmlas, Lediums, Fruit Trees, Roses, Herbaceous

Plants, Sc, in first-class quality and variety.

SPECI.'\L PRICES .\NL) C.VrALOC.UES ON API'LICVHON

.

Iiispcclion luvited.

ISAAC IVIATTHE\VS & SONS, Limited,

MILTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

AN old-established, well-known firm of Horti-

culturalists, of high standing and repute m the

trade, have an attractive proposal, which will not

interfere with present duties, to place before a limited

number of gentlemen with some Horticultural know-

ledge. Applicants must be of good address, and

possess influence amongst members of Horticultural,

Floral and Allotment Societies, and Amateur Gardeners

of standing. Replies, which will be treated in con-

fidence cannot be entertained unless accompanied In-

full particulars of age and present occupation, tog-ether

with two references as to character.— Adc^ress,

".X.Y.Z," Irish Gardening Office, 53 Upper SackviUo

Street, Dublin.



IRISH GARDENING.

Planters of FRUIT TREES don't fan to plant

BRAMLEY'S SEEDLING.
The most profitable Apple grown.

The Rose.
Every Garden must Possess Them.

THE PEOPLE'S FLOWER.
THE NATIONAL FLOWER.
All Strong' and Home-Grown Plants.

Notice the following AVonderful Bargain :—

COLLECTION "C," GARDEN ROSES.-The finest seieciion of 25 Garden Roses
in dwarf plants possible for 13/6 (with -Acme Labels, 16/"), carriage and packing free for cash with order.

350,000 FRUIT TREES of all kinds to select from.

A Grand Stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great varietj

.

Send for Catalogue No. 25, full of interesting information and cheap prices, post free on application to

Messrs. H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD,, ca.< SOUTHWELL, NOTTS

FRUIT TREEB
Many thousands are

being supplied yearly to

Customers in all parts of

Ireland, and are giving

entire satisfaction . . .

=^

Silver Medal awarded

by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland

for Collection of Fruit at

Dublin Show, 1907 . .

Silver-Gilt Medal
awarded at the Royal

Horticultural Society's

British Fruit Show, held

in London in October,

1908, for Collection of

Hardy Fruit in Open
Class for Nurserymen

W.SEABROOK
] NURSERIES,

FORivrs.
CORDONS
A Speciality

Very large stock of

BUSHES,PYRAMIDS
. . and . .

TRAINED TREES, on

Specially Selected Fruit-

ing Stocks

250,000 Trees to select

from

Customers ordering .

through the post may rely

on receiving as good trees

as those personally chosen

Illustrated Catalogue and
Cultural Instructions sent

free on application ....

CHELMSFORD



IRISH GARDENING.

LmoN's Fruit Trees

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, &c., &c.

AS . .

Cordons, Pyramids, Bushes, Standards, Fan

Trained, Espalier Trained, Amateurs"

Standards, &c.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue Gratis

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

F4?lfflT TRlirS

?

"

IN^P:SHUES

ALL OWNERS of GARDENS or FARMS
SHOULD SOW

DRUMMOND'S CELEBRATED SEEDS

Drummond s Vegetable Seeds

Drummond s Flower Seeds

Drummond s Flower Bulbs

Drummond's Fruit Trees

Drummond's Garden Tools

Drummond's Special Manures

AWARDED
124 First Prizes

in 1908

Drummond's Horticultural Sundries

Drummond's Grass Seeds

Drummond's Clover Seeds

Drummond s Seed Grain

Drummond's Seed Potatoes

Drummond's Root Crop Seeds

CATALOGUES FREE. Please say whether Garden, Farm, or Nursery Catalogue is required

W. DRUMMOND €) Sons, Ltd.
57 e 58 Dawson St., DUBLIN



IRISH GARDENING.

FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 2 -Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
J^f^Pf' ^^h^"^-» O*^ SPECIAL OFFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year |-Slandards, extra strong,
'" ^jAT^ 'f^J^ ^ /^^ big heads, fruiting trees. Apples, Pears and Plums in best

"^^
-\"*Jj -»% ''"^^ --oris. Lists on application. 18/-, 20/- dozen. Worth double.

^JHr^:'-* TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. Magnificent Stuff.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but Uu> most popular and best varieties offered in each Section.

1 cordijilly invite inspection of my stock. .\11 1 offer are growing

in my nurseries.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c.,

in large quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Lis/s Free. Correspondence Invi/ed.

in the Nursery. This is my tj-pe of ^

Telegrams : " JONES, GoWRAX

y^^ 1^ y I—1 ^ Forest Lodge Nurseries,

ltreesgro»;ing JCJJNrLO, F.R.H.S., GoWRAN, Co. KiLKENNY.
if ^-Standard. ' ' '

SWEET PEAS

Edmondson's Eblana Collections
Contain the following 25 Giant-llowered Varieties

—

Dorotliv Eckford, Xora Unwin, John Ingman, King Edward VIL, Queen Alexandra, Lady Grisel Hamilton.
.Miss H. C. Philbrick, Mrs. Waller Wright, Navy Blue, Romola Piazzani, Black Knight, Duke of Westminster,
Henry Eckford, Hon. Mrs. E. Keinon, Agnes Johnston, Countess Spencer, Gladys Unwin, Helen Lewis,

Janet Scott, Jeanie Gordon, Lord Roseberv, America, Phenomenal, Dainty, Helen Pierce

25 varieties, 40 seeds each— 1,000 seeds for Is. 6d.

25 varieties, 80 seeds each—2,000 seeds for 2s. 6d.

The "Minor Eblana" Collection, 12 choice sorts. Is.

The " Novelties" Collection,— 12 novelties, 5s.

Eblana Mixture, 1 quart, 5s. ; 1 pint, 2s. 6d. ; I'P'"'. Is. 6d. ; per oz., 3d.

Giant-flowered Mixture, per lb., 5s. ; per \-^., 2s. 6d. ; per oz., 6d.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, seedsmen

to Dame Street DUBLIN
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NOW READY
POST FREE

MACKEY'S
GARDEN
MANUAL

1909 A GUIDE .

TO THE BEST

VEGETABLES

AND FLOWERS

Irish Gardens,

Lawn Mixtures,

Bulbs for

Spring Planting,

Fertilizers and other

Garden Reijuisites

SIR JAMES W. MACKEY, LTD.
23 Upper Sackville Street, DUBLIN

FOUNDED 1777

V: -J



SEASON 1909

W. HORNE & SONS
World-wide

Reputation

RASPBERRIES

Superlative

Perfection

Baumford

Seedling

Norwich

Wonder

Hornet (Rivers)

Carter's

Prolific

and many others

Price

:

1s. 6d. dozen
;

5s. 100

Noted Fruit Tree Growers ah the best

varieties in

CLIFFE, nr. Rochester, Kent cuiiiv.,i„„

200,000

FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
'''*^'^ OF ALL KINDS, INCLUDING—

10,000 Maiden Apples on English Paradise.

The following- popular : James Grieve, Ben's Red,
Charles Ross, Cox's Oransje, AUington's Pippin,
Braniley Seedling-, Lord Derby, Worcester Pearniain,
Kekliiiville Seedling, Newton VV'onder, Norfolk Beautv,
Blenheim Orange, Warner's King, Edward VTl.

,

Rival, Quarrenden, 6s. dozen ; 40S. 100.

Also a very fine lot of 30,000 Pyramid Apples,
1 and 3 year, on English Paradise.

Including Worcester Fearmain, Cox's Orange
Pippin, James Grieve, Allington Pippin, Bramley
Seedling, Warner's King, Houblon, Charles Ross,
Beauty of Bath, and many others, I2S. doz.

; 75s. ioo.

About 50,000 Half-standard Apples on Crab
Stock, 2 and 3 year.

Worcester Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Braniley

Seedling, Newton Wonder, Allinglon Pippin, Lord
Derby, Blenheim Orange, James Grie\-e, and nian_\-

others, 1 2S. dozen; 7SS. 100.

2 year Pears on Quince Stock.

Doyenne du Cornice, very fine stuff indeed, is. 6d.
each ; I2S. dozen.

Loganberry Plants from Layers.
Very fine stuff, 25 plants for 20S.

3 Year Pears on Pear Stock.
In Larg:e Quantities.

DoyeuTiii du Comice, Marie Louise, Conference,
Louise Bonne of Jerse}', Doyenn^ d'Ett5, Chalk, Duck's
Egg, Dr. Jules Guyot, Red Lammas, Fertility,

Williams' Souvenir du Congres, Beurre Clairgeau,
Pilmaston Duchesse, Jargonelle, Winter Nelis,

Josepliine de Malines, Beurre Diel, Windsor.
.Ml one price— lOS. dozen ; 60s. 100.

Write for our New Illustrated Catalogue, now ready, to be had gratis.



IRISH GARDENING.

DICKSON'S

GOLD MEDAL SWEET PEAS
At the Show of the National Sweet Pea

Society, held in Dublin in August last,

we were awarded the Premier Prize

(Gold Medal) in the Trade Section

for our Unique Collection of Cut

Blooms, which were of the highest

quality, and included all the newest

and best sorts ^ ^ ^ ^

In preparing our . . .

*^ Hallmark ^^ Collections of Giant^flowered Varieties
We believe we ha\e succeeded in providing' for our customers a selection of sorts which are

unriv^alled in range of colour, size of flower, and general g-ood qualities. The two collections,

A and B, embrace the finest collection of twenty = four sorts ever offered at popular,

cheap prices.

GEM COLLECTION A. GEM COLLECTION B.

Comprises :—Dorothy Eckford, Agnes Johnston,
Bolton's Pink, Janet Scott, King Edward VII., Gladys
Unwin, Romola Piazzani, Coccinea, Miss H. C.

Philbrick, Duke of Westminster, Jeanie Gordon, Black
Knight.

Comprises the following 12 sorts, viz. :—Nora Unwin,
Mrs. Collier, Henr\' Eckford, Helen Lewis, George
Herbert, Queen Alexandra, Countess Spencer, Frank

Dolby, Lord Nelson, Helen Pierce, Dora Breadmore,
Phenomenal.

Collection



FRUIT TREES
SPECIAL OFFER^

of Apple Trees for Orchard and Profitable Culture. 100,000 Trees, just

the right style and size of tree, same as planted largely in Co. Armagh

by the best Fruit Growers

VERY SPECIAL OFFER!

1 00 Nice healthy, shapely trees, 2 years' old, in all the

best varieties grown. 50/-

50 Nice healthy, shapely trees, 2 years' old, in all the

best varieties grown 27/-

25 Nice healthy, shapely trees, 2 years' old, in all the

best varieties grown 14/-

1 2 Nice healthy, shapely trees, 2 years' old, in all the

best varieties grown 8/-

The above packed free, and free on rail for cash with order

Bush Apples.—Pyramid Apples for garden culture. Fine shapely

Trees. 9s., 12s. and 15s. per dozen

Bush and Pyramid Pears and Plums.—In best sorts. Fine

Trees for garden culture. 9s., 12s. and 15s. per dozen

Dwarf=trained Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries.^Fine

Trees. 30s. to 36s. per dozen

WE HOLD THE LARGEST AND MOST EXTENSIVE STOCK OF FRUIT

TREES IN IRELAND . . . Quotations and all particulars free on application

SAMUEL McGREDY <s Son
The Nurseries PORTADOWN



BUY ONLY THE BEST!

J

Why purchase Seed of inferior quality for your
garden when by sending to Eckford at Wem
the best can be obtained ? The success of your
garden depends upon the Seed supplied, and it

therefore becomes a question of QUALITY—not
quantity.

Every Seed sent out by me is carefully examined
by hand ; and brighter colours, larger flowers, and
longer stems will be the result of growing Seed
bought from Wem.

1

Villa (A) Collection
50 very choice Varieties, suitabi

villa garden, excellent Giant-flow
sorts, most suitable for cutting
exhibition, 25 seeds of each, -



IRISH GARDENING.

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland

LIST OF THE

DEPARTMENT'S LEAFLETS
No.



Franco-British Exhibition, London,
International Horticultural Show, June, 1908.

The Only Gold Medal for Vegetables

(HIGHEST HONOUR) was Awarded to

WEBB & SONS.

VALUABLE VEGETABLES FOR EARLY WORK,

Webbs' New Surprise Pea . . per pt.

Webbs' New Pioneer Pea . per qt.

Webbs' Abundance Dwarf Bean .

Webbs' Early Frame Cauliflower . per pkt.

Webbs' New Wonderful Carrot . per oz.

Webbs' Seld. Ailsa Craig Onion . per pkt.

Webbs' New Royal Favour Cucumber ,,

For the best Vegetables and Flowers, see

2 Webbs' New Epicure Melon . per pkt. 2

3 Webbs' Forcing Gem Lettuce . ,, I

3 Webbs' New Emperor Tomato ,. I

1 6 Webbs' Early Frame Radish . per oz.

I 3 Webbs' New Silver Ball Turnip .,

1 6 Webbs' New First Crop Potato per peck 4

1 6 Webbs' Nev^ Colonist Potato . „ 4

WEBBS' SPRING CATALOGUE, gratis and post free.

WEBB & SONS, . WORDSLEY .

STOURBRIDGE



IRISH GARDENING.

Trained Fruit Trees.

IT is all important that trees which are to be of lonv;

staiuliiiif and to occupy valuable space on wall or

espalier should be obtained from a reliable nursery

where special attention is devoted to their culture, none

but well-formed trees despatched, and all guaranteed

true to name, as well as being really well packed for

transit. In trained trees one wants well-balanced

specimens, with good roots, and all growth clean and
healthy, showing genuine culture. These points are all

claimed to be fulfilled by the trees sent out by Messrs.

Watson & Sons, Clontarf Nurseries, Dublin. Summer
visitors to the nurseries remark upon the quantity of

healthy young trees undergoing training by skilled

hands, and the firm has certainly found that good trees

are their best advertisement, it usually being the case

that, when one garden in a district has been supplied

from Clontarf, orders shortly came along from neighbour-

ing gardens also. The soil of Messrs. W.\tson's grounds

seems to be admirably adapted to the production ot

fibrous roots, and in their Standard and Pyramid fruit

trees, as well as the trained shapes for wall culture, good
value is to be obtained. As regards packing, in their

catalogue (which is to be got by post for the asking)

Messrs. W.\t.son say they do not believe in growing
good stuff and spoiling it by lack of care when being
despatched ; they are gratified to find damage in transit

of the rarest occurrence under their up-to-date system
of making up the trees.

The Drummond Benefit Association for Land

Stewards and Gardeners.

Tm; annual meeting of the members of this associa-

tion was held at 58 Dawson Street, Mr. D. MacLeod
presiding.

The eleventh annual report and balance sheet was
submitted and deemed highly satisfactory, the associa-

tion having attained to a still higher level financially,

and the membership now standing at 293. The
members' subscriptions, including dividends on invest-

ment and donations from Messrs. \V. Drumntond and
Sons, Ltd., amounted to ^302 19s. 8d. Of this amount
^166 2S. 6d. was disbursed as follows :—.£70 in grants to

widows and orphans ofdeceased members and £,()6 2s. 6d.

to members while out of employment. The balance of

income, .£136 17s. 2d., has been added to the invesicd

funds of the association, now bringing same to tlie haml-
some total of iJi,9i8 ss. 4d.

The chairman, in moving the adoption of the report,

referred to the benevolent character of the associati.

and as being one of mutual self-help. It had
steady and most gratifying progress since its inception,

and from its already strong financial position he firmly

believed that a future of great and ever-increasing use-

fulness was assured. He strongly urged that each one
should determine to secure at least one new member
during the ensuing year, and thus double their number
as well as their total subscriptions. The members and
committee could not but experience the truest gratifica-

tion that in extending practical sympathy and help to

the widow and orphan in their distress, as well as help-

ing their brethren when out of employment, they were
prosecuting one of the most beneficent of works in

which anv Ijodv of nu-n can be engaged.

ade
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This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
Write for Discounts

and I'ricL- Lists,

Manufacturers ot

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
SPOITING,

HOT WATER PIPES,

BOILERS, PIMPS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

Boiler and Pipe Manufacturers,

STOURBRIDGE.

BOARD'S (( m..
IPATENT W I

"AMATEUR"
Light and Elegant.

RE TENSION"
GREENHOUSES.

IRON FRAMF.
NO OUTSIDb
ROOF PAINTINC.

FLAT CLASS
NO DRIP

SPAN ROOF.
10ft. X Sft. £12 10

12 ft X Sfl 14 10

lift. X Sft. 16 10

LEAN TO.
X r> ft £9 10

SKINNER BOARD & CO., BRISTOL
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nP^TDAV ALL GREENHOUSEjyCJAKUI ^^^ GARDEN PESTS

CLUBICIDE
Stands UNRIVALLED for the purification of

Greenhouses and Greenhouse soil, and the

Destruction of Fly, Bug, Scale, &c., and

all ground vermin

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Cross's Nicotine Vaporiser

Cross's Organic Tomato Guano

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd,

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

Established 1820

S. SPOONER & SONS
Fruit I'rcc Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW, I\nDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half-a-million to select from

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

INSPECTION INVITED

IMPORTANT TO
GARDENERS
and Fruit Growers.

U ff

niquas
(Registered)

,

The most successful Non=poisonous Insecticide

of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to all Insect Pests.

No possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliage.
It is by tar the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Thrip, Black and Green Fly, &c, whilst RED
SPIDER, Mealy Bug, and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by
usins "NIQUAS," double or three limes the strength required
for Fly,

PRICES-Pint.l/.; Quart, 1/9; Half-Gallon, 3/- : Gallon, 5,'-

Kegs, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42,6.

Ask for Testimonials, of which some hundreds have been
received.

SPECIMEN TESTIMONIAL.
From Mr. E. Hubbard, Gardener to G. Hanbury, Esq.,

BIythewood, Burnhani, Bucks, May 15th, igofi.

"I have been using your "NIQUAS" Insecticide for some
years, and can with all confidence say it is the best I have ever
used for Bug, Thrip, Red Spider, American Blight, and for all

Insect Pests it has no equal. Also tor the destruction of Maggots
in Marguerites by dipping.

" I have recommended it to my friends generally."

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FOR FUMIGATING.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

INTRODUCED 1885.

/ention for the entiie eradication of ali pests
.nder glass is now manufactured in a more

iable form. The small candle, which will be found
ith each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the
I the centre of the Cone Frame, to produce immediate
Nothing on the market can equal it for efficacy and

cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for

feet, I/- each. Coi

1,000 to 1.200 feet, 8cl.
feet, 6d.

infesting

simple a

packed ^

ground
isults,

egetatK

cubic ]

ell-secured house of cubic 2,000 to 2.500

0. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic
each. Cone No. i, Carbon, for frames of
Full directions accompany each Cone,

Ask for a List ot Testimonials, of which some hundreds have been
received from the leadmg gardeners in the Kingdom.

To be had from all Seedsmen
and Florists.
MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY Sc CO., Ltd.,
At their Bonded Chemical Works,

SHAD THA^IVIES, S.E:.
Olllcc & Show RooDK 13 & >.S FInsburySt., London, B.C.
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Correspondence. Catalogues.

Sir,—In " W. T.'s " report of Trim Show in your
October issue he draws attention to that society's rule

—

" \'ases of cut flowers may not be raised off the
staging"—and suggests that country shows should have
theirs tiered.

When the country societies can provide staging
equal to that of the National Sweet Pea Society at the
Royal University this season we shall all welcome the

change, but I think it will take time and experience
before isolated committees will erect such efficient

accommodation.
In favour of flat staging it certainly works best at

shows where the exhibitors have to supply their own
vases, as these are easily procurable in three or more
sizes to suit individual taste.

Is it fair that an\-one living close to the place of an
exhibition can bring flower pots or other contrivance to

raise their exhibits, and thus crush out those com-
petitors who cannot do likewise, owing to their having
to come long distances by car or train ?

The first prize exhibit of sweet peas at Trim Show
had vases in three sizes, as suggested above, and the
effect was very good— it owes its success to this fact.

Personally I think the rule is very fair, and places all

exhibitors on an equal footing.

At two shows in this district, presumably, the com-
mittees were experimenting with raised staging this

season, but the result in the sweet pea classes was most
disastrous.

I agree with " Provincial " in your November
number as to the advisability of starting a bureau for

the exchange of suggestions and mutual help.

" White Spencer."

Seed Potatoes. J. F. Williamson, Summer Hill,

Mallow, Ireland.—This interesting and well illustrated
catalogue is full of information respecting potatoes, but
especially, of course, about the varieties with which
Mr. Williamson's name is associated. Three pages are
devoted to the results of comparative experiments
carried on in diff'erent parts of England, under the con-
trol of various educational authorities, with English,
Scotch, and Irish seed, the latter being supplied by Mr.
Williamson. Everyone interested in the subject should
certainly consult the tables here reproduced, in which
the superiority of Irish seed potatoes is strikingly
demonstrated. The freedom from black scab in Irish
soil ought to still further enhance the value of seed
tubers from this country.

Spring List. S. M'Gredy & Son, Portadown.—This
is a well-illustrated catalogue, running to 70 pages, and
includes descriptive lists of all kinds of garden seeds.
Sweet peas are apparently a speciality of the firm, and
carefully selected collections are offered to intending
exhibitors. In the matter of florists' flowers we note
that systematic seed testing and recording are practised
in order to secure a high standard of germination. In
potato " seed " the Messrs. M'Gredy is said to be one
of the largest distributors in Ireland.

POT.\TOES. Wesley Forbes, Gilnahirk, Belfast—
The booklet ought to be consulted by readers interested

in potato culture. It contains full descriptions of the

newer varieties, and is handsomely illustrated by photo-
graphic illustrations on plate paper. Reference is made
to the importance of securing "seed" free from black

rPYOU HAVE A GREENHOUSE

CHAS TOOPE <F.R.HS> &SON.
l««ti(\|£En«inc«rs. STEPNEIY SQUARE . LOKOON. E..

Tine Boilex> for> Jl.m£Ltei:tr>s

KINNELL'S= "HORSE-SHOE."

Awarded
2 Gold Medal
by Botanical

CHEAPEST

BECAUSE

.

BEST . .

Illustrated Catalogue, Plan 4, and E'.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & Co.,

65 & 65a Southwark St., LONDON,

Ltd.

S.E.

M.Saunders & Sons
Beg to call attention to their unsur-

passed and extensive collection of

General Nursery Stock

including Fruit Trees of all kinds, clean

and well rooted ; Roses of all classes,

thousands to select from ; Avenue

Trees of all kinds ; Conifers, a mag-

nificent collection ; Evergreen and

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs in end-

less variety ; Forest Trees, several acres

of all sizes •.• Inspection invited

Catalogues Free on Applicalion

Friars Walk Nurseries

Cork
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SPECIAL

NOTICE
FOR
1909.

IF YOU WANT

REALLY GOOD SWEET PEAS
AT MODERATE PRICES, send to

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Limited, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
No Flowers give so much cut bloom at so little cost and trouble as Sweet Peas,

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS FOR 1909.
For fuller descriptions of the varieties mentioned in this list and all other known varieties, we rcf.r our friends to the little book

"ALL ABOUT SWEET PEAS," revised and corrected to end of 1908 Price 6d.

The seeds in these Collections are all carefully hand-picked ; only plump round seeds sent ; all small, poor, or doubtful ones are
taken out, which we do not think is done by anyone else in the trade ; eighty to ninety per cent, guaranteed to germinate if

treated as instructions sent with each collection.

EACH PACKET in Nob. 1, 2 and 3, CONTAINS 50 SELECTED SEEDS.

COLLECTION Ho 1 TWELVE USEFUL VARIETIES, 13. Cc

I
mk i.Il-. Dorothy Eckford, nil. !• Evelyn Byatt, - .i,,n j. :iii.l <iiiii~. .)i I.

I
:iii |.iii:i'~. . Miss Willmott, ,iiii I -i. L Mrs. A. V^atkins r Gladys Un

v<ales, mil I-', inn- ):, Romollo Piazzani, iirh lii,.
,
Salopian, .l.-iiiu

J, li^iik canmiie scarlet; Dainty, wliile, wilji sjit-jit

Henry Eckford, orange scarlet ; Hon. Mrs. Kenyon,
viiini |iirik; Navy Blue, deep violet blue ; Prince of

COLLECTION No, 2 TWELVE GOOD VARIETIES, 19. A. J. Cook, j ale lavender purple: Black Kniglit, bronzy
(liiKoiai. , Countess Spencer, laiL-e \\av\ pink; Duke of Westminster, msy vinU-t

: Herbert Smith, oran^'e and crimson bicolor;
King Edward VII., rich criinvDi; Lady Crisel Hamilton,

i
al. IumhIm ;

Mrs. Collier, jiale iirinuose; Nora Unwin, waved white

;

Queen of Spain, salm.m-pink ; Sybil Eckford, rn-ainy bnIT, Ihi^linl pal.' piiik ; Triumph, msy salmon and bhish.

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTIONS N09. 1 and 2, 2d. each.

COLLECTIONS Nos. 1 and 2, when bought together, will be 2 6, and a packet of "Millie Maslin " and "John Ingman" Seedlings
will be added free of charge.

COLLECTION No. 3. THE TWELVE BEST VARIETIES, 2/-. -Clara Curtis, yi, Primrose Spencer, waved primrose;
Etta Dyke, syn. White Spencer, waved white ; Frank Dolby, waved lavender, see Kii,' 1; George Herbert, waved carmine and rxjse

;

Helen Lewis,' uaved . lans-e ami rnse, see I'ij;. (. , Helen Pierce, marbled bine; Jeannle Cordon, earmiiie and l.uft; Lord Nelson,
dark bin. ; Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, waved blusli pmk. s. c I il- 1 ; Mrs. Walter Wright, rich rosy mauve ; Paradise, rich pink, the
l.^^l of the Countess Spencer t.\i"'. Queen Alexandra, tin- be^t niuisi.ii ^carh-i.

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTION No. 3, 3d. each. COLLECTIONS Nos. 2 and 3 may be had together for 3'-, and
a Packet of " Phenomenal " and "Agnes Eckford " will be added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE THREE COLLECTIONS. 4/-

and when bought lo^-ether, the four added packets and a packet each of the four best striped varieties, viz. ;
—

Jessie Cuthbertson, Mrs. J. Chamberlain, Marbled Blue or Hester and Unique,
will be added free of charge, inakim,' II of the very liest varieties in caltivation, at an average cost of about one penny a packet.

PRICE OF EITHER OF THE EIGHT ADDED VARIETIES, IF WANTED ALONE, 2d. EACH.

COLLECTION No. 4 THE TWELVE NEWEST VARIETIES, 4s., or what we consider the Best of the
Newest. SPECIAL NOTICE. The number of seeds in each packet In Collection No. 4 varies. The number Is stated In black
figures after each name, and where the packets can be sold separately the price Is stated as well. There are about two
thousand packets of these priced varieties apart from what is anticipated will be sold In the collections. When these are sold
orders can only be taken for the full collection, which Is put at a specially low figure. Any variety not priced cannot be sold

apart from the collection.

Apple Blossom Spencer (20), rosy pink and blush, waved, 6d. ; Audrey Crier (10), briudit rosy jiink, w.m d ; Evelyn Hemus (15), waved
l.nmiiiM . null ]

II . 1. , , dsre of pink. 6d., see "Fig 5 ; Jet (50), the darkest (.f all .--weet i'eas, 3d. ; Mother o' Pearl (Atdersey) (25), a
btautifid -i; ( n niii.l.r eiifli'i' !..".d,'d :i.i,| ^wei.tly ^cciii.d , 4d. ; Mrs. Routzahn Spencer (10), the gem for 1909, a ImlT oi ]<ale

priinrnsr -Miind -liiid. d \miI -a' i
i

n i

, li iin pi .
i\

,
1 1 Mrs. Henry Bell, 6d. ; Paradise Carmine (15), a lar^-.- waved, carmine and

rose; Queen Victoria Spencer (10), - a I
i

pumn se, ^h^hiK Niiadc d
]
ab- n s. ; Saint George (15), a Ljiand mange scarlet, Is.

see Fig, .'!
; Sutton's Queen (25). .i , i ml Countess Spencer, 4d. ; The King (12), a lim u:i\. d Iminof King Edward VII., see

Fig, 3 ; The Marquis (12), lar.^e v.aicl i...^.\ n.,iiu. .

COLLECTIONS Nos. 3 and 4 may be had together for 5 - and a packet of the New White Everlasting Pea, WHITE PEARL,
25 seeds, added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE FOUR COLLECTIONS. 7/-.

which, with the nine added varieties, will be 57 in all, and making: it the best collection, considering^ the varieties, ever offered
for the money.

A few packets of Mr. Hugh Aldersey's celebrated SYEIRA LEE (20 Seeds) Is. ; sold as not quite fixed.

Mr. Malcolm's MRS. A. MALCOLM (25 Seeds), Is.
;
(10 Seeds), 6d. ; CHflfSSIE UNWIN (20 Seeds), 6d. ; JOHN INCMAN (50 Seeds), 3d.

;

re-selected, but not guaranteed as quite fixed. ROSIE SYDENHAM (20 Seeds), 4d. ; not quite fixed; also ROMANI RAUNI (Aldersey)
(20 seeds), is., sold as not quite fixed.

CHOICE MIXED SEEDS of most of the above, and other varieties, 2d. per packet of about 100 seeds; 6d. pef ounce of about 350
to 400 seeds; Is. 6d. per > lb., or 58. per lb. of about 5,000 to 5,500 seeds.

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD. FULL LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLEASE MEMTiOM THtS PAPER.
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Catalogues

—

continued.

scab. Mr. Forbes, whose name is well-knowTi in con-
nection witli the popular "British Queen" potato,

explains on page 2 that the success of his "seed" is

"due to the crop being gathered before ripening and
to the exposed situation of his farms."

NiRSERY Catalogie. Pennick & Co.—The cata-

logues sent out from the Delgany Nurseries are com-
piled with great care and with a nice understanding oi

the use and beauty of trees. The present issue deser\es
a place in ever}' country home ; it is abundantly illus-

trated, and, as usual, well stocked with appropriate
quotations culled from poets and nature lovers.

Webbs' Catalogue for rgog. Wordslej-, Stourbridge.

—

This is a bulky book of 154 pages, ofwhich 74 are devoted
to vegetables, and the remainder to flowers, luxuriously

illustrated on every page with half-tone blocks of well-

grown vegetables and flowers. Through the courtes}'

of the firm we are able to reproduce one of the smaller
illustrations on page 11. In a special inset plate a
large photographic reproduction is given of their gold
medal vegetable exhibit at the recent Franco-British
Exhibition which is sure to interest gardeners. In the

flower section a large amount of information is given
concerning the various plants listed, and altogether it is a
work that ought to be secured by all garden lovers.

We assume that readers of this journal may have a
copy of it for the asking.

X^OOK HERE !

Do 30U want beautiful trees for your Rock Garden,
Villa Garden, or Cottage Garden? We make
collections suitable for such purposes. Cheap,

good, hardy, well-grown thrift}- trees, shrubs, or climbers.

Any information gladly given on receipt of particulars

of garden. Sav kind of soil, and if an\- rockcrv.
Catalogues free from THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,

Nurserymen, Darley Dale, Derbyshire.

FUMIGATE

]M[c.DOUGAL.L.'S
"SHEETS"

CHEAP ft

The Native Apples of Ireland !

We wish your many readers would take up the
" gathering " into their gardens once more the

apples of our grand-parents. There are

over 20 excellent sorts offered this year m
Hartlands List, a copy of which can be had

on application. The sorts are such as our

W. B. H. knew to exist in his grandfather's

Nursery at Mallow, Co. Cork, 70 years since.

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Son,
Ard Cairn Nursery and Bulb Grounds,

CORK.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable. The Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

ip^li^^i ni Tiii^^ 1-1. i lU---, ttd. t:_ «0 . r.ii..^.'e pai.l

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swlftf Safe, and Sure.

ipplied iu Tins and B.'igB, Od, to *0,- Carriage paid

Mny be obtAined f

i of 2S]bs. and upwards.

e principal Xiirf^ryiiien, Se«isiuei
s and Cheiaisrts. or DIRECT OF-

The Sole Proprietors and .Manufacturers,//A^ Wf^m iTopneiors ana .nanuiaciurers,

CWf/^^- COLCHESTER & CO.,

REGISTERED IPSWICH, England.

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

A new' APRON!
Designed by a Gardener for Gardeners.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

Or in Dark Blue
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JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS

i* Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories.

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL.

RELIABLE

FRUIT TREES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Intending planters are invited to send

for our descriptive Catalogue of Fruit

Trees, of which we hold an immense

stock, well grown, true to name.

Whether you are planting for pleasure

or profit, or both, it is of the utmost

importance to buy good Trees and to

plant them well.

Our Trees are doing exceptionally well

in Ireland, and we are prepared to

quote special prices for large or small

quantities, delivered to any railway

station.

County Armagh
Grown Fruit Trees

Very Large Stock of

—

APPLES . GOOSEBERRIES
PEARS . CHERRIES
PLUMS . RASPBERRIES .

Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

Hardy Perennials, in great variety

CATALOGUES FREE.

The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd.
BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Immense stock of Black Currants,

new varieties
;

grand bushes,

clean and healthy, 2, 3, and 4
years' old. Also Shrubs, Forest

Trees and Thorns of Sizes

Orders have prompt attention

CATALOGUES FREE

W. BLEAKLEY
Nurseries, Killylea, Co. Armagh
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Write to BUNYARD'S for_

FRUIT TREES
CATALOGUE FULL OF
INTERESTING INFORMATION

POST FREE, 6d.

Gratis to Customers and Gardeners.

GEO. BUNYARD & CO.
LiMI II L!.

ROYAL NURSERIES,

MAIDSTONE.

FRANCE IN IRELAND
Maximum Quality Minimum Price

CHOICE FLOWERING SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES
AND ROSES GROWN at 500 FEET ELE\'ATION

Procure our profusely Illustrated Catalogue

Pennick's Delgany Nurseries
CO. WICKLOW

Telephone I No. 1. Greystones Telegrams i "Pennicks, Delgany "

Grand Second-Early Potato

"The Colleen"
(WILLIAMSON'S)

"Award of Merit," Royal Horticultural

Society of England, 1907 .

First in Trials of Novelties by the

National Potato Society, 1907 .

First Prize, Royal Dublin Society's

Winter Show, IQ08

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS FREE

J.
F. WILLIAMSON

F.R.H.S.
Seed Potato Specialist

MALLOW Co. CORK

Salva-'Fruta*
For Spraying Fruit Trees in Winter.

All Fruit Trees should be treated

with this preparation. It effectively

destroys every vestige of

MOSS, LICHEN, AND GREEN SLIME
as well as the eggs of

MOTHS, APHIDES, RED SPIDER, &c.

Salva-Fruta is a Powder, and

is easily dissolved in cold water.

It is put up in canisters of

1 lb., 2 Ibi.. 4 lbs., and 10 lbs. each.

Full Directions and Prices can be

obtained from the Manufacturers,

The United Alkali Co., Ltd.,

G R EENBANK WORKS
,

St. Helens, LANCASHIRE .

Or from all the principal Seedsmen in the United Kingdom.
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'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

POWDER.
- tin for 12 galls, solu

., 25 ..

Free Tins and Cas'4.

LIQUID, i-so.
1
- - drum free

'EUREKATINE'-The successful fumigant.

•EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, I!ordeau^

Mixture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS,
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," sent

post free by makers -

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

THE FIRST = ^'t,':; THE BEST!

REDUCED PRICES!

TREGGON &'C0., Brewery Road, LONDON. N.

Send to-day for our New Illustrated List, post ^ree

McKENZIE'S-
VEGETABLE SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS

POTATOES

BULBS .

GARDEN TOOLS

LAWN MOWERS

The best procurable

Choicest strains

Large stocks. Best

varieties, free from

disease

Gladioli, Liliums,
Anemones, Begonias,

Ranunculus, &c.

Large range. War-
ranted quality

High-grade Machines

Greenhouses, Garden Frames, Hand
Lights, and all requisites for the garden,

of best quality, at moderate prices

Our Wins dilivcr in City and Stibnrbs daily

Thos. McKenzie & Sons, Ltd.

212 Great Brunswick St., DUBLIN
Telephone 1; Telegrams; "Purity," Dublin

IRISH GROWN

insplanted

r\.03Il«3—The finest in cultivation, from

7s. per doz. (my selection) ; customers'

selection extra

APPLE XR.EES— Fruiting Trees

from 8s. per doz. ; Maidens, 6s, per

doz.

Currants and Gooseberries
from 2s. per doz.

Write at once for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES
Free on Af^f^lirntlon

FORBES'

"Irish Queen" Potato
(The most popular in Ireland to-day)

All other New and Old Favourites

Raiser's Stocks only

CATALOGUES FREE

WESLEY FORBES, F.R.H.S.

The Irish Seed and Bulb

Grower and Potato Specialist

Gilnahirk BELFAST
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Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Complete Apparatus from 75s.

A modern <

type boilers. The " I

work a pleasure. Oi
stoking for the night.

rice" makes greenhouse

itoking for the day, one

i^ven draught, even tem-

>erature. Guaranteed double the sale of any other

joiler. To intending purchasers

List Post Free.

Easy Payments Arranged.

JAS. CHEW e CO.,
Brookhouse Iron Works,

BLACKBURN, LANCS.

^LUGS.WIREWORM&^
DESTROYED & PLANTS INVIGORATED
[By a Dressing Of "ALPHOL" A valuable Manure
which Deetroy? Insect ^ eets in the eoil withont
injury to the plants. Try it now. 28 lb:=. will dress

250 Bqnare yarda. 71b8., 2/-; Ulbs., 3-; 56 Iba,

8/6 ; 1 cwt., 15 -. Erery enqniry w-lcomed.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CH:?^'

Get our Price List, well worth having:.

THE SENSATION OV LAST WINTER,

""^ "G. Brand"
r throufehuut).

Celebrated
(Lined with Thus Fe

Are still on the Market, and the

TRY THEM AT ONCE

Grained Clogs

3/6
Any size s 3, 4. o, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12.

Ladies' or tientieraen's.

DAMP FEET means an illness unless
Clogs are worn.

John Greenlees CT^Z":',!^
4 Wellington Street, GLASGOW,

Praised by all our Customers

LAWNS.
ITENNIS COURTS,

i

COLF,
kBOWUNCCREENS &!

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
rTHE BEST DRESSING I

try it now.

FOR WEEDY OR IM- I
L"3'fo'r'°5;i?::.od,"S*

60UNDARYCHEMICALC?L'
ITD CRANMER 5"

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—"THOMPSON, Seedsman, Cork."

EsUblished 1896. Telephone 107 Y.

Window Cleaners, &c. , to Shops, Offices, Warehouses,

Private Residences, &c. , Dublin and County.

^DISHER^S,^
e. Shop, and Office Cleaners
newasher^, Whiteneis, and

6 Fleet Street, DUBLIN.
R*s Cleaning and Disinfecting Composition will clean and disinfect

House, Shop, and Office throughout (without soap). 38> 6d.
Gallon Can delivered.

BEST

HOUSE
And

COKE
COALS

FOR HORTICULTUR.\L
PURPOSES

Special attention paid to Quality,

Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower & McDonald
Direct Co.\l Importers

Coke and Charco.\l Merchants

14 D'Olier Street, DUBLIN
Great Britain. Telegraphic Addri Telephone Xo. 848



Miscellaneous Section
TO-DAY! AND FOR YEARS AND YEARS f'AST

the "XL=AU" Specialities are and have been
Ihe best on the Market. Where is the gardener who
does not pin his failh to one or the other of these
celebrated Insecticides or Fertilisers? "XL=AI1"
Fertiliser has pleased all who have used it this season.
The sales of "XL=A1I" Fumigator prove that it is

more popular than ever. " XL-All " Liquid Nicotine
Insecticide is always spoken of by g-ardeners and
iCrowers as the most deadly to Mealy Buij, Thrip, &c.
"XL-All" Winter Wash, for dormant trees, acts
like mag-ic, clearing the trees and bushes of all insects'
eggs, moss, and fungoid growths. "XL-All" Lawn
Sand, a weed eradicator and fertiliser for weedy and
poor lawns. "XL-All" Weed Killer, used oiice a
year ; no weeds can live. Please ask your Nurseryman,
Seedsman or Florist for a copy of my small pink list,

g-iving particulars of these and many other "XL-ALL"
Preparations, which can be obtained from the Horti-
cultural Trade throughout the World.

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE.

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
(
TropiroJum Speciosum

)

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 14/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU HAVE A GL.4SS ROOF TH.'XT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind oi glazing

work to be done, Carson's Pl.\stine will save money,
lime, \vorry and annoyance consequent on the use of

ordinary putty which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renew'als. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,
Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. C.^RSONS, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Sta^k, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

SEED POTATOES.
Support Irish Tillage Farming.

Early kinds (or Boxing, Mid Season and Late-

keeping Varieties, at wholesale rales

List on application to —

MANAGER. KILMANOCK FARM,
CAMPILE, rm WATERFORD.

Kindly menlion this paper.

AUTO-SHREDS

Irish G.xrdenixc., No. i, March, 1906. The Manager
will be verv pleased to send 6d. in stamps or any two
other issues in exchange for copies of the number for

March, 1906, if received in good condition, suitable for

binding.

Is CERT.AIN
DE.\TH to all

i'estsinff5lii,-|,I.i,us under glass, &c. Simple
to use, nn apparatus required. In Eo,xcs to

Fumigate 500 cubic feet, 4d. ; 1,000 cubic
feet, 6d. ; 10.000 cubic feet. 38, 6d. each

.

Obtained of Seedsmen and Florists ; if

unobtainable apply direct

—

WM. DARLINGTON &. SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,

H.ACKNEV, LONDON, N.E.
Trade Terms upon

GOLD MEDAL ROSES.
Strotig, health\-, well-rooted plants of all classes

;

Standards, Bushes, and Climbers. Also Fruit Trees,
Shrubs, &c. Trained Fruit Trees are especially good

this \-ear. Send for Catalogue.

Rose Nurseries,
BEESTON, NOTTS.WILLIAM LOWE,

CLUGENE—Stanly's Slugdeath Registered. Price,

6d. , IS., 2s. , 4s. per Tin. Of Seedsmen, Nursery-
men, General Stores, Sec. The Royal Horticultural

Society reports :
—" This is the finest destroyer of slugs

we have ever tried. Put on according to the instructions

supplied, it kills all the slugs with no injury to the

plants." Wholesale from—

H. STANLY & CO., Ltd.,
69 FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON.

SOW, Sow, Sow. and Grow, Grow, Grow, the
Novelties just come ; get right up to date, and

do not be too late, but send for Wells' New Early
Single 'Mum. —Seed of Early Flowering Single Chry-
santhemum and brilliant strain of Pentstemons now
offered for the first time. May be had direct, or from
all Seedsmen. A Shilling packet contains about 100

seeds ; a Half-crown packet about 400. Sow, grow,
and treat exactly like Stocks, Asters, or other annuals.

For further particulars see page 50 of catalogue.
Wells' Special List of New Chrysanthemums, also

descriptive catalogue, post free on application. Wells'
Book, " The Culture of the Chrysanlhemuin," post
free, 1/6. -'W. WELLS & Co., MERSTHAM, Surrey.

300 ACRES TO SELECT FROM
Trees, Shrubs, Conifers, Rhododendrons, Heaths, Azaleas,

Kalmlas, Lediums, Fruit Trees, Roses, Herbaceous

Plants, &c., In first-class quality and variety.

SPECI.M, PRICES AND C.NTAI.OGUES ON APPLICATION.
Inspection Invitcii.

ISAAC MATTHEWS & SONS, Limited,
MILTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

National Sweet Pea Society

London Exhibition—Royal Horticultural

Hall, July 23

Provincial Exhibition—Saltaire, July 13

Now is the best time to join the Society. .Annual

Subscription from 5s. Schedules now ready. Swekt
Pea ANNfAL, 2s. post free (free to Members).

CHARLES H. CURTIS, Hon. Sec, Adelaide Road

BRENTFORD MIDDLESEX
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DEPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN—
Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry . Cheese- Making

Persons who desire to attend courses in the ahove
subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during
the year, 1909-10, should make early application to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Atfricultiire and
Technical Instruction, Dl BLIX

LADY GARDENER.—A trained Studley Colleg^e

student, holding Royal Horticulture Society's First

Class Certificate, at liberty at present. Moderate salary.

-Apply D., Office of this paper.

PROTECT Y'OUR BUDS, or you will get no fruit.

Netting, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. yards for Is. Any length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. GASSON, Net
Works, RYE.

WATERPROOF CAPES.—Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men exposed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined with Serge, 5s. each.

Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, 5s. 6d. and 6s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any size, 7s. 6d. each Oil-

skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage

paid.—H. J. G.ASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

WATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway

sheets, 12 ft. by 9 ft., I2s. ; 1 5 ft. by 9 ft.',

ISS. ; any size at Is. per square yard, with lashes.

Superior stout rot-proof green Canvas, an\- size. Is. 6d.

per square yard, with lashes. Cash returned if not

approved of. No rubbish.— H . J . G -A S S O N ,

Government Contractor, RYE.

MILITARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, any size ;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of.

—

H. J. GASSON, RYE.

FLOWERING SHRUBS^
Thousands of meritorious and

rarities (flowering), 8d. each, free

Arbutus
Azara
Brooms '_. wi

Buddleias 6 ^

Caryopteris
Cassinia
Choisya
Cistus
Cordylines

Colutea
CoronJIla
Cotoneaster
Drimys
Erica (H'-.ith

Escallonia
Eugenia
Eupatorium
Eurybia

Fuchsia
Fabiana'
Hydrangea
Lilacs
Phitadelphus
Ribes
Jasminum
Primulinum

Collection of 1 2 at 4s. & 6s., flowering various periods

Procure our Cafaiog^ue^ a veritable .

masterpiece^ Jree Jtf. ; free to Customers

PENNICK & CO., Delgany Nurseries, wicklow

EVERY FARMER
Should Use

r ^

NITRATE
OF SODA

^. J
60 Tons of MANGELS
50 Tons of SWEDES .

4 Tons of HAY . .

27 Cwt. of OATS . .

Per Statute Acre

have last season ( 1 908) been realised

by using

Nitrate of Soda
in conjunction with moderate quantities

of dung, phosphates and potash

NITRATE OF SODA is not a

mere stimulant, but an energiser, and a

true plant food ^^'hich acts immediately

('(III be bought of all leading dealers in iiutniires

Pamphlets emd Books containing the fullest .

practical information can be had (gratis) from

JOHN SIMPSON
15 Lower Sackville Street, DUBLIN

or from the

Secretary, Permanent Nitrate Committee

Friars House, New Broad St., LONDON. E.G.
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This space is reserved for

Messrs, Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd.

61 Dawson Street,] Dublin, for an

Advertisement of their celebrated

" HAWLMARK " SEEDS
which will appear next month

Breadmore s

Sweet I

Winchester

eas

Hants.

Ah ! That means Success,

Then Grow his Garden

and Agricultural Seeds too.

piirCTTT 'Y LARGER CROPS.
IvJJ.OUi^ i MORE PRIZES.

Laxton's Seeds
''"«>""' «"'"' Non€ belter oblain.ble.
tina post free.

Grand New /zn/^-early Dwarf Marrow
Pea " Laxtonian," the finest, earliest,

and largest podded dwarf, i/6 i-pint.

Laxton's " Gradus " and '' Thomas Lax-
ton " Peas, 1/6 quart.

";Laxtonian *' Pea.

L' 7-7 • np '^'ill >» line slock
>axt()n s bruit 1 rees. ,^,^,„-^.,.

/(>//( /()/- Cdtdlogne.

Laxton Bros., Bedford.
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Robertson S vegetable Seeds, Flower Seeds, Seed
Potatoes, &c.

J^OOerLSOIl S Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Roses
Shrubs, Climbers

IvObertSOn S Bulbs for Sprmg Planting . . . .

,, ^11 lo-i \TJ1 CATALOGUES
Awarded over lOO Gold and Silver Medals pqst free

HOGG & ROBERTSON, Ltd.

Seedsmen, Nurserymen and Bulb

Growers to H.M. Kins; Edward VII.

By Warrant of Ap 23 Mary Street DUBLIN

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories.

Head Office : Nelson Street, BRISTOL.
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HEINEMANN' S vegetable and Flower Seed^Catalogue FREE ON
APPLICATION

Showing the Finest and most Valuable

Novelties in Vegetable and Flower Seeds

Write at once for it by Id. Post Card

ALL FLOWER SEEDS CARRIAGE PAID

CALLIOPSIS RADIATA "TIGER STAR'
Dark brown, with golden yellow

Seeds per Packet, Qd. Post free

F. C. Hcincmann, F.R.H.S.
Seed Grower l)y Special War
of H. M. the German Emp o"r Erfurt, 8 Germany

EXHIBITORS OF the SWEET PEA
MUST HAVE THE BEST VARIETIES, AND THEY ARE
OFFERED BELOW IN COLLECTIONS AT MODERATE PRICES.

LATEST NOVELTIES.
Apple Blossom Spencer, rosv pink, u;i\ecl, 6d. ; King Edward Spencer, rich crimson, waved, 6d. ; Mrs. Routzahn, .ipricol

,'ind pink, waved, 6d. ; Mrs. Walter Carter, soft lavender, waved. Is. ; Mrs. Henry Bell, buff and pink, waved, Is. ; Rosie Adams,

rosy mauve, waved, Is.
;
Queen Victoria Spencer, deep primrose, waved, 6d. Tiiese six new Spencer varieties, 4s. 6d.

post free, or sinifle packets as priced.

THE BEST TWELVE.
Audrey Crier, rosy pink, waved, Is. ; Bobby K., soft blush, waved, 6d. ; Constance Oliver, cream and delicate pink,

waved, 6d. ; Etta Dyke, the best waved while, 6d. ; Evelyn Hemus, primrose, picotee edg-e, waved, 6d. ; Helen lewis,

oraiu,'e pnik, waved, 6d. ; Mrs. W. King, deep rose, waved, 6d. ; Miss E. F. Drayson, rich scarlet, waved, 6d. ; Marjorie

Willis, liRbt rose colour, waved, 6d. ; St. George, best orange scarlet, Is.; The Marquis, rosy mauve, waved, 6d.

;

Primrose Spencer, brij<ht primrose, waved, 6d. These twelve best varieties in cultivation for 5s. post free, or sintfle

packets as priced.

NEW CHEAP COLLECTION. All of the Newest and Best Varieties.

25 Superb Ciant Flowered Varieties, in separate packets containing- i,ooo Seeds, all hand picked, Is. post free.

25 Superb Ciant Flowered Varieties, in separate packets containins: 2,000 Seeds, all hand picked. Is. 6d. post free.

25 Superb Ciant Flowered Varieties, in separate packets containing- 4,000 Seeds, all hand picked, 2s. 6d. post free.

These Collections are made up of varieties which are the newest and best for exhibition or cut bloom ; if sown in Clumps of

a Colour make an effective show.

McCredy's Unsurpassed Mixture, made up from the named varieties, mixed by ourselves, and camiot be excelled

hv anv other liouse. Per quart, 6s. ;
per pint, 3s. 6d.

;
per '+ lb.. Is. 4d.

;
per ounce, 6d. All post free.

ReaiififHily Illustnih'd Seed Guide post free.

Samuel McGredy & Son,
Seed Merchanis

and Growers, PORTADOWN.
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Planters of FRUIT TREES don't fail to plant

BRAMIiEY'S SEEDLING.
The most profitable Apple grown.

The Rose.
Every Garden must Possess Them.

THE PEOPLE'S FLOWER.
THE NATIONAL FLOWER.

All Stront;' and Home-Grown Plants.

Notice the following Wonderful Bargain :—

COLLECTION "C," GARDEN ROSES.-Xhe finest selection of 25 Garden Roses
in dwarf pl.tnts possible (or 13/6 (with .\cmo Laliels, 16,-), carriag-e and packing- free for casli wilh order.

350,000 FRUIT TREES of all kinds to select from.

A Grand Stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great variety.

Send for Catalog-ue No. 25, full of interesting- information and cheap prices, post free on application to

MESSRS. H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD., <^.rA SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

FRUIT TREES
Man-y thousands are

being supplied yearl-y to

Customers in all parts of

Ireland, and are giving

entire satisfaction . . .

Silver Medal a-warded

b-y the Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland

for Collection of Fruit at

Dublin Show, 1907 . .

Silver-Gilt Medal
a-warded at the Royal

Horticultural Society's

British Fruit Show, held

in London in October,

1908, for Collection of

Hardy Fruit in Open
Class for Nurserymen

W.SEABROOK
THE

J
NURSERIES,

FOFtlVIS.
CORDONS
A Speciality

Very large stock of

BUSHES,PYRAMIDS
. . and . .

TRAINED TREES, on

Specially Selected Fruit-

ing Stocks

250,000 Trees to select

from

Customers ordering .

through the post may rely

on receiving as good trees

as those personally chosen

Illustrated Catalogue and
Cultural Instructions sent

free on application ....

CHELMSFORD
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FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 i-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
SPECIAL OFFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year J-Standaicls, extra slroiii;,

big" heads, fruiting" trees. .Apples, Pears and Plums in liesl

sorts. Lists on application. 18/--, 20/- dozen. \\'oi"tli di.>ubU'.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. Magnificent Stuff.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in 1

I cordially invite inspection of my stock. .Ml I offer

in my Nurseries.

.-li Section,

e growing

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS,
in large quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality

Lis/s Free. Corrcspoiideiice Inriled.

I"
^-^ "v T "p-v^ Forest Lodge Nurseries

Jv^i> XLOj r .rv.rl.o. J Gowr.\n, Co. Kilkenny '"10m a Photo of one of my 3-year-old trees growing
in the Nursery. This is my type of ^-Standard.

Telegrams: "Jones, Gowran."

SWEET PEAS

Edmondson's Eblana Collections
Contain the following 2t^ Giant-flowered Varieties

—

Doiothv Eckford, Nora L'uwin, John Ingmau, King Edward VII., Oueen .Alexandra, Ladv Grisel Hamilton,
.Miss H. C. Philbrick, Mrs. Walter Wright, Navy Blue, Romola Piazzani, Black Knight, Duke of Westminster,
Henry Eckford, Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon, Agnes Johnston, Countess Spencer, Gladys Uiiwin, Helen Lewis,

Janet Scott, Jeannie Gordon, Lord Roseber}', .America, Phenomenal, Dainty, Helen Pierce.

25 varieties, 40 seeds each 1 ,000 seeds for Is. 6d.

25 varieties, 80 seeds each—2,000 seeds for 2s. 6d.

The "Minor Eblana" Collection, 12 choice sorts. Is.

The "Novelties" Collection, 12 novehies, 5s.

Eblana Mixture, I quart, 5s. ; I pint, 2s. 6d. ; |-pint. Is. 6d.
;
per oz., 3d.

Giant-flowered Mixture, per lb., 5s. ; per i-lb., 2s. 6d. ; per oz., 6d.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, seedsmen

lo Dame Street DUBLIN
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RELIABLE

FRUIT TREES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Intending planters are invited to send

for our descriptive Catalogue of Fruit

Trees, of which we hold an immense

stock, well grown, true to name.

Whether you are planting for pleasure

or profit, or both, it is of the utmost

importance to buy good Tre es and to

plant them well.

Our Trees are doing exceptionally well

in Ireland, and we are prepared to

quote special prices for large or small

quantities, delivered to any railway

station.

Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

Hardy Perennials, in great variety

(.ATAl.OlU'KS KRKK.

The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd.

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

County Armagh

Grown Fruit Trees
Very Large Stock ot

—

APPLES . GOOSEBERRIES
PEARS . CHERRIES
PLUMS . RASPBERRIES

Orders have prompt attention

CATALOGUES FREE

W. BLEAKLEY
Nurseries, Killylea, Co. Armagh

ALL OWNERS of GARDENS or FARMS
SHOULD SOW

DRUMMOND'S CELEBRATED SEEDS

Drummond's Vegetable Seeds

Drummond's Flower Seeds

Drummond's Flower Bulbs

Drummond's Fruit Trees

Drummond's Garden Tools

Drummond's Special Manures

AWARDED
124 First Prizes

in 1908

Drummond's Horticultural Sundries

Drummond's Grass Seeds

Drummond's Clover Seeds

Drummond's Seed Gram
Drummond s Seed Potatoes

Drummond's Root Crop Seeds

CATALOGUES FREE. Please say whether Garden, Farm, or Nursery Catalogue is required

W. DRUMMOND 6 Sons. Ltd.
57 & 58 Dawson St., DUBLIN
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Now Ready. Post Free

ASTER, "HERCULES," WHITE.

MACKEY'S
GARDEN
MANUAL

A Catalogue and Guide

to the best Vegetables and

Flowers for Irish Gardens

rO KK HAD GRATIS AND POST

FRI'IH ON APPLICATION

SIR JAMES W. MACKEY, LTD.
SEEDSMEN

23 Upper Sackville Street: DUBLIN
FOUNDED

V:. J



SEASON 1909

W. HORNE & SONS
World-wide

Reputation

RASPBERRIES

Superlative

Perfection

Baumford

Seedling

Norwich

Wonder

Hornet (Rivers)

Carter's

Prolific

and many others

Price

:

Is. 6d. dozen
;

5s. 100

Noted Fruit Tree Growers

CLIFFE, nr. Rochester, Kent

All the best

varieties in

Cultivation

200,000

FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
OF ALL KINDS. INCLUDING—

o,ooo Maiden Apples on English Paradise.

The foUowinj,' popular : Janu's Grieve, Bens Red,
Charles Ross, Cox's C^raiiife, Ailing-ton's Pippin,

Bramlev Seedling-, Lord Derby, Worcester Pearmain,
Ecklinville Seedling-, Newton Wonder, Norfolk Beauty,
Blenheim Orange, Warner's King, Edward \'II.,

Rival, Quarrenden, 6s. dozen
; 40S. 100.

Also a very fine lot of 30,000 Pyramid Apples,

2 and 3 year, on English Paradise.

Including Worcester Pearmain, Cox's Orange
Pippin, James Grieve, Allinglon Pippin, Bramley
Seedling-, Warner's King, Houblon, Charles Ross,
Beauty of Bath, and many others, 12s. doz. ; 75s. 100.

About 50,000 Half-standard Apples on Crab
Stock, 2 and 3 year.

Worcester Pearmain. Cox's Orange Pippin, Bramley

Seedling, Newton Wonder, AUing-ton Pippin, Lord
Derby, Bleniieim Orange, James Grieve, and many
others, 12s. dozen; 75s. 100.

2 year Pears on Quince Stock.

Dinenne du Comice, \-er>- fine stuff intieed, IS. 6d.
each ; 12s. dozen.

\Vr
Loganberry Plants from Layers.

fine stuff, 25 plants (or 20S.

3 Year Pears on Pear Stock.
In Large Quantities.

Do\"enne du Comice, Marie Louise, Conferen
Louise BonneofJer.se}', Doyenne d'Ete, Chalk, Duck's
Egg, Dr. Jules Guyot, Red Lammas, Eertility

Williains' Souvenir du Congres, Beurre Clairgeau
Pitinaslon Duchesse, Jargonelle, Winter Nelis
Josephine de Malines, Beurre Dicl, Windsor.

All one price— IDS. dozen ; 60s. 100.

Write for our New Illustrated Catalogue, now ready, to be had gratis.



Mrs. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., priory house, STROUD
KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS, AND TREES CAN BE SENT.

[23rcl SEASON,

d by ordering througji

23rd SEASON] THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
Mrs. CARDNER DOES NOT KEEP A NURSERY or sell plants locally : her plants and bulbs

the post, therefore the BEST PLANTS, Ac, ARE NEVER PICKED OUT by personal applica

The early planters are always successful gardeners. Everything in prime condition^for rer

\1 I 1 \i kl ' I I I I BULB, PLANT, AND ROSE CATALOGUE POST FREE.

ily be obtair
NOW IS THE BEST TItvIE TO PLANT.
PACKED FREE and CARRIAGE PAID.

I, ( AkKl \i,i: I'Alhi.

Remember is the best time In all the year to Plant Roses, Fruit Trees, Bulbs, and Perennial Plants of all kinds. Success Certain.

ROSES.
NorbertTHE SENSATIONAL NEW DWARF ROSE, Madame

Levavasseur. — As a pot-Rose for greenhouse or window it has no
cii.al. for beds and borders it is simply a mass of crimson the wliole

of the season, producing such a grand, telling effect that once seen is

not readily forgotten ; it is very hardy, and will thrive in the poorest

soil. Only grow about one foot high, and bloom so profusely as to

entirely hide the foliage. The foliage is ofa beautifully deep glossy

green, and is never attacked by disease It flowers in large clusteis

from June to November. It' is always in bloom. ThisRo-e«ill
prove invaluable for bedding purposes and for pot culture. It ii.i^

already obtained the five following Prizes, viz. :~Paris Exhibiliun

( May), Large Silver Medal ; Paris Exhibition (November), 1st Class

Certificate of Merit by the National Horticultural Society of

Krance ; London (.April), 1st Class Certificate of Merit, R.H.S.
of London ; London (June), 1st Class Certificate of Merit, National

Rose Society ; Orleans (August), Gold Medal, highest award with

congratulations from the Judges. Now offered by me, price ls_ 6d.

each ; 3 for 4s. ; 6 for 7s. ; VA for 12s. Packed free and carriage

paid Capt. Hume, Loch Fyne, writes Oct. 15, 19II8- -"The
Madame Norbert Levavasseur vou sent me made such a pretty

border, I want two dozen more. They are still budding and
flowering."

RARE LOVELY ROSE, General Schablekine.—See Dean Holes refer-

ence to it on page I8.t of his book, " Our Gardens." Lord Brougham
describes it as "caring neither for cold, damp, sun, or mildew,"

and he declares " that if a law was passed that one man should cul-

tivate but one variety of Rose, he should, without hesitation, choose
General Schablekine as being without a rival, flowering con-

tinuously, with 100 blooms of equal merit on a plant." He says

—

"Of all Roses it is the most faithful and generous " Is. 9d. each
;

3 for 4s. lid., carriage paid.

Miss M. SCARLE, Norwich, writing: Nov. 1st, says :- 1 am glad
to tell you the General Schablekine Rose has done splendidly and
has borne some lovely Roses. We are much pleased with it.

THE VELVETY CRIMSON BLACK ROSE. 1 r 1 il l\ the ii. i.<vi to a

r^.illilul, K-'-, magnificent lustre and texture, hard)-, vigorous,

.tnii Ir. e 1>1' iiiiLT. 2s. each ; 2 for its. 6d., carriage paid.

FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI The sensational new snow white hybrid Per-

jH-tinl Rr,sr. Itardy, free flowering, and superb formation of

blossom. All will certainly grow this charming new Rose. The
Queen greatly admired this grand new Rose at the National Rose
Society's Show. 3 for 4s. ; 6 for 7s. 6d. ; 12 for lis. Plantet) be-

side the velvety crimson-black Rose, the effect is grand. Two
crimson black and two F. K. Druschki for 5s., carriage paid.

DOROTHY PERKINS. A delightful new Climbing Rose, has alread>

become a great favourite with all who have seen it in flower, pro-

ducing, as it does, huge clusters of handsome soft pink "

1"-
.

2 for

Extract from "THE GARDENER," January 18, 1908:-" If I

were restricted to one Rose I would rather leave out all the other
hundreds than Dorothy Perkins. In the first place, I know of no
Rose so beautiful and yet so willing to do its utmost. This Rose
will astound you by the vigour of its growth and the prodigality
of its bloom. For sheer brilliancy it far outshone anything else

in the garden at the time and made a wonderful display."

6 LOVELY HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES iia uem selection)._This set

tin

ed .,11 ii.lredb. .Mv rs have been simply
, and carriage paid.rmed with this set. All labelled

:i, 2s. ; the set, 6, 3s. 9d. ; 12, 7s.

SPECIAL OFFER EXTRA LARGE ROSES.- Four-year old trees, bushy,

and abundance of fibrous roots, extra choice varieties, from pure

white to rich velvety-crimson, abundant bloomers, and should be

planted in the open at once. 6 all different, and named, 6s. ; 12 for

9s. 'id., carriage paid.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
General favourites everywhere on account of their hardiness,

abundant blooming qualities (being scarcely ever out of flower

the whole season), and robust, vigorous constitution.

Mrs. JOHN LAINC.-Rieh.satinv pink, delicious fragrance; blooms

constai.lK.
MARCHIONESS OF LONDONDERRY (New).—Ivory white, pouited

globiil .1 ,
'I I ^ 't offered.

ULRICH BRUNNER. u dy Rose in flower and foliage.

Xbel'ii i -i 1- I 1 i)
;

' '.
!

I ^ht cherr>'-red and very fragrant.

The tl.i\M r- .M. Ii.rn.- i.n I'lOg How er-stalks almost devoid of thorns.

BARONESS ROTHSCHILD. -.4n exquisite shade of satiny pink.

PAUL NEYRON.— Imperial pink of the richest shade, large and
beaut ilull> I. line .1. the largest Rose in cultivation.

GENERAL JACQUEMINOT.— Bright, scarlet-crimson, an abundant
bloomer; l.tr-i .ml tine double flower.

MAGNA CHARTA.— Bright pink, shaded with carmine, large and

full. A I Ro

ABEL CARRIERE.— Purplish crimson, w
cctitre. Lirgc ;indlull.

MRS. R. G. SHARMAN CRAWFORD.-De
shaded with pale llesh. A beautiful rose i

PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN.—Deep
^had«^ scarlet ; a magnificeiu daik Rose.

LA FRANCE.-Splendid satiny Rose ; ;

.loubtcdly otie of the best.

CAPTAIN HAYWARD.-

ith black refleeti.

eh dit

ide ol t et f 1! and >

oldAll the above Hybrid Perpetuals are strong, robust 2 yea

trees, every one of which flowered abundantly this season. Any
3 for 2s. 6d. ; any 6 for 4s. 6d, ; the set of 12 (one of each) 8s.

Carriage Paid.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER.—Bargain price. Climbing Roses, in grand
vanetv ;

nit need for bare walls and ugly places, they all can be

made beautiful at a mere nominal expense t: grand climbing

Roses, 3s. ; 12 for 5s. 6d. These will flower in the wildest pro-

fusion anywhere and everywllere.

THE GOLD MEDAL SET OF ROSES
(Six Magnificent NEW ROSES. Now first offered by me).

It ely which fli

eilaid with ruddy sol

jwers quite freely, a

large, elongated torn

Gold Medal
al Perpetual

DEAN HOLE.-The blooms at

carmine, shaded s.almon.

HUGH DICKSON.—Intense b

is very fragrant, and has been a

and numerous F.C. Certificates.

J. B. CLARK. -Deep rich scarlet. A grand new Rose. Gold Medal
\ US The colour is unique among Roses, and the flowers are

immense and superb in conformation.
MADAME A. CHATENAY.— Pale fawn pink, shaded salmon. A

charming Rose, beautiful beyond description.

RICHMOND.—Superior to Liberty in size and form, colour pure red

scarlet, of free-growing and flowering habit, said to be

advance of Liberty. Any 3 for 4s. ed. ; the set of 6 for

illii

Gd.

THE HARDY BLUE GERANIUMS

perennial, and

post free,

CLEMATIS MONTANA.-

2 for

lovely hardy Geranium is

t it is absolutely a hardy
a wealth of glorious large blue flowers for

prove yearly. 3 for Is. 6d. ; for 2s. 6d. ;lonths
12 for 4

This lovely hardy white Clematis is now very
great demand for it. I can offer limited

, two years old, 2 for 2s. 3d.; three years old. Is, 9d. each,

RUBENS.—The new apple-blossom coloured Montana,

ely and scarce, 2s. fid. each.

GRAND CLIMBING CLEMATIS.-Glorious hardy, everlasting climbers,

all two years old. I have a grand stock of the following colours,

and offer at a bargain price so long as unsold: Cream, Blue,

Yellow White, either colour separate, or mixed, as desired.

4 for Is'. 6d. ; 8 for 2s. 6d. ; 12 for 4s. All post free.

RARE NEW FRUIT SHOULD BE IN
EVERY GARDEN.

CURRANT, VICTORIA BLACK (NEW). -This is the finest and largest

Black Currant in cultivation. The fruit is of great size, splendid

quality and flavour, and the plant is a most abundant bearer.

Even young plants are literally covered with huge bunches of

fruit almost as large as Grapes, Extra large 3-year-old trees, 4s.

r doz

THE LOGANBERRY, the grandest of recent inlroductions, a cross

between a Blackberry and a Raspberry. Hardy, vigorous grower.

Fruit large and most delicious. Will be in every garden later.

Owing to great demand, stock very limited. 2 for 3s. ; 6 for

«a., carriage paid. ^ . .
, . i. j

RATHBUN BLACKBERRY.—The fruit is very large and handsome,

intense black with a very high polish and without any hard core

luicv hieh flavoured ; of so superior a quality that it is in a class

hv iiself Those accustomed to the old varieties would scarcely

recoer
7s. (id.

; it for a Blackberry, 3 for 2s

dessert Apples, 2 dessert

:rry (Noble). All 2-year-oldSPECIAL FRUIT COLLECTION. -T
Pears 2 dessert Plums. I new
trees healthy, well grown ; the 5 irees lor .s. uu. . ie=

CHAMPAGNE RHUBARB.-A prand "7- ,.^»"'^,";y' °f
f^'

>",

colour and most delicious flavour, distinct from all otln

stems are very straight, and retain their beautiful coh

cooked. 6 for Is. 6d. ; 12 for 2s. 9d.

Mrs. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.



THE "FOUR OAKS" SYRINGES
are acknowledged by all users to be

THE BEST SYRINGES THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
I

Now in use in all the leading Gardens and Nurseries everywhere. I

Send for samples and you will afterwards use no other make.
|

THE "UNDENIABLE PATTERNS ARE GUARANTEED AGAINST INDENTATION OF WORKINC^BARREL FOR THREE YEARS.

II. fay 3* ii

n. by i8 ii

The "Kour Oak»" L'lideiualjli; Syringe
No.1. Kest quality, with teak handle Ladies'

No. 2. Good quality, with rosewood handle ,

' Four Oaks " Undeniable Angle Jointed by

reached by the ordinary syringe.

We un aluable lor s) ringing the vmdersidcs of leaves and branches which can

Undeniable Syringe, illustrated above, with the addition of an Angle Joint.

,,j -. Best quality, teak handle.

Ladies' size, li in. by i6 in., 21,- Standard size, i* in. by

:

Xo 5. Good quality, rosewood handle

Ladies size, ij in. by i6 in., 2«

^ ' Kour Oaks" Undeniable Spraying Syringe. The most useful Syringe it is possible

to have in a garden. Gives a fine vapour or mist-like spray. Invaluable for ordinary-

spraying, or for distributing Insecticides.

No. 9. ijin. by 2oin.,12/6. i* in. by 20 in, 16/6.

Is fitted with quick-filling ball valve.

^^fe.

The " Four Oaks" Undeniable Angrle Jointed Spraying: Syringe. This is the same Syringe as No. g Illustrated^ abovi
but with the addition of an .Angle Joint for spraying the undersides of leaves and branches. An invaluable Syringe.

No. 9 AJ. ij in. by 20 in., 18/- il in. by 20 in., 22.6.

ANY OF THE ABOVE SYRINGES WILLINGLY SENT ON APPROVAL TO ANY GARDENER.

The "Four OaRs" Patent KnapsacK Sprayer, No. 101 ("M^aJe"

The Most Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever produced,

and will last ten times as

longr as any other.

No rubber valves i

Dr get out of ordi

working parts outside.

The only Knapsack
force behind the spray.

We maiiufaciure l.u^

Spraying Machines of t\( i

description. Send for ("ai.,

A Machine willingly

sent on approval to any
[

Gardener.

Suitablefor Spraying Fruit
Trees and Trees of all kinds.
Hops, Vines, Coffee, Tea and
Cocoa, also Potatoes and
other crops.

PRICE 45/-
Complete with '

Patent Sprayin N<
Oaks

Short Brass Tube with .Slop

Cock and 3 feel Best India-
rubber Tube. Will give very
fine, medium, or coarse spray
as desired. Double Swivel
Nozzle, 4,'- extra.

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.

"F<.ur O.iks" Patent [..mi-

boo Lance, 10 ft. 6in., with
interior Brass Tube, Stop-
cock and Fittings - 17/6
6 ft. 6 in. Do. - 12/6
Strongly recommended.

The "Four Oaks" Undentable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. bir.mInoRam, enoi and
Send for Calaln^ue ul Svriii^e.s, Spra>inK .Macliines, and other HoriicuUural Specialities.

All Icadini; Irish Seedsmen and .Vurscriracn act as our Menu, and .•.uppl.\ our Specialitir-



ECKFORD'S eiANT SWEET PEAS

)

Why purchase Seed of inferior quality for your
garden when by sending to Eckford at Wem
the best can be obtained ? The success of your
garden depends upon the Seed suppUed, and it

therefore becomes a question of QUALITY—not
quantity.

Every Seed sent out by me is carefully examined
by hand ; and brighter colours, larger flowers, and
longer stems will be the result of growing Seed
bought from Wem.

Villa (A) Collection,
so very choice Varieties, suitable fur

villa garden,excellent Giant-flowered
sorts, most suitable for cutting and
exhibition, 25 seeds of eacli, - 10/-

Villa (B) Collection.

24 splendid Varieties, suitable

for exhibition, 50 seeds of each.

Villa (C) Collection.

12 splendid Varieties, suitable

for exhibition, 50 seeds of each,

2/9

NOVELTIES FOR THE SEASON
DodMrell F. Browne iWavedi.—A iicHutifui

intt'iise bi'isjht orinisoii. .'iiniost a self. 7 seod.K,

6d. ; I.s.-oeds, Is.

Mrs. Charles Masters.—-A bright rosy
salmon standard, with almost pure cream
wings, whicli are only slight!}' rose flushed,

7 .seeds, 6d. ; 15 seeds, Is.

Apple Blossom (Waved). — As its name
denotes, this is a beautiful flower oi Apple
Blossom coloin-. 20 seeds, 6d. ; 40 seeds, Is. '

Queen Victoria (Waved). — Extremely large
i

flowers, with a background i:)i deep primrose,
flushed with rose. 10 seeds, 6d. ; 2oseeds, Is. I

Menie Christie (Waved).—The standard is an
intense purple mauve, with wings of a somewhat
ligliter shade. 12 seeds, 6d. ; 25 .seeds, 1s.

Mid-Blue (Dobbie's).—A medium sized erect
flower of deep sky blue, nearly a self, i o seeds,
6d. ; 20 seeds, "Is,

Saint George.—Bright fiery orange standards,
wings slightly deeper than' the slandard. 7
seeds, 6d. ; 15 seeds. Is.

Mrs. Henry Bell (Waved).—A beautiful rich
apricot ground, overlaid with a soft pink. 10
seeds, 6d. ; 20 seeds. Is.

SPECIAL NOVELTY OFFER
One full sized packet of each of the 8 Grand Novelties, post free, for 7s. 6d.

One full sized packet of each of the Novelties, and also the Villa (C)

Collection, post free, for 9s. 6d.

One full sized packet of each of the Novelties, and also the Villa (B)

Collection, post free, for 12s.

ECKFORD'S CULINARY PEAS If you have never tried Eckford's Ci'UNArv
Pe.\s do so this year ; they are heavj' croppers,
and the flavour is right.

FREE. Send a post-card for Coloured Illustrated and full descriptive Catalogue. It is sent post free.

Write to-day. .\ Booklet giving full particulars on the Culture of Sweet Peas given with every order.

HENRY ECKFORD, F.R.H.S., wem!
The Sweet Pea Speciedist

Shropshire.
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Hv Royal »|

Appointment S^^iSMSiS

Franco-British Exhibition, London,
International Horticultural Show, fune, 1908.

The Only Gold Medal for Vegetables

wa7^.;,7Z^W E B B & SONS.

THE ONLY

GOLD ME

VEGETABLFS ^w SM

TO ANV fl; 1 CF M
FRENCH OR I '1 !•- »

WEBB & soN^ n

WORDSLb"! SU

NOVELTIES FOR EXHIBITION AND TAIUJ; USE.

Webbs'
Webbs'

Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'

For

New Pioneer Pea (early) per qt.

Stourbridge Marrow (second early)

per qt.

Senator Pea (main crop)

KInver Mammoth Broad Bean ,,

Eclipse Runner Bean

Victoria Dwarf Bean

Early Mammoth Cauliflower per pkt.

New Prizewinner Carrot per oz.

Seld. Ailsa Craig Onion per pkt.

Royal Favour Cucumber

the best Vegetables and Flowers, see

WEBB & SONS,

3 Webbs' Exhibition Cos Lettuce per pkt. 6
Webbs' Greatheart Cabbage Lettuce ,, 6

2 6 Webbs' New Epicure Melon . ,,2 6
3 Webbs' New Volunteer Beet . „ 10
2 6 Webbs' New Emperor Tomato ,, 16
3 Webbs' New Champion Prize Leek ,, 16
2 6 Webbs' Silver Ball Turnip per oz. 6
1 6 Webbs' Pink Perfection Celery per pkt. 6
I Webbs' New Colonist Potato (early) per peck 4

I 6 Webbs' New Guardian Potato (second early)

1 6 per peck 3 6

WEBBS' SPRING CATALOGUE, gratis and post free.

. WORDSLEY .

STOURBRIDGE
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Seaside Shrubs

IN'
exposed situations Spring' plantln,i< is ot'ti'n louncl

most satisfactory ; the growing season is in siglit in

February, and seaside planting may then be done

witli advantag'e. Some of tlie best shrubby evergreens

for maritime planting are Escallonias, Brooms, Bar-

berries, Euonj'mus, Choisyas, Oval-leaved Privet (green

and golden), Launislinus, Griselinia, Olearia, Thuyopsis

dolobrata, and Veronicas, whilst there are also numerous

non-evergreens, such as Sea Buckthorn, Dogwood,
Flowering Currant, Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, Golden

Elder, Tamarisk, Buddleia globosa. Guelder Rose,

Cotoneaster frigida, and others which do capitally near

the sea and brighten up the more sombre evergreens with

their respective flowers, variegated foliage or berries.

.Amongst shelter trees for seaside growth .Austrian

Pines and Pinus insignis are specially recommended, also

Evergreen Oak and Holly, Cupressus macrocarpa. Silver

Fir, Mountain -Ash, Lombardy Poplar, Beech, Sycamore,

;ind White-thorns or the coloured varieties. .

.At the Nurseries of Messrs. Watson & Sons, Clontarf

large quantities of shrubs and trees for maritime culture

are grown, and the Messrs. W.\tson's experience in the

matter of varieties suitable for various situations is at

the disposal of intending planters. They attend per-

sonally to their clients' needs by correspondence or

otherwise, and those requiring plants for the seaside

might at least send a card for a catalogue or run out and

see the slock at CloiUarf, the Nurseries being but fifteen

mitnites' Ir.im drix e from Nelson's Pillai".

Societies.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

THE opening council meeting on January 14th

was strong in attendance—graceful, if the term

may be used, by the presence of the newly
elected lady members, and practical in the way it went
to work and disposed of the summer show schedule,

and all but settled the winter programme. It was
arranged that the council should hold its monthly meet-

ings for 1909 on the second Friday of each month at

3 45 o'clock. Three shows are now arranged—viz., the

spring show at Ballsbridge, .April 21st and 22nd; sum-
mer show, place not yet fixed, July 20th ; and the winter

fruit show, October 20th and 21st, the rendezvous of which

it is hoped may be as of yore. The full programme for

igog will short!)- be in the hands of members, and non-

members contemplating competition can have same on

application. The programme, we were told hv one who
had a private peep, " ought to please everybodv," so we
can only express the hope that private peeper's prophe.sy

may be justified in going as far as it is possible to

go in this sublunary sphere. If it does not it will

not be for want of suggestions and consideration given

to them. .Apart from the glorification of Flora and
Pomona it is now generally admitted that these peace-
ful contests have a position in the economic welfare of

This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.

BOARD'S ((
PATENT

\\i for Dii
ami Price Lists

Manufacturers nf

PLAIN A^D ORNAMENTAL
SPOITING,

HOT WATER PIPES,

i
BOILERS, PllHPS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATINO

GEAR.

THOS.W. ROBINSON, LTD.

Boiler and Pipe Manufacturers,

STOURBRIDGE.

TENSION"
GREENHOUSES.

IRON FRAME.
NO OUTSIDE
ROOF PAINTINC.

FLAT CLASS .

NO DRIP

SPAN ROOF,
10 fl. \ Sft. £12 10
12 ft. X Sfl 14 10

It fl. X Sfl. 16 10

LEAH TO.
10 ft X 6 ft £9 10
13 ft. J Bft. 11

lift. I 6ft. 12 10

SKINNER BOARD & CO., BRISTOL
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riFSTDflV ALL GREENHOUSE
I/l^vJlflUI

_^^,j^ GARDEN PESTS

CLUBICIDE
Stands UNRIVALLED for the purification of

Greenhouses and Greenhouse soil, and the

Destruction of Fly, Bug, Scale, &c., and

all ground vermin

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Cross's Nicotine Vaporiser

Cross's Organic Tomato Guano

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

Established 1820

S. SPOONER & SONS
Fruit 1 ree Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESI'X

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half a million to select {rem

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION-

INSPECTION INVITED

IMPORTANT TO
GARDENERS
and Fruit Growers.

44 ff

Riquas
(Registered) .

The most successful Non=poisonous Insecticide

of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to all Insect Pests.

No possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliage.
It is by tar the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Thrip, Black and Green Fly, &c, whilst RED
SPIDER, Mealv Bug. and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by
using "NIQUAS," double or three times the strength required
for Fly.

Ask for Testimonials, : hundreds have beenhich soi

received.

SPECIMEN TESTIMONIAL.
From Mr. E. Hubbard, Gardener to G. Hanbury, Esq.,

BIythewood, Burnham, Bucks, May 15th, igo6.

"I have been using your '*NIQUAS** Insecticide for some
,ears, and can with all conndence say it is the best I have ever
ised for Bug, Thrip, Red Spider, American Blight, and for all

nsect Pests it has no equal. Also for the destruction ot Maggots
n Marguerites by dipping.

friends generally."ended 1

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FOR FUMIGATING.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

INTRODUCKU 1885.

This well-known invt^niiuii lur the entire eradication ol all pests
intesting vegetation under glass is now manufactured in a more
simple and reliable torni. The small candle, which will be tound
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the
ground in the centre of the Cone hrame, to produce immediate
results. Nothing on the market can equal it for efficacy and
cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house of cubic 2,000 to 2,500
teei, !/• eacli. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic
1,000 to 1,200 feet, Sd. each. Cone No. i. Carbon, for frames of
cubic 100 feet, 6d. each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

To be had from all Seedsmen
and Florists.
MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY &, CO., Ltd.,
At their Bonded Chemical Works,

SHAD t:h:a.]vi:e:s, s.e:.
Olllce & Show Rooms 13 & is Flnsbury St., London, E.C.
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flowers cannot be done willunit, whilst I'riiit becomes

more and more a part and parcel of ciur "daily bread,"

so much so in fact that hardy fruits which can he

produced in perfection at home are much more in

demand than the home supply can cater for but does

not cater for. It is, of course, g^ood of our Colonial

cousins to senti us so much, but it ill becomes us to

impose oi'i g"Ood nature without iin effort to help our-

selves. This matter is merely mentioned as a su^tjfes-

tion to other powers that be professedly and undoubt-

edly interested in the subject to co-operate with the

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland, with even but a

small measure of practical aid in the heavy expense en-

tailed in running' a good fruit exhibition. Secretaries of

local and district horticultural associations are invited to

obtain particulars of affiliation with the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland, such affiliation carrying with it

the Royal Horticultural Society (Ireland) medals, for

awarding in their own particular arena of competition. At

the above meeting specimen sprays of the showy orange-

fruited Solanum ciliatitm came from Mrs. Sj^nnot, Innis-

more, Glenageary ; this is a greenhouse annual worth

having for its fine winter decorative effect. Members can

have seeds of same and also of Phormium tenax (see

" Current Topics"), as well as a selected variety of the

annual Tngett's signcila putiiihi^ by enclosing a stamped

directed envelope to the secretary, who has still seeds of

Litium pcrenne previously noticed in Irish G.^rdeni.ng,

should any member be desirous of having this pretty per-

ennial bush flax. Ten new members were elected on

Januarv 14th— viz., as a life member, Lord Fredei'ick

I'itzllerald, Carton, Maynooth ; as a practical life mem-
ber (under the amended rule 4) Mr. .Andrew Black,

Carton Gardens, Maynooth ; and as annual members, W.
K. Maguire, Esq., J. P., Tower Hill Lodge, Dalkey ; N.

Hone, Esq., St. Dolough's Park, Raheny ; J. J. Rochford,
Esq., 73 Haddington Road ; D. McLeod, Esq., 14 Wind-
sor Terrace, Kingstown

; J. E. Geoghegan, Esq., B. A.

,

Rockfield, Blackrock ; T. K. Laidlaw, Esq., Luttrells-

town, Clonsilla ; Captain Connolly, Castletown, Cel-

bridge ; and Mr. T. Cave, Danum Gardens, Rathgar.

Clare Horticlltir.^l Society.—We have received

a copy of the above society's schedule for 1909, which con-

tains a comprehensive range of classes designed to meet
the needs of all classes of horticulturists. Hitherto, this

society's operations have been practically confined to

Ihe county of Clare, but on this occasion, owing to the

generosity of that go-a-head firm—Jones, of Kilkenny—

a

valuable challenge cup is being offered by the society,

open to the counties of Galway, Clare, Limerick, Tip-

perary and Kerry, and horticulturists in these counties

would do well to apply to the secretary for a copy of the

schedule, in which the}' will find several classes of great

interest and value, amongst others being Sydenham's
for 9 bunches of sweet peas and W. Bill's for 10 .sprays

of violas. Practically all classes are open to horti-

culturists in above radius, and the society's arrangement
on page 32 of schedule makes exhibiting simplicity

itself, as it does away with the necessity of incurring

heavy railway charges for show-boards, plates and vases.

The date of the show is 2Sth July, and the secretary

Mr. H. Bill, l.ifford, Ennis, Co. Clare.

IF YOU HAVE AGREENHOUS

? CHAS TOOPE (FR.HS) 6,SON
M«»tii\i Ewtv.irj. STEPNEY SQUARE. LONDON. E.

rriie Boiler* fop Am£Ltet;i]?s

KINNELL'SS "HORSE-SHOE."
Will burn
from 10 to

20 hours.
Over 20,000
in use.

CHAS. P. KINNELL h Co., Ltd.

65 & 65a Southwark St., LONDON, S.E.

M.Saunders & Sons
Beg to call attention to their unsur-

passed and extensive collection of

General Nursery Stock

including Fruit Trees of all kinds, clean

and well rooted ; Roses of all classes,

thousands to select from ; Avenue

Trees of all kinds ; Conifers, a mag-

nificent collection ; Evergreen and

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs in end-

less variety ; Forest Trees, several acres

of all sizes .• Inspection invited

Catalogues Free on Appiicatio

Friars Walk Nurseries

Cork
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SPECIAL

NOTICE
m ram m '%S

FOR

1909.

IF YOU WANT

REALLY GOOD SWEET PEAS
AT MODERATE PRICES, send to

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Limited, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
No Flowers give so much cut bloom at so little cost and trouble as Sweet Peas.

3PECIAL COLLECTIONS FOR 1909.
For luUer dL-scriytions of tin- VMni^tirs nlmnL-.l in lliis list an. I allolla-r known varietii's. «,• i,.f,.r nnr friends lo llie little book

"ALL ABOUT SWEET PEAS," ivvisni ami oorrectid lo end of Hint;. Price 6d.

The seeds in these Collections are at! carefully hand-picked ; only plump, round seeds sent ; all small, poor, or doubtful ones are
taken out, which we do not think is done by anyone else in the trade ; eighty to ninety per cent, guaranteed to germinate if

treated as instructions sent with each collection.

EACH PACKET in Nos. 1, 2 and 3, CONTAINS 50 SELECTED SEEDS.

J, darl> caniojn- M-aili-l , Dainty, wijilo, will, slitrlil

Henry Eckford, orange starlit ; Hon. Mrs. Kenyon,
vavid [link; Navy Blue, di'ep violet liiue ; Prince of

COLLECTION Ho. 1 TWELVE USEFUL VARIETIES, 13. Coccii
|iink rd;j.': Dorothy Eckford, « liin^ , Evelyn Byatt, liian-r iiii.l ,i-ihis..ii imnh
l-alr irnnn)>r; Miss Willmott, -alii -i.d: Mrs. A. Watkins t Gladys Unwin
Wales, noil r<»\ oinnsMn: Romollo Piazzani, j irii hiur

.
Salopian, dnpnudtK

COLLECTION No. 2- TWELVE GOOD VARIETIES, IB. A. J. Cook, |,al, lavender imrple; Black Knight,
cliiir.ilai( ; Countess Spencer, laii.-( v>a\\ iink; Duke of Westminster, rosy violrt : Herbert Smith, orange and cihnson
King Edward VII., i icli iiikin- ii : Lady Grisel Hamilton, lali laMiidir: Mrs. Collier, jali- iniinidse ; Nora Unwin, wavei
Queen of Spain, salnion-jiink ; Sybil Eckford, i-ivaoij Iniit, Ihwhrd pair ]iiiik : Triumph, oi'.y salnmn and Idnsli.

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTIONS Nos. 1 and 2, 2d. each.

COLLECTIONS Nos. 1 and 2, when bought together, will be 2 6, and a packet of "Millie Maeli
will be added free of charge.

COLLECTION No. 3. THE TWELVE CEST VARIETIES, 2 -. Clara Curtis, svn. Primrose Spencer, waved nrinirose
Etta Dyke, ,yn. White Spencer, waved while

;
Frank Dolby, Ha\ed laveieler, see t'ls. 4 ; George Herbert, waved carndne and rose

;

Helen Lewis, uaved . miui anl I'^r, v.c i ij; I., Helen Pierce, ni.iiM.d lilue; Jeannie Cordon, earniine ami liulf Lord Nelson',
dark Mue

.
Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, ua . .[ liln-l, |.iiik, sn 1 i^ I

,
Mrs. Walter Wright, ri.h rosv mauve; Paradise, iieli jiink, tlie

l.e^l of 111. Countess Spencer i\ p. Queen Alexandra, 1 1.. i.. -i .. nn.:. -.a. i.t.

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTION No, 3, 3d. each. COLLECTIONS Nos. 2 and 3 may be had together for 3 , and
a Packet of "Phenomenal " and "Agnes Eckford " will be added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE THREE COLLECTIQIMS. 4/-

and "John Ingman" Seedlings

and when bouglit l.i;;ellier. th.' f.nn' ;i

Jessie Cuthbertson, M
ill I.e added free of eliarge, niakine II. .fill.' \.iy l.e^t vaiiell.'s III .-.iliiva

PRICE OF EITHER OF THE EIGHT ADDED VARIETIES.

.1 |.;Kk.i- anil a |iaekeL eaeli ..( I lie four best striped varieties, viz. ;—
J. Chamberlain, Marbled Blue or Hester and Unique,
y kesi iarieii..s in .-.iiitxai 1..11, at an av.-rag.^ cost of al.ont one penny a packet.

WANTED ALONE, 2d. EACH.

COLLECTION No. <t THE TWELVE NEWEST VARIETIES, 4s., or what we consider the Best of the
Newest. SPECIAL NOTICE. The number of seeds in each packet in Collection No. 4 varies. The number is stated in black
figures after each name, and where the packets can be sold separately the price is stated as well. There are about two
thousand packets of these priced varieties apart from what is anticipated will be sold in the collections. When these are sold
orders can only he taken for the full collection, which Is put at a specially low figure. Any variety not priced cannot be sold
apart from the collection.

pink and binsh, wave.l. 6d. ; Audrey Crier (10), briolit rosy pmk. «a\..l : Evelyn Hemus (15), waved
if [link. 6d., see 11- .',

; Jet (50), ilie darkest of all .Sweet I'eas. 3d. ; Mother 0' Pearl (Aldersey) (25), a
1. 4d. ; Mrs. Routzahn Spencer (10), the gem for 1909, a ImlT or pale

!(15), a lareiMvairiI.earniineaild

Apple Blossom Spencer (20),

beautiful sil\ei.\ \:r 1

priinrose .eroiiiel ^hailrii \. 11 1.

rose; Queen Victoria Spencei (to),

see FiR. 3 ; Sutton's Queen (25),
I'ii;, 3 ; The Marquis (12), large ua

. Henry Bell, 6d. ; Paradi!
eiaii.l MiaiiL-e -ear let, 18.

I 01 King Edward VII., see

COLLECTIONS Nos. 3 and 4 may be had together for 6/- and a packet of the New White Everlasting Pea, WHITE PEARL,
25 seeds, added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE FOUR COLLECTIONS. 7/-.

which, with the nine added varieties, will he 57 in all, and making it the best collection, considering the varieties, ever offered
for the money.

A few packets of Mr. Hugh Aldersey's celebrated SYEIRA LEE (20 Seeds) Is. ; sold as not quite fixed.
Mr. Malcolm's MRS. A. MALCOLM (25 Seeds), Is.

; (10 Seeds), 6d. ; CHRISSIE UNWIN (20 Seeds), 6d. ; JOHN INGMAN (50 Seeds), 3d.
;

re-selected, but not guaranteed as quite fixed. ROSIE SYDENHAM (20 Seeds), 4d. ; not quite fixed; also ROMANI RAUNI (Aldersey)
(20 seeds). Is., sold as not quite fixed.

CHOICE MIXED SEEDS of most of the above, and other varieties, 2d. per packet of about 100 seeds ; 6d. per ounce of about 350
to 400 seeds; Is. 6d. per ', lb., or 5s. per lb. of about 5,000 to 5,500 seeds.

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD. FULL LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.
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Spraying.

A New Spraying Machine.

I PRAYING is now recognised as an essential to

I
successful fruit culture. All the year round pre-

cautions must lielakoM to " head off" the invadiuy

ing- in cracks of the bark should now be in full swing. We
have given full directions as to the preparation of the

different kinds of killing fluids, but powder and shot are

of little avail unless we have effective instruments of

projection. The chief points of a good machine are

—

(I) Nozzles that give a very fine spray ; (2) an effective

agitator to secure continuous fluidity and so prevent

clogging ; (3) a powerful force puinp to project the

fluid
; (4) simplicity and durability o( structure.

.A new type of machine has been constructed and
placed on the market bv the Four Oaks .Machine

Company that claims to fulfil these among other

requirements, and through the courtesy of the makers
we are enabled to give an illustration of one of their

types— the " Westwick Park" pattern—a British-made

machine, suitable for orchards or large plantations

where the ordinary knapsack-sprayer is not so con-

venient. The illustration hardly requires description.

The wheels are three feet high and four inches broad,

and very ea.sj' to wheel about either by hand or by use

of a pony. Readers interested in spraying are recom-

mended to write to the firm for a copy of their catalogue

The address is—Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham.

hosts of insect and/iuigal eiuinies of our orchari.1 and gar-

den crops. -At the present season caustic spraving

against the foes hybernating on the resting wood or lurk-

Catalogues.

Ed.mondsiIn Bros., Dublin.—Descriptive list of select

vegetables and flower seeds, seed potatoes, garden

tools, insecticides and sundries. A booklet of 75 pages,

carefully compiled, clearly printed and well illustrated.

BENTLEY'S
CONCENTRATED ALKALI
A most valuable Winter Wash, extensively

used in the largest orchards throughout the

country upon Fruit Trees and Bush Fruits

with most satisfactory results

I to 5 tins. Is. 3d. ; 8 tins, Is. 2d. ; 12 tins, Is. Id.

20 tins, lid.; 40 tins, lOd. each.

BENTLEY'S INSECTICIDE
A non-poisonous Insecticide with pleasant

delicate odour for Orchids and general use

under glass ......
6 galls., 7s. 6d. ; J galls gal. ; I gall, 9s.

BENTLEY'S VINE MANURE
Specially prepared for top-dressing. The
richest manure manufactured

I ton, £15; 10 cwis., £7 I5s. ; .:; cwis., £4 2s. 6d. ;

I cwt., 17s. ; '2 cwt., 9s. 6d. ; tins, 3s. each.

Carriage paid on 7s. 6d. orders and upwards.

Write for Descriptive Catalogue of Horticultural Specialities

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS . .

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works

BARROW-ON-HUMBER

Ltd.

Telepho.ve i: Tei.ki;u.\ms :
" Piritv, Ulbi.i.n."

McKENZIE'S

Giant Sweet Peas
All the newest and best large-tiowered

and delicately scented varieties.

.McKenzies Collection of i.; vars., 100 seeds each, 1,9.

24 „ ,, ,, 3/-.

Choice Mixtures of the newest liarmoniijing colours,

pint, 2/6 ; oz., 4d.

C.iant Mixed, pint, 2/-; oz., 3d. .\11 Post Kree.

S.\L\'.\ FRL'TA.— P'orSpraving Fruil Trees in Winter.

in tins, I lb. at S.'/^d. ;
'2 lb. at Sd. ; 4 lb. at 7,'2d. ;

10 lb. at 7d. per lb.

Our Vans deliver in

City and Suburbs daily.

rhomiis McKenzie & Sons, Ltd.,

2 I 2 Gt. Brunswick St.,

Dublin.
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A New Departure

Most people are at one time or another inconvenienced by the presence

of Rats or Mice, or perhaps both, in their houses, stores, stables, gardens,

barns, or elsewhere. All these people will, we have no doubt, be glad to

know that even greater improvements have been made within the last few

weeks in dealing with these loathsome and dangerous vermin. It has

always been a drawback to the various Rat and Mouse Viruses that the

necessary preparations for their use were so troublesome to many users.

The well-known " Liverpool" Virus is now being sent out by the Liverpool

Institute of Comparative Pathology in a new form, which is quite ready for use.

This improvement should be very much appreciated, for there is no doubt that

the former efficiency of the Virus was in many cases impaired, while being got

ready for use. The " Liverpool " Virus in its new form retains all the distinctive

properties which have made this preparation famous. It has now been in

general use for upwards of five years, and no case of injury to human beings

has occurred from its use ; while it may safely be said to have destroyed

millions of Rats and Mice. Many testimonials have been received, and the

large yearly increases in sales have, to a great extent, been caused by

satisfied users recommending the Virus to their friends. The new form of

"Liverpool" Virus for Rats is put up in tins at 2s. 6d. each, post free

2s. 9d. ; and for Mice in tins at I s. 6d. each, post free 1 s. 8d. The
8s. size (old style) remains as before, and for the present is only supplied in

tubes. These large tubes hold six times as much as the 2s. 6d. size, and

are, of course, the most economical for use where there are many Rats

or a large area to be treated. Fresh supplies can always be had from

Mr. D. M. Watson, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 61 South Great Georges

Street, Dublin, who will be glad to give any further information required.

Winter Spraying of fruit trees
to remove Lichen, &c.

CAUSTIC SODA, 98 per cent. I And all ingredients for Woburn
PEARL ASH, 75/80 „ and other Winter Washes
PURE SOFT SOAP. I at lowest Cash Prices. . .

SPRAYING AND FUMIGATING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

D. M. WATSON,
6l South Great George^s Street

Horticultural Chemist

DUBLIN
TELEPHONE I<I7I
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the half tone photographic reproductions being par-

ticularly clean and clear. All the requirements of a

well-equipped g^arden are here listed, even to special

stocks, cloches and frames for " French Gardening."

Little and Ballantyne, Garden Seeds.—A com-

prehensive illustrated catalogue of vegetable and flower

seeds from the well-known Carlisle House.

M.\ckev'.s Garden Manual is a well-arranged

brightly-illustrated booklet extending to 76 pages,

including vegetables, flowers and garden sundries.

Specialities are apparently made of collections of seeds

at various prices to suit all sizes of gardens and all

depths of purse. A good deal of information is given

in brief, terse language, which will be appreciated b\-

amateurs.

Wm. Fell & Co."s (Hexham) Seed List is a very

pleasing catalogue with beautiful illustrations on almost

everv one of its 52 pages. It includes vegetables and

flowers. The flower section is conveniently tabulated,

showing at a glance the varieties, colour, height, time

of flowering, duration and remarks.

Perry's Lists of Hardy Plants.— A batch of

catalogues and leaflets from the hardy plant farm,

Enfield, including rock plants, Japanese lilies, mont-

bretias, and new and rare plants. Gardeners requiring

uncommon specimens of hardy plants should consult

these lists.

Specl\l Catalogle (.Mrs. Gardner, Stroud).—This

is a descriptive catalogue of "hardy, alpine, her-

baceous, bulbous, greenhouse and border plants,"

apparently compiled for the special use of amateurs. It

contains a mass of information. Mrs. Gardner also

sends us the " Priory Portfolio," containing twelve

large page illustrations, being reproductions of photo-

graphs taken from her garden. They are very striking

—

one, " Brugmansia in the garden," being especially so.

.A large number of loose illustrated sheets and folders

dealing with individual plants is also included in the

piiroel received.

SrpPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE AND DiARY (Joseph

Bentley, Ltd., Hull).—A large, square diary made up of

good paper, interleaved with thick blotting paper and
bound in boards. The catalogue portion is attractively

printed, and includes descriptions of insecticides, weed-

killers, special manures and sundry other things

required in gardening establishments, prepared by this

reputable firm of manufacturing chemists.

Walsh's Seeds (Portadown) is an attractive cata-

logue of vegetable and flower seeds, garden im-

plements and requisites. It is illustrated, and contains

useful hints as to culture, that will be appreciated by

amateurs. Potatoes and lawn seeds are also included.

Collectionsof vegetable and flower seeds for various sized

gardens seem to be a feature in the trade of this house.

McKenzies 1909 Catalogue.—A very convenient

sized, copiously illustrated reference list of seeds, roots,

shrubs and trees, lawn mowers, garden tools, and ap-

parently everything likely to be wanted in a country

house, from a watering can to houses for motor cars.

Such a comprehensive catalogue ouglit surely to have

LOOK HERE !

Do vou want beautiful trees for your Rock Garden,
Villa Garden, or Cottage Garden? We make
collections suitable for such purposes. Cheap,

good, hardv. well-grown thrifty trees, shrubs, or climbers.

Am' information gladly given on receipt of particulars

of garden. Sav kind of soil, and if anv rocker}-.

Catalogues free from THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,

Nurserymen, Dariey Dale, Derbyshire.

FUMIGATE

IVIc.DOUGAL.L.'S
"FUIVIER'?

SPECIAL CHEAP COLLECTIONS
From very selected \ursery Stock, viz. :

—

6 -Apple Trees, 6 Gooseberry Bushes, 12 Raspberries,

4 Rhubarb, 20 Strawberries, all for 7/6 ; half for 4/-.

Larger Collections proportionally cheaper. .Also a large

stock of Rhubarb, Grand Stools, 3/- and 5/- perdoz.

;

10/- and 30/- per 100. Forest Trees, Hedging Plants,

Ornamental Shrubs, all healthy, clean, transplanted.

friers -.rty iiwJeratf. Lists I'rfr.

W. HAMMOND, Paulbeg Nurseries, Shillelagh

POTASH MANURES
ALL CROPS REQUIRE POTASH.—

Especially Potatoes, Roots, Flax, Grass

Clovers, Peas, Beans and Onions

The best way to supply Potash for Crops

is to apply Kainit in Wmter, or Muriate of

Potash, or Sulphate of Potash, in Spring

or at seed time to the soil

Leaflets and Pamftlih'ts be liarl

GEORGE RYCE, "'''*"''

application to—

AGidblLTURAL OFFICES

15 Parliament Street, and

50 Essex Street, DUBLIN
Potash Manures may be had Irom all Manure Dealers
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an index to the ten thousand and one items listed within

its i50pag-es.

Robertson's Garden Seeds (Dublin) is a beautifully

illustrated booklet of 96 pagpes, enclosed in a very tasteful

wrapper, comprisintf ve_E;etables, flowers, garden tools,

and sundries. Cultural notes in many cases and full

descriptions in the case of new and rarer plants are given.

Ritchie's Seeds for 1909 (Belfast) is a large page

catalogue, copiously illustrated with photographic re-

productions. It includes vegetables and flowers, the

latter including, of course, sweet peas. Our northern

readers should secure a copy.

Jones' Selected Seeds is a compact little catalogue

issued by the Kilkenny nurseryman so well known as an

enthusiastic gardener and exhibitor. In addition to

vegetable and flower seeds, the catalogue contains lists

of appliances for bee-keepers, garden tools and sundries.

Sweet peas are speciali-sed, as might be expected, and

exhibitors will be interested in his lists of collections. The

two silver cups offered for competition by Mr. Jones are

noted on another page. The catalogue is neatly printed

in blue and enclosed in a tasteful brown cover, and is, we
are glad to note, printed in Ireland, and hy a Wexford

tirm.

Power's Seeds (W'aterford) is a large catalogue,

clearly arranged and lavishly supplied with illustrations.

It includes the "season's novelties" in vegetable and

flower seeds, and a most interesting page on Herbs

(p. 2^), giving their oroperties and uses—an excellent

idea. Descriptions of interesting plants and cultural

directions for all the big groups are also given.

Tuberous Begonias

A GREAT SPECIALITY . .

AWARDED 18 GOLD MEDALS

Seed saved from our Choice Exhibition Plants

Double, 2s. 6d. and 55. ; Single and Crested Single,
IS., 2s. 6d. and ss. per packet. Also Frilled Single,
a most bc-Kutiful noveltv, Is., 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet.

Splendid Large Tubers for Pot Culture or Bedding

Doubles, in separate colours, 30s., 12s. 6d. and 4s.

per dozen ; in mixed colours, 3s. per dozen. Splendid

for bedding.
Singles, in separate colours, 15s. 8s. and 3s. per

dozen ; in mixed colours, 2s. 6d. per dozen. Splendid
for bedding.

For Xamed \;<r!cfi,-s si-c Illustrated List, post free

OTHER SPECIALITIES

—

Border Carnations (a fine sample dozen for 5s.),

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations, Cyclamen,
Polyanthus, Pansies and Violets, 12 Choice Per-

petual- I-'lowering Carnations, in pots, 6s.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery, BATH

The Native Apples of Ireland 1

We wish your many readers would take up the
" gathering " into their gardens once more the

apples of our grand-parents. There are

over 20 excellent sorts offered this year in

Hartland's List, a copy of which can be had

on application. The sorts are such as our

W. B. H. knew to exist in his grandfather's

Nursery at Mallow, Co. Cork, 70 years since.

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Son,
Ard Cairn Nursery and Bulb Grounds,

CORK.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable, The Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

supplied ill Tins a
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Write to BUNYARD'S for_

FRUIT TREES
CATALOGUE FULL OF
INTERESTING INFORMATION

POST FREE, 6d.

Gratis to Customers and Gardeners.

GEO. BUNYARD & CO.
Limited,

ROYAL NURSERIES.

MAIDSTONE.

PERPETUAL
FLOWERING
CARNATIONS

f Immense stock of

over 70 varieties

Plants, Seeds and
Flowers, Wholesale,
Retail and Export

C.t/a/og,„s ..,/ .l//lu„t,;w

C. ENGELMANN, Walden CSSCX

Quotations given for ANY
Quantity Carriage Free

WRITE FOR
PRICE LIST

Established over 50 years

ONLY ADDRESS . .

RICHARD SANKEY & SON
LIMITED

"Bulwell Potteries," NOTTINGHAM

Grand Second^Early Potato

THE COLLEEN"
(WILLIAMSON'S)

" Award of Merit," Royal Horticultural
Society of England, 1907. First in

Trials of N'ovelties by the National
Potato Society, 1907. First Prize, Roval
Dublin Society's Winter Show, 1908 '.

.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS FREE

J. F. WILLIAMSON, F.R,H.S.

Seed Potato Specialist. MALLOW, Co. Cork

THE HEAD-QUARTERS FOR

FLOWERING and . .

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
Including

BERBERIS, 60 kinds
|

PYRUS, 60 kinds
DEUTZIAS, 24 kinds MAGNOLIA, 30 kinds
PHILADELPHUS, 34 kinds ; HYDRANGEA, 26 kinds
SPIR>EA, 56 kinds

|

COTONEASTER, 30 kinds
RIBES, 30 kinds

]
CEANOTHUS, 20 kinds

Etc., Etc.

is DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
SEND FOR LIST

Salva^Fruta.
For Spraying Fruit Trees in Winter.

All Fruit Trees should be treated

with this preparation. It effectively

destroys every vestige of

MOSS, LICHEN, AND GREEN SLIME
as well as the eggs of

MOTHS. APHIDES. RED SPIDER, *cc.

Salva'Fruta is a Powder, and

is easily dissolved in cold water.

It is put up in canisters of

1 lb., 2 lbs.. 4 lbs., and 10 lbs. each.

Full Directions and Prices can be

obtained from the Manufacturers,

The United Alkali Co., Ltd.,

GRE E NBANK WORK S,

St. Helens, LANCASHIRE.

Or from all the principal Seedsmen In the United Kingdom.
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'EUREKA WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

POWDBR.

Free Tins and Cases.

LIQUID. l-so.

; g.illon - 2 - - drum free

U-
25 6 cask

'EUREKATINE'- The successful fumiganl.

KUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Ilordeau)

Mi.vture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &.-.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
Kull list wilh booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," sen

post free by makers

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

°Z'JVse. The ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

^ les of r.e^l |-:ni;Ii-.li Si.li- I.e.,lher

Waterproot'ed) >viih Motor Tvrc
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
t\g I can be refitted repealedlv.
equal to Xew Boots. Rutiber Soles

p.jj, J
strongly recomn

Silver Medal— Royal Horticultural Society.

HfSDREPS OF TESTIMONIALS!
r/,e A/VWsavs: "As good as anything that

could be devised." //

.Mr. I ROUP (Head Gardener to HM "
THE KING, Balmoral Castle) writes
"The boots supplied two years ago are ai

good as ever."
Illustrated Price List from the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound lane, STREATHAM, S,W.

AURICULAS^
Show and Alpine, in pots, all true to name.
12/- doz.

200 LOGANBERRY TREES_
Cross between Raspberry and Blackberry, a
great cropper. Strong trees, five feet long,

which should be planted this Spring. Fruiting
tree.s, 9/- doz,

200 AGAWAM BLACKBERRIES
The size q>{ a mulberry, also a great cropper
and ready to plant. Fruiting; trees, 9/ -doz.

30 distinct varieties of Prize Border Carnations and Picotiees,

6/- doz. List on Application.

A. W. P. PIKE, F.R.H.S. "^"^^^^^S^^

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER u
CONSISTS of light Iron Frdrae-* ai bpe. iil

cunstruution, with Imes <if tmining ^tlle

stretched between, supported nt internals li>

Inlermediate StAiidnrds. No trouble. Jllv»^ya

ready, and will last for years with only i few
pence outlay for any necessarj renf-wnl of
training wire. Made 4 ft . 5 ft ind 6 ft hi^h

qnit« Mtisfted with your
nerx, and iu<e nothing but thei

Siipi,

The Paragon Pea
Trainer Co.,

Bridge St., Banbridge,

Co. Down.

IRISH GROWN

rvO?3ll.3—The finest in cultivation, from

7s. per doz. (my selection) ; customers

selection extra

APPLE TR.EE

S

—Fruiting Trees

from 8s, per doz. : Maidens, 6s. per

doz.

Currants and Gooseberries
from 2s. per doz.

Write at once for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOCUES
Eree cm Appllcaliou

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

A NEW APRON!
Designed by a Gardener for C'.ardenei s.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

In

Dark Blue
" Ponicus"

Twill,

1/9
Postage 3d.

extra.

From Belfast—ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 55 Royal Avenue.

From Dublin—W. DRUMMONO & SONS. Ltd., 58 Dawson Street.

ALEX, DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 61 Dawson Street.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, 10 Dame Street.

Or in Dark Bh.e
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Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Complete Apparatus from 75s.

old-A modern success. Great improvement o

type boilers. The "Beatrice" makes greenhouse

work a pleasure. One stoking for the day, one

stoking for the night. Even draught, even tem-

perature. Guaranteed double the sale of any other

boiler. To intending purchasers

List Post Free.

Easy Payments Arranged.

JAS. CHEW 6 CO.,
Brookhouse Iron Works,

BLACKBURN, LANCS.

jLUGS.WIREWORM&^
DESTROYED & PLANTS INVIGORATED

[By a Dressing of "ALPHOL." A valnable Mannrel
which Dpslroys Insect I ests in thi- Bnil without I

injarj- to the plant". Try it now. :!8 lb-, will dress I

250 Bqnare yards. 71bp.. 2/-; Ulbs.. 3,'-
;

.iii lbs., I

8/6 ; 1 cwt., IB'-. Every enquiry welcomed. 1

Get our Price List. Well worth having;.

THE SENS.\TION OF L.AST WINTER.
Our

Celebrated "G. Brand" Grained Clogs

1 the Market, and the sale i

TRY THEM AT ONCE
i O /C P™t.w. p.ld riiht

r Kf
f
\J tr. yoiir,lo..r.

DAMP FEET means an Illness unless
Clogs are worn.

ONLY FROM-

Jobn Greenlees Cirtr";'',":)
4 Wellington Street, GLASGOW.

Praised by all our Customers

LAWNS,
ITENNIS COURTS.i

GOLF,
^BOWLING GREENS &^

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
rTHE BEST DRESSING I

try it now.

EOR WEEDY OR IM- ?».'ror&!?;:S.,\''»

POVERISHED LAWNS. ' "'"^"^^'S^"''"
k Write for our CataJotcue of Ga.rden Helps*

OITO CHANMER S"
aOUNDARY CHEMICAL C?L:

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From llie Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Cnfalo^ie Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telejfranis

—

"Thompson, ,SEF.n.sM.\N, Cork."

Established 1896. Telephone 107 Y.

Window Cleaners, &c., lo Shops, Offices, Warehouses,

Private Residences, &c., Dublin and County.

J House, Shop, and Office Cleaners,
" newashers, Whiteners, and
Olaying Contractors.^DISHER'S,

6 Fleet Street, DUBLIN.
s Cleaning and Disinfecting Composition will clean and disinfect

louse. Shop, and Office throughout {without soap). 38. 6d.
Gallon Can delivered.

BEST . .

HOUSE
And . . COALS
f^(~\\rT? FOR H0RTICULTUR.4L
V->W J\ XL PURPOSES

special attention paid to Quality,

. Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower & McDonald
Direct Co.\l I.mporters

Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'Olier Street, DUBLIN
Itlegraphic Addr. Telephone No. 848



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND tOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
who d.

h-<e .elclMv.ted Insectic
FERTILISER has pi

pill his f .ith 10 1

:iiie> f r i->rti]isers?

d all who have used it t

ll.e "XL-ALL" Spenalilies an: aii.l have lieeil th<
Market- \Vh,

or ihe othfr u
" XL-ALL

'

season.
The sales ol "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more

popular than e\er.
" XL-ALL " LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is aiu avs spolcen Gfkv

gardeneis ami growers as the most deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c.
"XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, tor dormant tees acts like magic,

clearing the trees and hushes of all insects' eggs, moss, and fungoid

tor ud Fertiliser for

ir ; no weeds can live.

Florist for a copy of
nd nrariv other " XL-

growth,

"XL-ALL" LAWN SAND, a wee.l en
weedy and poor lawns.

XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used once
Please ask your Xiirserymau. Seedsma

m\- small pink list, .giviiiy particulars of ihi

ALL" Preparations, which can he obtained from the Horticultural
Trade throughout the u.irld

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE,

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
( Tmpccolum Speciosum).

1 can svipply extra strong pots of lliis poptilar
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting-.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer lilies to name, for 28/6; 50 for 14/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa.. S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU HAVE A GLASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of gflazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
lime, worry and annoyance conset^uent on the use of
ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,
Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stack, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

SEED POTATOES.
Support Irish Tillage Farming.

Early kinds lur Boxing, Mid-Season and Late-

keeping Varieties, al wholesale rates.

List nn application to

HANAGBK, KILMANOCK FARM,
CA.MPILE, rm WATF.RFORD.

Kindly mention this paper.

Irish G.\rden'ing, No. i, March, 1906. The Manager
will be very pleased to send 6d. in stamps or any two
other issues in exchange for copies of the number for

March, 1906, if received in good condition, suitable ior

binding.

AUTO-SHREDS "i^^^l
i'e^ls infesting plants underglass, &c. Simple
to use. no apparatus required. In Roxes to
Fumigate 500 cubic feet, 4d. ; 1,000 cubic
feet, 6d. ; 10,000 cubic feet. 38. 6d. each.
Obtained of Seedsmen and Florists; if

unobtainable apply direct

—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen.

H.ACK.VEV. LONDON. N.E.
Trade r.

,i5l5tEN>

GOLD MEDAL ROSES.
Strong:, health}-, well-rooted plants of all classes

;

Standards, Bushes, and Climbers. .Also Fruit Trees,
.Shrubs, &c. Trained Fruit Trees are especially good

this year. Send for Catalogue.

Rose Nurseries,
BEESTON, NOTTS.WILLIAM LOWE,

OLUGENE-Stanly's Slugdealh Registered. Price,^ 6d. , IS., 2s. , 4s. per Tin. Of Seedsmen, Nursery-
men, General Stores, &c. The Ro)al Horticultural

Society reports :
— " This is the finest destroyer of slugs

we have ever tried. Put on according to the instructions

supplied, it kills all the slugs with no injury to the

plants." Wholesale from

—

H. STANLY & CO., Ltd.,
69 FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON.

SOW, Sow, Sow, and Grow, Grow, Grow, the

Novelties just come ; get right up to date, and
do not be too late, but send for Wells' New Early
Single 'Mum. — Seed of Early Flowering Single Chry-
santhemum and brilliant strain of Pentstemons now-

offered for the first time. May be had direct, or from
all Seedsmen. .\ Shilling packet contains about I<X)

seeds ; a Half-crown packet about 400. Sow, grow,
and treat exactly like Stocks, Asters, or other annuals.

For further particulars see page 50 of catalogue.

Wells' Special List of New Chrysanthemums, also

descriptive catalogue, post free on application. Wells'

Book, "The Culture of the Chrysanthemum," post

free, 1/6.—"W. "WELLS & Co., MERSTHAM, Surrey.

300 ACRES TO SELECT FROM
Trees, Shrubs, Conifers, Rhododendrons, Heaths, Azaleas.

Kalnilas, Lediums, Fruit Trees, Roses, Herbaceous

Plants, «c., in tirst-class quality and variety.

SPECI.VL PKICE.S .\ND CAT.^LOGUES OX APPLICATION.

Insprctwn InviteJ.

ISAAC IV1ATTHE^VS & SONS, Limited,
MILTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

ATHBOY DAFFPDIL_AND --,1i::ir

HOME INDUSTRIES SHOW ^7.^.^'

OPEN, Amateur, and Cottager sections ; large in-

crease in the number of classes. Liberal prizes-

including .Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society—for
all kinds of Spring flowers, also for Home Industries and
Needlework. Entries close on ist.^Vpril. For schedules

and all particulars apply to the Hon Sees, C. W. Parr
and C. K. Doir.L.vs, Parkstown, Ballivor, Co. Meath.

Show opens 1.30 p.m Admission, is. ; after 5.30 p.m.

6d. There will be a sale of plants and flowers in aid ol"

the Royal National Hospital for Consumplion, New-
castle, Co. Wicklow.



IRISH GARDENING.

DEFARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN—
Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry Cheese- Making

Persons who desire lo attend courses in the above

subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during

the vear, 1909-10, should make early application to—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction, DlBLlN

LADY GARDENER.—A trained Studley College

student, holding Royal Horticulture Society's First

Class Certificate, at liberty at present. Moderate salary.

Apply D., Office of this paper.

PROTECT YOUR BUDS, or you will get no fruit.

Netting, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. vards for is. .Any length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. GASSON, Net

Works, RYE.

WATERPROOF CAPES—Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men e.\posed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined with Serge, 5s. each.

Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, gs. 6d. and 6s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any .size, 7s. 6d. each. Oil-

skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage

paid.—H. J. GASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

W.ATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway

sheets, 1 2 ft. by 9 ft., 1 2s. ; 15 ft. by 9 ft.

,

15s.; any size at Is. per square yard, with lashes.

Superior stout rot-proof green Canvas, any size, Is. 6d.

per square yard, with lashes. Cash returned if not

approved of. No rubbish.— H . J . G -A. S S O N ,

Government Contractor, RYE.

MILIT.ARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, an}' size ;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of.

—

H. J. GASSON, RYE.

CORK SPRING SHOW
30th and 3 1st March

DAFFODIL AND VIOLET SHOW
will be held in conjunction with above

Entries close 20th March

For Prize Lists and all particulars apply—
M. \V. LITTON

Secretary, Munster .Agricultural Society

21 Cook Street CORK

EVERY FARMER
Should Use .

r ^

NITRATE
OF SODA

^= -J

60 Tons of MANGELS
50 Tons of SWEDES .

4 Tons of HAY . .

27 Cwt. of OATS . .

Per Statute Acre

have last season 0908) been realised

by using

Nitrate of Soda
in conjunction with moderate quantities

of dung, phosphates and potash

NITRATE OF SODA is not a

mere stimulant, but an energiser, and a

true plant food which acts immediately

Can be bought of all leading dealers in manures

Pamphlets and Books containing the fullest .

practical information can be had (gratis) from

JOHN SIMPSON
15 Lower Sackville Street, DUBLIN

or from the

Secretary, Permanent Nitrate Committee

Friars House, New Broad St.. LONDON, E.C.



IRISH GARDENING.

** Hawlmark '* Seeds

To protect the public against spurious

substitution of inferior goods we have

registered the word *' Hawlmark,"
which stands for all that is best in

the horticultural world .

The " Hawlmark " Collections of

Sweet Peas for 1909 even surpass in

value those of past years, which have

earned for Alex, Dickson & Sons
such a high reputation .

Write for Illustrated Seed List, li'hirh alone contains

full trial ground reports, and in tlu- pages of li'liich

will be found offers which no lover <f the Garden
Beautiful shouldfail to consult.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS

61 Dawson Street, DUBLIN

Breadmore s

Sweet & Peas

Winchester Hants.

Ah ! That means Success.

Then Grow his Garden

and Agricultural Seeds too.

ppCTTT nr LARGER CROPS.
JXJ-iO yJLj L MORE PRIZES.

Laxton's Seeds
Catalogues gratis

and post free.
None better obtainable.

Grand New ^rJ^early Dwarf Marrow
Pea " Laxtonian," the finest, earliest,

and largest podded dwarf, i/6 i-pint.

Laxton's "Gradus" and "Thomas Lax-
tf)n " Peas, i/6 quart.

" Laxtonian " Pea.

T ^ > TT' '^ HP Still a fine stock
Laxton s bruit irees. tooiT<-,.

Write for Catalogue.

Laxton Bros., Bedford,



IRISH GARDENING.

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
1^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories.

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL.

A. & J. MAIN & CO., Limited
Iron and Wire Espalier Fencing . Ornamental Iron and Wire Hurdles

Manufacturers of Espalier Arches or Pergolas . . . Ornamental Wire Bordering . . .

(3=^ Materials for Wiring Garden Walls Galvanized Wire Lattice Work . .

for Training Fruit Trees Galvanized Wire Netting ....

PLANET JR
FARM AND

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS
Comprising^

—

Hand Wheel Hoes

Horse Wheel Hoes

Hand Seeders .

Adaptable for all general purposes

Practical ! Efficient ! Easily worked !

Illustrated Catalogues on application ^"'r^^i^

The

FOUNTAIN
LIME-WASHING
DISINFECTING

FRUIT TREE
SPRAYING MACHINES

Prices-£4 lOs.

£6 lOs. £8 10s.

11 LEINSTER STREET, DUBLIN



Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

SPRING SHOW
BALLSBRIDGE

Wednesday and Thursday, 2 ist & 22nd April

J- ^

Challenge Cups and Casli Prizes to more than the value of ^loo
iire offered in competition in numerous classes to suit all exhibitors. Pro-

spective exiiibitors (who are not Members) can have the full programme
for the year, embracing THREE GREAT SHOWS, on application to tiie

Secretary at the Society's Offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Duui.in, and

at the principal Seed Establisiiments through the City ....

SIR JAMES W. MACKEY, Limited

HIGH CLASS SEEDS. CARRIAGE PAID

23 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN
Founded 1777

ir. ilurkcy, UU.



IRISH GARDENING.

Planters of FRUIT TREES don't fail to plant

BRAMLEY'S SEEDLING.
The most profitable Apple grown.

The Rose.
Eveiv Garden must Possess Them.

THE PEOPLE'S FLOWER.
THE NATIONAL FLOWER.

All Strontr and Home-Grown l^lanls.

Notice the following VS/onderfuI Bargain :—

COLLECTION "C," GARDEN ROSES. -The finest selection of 25 Garden Roses
HI dwarf plains possllilc for 13/6 (wilh ,A,cme Labels, 16/-), carriage and packing- free for cash willi order.

350,000 FRUIT TREES of all kinds to select from.

A Grand Stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great variety.

Send for Calalogue No. --5, full of interest ins;- liiforniation and clieap prices, post free on application to

MESSRS. H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD., cara^ttU. SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

ALL OWNERS of GARDENS or FARMS
SHOULD SOW

DRUMMOND'S CELEBRATED SEEDS

Drummond's Vegetable Seeds

Drummond's Flower Seeds

Drummond's Flower Bulbs

Drummonds Fruit Trees

Drummond's Garden Tools

Drummond's Special Manures

AWARDED
124 First Prizes

in 1908

Drummond's Horticultural Sundries

Drummond's Grass Seeds

Drummond's Clover Seeds

Drummond's Seed Grain

Drummond's Seed Potatoes

Drummond's Root Crop Seeds

^•"^TALOGUES FREE. Please say whether Garden, Farm, or Nursery Catalogue is required

W. DRUMMOND 6 Sons, Ltd.
57 <S 58 Dawson St., DUBLIN



IRISH GARDENING.

i:N. fxtra slron:

d Plums in be

. Worlh douhl

FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY

About 25,000 2-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
.srt:CI-\L OFFKR of b.ooo 4 and 5 yoar i-Stand

big- iieads, tVuiting" Irees. .Apples, Pe.'irs

sort.s. Lists on application. iS,' , jo/- do/.

TRAINED APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS and CHERRIES
Over 3,000 for sale. Ma^nilicenl; Stutt.

2/ -, 2, 6, 3/6 to 3/ - each. Trade supplied.

None bill tlie most popular and best varieties offered i

I eordially invite inspection of my stock. .\ll I ofle

in mv Xiirserie.s.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS. HEDGING PLANTS, &c..

in larg-e quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Lis/s Free. Cunrspoiideiuc loviled.

Forest Lodgi; Nurseries,

GovvR.'^N, Co. Kilkenny.

*

JONES, F.R.H.S.,
y type of j-StandarH.

ONKS. GvnVRAN."

SWEET PEAS

Edmondson's Eblana Collections
Contain the following 2^ Giant-flowered Varieties

—

Dorothy Eckford, Xora Unwin. John liisfman, Kiny Edward \'II., Queen Alexandra, l.adv Grisel Hamilton,
.Miss H. C. Philbrick, Mrs. Waller Wright, Navy Bkie, Romola Piazzlni, Black Knijfht, Duke of Westminster.
Henry Eckford, Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon, .Agnes Johnston, Countess Spencer, Gladys Unwin, Helen Lewis,

Janet .Scott, Jeannie (Gordon, Lord Rosebery, .America, Phenomenal, Dainty, Helen Pierce.

25 varieties, 40 seeds each— 1,000 seeds for Is. 6d.

25 varieties, 80 seeds each—2,000 seeds for 2s. 6d.

The "Minor Eblana" Collection, 12 choice sorts, Is.

The "Novelties" Collection, 12 novelties, 5s.

Eblana Mixture, 1 quart, 5s. ; 1 pint, 2s. 6d. ; J-pint, Is. 6d. ; per oz., 3d.

Giant- flowered Mixture, per lb., 5s. ; per ^-Ib., 2s. 6d. ; per oz., 6d.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, seedsmen

10 Dame Street DUBLIN
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; Vi FLUID
The Winter Spray Fluid

The Great Orchard Cleanser and Re-invigorator.

Destroys Mosses and Lichens, and removes loose

bark. Trees Sprayed with V1 Fluid become
clean, healthy and vigorous, and yield heavier

and cleaner crops.

;
APTERITE ;

The Soil Fumigant
Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-
WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &c.

;
WEEDICIDE

;

A Concentrated Weed-killer
Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

ABOL
NON-POISONOUS

>A/HITE'S
SUPERIOR

^ INSECTICIDE

ABOLISHES
APHIS

Oreen and Black Fly,
American Blight,

Caterpillars,

For Garden and Greenhouse Use.

^D\/ 1^ and vou will agree. "It acts like J

I r\T II charm." AN EXCELLENT
REMEDY for MILDEW.

;Pt., 1 -. Pt., 1 6. Qt., 2,6. ^-Gall.. 4-. Gall.. 7 6

"ABOL^^"SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

Dues more and helter work than
other svrintSes douhle the size.

TRY IT, and vou will agree.

Trices: S>ringe5. 8 6 tn14 6. Postage. 4d. Bends. 1 6 extra.

Of all Seedsmen, Florists and Ironmongers, or on receipt

of remittance from the

SOLE .\1.\NUF.,\CTUKEKS-E. A. WHITE, Ltd.,
Paddock V/ood, KENT.

RELIABLE

FRUIT TREES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Intending planters are invited to send

for our descriptive Catalogue of Fruit

Trees, of which we hold an immense
stock, well grown, true to name.

Whether you are planting for pleasure

or profit, or both, it is of the utmost

importance to buy good Trees and to

plant them well.

Our Trees are doing exceptionally well

in Ireland, and we are prepared to

quote special prices for large or small

quantities, delivered to any railway

station.

Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

Hardy Perennials, in great variety

(.'ATAI.OC.UES FREE.

ROWAN'S BEGOIIIAS
SPECIAL OFFER OF DRY TUBERS

.\ speciaiU' selccteci strain cf strong" sturd\" habit,

with larg^e, upright, well-formed flowers, in selected

pvire colours. \Ve strongly recommend them to our
customers. They are specialh* suited for pot culture.

.All bulbs are of full flowering size, measuring not less

than Jl( t° 1/4 inches in diameter ....

shade

Single Whites, pure .

Single Crimsons, very dazzli

Single Yellows, pure .

Single Roses, tine reds

Single Orange, deep orange
SINGLE MIXED, all colours .

Double Whites, pure .

Double Crimsons, extra tine

Double Yellows, pure shade
Double Roses, fine

Double Orange, and copper shades
DOUBLE MIXED, all colours .

This ndcn of single and Double Beg nias is slronsl,

*'lh confidence as being a good selection ffni a very lar^e crop, .i

lust not be confounded with the poor seedling riibtjish offered

h-ap rates. Every bulb is of full floweri

uite suitable for exhibition purposes
and till

The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd.
BARNHAM. SUSSEX.

M. ROWAN & Co.
Seed, Bulb & Plant Merchants, Corn & Malt Brokers

51 & 52 Capel St., DUBLIN
Telegraiiis-" Rowan.- \'M\u 1. l,],lione-672-
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ROSES! SEEDS!

SPECIAL OFFER

6 Roses

1 3 Roses

25 Roses

3 6

6

10

To readers of "I. G. " I am making above special

offer. All roses guaranteed true to name and of the

newest and best exhibition varieties. Over 100,000

to select from. Order at once

My new Seed Catalogue for Spring, 1909, is

now ready, and contains the most up-to-date

varieties of all kinds of seeds specially grown

from selected stock. Post free on application

JAMES WALSH
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist

PORTADOWN

"Two Native Irish Apples"
Irs" November and March are the best months to plant all Apples

Hartland's Ard Cairn Russet and

The Gibbon's Russet of the Blackwater Valley

Of the Ari) Cair.v Ri'SSET, Mr. .Allan, of Gunton
Park, Norfolk, Lord Suffield's well-known referee on
frnit growing-, writes us to say that it may be classed for

quality with Cox's Orange and Ribston Pippin. Thi-
being Mr. .Allan's judgment, it is needless to mention
further. Fine 5 and 6 year old trees, in bearing, 2S. fid.

and 3s. 6d. each ; smaller, is. 6d.

Gibbon's Russet. - First favourite in the South oi

Ireland for 150 years, now being restored to cultivation

l)v our W. B. H. Nice 5 year old trees, is. fid. and 2s. fid.

each, in full bearing.

L!!r" 3 of each, carriage paid, to any station south of

Dublin for cash with order, and full particulars of

manv other native sorts.

Our lovelv pink-skinned " Main Crop " Russety and
beautifully netted Round Potato, "The CL.^nrMOH."
.\t public trials all over centre and south of England
'iov three seasons it has held the front rank as a

cropper, while its quality is fully equal to the well known
Red Migiwii of the early part of last century. There are
many old folk .still with us that remember the famous
Black and Red Mignons.

Ls" Per stone, 2s. fid. ; per cwt., 17s. fid. .\ to-lb.

parcel, post free, for 3s. W'e hold luimerous testi-

monials from all quarters giving it the highest

praise, and we strongly recommend it as a poor
man's crop. Write for Seed List, igog.

Wm. BAYLOR HARTLAND & Son N„rVeries':coRK

County Armagh

Grown Fruit Trees
Very Large Stock of

—

APPLES . GOOSEBERRIES
PEARS . CHERRIES
PLUMS . RASPBERRIES

Immense stock of Black C



THE "FOUR OAKS" SYRINGES
are acknowledged by all users to be

THE BEST SYRINGES THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
Now In use in all the leading Gardens and Nurseries everywhere. '

I

Send for samples and you will afterwards use no other make.

THE " UNDENIABLE PATTERNS ARE GUARANTEED AGAINST INDENTATION OF WORKING BARREL FOR THREE YEARS.

Ihe ••Kotii Oakb' Uiidcntablt Syriiii

Xo.1. Hcst quality, with leak handle Ladit
Nn. 2. <:.tad quality, with rn^ewood handle

r. The Gardener's Ideal Syringe, coniple

'size, li ill. by 16 in., 16,- 'Stanilardsi/e,

ij in. by 16 in., 15 -

with Jet as



ECKFORD'S GIANT SWEET PEAS
Why purchase Seed of inferior quaHty for your

garden when by sending to Eckford at Wem
the best can be obtained ? The success of your
garden depends upon the Seed suppHed, and it

therefore becomes a question of QUALITY—not

quantity.

Every Seed sent out by me is carefully examined
by hand ; and brighter colours, larger flowers, and
longer stems will be the result of growing Seed
bought from Wem.

Villa (A) Collection.
50 very choice Varieties. >uirablefor

villa garden, cxcellem Giant-flowered
sorts, most suitable for cutting and
exiiibition, 25 seeds of each, - 10/-

Villa (Bl Collection.

24 splendid Varieties, suitab

for exliibilion, 50 seeds of eac

Villa (C) Collection.

12 splendid Varieties, suitable

NOVELTIES FOR THE SEASON
Dodw/ell F. Browne (Waved).—A heaulit'iil

intense britfht crimson, almost a self. 7 seeds,

6d. ; 1 5 seeds, 1 s.

Mrs. Charles Masters.—.A brijjht rosy
salmon standard, with almost pure cream
wing's, which are only slightly rose flushed.

7 seeds. 6d. ; 15 seeds, Is.

Apple Blossom (Waved). — As its name
denotes, this is a beautiful flower of .Apple

Blossom colour. 20 seeds, 6d. ; 40 seeds. Is.

Queen Victoria (Waved). — Extremely large

flowers, with a background of deep primrose,

flushed with rose. 10 seeds, Sd. ; 20 seeds, "Is.

Menie Christie (Waved).—The standard is an
intense purple mauve, with wings of a .somewhat
lighter shade. 12 seeds, 6d. ; 25 seeds, Is.

Mid-Blue (Dobbie's).— .\ medium sized erect

flower of deep skv blue, nearh' a self. I o seeds,

6d. ; 20 seeds, 1s.

Saint George.— Bright fiery orange standards,
wings slightly deeper than the standard. 7

seeds, 6cl. ; 15 seeds, Is.

Mrs. Henry Bell (Waved).— .A beautiful rich

apricot ground, overlaid with a soft pink. 10

seeds. 6d. ; 20 seeds, 1s.

SPECIAL NOVELTY OFFER
One full sized packet of each of the 8 Grand Novehies, post free, for 7s. 6d.

One full sized packet of each of the Novelties, and also the Villa (C)

Collection, post free, for 9s. 6d.

One full sized packet of each of the Novelties, and also the Villa <B)

Collection post free, for 12s,

ECKFORD'S CULINARY PEAS If you have never tried Eckford"s Ci'Lin.\rv

Peas do so this year ; they are heavy croppers
and the flavour is right.

FREE. Send a post-card for Coloured Illustrated and ull descriptive Catalogue. It is sent post free.

Write to-dav. .\ Booklet giving full particulars on the Culture of Sweet Peas given with every oi'der.

HENRY ECKFORD, F.R.H.S., wem!
The Sweet Pea SpecieJist

Shropshire.
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By Royal

Appointment

WEBBS' SEEDS
Lovely Flowers

>ummer Gardening

Bedding Aster, Mixed Colors, 6d. and Is. per packet.

Webbs' New Ostricl] Plume
Aster

Webbs' Giant Comet Aster

Webbs' Victoria Aster
K^uh, niiNod rolois, 6d. ami

IS. per pkl.

Webbs' Guinea Cold Antir-

rhinum
Britain yellow, is. per pkl.

Webbs' Harlequin Salpiglossis

.Mixed, 6d. ami is. per pkl.

Webbs' Coronet Candytuft, rose

Webbs' Midget Candytuft, white
Kaeh, IS. per pkt.

Webbs' Annual Chrysan-
themum, Mixed, 6d. per pkt.

Webbs' Double Salmon Clarkia

Webbs' Double Mixed Clarkia
Kaeh, <)d. per pkl.

Webbs' Champion Dianthus
.Mixed, IS. per pkl.

Webbs' Carmine Gem Esch-

scholtzia

Carmine rose. IS. per pkl.

Webbs' Double Rose Godetia
Rose, 6d. and IS. piM" pkt.

Webbs' Victoria Larkspur
\'iolel, 6d. pei- pkl.

Webbs' Giant Mignonette, buff

Webbs' Dwarf Mignonette, buff

Kacli, 6d. and is. pc-r pkl.

Webbs' Large-ffowered Nemesia
IS. per. |.kl.

Webbs' Nigella, Miss Jekyll

I.iylil blue, IS. per pkl.

Webbs' Selected Shirley Poppy
.Mixed, 6d. and IS. per pkt.

Webbs' Large-floweriiig Ten-

weel^ Stock
Mixed colors, 6d. A: IS. per pkt.

Webbs' Bedding Stock. Mixed Colors, 6d, and Is. psr packet

WEBBS' LARGE FLOWERING SWEET PEAS
Crimson, White, Rose, Yellow, Mauve, Pink, Purple, Blue and White, Purple-striped, Scarlet and
White, and Mixed Colors, Each, 6d. per packet. Collection of 10 varieties, separate, 3s. 6d.

Illustrated Catalogue gratis and post free.

WF RR ^ SONS WORDSLEY
VV I^UU CX OVyiNO, STOURBRIDGE
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Seaside Shrubs,

I.\
exposed silualioiis Sprinjf plaiitiiis- is olteii found
most satistaetorv ; the growing' season is now
in sight, and seaside planting may be done with

achantage. Some of the best shrubby evergreens
for maritime planting are Escallonias, Brooms, Bar-
berries. Euonymus, Choisj'as, Oval-leaved Privet (green
and golden), Laurustinus, Griselinia, Olearia, Thuyopsis
dolobrata, and Veronicas, whilst there are also numerous
non-evergreens, such as Sea Buckthorn, Dogwood,
Flowering Currant, Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, Golden
Elder, Tamarisk, Buddleia globosa. Guelder Rose,
Cotoneaster frigida, and others which do capitally near
the sea and brighten up the more sombre evergreens with

their respective flowers, variegated foliage or berries.

.Amongst shelter trees for seaside growth .Austrian

Pines and Finns insignis are specially recommended, also

Evergreen Oak and Holly, Cupressus macrocarpa, .Silver

Fir, Mountain -Ash, Lombardy Poplar, Beech, Sycamore,
and \\'hite-thorns or the coloured varieties.

.At the .Vurseries of Messrs. W.vt.son & Sons, Clontarf.

large quantities of shrubs and trees for maritime culture

are grown, and the Messrs. W.\l'SOX's experience in the

matter of varieties suitable for various situations is at

the disposal of intending planters. They attend per-

sonally to their clients' needs by correspondence or
otherw'ise, and those requiring plants for the seaside

might at least send a card for a catalogue or run out and
see the slock at Clontarf, the Nurseries being but fifteen

minutes' tram drive from Nelson's Pillar.

Royal Horticultural Society oi Ireland.

THE monthly meeting ol' the council was held ai

llie society's offices, 5 Molesworlh Street.

Dublin, on Friday, February I2lh, the following

members being present viz., Messrs. F. W. Mooie,
Ernest Bewley, Kobt. .Anderson, J. L. McKellar, J.

Wyllie-Henderson, D. Houston, Ja.s. McDonough, .Mrs.

Greer, Lady .Albreda Bourke. Mr. G. M. Ross pre

sided. The winter show schedule, as finally revised

by the schedule committee, w'ith added suggestions

made by several membei's of the council, was approved
of and passed, thus completing the programme for the

year. Lord Frederick FiizGerald, on behalf of the Duke
of Leinsler, presented porliaits of Charles William,

4th Duke, and Gerald, ^Ih Duke, who had both been

presidents of the society, and arrangments were made
that the same should be framed and hung in the com-
pany of a fine portrait of .Agustus Frederick, 3rd Duke,
ahead}- in possession of the society, and of which the

latter nobleman was for many years also its president.

Twenty-two new members were elected, these being

B. H. Barton, Esq., Straffan House, Straffan ; Lord
Barrytnore, Fota Island, (^"'^'^"''town ; Sir .Algernon

Coote, Bart., Mountrath, Queen's County ; Lt.-Col.

Tottenham, D.L., Ballycurry, -Ashford, Wicklow ; The
Hon. Lady McCalmont, Mount Juliet, Thomaslown,
Kilkenny ; Major Eustace I-oder, Eyrefield Lodge, Cur-

ragh Camp ; Mr. A. Dryden, The Gardens, Mount Juliet

;

The Countess 01 Bessbojough, Bessborough, Pilltown,

Kilkennv ; Ladv Eva \\'\ ndham Ouin, :; Sevmour

I mm)mmmm>mmi%>m^i^^m'%mmt

This "Apparatus"

has ob'tained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
Di.scouiit-

its.

Manufacturers ol

I'LAI.N AND ORNAMKNTAl.
SPOITING,

I

H(IT WATER PIPES,

„ ||
BOILERS, PIMPS. LA.MP^ I POSTS, VENTII.ATISH

BOARD'S ('u/IDCPATENT W I K t
"AMATEUR"
Light and Elegant.

THOS. W. ROBINSON, LTD.

Boiler and Pipe Manufacturers

STOURBRIDGE.

TENSION"
GREENHOUSES.

IRON FRAME.
NO OUTSIDE
ROOF PAINTING.

FLAT CLASS
NO DRIP

SPAM ROOF.
10 ft, I Sft. £12 10
l?ft X sft U 10
11 fl -i <fl. 16 10

LEAH TO.
1(1 ft I fi ft £9 10
llMl. X Gft n
IJ ft X Bft. 12 10

( '(ir-ruNjf fMiid to 1 rish

SKINNER BOARD & CO., BRISTOL
Sa« Exhibit at DUBLIN SPRING SHOW.
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riFSTDOV '^LL GREENHOUSE
i/lvvJAKVI

^^^^ GARDEN PESTS

CLUBICIDE
Stands UNRIVALLED for the purification of

Greenliouses and Greenliouse soil, and the

Destruction of Fly, Bug, Scale, &c., and

ail ground vermin

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Cross's Nicotine Vaporiser

Cross's Organic Tomato Guano

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

Established 1820

S. SPOONER & SONS
Fruit Tree Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOINSLOW, MIDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half a million to select from

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

INSPECTION INVITED

IMPORTANT TO
GARDENERS
and Fruit Growers.

u ff

niquas
(Registered)

.

The most successful Non-poisonous Insecticide

of the day.

ITS ADV.'^NTAGES ARL—
llns : Pests.

Foliage.No possible injurv to the i

It is by far the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

lo twelve sallons for Thrip, Black and Green Fly. &c, whilst RED
SPIDER, .VIealv Bug, and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by

usins; "NIQUAS," double or three times the strength required

for Fly.

PRICES-Pint,!/.; Quart, 1/9; Half-Gallon, 3/- Gallon, 5/-;
Kegs, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42-6.

Ask for Testimonials, of which s ; hundreds hi

SPECIMEN TESTIMONIAL.
From Mr. E. Hubbard, Gardener to G. Hanbury, Esq.,

BIythewood, Burnham, Bucks. May 15th, 1906.

"I have been using your "NIQUAS" Insecticide for some
years, and can with all confidence say it is the best 1 have ever
used for Bug, Thrip, Red Spider, American Blight, and for all

Insect Pests it has no equal. Also lor the destruction of Maggots
in Marguerites by dipping.

" 1 have recommended it to my friends generally."

LETHORION
i:.->,i,ui.-,l Nu, BJ».:.7 IMPROVED METAL

m^m VAPOUR CONE
FOR FUMIGATING.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

INTRODUCBD 1885.

nvention for thft entire eradication of all pests

under glass is now manufactured in a more
form. The small candle, which will be found

ith each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the
i centre of the Cone Frame, to produce immediate
hing on the market can equal it for efficacy and

well-secured hou
ach. Cone No. 2, for a we
,200 feet. 8d. each. Cone Nc
feet, 6cl. each. Full di\

ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500
red house of cubic
arbon, for frames of
pany each Cone.

beenAsk for a List of Testimonials, of which some hundreds have
received from the leadmg gardeners in the Kingdom.

To be had from all Seedsmen
and Florists.
MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
At their Bonded Chemical Works,

SH[A£> THAIVIES, S.E.
OMIce & Show Rooms ij & ig Plasbury St., London, B.C.
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Street, Portman Square, London ; Mrs. W. H. Mont-
g-omerj', Ravensdale, Leixlip ; Mr. .Alex. Reid, The
Gardens, Crom Castle ; Mrs. Lawder, Mount Temple,
Blackrock ; Mrs. Kelly, Montrose, Donnybrook ; Col.

Haokett, Brooklawn, Palmerslon : -Spotswoode Bowles,

Esq., Aghern, Conna, Co. Cork ; \Vm. M. Murphy, Esq.,

Dartry House, Upper Rathmines ; Mrs. McVeagh,
Drewstown, Kells, Mealh ; Messrs. Reamsbottom &
Co., Alderborough Nurseries, Geashill ; Mr. P. Brock,
Orchard Terrace, Enniskillen ; Mr. Chas. Masson, i r

Claremont Road, Sandyniount ; Mr. Jas. Krizell, The
Curragh Grange Gardens ; and Mrs. John McCaiin,
Simmonscourt Castle, Donnybrook.

The Spraying and Syringing of Plants.

IN last month's issue of this journal we had the

pleasure of illustrating and describing a new-

spraying machine for fruit orchards placed^ upon
the market by the " Four Oaks" Undentable Syringe and
Spraying .Machine Co., of Sutton Coldfield. Since then,

we are not surprised to learn, the Department of Agri-
culture and Technical Instruction for Ireland have, after

testing this firm's "Four Oaks" knapsack sprayer,

adopted it as one of their patterns, and placed orders for

four of the machines for their instructors in Ireland.

We also understand that the firm's " Four Oaks " undent-
able syringes are in use regularly at the Botanical

Gardens, Glasnevin. We now wish to call attention

to another L»ntirely distinct kind of sprayer made by the

TOOPE'S PROPAG\TORS
The First and still the Best
Very best materials only used

Catalogue Free

on Ain.'iteur Propagator Fittings,
ting Appar.ituR. Garden Sundries, Otc.

C. TOOPE, F.R.H.S., & SON
stepney High St., Stepney, London, E.

TKe Boilei? fox> Ama.teui>s

KINNELL'S = "HORSESHOE."
will burn
from 10 to

20 hours.
Over 20,000

Patents 10 398.

& 10,674.4.: ,a

CHAS. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd.

65 & 65a Southwark St., LONDON, S.E.

same firm. It is called the "Four Oaks" undentable
spraying pump No. 301. It is a most handy foot pump

which can be u^eJ in a bucket or other

and will be foinid in\,iluable for s\'rini;

roses, chrysanthemums, or in fact

suitable ves.scl,

ing or spra\'ing

anv kind of

M.Saunders & Sons
Beg to call attention to their unsur-

passed and extensive collection of

General Nursery Stock

including Fruit Trees of all kinds, clean

and well rooted ; Roses of all classes,

thousands to select from ; Avenue

Trees of all kinds ; Conifers, a mag-

nificent collection ; Evergreen and

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs in end-

less variety ; Forest Trees, several acres

of all sizes •.• Inspection invited

Catalogues Free on Application

Friars Walk Nurseries

Cork^
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REALLY GOOD SWEET PEAS
AT MODERATE PRICES, send to

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Limited, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
No Flowers give so much cut bloom at so little cost and trouble as Sweet Peas.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS FOR 1909.
I'oi- fuller clebonptions of tin- v;irietUs liiriai-iuil m this libt and all other known varieties, we rif.r our friends to the little book

"ALL ABOUT SWEET PEAS," revised and corrected to end of lailS. Price 6d.

The seeds In these Collections are all carefully hand-picked; only plump, round seeds sent; all small, poor, or doubtful ones are
taken out, which we do not think is done by anyone else in the trade ; eighty to ninety per cent, guaranteed to germinate if

treated as instructions sent with each collection.

EACH PACKET In Nos. 1, 2 and 3, CONTAINS 50 SELECTED SEEDS.

:ion complete may select their own varieties from EITHER COLLEC
have 2s. 6d. worth for each 2s.

COLLECTION ho. 1 TWELVE USEFUL VARIETIES, 13. Coccinea, dark carniine M-arlei Dainty, wliiip. wiili sUkIh
pink ,,le.

: Dorothy Eckford, \\]:itr Evelyn Byatt, mii_-. an I riir,< n ijenlor; Henry Eckford, oranye scarlet ; Hon. Mrs. Kenyon,
pale pniiH^is,

;
Miss Wlllmott, ,-aim. ii-ird

, Mrs. A. Watkins r Gladys Unwin, waved i>ink ; Navy Blue, deep violet blue Prince of
Wales, nrli i\i^\ cnui-.iii: Romollo Piazzani, ru-h Mu.- : Salopian, ikap nuilberrv red.

COLLECTION No. 2 TWELVE GOOD VARIETIES, 1 9. H. J. Cook, pale lavender purple Black Knight bronzy
elioe.'lai.

: Countess Spencer, larije navy pork: Duke of Westminster, rosy vioi,:i
: Herbert Smith, oranse and eriniion hicolor

King Edward VII., ruli cnuisi ii: Lady Orisel Hamilton, laa laMal.r; Mrs. Collier, lale primrose Nora Unwin wave.T wliiie

'

Queen of Spain, salmon-pink
,

Sybil Eckford, civainv imil. ilii>]ir(l pal.- jaiik : Triumph, ii.sv salmini and blush.
'

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTIONS Nos. 1 and 2, 2d. each.
•COLLECTIONS Nos. 1 and 2, when bought together, will be 2 6, and a packet of "Millie Maslin " and "John Ingman" Seedlings

will be added free of charge.

COLLECTION Ho. 3. THE TWELVE BEST VARIETIES. 2 -. Clara Curtis, svn. Primrose Spencer waved primrose
Etta Dyke, m n White Spencer, ua\ed u int.

:
Frank Dolby, waved lavejidev. see Fiy. 1 ; George Herbert, waved carmine and rose

'

Helen Lewis, a. .1 :.,... ,,,: i -, -,
,

I i^ i,
;
Helen Pierce, marl.;, .1 blue; Jeannie Cordon, carjuine and buff- Lord Nelson'

.lark I

,
Mrs. Harricastle Sykes, ..a

.
i^h pink, t. ... 1 i_- 1 .

Mrs. Walter Wright, rieli rosy nuauve- Paradise rieli pink the
bt.-i . I f... Countess Spencer *

j Queen Alexandra, ihf l.-i vnu)-...n -eari.l. * ' »
i

.

SINGLE PACKETS OF ANY VARIETY IN COLLECTION No. 3, 3d. each. COLLECTIONS Nos. 2 and 3 may be had together for 3 , and
a Packet of " Phenomenal " and "Agnes Eckford " will be added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE THREE COLLECTIONS. 4/-

and wlien bougld logetlier, tlie lour added packets and a packet each of the lour best striped varieties, viz. ;—

ne penny a packet.

PRICE OF EITHER OF THE EIGHT ADDED VARIETIES, IF WANTED ALONE, 2d. EACH.

COLLECTION Mo. 4 THE TWELVE NEWEST VARIETIES, 4s., of what we consider the Best of theNewest. SPECIAL NOTICE. The number of seeds in each packet in Collection No. 4 varies. The number is stated in black
figures after each name, and where the packets can be sold separately the price is stated as well. There are about two
thousand packets of these priced varieties apart from what is anticipated will be sold in the collections. When these are sold
orders can only be taken for the full collection, which is put at a specially low figure. Any variety not priced cannot be sold
apart from the collection.

Apple Blossom Spencer (20), r ,y pink and blush, waved, 6d. ; Audrey Crier (10), bright rosy pink, wav( .1 Evelyn Hemus (15) waved
prinjrose, vnl. p.. .i.. .1-. ,.f pink, 6d., see Fig. 5 ; Jet (50), tlie darkest of all Sweet feas, 3d. ; Mother o' Pearl (Aldersey) (26), a
beautiful si|... I., a .i -i ^In;., lioodcd and sweetly ^cei, i. .1, 4d. ; Mrs. Routzahn Spencer (10), the gem for 1909, a i .iir .u iralc
primrose .irr. ua i -l..i. . .! il. -

. .....n pink,anmchimpi..M.'l Mrs. Henry Bell, 6d. ; Paradise Carmine (15), a laiL-. ., lv.-.I .h miiie'inil
rose; Queen Victoria Spencer (10), a waved deep primr. .-e, ^lial.ih ^i.a.l. .1 pal.- r. -.

, Saint George (15), a -i.i.l . lan.^-. -. aiK-t Is
see KiR. 3 ;

Suttons Queen (25), a bulT ground Countess Spencer, 4d. ; The King (12), a tuif u.i. . j f.jnn ol King Edward VII M ,

Fits', 3 ; The Marquis (12), large waved rosy nuiuve.
''

COLLECTIONS Nos. 3 and 4 may be had together for S - and a packet of the New White Everlasting Pea, WHITE PEARL
25 seeds, added free of charge.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE FOUR COLLECTIONS. 7 -.

•which, with the nine added varieties, will be 57 in all, and making it the best collection, considering the varieties, ever offered
for the money.

A few packets of Mr. Hugh Aldersey's celebrated SYEIRA LEE (20 Seeds) Is. ; sold as not quite fixed.
Mr Malcolm's MRS. A. MALCOLM (25 Seeds), Is.

; (10 Seeds), 6d. ; CHRISSIE UNWIN (20 Seeds), 6d. ; JOHN INGMAN (50 Seeds), 3d.
re-selected, but not guaranteed as quite fixed. ROSIE SYDENHAM (20 Seeds), 4d. ; not quite fixed; also ROMANI RAUNI (Alderseyy
(20 seeds). Is., sold as not quite fixed.

CHOICE MIXED SEEDS of most of the above, and other varieties, 2d. per packet of about 100 seeds; 6d. per ounce of about 350
to 400 seeds ; Is. 6d. per > lb., or 5s. per lb. of about 5,000 to 5,500 seeds.

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD. FULL LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.
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plants either in g-arden or jfreenhouse. It is also

ijuite suitable for spraying- fruit trees in small gardens

where there is not suffieieiit work for a large machine.

The saving in time and labour as compared willi the

use of a syringe is immense, and we should think ii

would save its cost (35s. ) in a very short time. It can

also be used for lime-washing. .\ tool like this should

find a place in every garden, large or small. The
working parts are all brass, and the body of the pump is

encased in a corrugated or fluted covering similar to

ihe well-known " Kour Oaks" syringes.

SIlows.
.Midland (.oiNriKs HoKTULi.TtKAi. a.nd Homic

iNDlsTKIts .\ssociAT10N'.— The prize schedule issued

in connection with the annual show at Alhlone is now
being circulated. The show will be held on Thursday,

19th of August, and entries close on the 31st of July.

The general arrangements seem to be exceptionally

well organised. There are local committees appointed

and collecting depots established throughout the two

home counties of the show, and exhibits sent to these

depots will be forwarded free to the show grounds.

Kree cartage of exhibits from Athlone Railway Station

is also provided. Numbers of competitions will be held on

the showday,includingiwheel-spinning, domestic science,

demonstration plots, best fed donkey, &c. There are four

sections, with 230 classes, each class having ist, 2nd and

jrd prizes, in addition to which there are challenge cups,

medals, and IIIS special and guaranteed prizes. The

entry fees range from a penny in section i to one

shilling in section 4. Section 4 is open to '* all Ireland,"

and includes vegetables, fruit, flowers, honey, poultry,

butli'r, cookery, preserves, needle-work, lace, wood
work :uid sheep. The association has also arranged

for a children's show in June. From what we have

said it will be seen that Athlone makes a strong bitl for

the premier position among shows in Ireland, and the

nianagemeiU is to be heartily congralulaled upon llie

result of their' iabour-s.

Athhov.—Thisshow (daflVulil and home industries! will

be held on Wednesday, the 14111 of .\pril (entries close

.Vpril Ist). It is very clear thai ihe cull o( the dafl'odil

is giiiiiing in popularitv, and we are delighted to find a

comparatively small society encouraging the cultivation

of these charming spring flowers with such spirit antl

enthusiasm. Section 1 is open lo all (tiade excepted),

section 2 to amateurs, section 3 to cottagers. In

addition to daffodils there are numerous classes for

other spring flowers.

.MtNSTHR .Ai;Kid Lit KAI. .Soci K I v. - In the schedule

of the spring slunv oi' lliis society we have further

evidence of tlie growing popularil\' of daftodils. The
show will be held in Cork I'ark on the 30th and 31 si

of March, and arrangements have been made for

holding, in addition to the agricultural exhibits, ,1

violet and daffodil show. There are ten classes for

daffodils and seven for violets. In coTuiection with the

latter thei-e is ;i silver cup offered foy competition.

Tuberous Begonias

A GREAT SPECIALITY . .

AWARDED 18 GOLD MEDALS

Seed saved from our Choice Exhibition Flants

Double, 2s. 6d. and 5s. ; Single and Crested Single,

IS., 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet. Also Frilled Single,

a most beautiful novelty, is., 2s. bd. and 5s. per ]i,icket.

Splendid Large Tubers for Pot Culture or Bedding

Doubles, in separate colours, 30s , 12s. 6d. .uid 4s,

per dozen ; in mixed colours, 3s. per tiozen. .Splendid

for bedding.
Singles, in separate colours, 15s., Ss. and 3s. per

dozen ; in mixed colours, 2s. 6d. per dozen. Splendid

for bedding.

For Xamcd Wirietics s<r llluslnili-il /.is/, f>os/ fnr

OTHER SPECIALITIES—
Border Carnations la line sampli- ilo/.en for 5s.),

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations, Cyclamen,
Polyanthus, Pansies and Violets, I-> Choiie Per-

petual-Flowering Carnations, in pots, 6s.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery, BATH

TkLEPHO.NE 17. Tf.I.KGRA.MS : " PtKlTV, Ul lil.l.S."

McKENZIE'S

Giant Sweet Peas
-All the newest and best large-flowered

and delicately scented varieties.

McKenzie's Collection of i2vars., ico seeds each, 1 9.

Choice .Mixtuies of the newest harmonising colours,

pint, 2/6 ; oz., 4d.

Giant Mixed, pint, 2/-; oz., 3d. .All Post Free.

SAIA'A FRCTA.— ForSpiaving Fruil Tree- in Winter,

in tins, I lb. at 8"Ad. ; 2 lb. al Sd. ; 4 lb. at 7'-:.d. ;

10 lb. al yd. per lb.

Our I'd IIS deliver in

Ciiv ami Suburbs dailv.

Thomas McKenzie & Sons, Ltd.,

212 Gt. Brunswick St.,

Dublin.
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A Word on Wood- Fencing.
Thhkk has been i-oiisiderable discussion recently as

lo the economic value of the various wood preservinj;

Huids which are on (he market, and likely users are

luiliwally anxious lo be sure that these preparations

really prolong the life of exposed timber in fences, &c.

The following information should, therefore, be useful.

Most men who use fir, pine and pilch pine in an un-

treated state find these woods to have a very short life

in the ordinary soil, and that they are practically rotted

through (just below the soil level) in about two years.

The same wood treated with two coats of Wood Pre-

servative laid on with a brush has lasted div six years,

and is still in good condition. Fencing treated above

ground may be kept in excellent condition for any

number of years by occasional Ireatment. Some fencing

at Blackheath, which had at first received a coating of

tar, was found for some time to be rotting rapidly.

Moles were bored in the posts a few inches above soil

level, and filled with wood preserving fluid, and refilled

for three or four times. The original coating of tar had

practically disappeared, and the whole surface was
given one coat of wood preserving fluid with a brush.

This fencing has had occasional treatment since, and

although erected in T899 it is still in good condition,

although partly rotteil through when first treated eight

years ago. This record for a soft wood fence seems

excellent

—

i.e., a life of ten years without repairs,

although not treated until two yeais after erection.

These experiments were made with the fluid which is

now being sent out by Mr. D. M. Watson, .Agricultural

Chemist, 61 Sth. Gt. George's Street, Dublin, who will

be glad to quote for large and small quantities, and to

send a descriptive leaflet. It would appear advisable

to use the fluid on all kinds of wood-work which is

exposed to moisture so as to prevent rot and decay.

Still Holds the Field.

The " LiVKRi'OOi. " X'tRis has dostrovcd

Millions of Rats and Mice.

Hiincheds of Testimonials.

Harmless to human bemgs and domestic animals.

it may now be had ready koi^ i se in tins.

"Liverpool"* for R.ils. 2/6 per tin; 2,9 post iree.

Virus y „ .Mice, 1/6 „ 1/8

8/- tubes (6 times 2/6 size) for rals are the most

economical for large users. This size is only p\il up,

as before, in tubes.

Fresh supplies can always be had from—

D. M. WATSON, Chemist,
61 sth. (Jt. George's Street, Dublin, rhonc 11-171.

D, M, WATSON, S 61 Sth, Gt, George^s Street,
orticultural

Chemist,

MAKES A SPECIALITY of

Fumigating and Spraying Materials

Caustic Soda (98%)
Pearl Ash (75/80?^)

Potassium Sulphide

Swift's Arsenate of Lead

OF ,\1,1. KINDS:

Quassia Chips

Paris Green

Cyanides of Soda and Potash

Flowers of Sulphur

Copper Sulphate (98
,

,-,)

Soft Soap
Nicotine Solution (95/96/.)

Hellebore Powder
Richards' XL-ALL Fumigat-

ing Fluid and Cakes

and all other Drugs or Chemicals for Garden use.

Watson^s Wood Preserving Fluid
1 gall.
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The 1'erpetval Flowering Carnation Society.—
The annual report and .schedule of prizes of this

society's sixth show is just issued. The show will be
held in London on Wednesday, 24th of March, inst.

There is a generous prize list, including^ a challengfe cup,

medals, plate and other special prizes. In lookinsj

over the list of members we fan only find one out of

the whole of Ireland. Copies of the report can be

obtained from the hon. sec, Mr. Hayward Mathias,

Lucenie, Stubbing^ton, Fai'eham, Hants.

Catalogues.

Hartland's Flower and Vegetable Seeds is an
illustrated catalogue of garden seeds supplied from the

.Ard Cairn Nurseries. It includes Irish-grown potatoes

for "seed," seeds of greenhouse plants, hardy per-

ennials, &c.

LOOK liERE !

Do you want beautiful trees for j-our Rock Garden,
V'illa Garden, or Cottage Garden ? We make
collections suitable for such purposes. Cheap,

good, hardy, well-grown thrifty trees- shrubs, or climbers.

.Any information gladly given on receipt of particulars

of garden. Sav kind of soil, and if an\' rockerw
Catalogues free from THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,

Nurserymen, Darley Dale, Derbyshire.

YOUR GARDEN THIS SEASON

THOMPSON'S GARDENER'S ASSISTANT
Ktiitfdhy W. \Vvr:>-N r.R II

iributed to by 26 of the tirst horii

To explain adequately what so
pages of Irish Gakoening. '£he tol

hotvever, give some small idea of the c

.MeteOrology--l'Iant Structure !

production — Hybridisation — C
Diseases—Soil

xperts

; much abridged List will,

content> of the 6 large volumes :

ition—Growth and Branching—Re-
fication —Insect and other Plant
[anures Tools and Instruments-

(jarden Structures—Heating— Propagation — Transp'anting—Pruning
- Flower Gardens-Ornamental Trses and Shrubs Herbaceous Pt-r-

ennials Aquatic and Bog Plants - Hardv and Half Hardy Annuals
Greenhouse and Conserv itorv -Stove and Tropical House Orchids-
Ferns Palms and Cycids Shrubs. Plants, and Bulbs for Forcing
Retarding Plants Spring, Summer, and Carport Usdding—Th= Sub-
tropical Giirden Orchards Spraying Fruit Trees Orchard Houses -

Preserving, Packing, and Storing Fruits—Vegetables - Index igiving

_ . Buuiid in twn
A I stvles. tloth

t/* al 4S - net.
' and hall

leather, 50 -. SciiJ

4 - with your order.
and we wilt send (In

work hound in iIk

style you prefer, car
riage paidfpitstcMr.i
abroad , the hulaiKL
of net price to he r^

milled by mnnthK
sums of 4 •.

THE GRESHAM

PUBLISHING Co.

34-5a Southampton

Street, Strand,
LONDON W.C.

By Royal Warrant

Horticultural

.Manufacturer:

Machinery

^:>J£^ The K.nR.

RANSOMES'

LAWN MOWERS
The Best in the Warid

Ruval R.

01.n MED.^LS.
U.A.S.t"., London, 1904.

SILVER .MED.AL.
Royal H<'rticultural Society. 1906-7-8.

.SILVER MED.^LS.

Hand-Power and "Horse and Pouy" Macliiuts ,„. .',..

Motor Lawn Mowers.
The First and Foremost Petrol Motor Mowers.
Over 200 h.ivc been supplied, including TWO to H.M.l he Kl.Vi;

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

RANSOMES, SIMS & JEFFERIES, Ltd,

IPSWICH. iSli'l'LIEU BV ALL IKO.VMONGEHS .

lllustratei Prcjfectus Fre:

SPECIAL CHEAP COLLECTIONS
From \er\ .selected Nursery .Stock, \iz. ;

—

6 .Apple Trees, 6 Gooseberr\" Bushes, 12 Raspberries,

4 Rhubarb, 20 Strawberries, all for 7/6 ; half for 4/-.

Largfer Collections proportionally cheaper. .Also a larije

stock of Rhubarb, Grand Stools, 3/- and 5/- perdoz.

:

20/ and 30, per 100. Forest Trees, Hedsfing- Plants,

Ornamental Shrubs, all heallln', clean, transplanted.

/'r.-i-es -rry iinnieralf. L:s:s l-r„.

W. HAMMOND, Paulbeg: Nurseries, Sliillelagh.

POTASH MANURES
.ALL CROPS REQUIRE POTASH.—

Especially Potatoes, Roots, Flax, Grass

Clovers, Peas, Beans and Onions

The best way to supply Potash foi' Crops

IS to apply Kainit m Winter, or Muriate of

Potash, or Sulphate of Potash, m Spring

or at seed time to the soil

.1/n 1' be Itati on applicaliuit lo-

GEORGE RYCE,
15 Parliament Street, and

50 Essex Street, DUBLIN
Potash -Manures may be had from all Manure Dealers
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is desirous of an extra

Choice Packet of

FLOWER SEED
r

\=-.

We have the production of

SPECIALISTS
Many of them are our own exclusive

stock

^"^

-.J

TRY THE FOLLOWING^
ANEMONE St. Brigid -The real Irish strain ;

the finesl variety in cultivHtion....
AQUILEQIA— Lnn.tr spurred varieties: every

variet\' o^ colour . . ....
CARNATION. Choice Double Mixed-Un

rivalled qualil\", s^ivintr a great percentai^e of

double flowers' ."
.""...'..

CALCEOLARIA—A superb straiu, with most
beautifully-marked tlcwers ; exquisite for colli

greenhouse . . .....
CYCLAMEN-Of great substance and wonder

ful size, with all possible colours

DELPHINIUM-This seed hasbeen saved from
.1 standard tiualit\' •^i named varieties

(iAILLARDIA, Perennial Hybrids—Large
.md beautifully-marked flowers

GLOXINIA—Giant erect strain of superb
flowers, containing- many oi the spotted
varieties ........

PANSIES— .V magnificent strain ; flowers very
large, and a great variety of colours

POPPY, Iceland—Very hardy plant for cut

flowers, containing many new colours

PRIMULA—Large strain, large flow'ers, pure in

colour, and i>{ Hue form and substance

SCABIOSA, Caucasica— .\ perennial beauty ;

flowers soft, lilac blue ; exquisite for cutting .

STOCK, East Lothian—The best Winter
flowering varietv ; in White, Scarlet, \'iolet, or

Mixed .

WALLFLOWERS, Large Double Flowers-
Excellent for- Spring bedding ; all colours
mixed .... ...

WALLFLOWERS, Single Varieties In

Red, Ruhv, Primrose, Yellow, or Mixed .

For cash we send all Flower Seeds post free

S. M'GREDY & Son
Seed Merchants and Growers

PORTADOWN

5J
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FOR

GARDEN

AND

PLEASURE

GROUNDS

GARDEN ROLLERS

TOOLS

ORNAMENTAL HURDLES

ESPALIERS

FRUIT WALL WIRING

SWEET PEA TRAINERS

BORDER RAILS

ARCHES and PERGOLAS

REVOLVING SUN BOXES

GREENHOUSES

CHEAP SECTIONAL FRAMES

ESTIMATES FREE

KENNANSS
ONS,
Ltd.

"'ItVe-sr DUBLIN.

Appointed bj SK-v/. tv'^

Royal S^^liP
Warrant )r5^>'

Quotations given for AIMY
Quantity Carri'ajge Free

WRITE FOR
PRICE LIST

Established over 50 years

ONLY ADDRESS . .

RICHARD SANKEY & SON
LIMITED

"Bulwell Potteries," NOTTINGHAM

Grand Second-Early Potato

THE COLLEEN"
(WILLIAMSON'S)

" Award of Mrrit, " Roj-al Horticultural

Societ}- of England, 1907. First in

Trials of Novelties % the National

Potato Society, 1907. First Prize, Royal
Dublin Society's Winter Show, 1908 . .

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS FREE

J. F. WILLIAMSON, F.R.H.S.

Seed Potato Specialist, MALLOW, Co. Cork

FOR CHOICE CARNATIONS

HAYWARD MATHIAS
MEDSTEAD, HANTS

Who has an excellent Selection in all three

Sections to offer

Spring Catalogue Free

Salva^Fruta.
For Spraying Fruit Trees in Winter.

All Fruit Trees should be treated

with this preparation. It effectively

destroys every vestige of

MOSS, LICHEN, AND GREEN SLIME
as well as the eggs of

MOTHS, APHIDES, RED SPIDER, &c.

Salva'Fruta is a Powder, and

is easily dissolved in cold water.

It is put up in canisters of

1 lb., 2 lbs., 4 lbs., and 10 lbs. each.

Full Directions and Prices can be

obtained from the Manufacturers,

The United Alkali Co,, Ltd.,

GREENBANK WORK S,

St. Helens, LANCASHIRE.

Or from all the principal Seedtmen In the United Kingdom.
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'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.
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Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Complete Apparalus iVoni

A inodcni success. Great improvement overold-

t> pc boilers. The " IJeatrice " makes greenhouse

work a pleasure. One stoking for ihe day, one
stoking for the night. Even draught, even tem-

perature. Guaranteed double ihe sale of any other

boiler. 'lo intending purchasL-rs

List Post Frea.

Easy Payments Arranged.

JAS. CHEW e CO.,
Brookhouse Ii'on Works,

BLACKBURN, LANGS.

GARDENER'S FRIEND
PROPAGATOR
Best in the Market

HiNDREDs sold. Size, 37 in. by
33111. by iq ill. Price, 20S.

FLETCHER & PHILLIPSON
Bajrgot Street, DUBLIN

Get our Price List. Well worth having;.

THE SENS.ATION OF LAST WTXTEK.
Our

Celebrated **G. Brand'' Grained Clogs

Are siill I

(Lmol witb TnnK Fki.t tliro

the Market, and the sale is

iRV THEM AT ONCE.

Post i«e p!ii(i right3/6
Any size: 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, H, 9, 10, II, 12.

Ladies' or Gentlemen's.

DAMP FEET means an illness unless
Clogs are worn.

(»\LV ! KOM

John Greenlees ('"'ttTM,!'')
4 Wellington Street, GLASGOW. ~-

Praised by all our Customers in Great Britain.

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
Kroiu llu' Finest Slocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Cniahgue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegframs—" Thompson, Seed.s.man, Cokk."

D«NVSZ VIRUS is nut a I'nison, hut KILLS

RATS 6 MICE
Harmless to other Animals and Human Beings
Single Tube, 2 - ; Tlirte Tuties, 5/-, Post Free

irom DANYSZ VIRUS, LTD. iiov 46.)

52 Leadenhall Street, LONDON, E.C.
And (il all Chemists

BEST . .

HOUSE
And . . COALS
COKE ' OR HORTICULTURAL

PURPOSES

Special attention paid to Quality,

. Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower &: McDonald
Direct Co.\l I.m porters

Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'Oliei- Street, DUBLIN
IVIi{;r:i|iliic .\ddreS5 :

" IKi.VALD. I)r Telephone No. S4S



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND FOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
The "XL-ALL" Specialities are and have been the best on the

Market. Where is the gardener who does noi pin his f*ith to one
or the other of these celebrated Insecticides or Kertilisers?

"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleased all who have used it this

season.
The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more

popular than ever.

"XL-ALL" LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken of by
gardeners and growers as the most deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c,

"XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, for dormant trees, acts like magic,
clearing the trees and bushes of all insects' eggs, moss, and fungoid
growth.

"XL-ALL" LAWN SAND, a weed eradicator and Fertiliser for

weedy and poor lawns.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used »mce a year ; no weeds can live.

Please ask your Xarseryman, Seedsman, or Florist for a copy of
my small pink list, giving particulars of these and many other "XL-
ALL" Preparations, which can be obtained from the Horticultural
Trade throughout the world

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE.

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
(
Trop(Folum Speciosum),

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting-.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 1 4/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. -Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa.. S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU H.A.VE .A GL.ASS ROOF TH.A.T LE.AKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing-

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of
ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,
Trellis Work, &c. The best pamt for Greenhouses is

" V'itrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk. Dublin.

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED!
Satisfaction Guaranteed. .All from selected Strains,

Strong, Healthy, Transplanted; Carnations, double, from
layers, 2s. Pinks, " Majesty " " Sinkins " Hollyhocks
double. Auricula, Is. 6d. Pansies, Violas, 6d. Canter-

bury Bells, Forget-me-Nots, Sweet William, Wall-

flowers, Polyanthus, .Aquilegia, 4d. dozen. Cauliflowers,

2s., Lettuce, Parsley, Is. per 100. 3s. Post Orders Free.

Extra Plants with Rail Orders, Carriage Forward.
All Nursery Stock and Seeds L'nsurpassed Quality.

Moderate. Price Lists Free.

W. HAMMOND, Paulbeg Nurseries, Shillelagh

i:.ook: here: !

Do you want beautiful trees for your Rock Garden,
Villa Garden, or Cottage Garden ? We make
collections suitable for such purposes. Cheap,

good, hardy, well-grown thrifty trees, shrubs, or climbers.
.Any information gladly given on receipt of particulars

of garden. Sav kind of soil, and If anv rockerv.
Catalogues free from THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,

Nurserymen, Darley Dale, Derbyshire.

DEPARTMENT of .AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN—
Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry . Cheese- Making . .

Persons who desire to attend courses in the above
subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during
the year, 1909-10, should make early application to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction, Dublin

A Main Crop Round Potato for Late Keeping
(ORIGINATED AT ARD CAIRN. CORK)

BEFORE you finish planting vour main crop sorts
\Vm. Baylor Hartland of' Cork wants every

Farmer in Ireland to have a 10 lb. parcel of his
"Celebrated Claddagh." He recommends it with
the fullest confidence. Just try it and you wont be
sorry. Particularly in good arable land and avoiding
rank Farm-yard Manure.

l=sr- A ID lb. Parcel Post Free in Seal Bag for .^•,.

Special Price for Larger Ouantit\-. Write

—

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Royal Seedsmen, Ard Cairn, Cork

BOX EDGING
THE True Dwarf Sort to form a Neat Edge to

Herbaceous Borders and General Pathways in

Gardens. Cheap oft"er to clear per 100 or 1,000, fi-om

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Ard Cairn Nurseries, Cork

300 ACRES TO SELECT FROM
Trees, Shrulis, Conifers, Rhododendrons. Heaths, Azaleas,

Kalmlas, Lediums, Fruit Trees, Roses, Herbaceous
Plants, &c., in first-class quality and variety.

SPECIAL PRICES A.N'D CATALOGUES OX APPLICATION'
Imptctxon lavited.

ISAAC IVIATTHEAVS & SONS, Limited,
MILTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

lux onn eI
The best all round Large Flowered \'iolets. Winter
Blooming, stands all Weathers. Runners, 2S. 3d.

per 100 or 12s. 6d. per 1,000, Post Free. Cash with
Order. Delivery .April. — MILES, GREENMOUNT,
BALLYDEHOB', CO. CORK.

AUTO-SHREDS Is CERTAIN
DEATH to all

Pests infesting plants under glass, &c. Simple
to use, no apparatus required. In Boxes to

Fumigate 1, 000 cubic feet, 6d.; 10,000 cubic
feet, 38. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsmen
and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct

—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmeu,

HACK,.NFV. LONDON', N.E.
Trade Terms and CaUIogue of Sundries

upon receipt of Business Card.
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LISSADELL
lOwner—Siijosslyii Goro-Hoc-th. Bart.)

HERBACEOUS and

ALPINE PLANTS
New Illustrated and Descriptive List is now

ready. It contains over i,ooo Varieties, suit-

able for Garden Decoration, Cut Flowers, and

Exhibition, and includes the Newest and Rarest

Plants in commerce. F"ree on application to

—

J. A. Cooper, '-'^l^^
ELL

PROTECT YOUR BUDS, or you will get no fruit.

Netting-, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. yards for is. .Any length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. G.ASSON, Net
Works, RYE.

WATERPROOF CAPES —Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men exposed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined with Serge, 5s. each.

Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, ss. 6d. and 6s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any size, 7s. 6d. each. Oil-

skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage
paid.—H. J. GASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

W.ATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway
sheets, 12 ft. by 9 ft., I2s. ; 1 5 ft. by 9 ft.,

15s. ; any size at Is. per square yard, with lashes.

Superior stout rot-proof green Canvas, any size, Is. 6d.

per square yard, with lashes. Cash returned if not
approved of. No rubbish.— H . J . G -A S S O N ,

Government Contractor, RYE.

MILITARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, any size ;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of.

—

H. J. G.ASSON, RYE.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stack, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

EVERY FARMER
Should Use .

t

NITRATE
OF SODA

^. -J

60 Tons of MANGELS
50 Tons of SWEDES .

4 Tons of HAY . .

27 Cwt. of OATS . .

Per Statute Acre

have last season (1908) been realised

by using

Nitrate of Soda
in conjunction with moderate quantities

of dung, phosphates and potash

NITRATE OF SODA is not a

mere stimulant, but an energiser, and a

true plant food which acts immediately

Can be bought of all leading dealers in manun;;

Pamphlets and Books containing the fullest .

practical information can be had (gratis) from

JOHN SIMPSON
15 Lower Sackville Street. DUBLIN

or from the

Secretary, Permanent Nitrate Committee

Friars House, New Broad St., LONDON. E.C.
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FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY

About 25,000 i-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carelully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. — '^"^

SPECI-AL OFFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year J-Standards, e.xtra stronsf

bitr heads, fruiting; trees. .Apples, Pears and Plums in bes , __

sons. Li-,ls on applicalion. 18/-, jo/- dozen. Worth double. 4rk--^^

TRAINED APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES. ""
'

Over 3,000 for sale. Maifnificent Stuff.

2/'-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in each Section.

I cordially invite inspection of my stock. .All I offer are growing

in my Nurseries.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c.,

in iarg^e quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Z-is/s Free. Correspondence Invited.

J >^1^-r|—\^ Forest Lodge Nurseries,

JwiNrLo, F.R.H.S., Gowr.an, Co. Kilkenny. rom a Photo of one of my 3-year-old trees growing
n the Nursery. This is my type of 3-Standard.

Telegrams: " JONES, GOWRAN."

By Royal Wa
Horticultural

RANSOMES'

LAWN MOWERS
r/»e Best in the World

' GOLD .\IEL>.ALS.

R..A.S.E., London. 1904.

SILVER MED.\L.
Ko\al Horticultural Society, 1906-7

SILVER MEDALS.

Hand-Power and "Horse and Pony" Machines

Motor Lawn Mowers.
The First and Foremost Petrol Motor Mowers.
I jM-r 200 have been supplied, i TWOtn H,M. Ilie KIN(

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

RANSOMES, SIMS &JEFFERIES, Ltd,

IPSWICH. iSlPPLIED BY ALL IKONMONGEKS.,

Breadmore^s

Sweet

Winchester

Peas

Hants.

Ah ! That means Success,

Then Grow his Garden

and Agricultural Seeds too.

p-pQTTT nr LARGER CROPS.
I\Jj.iDUi^ i MORE PRIZEi.
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JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^S" See our Exhibits at the Royal Dublin Society's Spring Show, April 20, 21, 22 and 23

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL

A. & J. MAIN & CO., Limited
Iron and Wire Espalier Fencing .

Manufacturers of Espalier Arches or Pergolas . . .— Materials for Wiring Garden Walls

for Training Fruit Trees . . .

Ornamental Iron and Wire Hurdles

Ornamental Wire Bordering . .

Galvanized Wire Lattice Work .

Galvanized Wire Netting ....

PLANET JR
FARM AND

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS
Comprising .

Hand Wheel Hoes
Horse Wheel Hoes
Hand Seeders ,

Adaptable for all general purposes

Practical ! Efficient ! Easily worked !

Illustrated Catalogues on application

The

FOUNTAIN
lime-washing
disinfecting

fruit" tree
spraying machines

Prices-£4 lOs.

£6 lOs.—£8 10s.

11 LEINSTER STREET, DUBLIN



Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

SPRING SHOW
BALLSBRIDGE

Wednesday and Thursday, 2 ist & 22nd April

^

Challenge Cups and Cash Prizes to more than the value ot _^ioo

are offered in competition in numerous classes to suit all exhibitors. Pro-

spective exhibitors (who are not Members) can have the full programme

for the year, embracing THREE GREAT SHOWS, on application to the

Secretarv at the Society's Offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, and at

the principal Seed Establishments through the City. En tries close 15th Ap ril

POST FREE]

MACKEY'S SUPERB
HYBRID GLADIOLI
A Magnificent Autumn- Flowering Strain

In Mixture, per dozen, is. gd. ; per loo, us. 6d.

Or in Separate Shades as below.

Brilliant Reds and Scarlets of Shades
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I " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERINC.

FOLIACE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VECETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

Sold by

Seedsmen and

Nurserymen

everywhere.

This valuable Manure is yearly growing in public favour-

Also

THOMSOSS SPECIAL CHRYSANTBEMUM MANURE.

Price Lisls and Testimonials on application to Sole Makers

WM. THOMSON & SONS. Ltd.,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfo:d'. Galashiels, N.B.

TAIT'S
GARDEN SEEDS

ai^e: THE BEST
CARRIAGE PAID

Selected Vegetable Seeds

Choicest Flower Seeds

Seed Potatoes
Specially selected

and hand-picked

Every Requisite for the Garden

Call or write for Tail's Annual List, post free

W. TAIT & CO.

NON-POISONOUS
^A/HITE'S

SUPERIOR
INSECTICIDEABOU

ABOLISHES
Green and Black FIv, • B^MIH^^

American Blight, ADUIW
For Garden and Greenhouse Use.

^rl^'Xf t^r a""! ^o" ''ill iliiree. "It acts like aIKY II charm." AN EXCELLENT~-— REMEDY for MILDEW.
J-Pt., 1 -. Pt., 1 6. Qt., 2 6. ^-Gall., 4-. Gall., 7 6.

"ABOL" SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

Does more anil tietter work than

other syringes douhle the size.

TRY IT. anU vou will agree.

Prices : Syringes. 8 6 to 14 6. Postage. 4d. Bends. 1/6 extra.

01 all Seedsmen, Florists and Ironmongers, or on receipt

of remittance from the

SOLE MANUFACTUKEKS-E. A. WHITE, Ltd.,
11.,;. ana Fruit Growers. Paddock WOOd, KENT.

Carlton SWEET PEA Fertilizer

Sweet Pea Society's TrialsThe Superintendent of ttie Natio

says

;

Tlie cluur.. « < rf- In tf r ami tile M,.w, r>« re tin

.aiv ttller spsciiil manure I liave attempted with th.

r th; itb

FOR HEAVY OR FOR LIGHT SOILS.

BagS-8/- 5,'- 2/- Carriage Paid.

ntiu:ieiit f-T 150 yds.. 70 yHs., 2., yds., Sweet Pea Row.

,0 in I - tins (1/4 post free), and 6d. tins (8d. post free.)

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL SEEDSMEN, OR FROM

WALTER VOSS & CO., Ltd.
MILLWALL. LONDON. E.

RHODODENDRONS

Seed Merchants

119 ^ 120 Capcl St., DUBLIN F. STREET, "'Tam^^Irlev'

CRIMSON, WHITE, PINK, 250 choice-
named varieties, tine foliage, well budded
for potlintf or pl.tiitiiis^. i to I '4 fl.-iji to 2—2 to

2(2— 2'. to ,^— ,^ to 4—4 to 5 — 5 to 6— 6 to 7. List

of sorts and prices on application. Many
tliotisands to olTer. -Standards in .ill -.i/c.s. .All

homotfrouii. in-pcolioii invitocl.

Heatherside Nursery,



IRISH GARDENING.

Tuberous Begonias

A GREAT SPECIALITY . .

AWARDED 18 GOLD MEDALS

Seed saved from our Cboice Exhibition Plants

Double, 2s. 6d. and 5s.; Single and Crested Single,
IS., 2S. 6d. and 5s. per packet. .Also Frilled Single,

a most beautiful novelty. Is., 3s. 6d. and 5s. per parket.

Splendid Large Tubers for Pot Culture or Bedding

Doubles, in .separate colours, 30s , 12s. 6d. and 4s.

per dozen ; in mixed colours, 3s. per dozen. Splendid

for bedding^.

Singles, in separate colours, 15s., 8s. and 3s. per

dozen ; in mixed colours, 2S. 6d. per dozen. Splendid

for bedding.

For Xanu-d I 'ariolU-s sec Illustrated List, post free

OTHER SPECIALITIES

—

Border Carnations (,i fine sample dozen for 5s.),

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations, Cyclamen,
Polyanthus, Pansies and Violets, 12 Choice Per-

petual Flowering Carnations, in pots, 6s.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery, BATH

The "Perfect" Separator
PATENT KNLDSENi

Skims cold milk

clean, and is self-

balancing

—J—
Highest Award
at Franco- British

Exhibition

London, 1908 .

—^—

Never beaten m
Open .

Competition

—=>6—

WRITE
FOR LISTS

{Ph-use nnntion this fia/ter U'heii writing)

BURMEISTER & WAIN, Ltd.

105 Middle Abbey Street, DUBLIN

FOR
LAWN MOWERS

REPAIRS
Irish, British,

and American

GARDEN SPECIALITY

AND

PLEASURE

GROUNDS

ESPALIERS

ROLLERS & TOOLS

ARCHES & PERGOLAS

REVOLVING

SUMMER HOUSES

CHEAP SECTIONAL

GREENHOUSES and FRAMES

KENNAN s S!5'
Fishamble St.

(Near Christchurch Cathedral. DUBLIN.

ROWftH'S BEGOHUS
SPECIAL OFFER OF DRY TUBERS

.A. specially selected strain of strong sturdy habit,

with large, upright, well-formed flowers, in selected

pure colours. We strongly recommend them to our

customers. They are specially suited for pot culture.

.\11 bulbs are of full flowering size, measuring not less

than I 'i to I '2 inches in diameter ....
Single Whites, pure .

Single Crimsons, very dazzling

.

Single Yellows, pure .

Single Roses, fine reds

Single Orange, deep orange shade

SINGLE MIXED, all colours .

Double 'Whites, pure .

Double Crimsons, e.vtra fine

Double Yellows, pure shade

Double Roses, fine

Double Orange, and copper shades

DOUBLE MIXED, all colours .

'Illis strain of Single and Double Beg'nias is strongly recommended

%vith confidence as being a good selection from a very large crop, and

must not be confounded with the poor seedling rubbish offered at

chrap rates. Every bulb is of full flowering size, and the strain is

quite suitable for exhibition purposes

M. ROWAN & Co.
Seed, Bulb & Plant Merchants, Corn & Malt Brokers

51 & 52 Capel St., DUBLIN
Telegrams—" Ro Teiepho



IRISH GARDENING.

WOBURN
TOBACCO
EXTRACT
A Nicotine Insecticide

Having^ a guaranteed strength of not
/ess than 7'5 per centm One pountt

makes ten gaUonS oi Wash.

The full extent to which tlif Wulmrn Tobacco Extract may be used has

not yet been measured, but from a glance at the following uses as an
Insecticide an idea may be obtained of its worth.

This preparation is the outcome of experiments carried out by Mr. Spencer
PicKering, F.R.S., of the Woburu Experimental Fniit Fann, originally in

his search for a destroyer of the Apple Sucker (Psi/lla Mali), for which he
found it ideal, but in experiments with it it has been found to be an Insecti-

cide of wide application.

In his Tenth Report Mr. Pickering, after relating several negative results

with other insecticides, says:—
"The remaining experimems were devoted to the examination of

the action of Nicotine. The solniion used was that prepared by
Messrs. Voss & Co., containing 7*5 per cent, of Kii-otine, and in the
first set of experiments—Nos. 7-9--itwas used in three different

.states of dilution, namely—with 50. 75 and 100 volames of water
added to it, the Nicotine being, therefore, 0*15, 0*113 and 0*075 per
cent, respectively.

*' The I resent experiments with a solution of this strength, and also

with stronger ones (Nos. 7-8). entirely confirm the former conclusions

as to the efficacy of such treatment, the mortality caused with the two
weaker solutions being at least 95 per cent,, and with the strongest
solution (0-15 per cent.) all but IdO per cent., only five or six living

psjlla being in this case found in some 500 or 600 buds examined.
*' Ihese experiments also afforded satisfactory evidence that moderate

rain does not interfere seriously with the results. In Nos. 8 and 9

the spraying was done at noon, and moderate rain, amounting to U'l

inch, fell from 6 to 7 p.m en the same day. yet the mortality caused
was 95 per cent.

" These sprayings were made 10 d lys before the blussoms opened. From
these experiments it is evident that the Nicotine ireatment, applied
either shortly before or during the blossoming of the trees, is qui'e

effecm-il in destro>ine psylla so longas it does not conia'n less than
0"075 percent, of Nicotine,"

In the book (recently published) written by Mr, Pickering and Professor
Theobald, called ' Fruit Trees and their Enemies," this Insecticide is recom-
mended tor the destrucli"n of ihe following:—
Leaf Curling^ Apple Aphis; Greenfly {Aphis Pom i).

Sp'ayiiiK hefurc th- leave* curl, preferably about the end of April.

The BlossoTTi and Leaf Aphis [A/ihts Jitchii)

Spiay hIkmh il.c middle of April.

Apple Sucker {l:<;/U'r Mali).
8pray either before or during tlie blossoming. If much rain falls after-

wards, the spraying should be repeated, (It has been found that
moderate rain docs not interfere seriously with the results.)

Cherry Aphis { yi/zus Crrasi >.

Cherry and Pear Sawfly; Slugworm {Eriscampa Limacina).
Currant Aphides < Hhopatosiptum Rtbis and Myzus Ribasid).

Hop Damson Aphis {rkorodon Humuli).

THE WOBURN TOBACCO EXTRACT was used extensively last year (1908),

and, in addition to its uses as mciilioned above, growers have found it to be
effectual for

American Blight, Woolly Aphis

Cuckoo Spit

Spring* Talis

White Mites which attack

Mushrooms

and many varieties of catcrpillais.

ise it at double

cngth, viz:— one part in fifty

of water for these pests.

PRICE-IO lb. Tins, 13s.; I lb. Bottles, Is. 6d.
^packages free).

A NEIV
DISCOYERY

Woburn Bordeaux Paste
A Concentrated form of Bordeaux Mixture, and an Improvement on

the old style of the readymade powder or the freshly
made, as prepared by the user.

The unsatisfactory character and aciiun of the>L- powders, which are sold
as substitutes for bordeaux Mixture, is universally acknowledged; indeed,
it is impossible to dry Bordeaux Mixture without altering its chemical and
jihysical properties, and such dried (.reparations are not Bordeaux Mixture
at all. The making of the fresh mixture presents, however, many difficul-

Ties to the grower, and if it could be obtained in some concentrated form
which would »ork really satisfactorily, a great boon would be conferred on
all fruit growers. This we have lately succeeded in enecting through tlie

assistance of Mr, Spencer Pickering, Director of ihe Woburn Experimental
Fruit Farm, to whom we submitted Ihe question.
The concentrated Bordeaux Mixture, which we are making according to

his instructions, is sold in the form of a thin paste, which mixes easily and
perfectly with water, reproducing a mixture which is not similar to but
Jibsolutely identical chemicnlly with freshly made Boideaux Mixture, and
indeed in much better than it physically, for it contains no gross particles

of lime to clog the spray nozzles. Sloreover, it is more effective as a fungi-
cide th>tn the Bordeaux Mixture made in the ordinary way, and begins to
act at once on application, which ordinary Borde-iux Mixture does not.

With reference to the strength of the PastOi Mr. Pickering writes as
follows :

—

"WoBDRM Experimental FatriT Fabu,
''March 10, 1909.

"In answer to your enquiries, the relative eflflciency of what is known as
the Woburn Bord'cAUS Mixture, which you are now putting on the market
in the form of a paste, was given in our report as 2| times as great as that
of Ihe ordinary Bordeaux Mixture, made by mixing equal weight* of ci-pper

sulphate and lime. This ratio was based on a consideration of the nature of
the mnin reaction occurring when the substances are exposed to hir. but it

was impossible without direct trials to ascertain how far these reactions

proceeded, or to what extent secondary reactions modified the results. An
examination of tlie^e reactions has now been made, nnd I am not altogeiher
sui-prised to find that the relative efficiency of the Woburn Bcirdeau.\ Paste
is much greater than had been previously stated. Jly results show iliat

I lb. of cupper sulpliate in the form of the Woburn Bordeaux Paste is

equivalent to from 9 to 14 lbs. of copper sulphate In the form of the fieshly
nijide ordinary Bord«>aux Mixture (the exact equivalent depending on the
conditicns under which it is made) or to at leist 8 lbs. of sulphate (probably
much more) when in the form of dried Bordeaux Mixture,"

Based on the foregoing we can safely say that growers will save at least
25 per cent, by using Woburn Bordeaux Paste, tosay notlungof the saWng
in labour and trouble in making their own Bordeaux Mixture, and the fact

that the fungicide is more prompt in its action and more easy of application,

1^' lbs. of Woburn Bordeaux Paste mixed with 100 gallons of water
makes a Bordeaux Mixture equivalent to the very strongest used in this

country which contains 16 lbs. of copper sulphate to luo gallons;. Many
growers prefer to use mixtures of only half tliis strength, so as to minimise
the scorching which often accompanies the use of any form of Boi'deaux

Mixture. It is best to mix the paste with about its own bulk of water, and
then add the rest of the water. The paste will keep good for an indefinite

length of time, but should not be stored in vessels of iron, tin or zinc, and
it should not be allowed to get frozen, or it will require a tedious amount of

stirring to bring it bai-k to its original condition.

WOBURN BORDEAUX PASTE is the best remedy for-

Potato Disease i/'hpfophom infesttin.f).—Vs,e 1 lb. to 7 gallons of water
( I.'i lbs. to lOU gallons about sufficient for an acre). The first spi-aying

should be done at the end of June, and again three weeks later, or

if only one spraying is given it should take place about the middle of

July. Early blight (leaf c\u-\), which comes in dry seasons when the
plant 18 only a few inches high, should I'C treated in the same way.

Brown Rot of Fruit (.Sclerotinafructif/etiaj.—'Vse 1 lb, to 25 gallons of

Willi, r 4 U.S. to 100 gallons', spraying at intervals when the leaf buds
ar.' <;xpaninng.

Peach Leaf Curif Exonscus dcfor/nnns).—{Jse I lb. to." gallons of water
(1,1 lbs. to 10Ugallons)asapreventive,by spraying when the buds show
signs of swelling and again in ten days' time. Afterwards use only at

half strength.

Apple and Pear Sc^ (Fusicladium dendritirnn. F. pcrinum). -Use
1 lb. to 12i kallons of water [H lbs. to 100 gallons). Apply wlien the

leaf buds are opening, and a second spraving as soon as Ihe petals

have fallen _____^
Prices and particulars of packa£:es on application.

I'/'-atc slate if Trade Grower. <

Soto Manufacturers- Sote tVtanufacturors-

WALTER VOSS & Co., Ltd.,

Millwall. LONDON, E.

WALTER VOSS & Co., Ltd.

Millwall, LONDON, E.



THE "FOUR OAKS" SYRINGES
are acknowledged by all users to be

THE BEST SYRINGES THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
I Now in use in all the leading Gardens and Nurseries everywhere.

I

Send for samples and you will afterwards use no other make.
|

THE "UNDENIABLE PATTERNS ARE GUARANTEED AGAINST INDENTATION OF WORKING BARREL FOR THREE YEARS.

The " Four Oaks" Undentable Syrin;
No.1. Best quality, with teak handle Ladic
.No. 2. Good quality, with rosewood handle

.arileiier s Ide.il Syringe, complete with Jet a

I J in. by i6 in., 16/- Standard size, i* in. by 20 i

ijin. by i6in.,15- ,. ilin.byiSii

illustrated, also fine and coarse
.,21/- Largesize, ijin. byaoii
.,17/e „ i^in. byiSi

ir Oaks " Undentable Angle J

reached by the ordin;ir> sm i

nted -
: u.valui.blefor syringing

, 1 1.. liable Syringe, illust)

. 4 iicvi tju....i\, Le.ik handle.

Ladies' siie. li in. by 16 in., 21 - Standard
. 5. Good quality

Ladies' size, il in. by

the undersides of leaves and branches whicin

ated above, with the addition of an Angle Joii

byjoi,

by 18 i

; "Four Oaks" Undentable Spraying Syringe. The most useful Syringe it is possible
to have in a garden. Gives a line vapour or mist-like spray. Invaluable for ordinary

• for distributing Insecticides.

.\o. 9. li in. by 20 n. , 12/6. li in. by 2<

Is fiited with quick-filling ball valv

'he " Four Oaks" Undentable Angle Jointed Spraying Syringe. This is the same Syringe as No. 9 illustrated abovi
but with the addition of an Angle Joint lor; spr,iving the undersides of leaves and branches. .\n invaluable Syringe

Xo. 9AJ. I i in. by 20 ill., 18/- 4 in. by 20 in., 22 6.

ANY or THE ABOVE SYRINGES WILLINGLY SENT ON APPROVAL TO ANY GARDENER.

The "Four OaKs " Patent Knapsack Sprayer, No. 101 (1

The Most Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever producsd,

and will last ten times as

long as any other.

Xo rubber valveMo perish

nr get out of order. All

working parts outside.

The only Knapsack with

force behind the spray.

We manufacture large

Spraying Machines of ever>

description. Send for Cat.i

A Machine willing-ly

sent on approval to any
Gardener.

Manufactured onlv by the

Suitable for Spraying Fruit
r^^es and Trees of atl kinds.
ips, Vines, Coffee, Tea and
coa, also Potatoes and

PRICE 45/-
Itli

• F,

sprayi
Oaks

-Nozzle

Br;

Nozzle
ube with Stop
t Best India-
Will liive verybber Tube.

le, medium, or coarse spray
desired. Double Swivel

4/» extra.

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.
Knur Oaks" I'atent Ham-
)'i>o Lance, lo ft. 6in., with
interior Brass Tube, Stop-
cock and Fittings - 17,6

ft. 6 in. Do. - 12/6
Strongly recommended.

The "Four Oaks" Undentable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. birmTnShaTenqland
Send tor CatalO)!ue of Syringes, Spraying Machines, and other Horticultural Specialities.

All leading Irish Seedsmen and Nurserymen act as our Agents and supply our Specialities.



By Royal

Appointment

To H.M.

The KiniT

WEBBS' SEEDS
Gold Medals won by Webbs' Vegetables and Flowers in 1908

At the FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION (International Horticultural Show. June, 1908)

SHREWSBURY, BIRMINGHAM. YORK, CARDIFF, HANLEY, &c.

SPECIAL VEGETABLES.
Webbs' New Pioneer Pea per qt.

Webbs' Stourbridge Marrow Pea . ,,

Webbs' Eclipse Runner Bean „
Webbs' Abundance Dwarf Bean „
Webbs' Mammoth Longpod Bd. Bean ,,

Webbs' Reliance Globe Beet per pkt. 6d and
Webbs' Improved Banbury Onion ,, 6d. „
Webbs' Avalanche Broccoli „ 6d. „
Webbs' Emperor Cabbage „ 6d. ,,

Webbs' Pink Perfection Celery
,, 6d. ,,

Webbs' Early Mammoth Cauliflower per pkt.

Webbs' Exhibition Cos Lettuce perpkt. 6d. and
\A'ebbs' Champion Prize Leek per pkt.

Webbs' Silver Ball Turnip
Webbs' Marrowfat Parsnip
Webbs Wonderful Can ot (Early

I

Webbs' Colonist Potato I Early) per peck 4

BEAUTIFUL ANNUALS.
Webbs' Bedding Aster , per pkt. td.and i

Webbs' Ostrich Plume Aster „ 6d. ,, i

Webbs' Bedding Stock „ 6d. ,, i

Webbs' Imperial Ten-week Stock ,, 6d ,, i

\A'ebbs' Annual Chrysanthemum per pkt. o

Webbs' Double Salmon Clarkia ,, o

Webbs' Bridegroom Godetia per pkt. 6d. and i

Webbs' Ensign Larkspur ,, 6d. „ i

Webbs' Selected Shirley Poppy „ 6d. „ i

Webbs' Harleo.uin Salpiglossis ,, 6d. ,, i

Webbs' Nigella, Miss jekyll perpkt. i

Webbs' Buttercup Eschscholtzia „ i

Webbs' Large-Flowered Nemesia „ 1

Webbs' Nicotiana Sanderae . ,, i

Webbs' Giant Mignonette per pkt. 6d. and i

Webbs' Large-Flowered Sweet Pea perpkt. 1

Webbs Champion Dianthus per pkt 6d and i

For full particulars, see WEBBS' SPRING CATALOGUE, gratis and post free.

WEBB & SONS, . WORDSLEY .

STOURBRIDGE



For Destroying

CATERPILLARS
On APPLES, PEARS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, ROSES,

and all other Trees

SPRAY WITH SWIFTS ARSENATE OF LEAD
I

St the jp-to-dati.'T will supersede all other similar Insecticides, and it has now a \ erv larsje sale amon;
Fruit Growers in the great Iriiit-prodncin;;- districts both in Ireland .uul ICnyland. No
foliag:e which has been sprayed with SuilVs Arsenate of Lead. Experiments made in Ireland

th Swift's Arsenate of Lead have demonstrated its Superiority o\er i'aris GreiMi, London Purple,
:. Full directions for use sent with all orders. .See Department's Leaflet No. S:;.

It kills ALL leaf-eating Caterpillars without exception.

Suitable for all trees. It sticks on the leaves.

Rain will not wash it off.

No danger of burning or scorching the leaves as Paris green does.

Tends to produce better and larger fruit.

Used by many Irish and English Fruit Growers in last two or three years

lib.

lolb.

Tins
Wooden Pail

pei

PRICES-
lb.

I

2olb.

5olb.

,, loolb.

All ke.ifs and tins Fi Carri; ..ife p;

\\ ooden Pails

,, Ke""s

50 lbs.

tl lod. per lb

,, 9>->d. ,,

„9d.

MANUFACTURED BY MERRIMAC CHEMIOAL OOY., BOSTON. U.S.A.

Sole Irish Agent

—

D. M. WATSON, Chemist, 61 Sth. Gt. George's Street, Dublin

SMITH'S PERFECT' WEED KILLER
(Powder and Liquid)

LIQUID. Prices:

, 9 6 2

40 gallons,

/; ^

12

14

17

1 8

£2 10

Ont Gallon makes 25 (ialio

tor use. Packages extra, bt

allowed for on return.

Carriage paid on 8 C.allnns

An Irish



IRISH GARDENING.

" Plants for the Garden."

THIS is the title of a new Spring publication

containing descriptive lists of the best varieties

of numerous classes of hardy perennials of easy

garden culture. It comprises choice collections of

Delphiniums, Phloxes, Pyrethrums (including a number
of novelties). Peonies, and a long list of herbaceous and
alpine plants for planting now. The weather has been
too cold and wet so far in most districts for moving these

plants, but it is now milder, and planting may, with

advantage, be proceeded with at oncf. The catalogue

is published by Messrs. Watsox & Soxs, Ltd., Clontarf

Nurseries, Dublin. Particulars are also given respect-

ing numerous popular and inexpensive bedding plants

of seasonable character, also of the firm's Gold Medal
Dahlias and Outdoor Chrysanthemums, for which they

are booking orders to be delivered in due season ; the

latter include the new Single varieties, which are rapidly

coming to the front.

It is very important to obtain decent-sized clumps
when bujing herbaceous flowers and alpines, &c. , and
readers may depend upon obtaining good, sound stuff

from Clontarf.

The book is nicely illustrated, and contains manj-
useful notes on culture. It may be obtained free on

application to Messrs. W.\rsON.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

Thk monthly meeting of the council was held on
' March i2lh at the society's offices, 5 Molesworth Street,

I Dublin, the following members being present—viz.,

I Messrs. Robt. Anderson, W. J. Mitchison, J. Wylie-
Henderson, R. T. Harris, LL. D.; Geo. Watson, Ernest
Bewley, T.C; \V. F. Gunn, H. P. Goodbody, Ed. D'Olier.

Jas. Robertson, J. P., presided. .-Appointments ofjudges
for various sections of the spring show, to be held at

Ballsbridge in .\pril, were made and other business

transacted. New members elected were— Mrs. Butler,

Priestown, Meath ; Mr. F. Simmons, The Gardens,
I Roebuck Castle, Dundrum ; Mr. \Vm. Egan, The
Gardens, New Park, Maryborough ; Mrs. Dalgetv,

.\llan's Grove, Leixlip ; Mrs. .-Vlex. Stewart, .Malakoff
' House, Rathgar, and Jlrs. W. H. Monks, 16 Earlsfort

I

Terrace, Dublin. We may add that the month of

j

chilling w'eather experienced up to mid-March has
considerably cooled down the hot an.xiet}' shown bv
not a few in the matter of having a spring show,
which is nothing if not a daffodil show, without the

daffodil. Pallidus praecox was certainly flowering

during February in We.xford, and down south some-
thing else was written about, but there are alwa\s
a few misguided members in mo.st families, and this

one is not the exception, but in three weeks unin

This "Apparatus

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
^^rite for Discounts;

ai-d Price Lists.

.Manufacturers of

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
SPOITING.

HOT WATER PIEEf.

HOILERS, Pt.MPS. LA»:P

rOSTf. VENTILATING
GEAR.

THOS.W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

Boiler and I'ipe Manufacturers

STOURBRIDGE.

BOARD'S ('u/IDEPATENT W I K b
"AMATEUR"
Light and Elegant.

TENSION"
GREENHOUSES.

IRON FRAME.
NO OUTSIDE
ROOF PAINTING.

FLAT CUSS
NO DRIP

SPAN ROOF.
1(1 ft X Sft. £12 10
Ift X S{\ 14 10
1 1 fl. X S fi. 16 10

LEAH TO.
inft X fift £9 10
13 ft. X 6 ft t1

M ft. X fift. 12 10

SKINNER BOARD & CO., BRISTOL
See Exhibit at DUBLIN SPRING SHOW.



IRISH GARDENING.

THE^
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as I e cvvts. of most

Garden minures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

48 inches.

"TUC PAI rnriMIA " Light roller machine
I HL UALLUUNlA with patent Axle springs.

SIDE-WHEEL MOWERS.

" The Talisman"

"The Britannia"
and

"The Britisher"

Light and Cheap.

WITH or WITHOUT

CRASS BOXES.

ROLLERS FOR HAND, PONY, OR HORSE.

AI^M Petrol Motor Mowers, the mo^t powerful on thr

0/ .ill Ironmuigcrs and Sechincn.

IMPORTANT TO
GARDENERS
and Fruit Growers.

<4 f>

Riquas
(Registered)

.

The most successful Non = poisonous Insecticide

of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Ceua.n death to all Insect Pcsls.

No possible injurv to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliage.

It is by far the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Lhnp, Black and Green Fly, &c. whilst RED
SPIDER, VIealv Bug, and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by

using ••NIQUAS," double or three times the strength required

for hly.

PRICES-
Kegs, each Fii

Pint, I/.; Quart. 1/9; Half-Gallon, 3/-
: Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 6.

Ask for Testimonials, of which some hundreds have been

SPECIMEN TESTIMONIAL.
From Mr. E. Hubbard, Gardener to G. Hanbury, Esq.,

Blythewood, Burnliam, Bucks, May 15th, 1906.

"I have been using your "NIQUAS" Insecticide for some
years, and can with all confidence say it i« the best I have ever
used for Bug, Thrip, Red Spider, American Blight, and for all

Insect Pests it has no equal. Also tor the destruction ol Maggots
in Marguerites by dipping.

"
1 have recommended it to my friends generally."

LETHORION
K. il,,t»,.;d Nu. 6JH07. IMPROVED MhTAL

^^M VAPOUR CONE
FOR FUMIGATING.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

Mark.) INTRODUCED 1885.

311 for the entire eradication ol all pests

glass is now manufactured in a more
The small candle, which will be found

s only to be lighted, and placed on the
Cone Frame, to produce immediate
,rket can equal it for eflScacy and

This well-known inventi

iiilesling vegetation undei
biimpie and reliable form.

l-:icked with each cone, has '

ground in the centre of the
results. Nothing on the 11:

cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500

feel, I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic

1,000 to 1,200 feel, Sda each. Cone No. i. Carbon, for frames of

cubic loo teet, 6cl. each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

Ask for a List of TestimonialSj of which some hundreds have been
received Ironi the leading gardeners in the Kingdom.

To be had from all Seedsmen
and Florists.
MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
At their Bonded Chemical ^Vorks,

SKA^D tiia.]vi:e:s, s.e:.
Office & Show Rooms— ij & 15 PiDsburySt., Londoo, B.C.
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Notes and News.
Mr. \Vm. Bavlor Harti.and sends us samples of his

seedling- potato " Claddagfh," asking us to cook and
"try them with butter and milk in the thoroujfhlv Irish

manner." We have done so, and never tasted a nicer

dish of potatoes. They are firm, floury, and of a most
pleasintf flavour.

Bramlevs Sekdi-INg Apple.—In ivference to Mr.
MacDomiell's article on this subject in last month's
issue, Messrs. H. Merr\weather & Sons (of .Southwell)

write to say that " it was Mr. H. Merryweather who
first recognised tlie sterling qualities of Bramley's
Seedling, and it was lie who exhibited it, gaining- first

a 'highly commended' card in 1S76 and a first class

certificate in I8S^."

Mr. C. E. Grey writes telling how he was very much
troubled with slugs and various insects both in his

vegetable and flower garden until he introduced a pair

of ducks, since when he has been troubled so no more.
His advice to our readers is "keep ducks " and give
them the run of the garden.

Mr. A. Drvden writes advising the platuing ot

hypaticas in quantity for a spring show in the flower
garden. " Since the first days of Februarv they iiave been
in flower more or less, and at present they are a picture,

completely smothered with their beautiful flowers."

The Athboy Daffodil and Home Industries Show will

be held at the St. James' National School on Wednes-
day the 14th inst.

TOOPE'S PROPAGATORS
The First and still the Best
Very best materials only used

Prices from 10 6 .-. Catalogue Free
Thousands Sold

W 1 II ,c ,-..,„|,anson Aiii.ueur Pr.j-

If.-iting Apparatus.
Sun S|ir

I . II (..Us.,es, &c.

G. TOOPE, F.R.H.S., & SON
Horticultural Engineers

Stepney Square, Stepney, LONDON, E.

Sp PERCENT AHF.AD
of all other Greenhouse Heaters is the testi-

mony of Thousands of Users the World over.

The
*'

Horsc-Shoc " Boiler

is incomparable for keeping that unvarying

temperature so necessary for successful growing.

Burninti 10 to 20 hours with cost o( tuel ridiculously low

l*r- OUR NEW BOOK -mt
" How shall I Heat my Greenhouse ?

"

Contains very valuable information for every Gardener

Drop a Post Card to the Makers

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., Ltd.
65 & 65a Southwark St., LONDON, S.E.

Telephone 372 Hop.

The cultivation of orchids, although to a certain

extent a special art, is by no means beyond the powers
of the amateur provided with a greenhouse. There is

a considerable range of choice from those who.se heat

requirements do not demand a temperature beyond 50
to 60 degrees. Readers will notice that Messrs. Heath
and Son are disposing of their entire collection of

orchids, and this seems a favourable opportunitv for

those who have suitable houses to acquire such plants

at reasonable prices. .\ny amateur feeling disposed to

venture into this most fascinating br.'inch of horticulture

will do well to write for list and particulars.

Le.\f Mining M.vggots, as all gardeners know too well,

are extremely troublesome to deal with, as owing to the

fact that they burrow within the substance of the leaf

the epidermis eff'ectually protects them from the killing

influence ot any ordinary insecticides. The usual

practice is to pinch between finger and thumb the spot

where the grub lies, and so kill it. We have before us

a letter from Mr. W. Wells, the chrysanthemum
specialist, in which the writer states that he has found

by accident that the fumes of No. 1 brand of " .\uto-

Shreds " is certain death to leaf-miners. We should

be glad to he.ar from anj- other reader who can speak
from experience on this matter.

Greeniioi-sk Shading is a subject for owners of glass-

houses to consider at present, and there is considerable

doubt as to what is the best shading to use. One of the

very best of the advertised preparations is Smith's

M.Saunders & Sons
Beg to call attention to their unsur-

passed and extensive collection of

General Nursery Stock
including Fruit Trees of all kinds, clean

and well rooted ; Roses of all classes,

thousands to select from ; Avenue

Trees of all kinds ; Conifers, a mag-

nificent collection ; Evergreen and

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs in end-

less variety ; Forest Trees, several acres

of all sizes .• Inspection invited

Catalogues Free on Application

Friars Walk Nurseries

Cork



HEATH & SON
CHELTENHAM
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HAVING DECIDED TO SELL OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

ORCHIDS
We are prepared to accept

ABSURDLY LOW PRICES
And shall be glad to quote for . .

COLLECTIONS FROM 2 TO XOO GUINEAS
Burnslade. Scotland. Feby. 5—"Herewith I send cheque ;£ioo for the collection of Orchids

you have sent nic. Now that ihev are all unpacked, I am very pleased indeed with the phuii^ ;

ihey are good specimens, and in perfect condition. Your packing is excellent. I atn -.rr\ I

have no room for the large specimen Himalayan Rhododendrons."
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IRISH GARDENING
" Perfect "' summer shading^, put up in Is. tins and

also supplied in bulk for large users. It is in two

colours—g^reen and white. Most users prefer the green,

although it is very doubtful that green is the best

colour to use for such purposes, notwithstanding the fact

that Smith's green shading has been used for many years

on the glass in the Botanical Gardens at Kew. The
Irish agent for Smith's shading is Mr. D. M. Watson,

horticultural chemist, 6i South Great George's Street.

Dublin, who will be glad to give all further information.

Sprayi.vg and LiME-W'ASHl.NG. — Continuing

the notes in our last two issues we now give an

illustration of a special narrow gauge machine,
" The Little .Aston," manufactured by the " Four

Oaks " Spraying Machine Co., suitable for use

in gooseberry and currant plantations. It is

light and handy, and provided with a powerful

pump capable of doing better and quicker

work than a knapsack. It is also suitable for

lime-washing, being capable of covering two

hundred square feel of wall in five minutes. .\

smaller machine is "the Warwick " pattern,

and consists of a pump fitted to a galvanised

pail, and as the price is moderate it ought to

find its way into every amateurs garden.

Lovers of Ferns will be interested in a new
catalogue of hardy ferns issued from Perry's

Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield, Middlesex. The
collection (300 varieties as a first instalment) is

stated to have been in course of formation for

more than ,o vears.

Bentley's Compound

Quassia Extract oR^GmAL!
Ma.NLFACTI RED BV SPKCIAl. AND LNIlHE PROCESS.

The perfect Insecticide for destroying Green, White
and Black FIv, Celery, Carrot, Turnip, and Onion

Fly, Caterpilla]-, &c.

Each gallon makes from 80 to

TOO gallons ready for use.

20 galls., 3/4 per gall. ) In 5 gall, drums, charged
10 galls., 3/5 per gall. • half cost, gd. each.

5 galls., 3/6 per gall. ) Not returnable.

I gall., 4/-; }i gall., 2/4; I quart, 1/5; I pint,

I id. each. Tins Free.

Bcntlcy's Daisy Killer
(LAWN SAND)

-A. WEED KILLER .\ND FERTILISER COMBINED
Commands rapidly-growing sales.

1 ton, £20 ; 10 cwt., £10 10/-
; 5 cwt., £5 10/- ; i cwt.,

23/-
; /^ cwt., 12/6. Tins, 5/-, 2/6, and I/- each.

Carriage Paid ci.v 7/6 ori>ers a.nd i pwards.

Wholesale Manufacturers

JOSEPH BENTLEY, Ltd., Chemical Works,

B.\RRO\V-ON-HL"MBER, HULL.

cKenzie's
Dwarf Evergreen
Grass Seeds, for
Lawns, Croquet and
Putting Greens, Tennis
Courts, &c., ensure a
velvety close Turf.
Finest, 1/3 per lb. ; Fine,
1/- per lb. . . .

Bee-hiYes and
Appliances of most
up-to-date and approved
patterns

.W-.f Dcsiri/ilh'c Lists t>us/ free

THOS, Mckenzie & sons
Limited

212 Great Brunswick St.

DUBLIN



IRISH GARDENING.

IRI^SHMADK Flower Pots.—We have received a

circular from Mr. Owens, Eiiniscorthy, drawing attention

to the superior quality of Irish-made pots and the ex-

ceptional suitability of the clay at Carley's Bridge to that

particular form of pottery. We are always pleased to

hear of home industry doing well, and as Mr, Owens
assures us that there is a growing trade for Irish-made

flower-pots, we may assume that the quality and price

of these stand tlie test of comparison with similar

articles mjide in potteries outside Irelani.1,

TOMATO PLANTS
Offered by ELIE MAHY, Expert Grower, Guernsey, have a long-

established reputation for being most reliable, healthy,

;ind prolific. Seasonable varieties throughout the

season. Carter's *' Siuirise " and "Stirling Castle"
now ready ; 12, 1/3 ; 25. 2y- ; 50, 3/- ; 500, 20/- ; 1,000,

30/- ; all safelv packed and delivered in good condition

at I he risk of the sender, cruriage paid. Menlioti paper.

The Only Original Lawn Sand

WATSON'S LAWN SAND ^.
\> 1 ). I'laii

ome .ind unsightly on lawns at thi -

Testimonials and Instructimi^

34s. per cwt. ; 56-lb. Kegs, 18s.

niplf l^ani^tvr^, 5S.' 6d., 2S. 6'd. '|"~[

SulU hy Seedsmen and Nurservmtn t

: - -M'edss.i tro

_ r.itcs the H
11 \p|tliLalion.

js-ilv fins, 9s. 6d
1 , ,.n<l 1S. lp..si V.

iiu!ihiiut tile country
vli

A. J. BARBOUR, 8 Upper Fountaine St., LEEDS

FOR CHOICE CARNATIONS
APPLY

—

HAYWARD MATHIAS
MEDSTEAD, HANTS

Who has an excellent Selection in all three

Sections to offer

Spring Catalogue Free

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER

c

ide4ft 6 ft inde

lie of latest i

%feK

.vert ftuin the pi ii

w'llliout dflficulty. ainl the whole can he tali

down jind removed vrithout loss of time."

I can thoroughly recnininend your 1

Tniner. and 1 trust that this fresh Ir

industry will, in the couitrg ypars.nieet w
the prosperity its inveution merits."

lite 8iitisft»*d with your Panif,'--!! '

'

,d use m.thi. g b..t th«'n.
j^^^^^ THc ParagoH

new Trainers for Runner Beam TralnCT
and Raspberries. Bridge St.. Banbri(

Write for Price List. Co. Down.

Pea
Co.,

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixtur .

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-
WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs. Ants.

Millipedes, t&c.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Wced-Killcr

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full particular, & prices Irom thf Sole M(rs.,

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

f danysz virus

RATS 6 MICE
Harmless to other Animals and Human Beings
Sin)!le Tube, 2/- ; Three Tubes, 5 -, Post Free

From DANYSZ VIRUS, LTD. iiox 469

52 Leadenhall Street, LONDON, E.C.
And of all Chemists

POTASH MANURES
ALL CROPS REQUIRE POTASH.-

Especially Potatoes. Roots, Flax, Grass

Clovers, Peas, Beans and Onions

The best way to supply Potash for Crops

is to apply Kainit in Winter, or Muriate o(

Potash, or Sulphate of Potash, in Spring

or at seed time to the soil

Lciifli-ls and Pamphlets may be had on appUcaliun lu—

GEOR-Cit^ K. I OIL, AGItlCLLTURAL OFFICES

15 Parliament Street, and

50 Essex Street, DUBLIN
Potash Manures may be had from all Manure Dealers
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Weeds Killed : Crass Invlgrorated by

CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
Wlit-n applied .iurins dry uLatlitr

daibicb and other weeds aredestroM d

and a fine growth of j,'rass quickU
covers the places occupied bv dis-

ti-urino weeds Thousands Of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-
formed in (.liiiuix L,iuii San.i. Wliv
n.[ \..ur.--Tr\lt u^k-.. ;lh, 2s., 14II-

3s. 6d.,^olh^. 6s., pDibs. Us., nzW-
20s. C'Triage paid. Sample Tin
Is. 3d., post free

PROTECT

YOUR PLANTS

From Slugs. Grubs,
Caterpillars, Ants,
Wireworm, and the
Domestic Cat

A non-poibonous Manure, deadly ti)

every creeping thing, yet does not
injure the foliage of plants. Testi-
monials on application. 7lhs. 28.,
i4lbs. 36. Gd.,2Slbs. 6s. Carriat;epaid
Sample Tin Is. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriagre Drives, &c.

ONE APPLICATION KEEPS
, overv f;r">Mli fnr 12 momllh. No

li. .line or ufiirv wcedinn.
PATHS ALWAYS BRIGHT AND CLEAN.
\o , liu M ilr.s- joo M|uar<- vanls, 2s.

. I 111- 3s. 6d. I'oM fri-i ,

No, .. Ill, to .In >s 4oosiiuarc vo» 6s. 6d.
^ Tins 12s. 6d. larriase palu.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

Appointed by
Roval

W.inani

Quotations given for ANY
Quantity Carriage Free

WRITE FOR
PRICK LIST

Established over 50 years

ONLY ADDRESS . .

RICHARD SANKEY & SON
LIMITED —

"Bulwell Potteries," NOTTINGHAM

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From llu! Finest Slocks and Strains in Ciillivalion.

Cijfaloguc J^usl Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

'Iflogranis— " TiiOMrsoN, SisEDsman, Cork."

ROCK AND BORDER PLANTS Ilavo Ik-lmi our speciaiily for over tliirty \ ears.

TJK'ir propagating" and growing'— not a depart-
=: niont, but our sole business. We have one of
nd llie rare plants in existence, all g'uaranteed true

Have you a garden
the finest collections of Ihe old and the new, the common ,

to name. Our Xew Illustrated Cultural and Descriptive Catalo.gue for igog, post free.
difficulty? We'll advise you free. Send us leaves or stems of any hardy plants you don't know and we'll
name them for you. If you have a flower garden we honestlv believe it is' to your advantage to i

with us. We give personal attention to all communications. Uon't vof think it is worth' while
JOHN STORMONTH & SON,

responi:

Hardy Plant Specialists^ Kirkbride, CARLISLE.

GREEN S MOIATERS and ROIiLERS
STAND PRE-EMINENT!

Known and appreciated throughout the World

Thomas Green & Son, Ltd.
Smithficid Iron Works, Leeds, and New
Surrey Works, Southwark St., London, S.E.

Sold by all Iriinmoiigcrs Please write tor Price List i\u. 21.

Highest Awards. Roval Botanic Society, 1905-0 ;

Royal Horticultural Society, 1005, 1007, and 1008

MOTOR MOWERS ;/av:.^ensuUd

By Special (fej

AvpciUed *S
foHisM.ijesty (~^



IRISH GARDENING.

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
MOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

strongly Kecommemieil far the Distraction of Weeds, &rc.

Price, 2s. per gallon
; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon

;

10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original ^o-gallon casks,

IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The City of Dublin Drui; Hall.

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.
o,n of Hi>xc,l solulioii will kill all

>quare yards of paths. &c.

POWDER.
12 galls, solution

|
Free Tins

6 6

10 .. - 25 6 - c.isk 5 - ,,

•EUREKATINE'- The successful funiiganl.

EUREK.A' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeau>

Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Sliade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
ull list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," seni

post free by makers

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

Srways'Ssed THb ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

Soles of Ilest Knglish Sole Leather
iWaterproofed) with Motor T\Te
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
Fig I can be relitted repeatediv,

equal to New Boots. Ruhlier Soles

F,c .
strongly recommended

Silver Medal — Ro\al Horticultural Society.

HINriRHis 01 TEbTIMONHLS:
The /ii ./sus "As good as anything that

could he deM!,ed." ,<f|
Mr IRdLP (Head Gardener to H.^f,

IHJ- kIM,, Balmoral Castle) writes:
"

1 ht bwts supplied two ) ears ago are a.s

good as e>er."
Illustrated Price List from the .Makers -

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Creyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

BECKER BROS.
Prices—

2/5. 2/2. 2I-,

i/io, 1 ,S, I/O, TEAS.;;f
Prices—

2/2, 2/-,

o, 1/8, 1/6,

1/4.'/-'.

^
8 Sth. Gt. George's St.

17 Nth. Earl St.
Dublin.

NICOTICIDE
iFUMIGANT).

cubic ft.

Half G.illon Tii

: Im— 1 pint

r Tin-} pint
: Hot.—6 Ol.Xo

No
Xo. 4} .size Bot.-i oz., new size ,. 4
No. 5 size Hot.—I oz.,'- sample „ 2

Carriage Paid.
FUMIGATORS.

IS. lor

SW"'!?.NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAV.
i-pint, IS. 2d. Pint, 2S.
l,)iiait, 3S. 6d. ,!-gal., SS.
l.allnn, IDS. Cavviage find

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

=8lbs.,todressioosquare vanis, 7s. Od.
;

1 cwt. ke;;., 2IS. Carriage paid.

QOW'S SLUG AND WIREVVORM DESTROYER,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER AND QUASSIA EXTRACT.
Sold inbd., is., and 2S. 6d. tins, also in larger sizes.

Carriage forward

GOW'S GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER POWDER WEED KILLER

If any diificulty i

Liria^-e imi.L

ill give you

HUNTER & COW. 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

ttll llif I*ri»
»l(( ItlcflnU fro

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable, Tile Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swrift, Safe, and Sure.

Lipplied

lined from tlie piiiicipid f

Li Che.i,i..ts. or DIKECT OF-
The Sole Proprietors and .Manufacturers,

WM. COLCHESTER & CO..

IPSWICH, England.

1 English
'* * m-w.«*.-i pi0t 01 land worked under the

French method of intensive culture, by the use of Cloches or Bell-glasses

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES, &c.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED

Of superior quality

and made either

Pilkington Bros., Ltd.,
Works:

ST. HELENS
Lanes.
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Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Complete Apparatus from 75s.

A modern success. Great improvement over old-

type boilers. The "Beatrice" makes greenhouse

work a pleasure. One stoking for the day, one

stoking for the night. Even draught, even tem-

perature. Guaranteed double the sale of any other

boiler. To intending purchasers

List Post Free.

Easy Payments Arranged.

JAS. CHEW 6 CO.,
Hi'ookhoiise Iron Works,

BLACKBURN, LANCS.

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICl LTURAL POTTERY
OK Sri'KRIOR OUALITV

Exrcp/iunnlly Good Te>

Write

G.J. Owens, fi^
Parley's Bridge

Agents for /hih/iH am/ J>is/i-ir/-~Me>isrs. E. Browktt ^t

SON'S, 7 Upper C.eofife's Street, Kingstown

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

A new' APRON!
Designed by a Gardener for Gardeners.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

In

Dark Blue

" Ponicus"

Twill,

1/9
Postage 3d.

extra.

Or in

'•^M Dark Blue

iiaj "Ponicus"
Serge of

ij2 E\erlasting

Wear,

3/9
Postage 3d.

extra.

From Belfast ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 55 Royal Avenue.

From Dublin—W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 68 Dawson Street.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 61 Dawson Street.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, 10 Dame Street.

R
I

S
H

PHOTOBLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.

KINDS OF MAGAZ
)KLETS. COLLEGE ANNUALS I

IDICU PHOTO
iniJll ENGRAVINGS

ORIEL HOUSE.
33,WESTLAND ROW. DUBLIN.

L

C
K

BEST . .

HOUSE
And . . COALS
COKE FOR HORTICULTUR.^L

PURPOSES

Special attention paid to Quality,

. Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower & McDonald
Direct Coal I.mporters

Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'Olier Street, DUBLIN
Telegraphic .address: "Donald, Dublin." Telephone No. S4S



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND !0R

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
Tl.e "XL-ALL" Speo.alilies are ami have been tlie best un tl.c

Market. Where Is the K-.rdenrr who dues no( pin his fiith to i,lie

or the other of the^e eel-brated Insecticides or Fertilisers?
"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleased all who have used it ihU

The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more
popular than ever.

"XL-ALL" LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken of bv
gardeners and growers as the lii.ist deadiv to Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c,

"XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, for dormant tiees. acts like magic,
clearing the trees and bushes of all insects' eggs, moss, and fungoid
growth.

"XL-ALL" LAWN SAND, a weed eradicatov and Fertiliser fur

weedy and poor lawns.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used once a year; no weeds can live.

Please ask your Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Florist for a copy 'f
tny small pink list, giving particulars of these and many other " XL-
ALL" Preparations, which can be obtained from the'HorticuItur.il
Tr.ide throughout the world

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE,

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
{
Tropceolum Spcciosum).

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting.

100 different named Rockplants, for atiy position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 1 4/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU H.A.VE A GL.ASS ROOF THAT LE.AKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of

ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk. Dublin.

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED!
Satisfaction Guaranteed. .All from selected Strains,

Strong, Healthy, Transplanted; Carnations, double, from

layers, 2s. Pinks, " Majesty " " Sinkins " Hollyhocks

double. Auricula, IS. 6d. Pansies, Violas, 6d. Canter-

bury Bells, Forget-me-Nots, Sweet William, Wall-

flowers, Polyanthus, .Aquilegia, 4d. dozen. Cauliflowers,

2s., Lettuce, Parsley, is. per too. 3s. Post Orders Free.

Kxtra Plants with Rail Orders, Carriage Forward.

.\ll Nursery Stock and Seeds Unsurpassed Quality.

Moderate. Price Lists Free.

W. HAMMOND, Paulbeg Nurseries, Shillelagh

LOOK HERE !

DO you want beautiful trees for your Rock Garden,
V'illa Garden, or Cottage Garden ? We make
collections suitable for such purposes. Cheap,

good, hardy, well-grown thrifty trees, shrubs, or climbers.

Any information gladly given on receipt of particulars

of garden. Sav kind of soil, and if .anv rockcrv.

Catalogues free from THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,

Nurserymen, Oarley Dale, Derbyshire.

D KPAKTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AMD TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN-

Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry . Cheese-Making

Persons who desire to attend courses in the above
subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during
the }'ear, Igog-Io, should make earl}' apjilication to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of .'\gnculture and
Technical Instruction, Dublin

BOOKS ON GARDENING
A MAGNIFICENT RANGE, dealing with every

phase of gardening and horticulture, at all prices

from id. to £;^. Catalogues gratis. All miscellaneous
hooks supplied. New or second-hand books on any
subject.— Dkpt. iS,

LYNWOOD & CO., Booksellers and Publishers
12 Paternoster Row. LONDON, B.C.

ELECTROPL.A.SM (Complete Fertilizer).— Used in

the London Public Parks. Sold in tins, 6d. and is. ;

and bags, 7 lbs.. Is. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 2s. 6d. ; 28 lbs., 4s.
;

I c wt., 1 5s., carriage paid in U.K. If not stocked by your
seedsman, apply Sole Makers -Jos. Robinson & Co..

Ltd. (Est. 1828), 10 Crooms Hill, Greenwich, .S.E.

^ a T nn Gardens and Orchards are much
^^ l» I I improved bv using Ground Rock
\jr%.KU *. • Agricultural' Salt. For particulars

apply Flower & McDonald, 14 D'OlierSt., Dublin.

SLUG-KILLER (
SEYMOUR'S
INFALLIBLE

Non-poisonous. .
'. Harmless to Plants

Wonderful Fertiliser. Saves its cost in a night

In Tins, 6d., gd., is. 6d. ; or 7-lb. canister, 3s. 6d.

Carriage paid. Stamp for sample. Agents wanted

(Dept.A), JAMES SEYMOUR & CO., Ltd., ''^^^I

TOIVIATO I>1L.ANTS
"Stirling Castle" and Carter's "Sunrise," well

seasoned for the Greenhouse, also for Outside
;

12, 1/3; 24, 2;-; 50, 3/-; ICO, 5/ ; 500, 20/-;

1,000, z^\-. Carriage paid on orders enclosing

this advertisement. Delighted customers' ver-

dict :
" The best plants t'hev have ever seen

"

ELIE MAHY, l^^^^^r GUERNSEY

AUTO-SHREDS '^4:^^^^^f. ..^
---

%.
Pests infestine: plants under glass, &c. Simple

to use, no apparatus required. In Roxes to

Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet. 6d.; lo.ooo cubic

feet, 38. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsmen
and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS.
Wholes.-ile Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Trade Terms and Catalogue oi Sundries
upon receipt of Business Card,
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WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTES WEED KILLER.

strongly Recoiinneiided S"!- tin Destitution of Umh, ire.

Price, 2S. per gallon ; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon ;

10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks,

IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The Cily of Duhlin Uriig Hall.

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds

From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Fn;:

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—" THOMrsoN, Seedsman, Cork."

PROTECT YOUR BUDS, or you will get no fruit.

Netting, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. yards for Is. Any length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. GASSON, Net
Works, RYE.

W.-XTERPROOF C.'\PES—Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men exposed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined with Serge, 5s. each.

Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, 5s. 6d. and 6s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any size, 7s. 6d. each. Oil-

.skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage

paid.—H. J. GASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

WATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway
sheets, 12 ft. by 9 ft., I2s. ; 15 ft. by 9 ft.,

15s. ; any size at Is. per square yard, with lashes.

Superior stout rot-proof green Canvas, any size. Is. 6d.

per square 3'ard, with lashes. Cash returned if not

approved of. No rubbish.— H . J . G .-V S S O N ,

Government Contractor, RYE.

MILITARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, any size ;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of—
H. J. GASSON, RYE.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stac^k, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

The Only Original Lawn Sand

WATSON'S LAWN SAND .."b'ItK
eeds M. tUeslrovs D-iisics. Plant.iins, Dandelions, and !

snme aiid unsightly on lawns, at the same tinu
Testimonials and Instructicins on Application.

34s. per cwt.
; 56-lb. Kegs, 18s. ; 28-lb. Tins, 9s. 6d.

S^in|ile Canisters, 5s. 6d., 2s. 6d. (p.ist 3/1), anil 13. (post s. jdi.
bold by Seedsmen and Nurserymen Ihroughout the country.

A. J. BARBOUR, 8 Upper Fountaine St., LEEDS

EVERY FARMER
Should Use

^^

NITRATE
OF SODA
C ,ji

60 Tons of MANGELS
50 Tons of SWEDES .

4 Tons of HAY . .

27 Cwt. of OATS . .

Per Statute Acre

have last season ( 1 908) been realised

by using

Nitrate of Soda
in conjunction with moderate quantities

of dung, phosphates and potash

NITRATE OF SODA is not a

mere stimulant, but an energiser, and a

true plant food which acts immediately

Cim be bought of all leading dealers in manures

Pamphlets and Books containing the fullest .

practical information can be had (gratis) from

JOHN SIMPSON
15 Lower Sackville Street, DUBLIN

the

Secretary, Permanent Nitrate Committee

Friars House. New Broad St., LONDON, E.C.
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BEDDING PLANTS.
LISTS ARE NOW READY

In all the usual varieties, and of superb quality. Remember all

plants offered are transplanted and carefully hardened off. No cheap

seedbed rubbish offered.

DAHLIAS
My collection is the most complete in Ireland, and I acknowledge no

superior in these popular flowers ; price from 3s. 6d. per dozen.

Descriptive list of these and

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Both Early and Late-flowering, on application to—

JONES, F.R.H.s./°'^"e\l^'^fKE^N^NT""- GOWRAN
(Seed Department, 68 High Street, Kilkenny)

I Royal Warrant

Horticultural

H. M.

Manufacturers o

Machinery to

The King.

RANSOMES'

LAWN MOWERS
The Best in the Viorld

R A -, E London 1904
SIL\ER MED^L

Ro\ 1I Horticultural Societ\ 1906 7

sir \ ER MED^LS

Haud- Power and ' Horse and Pony Machines Y'
"!',''"

Motor Lawn Mowers.
The First and Foremost Petrol Motor Mowers.
Over 200 h;ivc been supplied, including TWO to H. .M . llic K I \C,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

RANSOMES, SIMS & JEFFERIES, Ltd,

IPSWICH. iSLPPLIED BV ALL IRONMONGERS.)

SURFACE WEEDER
NEW l-IAND HARROW

WIRE TINE ACTION EQUAL

TO A FORKIWG

i^^^^
For Surface Weeding Potatoes beiore or when first up ; also plants

carrots, onions, beans, or any young growing crop. Superior t(

raking or hoeing in quarter the time.

The Flexible Wire Tine Action
works round plants without uprooting. Makes splendid seed beds

also clears moss or rubbish from lawns, weeds on paths, &c
Teeth are of Spring Steel.

On approval, 36 by 31 in., 25/- Carriag^e Paid

Any 'Li'idth lo suit ni-vs to order

PARMITER e SONS, Ltd .,

TISBURY, WILTS.
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JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street. BRISTOL

A. & J. MAIN & CO., Limited
Iron and Wire Espalier Fencing .

Manufacturers of Espalier Arches or Pergolas . . .

G^^ Materials for Wiring Garden Wails

for Training Fruit Trees

PLANET JR
FARM AND

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS
Comprising^

—

Hand Wheel Hoes

Horse Wheel Hoes

Hand Seeders .

Adaptable for all general purposes

Practical ! Efficient ! Easily worked !

Illustrated Catalogues on application

Ornamental Iron and Wire Hurdles

Ornamental Wire Bordering . . .

Galvanized Wire Lattice Work .

Galvanized Wire Netting ....

The

FOUNTAIN
LIME-WASHING
DISINFECTING

and

FRUIT TREE
SPRAYING MACHINES

Prices £4 lOs.

£6 lOs. £8 10s.

11 LEINSTER STREET, DUBLIN
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Illustrated Price List Free

EDMONDSON^S

PRIZE BEE HIVES

The C. D. B.
(Willi l,ili-sl inip.ovciiKMiIsI

The TwO'Crate

The No. 1

Bar Frames, Sections, Comb Foundation

. . and all Bee-Keepers' Appliances . .

EDMONDSON Bros.

10 Dame Street, DUBLIN

Sow during May——MACKEY'S

—

WALLFLOWERS
For Next Year's Display s. <i.

BLOOD RED, rich dark red . per pkt. 6

VULCAN, velvety crimson . .,10
CLOTH OF GOLD, rich yellow, per pkt.

6d. and I

GOLDEN MONARCH, yellow, counter-

part to Vulcan . . .per pkt. I

PRIMROSE DAME, sulphur yellow

per pkt. 6d. and 1

EASTERN QUEEN, chamois, changing

to salmon-red . . per pkt. 6d. and I

RUBY GEM, rich ruby violet . per pkt. I

CHOICE MIXED, per oz. Is. 6d. per

pkt. 3d. and 6

TALL DOUBLE GERMAN, choice

mixed per pkt. I

Sir JAMES W. MACKEY,Ltd.
23 Upper Sackville Street, DUBLIN
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I " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
The result of

many years'

practical

experience.

PERFECT

)PLANT FOODS

Sold by

Seedsmen and

Nurserymen

everywhere.

This valuable Manure is yearly growing in public favour

THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRYSANTBEMDM MANURE.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application to Sole Makers

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd.,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfordf. Galashiels, N.B.

UNRIVALLED ^

FOR VINES,

TOIVIATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERINC,

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

'\JS^'

TAIT'S
GARDEN SEEDS

A^rSE THE BEST
CARRIAGE PAID

Selected Vegetable Seeds

Choicest Flower Seeds

Seed Potatoes '^t^hSScked

Every Requisite for the Garden

Call or write for Tait's Annual List, post free

W. TAIT & CO.
Seed Merchants

119 U20Capcl St., DUBLIN

ABOL
NON-POISONOUS

>WHITE'S
SUPERIOR

^
INSECTICIDE

ABOLISHES
(ireen and Black Fly, _ ^^^

.American Blight, ADUIw
For Garden and Greenhouse Use.

"i^^\# BT" and vdu will aSrcc. "It acts like a

I KY II Charm." AN tXCELLENT
REMKDY for MILDEW.

i-Pt., 1 -. Pt.. 1 6. Qt., 2/6. i,-Gall., 4-. Gall., 7 6

"ABOL" SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

Itoes more and tietler work than
(ither svringes duuhle the size.

TUV IT, and .vou will agree.

Price : Syringes, 8 6 to 14 6. Poslage, 4d. Bends.l 6 extra.

or all Seedsmen, Florists and Ininmongers, or on receipt

of remittance from the

soli: man'ufactukeks~e. a. white, Ltd.,
Hop and Fruit Growers. Paddock Wood, KENT.

raysTsecl THo ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

- .les of Hcst Knglish Sole Le.ilher
Watcrproofedl with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
I ig. 1 can be refitted repeatedly,
equal to New Boots. Rutiber Soles

Silver Medal— Royal Horticultural Society.

HrNDREDS OF TESTIMOSHLS !

r/ie /•'/W./ says : "As good as anything that

could be devised."
Mr. IROUP (Head Cirdcner to H.M.
THE KING, Balmoral fastle.l writes:
"The boots supplied two years ago are as
good as ever."

Illtistrated Price List from the .Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

RHODODENDRONS
CRIMSON, AVHITE, PINK, 250 choice-

named varieties, fine follag-e, well budded

iov poltiiij;- or plaiiliiig. I to I_!4 ft.— i 14 to 2— 2 to

ji, 2'2 to 3—3 10 4—4 to 5 — 5 lo 6—6 10 7. List

of sorts and prices on application. !\l,iiiy

lliousaiKis lo offer. Staiul.trds in all sizes. All

hoiiie-jfiown. Inspection invited.

Frt"pnCCT Heatherside Nursery,
. O Intel, CAMBERLEY.
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["AGIIIE"
WEED
KILLER

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on

Carriage Drives, Garden Walks, Roads, &c.

POWDER WEED KILLER
Dissolves Quickly in Cold Water

Size
I
Xo. I .. Sufficient to make 25 Rallons .. 19

| y^,

tL(x::: :: :: ;: .S ;: ::l'i'-'"

LIQUID WEED KILLERS
Strength 1 in 25 and 1 in 5^. Prices on appliciticn

SOLUBLE PARAFFIN mixe-, itistamly with

water ;tiid does not separate.

ARSENATE OF LEAD — for destroying- all

leaf-eating; insects.

" FUMERITE "—for destroying- all groutid

vermin. To be dug' into the soil.

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
AND SOFT SOAP INSECTICIDE

QUASSIA CHIPS
SUMMER SHADING, &c.

LIVER OF SULPHUR
CAUSTIC SODA, 98 per cent.

SULPHATE OF COPPER, 08 per cent.

Other Garden Chemicals
BONES, , inch, "4 ineh. BONE MEAL

-f LAWN MOWERS
P PDA I

DC Irish. British,

nLlfllllO and American
- Makes

SPECIALITY

ESPALIERS

ROLLERS & TOOLS

ARCHES & PERCOLAS

</ particuhl applicali.

The Acme Chemical Go.
TONBRIDGE, KENT Ltd.

And River St., BOLTON, Lanes.
Dublin Agents

HAYES, CONYNCHAM & ROBINSON, Ltd., 12 Crafton St.

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER u
fiUNSlSTri nf light Iron Kr.im.
^ c. ni.traction, with lii.^-s .if t

stretched lietween, supported \\X

Ititcrinediiite SUiiidiirdB. No tn
ready, and xill Ust for years wi

licnce outlay for any necfasary
training wire. Made 4 ft.. 5 ft. and fi ft. hii;h

nly a f.

' • The Pel Tm
h- impr-ved ; i

the prosperity It

•I am quite (

e of latest t

for Price tist-

Thc Paragon Pea
Trainer Co.,

Bridge St., Banbridge,

Co. Down.

FOR

GARDEN

AND

REVOLVING

SUMMER HOUSES

CHEAP SECTIONAL

GREENHOUSES and FRAMES

PLEASURE

GROUNDS

KENNANSS
ONS,
Ltd.

Fishamble St.
(Near Christohurch Cathedral. DUBLIN.

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

No!

A NEW APRON!
Desig"ned by a Gardener for Gardeners.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

In

Dark Blue

" Ponicus"

Twill,

1/9
Postage 3d.

extra.

. cJl \\\\1!^ o-" '"

' ; f^S ')^\ IF%
II

Dark Blue

(^ Vl V /rO«^l "Poilicus'

J.l ^^^^^^A.^rr Serge of

.^2 PZverlasting-

Wear,

3/9
I'ostag-e 3d.

From Belfast -ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 55 Royal Avenue.

From Dublin W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 58 Dawson Street.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 61 Dawson Street.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, 10 Dame Street.



THE "FOUR OAKS" SYRINGES
are acknowledged by all ueers to be

THE BEST SYRINGES THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
Now In use in all the leading Gardens and Nurseries everywhere.

Send for samples and you will afterwards use no other make, i

THE "UNOENTABLE PATTERNS ARE GUARANTEED ACAINST INDENTATION OF WORKING BARREL FOR THREE YEARS.

Tl.c • Four Oaks " Undeniable Syringe. The Gardeners Ideal S\ riiige. complete with Jet as illustrated, also hne aiid coarse ro^e^.

No. 1. Best quality, with teak handle Ladies' size, li in.by i6 in., 16/- Standard size, ij in. by 20 in., 21/- Large size, ij in. by 20 in., 25/-

Xo. 2. Good quality, with rosewood handle .. ijin. by i6in., 15 ,. i* in. by iS in.. 17,6 ,. i^ in. by 18 in., 21/-

irOaks" Undentabl.- Angle Jointed >;, in^t. ,k,.i. ...i .: 1 1
11.^ -

reached by the 01 diilai\ sMingc. ls.iii L iidciiUiD,t:^> rtiii;',. iliii^ai.i:

No. 4. Best quality, teak handle.

i.,.,, Ladies'size, ijin. by.6in.,21/- Standard siz

i.'S'-f^-j
'" No 5 Good quality, rosewood handle.

'"-;;,!»•-.
.

•. ] .;j;p5-.ii,e. ijin'. b\-if. ill-, 20'- Standard si;

Mi in. by. 27/- Large s

23 6 Large 5

c Joint.

.by=oi.

1. by 18 ii

rOaks" Undentable Spi
: in a garden. Gives a 1

IS, or for distributing In:uting Insecticide;

li in. by 20 in., 12/6. li in. by 2<

Is fitted with quick-filling ball valvi

Oaks" Undentable Angle Jointed Sprayings S\ ringe. This is the same Syringe as Xo. 9 illustrated ab.
ilh the addition of an .Angle Joint for spraying the undersides of leaves and branches. .An invaluable Sy

'

Xo. 9 AJ. li in. by 20 in.. 18 - iJ in. by 20 in.. 22 6.

ANY OF THE ABOVE SYRINGES WILLINGLY SENT ON APPROVAL TO ANY GARDENER.

ige.

The "Four OaKs" Patent KnapsacK Sprayer, No. 101 (S")

The Most Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever produced,

and will last ten times as

long as any other.

Xo rubber valves t

jr get out of ord
ivorking parts outside.

The only Unapsack
force behind the spray.

Spraying M
dcscripiioix.

logue.

A Machine willingly

sent on approval to any
Gardener.

Manufacturt-d <.nlv bv i;..

Suitable for Spraying Kruit
Trees and Trees of all kinds.
Hops, \'incs. Coffee, Tea and
Cocoa, also Potatoes and

PRICE 45/"
Complete with "Four Oaks"
I'atent Spraying No/zic,
al^o Swivel i\'o/zle and
Short Brass 'I'ube with Stop
Cock and 3 feet Best India-
rubber Tube. Will give very
fine, medium, or coarse spray
as desired. Double Swivel

zle. 4 •

"F

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.

Oaks" I'atent Ham-
boo Lance, 10 ft. 6in., with
interior Brass Tube, Stop-
cock and Fittings - 17/6
6 ft. 6 in. Do. - 12/6
Strongly recommended.

The 'Tour Oaks" Undentable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. biImTnSmaTenqlanu
Send tor Catalogue iit S\ rinses. Spra>ing .Machines, and other Horlicullural Specialities.

All leadinS Irish Seedsmen and .Vurseryraen act as our Agents an* supply our Specialities.



For Destroying

CATERPILLARS
On APPLES, PEARS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, ROSES,

and all other Trees

SPRAY WITH SWIFT'S ARSENATE OF LEAD
IT will supiTscdi- ;ill otluT similar liisoi-licides, and it has now a very larifo salo amoiitfst tlio most up-to-date-

Fruit Growers in the jjreat fruit-producinjf districts both in Ireland and Ent;iand. No tatcMpillar can exist on

foliage which has been sprayed with Swift's Arsenate of Lead. Experiments made in Ireland
with Swift's Arsenate of Lead have demonstrated its superiority o\or Paris Green, London I'urple,

.Vc. Full directions for use sent with all orders. See Department's Leaflet No. S5.

It kills ALL leaf-eating Caterpillars without exception.

Suitable for all trees. It sticks on the leaves.

Rain -will not wash it off.

No danger of burning or scorching the leaves as Paris green does.

Tends to produce better and larger iruit.

Used by many Irish and English Fruit Growers in last two or three years

lib.

5lb.

lolb.

Tiii.s

Wooden Pails
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Outdoor Chrysanthemums.

FEW plants produce sucli abundant bloom for so

modest an outlay in cost of plants or cultivation.

A host of fine new kinds has been raised in recent

years, and a succession of bloom may be obtained from

August onwards if the right sorts are planted. They
may be planted out in their flowering quarters as soon

as the weather is sufficiently mild in May, .and their

culture is extremely simple. The ground should be dug
deeph- and fairly well manured, a space of about two
feet being allowed between the plants. A stout stake

should be placed to each, and the shoots tied as the)'

grow, stopping them once or twice to make the plants

bushj-, but not after ist Jul}'. During very dry weather
water copiously once a week ; soot water is good if

used when the colour of weak tea, but not over the

foliage. Freshly slaked lime dusted around each plant is

a good protection from slugs, or crushed 03'ster shell

does as well, as the slugs cannot crawl over it.

As to varieties, they are so numerous that planters

cannot do better than consult tiie catalogue of Messrs.

\V.\rsoN, Clontarf Nurseries, Dublin, who make a

specialit)' of these plants and list only a choice collec-

tion of those which they have proved from their own
experience to be of undoubted merit. The new Single-

flowered Outdoor \'arieties are coming to the fore.

It is all important to obtain sturdy, established plants,

and Messrs. W.ATSON do theirs in small pots, thereby

ensuring results which cannot be obtained from ihe

planting out of rooted cuttings without a ball of soil.

SIlows.

The Spring Show of the Ro}al Horticultural

Society.

THK Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland held

their annual spring show in the .Arts Industries

Hall of the Royal Dublin Society's premises,

Ballsbridge, on 2ist and 22nd April. It was a wise

action of the committee to hold it in conjunction with

the cattle show, as many people were thus able to visit

both shows in one day. The attendance was apparently

larger than on other occasions, which, though it

probably did not add much to the exchequer, will

undoubtedly add to the popularity of the show.

The number of exhibits was about the .same as in

previous years, but the quality was above the average ;

in fact, it was one of the best shows held for some years,

the cut flowers and pot plants being especially good.

H. R. H. the Princess Louise of Schleswiz-Holslein

visited tlie show on the firsst day and their Excellencies

Ihe Lord Lieutenant and the Countess of Aberdeen
visited it on the second day. The Royal and Viceregal

visitors were apparently much interested in the

exhibits.

The trade exhibits were a very fine lot, and it is grati-

fying to .see an improvement in this section, though 1

think the committee should try and procure more trade

exhibits at all their shows and have the various novelties

GREEN'S MOW^ERS and ROLIiERS
STAND PRE-EMINENT!

Known and appreciated throughout the World

Thomas Green & Son, Ltd.
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds, and New
Surrey Works, Southwark St., London, S.E.

Sold hy all Ironmongers Please write (or Price List No. 21.

> Special

Arpointed
To His Majesty

Highest Aw
Royal Horli.

Royal Bota

ral Society,

Society, ioo5-(

.5, 1007. and .0.

MOTOR MOWERS trends of 200
; been supplied

1 '-'^^^^f

iHHlS>T"^|
This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
for Di'cnnily

(• Lists.

.M.inufaciurers of

PLA],\ ANnORNA.MENTAI.
SPOITING,

HOT WATER PIPES,

IIOILERS, PI»1PS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

Boiler and Pipe Alanufacturers.

STOURBRIDGE.

is thepross rctur
plot of land w

, bylheuseof Clo

roraaoEnglie
Led under il

:s or Bell-glass

£600 PER ACRE
French method of intensive culture

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES, &c.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED

Of superior quality

Pilkington Bros., Ltd.,
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Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 * cvvts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

STANDARD MACHINES "« "and.^ponv, or horse

///(.,( !.;lh Slt-cl Axlf Sfyins^

c-S:^ Also

""'" ^\ SMALL
10 inches "^ ^ MOWERS,

48 inches. —1^^— inches.

" THE CALEDONlA^wr^a??:t^^«^,rs^",:/s.

SIDE-WHEEL MOWERS,

Light and Cheap.

WITH or WITHOUT

CRASS BOXES.

-x.

.(^

' The Talisman
"

'The Britannia"
and

' The Britisher " ~*>^^^-- •

ROLLERS FOR HAND, PONY, OR HORSE.

Al^. . Petrol Motor Mowers, the most powtiful un tli<

Of .ill Ironmongers ctmt S.r.hmin.

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQUAS"
(Registered)

.

The most successful Non-poisonous Insecticide
of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to all Insect Pests.
N(i possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Fiowcr nr FoliaRe.
It is by far the cheapest Iiiseclicide known. One pint makes ten

; gallons for 1 hrip, Blacii and Green FIv, &c.. whilst RED
be thinouahlv eradicated bySPIDER. Me

•NIQUAS,' enptb required for Fly.

II is most successfully used by Orange and
other Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.

PRICES-Pini.l/.; Vu.,ri,l9; H
Kegs, each Five Gallons, 226; 1 .'n r,.

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FUMIGATOR . .

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

INTRODUCED 1885.

t.>. Nothing ..n the
cheapness.

Cone No. % for a weli-se

price I/- each. Cone No. 2,

iM 1.200 feet, price, 8d.
::iibic i-n leet, pn"e6cl. eac

)r the entire eiadicaiion ol all peMb
!>s i. now nianufaciuied in a mote
e small caudle, which will be lound
ily to be lighted, and placed on ihe
Ume hiaine, to pioduce inmiediaie
ket can equal it for efficacy and

ed house ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet,

a well-secuied house ol cubic 1,000
li. Cone No. I, Caibon, tor iranies
Full directions accoutpaity each Cune.

Registered No. 14629.

All Glass Structures
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING

d Article, It has been in

use for over 30 years

SUMMER CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it I

Sol.i bv .ill Dealers in Horticultural

Sundries throughout the Kingdom,
100 feet of gUass, I/-; 24 ozs., 2,6;

and in fegsof? lbs., lO,6; 14 lbs., 20,'-.

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.G.
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placed before llu- plant lover-s who alleiul llieir exliilii-

lioiis. Novelties have, as a nile, mori' atlraelioii ihaii

ordinary plants.

Messi-s. Ramsey, Ballsbiid.i,--e, had a very fine eollee-

tion of plants and flowers, for whieh lliey were awardeil

a gold medal.

A gold medal was also awarded to Messr.s. Hotcg i;

Robertson, Mary Street, for an excellent collection of

daffodils, it containing some of the finest blooms they

Iiave exhibited here.

Sir J. Gore-Booth, Lissadell, Sligo, was awarded a

silver medal for a very good collection oC daffodils.

Messrs. Browett & Son, Kingstown.wereawardeda sih er

medal for a verj- fine collection of ferns and palms.

Messrs. Gill, Falmouth, received a similar award for a

tine lot of Himalayan rhododendron blooms, and

Messrs. Heath, Cheltenham, for rockery and Alpine

plants, which were much admired. Messr.s. Watson &
Sons, Clontarf; Messrs. Pennick, Delgany, Co.Wicklow ;

afid Mr. Reamsboltom, Geashill, King's Co., had also

very commendable exhibits of floral designs, liardy

plants, and flowers.

Mr. Watson, the horticultural chemist of South Gre.ii

George's Street, had a very interesting exhibit of

fungicides and insecticides.

Pot plants were a leading feature in the show, and in

general they were very well grown. The mignonette of

Mrs. Meade Coff'ey (Mr. Lodon), the azaleas of Sir E.

C. Cochrane (Mr. Colgan), the deutzias of Mr. Westby

(Mr. Simmons\ the amarylis of Mr. Bewley (Mr. Cave),

the pot roses (which won the president's cup) and the

ferns and tulips of Mrs. Goodbody (Mr. Davis), deserve

special mention. Considering the season, roses were of

good quality, especially those of Mr. Bewley and Mr.

D'Olier.

Narcissus were well represented, Mr. Drinunie

( Mr. Bvrne) having very good blooins in many classes.

For the challenge cup there was strong com-

petition, with very little to choose between the first and

.second prize stands of Mr. S. H. Cochrane (Mr. Bowers)

and Mr. R. T. Harris, respectively. I think there is

much room for improvement in the manner of staging

this class, considering it is one of the most important of

the show-. Vegetables were poor in general, though the

broccoli of Sir John Franks (Mr. Checkley) was very

good. Considering the importance of spring vegetables

I think it would be advisable to increase the value of

the prizes in this class so as to induce more competition.

Competition in the fruit classes was not very keen,

though strawberries were good, especially those of .M r.

Westby.

It would have been interesting to have seen the

apples cut and tasted by the judges, as colour is not

much of a guide at this season. The committee should

insist on all fruit staged being named so as to be a

guide to visitors, the judges to lake the correctness of

the naming into consideration when awarding the

prizes. .Another thing which should be insi.sted on is,

that no exhibits be removed from the stages until the

hall is cleared of the public. Would it not be well lo

follow, to some extent at least, the ruling of the L'lsler

Horticultural Society on (he matter of removing the

exhibits after the show?
The Council are to be congralulated upon the success

of Ihe show, and exhibitors and visitors alike are under
obligations to the popular secretary (Mr. Kiiowldin) for

the way in which the arrangements were carried out,

which were certainly an improvement upon many
preceding shows of the society. W. S. I.

The Clare Horticultural Societ\' Spring

Flower Show.

THE above society lield their first spring flower

show on Easier Monday, and the committee and
their enthu.siastic secretary (Mr. H. Bill) are to

be congratulated upon the success of their initial eflForts

to increase the interest of their supporters in the cult of

daffodils and other spring flowers.

Whilst local florists had large and highly creditable

displays of exhibits the popular interest centred upon Ihe

brilliant stand of blooms sent from Lissadell by Sir

Jocelyn Gore-Booth, and .skilfully arranged under the

direction of Mr. J. Sangster (w-ho also acted as judge
of the classes). The greater portion of the front hall was
devoted to Class i—best decorated dinner table the

general effect of which was considerably enhanced bv
a background of flowering plants sent by .M. Keane,
Esq., and tastefully arranged by Mr. T. Kett. The
first prize in this class was secured by Mrs. Stevenson.
In Class 2 Mrs. Steven.son also secured fii-sl prize for

epergne decorated with spring flowers, and .Mrs. Scott

the second prize. In Class 3, for best collection of

named daftbdils, Mr.s. G. U, McXamara obtained first

place, and Mrs. .Alex. Knox was equally fortunate for the

best collection of spring flowers in the fourth class. In

the competition for Major Hickman's prize for a collec-

tion of not less than 12 varieties of daft'odils in spravs of

t\\e, the Rev. R. Scott look the premier position. Much
interest was taken in the cut sprays of flowering shrubs

and double primroses shown by Col. E. Tottenham.

The attendance was quite up to the average of the

summer shows, but was composed largely of visilors,

who are rarely seen in Ennis; bul as all appeared to

enjoy themselves and to have but one opinion of the

arrangements for their entertainment, w'e feel sure that

it w-ill not be their last visit lo the splendidly organised

Clare flower shows.

A Neat Pla.nt Labei,.—We have ri'ceived samples o(

the West '* .\lu " label, and feel sure that once seen and
used they would be often used. They are are made of

thin aluminium, and have a smooth, silverv surface eas\-

lo write upon. The writing mav be made with an
ordinary lead pencil, the marks of which we find

difficult to rub off. If dearer marks are wanted jet

black indelible ink may be used. Each label is provided

with an aluminium shank, which, being exceedingly

pliable, may be bent round the stem of the plant, thus

obviating tying. They can also be used as ground
labels, the shtink when pushed into the soil being long

enough to fix it ; used in this way they would look very

neat in pots. \\'e presume that tlealers in garden sun,

dries can supply them.
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mCOTIGIDE
FUMIGANT.

cubic It,

H;ilf Oallon Tin cMitaiii> sufficient for i6o,otx

Carriage Paid.

NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAV. W^^'^lsT-H
1 i.int, IS. 2d. Pint, 2«. ' *t(l^^^**® K'

GOW'S LAWN SAND *

DAISY ERADICATOR.
28 11.^., >cln

Ca
ards, 7S. 6d.
iagepaid.

OOW'S SLUG AND WrREWORM DESTROYER,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER AND QUASSIA EXTRACT.
s,iW iiibd., IS., an,! 2S. 6d. tins, also in larger siics.

GOW'S
POWDER WEED KILLER

GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER

HUNTER & GOW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

ZOO lllslieat 4wnri1«: <Juld .n«dnli frum
all tbr Prhiripnl KKlilhltloiii.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable, The Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

Supplied in Tins and Bags. «<l. to «0/-. Carriage pan

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

Carriage paitii^^iti.^ ,1
S.ippiied 1,1 Tins aod Ba

Vl i'rt' -^^ m ^^ quantities c

A^i^^S'A^'l ""y '* "'>l«ined from the

of 28 lb3. and upwards.

cipal NursfTyinen. Seedamer
RECT OK-

The Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

WM. COLCHESTER & CO.
IPSVy^lCH, Ensriand.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

..lutl> kill

are yards of paths, &c.

POWDER.
12 galls, solution

|
Free Tin

lOo ., ,, ) Cases,

LIQUID. I 50.

3/6
66
14- 2/6

25 6 - cask

'EUREKATINE'— The successful fumigant.

'EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeau>

Mi.tture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade. &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS,
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," seni

post free bv makers —

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD. Ltd., LINCOLN.

WOBURN BORDEAUX PASTE

BORDEAUX MIXTURE made in a new
and concentrated form, in fact it may be described

as the essence of Bordeaux Mixture ; can be used

for all purposes for which Bordeaux Mixture

has been recommended. Growers will save

25" 1 in cost of materials alone by using this

Fungicide, and it will be sheer waste of money
to attempt to make your own Bordeaux Mixture

in future .......
CARLTON BLUE ARSENATE

OF LEAD PASTE {English Manutacture)

The best and safest arsenical preparation for the

destruction of the caterpillar of the Codling Moth
and all leaf-eating caterpillars, including those

of the Winter, March, Ermine, Lackey, Goose-

berry, and other Moths upon fruit trees .

WOBU RN TOBACCO EXTRACT

The accepted remedy for Apple Sucker, also

destroys all kinds of Aphis and some caterpillars

Full l^nrth-uh: ul fr :,ppli,

WALTER VOSS & Co., Ltd.

a„n!;S;!lS„^"^SU Millwall, LONDON. E.

ASTER
Giant Ostrich Plume

Thi.s superb new strain of Aster produces
majfnificent flowers of great size and refine-

ment and of the most beautiful colours.

Under good cultivation the blooms may be

grown to over six inches in diameter and
without any tendency to coarseness. It is

a most valuable variety for the garden on

account of its free-flowering, bushy habit,

whilst its very long stalks render it unequalled

for indoor decoration. A splendid Exhibition

strain.

TRANSPLANTED, WELL-HARDENED PLANTS
Per 50 Per if.o

6 separate colours, labelled 2/3 4 '6

Pure White - - - 2/- 3 '6

Choicest Mixture, ^n -i>='<i<'- V- 3 6
Carefullv packed and Carriage paid.

Write fur our l.ht of I'lanis oj Special Sorts oj

STOCKS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PANSIES, &c.

C. S. DANIELS & SON
NORTHFIELD NURSERIES

WYMON DH AM
NORFOLK
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Summer Spraying.

Co.NTINL INi; our notes on sprayers and spravinjf «e
would draw the attention of fruit-growers to the

necessity of using: iis fine a spray and as stronj^^ a
spraying' force as possible for summer work. For
such subjects as the American blig-ht onlv a strong

spra^- is able to

force the k i 1
1-

ing fluid through

the woolly' ma-
terial that acis

as a natural pro

taction to the

sucking aphis.
Another point to

remember is that

when spra\ing

I rees in leaf see

that the under
surfaces of the

leaves receive

the spra}', as it is

usually on the
luider or shad\'

and damper side

of the leaf that

the fungal para-

sites push out
THE "WARWICK -KV.iER.X OF SPRAYER j.^j^ ^^^^ ^-^ ^^^

liberate their spores. Again, spray foliage in the late

evening or early morning, never in brilliant sunshine. .As

to sprayers we give an illustration of another type suit-

able for spraying low trees or bushes (to a height of about
12 feet) called the " Warwick," and manufactured by the
" Four Oaks " Co. It has a capacity of six gallons,

and is listed a.t£i 7s. 6d. It can also be used for white-

washing walls, and seems to be an exceedinglv con-
venient little machine for the owners of small gardens.
.Attention to spraying will keep trees in health and con-

duce to fruitfulness.

Notes.

The March number of the journal of the English

Board of .Agriculture contains a useful article on nai--

cissus cultivation. .According to the writer, the cultiva-

tion of narcissi for profit may be undertaken by those

occupying small holdings and allotments, and in con-

junction with other crops they may be grown with
" every prospect of yielding the grower a profitable

return on his capital." The article deals with the ele-

mentary principles of bulb growing, dealing first with

the growth of bulbs for sale as bulbs, and secondiv as
blooms. .A balance-sheet is published giving the in-

come and expenditure oii an acre, showing an annual
profit of £.32 13s. 2d.

Late spring frosts are much more harmful to plants

than winter frosts, and are therefore held in greater
dread by gardeners. The difference in eflFect between
the one and the other depends upon the presence of

water in the tissues of the leafy shoots starling into

growth. The cells, plump with sap during the day, are
unable to keep their full complement of water when the
temperature runs down to freezing. The water escapes
into the air spaces between the cells, and there gets
changed into crj'stals of ice. .-Vs a rule, the amount of
injury depends upon the rate of thawing of this intertial

ice; if slow, little or no harm will result ; if rapid, the
water resulting from the thaw spreads throughout the
air spaces and kills the tissues. This is why a warm
morning sun following a night of frost in spring is cal-
culated to do a considerable amount of harm to young
shoots.

The Kilkenny Horticultural Society sends us the
schedule of its fifth annual exhibition of fruit, flowers,

vegetables and honey to be held at the Court House,
Kilkenny, on September ist. There are 107 classes,

with a generous list of prizes, including two silver

challenge cups, presented by the hon. sec, Mr. S. A.
Jones, of Gowran. One of these cups is for sweet peas
in the amateur section. The entrance fee for each
exhibit in the cottagers' cla.sses is id. All exhibits are
carted free from the railwaj' station to the show
grourds.

Pots for plant-growing are in use (or ought to be in

use) in every home. But although so commonly used
comparatively few people, outside the ranks of profes-

sional gardeners, really know how to use them. Because
the pots are filled with earth many would-be gardeners
imagine that "dirt" on either surface of the pot does
not matter, because the^- unthinkingly imagine that

earth and dirt are one and the same, whereas Ihev are,

of course, as different as is homespun wool from shoddj-.

.A good pot is, and ought to be, kept porous, and nothing

should be allowed to collect on either surface to inter-

rupt the free passage of air.

Perry's Slpplementarv List of Perennials is an
illustrated catalogue of new, rare, or specially attractive

old plants not given in his general catalogue. .A very

interesting list, all the more valuable becau.se of the full

descriptions given in so many cases. Issued I'roni Hardy
Plant Farm, Enfield, Middlesex.

.Asp.VRBOUS requires special condition.s. It is a rank

feeder, it requires good drainage and a good depth of

liighlj-manured soil in which to grow well. Where these

conditions are wanting at the start, after-cultivation

fails to make it profitable. When planted properly it

produces good crops for many years. Whether grown
in single lines or in beds, in the good old-fashioned way,

it must have deeply-trenched ground, heavily manured.

.As well as this, to keep it growing to perfection, it

requires regul.tr feeding with liquid manure and a

monthly dressing of salt during the growing season.

It also requires an annual mulching of good farm-

yard manure applied before start of grow-lh. Where
the land is of a heavy, clayey nature, .sand and lime

rubbish incorporated with it is beneficial. The seed

may be .sown at the end of the month in lines about

eighteen inches apart, and the plants finally thinned to

about the same distance in the lines, or even less. The
time to transplant is when the growths first start,
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usually the beginning of next month. Strong two year

old plants are be>t to plant, but if three year old plants

are at hand, so that there will be no delay in the

operation (as the roots soon suffer out of the ground),

these may also be used. If three year plants occasion-

ally fail here and there, they have the advantage of

bearing cutting sooner, and when the work of planting

is done without damaging roots or delaying them out of

the ground misses will be few. T. B.

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla. Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gal'on makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixlur.'.

At the great demonstration held last month at

Wisbech for the testing of spraying machines, and at

which all makes of sprayers where exhibited, both

English and foreign, the Kour Oaks Knapsack was

awarded first prize of silver-gilt medal.

Broccoli.—To have a supply of broccoli for cutting

from November to June, the best time to sow seeds of

the different sorts is the first week in May—Veitch's

-Autumn, Self protecting and Winter Mammoth for

cutting in November and December ;
Snow's Winter

White for cutting in January and February ; Dickson's

Main Crop for cutting in March and April ; Victory for

cutting in Maj- and June. The seeds should be sown

thinly and raked in with an iron rake that will cover the

seed as deep as is required. In July plant them out two

feet apart each way in ground that has been well

manured. Keep them free from weeds, and take a walk

through them occasionally during the winter, and any

heads that are exposed bend a few of the leaves over

them, or they may be pulled up roots and all and

brought into a cool house or shade. In this way they

will keep fresh twelve or fourteen days.

John Devine, Kilworth.

COMBIN.ATIO.N PAYS. The " Indispensable
"

combines Hoe, Scuffler, and Kake— three essential

g.irdening tools. Carriage free, P.O. 4s. 6d.

J. Carroll Westwood, 200 Manchester Rd., Ince, near Wigan

TOOPE'S PROPAGATORS
The First and still the Best
Very best materials only used

Prices from 10 6 Catalog-ue Free
Thousands Sold

Wm cliallenge comparison- Amateur Pro-
[lagator Fittings, Heating App;
I Jarden Sundries, Syringes, Sprayers,
Hell Glasses, &c.

G. TOOPE, F.R.H.S., & SON
Horticultural Engineers

Stepney Square, Stepney, LONDON, E

I
DAN'VSZ VIRUS is nut a I'uison. hut KILLS

RATS 6 MICE
Harmless to other Animals and Human Beings
Single Tube, 2/-; Three Tubes, 5/-, Post Free

From DANYSZ VIRUS, LTD. i

52 Leadenhall Street, LONDON, E.C.
And ol all Chemists

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-

WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &c.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden P.xths.

Full particulars 8c prices from the Sole Mfrs,,

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

Weeds Killed : Crass invigorated by

CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
When appli.

nd other weeds are destroyed

ine growth of grass quickly

he places occupied by dis-

t^Ktiriiie weeds Thousands of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-

formed Iv CHm.ix Lawn Sand N\ In

ir Hn;,r>'Trvit now. 7lbb 2S., I4Ul^

3s. 6d.,2alliS. 6s., 561bs. tis., ijglbs.

20s. Ctrriage paid. Sample Tin

Is. 3d., post free.

From Slugs, Grubs,
Caterpillars, Ants,
Wireworm, and the
Domestic Cat

By ALI>MOL
Manure, <ie- dly to

reepine thinK, yet does not

he foliage of plants. Testi-

on application. j]bs. 2B.,

i4lbs. 38. 6d., aSlbs. 5b. Carriage paid.

Sample Tin 19. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By' CLIMAX "«ll?„
ONE APPLiCATiON KEEPS
everv s;r.iutli for I2 months. No
iiMfiiii; 1)1 wearv weeding.

PATHS ALWAYS BRiCHT AND CLEAN.
X.J I Till t.. dresv ,,-,,

2 1 ins 39. 6d.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL
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HORTICULTURAL SHOWS

Important to Exhibitors

A Series of Articles intended for

the guidance of Exhibitors at Irish

Horticultural Shows, and written

by Experts, will appear in the

issues of Irish Gardening during

the months of June, Julv and

August.

The Articles will explain clearly

the points of perfectioji to be aimed

at, both in

Grozving and in Showing

Horticultural Exhibits.

,*^ Will St'cretaries of local Horticultural Societies

please send early notices of dates, l^c, of forth-

coming Shows.

Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Complete Apparatus from 75s.

A modern success. Great improvement over old-

type boilers. The "Beatrice" makes greenhouse

work a pleasure. One stoking for the day, one
stoking for the night. Even draught, even tem-

perature. Guaranteed double the sale of any other

boiler. To intending purchasers

List Post Free.

Easy Payn nged.

Ai:Q
i^ JAS. CHEW 6 CO.,

Brookhouse Iron Works,

BLACKBURN, LANCS.

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF .SUPERIOR OLALITV

Writ

Exceptionallv Good Terms

Carley's Bridge- G.J. Owens, ^Si
Agents for Duhlin and £>isfricf— Messrs. E. Browett &

Sovs. 7 Upper Georare's Street, Kinj^stown

PHOTO BLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.

IDICU PHOTO
I III Jll ENGRAVING C!

ORIEL HOUSE.
33 WESTLAND ROW. DUBLIN.

L

C
K

BECKER BROS.
I'RICES

—

i/io, 1/8,

1/4. 1/2
kTUS.

Trices—
j/5, 2/2, 2/-,

1/10, 1/8, 1/6,

^.

8 Sth. Gt. George's St.

AN,, 17 Nth. Earl St.
UUDlin.



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND FOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
Tlie "XL-ALL" Specialities are and have been the best on the

Market. Where is the gardener who does not pin his faith to one
or the other of thefie celebrated Insecticides or tertilisers?

"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleased all who have used it this
season.

The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prOTc that it is more

" XL-ALL " LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken of by
gardeners and growers as tho ino« deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip. &c.

"XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, for dormant tiees. acts like magic,
clearing the trees and bushes of all insects' eggs, moss, and fungoid
growth.

"XL-ALL" LAWN SAND, a weed cradicator and Fertiliser for

weedy and poor lawns.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used once a year ; no weeds can live.

Please ask your Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Florist for a copy of
mv small pink list, giving particulars of these and many other " XL-
ALL" Preparations, which can be obtained from the 'Horticultural
Trade throughout the world

G. H. RICHARDS,
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE.

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
[Tropieolum Speciosum).

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting.

100 different named RockplantS, for anj- position niy

customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 1 4/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label Is the best permanenl
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF YOU HAVE A GLASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, C.\rson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of

ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"V'itrolite." Write for Catalogue. C.\rson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED!
ALL from selected Strains ; Strong, Health}-, Trans-

planted. Satisfaction Guaranteed. .Asters,

Stocks, Petunias, Lobelia, Golden Feather, Dianthus,
Phlox Drummondi, Pansies, 4d. dozen ; 2s. 6d. 100.

Cauliflower, Celery, is. 6d. ; Leeks, Parslej', 8d. 100;

\'egetable Marrows, Tomato, and many other varieties

of plants. Lists free on application. 3s. Post Orders
Free. Extra Plants with Rail Orders, carefully packed.
Carriage Forward. -HAMMOND, Nurseries, SHILLELflCH.

TOIVUFLTO I>tiJLNTS !

STRONG, healthy stuff. Sutton's Perfection, Best of

.\11, Earliest of .'\11, Winter Beauty, Holmes's
Supreme, Edward \n., Laurensens H., Vauden's

Secret, Day Dawn. Seedlings, 1 3 50, 2/- 100 ; trans-

planted, 2/3 50, 3/6 100; extra large, 3 6 50, 5 - 100.

All post free,' in 60' s. Chip Pots, 2 - and 2 6 dozen.
Ready to plant at once. Also Bedding Plants of all

descriptions cheap. List sent.

J. CRAHAN, Ltd., Kingsbridge Nursery, Sth. DEVON

DEPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN—

Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry . Cheese-Making

Persons who desire to attend courses in the above
subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during
the \'ear, I909-10, should make early application to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of .\griculture and
Technical Instruction, Dublin

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESIGNING, Laying out and Planting of New and

Renovating of Old Gardens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas
a Speciality. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C McM. SMYTH
Mount Henry Dalkey, Co. Dublin

ELECTROPLASM (Complete Fertilizer).— Used in

the London Public Parks. Sold in tins, 6d. and is.

;

and bags, 7 lbs., Is. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 2S. 6d. ; 28 lbs., 4s. ;

I cwt., 15s., carriage paid in U.K. If not stocked by your
seedsman, apply Sole Makers— Jos. Robinson & Co.,

Ltd. (Est. 1828), 10 Crooms Hill, Greenwich, S.E.

Gardens and Orchards are much
improved by using Ground Rock
Agricultural Salt. For particulars

apply- Flower & McDonald, 14 D'OlierSt., Dublin.

LAWN MOWERS.— All makes. Lowest rates.

Repairs to Lawn Mowers. Latest and only

up-to-date Automatic Machinery used, under super-

vision ot Lawn Mower Specialists. Machines sent for

and delivered. Estimates given, lowest rates.—Thk
Dairy Engineering Company of Ireland, 21 and 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. Telephone— 912. Tele-

grams—" Experience," Dublin.

TOIVIATO I>LANTS
"Stirling Castle" and Carter's " Sumisc," «ell

seasoned for the Greenhouse, also for Outside;

12, 1/3; 24, 2,-; 50, 3,'-; 100, 5/-; 500, 20/-;

1 ,000, 30/-. Carriage paid on orders enclosing

this advertisement. Delighted customers' ver-

dict :
' The best plants thev have ever seen

"

ELIE MAHY, Irlfwrr GUERNSEY

AUTO-SHREDS 'i^^^i^'l.
Pests infesting plants under glass, &c. Simple

to use, no apparatus required. In Eo
Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.; lo.ooo

feel, 38. 6d. each. Obtained of See.

and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct -

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY. LONDON, X.K.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries
upon receipt of Business Card,

SALT.



IRISH GARDENING.

Situations Vacant.

GARDI-;NP:R.—Wanted for South of Ireland, a

steady, competent man to lake charge of a

section of a nursery. Must have had experience in

growing tomatoes, tree carnations, flowering shrubs,

&c. Apply, stating experience, age, wages required,

and enclosing copies of discharges from former
employers, to "Gardener," c/o Eason & Sons, Ltd.,

Dublin.

W.4NTED, first-class gardener, understanding
vines and orchard houses, and especially out-

door gardening. Wages, 20/- a-week, partially furnished

cottage, fuel, light, and milk allowance. Apply, stating

full particulars, to Mr. McDonald, Glenvcagh Castle,

Churchill, Co. Donegal.

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Cttttilogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—" Thompson, Seedsm.\n, Cork."

PROTECT YOUR BUDS, or you will get no fruit.

Netting, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. yards for Is. Anj- length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. GASSON, Net
Works, RYE.

WATERPROOF CAPES.—Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men exposed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined w-ith Serge, 5s. each.

Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, 5s. 6d. and 6s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any size, 7s. 6d. each. Oil-

skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage

paid.—H. J. GASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

WATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway
sheets, 12 ft. by 9 ft., I2s. ; 15 ft. by 9 ft.,

15s. ; any size at Is. per square jard, with lashes.

Si'perior stout rot-proof green Canvas, any size. Is. 6d.

per square yard, with lashes. Cash returned if not

approved of. No rubbish.— H . J. GASSON,
Government Contractor, RYE.

MILIT.ARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, any size ;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of.

—

H. J. GASSON, RYE.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stack, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

The Only Original Lawn Sand

WATSON'S LAWN SAND d"b§tK
Destroys Daisies, Pkuitains. D.indelions, aiid similar weeds so trouble-

some and unsightly on lawns, at the same time invigorates the grass.
Testimonials and Instructions on Application.

34s. per cwt. ; 56-lb. Kegs, 18s. ; 2S-lb. Tins, 9s. 6d.
Sample Canisters, Ss^ 6d., 2s. 6d. (|i.s[ i r. and Is. (post is. sd).

Sold by Seedsmen and Nurser\nien throughout the country.

A. J. BARBOUR, 8 Upper Fountaine St., LEEDS

SHOWS.

. . EAST WICKLOW . .

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

THE .-Vnnual Show will be held at Greystones,
July 28, 1909. Silver Plaque for best Nursery-

men's Display. Challenge Cups for Roses and Sweet
Peas Amateur Section open to All Ireland. Schedule
on application to Hon. Secretaries, Greystones.

BANBRIDGE ^

—

Horticultural and Agricultural Association

THE .Annual Show of the above Society will be held
on Tuesday, August 24. Opening Ceremonv,

12 noon. For Schedules and Entry Forms apply to the
Secretaries

—

R. ALLINGHAM, Glencar, Banbridgel ,^ , .

,1. C.ORnON, Solicitor, Banbridge ]
^emlnnes

TRIM
Agricultural and Horticultural Society

THE Committee of the above Society have fixed date
for holding Show for Tuesday, 17th .August, \qoc).

PATRICK HE.\LY, S.-cnian:

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

strongly Rtcoilniuiidtd for the Destruction of IVeeds, &'c.

Price, 2s. per gallon ; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon ;

10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-galloii casks,
IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The City of Dublin Drug Hall,

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF SUPERIOR OUALITY

Exccptit lly Good Terms

Carley's Bridge

ISCORTHY^5G.J. OwENS,r
Ageii/s for Dublin and District— Messrs. E. Browett &

Sons, 7 Upper George's Street, Kingstown



IRISH GARDENING.

BEDDING PLANTS.
LISTS ARE NOW READY

In all the usual varieties, and of superb quality. Remember all

plants offered are transplanted and carefully hardened off. No cheap
seedbed rubbish offered.

DAHLIAS
My collection is the most complete in Ireland, and I acknowledge no

superior in these popular flowers ; price from 3s. 6d. per dozen.

Descriptive list of these and

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Both Early and Late-flowenng, on application to —

JONES, F.R.H.S.,

(Seed Department,

Forest Lodge Nurseries
co. kilkenny GOWRAN

High Street, Kilkenni)

J
By Royal Warra

Horticultural

Manufacturirs of

Machinery to

RANSOMES'

LAWN MOWERS
The Best in the World

R.A.5.E., London. 1904.

SILVER MED.A.L.

Royal Horticultural Society, 1906-7. 8.

SILVER MED.-^LS.

contained

no othe

Machine

Hand-Power and "Horse and Pony" Machines ';„';".';.';""

Motor Lawn Mowers.
The First and Foremost Petrol Motor Mowers.
Over 200 h.'ivc been supplied, includini; TWO to H.M . The KI N( i

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

RANSOMES, SIMS & JEFFERIES, Ltd,

IPSWICH. (SLPPLlUn BV ALL IRONMONGLKS.)

Bee Hives

THOS. McKENZIE & SONS, Ltd.

DUBLIN

Fruit Baskets and Punnets

THOS. McKENZIE & SONS, Ltd.

DUBLIN

Bottles for Preserving Fruit

THOS. McKENZIE & SONS, Ltd.

— DUBLIN



IRISH GARDENING.

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL

NITRATE OF SODA In 4 lb. Tins for Garden Purposes

At Is. each. By post, Is. 6d.

Can be had in DUBLIN from . . .

Messrs. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 58 Dawson Street

A. DICKSON & SONS. Ltd.. 61 Dawson Street

HOGG & ROBERTSON. Ltd.. 22 Mary Street

SIR JAMES MACKEY. Ltd.. 23 Upper Sackville St.

THOMAS MACKENZIE & SONS, Ltd.. 212 Great

Brunswick Street

EDMUNDSON BROTH ERS. 10 Dame Street

THE ASHBOURNE COMPANY, 15 ParHament Street

In BELFAST—
Messrs. ALEXANDER DICKSON & SONS. Royal Avenue

In BALLYMENA Messrs. SMITH & CO-

In PORTADOWN SAMUEL McGREDY & SON

Seedsmen, and Manure Dealers can get these Tins in Cases of not less

than two dozen, at wholesale rates, on application to

JOHN SIMPSON, 15 Lr. Sackville St., Dublin



IRISH GARDENING.

Now Ready Free on Application

Mackey's New List

of

Plants for Summer Flowering
and

Seeds for Summer Sowing

SIR JAMES W. MACKEY, Limited

23

SEEDS.MEN AND NURSERYMEN

UPPER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN

GARDEN NETTINGS
B. EDDY & Sons. Torleven Works, Porthleven,

Cornwall. The Largest Manufacturers of

Garden Netting in the Kingdom. Write

for prices of all kinds of Fishing, Garden,

Rabbit, and Tennis Court Netting

New Square Mesh Netting
SMALL MESH, CORDED ALL ROUND

, .1. i: • d,

2 yds. wide, @ o 4}i per yd. or 50 yds. for o 18 9

4
'

,, @ o 9 ,, 5° " I 17 6

6 ,, @ I >'/i „ 50 ,, 2 16 3
5 „ © I 6 „ 5° .. 3 '5 o

Artv Length or Width supplied at Proportionate Prices

SPECIALLY CHEAP

l-inch Mesh Repaired Netting
DIAMOND MESH

4 yds. I50 yds. X 2 yds. @ 4 3 I 50 yds.

50 ,, X 6 ,, @ 12 6 50 ,, X 8 ,, @ 16 b

50 ,, X 10 ,, (a 21 o 1 50 ,, X 12 ,, @ 25 o

These are Splendid Nets for protection against small

Birds. All goods sent on receipt of Order, Carriage
Paid to your nearest Station. Telegrams :

" Eddv.
Torleven Works, Porthleven "

BANNISTER'S—,

Noted Bedding Plants
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,-! beg- to call your

attention to my Special Cheap Offer of gprand
bedding- plants ; all are larg-e strong:, and vigrorous
plants that will gfive a g^rand show of bloom in a few
weeks, and continue to bloom all througfh the summer,
and will give perfect satisfaction. All packed in damp
moss in boxes, packing: and boxes free. All orders
carriag-e paid to your door.

19. Lot. Rnest Plants. Half-lot Gd.

s. d.

40 Lobelia, blue
36 Petunias, Prize strain

18 Calceolarias, yellow
18 Calceolarias, brown
18 Marguerites, white
18 Marguerites, yellow
18 Fuchsias, Prize..
18 Coleus, extra ..

18 Dahlias, Cactus
36 Musk, Giant
12 Geranium. Mixed
12 Begonias, Mixed
40 Antirrhinum, Mixed
12 Tomatoes, Special

24 Heliotrope, blue

25 Verbena, Grand
IS. doz. Geraniums, Prize Ceraniums, is. doz. 50 of the grandest

varieties, double and single, all colours mixed, fine, strong plants, in

bud and bloom, is. per doz.; 50, 3s. gd. ; 100, 7s., carriage paid.
Fuchsias, grand prize strain, mixed, all colours, strong plants, is.

doz. ; 50, 3s. 9d. ; 100, 7s., carriage paid.

Petunias, grand prize strain, fringed, all colours, double and single,
blooms 4 inches across, strong plants, is. doz.; 50, 3s. gd.; 100, 7s.,

carriage paid.

Marg'uerites, White, for window boxes or beds, strong plants,

IS. do/.; 50, 3s. gd. : 100. 7s., carriage paid.

Bannister's Velvet Monarch Pansy, the largest Pansy in cul-

tivation, blooms 3 to 5 inches across, marvellous colours and markinss.
larg:e plants, in bud and bJoom. 15 for is.; 36, 2s.; 100, 5s., carr. paid.

50 Lupins, Choice
50 Featherfew, Golden ..

40 G.iillardia, Fine
36 Nicotiana Tobacco ..

100 Nasturtiums, Tall
100 Nasturtiums, Empress

India, Dwarf
50 Asters, Prize, Mixed..
50 Stocks, Double, Mixed
50 Zinnias, Grand
50 Marigolds, Choice
50 Phlox, Mixed ..

50 Chrysanthemums
51 Climbers, Crimson

E. BANNISTER,, Nu
,, ROMFORD



Vl IRISH GARDENING.

I " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
1-

The result of

many years'

practical

experience.

.'^ PERFECT

^PLANT FOODS

UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERING,

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

THOMSONS SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEMUM MANURE.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application to Sole Makers-

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd.,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenford?, Galashiels, N.B.

TAIT'S
GARDEN SEEDS

are: the: be:st
CARRIAGE PAID

Selected Vegetable Seeds

Choicest Flower Seeds

Seed Potatoes ^^''TjJVanScked

Every Requisite for the Garden

Call or write for Tait's Annual List, post free

W. TAIT & CO.
Seed Merchants

119 & 120 Capd St., DUBLIN

NON-POISONOUS
\VHITE'S

SUPERIOR
INSECTICIDEABOL,

ABOLISHES

APHIS
(jreen and Black Fly,

American Blight,
Caterpillars

For Garden and Greenhouse Use.
•^nw 1^ aiiil Miu will aSrce. "It ads likt a

I KT II chai-m." AN EXCELLENT
REMEDY for MILDEW.

J Pt.,1 -. Pt., 1 6. Qt., 2/6. 1,-Gall., 4,'-. Gall., 7 6.

iiABOL' SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

Dites more and better work than
iither svrinfies double the size.

TKV IT, and vou will agree.

l'^ice^: Svriiiiies, 8 6 to14 6. I'ostage, 4d. I!ends,1 6 txtra.

01 all Seedsmen, Florists and Ironmongers, or on receipt

»ilii fof remittance from the

SOLI-; MAM'FACTUREKS-E. A. WHITE, Ltd.,
Hop and Fruit Growers, Paddock Wood, KENT.

"ZlyiVs.^ The ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

of Best English Sole Leather
\\ iterproofedl uilh Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
h ig I can he refitted repeattdlv,
Lqual to New Boots. Rubber Soles
strongly recommended

Silver Medal Kojal Horticultural Society.

HtSIIKHIS OI- T^,^TIMOM^I.Sl
77i<- / /tWsays "As good as an>thing that
could be de\ised."

Mr. IROIP (Head (midener to H.M.
|HL KIM., Balmoral Lastlel writes:
"

I lie h lots supplied two >ears ago are as
good as ever."

Illustrated Price List from the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

RHODODENDRONS
CRIMSON, AA/HITE, PINK, 250 choice-

named varieties, fine foMag-e, well budded

for potting or planting-, i to l}i ft.— i}i to 2—2 to

_>',— 2', to 3— ,•? to 4—4 to s— 5 to 6—6 to 7. List

of sorts and prices on application. Many
tliousands to oft'er. Standards in all sizes. .AH

home-g-roun. Inspection invited.

FQTnCCT Heatherside Nursery,
. O Intel, CAMBERLEY.



IRISH GARDENING.

"AGUE"
For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on

Carriage Drives, Garden Walks, Roads, &c.

WEED.
KILLER

POWDER WEED KILLER
Dissolves Quickly in Cold Water

Size fNo. I .. Sufficient to make 35 g,ill..n-i .. 19
| t,,^

of -' N'o. = .. ,. ..50 .... 33 - '

.;,

LIQUID WEED KILLERS
Strength 1 in 25 and l in 50. Prices on application

SOLUBLE PARAFFIN- mixes l.islamly uitli

wiitef ;uid does not .sep^iiate.

ARSENATE OF LEAD— for desl.oyiiiK all

leaf-eating' insects.

" FUMERITE "—for destroyinsf all ground
vermin. To be dug into the .soil.

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
AND SOFT SOAP INSECTICIDE

QUASSIA CHIPS
SUMMER SHADING, &c.

LIVER OF SULPHUR
CAUSTIC SODA, Q«< per cent.

SULPHATE OF COPPER, 98 per cent.

Other Garden Chemicals
BONES, y, inch, ji inch. BONE MEAL

Pricrs and par/iculors mi „pplicatu>u

The Acme Chemical Go.
TONBRIDGE, KENT Ltd.

And River St., BOLTON, Lanes.
Dublin Agents

HAYES, CONYNCHAM & ROBINSON, Ltd., 12 Grafton St.

M»ile 4 ft.. ;. And 6 ft 1

Extii

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER it
(PATENT).

C10NS1STS of light Iron Frame* of «pe »I
' construction, with lines of tniia n^ w a

Btretchcd betweun. nitptiurted at intt. als I

Intermediate Stuiulm-dB. No trouble a vi

reiwly. and will la-tt for yt-Jtrs with only f

pence outlay for

niid Raepberriei.

Writs for Pric* List.

-j.R.«T. The Paragon Pea
ruii.is Trainer Co.,

Bridge St., Banbridge,

Co. Down.

200 lllKltml twnriU; <i»il.l .«e<lnl« friMii

Hll lb* PrtiitlpHi K\lill.ltloi.«.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
.^,1 , The Most Kellable, The Richest Food,

>XV-\k and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

REGISTERED

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

The Sole Proprietors and .Manufacturers,

WM. COLCHESTER & CO.,

IPSWICH, England.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

50 5.illon5 of mixed solution will kill all

weeds on 200 square yards of paths. &c.

POWDER.
1,'- tin for 12 galls, solu

LIQUID. 1-50.
- 2/- - drun
- 3/6 -

- 66 -

- 14-

free

,, gd. extra

.. 1/6 ..

,. 2/6 ,.

25,6 - cask 5,'- „

'EUREKATINE'-The successful fumigant.

EUREK \ ' In^iccticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux

Mixture Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.

Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Carden and Greenhouse," sent

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

No!

A NEW APRON!
Designed by a Gardener for Gardeners.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

Postage 3d.

From Belfast ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 55 Royal Avenue.

From Dublin—W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 58 Dawson Street.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 61 Dawson Street.

EDMONDSON BROTHERS, 10 Dame Street.



A Claim Proved!!
We have been claiming that—
The "FOUR OAKS" Knapsack

is the best knapsack in existence. This claim was substantiated on Thursday,

April 22nd, at the Wisbech Spraying Demonstration, when, after exhaustive tests

in competition with all other makes, English and Foreign,

The "FOUR OAKS" was awarded the

First Prize

SILVER GILT MEDAL

FRUIT GROWERS PLEASE NOTE
Force is absolutely essential to effective spraying. It means penetration of the fluid

into all the minute crevices where disease and pests breed. The " FOUR OAKS"
Knapsack has more force behind the Spray than any other machine, British or Foreign

The "Four OaRs" Patent KnapsacR Sprayer, No. 101 (»»

The Most Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever produced,

and will last ten times as

long^ as any other.

Suitable for Spraying Fruit
Trees and Trees of all kinds.

Hops, Vines, Coffee, Tea and
Cocoa, also Potatoes and

PRICE 45/-
Complete with "Four Oaks"'
Patent Spraying Nozzle,
also Swivel Nozzle and
Short Brass Tube with Stop
Cock and 3 feet Best India-
rubber Tube. Will give very
fine, medium, or coarse spray

desired. Double Swivel
No

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.

'Four Oaks" Patent Bam-
boo Lance, 10 ft. 6in., with
interior Brass Tube, Stop-
cock and Fittings - 17 6
6 ft. 6 in. Do. - 12/6
Strongly recommended.

The "Four Oaks" Undentable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. BiRMlJsSAftv enqland
Send lor Catalogue ol Syringes, Spraying Machines, and other Horticultural Specialities.

All leading Irish Seedsmen and Nurserymen act as our Agents and supply our Specialities.
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Fruit Tree Caterpillars.

IT may be taken as practically certain that there is

neither an orchard nor fruit g-arden completely free

from some of the various leaf-eating caterpillars.

These caterpillars do an enormous amount of damage,
and it is to be feared thai fruit growers do not yet fully

realize the great effect caterpillars have in reducing the

fruit crop and in affecting its quality. One of the

commonest and most destructive of the caterpillars is

that of the Winter Moth, and for destroj'ing this, as

well as all other leaf-eating larvae. Professor Theobald

(in his recent book, " Insect Pests of Fruit,") says that

Swift's Arsenate of Lead is far the best substance to

use. The first spraying should have been done as soon

as the leaves and buds appeared, and, sa3-s Professor

Theobald, "a second sprajing is often necessarj' in

the case of apples and pears— this should not be later

than ten days after the blossom has fallen, and at this

lime any remaining Winter Moth, Mottled Umber, and
March Moth larvae are poisoned, and also the Codling

Moth prevented, and many other leaf-eating forms at

the same time are destroyed." The outstanding

advantages of Swift's Arsenate of Lead are the cer-

tainty that it will not damage the foliage, as does Paris

Green, and that it stays on the leaves for weeks, thus

ensuring a poisonous deposit during the time of attack

by insects. There has been a very large quantity of

Swift's Arsenate of Lead alread}' used this season all

over Ireland as the result of the exceptionally good
effect which followed its use for the last two or three

years in the l.-irge fruit growing districts of the L'niled

Kingdom. The sole Irish agent is Mr. D. M. Watson,

Horticultural Chemist, 6i South Great George's Street,

Dublin, Prices and sizes are given in advertisement on

this page, and any further information can be had from

Mr. Watson.

For Destroying

CATERPILLARS
On APPLES, PEARS, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS, ROSES,

and all other Trees

SPRAY WITH SWIFTS ARSENATE OF LEAD
IT will supersede all other similar Insecticides, and it has now a very large sale amongst the most up-to-date

Fruit Growers in the great fruit-producing districts both in Ireland and England. No caterpillar can exist on
foliage which has been sprayed with Swift's Arsenate of Lead. Experiments made in Ireland

with Swift's Arsenate of Lead have demonstrated its Superiority over Paris Green, London Purple,

&c. Full directions for use sent with all orders. See Department's Leaflet No. S5.

It kills ALL leaf-eating Caterpillars without exception.

Suitable for all trees. It sticks on the leaves.

Rain will not wash it off.

No danger of burning or scorching the leaves as Paris green does.

Tends to produce better and larger fruit.

Used by many Irish and English Fruit Growers in last two or three years

lib.



Summer Bedding.

THE " bedding--out " lime has again come round,

and professional gardeners will have gfrown

most of the plants required for the purpose, but

meritorious novelties are worth adding ; and losses of

stock from causes outside the gardeners control require

to be replaced. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to warn

professional gardeners, but amateur enthusiasm is oft-

times nipped in the bud through buying scraps or

worthless seedlings merely taken from the seed bed or

cutting box and advertised post free at prices which

would not pay even the postage of satisfactory plants.

It is the nurseryman's business to nurse and despatch

plants with an established nucleus— the purchaser to

reap the results in due season—not to be obliged to

coddle poor plants through tedious months whilst the

summer goes by. A reliable nursery is therefore a

necessity to both professional and amateur, and a

useful booklet about Summer Bedding Plants may be

had post free from Messrs. Watson & Sons, Clontarf

Nurseries, Dublin. All this firm's bedding plants have

been transplanted from the seed-beds or grown singly

in pots, and the enormous quantities grown secure

the advantage of tempting prices to those who send

to Clontarf for their plants. Packing is well done, as

Messrs. Watson do not believe in growing good plants

and suffering them to be spoiled in transit ; and a

feature of the Clontarf bu.siness is the close attention

to the little details of a client's requirements which

induces him to become a customer.

Our principal public parks annuallv display numerous

specimens of Messrs. Watson's plants.

Horticultural Societies.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

.At the monthly meeting of the council, held at the

society's offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, on the

t4th ult., the following members were present— viz.,

Messrs. R. Anderson, G. Watson, J. McKellar, J.

McDonough, J. Wylie- Henderson, D. Houston, .A.L.S.,

F. W. Moore, M.r'i.A., and D. L. Ramsay, J. P.. pre-

siding. The balance-shtfet of the spring show was
submitted, showing an approximate balance of ;£J20 to

credit, and it was unanimously resolved that the best

thanks of the council were due to the Royal Dublin

Society and its officials, whose cordial co-operation

conduced to the successful results, a vote of thanks

being also accorded to those members of the Irish

Gardeners' Association who kindly acted as stewards.

The council accepted, with thanks, the offer of the

Commissioners of Menion Square for the holding of

the summer show in those spacious grounds on July

20th, and it was hoped that His Excellency the Lord

Lieutenant and the Countess of Aberdeen would

honour the show with a visit. .A. vote of condolence

was passed with the family of the late .Andrew

-Armstrong, Esq., who had been a liberal and con-

sistent supporter of the society, on their bereavement.

Messrs. Pennick sent up some nice specimens of hardy

flowers, including some glorious sprays of Rhododen-
dron Pink Pearl, from their Delgany Nurseries, for

inspection, and were duly thanked for the exhibit. The
following new members were elected :—Mrs. More

GREEN S MOVTERS a„d ROLLERS
STAND PRE-EMINENT!

Known and appreciated throughout the World

Thomas Green & Son, Ltd.
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds, and New
Surrey Works, Southwark St., London, S.E.

Sold by all Ironmungers Please vsritc for I'ricc List No. 21.

BySpi
Appointed

To His M,

Highest Awards, Roval Botanii

Royal Horticultural Society. 10.

Society, 1005-0:

5, 1907, and 1008

Established

nearly a

Century '.

MOTOR MOWERS S",- sup
,;"

This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.

r.rt Vi

Manufacturers ef

I'LAIN ANDORVAMENTAI.
SrOlTlNO.

HOT WATEH PlfES.

liOILEKS, rilMPS, LA.MP

rOSTS, Vr.NTM.ATING
GEAR.

THOS. W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

Boiler and Pipe .Manufacturers,

STOURBRIDGE.

£600 PER ACRE S^^orLYlTo/.^,
. Engli;

plot of land
rench method of intensive culture, by the use of Clochcji or Bell-glas

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES. &c

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED Carriage paid

lots of SO or

to Dublin
Belfast .

Of all Dealers

Garden and Fa

Pilkington Bros., Ltd., gS^
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Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 1 cwts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

Filled Kilh Sltd Axle Spy

"thecaledonIa"
Light ROLLER MACHINE
with Patent Axle Springs.

SIDE-WHEEL MOWERS. --'

" The Talisman
"

" The Britannia'

and

"The Britisher"

ROLLERS FOR HAND, PONY, OR HORSE.

Als'. Petrol Motor Mowers, the most powerful on the 111

0/ ..U It^^ntnaiigfrs and Seedsmen.

Light and Cheap.

WITH or WITHOUT

CRASS BOXES.

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQUAS'
(Registerett)

.

The most successful Non = poisonous Insecticide
of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE-
1 death to all Insect Pests.

No possible
by la

t delii : Plant, Flower or Foliage,
e cheapest Inseclicide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Thrip, Black and Green Flv, &c.. whilst RED
SPIOEK, Mea'v Bos, and Scale can be thniongi.lv eradicated by
usini •• NIQUAS," about double the strenRth recioired for Fly.

// is most successfully used by Orange andother Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.
PRICES-Pint,l/.; Qi,art,l,,9j Half-Gallon, 3/- Gallon 5/-:" " ,22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 6.;Gallo

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FUMIGATOR . .

At Greatly Reduced Prices.
No 62957 INTRODUCED 1885.

This well-known in\ention iw the entire eradication of all pests
inltisiing vegetation under glass is now manufactured in a more
simple and reliable form. The small candle, which will be found
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the
ground in the centre of the Cone Frame, to produce immediate
results. Nothing on the market can equal it for eflficacy and
cheapness.

Cone No, 3, for a well-secured house ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet
price I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic 1,000
to 1,200 feet, price, 8cl. each. Cone No. i, Carbon, for frames
cubic 100 feet, price 6cl. each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

Ask for a List of Testimonials, of which some hundreds have been
received from the leading gardeners in the Kingdom.

All Glass Structures
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
lie. Oi

It Ik

ngii .nnd

use for over 30 years

Be sure lo ask for

SUMMER CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it '.

Pold by all Dealers in Horticultur;
ughout the

10 feet of glass, I'- ; 24
IO6; 14 lbs, 20 -.

Kingdo
«s„ 2/6 ;

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C
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O'Ferrall, Kildangan Castle, Monasterevaii ; Miss

Gaisford, The Orchard House, Maynooth ; Lady

Sandeman, Ardmore, Youghal ; Mrs. Ed. Mooney,

Leixlip Castle ; Miss Osborne, Cowslip Lodge, Bettys-

town, Drogheda ; Messrs. Ed. \V. Eyre, City Treasurer's

Office, Dublin ; C. G. M'Carthy, Wilton Place, Dublin ;

Col. Hall-Walker, Tully House, Kildare ; F. H. Greene,

Ashfield Park, Terenure ; Herbert Malley, Chetwynd,

Bray ; G. C. Stapleton, Wyvern, Killiney ; Max
Greene, Private Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant :

Major Thackery, R.M., The Curragh ; and as practical

members—Messrs. J. Paine, Geashill Nurseries ; J.

Campbell, The Gardens, Ballynagall ; and Thos.

Shortreed, The Gardens, St. Wolstan's, Celbridge.

Clare Horticultural Society.

The above society's summer show will be held in

Ennis^on July 28th, and a very fine list of prizes has been

framed. The competitions are open to the Co. of Galway

and province of Munster. H. Bill, hon. sec, Lifford,

Ennis.

The financial success of the late spring show held by

the above society was the subject of much jubilation at

a meeting held on May 15th, and a very fine schedule

for a show to be held about the middle of April next

was verj' enthusiastically passed.

Naa.s District Horticultural Society.

The seventh annual show of this society will be held on

the 4th of August next, and its prize schedule is now
in circulation. There are cottager, amateur and open

classes.

Garden Notes.

Tow.\RDS the end of last month the trees and shrubs

began to rival one another in making our garden look

beautiful. When the fruit trees began to bloom, the more

or less plain, dull garden began to look like fairyland.

The promise of the summer came with the unfolding of

the apple blossoms. Then we began to realise that the

leaves on the trees were broader and greener, till with

the bursting of the laburnum and the lilac buds we knew

that summer had come. The earth became dry and

thirsty, the plants began to straggle, when a long,

steady rain came, washing the dust from the leaves,

revealing glorious freshness of green, and opening up

the pores in the earth and flowers, liberating their pent

up fragrances.—A.

As the .\merican gooseberry-mildew is liable to make
its appearance from May onwards great watchfulness

must be observed in order to detect it in its very earliest

stages. It spreads quickly, and the essence of treat-

ment is to attack it early. We need not describe the

disease or repeat the life history of the fungus, as these

have already appeared in our pages in past j'ears.

It will be remembered that there are two stages of the

fungus, a summer spore stage and a winter or resting

spore stage. The winter spores are germinating about

this time of the jear and the fungus beginning its raids

upon the twigs. Young, sappy shoots are more liable

to suffer than firmer, slow-growing shoots, and hence

quick-growing varieties, such as Keepsake and Crown
Bob, may be more easily infected than a slow-growing

variety like Whitesmith. For the same reason bushes

on good, deep, humid soils are more readily attacked

than bushes on shallow soils or stiff, clayey ones.

If the disease appears the affected parts should be

pruned off at once, and with as little shaking as possible

so as not to dislodge spores. The}' should be directly

transferred (without even placing on the ground) to a
vessel containing a disinfectant, as they are highly

infectious. As a protection the bush and immediately

neighbouring bushes should be sprayed with a mixture

of fresh liver of sulphur and water (I oz. of sulphur to

2 gallons of water), repeating the operation in a dav or

two if the sulphur does not well cover the shoots. This

mixture is for earl)' work ; after the end of July it may
be made stronger. .-V little soft soap added to the

mixture will increase its power of adhesion. If the

sulphur can be made to adhere to the twigs there is

no doubt that much good may be done in the way of

checking fungal growth. The great objection to the

removal of the tips of shoots early in the season is, oi

course, due to the fact that buds normally dormant

will break into shoots, and these fresh, sappy growths

are, as we have already noted, very liable to be attacked

by the disease. But in an ordinary year there is little

fear of buds breaking after mid-August. Market
growers should obtain the leaflets on this subject

issued by the Department of Agriculture.

Begin to look out for the caterpillars of the saw-fly,

as their ravages have already begun. A good, safe

wash to spraj' the leaves with is arsenate of lead, which

may be used without danger to within three weeks of

gathering the fruit. The saw-fly lays its eggs first in

.April or May on the under surface of gooseberrj- or

currant leaves, and in about a week the caterpillars are

hatched. They start feeding at once on the leaf,

piercing it with numerous small holes ; these leaves

should be picked immediatelv and burned with the

caterpillars on them, for if left the latter soon travel over

the bush, eating greedily. There are usually three

generations during the year. The last brood spin their

cocoons under ground and rest during the winter, not

pupating till the spring. To prevent any return of the

saw-fly the soil under affected bushes should be removed
to about three inches, and buried deeply during late

autumn or winter and replaced with fresh soil and
manure.

To gardeners, and especially to amateurs not requir-

ing a larger machine, the " .\boI " syringe can be

recommended. When purchasing, however, see that

you get the newest pattern, provided with the '* patent

spray nozzle " and drip preventer or protector. The
latter will be much appreciated by user when at work
with caustic solutions, as it saves the hands from coming
into contact with the fluid, and at other times prevents

the disagreeable wetting of the hands and arms that so

frequently takes place when using an ordinary s\'ringe.

The No. 5 size is recommended to the average amateur ;

with this should be purchased the extra fine and the

coarse nozzle, also the bend with which the under sides

of the leaves can be so conveniently spraj'ed, as pointed

out by Dr. Browne in writing about roses.
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NICQTICIDE
iFUMIGANT.

cubic tt.

Half Gallon Tin contains sufficient for 160,000

Xo. 1 siac Tin— I pint „ .. 40,000

No. 2 size Tin-} pint .. .. 20,000

Xo. •! size Bot.—6 01 ".000
: Bot.—4 oz.. .. .. 8.000

e Bot.— i 02., new size ., 4.000

Eot.— I oz., " sample "
,, 3,000

Carriage Paid.
FUMIQATORS.

Xo

ch, for : feet.

NICOTICIDB PLANT SPRAY.
ipint, IS. 2d. Pint, 28.
<,)u.trt, 35. Od. i-g.ll., SS.
Cialloii, lOS. Varri.i^e f^iii:i.

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

;S His. , to dress loosquare yards, 7S. 6d. ;

1 cwt. Ueg., 21s. Carriage paid.

QOWS SLUG AND WIREWORM DESTROYER,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER AND QUASSIA EXTRACT.
Sold in 6d., IS., and 2S. 6d. tins, also in larger sizes.

C.i ase foi

GOW'S I
GOWS

LIQUID WEED KILLER POWDER WEED KILLER

HUNTER & GOW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

Bentley's Compound

Puassia Extract
THE

ORIGINAL !

The perfect Insecticide for destroying' Green, White
and Black Fly, Celery, Carrot, Turnip, and Onion

Fh", Caterpillar, &c.

Each gallon makes from 80 to 100 gallons ready for use

JO galls., 3 4 per gall. ) In 5 gall, druin.s, charged
10 galls., 3/5 per gall. - half cost, gd. each.

5 galls., 3/6 per gall. ) Not returnable.

1 gall., 4/-; }i gall., 2/4; I quart, I '5. Tins Free.

Bentley's Weed
Destroyers (pqison)

Sales larger than those of any other Weed Destroyer.
Strongest Manufactured ! Most Permanent in Effect I

Used i-egularly in Royal Gardens, Tublic Parks,
Cemeteries, &c., and in many thousands of the largest
and best-kept Estates throughout the United Kingdom.

SPECIAL CONCENTRATED STRENGTH
(i to 80), 3 gall, drums, 14/6 ; 6 gall, drums,
£1 8/-; 12 galls, (in 2-6 gall, drums), £2 7/6;
24 galls, (in 4-6 gall, drums), £4 lo/-

DOUBLE STRENGTH (i to 50), 3 gall, drums,
10/-; 6 gall, drums, 18.'-; 12 gall. brls. , £l 14/-:
20 gall, brls., £2 lO;-; 40 gall, brls., £4 ig/-
CARRIAGE PAID ON 7/6 ORDERS AND UPWARDS

JOSEPH BENTLEY, Ud.,s^^:Z"l^::^^r. Hull

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla. Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixtur;.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-

WORMS and Grubs of all kinds. Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &c.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full patticulai! & price! from the Sole Mfn.,

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

ASTER
Giant Ostrich Plume

This superb new strain of .Aster produces

magnificent flowers of great size and refine-

ment and of the most beautiful colours.

Under good cultivation the blooms may be

grown to over six inches in diameter and

without any tendency to coarseness. It is

a most valuable variety for the garden on

account of its free-flowering, bushy habit,

whilst its very long stalks render it unequalled

for indoor decoration. A splendid Exhibition

strain.

TRANSPLANTED, WELL-HARDENED PLANTS
Per 50 Per 100

6 separate colours, labelled 2/3 4/6

Pure White - - - 2/- 3/6

Choicest Mixture, =>» shades 2/- 3/6
Carefully packed and Carriage paid.

Write fur our List of Plants of Special Sorts oj

STOCKS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PANSIES, &o. •

C. S. DANIELS & SON
NORTHFIELD NURSERIES

WYMON DH AM
NORFOLK
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Knapsack Sprayers.

IN a former issue we leferred to the efficiency of the

" Four Oaks" spraying pumps and nozzles, and are

therefore interested to learn that at the recent

Wisbech trials of spraying- machinerj- the Knapsack

machine of this

c o ni p a n y w a s

given the premier

award. Thepower
of the machine and

the structure of the

nozzle resulted in

the production of

a spray the force

and firmness of

which elicited ad-

miration from the

critical onlookers-

We are able,

through the court-

esy of the manu-
acturers, to give an illustration of this "Knapsack"
sprayer, that, from Press accounts of its performances,

seems to have struck the fancy of experts. It has no

rubber valves (a great improvement in our opinion),

being of brass and ball formation, and both Ihe pump
and the air-vessel are outside.

We are told that the " Four Oaks" Co. is bringing

out a special pattern Knapsack for Ireland, to be called

" The Irish Gem," and that it is to be specially adapted

for Irish growers and excellent for potato spraying.

Mr. D. M. Watson, of South Great George's Street,

Dublin, is appointed the Irish agent, but it can be

ordered through any Irish seedsman or ironmongei*.

We have no information, however, as to the price, but

those intending to buy such a machine, this season will

do well to write to the manufacturers or to Mr. Watson
and ascertain particulars.

Notes.
The members of llie Dublin Seed and Nursery

Employees' Association paid a visit on Saturday, the

22nd of May, to the gardens at .^rdlui, Blackrock, where
they spent an enjoyable afternoon wandering along the

delightful walks and lingering beside the manv charm-
ing beds of late spring flowers that form quite a feature

of these well-arranged and carefully-kept gardens.
Under the escort of the head gardener, Mr. Baker, the

party was conducted through the pleasure grounds,
plant houses, and fruit and vegetable gardens. After

the acceptance of the much-appreciated hospitality (the

day was warm and the cyclists thirsty), kindly given by
Mr. l^Iitchell, the owner of Ardlui, the party returned to

town very well pleased with themselves and everybody
else.

The members of the Dublin Naturalists' Field Club
visited last month the Dolgany Nursery grounds of
Messrs. Pennick & Co. Mr. Jones, courteous and
energetic as usual, conducted the party, and much
interest was taken in the various departments, especially

in propagating groimds and the rhododendron garden.

At the Temple show held in London last month
-Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Son were awarded the

silver cup for their exhibit of tulips, those in Ihe Darwin
section being particularly fine.

Americ.\n Gooseberrv-Mh.iiew in England.— It

has been reported to the Kent County Council that 2,176

acres of gooseberries in the county are infected with this

pest. The authorities have power to destroy the bushes

if they decide on that course, but they must give

compensation to the owners.

With the coming of summer the villa gardener lightly

turns on thoughts of bedding, and here is Messrs. Wm.
Watson & Son's dainty little catalogue to hand to help

him in the selection of the plants that are to contribute

to his own delight and the admiration of passers-

by. The booklet contains descriptive lists of all the

well-tested plants for bedding-out purposes, as well

as for hanging baskets for the decoration of porches,

verandahs, &c.

Slugs and Snails.—To prevent herbaceous plants

from being harmed, especially the young, choice plants,

traps must be set for slugs and snails. A sprinkling of

soot or lime at night on the soil around the plants will

help to keep off the attacks. The safest way is to

attract them b\- small heaps of brewer's grain, and
afterwards kill them by dropping them into brine.

Law.ns.—To keep a lawn in good condition the grass

should be cut regularly. In cutting do not crop too

close, which method leaves the roots too exposed to the

drying effects of the sun. It is as well to leave the cut

grass on the surface of the lawn, being a protection

from excessive evaporation, while also making an ex-

cellent mulch. At the beginning of the season a top

dressing of bone meal and wood ash in equal parts by
weight, sprinkled evenly over the surface, with a good
heavy rolling, will make a good start for the year. It

watering is done at all during the year let it be

thorough, for a slight wetting of the surface is harmful.

If the lawn has been neglected it will, without doubt,

be infested with one or more of the following weeds :

—

Dandelion, plantain, dock, sorrel, or moss. The first

three are villains, and no cutting off their heads with a

bit of their roots will do. The whole plant must come
up (tools can be bought for this purpose). The holes

should be then filled with loam, and a sprinkling of lawn

seed mixture put over the bare spot. A remedy given,

and said to be effective, for destroying these plants

without disturbing the soil, is to cut off the crowns and

place over the cut surface salt, or three drops of sul-

phuric acid, or green vitriol, but in this there is the

probability that harm may be done to the grass in the

immediate neighbourhood of the operation. Sorrel and

moss are a sign of sourness and bad drainage. A good

dressing of lime annually will correct this. The lime

stimulates the growth of the grass, which soon crowds

out the sorrel and the moss.

Large bunches of difterent coloured anemones of the

St. Brigid strain were received in fine condition from

Mr. G. Roche, of Gowran Castle Gardens, early last

month. Thev were of extra large size and of most gor-

geous blended shades of reds and blues. Placed in bowls

throughout the house they kept their freshness and beauty

for over a week. Every one was charmed with them.



WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd. A„t[.SpTonao„
Conservatories •• Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Planl-liouses & Green-

lioiises of ail desciiptions

Portable Buildings foi every

purpose

U'n'/i- r'nr Cah, i;i,f

Kiiidlv mciuiMn thi ] ) I

Works—Tottenham27 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

SMITH'S 'PERFECT' WEED KILLER
LIQUID. -Prices:
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Answers to Correspondents.
Daffodils (" Tryo").— (i) We g-ave a note on this

subject last month. The article there referred to

ought to suit your purpose. We know of no book deal-

ing with that side of daffodil culture. (2) Preserving

Fruit. We published in early numbers of this journal

articles on this subject, written by an expert. Write to

manager at this office.

Flowerikg Spr.wsof Tree(" Woodpark ").—Maple.

DisE.\SED Br.\.sxh of .^pple (" W. H. B.").—Canker.
If the affected branches are small cut away ; if large cut

out diseased area down to healthy wood, and smear
wound with tar to protect from fresh infection.

Market Informatio.v ("J. C").—We are making
enquiries, and will communicate information by post,

.^s to prices, these vary so much that present rates

might be misleading.

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS

Important to Exhibitors

The first instalment of a series of

Articles intended for the guidance

of Exhibitors at Irish Horticultural

Shows, and written by Experts,

appears in the present issue of

Irish Gardening. These Articles

will be continued during the

months of July and August.

The Articles will explain clearly

the points of perfection to be aimed

at, both in

Growing and in Showing

Horticultural Exhibits.

jj*^ Secretaries of local Shozvs are requested to

make the subject of above notice known to their

members. The series is intended, to help forward

the work upon which local Societies are engaged,

and to give the best possible hints to intending

Exhibitors.

Answers to Correspondents

—

continued.

Klame Flower (•' T. G.").— (i) Yes. They love a
cool, moist situation with a north aspect. We are told

that they show splendidly on the face of a yew
hedge, and produce a grand effect when in flower. (2)

Cabbage, .^nj^ of the dwarf spring varieties of the

Ellam type may be sown. You are too late for parsnips.

(3) With respect to sowing the seeds of the trees named,
it is late, but send us particuLars as to soil, aspect, &c.

,

and we will reply by post.

').—This specimen was overlooked..\lacia [" Antr

.Apologies.

Caterpillar ("Constant Reader"}.—The name of

caterpillar sent, discovered on rose foliage, is Crocailis

ellngnaria. Being uncommon, it has been handed over

to the natural history department of the National

Museum.

Wild Garlic (" S. M. B. McL •).—With regard to the

eradication of this weed, we are afraid that the best we
can do is to give you, as advice, the instructions of an

old gardener to his apprentice under similar circum-

stances regarding a troublesome patch of another kind

of weed—" You are to go out, my boy, everj^ Saturday,

and, wet or fine, punctually at 11 o'clock, start cutting

down every shoot of that devil's own weed that has

shown itself above ground, but mind, j-ou young
rascal, be sure to start exactl}' one hour before noon
and on the day following Friday's fast."

R
I

S
H

PHOTOBLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.

OfMAGAZINE
COLLEGE ANNUALS!

IDICU PHOTO
lIllJll ENGRAVING C«

ORIEL HOUSE.
33.WESTLAND ROW. DUBLIN.

L

C
K

BECKER BROS.
Prices—

2/S. 2/2. 2/-.

i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

A. '/2.
TEAS.

Prices—
2/5, 2/2, 2/-,

1/10,1/8, 1/6,

./4. r/2.

Sth. Gt. George's St.

.^ND 17 Nth. Earl St.
Dublin.

^



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND FOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
The "XL-ALL" Speirialilies are an.l have been Ihe best on the

Market. Where is the Rarilener who does not pin his faith to one
or the othfr uf tiie«e celebrated Insecticides or Kertilisers'

"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleaded all who have used it.

The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more
popular than ever.

"XL-ALL" LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken ofby
gardeners and growers as the most deadly to .Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, u..<ed once a year ; no weeds can live.

RICHARDS' ARSENATE OF LEAD for all leaf-eating insects.
CUCASA (fung^lcide), ilic hncst preparation of copper ever offered

Please ask your NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, or
FLORIST for a copy of my sm.all pink list, giving particulars of

these and many other " XL-ALL " Preparations, wliich can be obtained
from the Horticultural Trade throughout the world.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
{
Tropipolu }n Speciosum ).

I can .supply extra strong pot.s of this popular
climber at 5/- per dozen, with directions for planting-.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 for 14/6; 2g
for 7/9 ; from pots or jjround. Send for List.

Wood's Plant Club Label is the best permanent
metal label for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE.

IF VOU HAVE A GL.ASS ROOF TH.A.T LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of

ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.

It saves the expense of constant renewal.s. Carson's

Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED!
ALL from selected Strains ; Strong, Healthy, Trans-

planted. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Asters,

Stocks, Petunias, Lobelia, Golden Feather, Dianthus,

Phlox Drummondi, Pansies, 4d. dozen ; 2s. 6d. 100.

Cauliflower, Celery, is. 6d. ; Leeks, Parsley, 8d. 100;

Vegetable Marrows, Tomato, and many other varieties

of plants. Lists free on application. 3s. Post Orders
Free. Extra Plants with Rail Orders, carefully packed.
Carriage Forward.- HAMMOND, Nurseries, SHILLELACH.

TOIVIATO PLANTS
"Stirling Castle ' and Carter's "Sunrise," well

seasoned for the Greenhouse, also for Outside;

12, 1/3; 24,2,'-; 50, 3/-_; 100,5/-; 500.-0/-;
1,000, :},^ -• Carriage paid on orders enclosing

this atrviTlisemi-nl . •. To.MATUKS SfPPi.n-ii

ELIE MAHY, |3"j;i GUERNSEY

DEPARTMENT of .\GRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN—
Agriculture . Creamery Management

Horticulture . Poultry Fattening .

Forestry . Cheese- Making

Persons who desire to attend courses in the above
subjects at any of the Department's Institutions during
the year, 1909-10, should make early application to

—

THE SECRET.\RY,
Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction, Diblin

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESR'i.XING, Laying out and Planting of New and

Renovating of Old Gardens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas
a Specialilv. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C McM. SMYTH
Mount Henry Dalkey, Co. Dublin

ELECTROPLASM (Coitiplete Fertilizer).—Used in

the London Public Parks. Sold in tins, 6d. and is.

;

and bags, 7 lbs.. Is. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 2s. 6d. ; 28 lbs., 4s. ;

I cwt., 15s., carriage paid in L'.K. If not stocked by your
seedsman, apply Sole Makers— Jos. Robinson & Co.,

Ltd. (Est. 1828), lO Croonis Hill, Greenwich, S.E.

SALT.
apply

Tiardens and Orchards are much
mproved b}' using Ground Rock
Xgricultural Salt. For particulars

Flower & McDonald, 14 D'OlierSt., Dublin.

LAWN MOWERS.—.-Ml makes. Lowest rates.

Repairs to Lawn Mowers. Latest and only

up-to-date Automatic Machinery used, under super-

vision of Lawn Mower Specialists. Machines sent for

and delivered. E.stimates given, lowest rates.—TnK
Dairy Exgineerin(; Company of Ireland, 21 and 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. Telephone— 912. Tele-

grams— " Experience," Dublin.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
MR. LEWIS MEREDITH, F.S.I. ; F. R. H..S.,

undertakes all branches of Landscape Gardening
— Renovating Old, Designing and Planting of New.
.Artificial Water, Rock and Wall Gardens a speciality.

Estimates Free.

Graigueconna, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

AUTO-SHREDS
Pc,tsinf«tin-pl.i

Fun ubic feet, 6d.

Is CERTAIN
DEATH to all

ass, &c. Simple
i. In Boxes to

cubic

""-^/^

feet, 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsmen

and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,

HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries

upon receipt of Business Card.
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SHOWS.

._ . EAST WICKLOW . .

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
THE Annual Show will be held at Grejstones,

July 2,S, 1909. Silver Plaque for best Nursery-
men's Display. Challenge Cups for Roses and Sweet
Peas Amaleur Section open to All Ireland. Scheduli'

on application to Hon. Secretaries, Greystones.

BANBRIDGE
Horticultural and Agricultural Association

THE Animal Show of the above Society will be held

on Tuesdav, August 24, Opening Ceremon\-,
12 noon. For Schedules and Entry Forms apply to the

Secretaries

—

R. ALLINGHAM, Glencar, Banbridge) ,, , .

J. GORDON, Solicitor, Banbridge j

•^'"'"'•''""•"^

. . NAAS DISTRICT . .

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

THE Annual Show will be held at Naas, on Wednes-
day, August 4th, 1909. Classes for Roses and

Sweet Peas open to all Ireland. Silver Cup, presented
bv the Countess of Mayo, for best Nurserymen's
Exhibit. Schedules from Mrs. Harry Farrell, Hon.
Secretary, Naas.

Clare Horticultural Society

ENNIS, JULY 28th ^ ^ ^
JONES' CHALLENGE CUP and other valuable

Prizes ; open to Province of Minister and Couniv
Galway. Hon. Sec, H. BILL, Liftord, E.VMs.

. . ROYAL ULSTER . .

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
HORTICULTURAL SHOW, to be held in con-

junction with Horse Show, Balmoral, Belfast,

July 22, 23. Competition in all classes confined to

Amateurs. Entries close Wednesday, July 14.

Kenxhth M.\cRae, Secretary, Balmoral, Belfast.

Athlone Show .-. August 19th

SECTION W. OPEN
TO -ALL IRELAND"

CUPS AND PRIZES

For Vegetables, Fruit, and Flowers

Entries close absolutely July list

Full particulars from

—

W. J. DON.NELLV, No. I Norlhgate St., .\thia>xe

-TRIM-
Agricultural and Horticultural Society

THE L'oinmitlee of the above Society have fixed d.-ile

for liolding Show for Tuesday, 17th .August, 1909.

P.ATRICK HEALY, Srrretary.

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTES WEED KILLER.

Shougiy Recoiinnetided /or the Destt ttctioit of ll'eetisy &^c.

Price, 2s. per gallon; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon;
10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks,

IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The Cily o( Dublin Drug Hall.

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogjie Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams

—

"Thompson, Seedsman, Cork."

PROTECT YOUR BUDS, or you will get no fruil.

Netting, good strong, small mesh ; will not rot.

30 sq. yards for Is. Any length or width supplied.

Orders over 5s. carriage paid.— H. J. GASSON, Net
Works, RYE.

WATERPROOF CAPES.—Large size, suitable for

Cyclists or men exposed to the wet, 3s. each.

Large Police Oilskin Capes, lined with Serge, 5s. each.
Extra Large Blue Cloth Police Capes, 5s. 6tl. and 6.s. 6d.

Splendid Rubber Jackets, any size, 7s. 6d. each. Oil-

skin Overall Leggings, 2s. pair. Either above carriage
paid.—H. J. GASSON, Government Contractor, RYE.

WATERPROOF COVERS, pliable as railway
sheets, 1 2 ft. by 9 ft., 1 2s. ; 15 ft. by 9 ft.',

15s. ; any size at Is. per .square yard, with lashes.

Superior stout rol-proof green Canvas, any size, is. 6d.

per square yard, with lashes. Cash returned if not

approved of. No rubbish.— H. J. G.ASSON,
Government Contractor, RYE.

MILITARY KNEE BOOTS, smart appearance,
7s. 6d. per pair ; Naval Knee Boots, very strong,

6s. 6d. per pair ; Bluchers, 5s. 6d. per pair, any size
;

carriage paid. Cash returned if not approved of.

—

H. J. G.^SSON, RYE.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stack, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.
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LISTS ARE NOW READY '

BEDDING PLANTS.
In all the usual varieties, and of superb quality. Remember all

plants offered are transplanted and carefully hardened off. No cheap
seedbed rubbish offered.

DAHLIAS
My collection is the most complete in Ireland, and I acknowledge no

superior in these popular flowers ; price from 3s. 6d. per dozen.

Descriptive list of these and

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Both Early and Late-flowering, on application to —

JONES, f.r.h.s./°^".\.^°k'^^LS-'^^v^""- GOWRAN
(Seed Department, 68 High Street, KiLKF.NN'i)

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

GRAND SUMMER SHOW
Will he held, b\' kind permission of the Commissioners, in .

r^*h; MERRION SQUARE, Tuesday, July 20th

A Military B.^nd will Attend

Admission, 1.30 till 4 o'clock, 2s. 6d.
; 4 till 7 o'clock, is.

Tickets at reduced rales, if |)urchased previously to day of Show, can be had

at the principal Seed Shops, and at the Society's Offices, 5 Molesworth St.,

DtBLIN
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JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL

NITRATE OF SODA In 4 lb. Tins for Garden Purposes

At Is. each. By post, Is. 6d.

Can be had in DUBLIN from . . .

Messrs. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 58 Dawson Street

A. DICKSON & SONS. Ltd.. 61 Dawson Street

HOGG & ROBERTSON. Ltd.. 22 Mary Street

SIR JAMES MACKEY. Ltd.. 23 Upper Sackville St.

THOMAS MACKENZIE & SONS. Ltd.. 212 Great

Brunswick Street

EDMUNDSON BROTH ERS. 10 Dame Street

THE ASHBOURNE COMPANY 15 Parliament Street

In BELFAST—
Messrs. ALEXANDER DICKSON & SONS. Royal Avenue

In BALLYMENA Messrs. SMITH & CO.

In PORTADOWN SAMUEL McGREDY & SON

Seedsmen and Manure Dealers can get these Tins in Cases of not less

than two dozen, at wholesale rates, on application to

JOHN SIMPSON, 15 Lr. Sackville St., Dublin
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LAXTON'S New Strawberries for 1909
including tlie Grand New \'arictie5^

Laxtoii's Utility and Rival

Also LAXTON'S CROPPER
LAXTON'S PROGRESS
LAXTON'S REWARD

and the 3 Grand New Flavour Varieties

LAXTON'S EPICURE
PINEAPPLE

CONNOISSEUR

Karly potted runners of Royal Sovereign tor

forcing 15s. 100; open ground 5s. 100.

The Largest Cultures in Europe. Grown
specially for Rimners. Grand Plants.

Millions Sold Annually

,1 full Calaloifuc anil Price List '.vlll he sail o,i

afipllaUw,,

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

GARDEN NETTINGS
B. EDDY & Sons, Torleven Works, Porthleven,

Cornwall. The Largest Manufacturers of

Garden Netting in the Kingdom. Write

for prices of all kinds of Fishing, Garden,

Rabbit, and Tennis Court Netting

New Square Mesh Netting
SMALL MESH, CORDED ALL ROUND

Qm
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I ** Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERING.

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

This valuable Ma

The result oi

many years'

practioai

experience.

PERFECT

)g^PLANT FOODS

Sold by

Seedsmen and

Nurserymen

everywhere.

THOMSONS SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEMUM MANURE.
Price Li!,ls ixti Te:

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd.,
Tweed Vmcyard, Clovcnford'=, Galashiels, N.E.

NON-POISONOUS
WHITE'S

SUPERIOR
INSECTICIDE

ABOLISHES

ABOL

(ireen and Hlaek Fl_\

,

American Blight,
Caterpillars,

an.l a;l kind^.j APHIS
For Garden and Greenhouse Use.

TRY IT and vou will agree. " It atls like a

charm." AN EXCELLENT
REMEDY for MILDEW.

i-Pt., 1 -. Pt., 1 6. Qt., 2/6. ii-Gall., 4;-. Gall., 7,6

iiABOL' SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

[Iocs mure and better work than

other svrinjjes douhle the size.

TRY IT, and vou will agree.

Prices: Syringes, 8 6 to 14 6. Postage. 4d. Bends,1/6 extra.

Of all Seedsmen, Florists and Ironmongers, or on reecipl

of remittance from the

SOLE MANUF.\CTL-KERS-E. A. WHITE, Ltd.,
Hop and Fruii Gr jw. r- Paddock Wood, KENT.

TAIT'S
GARDEN SEEDS

ARE THE BEST
CARRIAGE PAID

Selected Vegetable Seeds

Choicest Flower Seeds

Sppd Pntatnpc; Specially selectedoeea j^oiaioes ^^^ hand-picked

Every Requisite for the Garden

Call or write for Tail's Annual List, post free

W. TAIT & CO.
Seed Merchants

119& 120 Capd St., DUBLIN

SrwIys'Ssed The ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

IVIost Economical !

Rulibe
A\d. hh .M.,1

Studs or .Solid RubhiT.
Fig. I c.in be refitted rcrcatidiv,
equal to New Boots. Ruhber SolCS
strongly recoinineiiHt-H

Silver Medal- Royal Horticultural Society.

HrMlREDS OF TESTI.MOM.\LS :

TAf //.;,! says: "As good as anything that
could be devised."

Mr. I ROUP (Head Gardener to H.M.
THE KING, Balmoral Castle) writes:
" Tbe bo<»is supplied two years ago are as
good as ever."

Illustrated Price List from the .Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

B BEHIND EVERY PAIR OF I

INORWELL5
PERTH BOOTHS I

eliable Scotch

Our Gardeners' Boots are

the riqht M>rt. Vou will

never (t:el foot weary. Why
not join our great, happy
looted nrmy to-day?

Our special Oartlener Wouis

10/6, 11/6, 12/6

W'ritefor our ifvlclx>ok. No. lO.i

ilcdlreeanvwhere.

I
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"ACME"
For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on

Carriage Drives. Garden Walks, Roads, &i:.

WEED.
KILLER

POWDER WEED KILLER

Tin, I X,

Dissolves Quickly in Cold Water
Snrt"icit:m lo iiiakf 25 gallons .. 1 9 1

.. 5" .. .. 33 -

.. - .. ..6-1

LIQUID WEED KILLERS
strength i in 25 ani i in 50. Prices on ipplication

SOLUBLE PARAFFIN-mixes instantly with
uaicT and dues not sepaiate.

ARSENATE OF LEAD — for destroyinif all

k-af-ealinjf insects.

" FUMERITE "—for destroying all groinid
wrntin. To be dttg into the soil.

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF QUASSIA
AND SOFT SOAP INSECTICIDE

QUASSIA CHIPS
SUMMER SHADINd, &c.

LIVER OF SULPHUR
CAUSTIC SODA, pS per cent.

SULPHATE OF COPPER, 98 per cent.

Other Garden Chemicals
BONES, yi inch, ;4 inch. BONE MEAL

Pria'S am/ ptirliiidars .,1: applimlian

The Acme Chemical Go.
TONBRIDGE, KENT ltd.

And River St., BOLTON, Lanes.
Dublin Agents

HAYES, CONYNCHAM & ROBINSON, Ltd., 12 Crafton St.

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER rj

i of apec-ial

iiining wire
iitervala by

(FATENT).

CONSISTS* of light Iron Vtam
couBtruetion. with lir.wi of

stretched between, supported a

Iiiterme<H.itti Stitiidarda. \o truiiiilc, ulwayt.
re»dy, and will last for year» with only a few ^
|ieni*e outlay for any n«ceA!i«.ry renewal of ,_^
tiTii'iing wire. Made 4 ft.. S ft. snd 6 ft, hi?h. ^=

without dffllculty. J

1 i|uitc Hatiiified with yoiir
I, »nd use nothing but them.'

• for Price List

The Paragon Pea
Trainer Co.,

Brjdg:e St., Banbridge,

Co. Down.

zoo lllKheRl iwnrtU; \ix>U\ Merinis Irum

PURE"'i'CHTHEMic GUANO.
The Most Reliable, The Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertlllaer.

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

DIRECT OK—
The Snie Proprietors and Maiiufaclurers,

\ fjl /f
/ WM. COLCHESTER & CO.,

REGISTERED IPS\VICH, England.

EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING,

gallons of mixed solution will kill all

eeds on 200 square yards of paths, &c.

POWDER
soluti

I Ca

.. 9d.

„ 1 6

,. W6
ask s/-

- 256 -

' EURHKATINE'-Tlie successful fumigant.

• hUKl- k V Insecticule I awn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux
Miiture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c,

SOLD BY AGENTS.
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," sent

post free by m.ikcrs -

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

APRONATUS PONICUS.
What's this ! A New Plant ?

A NEW APRON!
Designed by a tlardener for Gardeners.

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

OarU^BKte jm^->3# ^~
' Pon

Twill,
^

I
y,^ hverlasting

' "^ Wear

3/9
I'oslag-e 3d

extra.

From Belfast- ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd., 55 Royal Avenue.

From Dublin -W. DRUMMOND & SONS. Ltd., 5S Dawson Street,

ALEX, DICKSON & SONS, Ltd,, 61 Dawson Street.

EDMONOSON BROTHERS, 10 Dame Street.



A Claim Proved !

!

We have been claiming that-—

.

The "FOUR OAKS" Knapsack
is the best knapsack in existence. This claim was substantiated on Thursday,
April 22nd, at the Wisbech Spraying Demonstration, when, after exhaustive tests

in competition with all other makes, English and Foreign,

The "FOUR OAKS" was awarded the

First Prize

SILVER GILT MEDAL

FRUIT GROWERS PLEASE NOTE
Force is absolutely essential to effective spraying. It means penetration of the fluid

into all the minute crevices where disease and pests breed. The " FOUR OAKS"
Knapsack has more force behind the Spray than any other machine, British or|[Foreign

The "Four Oaks" Patent KnapsacR Sprayer, No. 101 ('5;i.,;f)

The Most Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever produced,

and will last ten times as

long: as any other.

rubber valves t

;t out of ordi

rking parts outside

The only Knapsack with

force behind the spray.

Suitable for Spraying Fruit
Trees and Trees of all kinds.
Hops, \'ines, ColTee, Tea «nd
Cocoa, also Potatoes and
other crops.

PRICE 45/"
Complete with "Four Oaks"
Patent Spraying X o z z i e

,

also Swivel Nozzle and
Short Brass Tube with Stop
Cock and 3 feet Best India-
rubber Tube. Will give very
fine, medium, or coarse spray

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.

'Four Oaks" P.iient li.ii,,-

boo Lance, 10 ft. 6in., witli

17 6
6 ft. 6 in. Do - 12/6
Strongly recommended.

and Fit

The "Four Oaks" Undentable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. biI.mTnSSam. enq^and
Send lor Catalogue ol Syringes, Sprayini; Machines, and other Horticultural Specialities.

Dublin Agfent

—

am leading Irish Seedsmen and Nurserjmcn act as our Agents and supply our Specialities.

D. M. WATSON, HorticulturarCherrTist, 6i South Great George's Street, DUBLIN
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SMITH'S 'PERFECT' WEED KILLER
(POWDER AND LIQUID)

LIQUID. Prices:

s. d. £ s.

il 2 S yal^, 12

il;,. 3 9 ID ,, 14

, 5 6 12 ,, 17

Gallon make

allowed for ot
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Bedding Plants.

THE weather having proved so exceptionally dry

during the first three weeks of June, it was a

difficult matter in many districts to make satis-

factory progress with the bedding-out. Rain has come
in abundance during these last days of the month, and

no better planting time could be found. The various

nurseries have had a busy time getting out their orders,

and at Messrs. Watson's, Clonlarf, a heavy rush for

bedding plants has prevailed all the month, and wonder-

ful quantities have been despatched all over the

provinces. However, the firm took last season's lesson

to heart, and propagated greatly increased quantities

of all summer plants, with the result that they can still

fill orders with satisfaction to those who have been

obliged to defer planting till now, and as Messrs.

Watson's plants are thoroughly well done excellent

results may quickly be obtained from present planting.

A feature of the season has been the receipt of unusually

numerous letters from satisfied purchasers, enclosing

repeat orders and also expressing gratification with

last season's supplies from the Clontarf Nurseries.

Especially worthy of note by those who live in the

country is the fact that nearly every client remarketl ou

the "beautiful packing," thereby justifying Messrs.

Watson'.S catalogue remarks on their ideas as to the

despatch of plants.

A copy of the firm's booklet on Summer Bedding
Plants may be obtained free by post, on application to

Clonlarf.

The Herbaceous Border,

By Frank Hldso.n.

JlLV is the best month for propagating perennial

plants from cuttings. Select nice young growths in

taking the cuttings. Violas, penstemons, carnations,

pinks, and Alpine plants, strike roots very quickly

at this time of the year if they are inserted in a cold

frame. .Select a northern aspect for the frame. Put

in about 3 or 4 inches of .sandy soil. Insert the cuttings

firmly; water them thoroughly. Put on the light, and
keep it close and shaded for about three weeks. The

cuttings will be, by that time, starting to grow. Give

air gradually, and after some time take off the light

altogether.

Attend to the staking of planis, such as dahlias and

other tall-growing plants, in llie border. Use judgment

in staking them, and do the work as neatly as possible.

Never use a large slake when a small one will support

the plant.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

Till", monthly meeting of the Council was held at the

Society's Offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, on the

ilth ult., members present being Messrs. F. Moore,

M.R.I. A., Rev. Canon Hayes, J. WcDonough, W. F.

V-unu, W. J. Mitchison, J. WylicHenderson, R.

.\nderson, G. Watson, Ernest Bewley, T.C., Jas.

GREEN S MOWERS a„d ROLLERS
STAND PRE-EMINENT!

Known and appreciated throughout the World

Thomas Green & Son, Ltd.
Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds, and New
Surrey Works, Southwark St., London, S.E.

Sold by all Ironmongers . Please write for Price List No. 21.

Highest Awards,

Royal Horticullu

Roval Botanic Society, 1905-0;

al Society, 1905, 1907, and 1908

MOTOR MOWERS IfrvXtn/uU^

igr'
This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
Ml Vi:

and I'ric

Manufacturers of

PLAIN AM) (IRNAMUNTAL
SPOUTING,

HOT WATl;l( PIPES,
UOILLKS, PIMPS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

THOS.W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

lioiler and Pipe Manufacturers.

STOURBRIDGE.

is the gross return from an Engli;

plot of land worked under ll

, by Ihe use of Cloches or Bell-glass

£600 PER ACRE
French inethcd cf intensive culture

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED Carnage paid c

lots of 50 or ov

10 Lublin (

Belfast

Of all Dealers

Garden and Far

Requisites, (

Pilkington Bros., Ltd., i!2^
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THE_
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

GARDENING.

IMPORTANT TO —
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers
Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 i cwts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

STANDARD MACHINES for hand.^pony, or horse

l-ittcd villi Sled Axl<: S/irings

Also

SMALL

MOWERS,

6, 7, and 8

inches.48 inches

"TUC PAI rnOMIA" ught roller machine
IrlL UALLUUIvlH with Patent Axle springs

SIDE-WHEEL MOWERS.

"The Talisman"

" The Britannia"
and

"The Britisher"

^ Light and Cheap.

WITH or WITHOUT

CRASS BOXES.

VJsi,-

ROLLERS FOR HAND, PONY, OR HORSE.

Petrol Motor Mowers, tht; most powerfu! on tin

01 U honmunra'iumlSvc.Lmcn.

"NIQIAS"
(Registered) .

The most successful Non-poisonous Insecticide
of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE-
Certain dcalh lo all Insect Pests.
Nil possible mjurv to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliaec
It .s by lar the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for 1 hnp, Black and Green Fly, &c. whilst RED
^''""^.",;„'A',^,V'.^'^-,'"<'

S"'= '^•"' '- ">—si.tv eradicated by
.ism- ••NIQUAS." alioul double the strenRlh re.|uired for Fly.

It is mast successfully used by Orange andother Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.
PRICES-Pint I/.; Q„arl.l/9; Half-Gallon, 3/- Gallon, 5/-:

Kegs, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 6.

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FUMIGATOR . .

At Greatly Reduced Prices.
INTRODUCHD i88s.

known lor ire eiadicalion of all pests
iulesting vegetation under glass is now manufactured in a more
simple and reliable form. The small candle, which will be found
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on ihe
ground in the centre of the Cone Frame, to pioduce imuiediaie
results. Nothing on the market can equal it for eflicacy and

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house of cubic 2,000 to 2,500 leet
price I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secuied house ol cubic 1,000
to 1,200 feet, price, Sd. each. Cone No. i, Car bun, lor Irames
cubic luo feet, prire 6d. each. Full directions lucompttiiy each Cviie.

Ask for a list of Testimonials, of which some hundreds h.
received from the leading gardeners in the Kingdoi

Ucf^istcre.l No. H629.

All Glass Structures
THAT REQUIRE

,(f^ OUTSIDE SHADING
P\\ TlicuK Ik-nuinc, ( lri:;in.-il. aii.i

Improved Article. It lias been in

general use for over 30 years

summer' clou

D

SHADING
And see that you get it

:

Sold by all Healers in Horticultural
Sundries throughout the KiuKdoni,
too feet of Kla>x I - ; -4 o/.i,.. 2 6 ;

., t0 6; 1.1 U.S.. 20-.

Manufactured by

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C
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RolH-rlson, J.l'., willi M<: G. M. Ross, M.A., pivsidiiiK.

Jutlyes weiv appoinli'il for tlio Summei' Sliow, and other

details arrans^oil lor, including; the engagement of a

niilitarv band. .\ letter was read from the Department

of Agriculture, presenting the prizes for the apple

classes, 16 to 52, inclusive, at the Winter Fruit .Show,

and it was directed that the best thanks of the Council

be sent to the Department for this esteemed aid. It

was also directed that the Fruit Show should be brought

under the notice of the Irish Industries Development

Association, in order that publicity and possibly more

public patronage should be obtained for what is calcula-

ted to promote and encourage the Irish fruit growing

Industry. Some nice vases of hardy flowers were

arranged on the table for inspection, including a bunch

of prettj' Hybrid aqnilcgias from Mr. Watson, for which

the thanks of the Council were accorded. Messrs.

Heath & Sons, Cheltenham, were elected to member-

ship, the Stillorgan and Foxrock Horticultural Society

and the North Kildare Horticultural Society being

affiliated.

Competitors in ihe carnation classes at the coming

sliow will please note that class J4 is for twelve vases,

which, bv error, is not notified in the schedule.

Shows.
The Rov.\l Horticiltlral Sociiirv oi-- Ireland.—

The Grand Summer Show of this Society will be held

in Merrion Square, Dublin, on the 20th of the present

month. There are 77 classes, including plants in pots,

cut blooms, sweet peas, hot-house and hardy fruit, and

vegetables. There are offered for competition Challenge

Cups for roses, dahlias, carnations or picotees, and

sweet peas ; Medals for roses, and valuable prizes in all

the classes.

The recently formed " Kingstown Horticulturrd

Society" has arranged to hold an exhibition of flowers,

fruit, and vegetables, on Wednesda)-, the nth of

August next. It will be held in the People's Park, Kings-

town. There is a schedule of 58 classes, including a

Cup for the best 12 bunches of sweet peas in distinct

varieties. We notice with great pleasure that there is

a special class for the pupils of the school garden in

connection with the Technical School. The society has

our best wishes in its spirited efforts to ad\'ance all-roimd

gardening in the Kingstown township.

The Royal Ulster Agricultural Society's Horticultural

Show will be held at Balmoral, Belfast, on July 22nd

and 23rd inst. There are 32 classes with good prizes

attached, including two special prizes of plate for

dinner table decorations.

The Ea.st W'icklow Hortici ltirai, Societv

holds its annual show at Greystones on the 2Sth of

the present month. .-\mong the prizes offered for

competitioEi arc two £-, 5s. Challenge Cups—one for

roses, and one for sweet peas (open to all Ireland).

Schedules and further particulars can be obtained from

the Hon. Secretaries, Greystones.

Spraying.

likely to be harassed with many troubles ihrougli

attacks of fungal and insect pests. But the work of

spraying must be well done. There is no use in half

measures, and more harm than good may follow careless

methods. Neither a whin bush nor a white-wash brush

is an eft'ective instrument for distributing the deadly

fluid, and a bad sprayer is only better than those and
still far short of the requirements of the case. Fineness

of spray is an absolute essential. A good sprayer is

a necessary garden appliance, and no\v-a-days tiiere

are so many different patterns of really good machines

with such a wide range in price that even a cottager

may find it within the limits of his purse to acquire one.

We have illustrated in these pages from month to

month a series of types manufactured by the "Four
Oaks " Company,andnowgiveanother, a very handy lit tie

Sl'RAVlNt; is now recognised as;

date gardens, and the gardene who neglects

dl up-lo-

machine called the " Dairyman," the advertised price

of which is £,2 los. Such machines are very useful

during the summer months in distributing .soluble dis-

infectants. It should always be remembered that a

disinfectant can only act when it comes into actual

contact with the troublesome germs. It is useless

labour to put disinfectants about in saucers, or to splash

it about by random flings. Spraying is the best method
of distribution. It makes the solution go much further

and does its work immeasurably better. A good spray-

ing apparatus is a necessity in evciy home.

Knapsack Sprayers.

TH FRE have been frequent press references recently

to the efliciency of the " Four Oaks" Knapsack
and other Sprayers, and it is therefore interesting

to learn that at the recent Wisbech Trial of Spraying

Machines the " Four Oaks " Knapsack Sprayer was

given the Premier Award in competition with all other
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NIGOTIGIDE
(FUMIGANT.

cubic ft.

Half Gallon Tin contains ^iiricicnt for 160,000

No. I size Tin— i pint ., .. 40,000

No. 2 size Tin-J pint ,. ,. 20,000

No. 3 size liot.—6 oz. ., .. 12.000

No. 4 size liot.— 4 oz 8,000

No. 4i size Bot.- -3 oz., new size ., 4,000

No. 5 size liot.—loz.. "sample "
,, 2,000

Carriage Paid.

NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAY.
A-piiit, IS. 2tl. Pint, 2S.
Ou.irt, 3S. 6d. -'-gal.. SS.
Gallon, IDS. r„i,i,ii;e pniil.

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

28 lbs., to dress loosquare yards, 7s. 6d. ;

I cwt. keg., 215. Carriage paid.

OOWS SLUa AND WIREWORM DESTROYER,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER AND QUASSIA EXTRACT.
Sold in 6d., IS., and 2S. 6d. tins, also in larger sizes,

Caniaije forward

GOW'S GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER

» free. Otrringe piii

POWDER WEED KILLER

HUNTER & COW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

GARDEN HOSE
AT TRADE PRICE

()0 fl. li'iijfth, fine.st ntLilitj-, comploto u itli fuiiii.i.;s

and patent tap union, ready for use

--ply 15-
CASH
WITH
ORDER

The Midland Rubber Co.. Ltd,

RYL.^ND STREET, BIRMINGHAM

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF .SUPERIOR OUALITY

ExceptionaJh' Good Terms

WritVrite /'^ T /^\i7T7KTC ^^rlev's Bridge

* ^^'
J'

V>'VVr'.l>0, Enniscortiiy

Agen/s for Dublin a7id Disfric/— Messrs. E. Browkti &
SON.s, 7 Upper George's Street, Kins^stown

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixtur?.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, incliiriing WIRE-
WORIVIS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &o.
_,

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full parllculais & prices flora the Sole Mfrs..

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

PHOTO BLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.
FOR ILLUSTRATING

kLL KINDS ofMAGAZINES.
JOOKLETS, COLLEGE ANNUALS

|

ADVERTISEMENTS. Etc.

IDKU PHOTO
1 III Jll ENGRAVING C«

^ ORIEL HOUSE.
33,WESTLAND ROW, DUBLIN ^

BECKER BROS.
Prices—

2/5, 2/2, 2/-,

1/10, 1/8, 1/6,

1/-4- i/^-
TEAS.

v^.

8 Sth. Gt. George's St.

ANi> 17 Nth. Ear! St.

Prices—
2/5, 2/2, 2/-,

i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

./4, 1/2-

Dublin.
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makos, Enjjllsh and Foiviijii. The power of Ihe mac-liirie

ami the stnictuie of the noz/le resulled in ihe produo-

lion of a spray, the force and firmness of which elicited

admiration from the critical onlookers. The machine

has no rubber valves, the valves being of brass and ball

formation. Another great advantage is that all the work-

ing parts are outside and can be got at in a moment.

Prices and all other particulars of these machines can

be had from the Dublin Agent, Mr. D. M. Watson,

Agricultnral Chemist, 6i .South Great George's Street,

Dublin, who makes a speciality of spraying machines

and materials of all kinds. .\ll who intend purchasing

a spraying machine for this season's use should see

the "Four Oaks" before buying any other make.

Notes.

A
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WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd. "^'^™^

Conservatories .-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Plant-houses & Green-

liouses of all descriptions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

II 'rile for Catalogue.

Kitntlv mention this pap:T.

Works Tottenham27 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C

For Present Sowing
CABBAGES Mein's Pioneer,

in. apart and 12 i

rpkt.,1s. 6d. and
Mein's N0.I, the bt;>t t

.,r early large Cabb;
.

(.impelition in "(iiikl
Is. per 02., post free.

Special Pri.

larger quantities ^r^

omoNS
Main's Extra

Selected Stocks
Ailsa Craig:, 6d., Is.,

2s. 6d. pk,, Cranston's
Excelsior, 6d., Is., .uul Is. 6d. iki.

Monarch, Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. pki

Trebons, Is. oz.

Full list see ".Seed (niide," post free.

I^^dT:f:r^ELSO, SCOTLAND

FRENCH GARDENING CLOCHES,
Mats, and all necessaries.

\\ [i-,,U for fartuiiinrs.

^J THE FRENCH CLOCHE CO., Caxton Hall, Westminster.

BHLL GLASSKS
1 RKNCH FRA.MKS
.M ATS
UAKfDK> FRA.MKS. &c

HHATHRS
ORKKNHOUSES

PROPAGATORS
SYRINGES
SPRAYbRS, HOSE
KUJVtIGATORS, &c.

MEATI^G APPARATUS FOR
CONSERVATORIES

C- TOOI»E (F.R.H.S.I & SON
liMlMici i.Ti i; \T I \ii:i:ts

Stepney Square. High Street. Stepney, LONDON, E.

OANT SZ VIHIJS Is not a PolBOO. but DESTROYS

RATS & MICE
HarmlesB to Hiimui BelDK-. Domestic .^ otber AalrnkJii. Ac-
Single Tube, a/- ; Thretf Tubai. 5/- : Post Free tiom—

DANYSZ VIRUS, Ltd., Boz 469
&3. L«ftdeDh&ll Street, LondoD. E.G., and of all CbemUta.

Sound. Healthy

Refreshing SleepINSOMNIA
ohtainod b\- iisini;- Ilvififiu- Lamp, as supplied to His
.M ajesty King- Edw.irtl \'l I. Purifies the air we breatlif.

Prevents eoiilat;ii-in of any sort — Bronchitis, Catarrh,

.uul Consumption. Price,' 7/6 post free. Kree trial.

Dr. 'Wilson's Patents Co., 140 Grays Inn Road, London

Weeds Killed : Crass lnvig:orated by

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
Wlien applied during dry weather
daisies and other weeds :ir<- destroyed
and a fine grovvtll of jlrass quickly
covi rs llie pUicfs oci:up'<-.l l>y dis-

tiquriiiL: w, ,-,is- Thousands of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-
formed l.v Climax I.aun Sand V\ liy

n t i.M.rb ' Irv it now. 71b., 2s., Mlbs.
3s. 6d., -.lb. 6s., 56lbs. lis., iialbs.

20s. l irriige paid. Sample Tin
Is. 3d.. p"-t free.

PROTECT

YOUR PLANTS

From Slugrs, Grubs,
Caterpillars, Ants,
Wireworm, and the
Domestic Cat

By AX^PHOX^
,-poi Ma deadly to

reepins thing, yet iloes not

iniure tile foliage of plants. Testi-
moni.al5 on application. ylbs. 2S.,

i4lbs. 3s. 6d.,2Slbs 59. Carnage paid.

Sample Tin Is. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriag:e Drives. &c.

By CLIMAX "«11?„
ONE APPLICATION KEEPS

II.HVN ,-ycry growth for 12 niunlbs. No
hoeing or weary weeding.

PATHS ALWAYS BRIGHT AND CLEAN.
No. I tin to dress 100 square yar.is, 28.

2 Tins 3s. 6d. Post free.

No. 2 Tin to dress 400 square yds. 6s. ed.
2 Tins 12s. 6d. Carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St.. LIVERPOOL
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soft earth round ami ihroutcli lIuMii. Be sure llio tree is

not planted too deep, and is well " firmeil " in al the

depth it has been jfrowing at.

Yi'CCA (" J.L.").—You give no particulars, only savin tr

that they are not thriving. Were they planted out of

doors? They usually thrive in any well-draiued garden

soil, although they object to lime. In a rich, loamy soil

they ought to do well. Young plants often lose part of

their root system by rough handling in transplanting,

but in any case they often take months to re-establish

themselves in their new quarters. In planting, care

should be taken to firm them well, and to see that the

stems are prevented from being rocked by the wind.

Hot-Bed i.\ Coot, Greenhoise for Rai.sing

Ci'TTiNGS ("A new Reader").

—

A bed may be made of

fresh stable manure, about 3 feet deep, and well firmed

down and supported in front with boards. Over this

may be put a layer, 6 or 8 inches deep, of ashes

or bog mould, in which the pots or seed-pans may
be plunged. The temperature of the bed will be

regulated by the quality of the manure, its degree of

firmness and moisture content, (j) In using artificial

manures for pot plants great care must be taken not to

over-feed. The manures you mention had better be

given in very weak solutions—put a handful of either in

a bag, and suspend it in water until all the soluble parts

dissolve out, and then make up to ten gallons. Water
with this twice a week after first watering in the

ordinary way. We would not advise you to feed the cact us

pl.'inls as you suggest. For the ferns use half strength.

(3) Yes, with pleasure.

Troikle in Seed-Beds ( "J. P." ).—We cannot decide

whether the most important word in your letter

is " birds " or " beasts." We might suggest that you
catch them, but that, perhaps, is too obvious. We
therefore venture to advise the use of soot ou tin-

surface of the beds if "beasts," or netting, if the

trouble is due to " birds."

HvAfiN'TH BfLBs after Flowerino ("Daisy").

—

Plant them out in a border until the foliage dies down,

then lift the bulbs and keep them in a cool, dry place

until autumn, when they may be planted.

.\ Borpkr in Sprixc; (Mackeys St. Brigid .\nemones).

Gorgeous flowerets in the sunshine shinhii^

Blossoms flaunting in the eye of day ;

Tremulous leaves with soft and silver linin

Buds that open only to decav.

Everywhere about us are they glowing.

Some like stars to tell us spring is born ;

Others, their blue eyes with tears o'erflowing,

Stand like Ruth amid the golden corn."



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND FOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
The "XL-ALL" Specialities are anj have been [he best on the

Market. Where is the gardener who does not pin his faith to one
or tlie other of these celebrated Insecticide5 or t-ertilisers''

"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleased all who have used it.

The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more
popular than ever.

"XL-ALL" LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken of by
gardeners and en.wers as the most deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip. &c.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used once a year : no weeds can live.

RICHARDS' ARSENATE OF LEAD for all leaf-eating insects.

CUCASA (fungriclde), the line.st preparation of copper ever offered

Please ask your NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, or
FLORIST for a copy of my small pink list, giving particulars of

these and many other "XL-ALL" Preparations, which can be obtained

rom the Horticultural Trade throughout the world.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

• and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, Stack, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESIGNING, Laying- out and Planting of New and

Renovating of Old Gardens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas
a Speciality. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C
Mount Henry

McM. SMYTH
Dalkey, Co. Dublin

BANBRIDGE
Horticultural and Agricultural Association

THE Annual Show of the above Society will be held
on Tuesday, .-August 24. Opening Ceremony,

12 noon. For Schedules and Entry Forms apply to the

R. ALLINGH.\M, Glencar, Banbridge ) ^ ,
.

J. GORDON, Solicitor, Banbridge ^
^ecnianes

TRIM
Agricultural and Horticultural Society

HE Committee of the above Society have fixed date
for holding Show for Tuesday, 17th August, 1909.

PATRICK HEALY, Secre/arj>.

T

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
MR. LEWIS MEREDITH, F.S.I. ; F. R. H.S.,

undertakes all branches of Landscape Gardening
— Renovating Old, Designing and Planting of New.
.Artificial Water, Rock and Wall Gardens a speciality.

Estimates Free.

Graigueconn.\, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

D EPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

Courses in Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry,

and Creamery Management at

—

The Royal College of Science, Dublin
The Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin, Dublin
The Agricultural Stations—Ballyhaise, Co. Cavan

Clonakiltv, Co. Cork
The Forestry Station, Avondale, Co. Wicklow

For Prospectuses of the 1909-10 Sessions, containing
particulars as to Fees, Scholarships, &c. , application

should be made at once to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction for Ireland, Diblin

EPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELANDD
TRAINING IN FORESTRY

An Examination for Paid Apprenticeships in

Forestry will be held in Dublin on 7th September,

1909. Applications for Prospectuses and Entry

Forms should be made at once to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction for Ireland, Dublin

D EP.VRTMENT of AGRICULTURE ANn TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TRAINING IN FRUIT GROWING
. AND GENERAL GARDENING

•Applications for Paid Apprenticeships in connection
with the 1909-10 Session of the Horticultural School at

the Albert College, Glasnevin, Dublin, should now be
made. For particulars as to terms of admission, wages,
&c. , apply to

—

THE SECRETARY,
Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction for Ireland, Dublin

IF YOU HAVE A GLASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use of
ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

AUTO-SHREDS '^,5.^^.^':^.

Pests infesting planli under glass, &c- Simpler

to use, no apparatus required. In Boxes tn

Fumigate I.ooo cubic feet, 6d. ; lo.ooocubic

feet, 38. 6d. each. Obtained of SeedsiTn.n

and FIorist> ; if unobtainable apply direct—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS.
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries
upon receipt of Business Card,



Daffodils and Cottage TuHps P"Wi'^^«°''

Ask for HartUnd's unique List for the Season

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED WITH BEST BULBS

ilcfnr LisI , On/c-rs Earlv I,,-

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons

250,000 Carnations & Picotees
FINKST and most complete collection in existence. Glorious

specimen dozen sent, named and carriage paid, for 5S. 'J'hese

must be ordered at once, as the first thousand dozens arc always very
'ipecial value. Li^t fret;

Wm. SYDENHAM
Viola Specialist , MELBOURNE, DERBY

For Presont Sowing
CABBAGES -Mein's Pioneer,
carliL-st and best lype of SMi.ill C.ihbage.

atis[jlant in Sept., 9 in. apart and 12 in.

liL- rows. Per pkt.,1s. 6d. and ^
Mein'S No. 1, the best type ^/^\'
irye Cabbay:e. See .>^^5 ^
on in "(luide
3Z., post free.

between I

2s. 6d.
of early h

Conipetit

18. per

Special Pr:

larger quantities

ONIONS
Main's Extra

9i^y^ Selected Stocks
•'^^ Ailsa Craig, 6d., Is.,

id 2s. 6tl. pkt Cranston's
Excelsior, 6d., 1s., an.1 Is. 6d. plit.

Monarch, Is. 6d. and 23. 6d. pkt.

Trebons, Is. oz.

Full liM »ee " Seed Guide," post free.

ISLSn" KELSO, SCOTLAND

GARDEN HOSE
AT TRADE PRICE

&0 fl. lonytli, tiiii-sl qu;ilily, compk-to wilh lillin-s

and paloMt lap union, ready /'or iisr

15/-
CASH
WITH
ORDER

The Midland Rubber Co., Lid,

RYLAND STREET. BIRMINGHAM



IRISH GARDENING.

FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY

About 23,000 i-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans- ^ '^<isj

— planted, and splendidly rooted. — '^T

SPECI.VL OFFER of b.ooo 4 and 5 year 'j-.Staiidards, exlra slroiig,

big- heads, fruiting trees. -Apples, Pears and Plnms in best

sorts. Joists on application. 18/, 20/- dozen. Worth double.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. Magnificent StutT.

2/-, l/b, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in eacli Seclio

I cordially invite inspection of my stock. All I ofVei- are gn

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c..

in large quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

/,/.sV.s- Free. Cnrrcspundcnce Invited.

JONES, F.R.H.S.,
Forest Lodge, Nurseries,

GowR.AN, Co. Kilkenny.

ii Phoio of one of my ^.yi!.ir-old tre

I tlie NursLTV. •)'ln> i> my type of .USt.indard.

Telegrams: "Jo.VES, GowR.VN."

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

I lORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY

Exceptionally Good Terms

WriteQ T OWTNS ^f'^^'^''^^'* ^—• • J • ^-^ ^^ J ii-N u, Enniscorthy

AgentsJar Dublin and District -Mt:ssvs. E. Browett &
Sons, 7 Upper George's Street, Kingstown

I

R
I

S
H

PHOTO BLOCKS
MADE IN DUBLIN

BY IRISH WORKMEN.
FOR ILLUSTRATING

ALL KINDS OF MAGAZINES.!
BOOKLETS. COLLEGE ANNUALS [

ADVERTISEMENTS. Etc.

IDKU PHOTO
Inljn ENGRAVINGS

ORIEL HOUSE.
33,WESTLAND ROW, DUBLIN.

B
L

C
K
S

The 'VENTO'
Self Feed Garden Syringe

I'KICi:, with Movuhle Head, 14 l>

,. I'ixed ,, 12 6

,, Hnse, per foot 4d.

PATENT No. 2S42 08

T Ml-: ;idv ,<liprt.- that tli_Te U im iietd

takes place when the Pi.

iCoimcct when changing from
nply pushing the tap lever over

of this Svrini;c a
into water tn rc-Hll. theretiilin:^

out ; thsre are uo parts to di;

rose shower to jet ; this is done by si

as required.

Any length of h >se can be u^^d ,

most suitable for the purpose is i^-in'

light and durable. Provided with iln

arranged that water can be directtil

purpose of getting under foli;ige, i^c

Where water is being used from
use a strainer (which we sujjply at ., _ , „ ^.. .. _

mud or veijctable matter bein.y sucked tlirough the hose, which
w,.uld be likely to cause a Moppa^;^ in the ro>c.

Sent on Approval on receipt of Deposit

ed angle, for the

preve

The Vcnto Manufacturing Co.
104 Colmore Row. BIRMINGHAM



IRISH GARDENING.

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS. f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS
^" Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street, BRISTOL

I^Tvrpi^ * TT /^C C/^r^ A ^"4 ^^' Tins for Garden Purposes

INI 1 KA 1 h. Ur OlJUA At is. each. By post, Is. 6d.

Can be had in DUBLIN from . . .

Messrs. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd., 58 Dawson Street

A. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.. 61 Dawson Street

HOGG & ROBERTSON, Ltd., 22 Mary Street

SIR JAMES MACKEY, Ltd.. 23 Upper Sackville St.

THOMAS MACKENZIE & SONS, Ltd., 212 Great

Brunswick Street

EDMUNDSON BROTH ERS. 10 Dame Street

THE ASHBOURNE COMPANY, 15 ParUament Street

In BELFAST—
Messrs. ALEXANDER DICKSON & SONS, Royal Avenue

In BALLYMENA Messrs. SMITH & CO.

In PORTADOWN SAMUEL McGREDY & SON

Seedsmen and Manure Dealers can get these Tins in Cases of not less

than two dozen, at wholesale rates, on application to

JOHN SIMPSON, 15 Lr. Sackville St., Dublin



IRISH GARDENING

LAXTON'S New Strawberries for 1909
including the Grand New N'arieties—
Laxton's Utility and Rival

Also LAXTON'S CROPPER
LAXTON'S PROGRESS
LAXTON'S REWARD

and the 3 Grand New Flavour Varieties

LAXTON'S EPICURE
PINEAPPLE

CONNOISSEUR

Karly potted runners of Royal Sovereig-n for

forcing 15s. 100; open ground 5s. 100.

The Largest Cultures in Europe. Grown
specially for Runners. Grand Plants.

Millions Sold Annually

A full Catahtgiie and Price List -fill be sent mi

apt^liaUion

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

W. SEABROOK & SONS
CHELMSFORD

FRUIT TREE SPECIALISTS
Immense Stock of well-grown Fruit Trees in all forms

CORDONS, BUSHES, PYRAMIDS
AND TRAINED TREES

On our Specially Selected Fruiting Stocks.

Have been proved eminently successful in Ireland for the last 10 years

Teslimotiiah from all parts of the Country. Special Quotation to Market Planters

EXTRA FINE STOCK OF 1 and 2-YEAR OLD APPLES ON PARADISE

Write for Illustrated Catalogue containing Cultured Information



IRISH GARDENING.

m " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

century."

THOMSONS
Viiif', Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERINC,

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

This valuable M

The result of

many years'

practical

experience.

PERFECT

PLANT FOODS

Sold by

Seedsmen and

Nurserymen

everywhere.

„K m public favour.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEMUM MANURE.

Price Lisls and Testimonials on application to Sole Makers -

WM. THOMSON & SONS. Ltd.,

Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.

TAIT'S
Tested Garden Seeds

FOR AUTUMN SOWING-POST FREE

CABBAGE SEED
per pkt. 3d. per oz. is.Tail's Early Dublin Market

Tail's Improved Nonpareil
Cattell's Early Relianee
Daniel's Defianre ...

Early Dw'arf York ...

Ellam's Dwarf Eailv Sprin

Earlv Oft-enhani

Enfield Market
Larg"e York
Drumhead
Flat Dutch

ONION SEED
Tripoli, Giant Rocca .. per pkt. ,^d. p

,, Large Flat Red ,, jd.

,, Larg-e Globe ... ,, 3d.

,, Red Italian Flat ,, 3d.

Mammoth Flat White ,, 3d.

For Spinaeh, Turnip, Lettuce, Cauliflower,

&c., see TAIT'S Garden List, post fr

.^1-

.Id.

Sd.

3d.

-,d.

\d.

3d.

3d.

3d.

Hd.

6d.

6d.

6d.

6d.

6d.

fad.

4d.

4d.

4d.

r oz. Hd.

6d.

r,d.

8d.

8d.

Parsley,

W. TAIT & CO,
SEEDSMEN

119 and 120 Capel Street, DUBLIN

NON-POISONOUS
anni WHITE'S
nUIII SUPERIOR
i\U\3'^^ INSECTICIDE

ABOLISHES

APHIS
Green and Black Fly,

American Blight,
Caterpillars,

and all kinds o

For Garden and Greenhouse Use.

•TD\/ 1"^ and viiu will aSree. •• It acts like aIKY II charm." AN EXCELLENT~ REMEDY for MILDEW.
4-Pt., L-. Pt., 1 6. Qt., 2/6. A-Gall., 4,-. Gall., 7 6,

((ABOL' SYRINGE
Best Sprayer.

Dnes mnrc and belter work ttian

iither syringes double the size.

TRV IT, and you will agree.

Price -: Syringes, 8 6 to14 6. Postage, 4d. Bends.l/S extra.

0( all Seedsmen, Florists and Ironmongers, or on receipt

of remittance from the

SOLE MANUFACTUREKS-E. A. WHITE, Ltd.,
Hop and Fruit Growers. Paddock \Vood, KENT.

^
SriL"MlH The ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS

Silver Medal- Royal H
HUNDRIIDS OF TESTIMONIALS:

T/te Field ss.ys: "As good as anything that
could be devised."

Mr. IROUP (Head Gardener to H.M.
THE KING, Balmoral Lastle) writes:

'riie hoots supplied two years ago are as
gottd as ever."

Illustrated Price List from the .Makers-

Simplest ! Strongest

!

Most Economical !

Sr.les of liest English Sole L«ither
Waterproofed) with .Motor Tvre
Rubber Studs or .Solid Rubber.
Fig. I can be refitted repeatedly,
equal to New- Boots. Rubber Soles

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

BEHIND EVERY PAIR OF I

NORWELL\S
PERTH BOOTS I

ikini: eliable Scotch
I.uOt-

Our Gardeners' Boots are

the right sort. Vou will

never feel foot weary. Why
not join our great, happy
footed army to-day ?

Our special Gardener Boots

10/6, 11/6, 12/6

Write for our style book, No. 105
mailed free anywhere.

I



IRISH GARDENING.

PHILIP LE CORNU'SJERSEY
FRUIT TREES, ROSE TREES, AND CARNATIONS

are properly packed tree of cost and properly delivered, carriage
paid, to Cork, Dublin, Belfast, or Walerfurd.

\'ast quantities of strong, healthy, fibrouslv-rooted Apples, on the
broad-leaved Paradise. Peais, Plums, Peaches, Grape Vines, and
Strawberry Plants of superior quality, similar to those which have given
so much satisfaction in various parts of Ireland for many years past.

CORDONS A SPECIALITY.
Before ordering e\iert reader of this paper should write for my

Illustrated Catalogue and Planters' Guide.

restimonial from Hu.M El
" Your Fruit Trees hav
hope to get more from yi

Ksy., Kilquade, Greystones, Ireland :—

'.n eminently satisfactory—not one died.

THE JERSEY . ,^^^^^,
. . NURSERIES JERSEY.

CHEAP CHOICE
CARNATIONS

A Larjie Selection
ot llie Newest
and Best Vari-
eties in each

section

BORDERS, MALMAISONS
WINTER- FLOWERING
Descriptive Catalogue now Ready

THE TRADE SUPPLIED

Hayward Mathias ^^^A^Jfs^^

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

Sl?tirisly Recomtiirmied for the Destruction of tl'efi/s, &'c.

Price, 2S. per gallon ; 5 j^alloiis, is. 6d. per j^allon ;

10 g^alloiis, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original ^o-gallon casks,
IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The City of Dutilin Drug Hall,

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN

The PARAGON PEA TRAINER

C"

bu iinprnved ; the> s

Had from the pliiThe Peiw <

without difflciilty an-1 the whole can lie ta

down and removed without loss of time."
"I can thoroughly recommend your^

Ti-iiner, and I true'

industry will, ill thu
the prosperity ita invention r. « .. j *%. u o j .—Ddsdosald. Supplied Jhrough Seedaqien and

» a J _ii\, ,._ D t Tronmoneera, or direct from—'
I am mute oatisned with your Parago. " '

Trainer., and use nothing but them^-j^^^^ The ParagOtl PCa
Try oor new Twiners forKunner Beans TraiHCr CO.,

and fow<pberri ta. Bridge St.. Banbrldge,

Writ* for Price LIsU Co. Down.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable, The 'Richest Food.

^}^ and the Most Natural Fertiliser,

Bugs. «<l. to «0/-. Carriage paiil

m FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

j>plied ill Tiim an<] Bat'a. U<1. to «U/-. Carriage paid

/y/^^^ll The Srie Proprietors and Hanuf.tcturers,

^l||/f/ WM, COLCHESTER & CO.,

1 upwards.

1 the principal Niiraerynien, Seedsin

Hts. <.i DiRKCT Gr-

and -Manufacturers,

IPSV^ICH, Eng:land.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

ivxcd solution will kill all

square yards of paths, &c.

POWDER.
12 g.ills. solution ] Free Tins

LIQUID, i-so.

I Cases,

.free

,
- 25 6 - cask 5'- ,,

'EUREKATINE'—The successful fumigant.

EUUEK-V In-iccticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux
Mixture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
nil list with booklet. " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," sent

post free b^ makers -

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

TOIVIATO PLANTS
"Stirling Castle" and Carter's "Sunrise," well

seasoned for the Greenhouse, also for Outside;

12, 1/3; 24, 2,'-; 50, i'l'-, too, 5/ ; 500, 20/-;

1 ,000, 30/-. Carriage paid on orders enclosing

this advertisement . •. Tomatoes Supplied

ELIE MAHY, E^^^lX GUERNSEY

GREEN /LAWNS
PERFECTLY EVEN

DISTRIBUTION
THE MAX
Water Distributor

HKITISII THUOltiH

Adjustable for areas of any

^e or shape.

For full particulars

apph- to Local Dealer.

MAX LIMITED
yCl.nui,- Johnson !,

/•.i(,il(N)

Westcombe Hill

LONDON, S.E.



A Claim Proved!!
We have been claiming that-

—

The "FOUR OAKS" Knapsack
is the best knapsack m existence. This claim was substantiated on Thursday,

April 22nd, at the Wisbech Spraying Demonstration, when, after exhaustive tests

in competition with all other makes, English and Foreign,

The "FOUR OAKS" was awarded the

First Prize

SILVER GILT MEDAL

FRUIT GROWERS PLEASE NOTE
Force is absolutely essential to effective spraying. It means penetration of the fluid

into all the minute crevices where disease and pests|breed.^'^ The " FOUR OAKS "

Knapsack has more force behind the Spray than any other machine, British or Foreign

The "Four Oaks" Patent KnapsacK Sprayer, No. 101 C^Z?)

The Moet Simple yet by

far the best Knapsack
Sprayer ever produced,

and will last ten times as

lon^ aa any other.

:o rubber val%-cs to

get out of order,

king parts outside.

Suitable for Spraying Fruit
Trees and Trees of all kiiidh.

Hops, \-ines, Coffee, Tea and
Cocoa, also Potatoes and
other crops.

PRICE 45/"
Complete with "Four Oaks"
Patent Spraying Nozzle,
also Swivel Nozzle and
Short lirass Tube with Stop
Cock and 3 feet Best India-
rubber Tube. Will give very

spray
Double

Noz,

The only Knapsack with

foroe behind the spray.

\Vc manufacture large
Spra>'ing Machines of every
description. Send for Cata-
logue.

A Machine willingly

sent on approval to any
Gardener.

Manufactured onlv by the
Inventors and Patentees:—

The "Four Oaks" Undeniable Syringe & Spraying Machine Co. biImTn8SaTenqland
Send lor CatsloSue ol Syringes, Spraying Machines, and other Horticultural Specialities.

Dublin Agent— ah leading Irish Seedsmen and Nurserymen act as our Agents and supply our Specialities.

D. M. WATSON, MorticulturaTChemist, 61 South Great George's Street, DUBLIN

LONG TUBES FOR
SPRAYING TALL TREES.

'Four Oaks" Patent Bam-
boo Lance. 10 ft. 6iii.. with
interior Brass Tube, Stop-
coclv and -Fit tings - 17,6
6 ft. 6 in. Do - 12/6
Strongly recommended.



IRISH GARDENING. IX

SHOWS.
Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

Summer Show.

I. Gener.^l.

The summer show of the Ro)al Horticultural Society

was held in Merrion Square on July 20th in splendid

weather. There was a larg:e number of visitors, and
throughout the afternoon the grounds presented a very

animated appeamnce. Her Excellency the Countess of

.•Vberdeen paid a visit to the show during the after-

noon, and spent a considerable time examining the

exhibits. The entries in the various classes were well

up to the average, and the exhibits throughout were of

a verv high standard.

There was good competition for Lord .Ardilaun's cup

for roses, which went to Mr. W. H. Calvert, of

Helen's Bay, for a fine stand of blooms. Mr. C. M.

Doyne, of Gorey, was successful in the class for dahlias

(24 blooms), the flowers being excellent in form and
quality.

The cup for carnations brought a fine prize-winning

exhibit from Dr. Mark McDonald, of Portaferry, which

included the varieties—Rory Buchanan, Miss Wilmott.

The sweet pea challenge cup went to Mr. Edward
Uowdy for eighteen bunches, which were splendidly

staged.

In class 1 1 for garden roses there was keen com-
petition, but the exhibits appeared rather stiff, and

scarcely did justice to these valuable decorative kinds.

Malmaison carnations were well shown, the first

prize being awarded to Captain Greer for an exhibit of

th.-it excellent variety. Princess of Wales.

The fruit shown was of good quality, with most

classes well filled. The loganberr)' is evidently gain-

ing favour, the entries of this very useful fruit becoming

more numerous each year.

A gold medal was awarded to Messrs. Drummond
for their exhibit of herbaceous plants. The Japanese

iris was especially noticeable, and the whole group
formed a most attractive feature of the show. There
was only one exhibit of vegetables, and this was very

nicely staged. It is to be hoped that the classes for

vegetables at the autumn show will be better filled.

.Anyone who has seen the magnificent displays of

vegetables staged at shows in other centres cannot but

deplore the very slight interest taken in this branch of

the society's work.

.\ group of roses staged by Mr. Hugh Dickson, in-

cluding the varieties Betty, Ljon, Jules Grolez, and the

the popular Frau. Karl Druschki, attracted much
attention. Herbaceous plants were very nicely shown
by Reamsbottom & Co. Messrs. .Alex. Dickson & Sons,

who again made use of a dark green background, had
put up an excellent stand of these plants in which we
noticed that particularly fine chrysanthemum maximum
" Lothian Bell." Messrs. Pennick's stand included some
fine Oenotheras and potentillas, as well as a nice col-

lection of rock plants.

-A new sweet pea, "The Colleen," of Messrs. \V.

Deal, was not in very good form at the show, but it

appears to be a promising variety. A first class certifi-

cate of merit was awarded to a new seedling carnation,

.Mrs. Laidlaw, which the judges asked to have again
brought before them. The table of plants sent by her

Excellency the Countess of .Aberdeen, in which the

carnations were particularly good, was awarded a

cultural certificate. The arrangements for the show
had been well thought out, and though there was at

times difficulty in getting about, owing to the attention

attracted by particular exhibits, there was never any
confusion. The secretary has, apparently, warmed up

to his work, and both he and the executive body are to

be sincerely congratulated on the results of this year's

summer show.

II. Roses.
Roses at the Royal Horticultural Show were on

the whole good, considering that the climate at the

present time has not been genial. In some classes

the competition was most spirited ; and what is more
satisfactocy to the society than this?

In the 24 or cup class, Mr. Calvert won with a power-
ful and heavy stand, his best blooms being White
Cochet, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, and Hugh Dickson. Dr, J.

Campbell Hall was second, his box containing several

seedlings of his own raising— viz., Mrs. J. C. Hall,

(Tea), Mrs. Dacre Hamilton, and an unnamed seedling of

a fine scarlet colour. In the 18 H. T.s, Dr. O'Donel
Browne showed a level, even lot, for which he was
awarded first prize, his best blooms being J. B. Clark,

Mildred Grant, and Marquise of Lita. Dr. Campbell
Hall was a close second, his best bloom being Killarney.

There was spirited competition in the 12 blooms. In the

six lights {or six any one variety) there was a great

turn out, nearly all the exhibitors using Frau. K.

Druschki (purest \\hite). This class was well won by Mr.

Crozier, Dr. Browne being a very close second. The
six darks were poor. In the smaller classes perhaps

the best and neatest was Mrs. M 'Camus' stand of

twelve blooms—clean, fresh, and very level and even
in size. In the biggest class for Teas Dr. Browne had
a walk over, his best being White Cochet and Mme.
Constant Soupert. The other Teas were good, Maman
Cochet being very prominent.

Turning to the nurserymen, Messrs. Hugh Dickson
were first, beating Messrs. Alex. Dickson in the 72

and 12 new roses, but the order was reversed in the 24

Teas. Both firms were very strong, and showed re-

markable blooms. In Hugh Dickson's stand the best

blooms were Hugh Dickson, Lyon Rose (superb),

Comtesse de Ludre, Horace Vernet, Charles J.

Grahame (very fine), and Lohengrin. Alex. Dickson
showed many seedlings, notable amongst which were
Brightness (grand), George Dickson, Lady Helen
Vincent, Nita Weldon. In the 24 Teas Alex. Dickson
were alone, their bo.x containing lovely novelties to

this grand class—Mrs. Mawley, Mrs. Foley Hobbs,
Alex. Hill Gray, Nita Weldon, and manj' others. In

the 12 news amongst Hugh Dickson's flowers I saw
Lyon Rose (grand), Mrs. Stewart Clarke, Renee Wilmart-

L'rban, whilst Alex. Dickson showed magnificent

blooms of .Avoca, Nita Weldon, W. E. Lippiatt. The
class for table of roses was left alone to Hugh Dickson,

who did it splendidly, but it was lost in being placed in

the sweet pea tent. " Spy.
"
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III. Sweet Pe.\s.

Everybody said that July 20 was a mo.st un-

suitable date to select for the summer siiow of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and what everybody

says must be true. It would be loo late for roses,

too early for sweet peas. Who could possibly have

carnations in time, or dahlias? It was simply absiud.

And yet, somehow, the show was a distinct success

from an exhibitors point of view ; the roses were there

and the sweet peas -aje, and even the dahlias — all in

splendid condition. True, the carnations were not so well

represented, but what were shown were beauties. The
cold, unsummerlike weather we have been enduring^

probably delayed the roses, but nolhinsj short of very

earlj- sowing, careful nurture in the cold spring days,

judicious shelter, close attention, generous feeding, en-

thusiasm—the enthusia.sm of the amateur could have

produced such sweet peas in such an imseason-

able July. Strangest of all, in such a l;«e sea.son,

nearly all the big prizes went to the North of Ireland,

where everything is supposed to be much later than in the

midland counties. The .Ardilaun cup for roses went to

the County Down, as also the Society's cup for carnations,

which was won right out this time by Dr. Mark
McDonald. The Edmondson cup, presented by Messrs.

Edmondson Brothers, for eighteen bunches of sweet

peas, went to the County .\rmagh, won also right out

by Mr. Edward Cowdy the third year in succession,

and the Nutting cup for nine bunches has gone to the

County Tyrone—though Kildare was very close at hand ;

the wonder of it is how this has been done— it has been

done, and we can only conclude that our Northern friends

are more enthusiastic about their shows ; we know they

attend in bigger numbers in Belfast than in Dublin,

and they have now shown us what they can do cul-

turally under such unfavourable conditions.

It is probable that the close proximity of the world-

renowned nurseries at Newtownards, Belmont (Belfast),

and Portadown have been helpful to our Northern

amateurs, giving them a stimulus that we in the midland

and southern counties lack ; but be that as it maj', their

exhibits have been eye-openers, and we have yet 10

leani how it is done.

Sweet peas filled almost entirely the huge 150-foot

tent ; true, there were some blanks owing to the late

season. We missed such consistent exhibitors and
prize-winners as Colonel Crichton, Miss Berta Doyne,
and others, who not only failed to exhibit, but also failed

to grace the show with their presence. About 600

bunches were staged, and the competition was so keen
that the judges, the Rev. MacDuff Simpson and Mr.

Digges, had no easy task—indeed, the chairman of

the Council, when handing them their credentials,

sympatheticallj' enquired if they would wish him to

wire to Portrane to secure accommodation for them
when they had finished.

The Edmondson cup was won right out, as has been
mentioned, by Mr. Edward Cowdy, of Loughgall, with

blooms of enormous size and substance, great length

of stem and depth of colour, and though they may not

have been quite as clean as some of the other entries

in this class owing to climatic exigencies, the cultiva-

tion which produced such huge blooms could not be

ignored. Lord Dunleath and Mr.s. Summers were
second and third respectively with flowers of excellent

quality, there being very little to choose between them.
.Mr. H. E. White and Miss Osborne were highly com-
mended for beautifull}' clean blooms, very nicely staged.
There were no less than 17 entries for the ver\- hand-

some challenge cup presented by Sir John Nutting for

nine bunches, and here the judges had their greatest
difficulty owing to the super-excellence of nearly half

the entries. Eventually the cup was awarded to Mr.
James Hall, of .Moy, for magnificent blooms with great
depth of colour. Dr. O'Donel Browne being a very
close second, Lord Dunleath third, Mrs. .\lfred West
and Mrs. Goodbody each highly commended.

Prizes were presented by Mr. Henrv ICckford, sweet
pea specialist of Wem, the pioneer of the great
improvement in sweet peas which has marked the close

of the last centurj- and the beginning of the present

one. First, for twelve bunches distinct varieties. For
this there were four entries, the awards being—Mr.
G. Hamilton Slubber, isl ; Mr. Michael Moran, 2nd ;

and the Marquis of Ormonde, 3rd—all being of very
even quality and in splendid condition. Second, for six

btmches distinct varieties, and here there were nineteen

entries, the prizes being awarded as follows, viz. :— Dr.

O'Donel Browne, 1st; Mr. R. J. C. Maunsell, 2nd;
Mis. Goodbody, 3rd ; Mr. C. W. Parr and Mr. F. \.
Westby each highly commended, the blooms being
perfectly wonderful considering the mixed samples of

weather of the present season.

Prizes were, also offered in twenty classes for single

bunches selected from the Classification List of the

National Sweet Pea Society, and in these classes six

prizes were won by Mrs. Alfred West, six bj- .Mrs.

Fowler, three each by Mrs. Goodbodj- and Dr. O'Donel
Browne, two each by Miss Osborne, Miss A. J. M.
Smyth, Mr. James Hall, and Mr. C. W. Parr. Prizes

were also won in these classes by Mrs. Wylie, Mr. F.

\'. Westby, Miss J. .M. Field, and Mr. R. E. Odium.
This year does not appear to have been a good one for

blues, purples or magentas, as no awards were given

for these colours, but a very beautiful bunch o(Mid Blue,

a new variety, and which seems to be a truer blue than

any previously produced, was shown by Mr. H. E.

White, for which a special prize was rec'ommended by
the judges, this variety not being in the specification list.

The feature of the show was the great ab.sence ofthe

older varieties in the winning exhibits and the over-

whelming excellence of the newer varieties as shown.
Evelyn Hemus, Helen Lewis, Mrs Hardcastle Sykes,

Elsie Herbert, Constance Oliver, Dodwell F. Browne,
Frank Dolby, Etta Dyke, Primrose Waved, .Mrs.

Charles Masters, and Mrs. .\. Ireland were all shown
in splendid form

Mention must also be made of the magnificent collec-

tion of sweet peas exhibited by Messrs. .Alex. Dickson &
Sons, of Newtownards and Blackrock, spotlessly clean,

fresh, and beautifully staged, some of their new varieties

being most chaste flowers of delicate and bewitching

shades and of robust habit, such as Dickson's Lavender
Spencer, Dickson's Rose Spencer, Dickson's Primrose

Spencer, Navy Blue Spencer, Paradise Carmine, Prince

of .Asturias, The Marquis, Olive Ruft'ell, Mrs, Andrew
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Smith's

'Perfect' Powder

—Weed Killer—
One 2s. Tin Kills the NN'eeds on
loo Square yards of Surface

(Liquid Weed Killer also supplied)

Thousands of Tins used every Season in Ireland

I Tin for . . 2s. od. 1 12 Tins for . 17s. 4d.

4 Tins ,, . . 7s. od.
I

20 Tins for . 2Ss. ful.

5 Tins ,, . . I2S. Qti.
: 40 Tins for . 51s. od.

ALL TINS FREE . NO RETURN EMPTIES

8 Tins and upwards carriage paid to anv Irish

Station.

—Berger's—

Conservatory

White Paint
Specially Prepared for (ireenhouses

Whiter than white lead .'. Does not flake or chalk off

Does not change colour or darken .'. Permanent

Withstands the moist heat of the atmosphere inside

Much better than any other paint of similar nature

FOR INSIDE .AND OUTSIDE USE

Sold in 2 and 1 -gallon Tins and 5-gallon Drums

Berger's Paints have a reputation of 150 years

IRISH AQBNT

D. M. WATSON
HoRTJCULTLRAL ChEMIST

61 South Great George's Street, DUBLIN

N.B.

—

Mr. Watson makes

a Speciality of all Drugs and

Chemicals for use in Gardens.

Spraying & Fumigating Materials,

Knapsack Sprayers. &c.

Recent Awards THE BEST CABBAGE for present sowing

Webb &: Sons
in 1909

R.H.S. Holland House.

London
Sii-VER Cup

For Sweet Peas & Vegetables

Great Yorkshire Gala

Gold AIedal
For Gloxinias and Vegetables

\^'olverhampton Floral Fete

Gold Medal
For Vegetables, Melons,

Gloxinias, and Sweet Peas

Seeds for Present Sowing

Illustrated Price List

Gratis and Post Free

The King's Seedsmen
WEBBS' EiMPEROR ( Britain s Great C.ihbage')

6d. and is. per packet ; is. 6d. per ounce. Post free

Wordsley, S l OURBRIDGK The earnest and best cabbage in cultivation. Remark.ibly free from any tendency to
'
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Hardy Border Carnations.

THESE are now in their glory, and nowhere in

Ireland is to be seen so large or complete a

collection as at Messrs. Watson's Nurseries,

Clontarf. where the hard}' border Carnation has long-

been a speciality, a fact familiar to most of our readers

who frequent flower shows, for Watson's Carnations

have won numerous gold and silver medals and money
awards in Ireland, England and Scotland. It will be

found much more satisfactory to choose varieties in

flower than from a printed catalogue, and a visit to the

nurseries will be repaid not only by an inspection of the

Carnations, which are very good this year, but other

things of interest may be seen.

For some years Messrs. Watson have been striving to

secure a race of genuinely hardy border Carnations,

not .so-called " border " sorts (such as we see at the

principal English Shows), which have been grown in

pots under glass, and often fail utterly out of doors.

.At Clontarf all varieties arc subjected to the severe

test of autumn planting, being grown throughout the

winter, unprotected, in the beds in which they are to

flower the following year. Any kind which succumbs

under this treatment is discarded, and the result is ap-

parent in the health, vigour and wealth of bloom on the

present year's plants. Messrs. Watson are pleased to

see anyone interested in Carnations who may find time

to inspect their stock at Clontarf, and the nurseries are

quickh' reached bv tram from Nelson's Pillar, and

situated beside Clontarf Raihvav Station (G. X. Ry. |.

Ireland, Asta Ohn Spencer, Chrissie Unwin, Aurora
Spencer, Zephyr, Lady -Althorp, Countess Spencer, Frank
Dolby, Mrs. Henry Bell, A. W. Taylor, Mrs. Wilcox,

Elsie Herbert, Purple Prince, Helen Lewis, Elegance,

.Mid Blue, King Edward Spencer, Apple Blossom
Spencer, Mrs. Hardcastle Sj'kes, Constance Oliver,

Marjorie Willis, Paradise Ivory. M. I. G.

Stillorgan and Fo.xrock Horticultural Society.

The first show of this society was held in the grounds
of the Convalesent Home, Stillorgan, on July 23rd.

The quality of the exhibits was particularly good.
Herbaceous plants made a very attractive feature of the

show. The principal prize-winners in this section were
Mr. W. Ireland Good and Mrs. Keith. .Although an un-

favourable season, roses were in excellent bloom, strong

and healthy, and the prize-winners included Messrs. F.

A. Millar, F. R. M. Grozier, and T. F. Grozier. The
fruit was of fine size and excellent quality, Mr. Marcus
Goodbody and Mrs Barrington Jellett being two of the

most successful competitors. .An e-xhibitor from

.Athlone, Mrs. Longworth Dames, was the most success-

ful in the class for vegetables. A very nice collection

of decorative plants, including some fine Antirrhinums,

was staged " not for competition " by Mrs. Goodbody,
of Obelisk Park, and a fine lot of carnations by Mr.

Stapleton, of Dalkey. The exhibits were placed in three

tents, and the hon. sec, Mr. T. F. Crozier, who has

been untiring in his efforts for the success of the show,

is to be heartily congratulated on the perfection of the

Kingstown Horticultural Society

Entries close August 4th

Special Amateur Classes

—^—
Schedules and full particulars from

Hon. Secretaries

(Horticultural Society)

Municipal Technical School

Kingstown

-FLOWER SHOW-
IN THE

PEOPLE'S PARK, KINGSTOWN

Wednesday, August nth, 1909

DEHf>^"'
This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
Write for Discounts

and Price Lists.

Manufacturers ot

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
SPOtTING,

j
HOT WATER PIPES,

il
BOILERS, PIMPS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

ROBINSON, LTD.,

nd Pipe Manufacturers,

STOURBRIDGE.

is the
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THE_.
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with HorticuUurists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 h cwts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

BENTLEY'S COMPOUND

QUASSIA EXTRACT oh.;."n^.=

Tlie perfect Insecticide for destrovins; Green, Wliite,

and Black FIv, Celerv, Carrol, Tnrnip, and Onion
Fiv, Calerpillar, &c.

Each gallon makes from 80 to tOO gallons ready for use

20 galls., 3/4 per gall, t In 5 gall, drums, charged
lo galls., 3iS per gall. - half cost. gd. each.

5 galls., 3,6 per gall. ) Not RETrRNABLE.
I gall., 4- ; ,', gall., 2 4 ; 1 quart, I/5. Tins F"ree.

BENTLEY'S WEED

DESTROYERS (Mson)

Sales larger than those of any other Weed Destroyer.

Strongest Manufactured ! .-. Most Permanent in Effect !

Used regularly in Koy.U Gardens, Public Parks, Cemeteries, ,<ic.,

and in many thousands of the largest and best-kept Estates through-
out the United Kingdom.

SPECIAL CONCENTRATED STRENGTH
(i to So), T, gall, drums, 14/6; 6 gall, drums,
£1 8/; 12 galls, (in 2-6 gall, drums), £2 7/6;
24 galls, (in 4-6 gall, drums), £4 lO - .

DOUBLE STRENGTH (i to 50I, 3 gall, drums,
lO;-; 6 gall, drums, 18;-; 12 gall. brls. , £l I 4/-;

20 gall, brls., £2 10/ ; 40 gall, brls., £4 15/-

CARRIAGE PAID O.N 7/6 ORDERS AND tPWARDS

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQUAS"
(Registered)

.

The most successful Non^poisonous Insecticide
of tiie day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE-
Certain death to all Insect Pests.
No possible injury to the most delicate Plant. Flower or Foliage.
It is by far the cheapest Insecticide kno\yn. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Thrip. Black and Green Flv.&c. whilst RED
SPIDER, Mealy Bug, and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by
usins "NIQUAS," about double the strength required for Fly.

If is most successfuiiy useil by Orange and
other Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.

PRICES—Pint, I/.; Quart. I '9; Half-Gallon, 3/- Gallon, 5/-:
Kegs, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 6.

LETHORION
Kegi-st^red Tride Mx IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FUMIGATOR . .

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

"No. 6ay57. INTRODUCED 1885.

on for the entire eradication of all pebts
glass is now manufactured in a more

simple and reliable form. The small candle, which will be found
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the

ground in the centre of the Cone Frame, to produce immediate
results. Nothing on the market can equal it for efficacy and
cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house of cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet,

price I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic 1,000

to 1,200 feet, price, 8ci> each. Cone No. i, Carbon, for frames
cubic 100 feet, price 6d. each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

Ask for a List of Testimonials, of which son
received from the leading gardeners

I been

» Barrow-on-Humber

Registered No. 14629. FOR

All Glass Structures
'C^ THAT REQUIRE
~

' OUTSIDE SHADING
: only Genuine, Original, and
d Article. It has been in

u-c fur over 30 years

summer' CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it I

Sold by all Dealers in Horticultural

Sundries throughout the Kingdom.
100 feet of glass, I/- ; 24 ozs., 2/6

;

of'yibs., i0,6; 14 lbs., 20/-.

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C,
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arraiigeineni^ .lnlI on llie ver\' tasteful effect produced

by the neat staging and grouping of the various classes.

L S. H.

Fermov Sweet Pea and Rose Show.

The Xorlh Cork I lorlicullural Society held their

Sweet Pea and Rose Show in the Assenibh' Rooms,
Feniioy, on Tuesday, 6th July.

Class I, for best collection of sweet peas, not less than

five and not more than twelve sprays. There were five

entries. First prize, Mrs. Percival JIaxwell ; second
prize, Mr. H. Tidman.

Class 2, for the best twelve bunches of sweet pe.is,

each bunch a distinct colour, not less than five and not

more than twelve sprays of each colour. First prize

Mrs. Brodie ; second prize, Mrs. Bond.

Class 3, for the best six bunches of sweet peas, each

bunch a distinct colour, not less than five and not more
than twelve sprays of each colour. First prize, Mr. H.

Tidman ; second prize, Mrs. Bury Barry.

Class 4, for the two best bunches of mixed sweet peas,

not less than twelve sprays in each bunch. First prize,

Mrs. Percival Maxwell ; second prize, Mr. H. Tidman.
Class 5, for the best collection of roses, comprising

all kinds, not more than three trusses of Rambler roses.

First prize, Mrs. Percival Maxwell ; second prize,

Mrs. Bury Barry. There were five entries.

, Class 6, for the best collection of six different kinds of

roses. Ramblers excluded. Not less than three blooms
in each bunch. First prize, Mrs. Beachcr ; second prize.

Mrs. Grant.

Class 7, for the best two bunches of any one kind of

rose. Ramblers excluded. Not less than three blooms
in each bunch. First prize, Mrs. Brodie ; second prize,

Mrs. Acheson. There were nine entries.

Class S, for the best collection of hardy perennials,

bulbs and alpines. Not less th;in two blooms of each.

First prize. Miss Lucas ; second prize, Mrs. Drew.
Class 9, for the best collection of annuals and biennials.

Not less than three blooms of each. First prize, Miss
Lucas ; second prize, Mrs. Drew.

Class 10, for the best collection of si.x different kinds

of zonal pelargoniums. Not less than two trus.ses of

each. Fir.st prize. Miss Abbott ; second. Miss Hendly.

Class II, for the best four pots of regal or show
pelargoniums. First prize. Miss -Abbott.

Class 12, for the best arranged vase of flowers, any
kind. Nobody allowed to help exhibitors. For children

only. First prize. Miss E. .Montgomery ; second prize.

Miss .Annie Fluerj' ; third prize, Miss M. Cook-Collis.

Class i;5, for the best luncheon table arrangement.

.Any flowers and foliage used. First prize, Mrs. .Altlee ;

second prize, Mrs. Wall. There were si.x entries.

Great credit was due to Mr. H. J. Lucas, Hon. Sec,
and Committee, for the admirable way they looked

after the wants of the competitors.

Judges—Captain and Mrs. Brazier-Creagh, Creagh
Castle, Doneraile.

John Devi.nk, Kilworlh.

Clonakilty Show.

Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable Section.

TiiK ninth annual show of the .Agricultural Society was
hold in the spacious and well equipped grounds, on

Thursday, July ist, and, like its predecessors, proved a
magnificcr.t success.

The officers of the society' have displayed so much
energetic interest in the promotion of the horticultural

department that this section was one of the glories of

the show. The Committee has recognised the necessity

of a liberal schedule to ensure a good competition and
the staging of products of a high order of merit, and it

has not lost sight of other attractions, and especially of

engaging the best military bands. This j'ear the entries

were so largeh' in excess of any previous occasion that

it had evidently no easy task to provide accommodation
for the products. This show proves what progress horti-

culture is making in South Cork.

Cn^ Floii'ers.—Roses, geraniums and sweet peas

were contributed in enormous quantities, and of them-

selves formed a large and attractive exhibition.

AmaU'urs.— In the class for six varieties of roses, .Mrs.

J . C. O'SuUivan led the way with verj' beautiful blooms
of Frau. Karl Druschki, Mrs. John Laing, Paul Neron,

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd.
"^'^^"'"^

"Anti-Drip, London'

Conservatories .-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Piant-liouses & Green-

houses of all (iescriplions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

Write fur Ciituioguf.

Kimll> nii-nti-n this papL-r.

27 CANNON STREET. LONDON, E.C. Works Tottenham
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NICOTIGIDE
(FUMIGANT.

cubic
sutficient for 160.0

V.i^'^^W^,

Half Gallon Tin

No 5 size Eot.— I 01

FUMIGATORS.
IS. eacli. lor 5,000 cubic fret.

NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAY
Ise I pare tn 40 parts water ft

tiy, &c.).
4-pint, IS. 2d. Pint, 2S.
Qu.art, 3s. 6d. j-gal., SS.

I'.alKin, lOS. Carriage />.;;

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

20 lbs., to dress loosquare jards, 7s. 6d. ;

1 cwt. keg., 21S. Carriage paid.

QOW'S SLUQ AND WIREWORM DESTROVhR,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER: QUASSIA EXTRACT;
AND LAWN SAND

.^nld in 6d.. IS., and 2S. 6d. I )ec. r.a,..! 1 ins.

GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER

GOW'S
POWDER WEED KILLER

HUNTER & cow, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

, FRENCH GARDENING CLOCHES,
t Mats, and all necessaries.

-.1; If, ;/./,.,,^,,...;..-,.

W^ THE FRENCH CLOCHE CO., Caxton Hall, Westminster.

TOOPE'S PROPAGATORS
still the Best

C. TOOPE, F.R.H.S., & SON
Horticultural Engineers

Stepney Square, Stepney, LONDON,

INSOMNIA ir.,i„'^'l^p
obtained by using Hyifioni_' Lamp, as .supplii-il to His
Majesty Kinj,' Edward \'l I. I'urifies tlie air we breallie.

Prevents contai^ioii of any sort— Bronchitis, Catarrh,
and Consumption. Price, 7/6 post free. Free trial.

Dr. \llilsoii's Patents Co., 140 Grays Inn Road, London

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixture.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-
WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &o.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full patliculats & prices (torn the Sole Mfrs.,

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

Weeds Killed: Crass Invigorated by I

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
when applied during dry weather
daisies and other weeds are destroyed
and fine

the pla

owtli of
1

ckly
ed by di.

figurint; weeds. Thousands Of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-
formed by Climax Lawn Sand Why
not vours ? Try it now. 7lbs. 2S., I4lbs.

3s. 6d., :81bs. 6s., 56lbs. lis., ii2lbs.

20s. Carriage paid. Sample Tin
Is. 3d., post free.

From Slugs, Crubs,
PROTECT Caterpillars, Ants,

YOUR PLANTS ^^J^;^',:,"!^^

A non-poisonous Manure, deadly to

every creepine thing, yet does not

injure the foliage of plants. Testi-

monials on application. 7lbs. 2s.,

i4lbs. 3s. 6d., 2Slbs 5s. Carnagepaid.
Sample Tin Is. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By
ONE APPLICATION KEEPS

th iths. .No

hoeiilK or weary weeding.

PATHS ALWAYS BRIGHT AND CLEAN.
No. 1 Tin to dress io<j square yards, 28.

2 Tins 38. 6d. Post free.

No. 2 Tin to ilri SS 400 square yds. 6s. 6d.
2 Tins 12s. 6d. Carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmcr St., LIVERPOOL
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Duke of Edinburgfh, Ulrich Brunner, and Victor Hugo.
A magnificent display of sweet pea filling the whole

length of one table ; some of the finest were King
Edward VII., Miss Wilmott, Nora Unwin, Gladys
Unwin, Lady Grisel Hamilton and Navy Blue.

Fruit and Vegetables.— \n the fruit and vegetable

section there were many classes, and all the prizes were
well contested. Mr. J. W. Bennett staged a dish of

strawberries which were deserving of much commenda-
tion. For green gooseberries Mr. W. G. Keywood
staged the premier collection. Cucumbers were largely

staged. Mr. A. Jenkins first with a good form of

Telegraph. One of the principal features of the big tent

was the wonderful display of potatoes. The leading

varieties were Epicure and Ninety-fold. The exhibits

were close in order of merit, and displayed to the best

advantage.

The principal prize winners were .\. Jenkins, Miss K.

French, Mrs. O'Sullivan, Mrs. Crowley, J. W. Bennett,

\V. Bateman, Mrs. D. T. Donovan, Major A. P. Longfield,

Mrs. French, Mrs. Hawkes, W. G. Keywood, J . Crowley.

Notes.

An Interesting Nlrserv.—Plant breeding, owing
to the impetus given to it b)' the discoveries of Mendel,

has now become a subject of great practical interest.

But many years before Mendelism was embraced
by the modern breeder, the late Mr. Thomas Laxton,

founder of the present Bedford firm of Laxton Bros.,

was carrying on experiments in hybridisation, notably

with garden peas and strawberries. He was induced

to start this work by his friends. Dr. M'Lean and
Charles Darwin, and reference is made lo his results in

the cross-breeding of peas in Darwin's work on '• Plants

and Animals under Domestication." Among Laxton's

success in the raising of new peas may be mentioned

Supreme (his first), William 1st., William Hurst, Ear-

liest of All, Gradus and Alderman. In strawberries

his success was equally great, as has he not given us,

amongst others, the "Royal Sovereign " (sent out in

1893), the most popular strawberry at present grown ?

The present firm is keeping up the traditions of the

name, and each season we have two or more new
strawberries added to our list. It is needless to give

names, as we all know such favourites as the Laxton,

the Bedford, Leader, Bedford Champion (claimed to be

the biggest strawberry in the world), Reliance, Cropper,

&c., &c. The latest are Utility and Rival of the pre-

sent season. Everyone interested in strawberry culture

should obtain the latest catalogue of the firm, in which
full descriptions will be found of all the varieties.

The Town Council of Wrexham having invited com-
petitive designs for laying out their public park, the

first premium for the best design has been awarded to

Messrs. Cheal and Sons of Crawley.

The Banbridge Horticultural and Agricultural Associa-
tion will hold its annual show on Tuesday, the 24th of

the present month. Several leading nurserymen have
promised to stage exhibits. The show will be opened
by Mrs. N. D. Ferguson, wife of the president. Mr. R.

.AUingham, Glencar, Banbridge, is the secretary.

Two New Insecticides.—Our attention has been

drawn to two recently introduced insecticides—one in

powder and the other in liquid form—and known as Clift's

Insecticide. The powder insecticide is claimed to be a

most effective remedy for soil grubs, leather-jackets,

wire-worms, cabbage fly grubs, millipedes &c, as well as

slugs and snails (our own remedy for the latter, by the

way, is ducks !). The liquid preparation, it is further

said, may be used with perfect safety for watering

the soil or lawns at the rate of five parts to 100 of water,

the liquid killing soil grubs, worms, and slugs. It may
also be used as a spraj'ing fluid. Messrs. Robinson

Bros, of West Bromwich are the manufacturers.

Catalogues.

Border Carnations and Picotees, also Malmaison
AND Perpetual Flowering Carnations.—This is the

title of an illustrated list, sent out by Hayward Mathias,

of plants grown at his nurseries at Medstead, Hants.

The list is a descriptive one, and gardeners will find it

convenient for reference. We have noticed that Mr.

Mathias has won, during the past month, several gold

medals, certificates, and prizes for various classes of

carnations.

BcLBS, &c., 1909, is a well illustrated booklet sent to

us by Messrs. Little and Ballantyne. The " &c."

includes fruit trees and hardy perennials.

Hartland's " New and Rare Seedling Daffodils
AND N.\rcissls " is a list issued from .\rd-Cairn of

varieties "selected from all the principal growers,

including what we ourselves have raised." The prices

per bulb range from Polly Eccles at half-a-crown to

Jasper, for which a price of j£3o is demanded. It is

certainly a very interesting list, and as all the varieties

are described it is worth securing.

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds

From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,

Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—" Thompson, Seedsman, Cork."

''

BECKER BROS.
Prices—

2/5- 2/2> 2/-,

i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

1/4, X/2.
TEAS.

8 Sth. Gt. George's St.

AND 17 Nth. Earl St.

Prices—
2/5, 2/2, 2/-,

i/io, 1/8, 1/6,

1/4, 1/2.

Dublin.



Miscellaneous Section

TO-DAY !

AND FOR

YEARS AND YEARS PAST
The "XL-ALL" Specialities are an<l liave been Ihe l.est on the

Nrarket. Wiiere is the s.irJi-ner who does not pin his faith to one
ur the other ol" ilie^e .elchrated InsecticiJes or Kertilisers?

"XL-ALL" FERTILISER has pleaded all who have used it.

The sales of "XL-ALL" FUMICATOR prove that it is more
popular than ever.

"XL-ALL" LIQUID NICOTINE INSECTICIDE is always spoken of by
gardeners and growers .is the most deadly to Mealy Bug, Thrip, &c.

"XL-ALL" WEED KILLER, used once a year; no weeds can live.

RICHARDS' ARSENATE OF LEAD for' all leaf-eating insects.

CUCASA (fungicide), tlie lim^t preparation of copper ever offered

to gardeners.

Please ask y ur NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, or
FLORIST for a copy of my small pink list, giving particulars of

these and many other " XL-ALL " Preparations, which can be obtained

rem the Horticultural Trade throughout the world.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Dli.SU'.Nl.NG, Laying out ami Plaining of New and

Renovating- of Old Gai-dens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas

a Speciality. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C McM. SMYTH
Mount Henry

AUTO-SHREDS i^K^'r!^^
Pests infesting plants under glass, &c. Simple
to ust, no apparatus required. In Eoxes to

Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet. 6d.; 10.000 cubic

feet. 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsm<^n

and Florist;, ; if unobtainable apply direct -

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,

HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.
Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries

upon receipt of Business Card,

250,000 Carnations & Picotees
FINEST and most

specimen dozen s

must be ordered at one
special v.ilue. List fre

omplete collection in existence. Glorioi
I, named and carriage paid, for 5S. The:
as the first thousand dozens are always vei

Wm. SYDENHAM
Viola Specialist , MELBOURNE, DERBY

1 IN OUiVlIN 1A R°ereshinglleep

obtained by using Hygiene Lamp, as supplied to His
Majesty King Edward VII. Purifies the air we breathe.
Prevents contagion of any sort— Bronchitis, Catarrh,
and Consumption. Price, 7/6 post free. Free trial.

Daikey, Co. Dublin
j

Df. WjIsod's Pateots Co„ 140 Grays Inn Road, London

IF YOU HAVE A GLASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine wM save money,
time, worry and annovance consequent on the use oi

ordinarj' putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.

It saves the expen.se of constant renewals. Carson's

Wood Preser\ative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
MR. LEWIS MEREDITH, F.S.I. ; F. R. H.S.,

undertakes all branches of Landscape Carder, ing
—Renovating Old, Designing and Planting of New.
Artificial Water, Rock and Wall Gardens a specialit}-.

Estimates Vree.

Graigueconna, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
MOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

Slrougly Recommended for Ihe Destruclion of Weeds, b'c.

Price, 2s. per gallon ; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon;
10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks,
IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The city of Dublin Drug Hall,

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

CHEAP CHOICE
CARNATIONS

A Larjie Selection
o( the Newest
and Best Vari-
eties in each

section

BORDERS, MALMAISONS
WINTER- FLOWERING
Descriptive Catalogue now Ready

THE TRADE SUPPLIED

Hayward Mathias MEDSTEAD
HANTS.

nil (be Prlnclpnl Kxhlbltln

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
The Most Reliable, The RIcheat Pood,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

«0/.. Can-i&f* pKlJ

VMI // ^^- COLCHESTER & CO.,

RjccisTERCO IPSWICH, England,



IRISH GARDENING.

GARDEN
AND

GREEN-
HOUSE
Descriptive Illustrated

Catalogue of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
DAFFODILS, GLADIOLI,

LILIES, &c., &c.

Now Ready : Post Free

Sir James W.Mackcy
LIMITED

Seedsmen, DUBLIN

" Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERING.

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

Thi; ^luable M.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEMUM MANURE.
als OD application to Sole Make

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd.,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.

PATTISSON' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

Sr,les of Best English Sole Leather
Waterproofed) with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
Hg. I can be refitted repeatedly,
rqual to New Boots. Rubber Soles

ded.

Silver Medal al Horticultural Society.

mM'KKIiS OK TE.STIMOMALS ;

The Ful.i^i-ji: "As good as anything that
could be devised."

Mr. I ROUP (Head Gardener to H.M.
THE KING, Balmoral Castle) writes;
" The boots supplied two years ago are as
good as ever.'*

Illustrated Price List from the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

I BEHIND EVERY PAIR OF

NORWELL'vSI
PERTH BOOTS

Our Gardeners' Boots
he right sort. Vou will '

lever feel foot weary. Why '

" jin our great, happy
|

ooted army to-day?
I

Our special Gardener Uoois
10/6, 11/6, 126

for our style book. No. 105
lailed free anywhere.

I



IRISH GARDENING.

FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 i-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
SPKCI.AL OFFER of 6,000 4 ami 5 year ;^-Staiidaids, e.xtra siroiis^,

big- heads, fruithio^ trees. .Apples, Pears and Plums in best

sorts. Lists on application. 18/, 20/- dozen. Worth double.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. Magnificent Stuff.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in each Section.

1 cordially invite inspection of my stock. .AH I offer are growinj;-

in my nurseries.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c.,

in larg;e quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Lists Frt'f. Currespondcuce Itivi/ci/,

Forest Lodge, Nurseries,

GowRAN, Co. Kilkenny-.
JONES, F.R.H.S.,

of my ;i-j-ear-old trees '^

This is iii\ type of i-Standard-

: " lv>\KS. tioWRAN."

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF SUPERIOR OU.ALITY

Write

Exceptionally Good Terms

— G T Owens "^f^y^'^''^^^'<9 ^^^ J ' ^"^ J 'i < l^, hNNISCORTHY

Agents /or Dublin ««£/ /)/s/«W- Messrs. E. Browktt &
Sons, 7 Upper George's Str^eet, King'stown

GARDEN HOSE
AT TRADE PRICE

00 fl. length, linest quality, complete with fittings

and patent tap union, ready for use

BULBS

!

FOR PLANTING NOW . .

FOR SPRING FLOWERING
Carriage Free by Post, Tram or Rail

Finest Selection of^

2-ply 15/-
CASH
WITH
ORDER

The Midland Rubkr Co., Lid.

RYLAND STREET, BIRMINGHAM

HYACINTHS
TULIPS .

CROCUS
NARCISSUS and
DAFFODILS .

CL Every known Bulb in cultivation can be

supplied at lowest prices

II /-//>• /;.; /.'h/A Catn/ojr,,,- Post /•>,,

W. TAIT & CO.
Bulb and Seed Merchants

119 & 120 Capel St., Dublin



IRISH GARDENING.

W. SEABROOK & SONS
CHELMSFORD

FRUIT TREE SPECIALISTS
Immense Stock of well-grown Fruit Trees in all forms—

CORDONS, BUSHES, PYRAMIDS
AND TRAINED TREES

On our Specially Selected Fruiting Stocks.

Have been proved eminently successful in Ireland for the last 10 years

Testiinoniah from all parts of the Country. Special Quotations to Market Planters

EXTRA FINE STOCK OF 1 and 2-YEAR OLD APPLES ON PARADISE

Write for Illustrated Catalogue containing Cultural Information

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS

W Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street. BRISTOL



IRISH GARDENING

LAXTON'S New Strawberries for 1909
including tlie Grand New Varieties—

.

Laxton's Utility and Rival

Also LAXTON'S CROPPER
LAXTON'S PROGRESS
LAXTON'S REWARD

and the 3 Grand New Flavour Varieties

LAXTON'S EPICURE
PINEAPPLE

CONNOISSEUR

Early potted runners of Royal Sovereign lor

forcingf 15s. 100 ; open ground 5s. 100.

The Largest Cuhures in Europe. Grown
specially for Runners. Grand Plants.

Millions Sold Annually

A full Catalogue and Price List ~,vill be sent i.i.

application

LAXTON brothers, BEDFORD
ESTABLISHED 1832.

Premier Honours, Last I

Great Show, Haarlem.

Ant Boozcn & Sons

Splendid Dutch, Cape and Exotic . .

BULBS
Herbaceous Plants. Famed for sterling worth.

Our Descriptive C.^t.\logues of the above,
containing full cultural directions, are published
in January and June, and will be sent free
on application to our Offices at Overveex,
H.\.\RLEM,.HoLL.^ND ; Or to OUT General .Agents,

MERTENS & CO.
3 CROSS LANE. ST. MARY-AT-HILL.

LONDON, E.G.—
N.B. No Connection with any other Firm of a similar name.

RARE TULIPS and

RARE DAFFODILS
Their Growth in Ireland

IT should be known that our W.M. B.WLOR
Hartl.\nd has been a " Pioneer" grower
of these popular flowers for many years.

It is, we hope, not too much to mention that he
has been also the means, as far back as 18S4,

of giving great impul.se to many English

growers over this industry, extending our

efforts not only to the Dutch, but both to the

Scilly and Channel Islands. This year we have
a most unique year for their harvesting, hence

very high quality. Most of the new Seedlings

worth growing we are also offering. Our List

is quite replete with them, and parties wishing

for Exhibition flowers cannot do better than

pass OTi their orders to the old firm of

—

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Royal Seedsmen and Bulb Growers

CORK, IRELAND

Write for List of Irish Apple Trees also



TWO GOOD THINGS FROM KENT

!

If you wish to keep your—
Garden and Greenhouse

free from

Insects, Mildew, Caterpillars, &c.

It is absolutely essential to use—

^

ABOL,
Protected by Letters Patent

(NON-POISONOUS)

White's Superior, Insecticide

I

SUCCESS ^A/ILL. THEN BE ASSURED

T is an EFFECTIVE KILL FOR APHIS, Green and Black Fly, &c.,

combined with an EXCELLENT CURE FOR MILDEW, and makes

plants healthy. It does not SPOIL THE PAINT OF GREENHOUSES, &c.,

has NO OBJECTIONABLE SMELL, and above all is NON-POISONOUS

Our ABOL., White's Superior, will do all that is claimed for poisonous w ashes. .\ot atTected

bv the Poisons Act. No Licence required to Sell. The best results are obtained by using it with the—

SYRINGESABOL
A LWAYS GIVE SATISFACTION
B EAT ALL COMPETITORS
O FTEN IMITATED, NEVER EQUALLED
L IGHT AND EASY TO USE

If""/; 7

••The fluid!

I hail I though!
"GRSTLhMt

think I have
plants in growth

Prices 8/6, 10/6, 14/6; postage 4d. extra,

OPINIONS OF "ABOL" INSECTICIDE AND
proving to be even belte

The

; Perfect

Sprayers

Bends A, i 6 extra,

"ABOL" SYRINGE
excellent, and I think it h

t to be last year—which
,— I have tried your Abol, While's Superior, and
;ver used a more effective or safer insecticide to

Its behaviour last summer upon the Plum Aphis,

satisfactory in all respects.—Vours faithfully,

"(Signed\ Ja.mks Udale,
liitff Horticultural Instructor to Worcester Education Committee.

»'It is in fact a preparation invaluable to Gardeners."
" Splendid for green flv."

" Have used your Abol, White's Superior, for Aphis and Mildew,

.vith everv satisfaction."
" Your insecticide has proved the best of all I have tried."

app)'

It u;i> certain death to every insect it touched."
Nothing I have ever used approaches the new-comer for effei

for Mildew, while Aphis of ail kinds vanish with the fir:

' My Rose Trei
ising.'

: been practically free from Mildew and

•'Vour 'Abol' Syringe is quite a revelation."
" A perfect garden sprayer and sj-ringe combined.'
'* It is without doubt the best s>Tinge invented."
" Cannot be too widely known."
" I think the syringe is grand."
' Must v.'ilued implement in the garden."

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

Of all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, Chemists, and Ironmongers. Tull particulars, post free, from the Sole Prnprletors and
Miinufaciurers —

E. A. WHITE, Ltd., Hop and Fruit Growers
BELTRING, PADDOCK WOOD, KENT

Telegrams •' HOPS, PADDOCK WOOD." Telephone No. la, PADDOCK WOOD



IRISH GARDENING.

A Field Day for Kerry

Gardeners.

THURSDAY, the i.nh of August last, will remain
long ill the meinories of those who accepted the
kind invitation of J. D. Crosbie, Esq., J. P., D.L.,

to visit the gardens and g-rounds of Ballyheigue Castle.
The invitation was given to the principal gardeners of
Kerry, through Mr. Crosbie's head gardener, Mr. Col-
thrope, who acted as guide during the day. On arrival
at Ardfert railway station a large motorcar was wait-
ing to convey the party through 'seven miles of delight-
ful country to the gates of the historic castle, that
stands aloft commanding the beautiful bay. It was a
glorious ride, and the party arrived in high spirits.
-At once the guests were ushered under canvas to
lunch—a right royal lunch—with course following
course, and ending with a dessert including all the
fruits in season, the choicest products of Kerry and
of Mr. Colthrope's skill in gardening. After lunch a
start was made for the gardens and plant-houses, the
inspection of w^hich gave great delight to the practical
eye of the experienced visitors, everything was so
well ordered and arranged. Particular interest was
centred upon a new span-roofed house, its contained
plants being in the best of health and condition. The
vegetable garden was keenly scrutinised, and Mr.
Colthrope was repeatedly complimented upon its appear-
ance, which most certainly showed evidence of con-
siderable skill in its management. In an interval before
tea opportunity was taken to have a dip in the sea, and
after tea (laid out in the same lavish style as the lunch)
there were speeches, in which votes of thanks were
given to the host and hostess of the day, Mr. and Mrs.
Crosbie. There never were such downright hearty
thanks ever felt before by visitors as by'the Kerry
gardeners at Ballyheigue Castle that day. It was
started by Mr. Ogge, of -Ardfert, taken "up by Mr.
Rooney, of Oakpark, and emphasised, ornamented, and
finally finished off by Mr. J. M. Hurley, of the Castle
Demesne, Tralee, in a racy speech that ended in tumul-
tuous applause by the departing guests. Will otlu-r
Kerry gentry please note?

Royal Horticultural Society

of Ireland.

THE monthi}- meeting of the council was held at the
society's offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, on
August 13th, members present being— Messrs.

Ernest BevvW, T.C., W. F. Gunn, VV. J. Mitchison,
Jas. M'Donough, J. Wylie-Henderson, Ed. D'Olier, H.
P. Goodbody, with Mr. G. M. Ross presiding.
The balance sheet of the summer show was submitted

and approved ofy although it woidd have been a com-
mendable feature of what was generally considered a
good show if the gate takings had gone a little further
towards meeting the heavy expenses always entailed
by an exhibition under canvas. However, there was
a slight improvement on the last Merrion Square display
held two years previously. On the recommendation of
the Finance Committee sundry accounts were ordered
to be paid, and also the cash prizes to the winners.
The schedule of the spring show, 1910, as revised by
the Schedule Committee and amended by the council,
was ordered to be printed (copies of which have been
posted to all exhibitors at the last two Spring .Shows,
and will be furnished by the Secretary on application
from others wishing to have it), and it has been decided
that three-tier staging will be provided for all classes
of cut narcissi in competition, although it is left to

exhibitors' iliscretion to hunch their blooms or arrange
I hem naturally, which, probably, will appeal to most,
and, possibly, to the judges. Many of the winter show
schedules have now been circulated in counlrv districts
on the application of the Horticultural Instructors, and
this will doubtless help the competition, and show what
Ireland can do with the king of fruits, the apple.
-Altogether, we think it probable that the coming
fruit show (Oct. 20th and 21st) will rank amongst the
best yet held by the society, as our " wretched climate

"

gives good promise of high quality in this direction as
well as quantity. An exhibit of gladioli was sent for the
council's inspection by Messrs. Kelway of Langport,
Somerset, the thanks of the council being accorded for
same. The following were elected members—Mrs.
Hare and Miss L. Hare, Berkeley, Sydney Parade

;

Mrs. Dames-Longworth, Creggan, Athlone ; .^Irs. Keith,
Brennanstown, Cabinteely

; Jas. Hall, Esq., Moy, Ty-
rone ; Miss Field, Shanganagh Park, Shankhill, and Mr.
-Alex. Longmuir, The Gardens, The Elms, Blackrock.

SHOWS.
Kingstown Flo-wer Show.

nr ĤE Kingstown Horticultural Society held their

X first exhibition on August nth in the People's
Park, Kingstown. The idea of holding a show-

originated in one of the meetings held by the Kings-
town Gardeners' Society, and it must have been more
than gratifying to the members of that society to see
such a magnificent respond to their modest appeal.
From the beginning success was assured. A com-

mittee was formed, comprisiTig ladies and gentlemen of
infiuence residing in Kingstown and neighbouring dis-
tricts, who, together with practical gardeners sefected
by the Kingstown Gardeners' Society, worked har-
moniously and well, never doubting but' that the people
of Kingstown would appreciate the effort made to give
them a flower show exclusively their own, but the liiost
sanguine member of the committee never perhaps
imagined that their initial effort would meet with such
overwhelming success.
The weather was delightfully fine. The attendance

w-as very large, swelled probably on account of the
visit of Lady Aberdeen, who once again graciously
demonstrated her interest in all things Irish.
Turning to the show proper, the entries were

numerous (450), yet out of that great number not one
exhibit could be pointed out that did not show good
cultural knowledge, and for once it was a pleasure to
see amateur and professional gardeners in friendly
combat. Everything worked as smoothly as an oiled
machine, and certainly too much praise cannot be
given to the hon. seci^etary, Mr. Humphrey, for the
perfect arrangements made.
Roses were not plentiful on account of the late date,

but were very good, especially the exhibit staged by
Mr. W. Usher, gardener to Mrs. Keith, Brennanstown,
who won the class for eighteen blooms. Among other
winners in rose classes were Messrs. Crozier,' David
Drimmie and G. C. Stapleton. For a prettily arranged
basket of roses Miss Murphy, Monkstown, won the
silver medal.
Cactus dahlias were good— the challenge cup pre-

sented by Mr. St. George Lyon was won by Mr. Ross,
Mrs. Alfred West, Kilcroney, Bray, being a good
second, the class for six blooms going to Mr" Stapleton.

Begonias were admirably staged by Messrs. Crozier
and Stapleton. Greenhouse plants were nimierous, Mr.
Stanley Cochrane, Woodbrook, Bray, winning with six
w^ell-grown plants (gardener, Mr. George Bower).
Carnations were excellent, first prize winners being



IRISH GARDENING.

September Work.

THIS is an excellent month for garden work,

especially for alterations and additions to the

herbaceous garden, as all classes of herbaceous

perennials, rock plants, &c., will now move extremely

well and become established before the winter, thus

ensuring the best results for the coming j-ear. Ground
for carnations should be prepared at once, and the

layers planted at the end of September or in October as

early as sufficiently rooted. If the soil is too heavy,

plentv of coarse sand, road-scrapings, or sifted mortar

rubbish should be added. Dig the ground two spades

deep, adding a liberal supply of -.I'cll-rofted manure, and

the screened ashes from a fire of garden refuse, weeds,

&c. In no case should fresh manure be used, and it is

well to see that even the old manure is about one spade

deep below the surface. Autumn planting is productive

of by far the best results, and those who require

genuinely hardy varieties should send for the Special

Carnation Catalogue published by Messrs. Watson &
Sons, Clontarf Nurseries, Dublin, as they make a speci-

ality of the right kinds for the hardy border, and grow
all their large collection out of doors the year round. This

firm has won numerous gold and silver medals and money
prizes for their Carnations, many of them being of their

own raising, and all admirabh' adapted for garden

culture. .Ail sorts of hardy perennials and garden flowers

are well done by the same firm. Beautiful collections

of Delphiniums, Phloxes. Pyrethrums, Peonies, &c., have

been seen in bloom at Clontarf during their respective

flowering seasons, and all may now be planted to

ad vantage.

£600 PER ACRE plot '^ff^°Und "worked under the

French method of intensive culture, by the use of Cloches or Bell-glasses

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES, &c.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED

knobs in sizes up to

20-in. diameter . .

Ca
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THE
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwl. will go as fcu" as 1 i cwts. of most

Garden meinures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

LISSADELL
DAFFODILS
We liave g-ood stocks of the following choice Daffodils,
and are I herefore in a position to supply specially selected
bulbs at moderate prices. Our bulbs are now famed for

the production of exhibition blooms, of good substance,
large size, and brilliant colour.

J"^, ^""j"^

Artemis .. 09 76
Cassandra .. 16 *5 o
Dorothy KingsmlM . . :}o o —
Elaine .

.

..36 37 6
Firebrand .. 20 21 o
Flamingo i g 18 o
Golden Bell I o 10 6
Homer .. 19 j8 6
Incognita .

.

. 20 o —
Judge Bird .. .. 42 o —
Lady Gore Booth .. -13 12 6
Maggie May .. .150 —
Mars .

.

. . 36 37 '>

Oriflamme 20 21 ..

Peach .. ,0 10 .

PhyMi* o 5 4 .

Seagull 08 6 V
Sirius .. o 10 8 6
White Lady I o lo o
White Wing .. 04 36
A few good Standard varieties for early potting^ :

—

per lint. per 100
H. Irving (the earhesi yellow)
Golden Spur

Cernuus (pure white)
Alinnie Hume (beautiful in i>ots)

Barrii Conspicuus

New Illustrated and Descriptive List fr

\\onderfuI novelties such as "Acme," '".

ALSO ALL THE STANDARD VARIETIES at popular' prices.'

J. A. COOPER,
LISSADELL, SLIGO, IRELAND

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQIAS"
(Regislered)

.

The most successful Non.poisonous Insecticide
of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to all Insect Pests.
No possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliage
It IS by far the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve gallons for Thrip, Black and Green Fly, &c.. whilst RED
^'''°'^I'^,^1^'/o''.';e'J'"d Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by
using ••ISiyUAS, about double the strength required for Fly.

It is most successfully used by Orange andother Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.
PRICES-Pint.I/.; Quart.l/9; Half-Gallon. 3/- Gallon 5.-

kegs, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 6.

LETHORION
Hef,-tfi,.a Tin,le -Mart. IMPROVED METAL

t^M VAPOUR CONEWm fumigator . .

K^ffli At Greatly Reduced Prices.
No. 62957. INTRODUCED i88s.

This well-known invention for the entire eradication of all pests
infesting vegetation under glass is now manufactured in a more
simple and reliable form. The small candle, which will be found
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed on the
ground in the centre of the Cone Frame, to produce immediate
results. Nothing on the market can equal it for efficacy and
cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet,
price I/" each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic 1,000
to 1,200 feet, price, Sd. each. Cone No. i, Carbon, for frames
cubic 100 feet, price 6cl. each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

Ask for a List of Testimonials, of which some hundreds have been
received from the leading gardeners in the Kingdom.

Registered No. 14629.

1 Packets containing 8 <

All Glass Structures
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
oiiK Genuine, Original, and
a Article, It h.i> been in

use lor over 30 years
Be sure to ask for

SUMMER CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it I

Sold b;j- all Dealers in Horticultural
Sundries throughout tlic Kingdom,

feet of gl.iss, l_.; 24 ozs„ 2/6;
and in Bags of 7 lbs., tO;6; 14 lbs.. 20-

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C
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Roses at the Naas Show.

A MOST successful Horticultural Show was hold at

Naas last month. The exhibits were extensive and
g-ood, and the competition strong-. The roses were
particularly good, and well shown. In the t2 distinct

Dr. O'Donel Browne was first, his best being Hugh
Dickson, Madame Wagrani, Manian Cochet. Mr.

Maunsell was a good second. In the 6 distinct Mrs.

P. J. M'Cann was a clear first, showing a splendid

bloom of Mrs. E. Mawley. Other good flowers in her

stand were Madame Wagram, Dean Hole. Mr. K.

Short was second. In the amateur six Mr. F. Short

was first. In the six bunches (Climbing varieties) Dr.

Browne was first, and Colonel the Hon. C. Crichton

second, whilst in the three bunches (Non-climbing) the

order was rever.sed with these two competitors.

Bulb Catalogues.

To Mistress Daffodil.

Will thev laugh at your old-fashioned gown.
Daffodil ?

.Vt your simple and quaint little gown.
As you enter the streets of the town ;

Pass vou bv with a sneer and a frown,
Daffodil ?

t * * *

Nay tell them old fashions are best,

Daffodil.

Old friends are the dearest and best ;

, .And the flower we would wear at our breast.

Is the one longer loved than the rest,

Daffodil.

—Margaret Johnson

H.\Ri)V BfLBS, &c. T. Smith, Newry.—This appears

to be a verj- complete catalogue of bulbous and tuberous-

rooted plants. The arrangement is alphabetical, the

species and varieties are clearly distinguished, and the

majority of forms are brieflj- described. -A most useful

little book, well worth preserving for reference.

.\VTf.MN C.\T.\LOGVE OF EdMOXDSON BROS. includes

daffodils, hyacinths, tulips, lilies, crocus, anemones,
ranunculus, gladioli, &c. It is full of beautiful illustra-

tions, printed on plate paper from original photographs.

Lists are given of bulbs and tuberous-rooted plants for

forcing.

DKt .M.MOxn's Flower Bilbs.—This is a large-paged
catalogue, clearly printed on plate paper, and profusely
illustrated with photographic reproductions of flowers.
The snowdrop on page 26 is a charming little picture.
Cultural directions are given in most cases.

Bil.BS FOR .AiTiM.v Planti.ng. Thomas McKenzie
and Sons.—.AH the ordinary w'inter and spring flowering
subjects are listed, while special attention is called to
such as may be used for pot culture for room decoration.
Several pages are devoted to lists of garden requisites.

BlLB List. Samuel McGredy & Son. —This catalogue
begins with bulbs for early potting, and then passes on
to the various groups, giving descriptive lists and often
cultural directions. This firm makes a speciality of
perpetual-flowering carnations, and a list of new and
popular varieties are given on page 20.

H. C.^NNELL & Sons' select list of strawberries and
violets, giving descriptive details of new introductions
of the former and all the favourite varieties of the latter.

Holland in Irel.\nd (Robertson's Bulbs).— This is

a very complete catalogue of Irish-grown bulbs, well
arranged and fully described. The text is clearly
printed on thin paper and the illustrations on inter-

leaved plate paper. It is undoubtedly one of the best
compiled bulb catalogues i.ssued. The illustrations are
apparently all original, and their quality may be judged
from the four we use by permission in the present issue.

Ritchie's Bllbs, Trees and Plants (Belfast).— .A

large-paged catalogue, with text and illustrations

printed on plate paper. It contains lists, not only ol

all the popular bulbs, but also of sweet peas, bedding
plants, hardy perennials, roses, &c. , as well as of fruit

trees and ornamental and flowering shrubs.

BiLBS and Root.s. David Henry, Carlow. — A neat
little descriptive catalogue with daintj- illustrations.

The first half only is devoted to bulbs, the rest is con-
cerned with nursery stock, including fruit trees, roses,
conifera? and shrubs, concluding with hardy perennials
and rock plants.

Bi LBS for Garden and Gree.nhoise. Sir James
\V. Mackey, Ltd. —This is a descriptive catalogue oi
ornamental, bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants for

autumn and spring planting, including all the usual kinds
and varieties. It is a well-compiled booklet, clearly
printed on thin plate-paper, and beautifully illustrated.

Two of the illustrations (a bed of St. Brigid .\nemone.s,

p. 3, and the flower bed on Leinster Lawn, p. 27) ap-
peared in the August number of Irish Gardening by per-
mission of Me.ssrs. Mackej-, the owner of the copyright.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd. A„t[.t!rLondo„

Conservatories •-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Plant-iiouses k Green-

houses of all descriptions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

Write for Catalogue.

Kindiv mentii^n this paptT.

27 CANNON STREET. LONDON, E.G. Works—Tottenham
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NICOTICIDE
FUMIGANTv

Half Gal'on Tin contains su
No. uiicTin-i pint
.No. 2,i« Tin- i pint
No. 3 M2.: Bot.-6 ox
No. 4 size- Bit. -4 oz.

No. 4} size Sot.— 2 02.

No. i size Bot.-. oz

FUMIGATORS.
IS. each, for 5,000 cubic feet.

NICOTICIDI: PLANT SPRAV.
Use I part t.i 40 parts water fur Grec

flv, &c.).

J-pint, IS. 2d. Pint, 2S.
Quart, 3S. 6d. 3-gal.. JS.

Cayriag, paul.Gallon, lOS.

GOW'S LAWN SAND %p
DAISY ERADICATOR. M

iS II.;

*t. ke
. 7S. Od. ;

<eg.,2ls. Carriage paid.

QOWS SLUG AND WIREWORM DESTROYKR.
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER: QUASSIA EXTRACT;
AND LAWN SAND

.-Sold in6d.. IS., and 2S. 6d. Hcc.r.itLd Tins.

GOW'S GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER I POWDER WEED KILLER

HUNTER & GOW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

50 g.-illons of mixed solution will kill all

weeds on 200 square yards of paths, &c.

POWDER,
r- tin for 12 galls, solution \ Free Tin.

.. 25 ,, ., r and

6 6
14- 2/6

25 6 - <:ask 5

'EUREKATINE'— The successful fumigant.

' EUKEK..^' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeau
Mixture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," ser

post free by makers —

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

PLJ 1 1 ID I-'E CORNU'S
FRUIT TREES, ROSE TREES, AND CARNATIONS

Vast quantities of strong, healthy, fibrously-rooted Apples, on
broad-leaved Paradise. Pears, Plums, Peaches, Grajje Vines, 2

Strawberry Plants of superior quality, similar to those which have gi'

so much satisfaction in various parts of Ireland for many years past.

CORDONS A SPECIALITY.

li.ilfrom Hi
• Fruit Tr

ND, Ksn., Kilquade, Greystones, Ireland :—

: died.

THE JERSEY
nurseries', jersey.

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixtur .

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE*
WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants.

Millipedes, &o.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full patlicuiats & pricei (rom ihe Sole Mfrs..

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

Weeds Killed : Crass Invigorated by

CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
Whe .theipplied during <

daisies and other weeds iirr destrovfd
and a fine growth ..f lt.iss quicklv
covers the places oc. upi.-d by dis-

tiguring weeds. Thousands of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-
formed bv Climax Lawn Sand Why
not yours? Try it now. jibs. 28., i+lbs.

3S. 6d., 2Slbs. 68., 561bs. lis., iialbs.

208. Carriage paid. Sample Tin
Is. 3d., post free.

PROTECT

YOUR PLANTS

From Slugs, Grubs.
Caterpillars, Ants,
Wireworm, and the
Domestic Cat

By ALI>MOL
.V non-poisonous Manure, Ae!<A\y to

every creeping thing, yet does not

injure the foliage of plants. Testi-

monials on application. ylbs. 28.,

i4lbs. 38. 6d.,28lbs. 58. Carriage paid.

Sample Tin Is. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By" CLIMAX "1?«°„

ONE APPLICATION KEEPS
cry No

PATHS ALWAYS BRIGHT AND CLEAN.
No. I Tin to dress too square yards. 28.

2 Tins 38. 6d. Post free.

No 2 Tin to dress 400 square yds. 6s. 6d.

2 Tins 12s. 6d. Carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL
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Dickson's " Hawi.mark " Bulbs. Alex. Dickson &
Sons, Ltd.—.A veiy neal little descriptive catalogue
conveniently arranged, clearly printed, and very
hand\' for rerereiice. There are numerous illustrations

scattered throughout the text. It contains also lists of
hardy herbaceous plants, violets, strawberries and
sweet peas for autumn sowing.

Bil-BS, &c. (Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle).—.A large-

paged descriptive catalogue, well illustrated, and with
useful cultural notes. Type clear, "get up " pleasing.

Webb's Bilbs (Word.sley, Stourbridge).—This is a
ver\- handsome catalogue. The pages are large,

admitting of strikingl\' bold illustrations, such as
Gladioli on page 31. If, according to Lord Kosebery,
the literature of nurservmen's catalogues is "arid,"
surelj' even his lordship would admit the abundance of
refreshing oases of illustration in such a production as
this.

Notes.

At a wild-flower competition held at Millisle, Co.
Down, on Tuesday, -Aug. 24, about 70 varieties were
collected by ren children during a three hours' ramble.
The following is a list of some of them :— Restharrow,
yarrow, meadow sweet, woodloose-strife, crane's bill,

purple veitch, calamint, feverfew, eye-bright, vervain,
bramble, hawkweed, bugle, cinquefoil, tormentil,

meadow vetchling, knot grass, persicaria, wild carrot,

convolvulus, nipplewort, dog's niercurj', burdock, bed-
straw, bugloss (small), heartsease, white oxeye,—
W.^LTER Smyth. Holywood, Co. Down.

We have received the annual report of the Perpetual
Flowering Carnation Society, together with the sche-
dule of prizes to be competed for at the society's

seventh show in London on the 8th of December ne.xt.

The hon. sec. is Mr. Hayward Malhias, Lucerne,
Stubbington, Farehani, Hants.

An Ii ipnsc -d Gt

The following lines were suggested on seeing a
fading geranium through the bars of a sunless window
in one of the suburbs of Carlow town :

—

Carry me home— to my dear home

—

Thousands of miles away.
O'er dancing foam where wild waves roar
The endless mvstic sea.

Parched willi thirst, smothered with dust,

Wrappetl in a frigid gloom.
For e'er to dwell in my prison cell,

.\ drear\' living tomb.

To that fair land sublimely grand,
Where summer's ever bright ;

The sun above with beams of love,

Sends down a flood of light.

The banquet hall, for one and all,

Is full the live-long night,

To sip divine of dewy wine
Like crystals pure and bright.

The lovely sheen of emerald green
That I would proudly wear

Would always shine like diamonds fine,

So beautiful and rare.

The balmy breeze thro' citron trees

Is wafted far and nigh.

The songbirds sing on angel wing
Like music from on high.

Answers to Correspondents.

Roses for a South W.\ll (" .\rdeen ").—The six best

roses for your south wall are :— ( ) Madame Jules
Gravereaux ; (2) Madam Wagram, ConitessedeTurenne ;

(3I Climbing Kaiserin A. Victoria
; (4) Climbing Mrs.

W. J. Grant ; (5) Climbing Caroline Testout
; (6) Climb-

ing Perle de Jardins. A wall, however, of only five feet

would do very well with the stronger Teas on it, planted
through or between the above climbers, therefore, try

both Maman and White Cochet. Souv. de P. Netting,
.Anna Olivier, Druschki, and .Ards Pillar will both do
well ; but the heat will make them and Mrs. Grant open
rather quickly. O'D. B.

Name of Flower (" Reenellen "). The common name
is Venus's Navel-wort, and the scientific Oiiiphalodes

linifoUa. It is a native of Europe.

[Other Correspondents have been answered by post,]

My day-dreams bright from morn to night
-Are fixed on that fair shore.

.Ah ! could I reach its Eden beach
I'd droop or flag no nore.

My sisters grand, in that fair land.

Have grown so big and gay,
.An exile here, in bondage drear

I pine the years awaj'.

From that sweet shore to part no more
I ever fondly sigh,

To my own dear home o'er ocean's foam
Oh bring me ! ere I die.

Patrick McDonnell.

BKLL GLASSES PROPAQATORS
HRENCH FRAMES SYRINGES
MATS SPRAYERS. HOSE
QAKUEN FRAMES. &c. ]

FUMIQATORS, &c.
HEATERS. HEATING APPARATUS FOR
GREENHOUSES . •. CO.NSERVATORIES

< ATALOaVE FRER

C- TOOI*E (F.R.H.S.) &L SON
HnRTICL-LTrR.\L EXPERTS

Stepney Square, High Street, Stepney, LONDON, E.

Phone—E.. 3497 Telegrams— "Toopes. London'

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds

From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Ciillivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,

Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—" Tho.mpson, Seedsman, Cork."



Miscellaneous Section

EVERY GARDENER KNOWS—
" XL-ALL" Specialities are the Best on the Marliet

THE time is at hand for housing- plants for the

Winter. When these are arrany;ed under glass

a fumigation with "XL-ALL" COMPOUND^ or a svringins^

with "XL-ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE, will at once free them
from insect pests and save lots of trouble later on. Any
plants or fruit trees suffering from Mildew should be
sprayed with "XL-ALL" MILDEW WASH or with the newly
patented CUCASA, the finest preparation of copper ever
offered to gardeners. RICHARDS' "XL-ALL" FERTILIZER is

imequalled for finishing ofi" tine blooms and fruit.

Please ask your NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, or
FLORIST for a copy of my small pink list, giving particulars of

ifiese and many other " XL-ALL" Preparations which can be obtained

from tfie Horticultural Trade throughout the world.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER AND PATENTEE

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESIGNING, Lajing out and Planting of New and

Renovating of Old Gardens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas
a Speciality. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C
Mount Henry

McM. SMYTH
Dalkey, Co. Dublin

IF VOU H.WE A GLASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use ol

ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.

It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson's

Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

250,000 Carnations & Picotees
lomplete collection in existence, Glorious
It, named and carriage paid, for 5S* These
as the first thousand dozens are always very

FINEST and most
specimen dozen sei

must be ordered at once,

special value. List free

Wm. SYDENHAM
Viola Specialist , MELBOURNE, DERBY

Ornamental QIass of all Descriptions.

CERTAIN .- . -KtV;:,., -
DEATH to all 0^^^ ''c

Pests infesting plants under glass, &c. Simple ; ^o^ -^cj .

to use, no apparatus required. In Eoxes to ^ ^
Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.; lo.ooocubic x
feet, 38. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsmen 3
and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct

—

",

WM. DARLINGTON & S0N5,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundr
upoD receipt of Business Card,

AUTO-SHREDS

D EPAKTiMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND

TENDERS FOR TREES
Tenders for the supply of quantities of Trees for

planting during the coming season will be received

by the Department up to the 1 5th October, 1909.

Forms of tender, with particulars of the species

and numbers of trees required, may be had on

application to

—

THE SECRETARY,

Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction for Ireland, DiuLiN

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds
From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams—" Thompson, Seedsman, Cork."

CHEAP CHOICE
CARNATIONS

A Lar^e Selection
of the Newest
and Best Vari-
eties in each

section

BORDERS, MALMAISONS
WINTER- FLOWERING
Descriptive Catalogue now Ready

THE TRADE SUPPLIED

Hayward Mathias MEDSTEAD
HANTS.

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.

The Most Reliable, Tbe Richest Pood,
and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

ipj>lied ill Tina and B.t,r9. «rt. to «0/-. Carriage paid
on (|uaiititie.i o( '2S lbs. and upwards.

VT^'^'n f **'' ''""'^ Seedsman or apply direct of the

^'rllMi^/ ^°'' ''™P''''"""S and Manufacturers,

^^-^ '^ WM. COLCHESTER & CO.,
REOIIiTERtD IPSV^ICH, England.
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W. Seabrook & Sons
FRUIT TREE SPECIALISTS

CHELMSFORD

Immense Stock of well-grown Fruit Trees in all forms

—

CORDONS, BUSHES, PYRAMIDS, and TRAINED
TREES—on our Specially Selected Fruiting Stocks, HAVE

BEEN PROVED EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL IN IRELAND FOR THE

LAST 10 YEARS. Testimonials from all parts of the Country.

Special Quotation to Market Planters

Write for Illustrated Catalogue containing Cultural Information

d. Extra Fine Stock of 1 and 2-year old Apples on Paradise

M " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERING.

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c. ^F

The result o^

many years'

practical

experience.

PERFECT

PLANT FOODS

Sold by

Seedsmen and

Nurserymen

everywhere.

This valuable Manure is yearly growing in public favour.

THOMSONS SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEMDM MANURE.
Price Lists and Testii application to Sole Make

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd.,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.

Zl^iVse, The ' PATTISSON ' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest 1

Most Economical !

Soles of Rest English Sole Leather
Waterproofed) with Motor T>Te
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
Fig. I can be refitted^ repeatedly,

Rubber Soles

Silver Medal— Royal Horticultural Society.

Hl'NDRED-S OF TE.^TIMOSIALSI

r/ic Field says :
" As good as anything that

could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H. M.
THE KING, B.almoral Castle) writes:

"The boots supplied two years ago are aS
good as ever."

Illustrated Price List Iron the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

BEHIND EVERY PAIR OF

NORWELLvSI
PERTH BOOT*

Our Cardenere' Boots are !
the right sort. You will

never feel foot weary. Why I
not join our great, happy
footed army to-day? I
Our special Gardener Hoots I

10/6, 11/6. 12/6 I
for our style book, No. 105 !
lailed free an>'where. I
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FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 ^-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree wint'jr-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
"^C^

SPECIAL OKFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year ><-Standards, extra strong:, ^(^
big heads, fruiting trees. Apples, Pears and Plums in best *

>;oMs. Lisls on application. i,S/, ;o/- dozen. Worth double.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,oco for sale. Magnificent StulV.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in each Section.

I cordially invite inspection of mj' stock. .\11 I olTer are growing
in my nm'series.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PL.ANTS, &c..

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

/.is/s Free. Correspondence Jn''i/c(l.

-L_v

JONES, F.R.H.S., ri'TK,::
Forest Lodge, Nurseries, From a Photo of one of my j.year-old trees growii

the Nursery. This is my type of i-Standard.

Telegrams: "Jo.NES, GowRAN."EN NY.

IRISH INDUSTRY

,
Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY

Excefttionally Good Temis

Write /^^ T /^-tttt^vto Carley's Bridge
^^ VJT.

J.
V_yVVxLiNO, Enniscorthy

Is for Dublin and Bisfricf— Messrs. E. Browett &
Sons, 7 Upper George's Street, Kingstown

CHEALS'
113 Acres Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees
Shrubs of all kinds....

CHEALS'
Garden Seeds, Farm Seeds, Bulbs and Plants

CHEALS'
Landscape Gardeners, Garden Architects, &c.

London Office for this Department

—

53 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER
Booklet on Garden Making Post Free. Calalogues Pest Free

J. CHEAL & SONS
Low/field Nurseries, Cra>vley, Sussex
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WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

SIR JAMES VI. MACKEY, Limited
23 UPPER SACKVILLE STREET. DUBLIN

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS

Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street. BRISTOL
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LAXTON'S New Strawberries for 1909
including the Grand New Varieties

Laxton's Utility and Rival

Also LAXTON'S CROPPER
LAXTON'S PROGRESS
LAXTON'S REWARD

and the 3 Grand New Flavour VarietiL^

LAXTON'S EPICURE
PINEAPPLE

CONNOISSEUR

Karly potted runners of Royal Sovereign for

forcing 15s. 100; open ground 5s. 100.

The Largest Cultures in Europe. Grown
specially for Runners. Grand Plants.
— Millions Sold Annually

-1 full Catalogue and Price List -,vill be sent vn
application

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD
ESTABLISHED l83j.

Premier Honours, Last

I

Great Show, Haarlem.

Ant Boozen & Sons

Splendid Dutch, Cape and Exotic . .

BULBS
Herbaceous Plants. Famed for sterling worth.

Our Descriptive Catalogles of tiie above,
containing full cultural directions, are published
in January and June, and will be sent free
on application to our Offices at Overveen,
Haarlem, Holland ; or to our General .'Xgents,

MERTENS & CO.
3 CROSS LANE, ST. MARY-AT-HILL,

LONDON, E.C.

H.B.-No Connection with any other Firm ofa eimiiar name.

OUR

Ard Cairn or Irish Collection
. . of . .

May-flowering Cottage Tulips

STOCKS of the above for the last 1

5

years have been distributed from Ard
Cairn to all the leading growers of any fame
as Tuhp growers throughout the Kingdom,
and even on to Holland- We are the original

source for the naming of most of the best,

such as Fairy Queen, Ixioides, Gesnenana
Lutea, Mrs. Moon, Golden Spur, Leghorn
Bonnet, Glare of the Garden, John Ruskin,

and last, not least, our beautiful Fawn.
As they have so increased this season, we
are offering them at a price that will enable

many to get them once more to their

gardens. Kindly ask for List, and also

for that of our Collections of the Native

Apples of this Country, as known to our

great grandfathers years back. We have

them all in Nice Trees

ADDRESS IN FILL TO-

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Ard Cairn Butb Growers, CORK
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Telegraphic Address: " CLIFFE-AT-HOO "

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This IS the secret to get

a crop of apples every

year, you must use^ .

HORNE'S . .

FRUIT TREE
DRESSING .
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Beautify your Gardens and Conservatories by planting.
Telephone 5Si

Telegrams; " DRUMMONDS, DUBLIN.

DRUMMOND'S FLOWER BULBS,
HOME GROWN .\ND CONTIXliNTAL.

Collections for indoor and out,

5/6, 10/6, 21/-, 42/-, upwards.

£>
All orders of 5/- value and upwards

Carriage Paid.

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Roses, Shrubs,

A most comprehensive and

well-grown stock.

Our Trees, being grown in Scotland, are exceptionally

hardy and well-rooted, and consequently succeed much
better than those grown in more southern districts.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE C.\T.A.LOGUES 0\ APPLICVIION.

W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd.
57 & 58 DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

E. A. BANNISTER'S^
Guaranteed Flower Bulbs

L.VDIKS AND GENTLEMEN,— I beg- to call your

attention to my Special Cheap Offer of Grand

Flower Bulbs. All aVe of the very finest quality, and

will sjive a splendid show of first class blooms. I

guarantee perfect satisfaction. Gratis, loo Poet's

Narciss., with 5s. Orders, and over 200 with los. Orders

and over, carriagfe paid to your door.

Is. a Lot. FINEST BULBS. Half Lots 6d.

10 Hyacinths, named
12 Hyacinths, white .

12 Hyacintlis, blue .

12 Hyacinths, pink .

12 Hyacinths, red

12 Hyacinths, yellow

12 Hyacinths, mixed

50 Tulips, red .

50 Tulips, pink .

"50 Tulips, white

50 Tulips yellow

50 Tulips, striped

50 Tulips, violet

50 Tulips, Double .

50 Tulips, Darwin .

'50 Tulips, mixed
50 Tulips, Parrot

too Crocus, anj- colour

100 Snowdrops, Giants

80 I'heasant-evc N.ircs.

to Double Veil. DalTs.

60 Dble. White DalTs.

60 Trimipet Dafifs.

60 Trumpets Emperor
60 Trumpets Empress
60 Butter and Eggs .

60 Easter Golden Bells

60 Princeps Irish Daffs.

60 Ornatus Narciss. .

70 Narciss., mixed
60 Orange Phccni.K

60 Incomparables
60 Barii Conspicuus .

60 Gardenia, white
cSo Lent Lilies .

70 Jonquils .

60 Horsfieldi

60 Sir Watkin
60 Paper White .

60 Stella Narciss.

60 Svnosure
60 G'randls Exit-..

McKENZirS BULBS

Special Villa Collection for Indoor and Out'

door cultivation. 690 Bulbs, 21/-; 345, 10/6;

172, 5/6.

Special Collection for Pots and Glasses.

424 Bulbs, 21/-; 212, 10/6; 106. 5/6.

Special Collection for Outdoor cultivation.

1,000 Bulbs, 21/-; 500, 10/6; 250, 5/6.

CL All Specially Selected Bulbs of finest

varieties.

Bulbs for growing in Moss Fibre in Fancy

Bowls without drainage. McKenzie's Specially

Selected Collections, 5/6, 10/6,and 20/-. Bowls

from 1/3 to 2/-.

Specially Prepared Moss Fibre. '4 -Bush,

1/3; "j-Bush, 2/-; 1 Bush, 3/-.

E. A. BANNISTER
Floral Farm, COLLIER ROW, ROMFORD, Essex

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

THOS.McKENZIE&SONS,
212 Great Brunswick Street, DUBLIN

Ud'
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EASONS

LIBRARY
DUBLIN & BELFAST

Country Subscribers .

Specially Catered for

SUBSCRIPTION RATES TO SUIT ALL

DUBLIN
New Premises designed and fitted for comfort

of Subscribers in a manner unattempted by any

other Library. Country Subscribers can arrange

to meet their friends here

All New Books suitable for circulation

added as soon as published

—

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVELS,
HISTORY, MEMOIRS, AND FICTION

NEW CATALOGUE now ready, sent on

application

Stationery. New Designs in WRITING
PAPERS. DIE STAMPING. VISITING
CARDS. WEDDING STATIONERY
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DAFFODILS
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The Planting Time.

IT costs as much to plant and grow indifferent trees

as good ones, and yet everj' season one sees people

planting trees of poor quality from a doubtful

source, perhaps also paying heavy carriage upon trees

from a long distance which have been a considerable

time out of the ground. Many of this journal's readers

will presently be extending or planting new orchards, re-

plenishing garden fruits, or planting ornamental shrubs,

roses, &c. It is all-important with trees which are to

be of many years standing that at the outset good
specimens be secured, true to name, and from a reliable

nursery. The attention ofplanters is directed to one ofour

home nursery firms, Messrs. Watson & Sons, Clontarf

Nurseries, and i8 Nassau Street, Dublin. They have a

large stock of trees of all kinds in clean and healthy con-

dition, which planters who find time to call at the nurseries

(fifteen minutes' tram drive from Nelson's Pillar) may
see for themselves, and those who cannot conveniently

call should note that the Messrs. Watson attend person-

ally to their clients' instructions by post or telephone.

A visit to Messrs. Watson's Nurseries will convince

intending planters that there is no need to go else-

where for roses, fruit trees, or indeed most nursery

stock which formerly was not to be obtained satis-

factorily in Ireland. Long-distance carriage is saved to

Messrs. Watson's patrons, and what is perhaps more
important with goods of a perishable nature, owing to

their nurseries being situated in the metropoHs, the

most direct routes are available to the provinces, with

the result that the trees arrive in perfect condition, and

are replanted before they have the time to suffer.

Descriptive catalogues may be had free by post.

£600 PER ACRE plot '^rf ''una "worked under the

French method of intensive culture, by the use of Cloches or Bell-glasses

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES, &c.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
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THE
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 i cwts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

lilSSADELL
DAFFODILS

We are large growers of all the best Daffodils

—

both choice and standard varieties. We are

therefore in a position to supply specially

selected bulbs of highest quality at moderate
prices. Our bulbs are now famed for the

production of exhibition blooms, of good sub-

stance, large size, and brilliant colour .

Oui? ST. BFtlGID St]:>£i.in

of ANEIVIONES
(at Is. per doz., 6s. per 100) is unrivalled,

and is described in our Bulb List .

Our new Illustrated and Descriptive Daffodil

and Plant Lists will be sent free to any address

PLEASE WRITE FOR SAME

J. A. COOPER
LISSADELL, SLIGO

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQUAS"
(Registered) .

The most successful Non-poisonous Insecticide
of tlie day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to ail Insect Pests.
No possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliage.
It is by lar the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

to twelve sallons lor Thrip, Black and Green Fly, &c., whilst RED
SPIDER, Mealy Bug, and Scale can be thoroughly eradicated by
n.sing "NIQUAS," about double the strength required for Fly.

It is most successfully used by Orange and
other Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.

PRICES-Pint.l/.; Quart, 1/9; Half-Gallon, 3/- Gallon, 5,'. !

KeKS, each Five Gallons, 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42'6.

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR CONE
FUMIGATOR .

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

INTRODUCED 1885.

This well-known invention for the entire eradication of all pests
glass is n.

....
jw manufactured

The small candle, uhich will be found
nly to be lighted, and placed on the
Cone Frame, to pioduce immediate
.ricet can equal it for efficacy and

iniestmg vegetation undei
simple and reliable form,
packed with each cone, has
ground in the centre of the
results. Nothing on the n
cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house ot cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet,
price I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic 1,000
to 1,200 feet, price, Sd* each. Cone No. i, Carbon, for frames
cubic 100 feet, price 6cl« each. Full directions accompany each Cone.

Ask for a List of TestimonialSj of which some hundreds ha
received from the leadmg gardeners in the Kingdou

been

Registered No. 14629.

All Glass Structures
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
lie only Genuine, Original, and
)ved Article, It ha> been in

ai use for over 30 years

summer" CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it

!

SuKll.v all Dealers in Horticultur.al

Sundries ihrousliout the Kingdom,
loo feet of glass, I,- ; 24 07b., 2/6 ;

,, 'O/S; .4 lbs., 20;-.

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C
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Propagation of Black Cirrants (" A. B. ").—The
process is very simple. Select clean, heallliy shoots

with short joints

and well-ripened

wood. As the pre-

paration for inser-

tion is different

in black currants

and red we give an

illustration to

make the matter

clear. The fig.s.

C and D repre-

sent the black

currant shoots,

which are pre-

pared by ( 1
) re-

moving- (close by

but above a bud)

the unripened tip

(line a in C) and

(2) by making a

clean cut close to,

but below, a bud
at the base of a

shoot as indicated

in the figure. The
preparation of

red and white

currant cuttings

up to this point is

exactly the same.

But in black cur-

rants all the buds

are left on the

shoot, while in

red and white

currants all the

lower buds are

removed, leaving

only the upper
four or five. When prepared the cuttings are hiserted

in rows in ordinary soil, 18 inches apart, with 4 to

b inches between the cuttings. Vou can begin the

work now as soon as the ripening of the wood
is completed, or wait until November if more con-
venient.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

*' The best laid schemes i^( mice and men gang aft

agley," said the secretary (in a whisper) on the loth ult.,

the regular meeting day of the council, as with the offices

swept and garnished with a nice lot of cactus dahlias

sent in by Miss Ross of Dalkey, and all his variorum, he
watched and waited all in vain, and failed to get a
quorum. At a special council meeting on the 16th ult.,

at which Messrs. R. T. Harris, W. F. Gunn, J. VVylie-

Henderson, J. L. McKellar, H. P. Goodbody, Capl.
Rial!, F. \V. Moore, Jas. McDonough, and Lady Albreda
Bourke attended, with Mr. Goodbody presiding,

preliminary arrangements were made for the Winter
Show, to be held at Ballsbridge on the 20th and 21st

inst. A whole bevy of judges were appointed for the

various sections ; each being an expert with several

legal luminaries for the fruit verdicts, and some, it may-

be added, have been invited from afar off, all in the in-

terests of King Apple w-ho, presumably, reigns over the

Irish fruit growing industry. The head and front of

this particular show, in fact, is directl)- or indirectly in

the interests of Irish grown fruit, to svhich end the

Department of Agriculture and the Royal Dublin Society

have co-operated with the Royal Horticultural Society

of Ireland by presenting prizes in special sections, all of

which are set forth in the schedule. To smooth the way
for country exhibitors, the council have not only cut

entry fees for non-members to is. for each entry up to

five—5s. covering all entries from five up to five hundred,

but have ordered arrangements to be made for the stag-

ing ofsuch exhibits of those who cannotattend personally,

such exhibits being duly entered a week previously,

and reaching Ballsbridge the day before the show. Pros-

pective exhibitors will bear in mind that entries cannot

be received after the morning of the 14th inst., and it

will much facilitate matters if sent in to 5 Molesworlh

Street a day or two before that, as the council anticipate

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd. ^^'^^"-^
"Anti-Drip, London"

Conservatories .-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Plant-houses & Green-

houses of all descriptions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

Wri/c fur Catalogue.

Kindl\- in(.-iuiiin ttii^ pHper.

27 CAIMIMON STREET, LONDON, E.G. Works —Tottenham
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NIGOTIGIDE
(FUSV1BGANT

Half Gallon Tin conta
No. X lixe Tin— i pint
No. 2 size 'I'in— i pint
No. 3 size IJot.—6 oz.

No.
No. 4i size tJol.— 2 oz. ,, „
No. s size Bot.— I oz

FUMIQATORS.
IS. e.icli, for 5,000 cubic feet.

NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAY.
{Use I li.irt to 40 p.irts

H\- Sc).
^.pint, IS. 3d.
Qtiart, 3S. 6d. i-gal., 5S.
Gallon. lOS. Carnage /^ni.l.

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

28 lbs. , to dress loosquare yards, 7s. 6d. ;

aows SLLia and wireworm destroyer,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER; QUASSIA EXTRACT;
AND LAWN SAND

Sold in6d,. If., and JS. 6d. D.corated Tins

GOW'S GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER POWDER WEED KILLER
1 g&l.. to uialit II j»U.. in lol,, J/6. M». I Tin. 3/-. *o ai»lt« -Ji i-iIb.

5 , liiS Ifi-. ?r«. gXin, 6/«. .. 101) .,

Brut... frM. C*rrl-i'«p»id. I Tiui free. Carriag* I>«IJ.

HUNTER & COW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

nixed solution will kill a

square yards of paths, &c.

POWDER.
12 galls, solution ) Free Tit

25

LIQUID.
- 2 -

- 3/e
6/e

- 14- 2/6

26 6 - cask 5.

'EUREKATINE'—The successful fumigant.

'EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeauj
Mixture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS,
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," sem

post free by makers—

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN

PLJ 1 1 ID ^^ COF^N^U'S

FRUIT TREES, ROSE TREES, AND CARNATIONS

Vast quantities of strong, healthy, fibrously-rooted Apples, on the
broad-leaved Paradise. Pears, Plums, Peaches, Grajie Vines, and
Strawberry Plants of superior quality, similar to those which have given
so much satisfaction in various parts of Ireland for many years past.

CORDONS A SPECIAUTY.
Before ordering every reader of this paper should write for my

Illustrated Catalogue and Planters' Guide.

Testimonial from Hum Bl.

'* Your Fruit Trees have
I hope to get more from yo

ND, Esq., Kllquade, Greystones, Ireland :—

been eminently satisfactory—not one died.

1 this Autumn.

'

THE JERSEY
nurseries', jersey.

f

I

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

1 Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixture.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys undergrotind pests, including WIRE-

WORMS and Grubs of all kinds. Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &.O.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full patticulaii & prices from th. Sole M(rs.,

Wm. Cooper A Nephews, Berkhamsted.

I

Weeds Killed : Crass Invigorated by

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
When applied during dry

1 othe eeds
and

figu

th of grass quickly

places occupied by dis-

eds. Thousands of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-

formed by Climax Lawn Sand. Why
not yours ' Try it now. 7lbs. 2s,, i4lbs.

3S, 6d., 2Slbs'. 6s,, s6lbs. tls., iialbs.

20s. Carriage paid. Sample Tin
Is, 3d,, post free.

PROTECT

YOUR PLANTS,

From Slugs, Grubs,
Caterpillars, Ants,
Wireworm, and the
Domestic Cat-ww ^" . Domestic uai

By ALPHOL
.\ non-poisonous Manure, deadly to

every creeping thing, yet does not

injure the foliage of plants. Testi-

monials on application. ylbs. 28.,

i4lbs. 38. 6d., 28lbs. 68. Carriage paid.

Sample Tin 18. 3d., pott free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By" CLIMAX "«ll»R
ONE APPLICATION KEEPS

Down every growth for 12 months. No
hoeing or wearv weeding.

PATHS ALWAYS BRIGHT AND CLEAN.

No I Tin to dress 100 square yards, 28.

2 Tins 38. 6d. Post free.

No. 2 Tin to dress 400 square yds. 68. 6d,

2 Tins 12s. 6d. Carnage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL
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a large number for which special staging will have to ho

provided. Il will be noticed (see schedule) that in class

92, the new cottagers' class for vegetables, the prizes

for which are presented by Sir J. W. Mjicke)', Ltd.,

the first prize winner will also receive the societj's

bronze medal.'and for this class no entry fee is charged,

and here, as with fruit, exhibitors who cannot attend

personally can have their produce staged for them.

The chief thing is to be in time, for, unlike a rose show
or a sweet pea parade, the cutting, plucking, or dig-

ging need not be delayed till the eleventh hour ; but

careful packing to prevent wobbling, and after wails of

woe, is a virtue. Fruit amateurs might al.so note that

lieeswax, nugget polish, shinio, Jind other lustres for

fruit are not only not recommended by the judges, but

any polishing of this or any other kind is considered a

demerit.

SHOWS.
Trim Horticultural Society.

The Trim Agricultural and Horticultural Societ)' held

its annual show on Tuesday, August iS, in the picturesque

grounds of King John's Castle.

The weather for the preceding fortnight had been

exceptionally fine, and the e.\hibits, especially in tlie

flower and vegetable sections, showed a high standard

of excellence, many classes being much better than in

previous years ; the number of entries (nearly 800)

marking a great advance, though it is to be regretted

that—as is the case in so many of our country shows

—

at the last moment some exhibitors fail to bring their

exhibits, iind so leave unsightly blanks in the staging.

Mrs. D'Arcy Thomp.son (gardener, Mr. Birney) was
successful in gaining Messrs. Debbie's silver gilt medal,

awarded to the winner of the greatest number of prizes

for garden produce in the show, and the same exhibitor

won Messrs. Alex. Dickson's special prize.

There were three classes for roses, Mrs. D'Arcy
Thompson winning w'ith a fine stand of twelve blooms,

any varieties ; Mrs. Fowler, Rahinstown, second ; and
Mrs. Leonard, third. For six blooms of Teas or Hybrid
Teas the same exhibitors got first and second, Mr. C. \V.

Parr being third. In the amateurs' section Mr. Parr got
first for six blooms ; Mrs. Askin second ; and Mr. Askin

third.

The sweet peas were very conspicuous, the com-
petition for the silver medal of the National Sweet Pea
Society being keen in the open class for twelve varieties,

the prize eventually going to Mr. C. \V. Parr ; Mr. R.

Reynell, who came up from Westmeath, got second ;

Mrs. McVeagh, third ; and Mrs. Fowler, very highly

commended. Mrs. McVeagh won in the open class for

six varieties; C. \V. Parr, second; .Mrs. Fowler, third.

In the amateur class for six varieties C. W. Parr got

first ; Mrs. .'\skin, second ; Mr. Askin, third.

In the open section for twelve dahlias Mrs. D'Aroy

Thompson got first ; Mrs. Carew, Roristown, second.

Twelve blooms of carnations, Mrs. D'Arcy Thompson,

Established 1820

S. SPOONER & SONS
Fruit Tree Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUWSLOW. MIDDLKSKX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half-a- million to select from

100,000 One and Two=year Old

Apples on English Paradise

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

INSPECTION iNvrn-:D

_J RITCHIE S

[SELECTED BULBS
-PLANT NOW-

k]

FHop.

FOR SPRINGJLOWERING
UVAPINTHQ Bedding: Varieties, named,niHbininO is. Sd. doz. Miniatures tor
forclngr or Bowl cultivation, Is. 3d. doz. Second
Size, named, splendid Bulbs, 2s. 6d, doz.
Mammoth Bulbs for Classes or Pots, 4d. each,
3s. 6d. doz.

TIM IP*? '" all ^he most pleasingr shades and
' ULiro best varieties, named, Reds, Whites,
Yellows, Pinks, and variegated, from 6d. doz.,
3s. 100.

nACCnnil C- Extra Large, Sound Bulbs.UMiiUUiLU Princeps Maximus, 6d. doz.,
3s. 6d. 100. Emperor, Empress, Golden Spur,
Is. doz., 79. 100. Mixed Trumpet varieties, 9d.
doz., 5s. 100. Fine Mixed, all sections, suit-
able for naturalising, 3s. 6d. 100, 30s. 1,000.

PRnnilQ Large Flowering, named varie-UnUUUV) ties. 2s. 100. BRClriinir uario»l»=

Snowdrops, Anemones, Ranunculus, Iris, &c.

Beautifully Illustrated Catalogue Post Free

ARTHUR S.RITCH7E&Goy|

BELFAST I

Bulb Importers and Growers,

nun I. VICTORIA STREET



DICKSOH'8 HtWLMAKK BBLBS
The pick of Holland. All first size and thoroughly matured. Free

from disease. Send your orders early and secure the best Bulbs

The following is merely a selection from our list, and we cordially invite our customers to

COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
BULBS FOR FORCING.—Single White Roman Hyacinths, per do/.., is. 6ci.

; per loo,

IIS. Freesia refracta alba, pure white and frai^ranl, per doz., yd. and lod.
;
per loo, 4s. and

5s. bd. Freesia Leichtlini major, per do/... lod.
; per 100, 5s. 6d. Polyanthus Narcissus,

paper white j^-randiHorus, a t;reat inipro\cment on the old variety, specially selected Bulbs, per

doz. , IS. ;
per 100, (>s. ()d. Polyanthus Narcissus, Double Roman, extra large, per doz., gd.

;

per 100, 5s.

ANEMONES.—St. Brijfid, a most lovely strain, of unexcelled tjuality, per doz., lod.; per 100,6s.

A. Fulgens, brilliant scarlet, the starry windllower, per doz., lod.
;
per 100, 6s. Double Dutch,

mixed colours, 6d. per doz. ; 3s. per 100. Single Dutch, mixed, per doz., ^d.
;
per 100, 2s.

CHIONODOXA ("Glory of the Snow") C. sardensis, bright deep blue, a lovely gem.
C. lucillia;, bright blue with white centre, per doz., 6d. ; per 100, 3s. 3d.

CROCUS. — \\'e offer the best and most distinct sorts in this popular Spring flower. Golden
King ,ind Silver King, each, per 100, 3s. Caroline Chisholm (white), Albion (deep violet

blue). Golden Yellow, each, per loo, 2s. Navy Blue (new). Skylark (new), each, per 100, 3s.

Mixed, white, blue, striped, or yellow, per 100, is. Special prices per 1,000.

HYACINTHS,—We offer 2 sets of 12 Bulbs each, containing, in our opinion, the cream of all

the numerous varieties usually offered ; they are all of the very highest merit, and suitable for

generalor exhibition purposes. The "Royal" Twelve, price, 6s. The "Popular" Twelve, 4s.

The 2 collections, carriage free, for los. Twelve good varieties, named separately, for 3s. 6d.

Bedding Hyacinths in separate colours fy name ; first quality, equal in every way to Bulbs sold

by many firms as first size, 2s. 6d. per doz. ; i8s. per 100. Mixed Bedding Hyacinths, all colours,

per doz., is. Sd. ; per 100, 12s.

NARCISSUS.—Our stock of these is most extensive, and the Bulbs all extra large and strong.

Victoria, Emperor, Golden Spur, per doz., is. 2d. ; per 100, 8s. Princeps Maximus, Forcing
size, extra large, per 100. 4s. ;

per 1,000, 35s. Sir Watkin, per doz., is.
;
per 100, 7s. Barrii

Conspicuus, perdoz.,6d. ; per 100,3s. t)ouble Jonquils, per doz., qd. ; per loo. 5s. 6d. Single
Jonquils Rugilosus, per 100, 2s. 6d.

SNOWDROPS.—Giant Single (,Giilanlhu!: Ehvcsii), immense roots, specially selected, per

100, ^s. 6d. ; first size roots, 2s. per 100. Double Snowdrops, 4s. per 100.

TULIPS (Single).— Due Van Thol, scarlet, very early, good for forcing, per doz., lod.
;
per

100, 6s. Artus, crimson, scarlet, per doz., gd. ;
per 100, 5s. 6d. Princess Marianne, splendid

large white, per doz., 8d.
;
per 100, 4s. 6d. Prince of Austria, rich, soft, orange, per doz ,

IS. 3d. ; per 100, gs. Chrysolora, pure yellow, per doz., 6d.
;
per 100, 3s. 6d, Keizers Kroon,

red and yellow, per doz., lod. ;
per iGO, 6s. 6d. Rainbow Mixture, all colours, mixeil by our-

selves, per doz., 8d.
;
per 100, 4s.

TULIPS.—Darwin and May Flowering. A distinct and magnificent range of Tulips now
hrouHit to great perfection. Our collections, shown at the leading Shows in England for the past

seven years, have in almost all instances received the highest awards. We strongly recommend
our customers who have not grown these truly grand flowers to give them a trial this season.

Descriptive list will be sent, post free, on application.

NOTE.—All Orders of 5s. value and over sent carriage or post free.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Florists 61 DAWSON ST., DUBLIN
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first ; Mrs. Fowler, second. Twelve asters, Mrs. D'Arcy
Thompson, first ; Lord Dunsany, second. Twelve
trusses of geraniums, Mrs. Fowler, first ; Mrs. D'Arc)'

Tliompson, second. Twelve blooms of beg-onias (single),

Mrs. D'Arcy Thompson, first and second ; J. S. Winter,

third. Mrs. D'Arcy Thompson also won premier
honours in the class for twelve double begonias with a
magnificent lot, J. S. Winter being second. For twelve
spikes ofgladioli, Mrs. McVeagh, Drewstown (gardener,

Mr. Casserly), got first prize ; Mrs. Carew, second

;

Lord Dunsany, third. There was a large entry for

twelve herbaceous perennials, first prize going to

Mr. C. W. Parr's well staged exhibit ; J. S. Winter,
second ; Mrs. Fowler, third. Mr. Parr also won with

six varieties in the amateur section.

J. S. Winter got first for an effective collection ot

table plants ; Lord Langford, second ; Lord Dunsany,
third. Mr. Winter also got first prizes for three gloxinias,

three begonias, and three ferns.

Lord Dunsany and Mrs. D'Arcy Thompson were equal
for a collection of twelve varieties of vegetables, while
the former exhibitor was awarded first for six kinds of

fruit. Mrs. D'Arcy Thompson won in the classes for

cucumbers, tomatoes, cabbage, and vegetable marrows.
There was a large increase of entries in the amateur

section, the principal prize winners being Mrs. Askin,
Miss O'Hagan, Mrs. Coghill, Mrs. Law, Mrs. Tier,

J. C. Hanbury, Thos. Askin, Dr. O'Reilly, C. W. Parr,

Christopher Morgan, and S. Allen. Mr. Hugh Dickson's
special prize for the most successful exhibitor of cut

flowers in this section was won by C. W. Parr.

The prize for six sections of honey was won by C. W.
Parr ; C. H. Murphy, second ; and for one bottle of

fruit. Miss Murray, Triermore, first.

The home industries and poultry sections were also

well filled.

The judges in the horticultural sections were Canon
Haves and Wm. Burleigh, Esq., Bray.

Catalogues.

Watson's Carnations.—Everyone loves carnations,
and everj'one who can ought to grow them. We give
in the present number of Irish Garde.minc an article
written specially for the benefit of the amateur gardener
who is wishful to grow these charming flowers, and here
is a catalogue which gives descriptive lists of all the
popular sorts, or such as an amateur gardener wants.
The list is illustrated, and one of the illustrations from
the booklet is used in another part of the present issue.

New Carnatio.vs. — Mr. Hayward Mathias, the car-
nation specialist, sends us a special list of new carnations
raised by him at Medstead (Hants.). As Mr. Mathias's
name is so frequently appearing in the prize lists of
shows for different kinds of carnations, we have no
doubt as to the high quality of his ''creations."

Lissadell Daffodils is the name of a particularly

neat little book sent out by this well-known Sligo
nursery. The arrangement is good, the printing clear,

and the illustrations beautifully shown on plate paper.
We are pleased to note that attention is being paid to

hybridising at Lissadell. A large mass of information
has been accumulated as to (among other things) the
seed-producing and pollinating power of many varieties

of daffodils, and the manager offers information and
advice on these matters to such of his customers as are
interested in daffodil breeding.

C.\TALOGLE OF BlLBS AND RooTS (Jones, F.R.H.S.,
Kilkenny).—This is a small but attractive lis; which
opens with the details of a " knock-out " collection of
hardy bulbs, and then proceeds to give the usual lists ot

bulbs and roots for autumn and spring planting. To
those wishing to grow bulbs in bowls or window boxes,
Mr. Jones offers advice to any enquirer. A page on
sweet peas ends the catalogue. The booklet was printed
in Wexford, and is put up in a brilliant green wrapper.

Ulster Horticultural Society's

Chrysanthemum Show
In BELFAST
9th and loth November

Entries free, and close

Monday, 1st November

Schedules can be had from J. MacBride, Secretary, 1 Adelaide Street, BELFAST

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

strongly Recommended for the Destruction of IVeeds, &'<:.

Price, 2s. per gallon; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon;
10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks,
IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The City or Dublin DruiS Hall,

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

BEST HOUSE COALS
• ^^° r^OTcTlH FOR HORTICULTURAL

>^WJ\.JJ. PURPOSES

Special attention -paid to Quality,

Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower &: McDonald
Direct Coal importers, Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'OLIER STREET, DUBLIN
Telegraphic Addn 'Donald, Dublin." Telephone No. 848



Miscellaneous Section

The Gardeners Attention
.11,1. NXiw l:i-. rii-.ii \\ III I III:

CLEANSING OF FRUIT TREES & PLANTS

THE dormant season is the time to wage war
against Mealy Bug, Scale, &c. These pests

can speedily be got rid of nnder tflass by the use ol

•'XL-ALL" NICOTINE LIQUID INSECTICIDE. For preparing
Fruit Trees and' Bushes out ot doors for a clean,

healthy start next spring-, nothing is so effectual as
a good spraving, after the leaves have fallen, with
RICHARDS' "XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, which will destroy
American Klight, other insects, moss, &c., and make
the bark clean and healthy. Can be obtained every-
where from the Horticultural Trade.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESIGMMi, Lawng out and Flaming of New and

Renovating of Old Geirdens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas

a Speciality. Plans Prepared. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C McM. SMYTH
Mount Henry Dalkey, Co. Dublin

IF YOU H.-VVE A GL.-VSS ROOF TH.-VT LE.AKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazinj;

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use o:

ordinary putty, w'hich cracks, crumbles, and decays.

It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson','

Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is^

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED
ARE my 3 and 4 year old Bush and Half Standard

Apple Trees. Department recommended varieties

at 10/- to 15/- per doz. Victoria and Linnaeus and St.

Martin Rhubarb at 3/- to 5/- per doz. Thorn Quicks
at 15/- to 20/- per 1,000. Forest Trees, Ornamental
and Flowering Shrubs. .\11 healthy, clean and regularly

transplanted. Prices very moderate. Lists Free.

W. HAMMOND, Paulberg Nurseries, Shillelagh

Ornamental Glass of all Descriptions.

Fe^-tb infesting plant, under gl.iss, &c. Simple
to use, no apparatus required. In Eoxes to

Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.; to.ooo cubic

feet, 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of Seedsmen
and Florists ; if unobtainable apply direct

—

WM. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundricsnien,

HACKNEY. LONDO.V, N.E.
Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sunt

upoQ receipt of Business Card.

:^RiT.„r;^

TREES AND QUICKS REQUIRED
The Congested Distiicts Board invite tenders for

the supply o( a large number of Quicks and Forest

Trees, particulars of which can be obtained on appli-

cation to the Secretary, 23 Rutland Square, Dublin.

Tenders should reach the Board on or before 8th November, 1909

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
In all Its branches efficiently executed. We are not

architectural florists but Botanic Experts familiar with
plant life and habits. Our knowledge ensures economy
and obviates vexatious failures. I'hms .md istim.itrs inr

PENNICK & CO., Delgany Nurseries

h
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W. Seabrook & Sons
FRUIT TREE SPECIALISTS

CHELMSFORD

Immense Stock of well-grown Fruit Trees in all forms

—

CORDONS. BUSHES, PYRAMIDS, and TRAINED
TREES—on our Specially Selected Fruiting Stocks, HAVE
BEEN PROVED EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL IN IRELAND FOR THE

LAST 10 YEARS. Testimonials from all parts of the Country.

Special Quotation to Market Planters

Write for Illustrated Catalogue contammg Cultural Information

d. Extra Fine Stock of 1 and 2-year old Apples on Paradise

M " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERING.

FOLIACE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

s yearly growing in publ
Also

CHRYSANTBEMDM

This valuable M

THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRYSANTBEMDM MANURE,
Price Lists and Testimonials on application to Sole Makers -

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.

I BEHIND EVERT PAIR OF I

INORWEIvL\S|
PERTH BOOTS I

I hrm with over loo years
ablished reputation for

king reliable Scotch

Our Gardeners' Boots are Z
the right sort. Vou will I
never feel foot wearj-. Why
not join our great, happy
footed army to-day ? I
Our special Gardener Boots I

10/6, 11/6, 12/6 I
Write for our style book, No. 105 2

mailed free anywhere. I

Rhubarb and Seakale Pots, Orchid Pots

and Pans, Seed Pans, Rustic Pottery - o,*"

Our Pots are famous for beitij,' ^.X''^ ^ '^^

t5" *_1<

very Porous. They are

hig'hiy recouiineiided

bv Nurser\'iii

Large and

Small Orders

despatched same day

C.\r,vLOGLE Frke

Herberts Park Pottery.
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FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 ^-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —
SPECI.A.L OFFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year ><-Standards, extra strong:,

big heads, fruiting- trees. Apples, Pears and Plums in best

sorts. Lists on iipplication. 18/, 20/- dozen. Worth double.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. Magnificent Stuff.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties oftered in each Section.

I cordially invite inspection of my stock. .All I offer are growing

in my nurseries.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c.,

in larg-e quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Lists Free, Correspondence Invited.

JONES, F.R.H.S., GovvRAN, Co. Kilkenny.

ne of my 3-year-old t

1 the Nursery, This is my type of i-Standard.

Teleg^rams : "JONES, GowRAN."

L.E CORMXJ'SJERSEY
FRUIT TREES, ROSE TREES, AND CARNATIONS
PHILIP

prnperlv packed free u( cost and pruperh delivered, carria
paid, to Cork, Dublin, Belfast, or Waterford.

Vast quantities of strong, healthy, fibrously-ronted Apples, on the
broad-leaved Paradise. Pears, Plums, Peaches, Grajie Vines, and

rior quality, similar to those which haStrawberry Plan
so much satisfaction in various parts" of Ireland for many years past.

CORDONS A SPECIALITY.
Before ordering: every reader of this paper should write for my

Illustrated Catalogue and Planters' Guide.

Testimonial fVom Hum Blan
" Your Fruit Trees have 1

I hope to get more from you this Autumn.'

Kilquade, Greystones, Ireland :—
inently satisfactory—not one died.

THE JERSEY . . icDCCV
. . . NURSERIES, Uc.rgOC.Y,

CHEALS'
113 Acres Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees
Shrubs of all kinds

CHEALS'
Garden Seeds, Farm Seeds, Bulbs and Plants

CHEALS'
Landscape Gardeners, Garden Architects, &c.

London Office for this Department-
53 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER

Booklet on Garden Miking Post Free. Catalogues Post Free

J. CHEAL & SONS
Uowfield Nurseries, Crav^ley, Sussex
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Mackefs Autumn Catalogues

BULBS FOR GARDEN
AND GREENHOUSE

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF
BULBS FOR AUTUMN AND
SPRING PLANTING: ILLUSTRATED

GARDEN & WOODLAND
CATALOGUE OF TREES AND
SHRUBS: ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS, &c.

WILL BK SEXr I'OST FRF.I: OX APPLICATIOX

SIR JAMES W. MACKEY, Limited
23 UPPER SACKVILLK STREET, DUBLIN

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS

Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Stpeet, BRISTOL
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LmoN's Fruit Trees

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, &c., &c.

as . .

Standards, 2/- and 2/6 each ; Bushes, 2 6

to 3/6 each; PYRAMIDS, 3 6 to b '- each;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each ; Cordons,

2/- each, 21/- per doz. ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each ; PoT Fruit TreES, 5/- to

10/6 each

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue Gratis

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

RELIABLE

FRUIT TREES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Intending planters are invited to send

for our descriptive Catalogue of Fruit

Trees, of which we hold an immense

stock, well grown, true to name

Whether you are planting for pleasure

or profit, or both, it is of the utmost

importance to buy good Trees and to

plant them well

OurTrees are doing exceptionally well

in Ireland, and we are prepared to

quote special prices for large or small

quantities, delivered to any railway

station

Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

Hardy Perennials, in great variety

Native Old Apples of Ireland

LOVELY EXAMPLES OF GROWTH
3 and 4 years old, some on both Crab

and Paradise Stocks, are our speciality

Models of cleanliness and prepared for

Irish Gardens after the best manner

^ Write for General List of other varieties

Inspection by Intending Purchasers kindly

solicited. The market specimen trees planted out

for " Stock " purposes are very fine.

CATAI.OOrF.S I--RKK

The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd.

BARNHAM, SUSSEX

C We don't buy in Continental Trees, and the sooner

we gfive up auclions or cheap dumping sales of such the

more we will be free from American Blight and all

insect visitations; the latter spreails itself as much in

the packing as in the trees.

Write for unique offer of Native Varieties

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Ard Cairn Seed, Bulb, and Fruit Tree Specialists

CORK



HORNE'S

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed by W. HoRNE & SoNS

to hold a Great Sale of Fruit Trees on the premises, Perry Hill, Cliffe, near

Rochester, Kent, adjoining Cliffe Station, South Eastern and Chatham Railway, on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10th, 1909

200,000 FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
• of all kinds, including several thousands

STANDARD APPLES, PEARS AND PLUMS
io,ooo Maiden Apples on English Paradise

The following' popular kinds are included: James
Grieve, Ben's Red, Charles Ross, Cox's Orang"e,
AUingfton Pippin, Heclor Macdonald, Jersey Beauty,
Bramley Seedling^, Lord Derby, Worcester Pearmain,
EcklinviUe Seedling^, Newton Wonder, Norfolk Beaut}-,

Blenheim Orange, Warner's Kiiig, Edward \'lf.

,

Rival, Quarrenden, L ne's Prince Albert.

Also a very fine lot of 30,000 Pyramid
Apples, 2 and 3 year, on English Paradise

Including Worcester Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pip-

pin, James Grieve, Alling-lon Pippin. Bramlev Seedling,
Warner's King, Houblon, Charles Ross, Pcasguod
Nonsuch, Beauty of Bath, Lane's Prince .Albert, and
many others.

FREE LUNCHEON AT 1

1

About 50,000 Half»standard Apples on
Crab Stock, 2 nnd 3 year

Worcester Peannain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Bramley
Seedling, Newton Wonder, Allmgton Pippin, Lord
Derb}-, Lane's Prince Albert, Blenheim Orange, James
Grieve, and many others.

Standard Apples
The following^ popular kinds are included : Cox's

Orang'e Pippin, \Vorcesler Pearmain, James Grieve,
EcklinviUe, .Ellington Pippin, Blenheim Orange,
Devonshire Quarrenden, Bramley Seedling,

About 10,000 Pears and Plums; about lo.ooo Black
Currants, io,oco Gooseberries, 5,000 Red Currants,

30,000 Raspberries, several thousand Cabbage and
Strawberry Plants, several tons Scotch Seed Potatoes,
Loganberrj' Plants from layers.

SALE AT 11.30

NOTICE. —The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of Fruit Growers, Market Gardeners, and
intending Planters to this important Sale, It is seldom such an opportunity offers itself for securing new and
rare kinds of Fruit Trees, &c,, in such large quantities. All are well grown and healthy. They are without
doubt the finest lot of Fruit Trees ever yet offered at Cliffe.

Fourteen days will be allowed to clear and settle accounts. Messrs. Horne & Sons will lift and cart all

lots and put them on rail after the Sale free of charge. Catalogues free of Messrs. HORXE & Sons, Cliffe,

near Rochester; and of the .Auctioneers, 67 & 68 Cheapside, London, E.C.
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Beautify your Gardens and Conservatories by planting.
Telephone 336'

Telegrams; " DRIMMONDS, DUBLIN.'

DRUMMOND'S FLOWER BULBS,
HOME GROWN AND CONTINENTAL.

Collections for indoor and out,

5/6. 10/6. 21/-, 42/-, upwards.

^ .'Ml orders of 5/- value and upwards

Carriage Paid.

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Roses, Shrubs,

A most comprehensive and

well-grown stock.

Our Trees, being grown in Scotland, are exceptionally

hardy and well-rooted, and consequently succeed much
better than those grown in more southern districts.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd.
57 & 58 DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

E. A. BANNISTER'S^
GUARANTEED FLOWERING SIZE BULBS

LAI5IES AND GENTLEMEN,-! bog- to call your
attention to iny Special Cheap Offer of Grand

Flower Bulbs. .All are of the very finest quality, and
will give a splendid show of first class blooms. I

g-uarantee perfect satisfaction. Gratis, loo Poeticus

Narciss., with 5s. Orders, 200 with los. Orders and over,

carriage paid to vonr door.

Is. a Lot. FINEST BULBS. Half Lots 6d.

, Hya

iths. pink
. ith^, red

: H'vaciiiths. yellow

! H'v Iths, I xed
D Tulips, red

D Tulips, pink
3 Tulips, white
o Tulips, yellow

D Tulips, striped

o Tulips, violet

o Tulips. Double
D Tulips, I^iirwiii

o Tulips, mixed
o Tulips, P.irrot

o Crocus, any colour

Snowdrops, Gi.^nts

o Pheas.int'seve. Narc
o Double Yellow Daffs

o Iris, mixed
o Iris, yellow

. whil

> Iris, blu

Double White Daffs.

D Trumpet DaflFs.

3 Trumpet Emperor
3 Trumpet Empress
3 Butter and Eggs
3 Easter Golden Bells

3 Princeps Irish Daffs.

3 Ornatus Xarciss
o Xarciss.. mixed
3 Or.-tnge Phoenix
o Incomparables
3 Barri Conspicuus
3 Gardenia, white
3 Lent Lilies

3 Horsfieldi

3 Sir Watkin
3 Paper White
3 Stella Narciss.
3 Cynosure
D Grandis Extra
3 Gladioli, while
D Gladioli, pink

D Gladioli, red
Gladioli,

-'--
:ed

E. A. BANNISTER
Floral Farm, COLLIER kOW, ROMFORD, Essex

McKenzie's
Fruit Trees
Ornamental Trees

Flowering Shrubs
Forest Trees
Roses

Strong, healthy, and well grown

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION

THOS. Mckenzie & sons
— LIMITED

212 Great Brunswick St.

DUBLIN



By Si^cial Avi

To His Majesty Ihe King

MACKENZIE & MONCUR
LIMITED

Hothouse Builders, Heating, Ventilating
Electrical 6 Sanitary Engineers 6 Ironfounders

Conservatory erected at Tynedak HyJropatbic, Hexhan

LOiNDON OFFICE: QLASGOVV :

Camden Rd., N.W. 121 St. Vincent St.

EDINBURGH i Registered Office and Works :

Balcarres St., Morningside
'TREIBHAUS. LONDON," •HOTHOUSE, EDlNBLi'(,H'

TESTIMONY
Dublin, Uil. 14. /(/,().

Offices-J4 D'Olier St.

•Stores - Riiigsend, &c.

Dear Sir,—We have great
pleasure in stating that the
" Liverpool " \'iriis has
proved very satisfactory in

destroying the Uats in our
Stores at Ringsend. We
high!}' recommend it to

everyone.
(Signed),

FuiWKU & McDo.N.VLD
(per pro O. Statford)

(IiishSalt Manufacturers, Coal,
CoVic, .ind Corn Merchantsj

RATS & MICE,
And How to Destroy Them.

Sec the Testimonials for

"Liverpool" Virus. Many Dublin
merchants and householders
praise it highly. No risk to

other animals. Thousands of

packages used all over Ireland.

Prices 2s. 6d. and 6s. per tin

(postage 3d. and 4d. extra).

Special Virus for Mice, Is. 6d.

per tin (postage 2d. extra). All

ready prepared ; no further mix-
ing required. Fresh supplies can
always be had from

61 South Great
D. M. WATSON, c;o:.e.s"sr;e7t"

TESTIMONY
Murray, Sons & Co., Ltd.

Belfast, Aug. jS, i(/.>if.

Dear Sir,— I will feel much
obliged if you will kindly
post a phial of" Liverpool

"

\"irus for Mice. I got some
/'mm voii about a year ago
aiiif iihada marfellous effect.

From about three -weeks after
I put it down 1 have not seen
a single mouse in the house
li'hich previously Ti'tis over-
run li'ith them.

Yours truly,

John Sh.WV, .Serretary.

Chemist, &c. DUBLIN. Cl'linne 1;>71 j

CL Write for Report by J. McLaucHLAN YounG, F.R.C.V.S., F.R.S.E,

use of VIRUS over a large area in Aberdeenshire

the
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The Planting Time.

IT costs as much to plant and grow indifferent trees

as gfood ones, and yet ever}" season one sees people
planting- trees of poor quality from a doubtful

source, perhaps also pajing heavy carriage upon trees

from a long distance which have been a considerable

time out of the ground. Many of this journal's readers
will presently be extending or planting new orchards, re-

plenishing garden fruits, or planting ornamental shrubs,

roses, &c. It is all-important with trees which are to

be of many years standing that at the outset good
specimens be secured, true to name, and from a reliable

nursery. The attention ofplanters is directed to one ofour
home nursery firms, Messrs. Watson & Sons, Clontarf

Nurseries, and 18 Nassau Street, Dublin. They have a
large stock of trees of all kinds in clean and healthy con-
dition, which planters who find time to call at the nurseries

(fifteen minutes' tram drive from Nelson's Pillar) may
see for themselves, and those who cannot convenientlj'

call should note that the Messrs. Watson attend person-

alh" to their clients' instructions by post or telephone.

.\ visit to Messrs. Watson's Nurseries will convince
intending planters that there is no need to go else-

where for roses, fruit trees, or indeed most nursery
stock which formerh' was not to be obtained satis-

factorily in Ireland. Long-distance carriage is saved to

Messrs. Watson's patrons, and what is perhaps more
important with goods of a perishable nature, owing to

their nurseries being situated in the metropolis, the

most direct routes are available to the provinces, with

the result that the trees arrive in perfect condition, and
are replanted before they have the time to suffer.

Descriptive catalogues may be had free by post.

Shows.

Piltovvn and Suir Valley Fruit Show.

The second annual show of the Piltown and Suir

Valley Fruit Grower's .Association was held last month
in the City Hall, and was a distinct success. The
excellent quality of the fruit in exhibition (and there

were 534 entries) bore unmistakable evidence as to the

suitability of the Piltown and Suir Vallej' districts to

produce apples of the highest quality. The report or

the judges (Messrs. D. Crombie, C. Longlej', and E.

Sutton) in the apple section (the most extensive by far

in the show) was as follows :
—" The fruit of all classes

were exceptionally good and were well coloured.

Small holders' classes being a most creditable exhibit

all round. In the open classes for fruit packed for

market the packing was fair, but would require a little

more fastening of the fruit. Taken all round, a
remarkably good show." There were 39 classes for

apples, and 7 classes for jams, jellies, fruit pies, &c.
The decoration of the tables was entrusted to Xlessrs.

Fennessy & Sons, of the Waterford Nurseries, who had
also an attractive trade exhibit of fruit and flowers. Mr.

S. A. Jones, of the Gowran Nurseries, had a well-filled

stand of apples and pears, staging as manj- as 69
varieties of the former fruit. The arrangements of the

show were in the capable hands of Mr. A. G. Bower,

J. P., of Silverspring, the Hon. Secretary of the

-Association.

is the gross return from an English
plot of land worked under the

by the use of Cloches or Bell-glasses

£600 PER ACRE
French method of intensive culture

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES, &c,

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED

Of superior quality

and made either

with or without

knobs in sizes up to

20-in. diameter . .

Carriage paid on
lots of 50 or over

to Dublin or
Belfast

Of all Dealers in

Garden and Farm

Pilkington Bros., Ltd.,
Glass Works

:

ST. HELENS
Lanes.

r ^
LISSADELL

Alpine & Herbaceous Plants

Splendid collection of well grown

plants, including many rare and

new varieties

HfiTlNOS 58 6

This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
"S^'rite for Discounts

and Price Lists.

Manufactarers ot

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
SPOITING.

HOT WATER PIPES,
IIOILERS, PIMPS. LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

THOS. W. ROBINSON, LTD.
Boiler and Pipe Manufacturers,

STOURBRIDGE.

St.

LISSADELL
Brigid Anemones

Our Famous Strain. Strong

flowering plants, 4/6 per 100;
9d. per doz., post free

Write for Illustrated and Descriptive Plant
ind Daffodil Price Lists

J. A. COOPER
LISSADELL SLIGO

J
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THE_.
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place with Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 i cwts. of most

Garden manures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.
19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

IMPORTANT TO^
Gardeners and

Fruit Growers

"NIQUAS"
(Registered)

.

The most successful Non-poisonous Insecticide
of the day.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Certain death to all Insect Pests.
No possible injury to the most delicate Plant, Flower or Foliaee
It IS by far the cheapest Insecticide known. One pint makes ten

'° Vnp p °? '°1' n' ^'"'S- ?'^"' *"* ^'^^ P'>'' &'^- whilst RED
^ -^^^^iJk^^lJ^^fi-

^'^^ ^"'= "° be thoroughly eradicated by
using "NIQUAS," about double the strength required for Fly.
It is most successfully used by Orange andother Fruit Growers in the Colonies, &c.
PRICES-Pint.l/.; Quart, 1,9; Half-Gallon. 3/- Gallon 5/.

eGallons. 22/6; Ten Gallons, 42 e.Kegs,

.

LETHORION
Reeistere,! Trade Mark. IMPROVED METAL

1^1 vapour cone
aw fumigator . .

1^^^ At Greatly Reduced Prices.
No. 62S57. INTRODUCED 1885.

This well-known invention for the entire eradication of all pests
infesting vegetation under glass is now manufactured in a more
simple and reliable form. The small candle, which will be found
packed with each cone, has only to be lighted, and placed
ground in the centre of the Cone Frame, to produi

the market can
- ,- ...jmediate
I it for efficacy and.. . Nothing

cheapness.

Cone No. 3, for a well-secured house ol cubic 2,000 to 2,500 feet,
price I/- each. Cone No. 2, for a well-secured house of cubic 1,000
to 1,200 feet, price, 8cl. each. Cone No. 1, Carbon, for frames
cubic 100 feet, price 6ct. each. Full directions accotnpatiy each Cone.

Ask for a List of TestimonialSj of which some hundreds ha
received from the leading gardeners in the Kingdon

been

Registered No. 14629. FOR

All Glass Structures
'C^ THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
e only Genuine, Original, and
ed Article. It lias been in

I i.>e for over 30 years

Be sure to ask for

SUMMER CLOUD
SHADING

And see that you get it!

Sold b^- all Dealers in HorticulturalTrade JIark
Sundries through'

s containinc 8 02s., for too feet of glass, I

and in Bags of 7 lbs , I06; 14 lbs.. 2
ozs., 2/6;

MANUFACTURED BY

CORRY & CO., Ltd.
13 and 15 FInsbury St., LONDON, E.C
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Hints on Fruit-growing.

[N.B.—The following- is the copy of a circular pre-

pared by Mr. E. H. Bowers, County Instructor in

Horticulture, for circulation among intending' fruit

growers in tlie county of Roscommon. We reproduce

it in the hope that it nia}' be useful to a wider circle of

planters].

Wn.\T TO Grow.—Thk apple is probably the most

satisfactor)* fruit for the farmer or cottager to grow ; it

occupies but a small space, and gives an early return.

Tile majority of the varieties are quite hardy and will

succeed in almost any kind of soil, unless it is of a very

wet and cold nature.

Pears are not recommended to be grown except

where the trees can be planted against a wall in a warm
garden ; they usually take several 3'ears before bearing

fruit.

Plums are worth planting, but fiuit will not be pro-

duced for a few years, yet they are profitable to grow
once the trees reach bearing size.

Damsons are similar to plums, and are usually planted

to form a shelter round gardens and orchards ; they

require but little pruning, and grow into profitable trees

after some time.

Gooseberries and currants (black) are useful to .grow,

and give good crops after a year or two ; they are re-

commended to be grown for home use only.

Strawberries should be grown in every garden except

where poultry are allowed to enter.

V.\RiETiES Recommended : Apples (Cooking). - The
following are quite hardy, reliable, and the trees bear

fruit while in a yoimg state, with the exception of

" Bramley's Seedling," which usuallj- takes a few years

longer : — Early Victoria, fit for use August .ind Sep-

tember ; Golden Spire (September and October) ;

Grenadier (.September and October) ; Bismarck (October

to January) ; Stirling Castle (October and November)
;

Newton Wonder (December to May) ; Lord Derby
(October to January) ; Bramley's Seedling (December
to April); Lane's Prince .Albert (December to .April).

Eii/hiif or Dessert l'(7/-/<-//cs.— Beauty of Bath (Sep-

lembei-) ; Worcester Pearmain (Seplemberantl October ;

King of the Pippins (October and November) ; .Mlington

Pippin (October to January) ; James Grieve (October)

;

Irish Peach (August and September). The above are

quite hardy and reliable.

Pears.— William's Bon Cretien matures September;

Doyenne due Connice (November and December)

;

Beurre d'.Anianlis (September and October) ; Doyenne
d'Ette (July and August).

S/rax'berries.—Royal Sovereign (the best strawberry)

and Leader.

Damsons.— Farleigh Prolific and Br.'idley's King.

Plums.—Victoria (the best plum) ; Heron, Karly Pro

lific, and Pershore.

Gooseberries.—Red—William's Industry, Crown Bob,

and Lancashire Lad. Green and YelJirx.'—Keepsake,

Early Amber, Laveller and Yellow Lyon. While—
Whitesmith.

C'«/-ra«/.s.—5/«ri-—Boskoop C.iant, Black Naples ;

jPcrf—Red Dutch, Comet (largest); II7;/C,-—White
Dutch.

How TO Pl.\nt.—When you get the trees, unpack and
plant them at once. If you cannot do so, put them in a

slanting position in a shallow trench in a sheltered

corner, and cover the roots well with .soil until you are

able to plant them.

Do not leave the roots of young trees exposed to cold,

drying, or frosty winds ; keep them covered up, and
only take out one at a time when planting.

For apples, pears, plums and damsons make a hole

about 8 or 10 inches deep and about 2 feet wide at the

top and 2 feet 3 inches at the bottom. Having
thrown up the soil, break up the sub-soil at the bottom,

then return some of the finer soil so as to form a little

mound in the centre of the hole ; then upon this place

the tree. The roots will generally be found to be grow-
ing from se\'eral parts of the stem. Spread out the

lowest roots carefully on the mound, and scatter some
fine soil over them ; then spread out the roots next

above these and add more soil ; then those above them,

and so on. Give the tree a gentle shake now and then

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd.
'''''''-

"Anti-Drip, London"

Conservatories .-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Piant-liouses k Green-

tiouses of all descriptions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

Write for Catalogue.

KinJly mcnti^.i, [hi,, p.ipcr.

27 CANNON STREET. LONDON, E.G. Works —Tottenham
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NICOTIGIDE
FUMIGAIMT.

Half Gallon Tin conta
No. I siie Tin— i pint
No. 2 size Tin— i pint

Bot.—6oz.

sutiicicnt for i6o.c

No. Bot.
No. 4i size Bot.— 2 oz.

No. s size Bot.— I oz

FUMIQATOkS.
IS- each, for 5.000 cubic feet.

NICOTICIDB PLANT SPRAY.
(Use 1 part to 40 parts water for Grce

lly. Sic).
5-pint, IS. 2d.
Qu.art, 3S. Od.
Callon, lOS.

Carriage Paid.

,:.^N'

N SAND ^COW'S LAW
DAISY ERADICATOR

28 lbs. , to dress 100 square yards, 7s. 6d. ;

I cwt. keg., 2IS. Carriage paid.

QOW'S SLUG AND WIREWORM DESTROYKR,
Belntr a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER; QUASSIA EXTRACT;
AND LAWN SAND

Sold in 6d.. IS., and 23. 6d. Decorated Tins.

GOWS GOW'S
POWDER WEED KILLER
No. 1 Tin. 1: . to iiinke -JJ j-ii.

LIQUID WEED KILLER
1 j»i

,

HUNTER & COW, 46 Thomas St., Liverpool.

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

in-xed solution will kill all

)o square yards of paths. &c.

POWDER.
12 galls, solution \ Free Tins
25 n .. r and

LIQUID. I so.

3/6
6 6

„ 9<i.

„ 16
,. 2/6

sk 5,'-

5 „ 14"- -

10 „ - 25 6 - c
EUKLKATINE' Tlie successful funiigant.

•EUREKA' Insecticide. Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux
Mixture, Worm Killer, Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
KuII list with booklet, ••Chemistry in Garden and Greenhouse," senl

post free by makers

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN.

Always Used

Simplest ! Strongest 1

Most Economical !

Soles of Best Kngli^h S,.le Lealhe
(Waterproofed) with Motor i'jTi

Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber
Fig. J can be refitted repeatedly,

Rubber Soles
sly recon,n

Silver Medal- Royal Horticultural Society.

UUNURKUS OF TESTIMONIALS!
/'/« ^/VWsays: "As good as anything tlial

could be devised." /i
llr. TROrP (Head Gardener to H. .M '.'

THE KING, Balmoral Castle) wriic-
'•The h.Kits supplied two years ago are US
finod as ever."

Illustralcd Price List from tlie Malters-

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W.

V2 FLUID
For Summer Spraying

Kills Greenfly, Psylla, Scale Insects, and

Young Caterpillars.

I Gallon makes 100 Gallons of Spray Mixture.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including WIRE-
WORMS and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &o.

WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-Killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden Paths.

Full pattlcul.t! & prices from the Sole Mfts..

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted.

Weeds Killed : Crass Invlg^orated by

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND

tignriiig weds. Thousands Of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-

formed Ix ( lini..x L.iwn Sand Why
II. 1 N..iir>-'I r\ it now. 7lbs. 28., Mlbs.

3s. 6d., ^Sllis 66., 561bs. tis., ii2lb5.

20s. Carn.ige paid. Sample Tin

Is. 3d., post free.

PROTECT

YOUR PLANTS

From Slltgs, Grubs,
Caterpillars, Ants,

Wireworm, and the
Dcntestic Cat-

By i5.LF»H:OL
non-poisonous Manure, deadly to

every creeping thing, yet dtjes not

injui^e the foliaue of plants. Testi-

n.onials on application. 7lbs. 2s.,

i4lbs. 3s.6d.,2Slt>s. 68. Carnage paid.

Sample Tin 18. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By "CLIMAX" l?,ll?„

ONE APPLICATION KEEPS
Down every growth for 12 months. No

PATHS always' BWCHT AND GLEAN.

No, . fin to dress .00 square yards, 28.

, Tins 38. 6d. Post free.

No 2 Tin to dress 400 square yds. 68. 6d.

2 Tins 128. 6d. Carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL
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to let the soil nm between the roots. When all the

roots are spread out and covered, add the remaining

soil, and tread firmly. The depth of the plantiiig^ should

be such that the upper roots will be about 2 or 3 inches

below the surface when finished. If any roots are

jag-g:ed or torn, cut the ends cleanly off with a .sharp

knife, and shorten back all strong- and downward roots.

Dwarf or bush trees may be planted from 8 feet to 12

feet apart, and half standards from 20 feel to 24 feet

apart

M.\NIKING.

—

Do not apply manure directly to the roots

at time of planting ; but when planting has been finished,

a dressing of half-rotted manure should be spread on

the surface of the soil round each tree for a distance of

about two feet from the stem, care being taken not to

allow the manure to come into contact with the stem.

A top-dressing of manure applied every winter tends to

keep the roots growing near the surface, and also helps

to keep moisture about the roots in dry, hot summer
weather.

Pri'NING.^—Trees must be pruned the first year, but

this operation may be put oft" until March, when any

branches which are inclined to grow in-wards, and which

tend to crowd up the centre of the bush, must be cut

away, except about two inches, which should be allowed

to remain ; the leading or main branches or vonng

growths which are growing in an outward direction

should have half of their length cut off, allowing half to

remain and form the main branches of the tree. Always
be careful when cutting these "leading" growths that

the cut is made about ^-inch above a bud which is

pointing in an outward direction. .Always use a sharp

knife.

I.MPORTAN 1. What to do ifyour Trees arc makingvery
Strong Gru-,vlh andgh'ingno Fruit. Some times apple trees

break into very strong growth when they have been

planted for 3 or 4 years, and do not produce any fruit, when
this is the case they should be " root pruned." This is

best done during the early winter months by cutting a

trench round the tree, about 3 feet from the stem for

<S or 10 year old trees, and about z feet for trees

planted 3 years ; then work in well under the tree, and

cut any strong or downward roots; in fact, young trees

would be better lifted altogether and replanted. This

operation will check the growth, and fruit buds will be

formed the following summer.

Gener.\l Hints.—Planting Time. All fruit trees

may be planted between November and February, but

no planting should be done during frost or when the

soil is very wet and sticky.

Deep planting should always be avoided, as it tends to

cause the trees to become diseased, especially in wet or

Established 1 820

S. SPOONER & SONS
Fruit Tree Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX

Ji J-

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half-a- million to select from

100,000 One and Two=year Old

Apples on English Paradise .

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

INSPECTION INVITED

RITCHIE'S-

SELECTED BULBS
PLANT NOW

TULIPS
FOR BEDDING

Artus, scarlet, fine flowers .

L Immaculee, pure white

Chrysolora, deep yellow

Rose Cris-de-lln, rosy pink, for p
ting or bedding .

Belle Aliiance, crimson

Pottebakker, white

Mon Tresor, yellow . .10 u

Keizers Kroon, striped . 010 b

Oarwins, Parrots, and May Flowering in all

the best named varieties

CATALOG UES FREE

o 8
o 6
o 6

o 8
" 3
o 8

ARTHURS. RITCHIE & Co.

Bulb Growers and Importers DCI C A QT
n,„nr,.e„.,. VICTORIA STREET DLLrHO I
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heavy land. In very wet land it is better to plant

almost on the surface, and mound the soil up over the

roots.

When trees are planted in grass land, it is strongly

advised to keep a portion (say 4 or 6 feet) of the ground

round them tilled or free from weeds for 2 or 3 years

at least.

Bush trees are best for planting in tilled ground or

gardens, and half standards in grass land (the latter

have 3 feet of a clean stem).

If the natural soil is very poor, a little richer garden

soil may be brought for shaking amongst the roots, and

to give the tree a good start.

The purchase of trees at auctions or markets is not

recommended, because they may or may not be true to

name, and the roots are usually dried up and shrivelled.

Fruit trees yield in proportion to what they receive,

hence it is that thorough cultivation secures the best

results.

Catalogues.

W.atson's Friit Tree:s, Roses, Shribs, Forest

Trees, &c. , is a carefully compiled, descriptive list of

plants grown at the Clontarf Nurseries. A good illustra-

tion (among others) is given of that handsome white H. p.

rose Frau Karl Druschki. The catalogue is attrac-

tively got up, and should be useful for reference.

Fruit Trees and Roses, being a catalogue of the

trees, &c. ,
grown and distributed b}' W. Seabrook &

Sons, Chelmsford. Mr. Seabrook is well known as a

successful propagator of trees worked on dwarfing

stocks, and a great advocator of bush and cordon, as

against the " standard " type of orchard tree. Planters

will do well to consult this catalogue, and read what

Mr. Seabrook says about trees and orchard planting.

CHEAP SECTIONAL GREENHOUSES

Hot V/ater Heating Apparatus

County Armagh
Grown Fruit Trees

Very Large Stock ol

—

APPLES . CHERRIES
PEARS . RASPBERRIES .

PLUMS . STRAWBERRIES

Iminense stock of Black Currants,

new varieties ;
grand bushes,

clean and healthy, 2, 3, and 4

years' old. Also Shrubs, Forest

Trees and Thorns of Sizes

Orders have prompt attention

CATALOGUES FREE

W. BLEAKLEY
Nurseries, Killylea, Co. Armagh

LOOK! ROSES! ROSES!
ROSES A SPECIALITY.— 12 acres of Roses to

select from in all very best varieties. All carriage paid for cash.

Plant early. Established over 50 \-ears. 12 best selected Standard
Roses, 16s. to iSs. ; 12 choice Half-Standard Roses, 14s.

; 45 very
best Dwarf Perpetual Roses, 21s., or half collections ; 12 grand Teas
or Hybrid Teas, 8s. to gs. ; 12 best Dwarf Perpetuals, 6s. 6d. ; 6 finest

Climbing Roses, 4s. ; 6 best assorted Rambler Roses. 4s. ; 6 Crimson
Ramblers, 3s. 6d. ; 6 choice Moss Roses. 3s ; 12 splendid China and
Polyantha Roses (Dwarf), fine for beds, 6s. ; 6 Old Phik or Crimson
Montiiiy Roses, 3s- ; 12 hardy Evergreen Running Roses, for rock-

eries, banks, &c., 5s. 6d. ; 50 Bush Roses, from best sorts, unnamed,
good stuff, I2S 6d. Thousands of all best Fruit Trees, Bush Fruits,

&c.. Shrubs, Climbing and Herbaceous Plants, Bulbs, &c., cheaj).

Descriptive Catalogue and cheap Lists free. Thousands of Testi-
monials. "How to Grow Roses" book, post free, 4d. Plant now

ROSE
(iROWERJAMES WALTERS,

MOUNT RADFORD, EXETER

FOR COLD, WET WEATHER.

FELT-LINED CLOGS

Kennan

Size^, 3*5 to I i*s.

Customers delighted. Feet Cosy and Warm. Hundred*
of pairs already sent away to all parts. Try ONE PAIR,
and you are certain to be selling pairs to your friends
near you. Some customers have got Dozens of Pairs,
and are praising them at a great rate.

& SONS,

LTD.
FISHAMBLE

STREET [J[]g|_||\|
j

JOHN CREENLEES, 4, WELLINGTON ST.. GLASGOW.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Transplanting of Shrubs and Small Trees.
(•' Exposure").—We cannot do better than draw j'oiir

attention to the acccmpanyiiig diatframs ilhistratiiiif

Dki-'kctivk

Plantlng.
Planting as it oi gut

TO BE DONE.

Iiow and how not to plant. A hole should be prepaied

deep enoug-h and wide enough to hold the root system

without bending any of its branches. Should any

branches be injured, the injured part should be cut offwith

a sharp knife so as to present a clean, level surface, from

which new fibrous I'oots will easily and rapidly spring'.

Keep the roots apart and in tiers, working fine earth into

all the spaces and using the hands when necessary. Com-
press the earth firmly round the roots, puddling with

water if there is any difficulty in the matter When com-
pleted, the young tree is planted as shown in tiie central

figure. Do not make a nari'ow hole and shove in the

the roots as shown in the figure to the left, and do not

liiave air-spaces among the root branches, as ropresenlcd

the figure to the right.

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

Slroitily Recommeiiiied for Ihe Destructhu of Weeds, ij'c.

Price, 2s. per gallon ; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon .

10 gallons, IS. 3d. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks.
IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The Cil) of Dublin Drug Hall.

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET, DUBLIN.

MisiiROO.MS IN Grass. (" -An Enquirer").—We have

ourselves no personal experience in the matter of

"spawning " pasture land, but have consulted one of

our contributors, who in-

forms us that if the bricks

are broken up into smiill

pieces and inserted about

May or June in the turf to

a depth of about three

inches a crop may be fairly

e.xpeeted.

Selection ok Apples
(" A.K."), Market Goose-
berries (•'P.O'M"), Treat-
m e n t o f re c-e »\ t l v

P L .\ N T E D FrIIT TrEES
( ' M.").—See reprint of

Mr. Bowers' instructions

for intending planters in

this number.

.Arbor Day ("School-

master ") —See report in

this number, and note the

recommendations o^ Mr.

Moore. Dki-ectivi-. Planum

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY

Exceptionally Good Terms

Write /-^ T r)\ii/-t-vTc Carley's Bridge

* ^^* J'
vvWrLiNOj Enniscorthy

Agents for Dublin anJ District— Messrs. E. Browett &
Sons, 7 Upper George's Street, Kingstown

BEST HOUSE COALS
AND r^r^VC FOR HORTICULTURAL

V>WrS>IZi PURPOSES

Special attention paid to Quality,

Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower & McDonald
Direct Coal Importers, Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'OLIER STREET, DUBLIN
Telegraphic Address: "Donald, Dublin." Telephone No. 848
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landscape gardening
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CLEANSING OF FRUIT TREES & PLANTS

THE dormant season is the time to wage war
against Mealy Bug, Scale, &o. These pests

can speedily be got rid of under glass bv the use of

"XL-ALL" NICOTINE LIQUID INSECTICIDE. FoV preparing
Fruit Trees and Bushes out of doors for a clean,
healthy start next spring, nothing is so effectual as
a good spraying, after the leaves haye fallen, with
RICHARDS' "XL-ALL" WINTER WASH, which will destroy
American Blight, other insects, moss, &c. , and make
the bark clean and healthy. Can be obtained every-
where from the Horticultural Trade.

G. H. RICHARDS
MANUFACTURER

234 Borough High Street, LONDON, S.E.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
DESIGNING, Laying out and Planting of New ;uid

Renovating of Old Gardens. The Making and
Planting of Rock Gardens, Rockeries, and Pergolas
a Speciality. Plans Prepareil. Estimates Free.

RICHARD C
Mount Henry

McM. SMYTH
Dalkey, Co. Dublin

IF YOU H.AVE A GL.ASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,
a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, Carson's Plastine will save money,
time, worry and annoyance consequent on the use oi

ordinary putty, which cracks, crumbles, and decays.
It saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson"<
Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palings,

Trellis Work, &c. The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite." Write for Catalogue. Carson's, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin,

ABSOLUTELY UNEXCELLED
ARE my .-, and 4 year old Bush and Half Standard

Apple "Trees. Department recommended varieties

<'it Io/~ to 15/- per do/. X'ictoria and Linnaeus and St.

.Martin Rhubarb at 3/- to 5/- per doz. Thorn Quicks
at 15/- to 20/- per 1,000. Forest Trees, Ornamental
and Flowering Shrubs. AH healthy, clean and regularly
transplanted. Prices very moderate. Lists Free.

W. HAMMOND, Paulberg Nurseries, Shillelagh

AUTO-SHREDS BL^V^o
I..MI-minin,^ .M.,^^"ts. Mr.ily Bug .iii.l

all Pests infesting plants under glass. &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required, in
Boxes to Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet. 6d.

:

10.000 cubic feet. 3». 6d. each. Obtained
of Seedsmen and Florists; if unobtain.^iii

apply direct—

WM. DARLINGTON & S0N5,
Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen.

HACKNEY. LOXIION', X. K.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upo

' J'^'*«"%

In ail its branches efficiently executed. We are not

architectural Theorists but Botanic Experts familiar

with plant life and habits. Our knowledge ensures

economy and obviates vexatious failures. Pimis and

estimates free

PENNICK & CO., Delgany Nurseries

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds

From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Telegrams

—

"Thompson, Seedsman, Cork."

CHEAP FRUIT TREES
OUK los.dd. Collection of 3-year fruiting 'irce^ strong thick stems.

Bush or Pyramid, Apples as follow (1 each)—Lane's Prince
Albert, Cox's Orange Pippin, Norfolk Beautv, James CJricve

(new), Houblon (new), Allingtnn Pippin, Bramley Seedling, Newlon
Wonder, 2 Victoria Plums, 1 Green Gage Plum, j choice Pear.
The above collection packed free, if carriage paid is. 6d. extra.

These are not rubbish but strong healthy stuff, satisfaction guaranteed
or your money returned. We also offer choice collection of 6 Climbinji
Roses for 3s. 6d., 5 to 9 feet in height, all different colours ; also our
collection of Dwarf Roses, strong sturdy stuff, all different varieties 5s.

per dozen-. Try a change of soil, our goods will ple:tse you, if not we

BAMBER 6 SON
Norfolk Nurseries. ELM, WISBECH, Cambs.

WELLS^ CATALOGUE
Of Chrysanthemums, Pentstemons, Michaelmas

Daisies, and Phlox, NOW READY.
Sent post free on receipt of post card.

For Early Single Chrysanthemum and
Pentstemon Seed, see page 59

"The Culture of the Chrysanthemum"
By W. Wells. Post free, 1 /6

W. WELLS & Co., Merstham. Surrey

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.

The Most Reliable. The Richest Food,

and the Most Natural Fertiliser.

Implied in TiiiB aiKl B^g,. «(1. tc XO;-. C«rii&g« pi

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

Sipjilie-i in Tin.. :in.1 Bii..-, ««*. t.. «rt -. Carr.»pc puid
-on .[iianlities of "is li.s. Hn.l npwHr»l«.

Ask your Seedsman or apply direct ol the

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

WM. COLCHESTER & CO.,

IPSWICH, England.
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FRUIT TREES in all forms
Many thousands are

being supplied yearly

to customers in all

parts of Ireland, and
are giving entire

satisfaction

Illustrated Catalogue and

Cultural Instructions sent

free on application . .

Customers ordering

through the post may
rely on receiving as

good trees as those

personally chosen

Very large stock of

BUSHES
PYRAMIDS and

TRAINED TREES

on Specially Selected

Fruiting Stocks . .

CORDONS
A Speciality

250,000 TREES TO
SELECT FROM

Iff. SEABROOK & SONS, THE NURSERIES
CHELMSFORD

fl " Has stood the test of a quarter of a

I century."

THOMSONS
Vine, Plant, and Vegetable

MANURE.
UNRIVALLED

FOR VINES,

TOMATOES,

CUCUMBERS,

FLOWERINC,

FOLIAGE and

FRUIT BEARING

PLANTS,

VEGETABLES,

LAWNS, &c.

This valuable Manure is yearly growing in public favour.
Also

THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRYSANTHEHDM MANURE.
Price Lists and TislimonUls on application to Sole Makers-

WM. THOMSON & SONS, Ltd,
Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.

BEHIND EVERY PAIR OF |

NORWELLvSI
PERTH BOOTS I

is a firm with over loo years
established reputation for

makine reliable Scotch

Our Gardeners' Boots are
the right sort. Vou will

never feel foot weary. Why
not join our great, happy
footed army to-day ?

Our special Gardener Boots
10/6, 11/6, 12/6

te for our style book, No. 105
mailed free anywhere.

Rhubarb and Seakale Pots, Orchid Pots

and Pans, Seed Pans, Rustic Pottery

Out- Pots are famous for being
very Porous. They are
highly recommended
by Nurserymen

J-

^M
^«fe Large and

Small Orders

despatched same day

C.\T.\LOGlE Frek

Herberts Park Pottery.
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FRUIT TREES
OF ACKNOWLEDGED FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

About 25,000 ^-Standards for sale this season.

Every Tree winter-washed, carefully pruned, trans-

— planted, and splendidly rooted. —

•

I'ECI.AL OFFER of 6,000 4 and 5 year IJ-Standards, extra strong,

big heads, fruiting trees. Apples, Pears and Plums in best ^
sorts. Lists on application. 18/, 20/- dozen. Worth double.

TRAINED APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and CHERRIES.
Over 3,000 for sale. MagTiificont Stuff.

2/-, 2/6, 3/6 to 5/- each. Trade supplied.

None but the most popular and best varieties offered in each Section.

I cordially invite inspection of my stock. All I offer are growing
in my nurseries.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING PLANTS, &c.,

in larg"e quantities.

SPECIMEN TRANSPLANTED SHRUBS a great speciality.

Lis/s Free. Correspondeticc Invited.

JONES, F.R.H.S.,
Forest Lodge, Nurseries, From a Photo of one of my 3-year-old trees growing

in the Nursery. This is my type of J-Standard.

CjOWRAN, Co. Kilkenny. Telegrams : ".[ones, Gowran."

WARLEY GARDEN
IN SPRING AND SUMMER
By ELLEN WILLMOTT, f.l.s., v.m.h.

A series of 41 collotypes (12 in, by 10 in.) of Views

in this celebrated Garden. One vol. folio, boeu'ds

1 Guinea Net

BERNARD QUARITCH
I 1 Grafton St., New Bond St., London, W
CHEALS'

113 Acres Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees
Shrubs of all kinds

CHEALS'
Garden Seeds, Farm Seeds, Bulbs and Plants

CHEALS'
Landscape Gardeners, Garden Architects, &c.

London Office for this Department—

53 VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER
Booklet on Garden Making Post Free. Catalogues Post Free

J. CHEAL & SONS
Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex

TAIT'S
Garden Seeds
Carriage Paid ARE THE BEST

Selected Vegetable Seeds

Choicest Flower Seeds

Imported Seed Potatoes

EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE GARDEN

Call or write for Tait's

Annual List post free

W. TAIT ^ CO.
SEED MERCHANTS

119 & 120 Capel St., DUBLIN
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W. LEGGETT'S-

COLCHESTER
ROSES

Winner of over 80 First and
Second Prizes, Cups and Medals
at the Principal Shows, 1908-9

Catalogue now ready, post free on application

SPECIAL OFFER
of Roses of recent introduction-

Joseph Lo^^e , White Doruth) Perkins -Mrs. Aaron Ward
Lyon Rose Madame llelu'nieSoupert Laurent Carle
General McArthur Yvonne ^'ache^ot Lad> Helen Vincent
Geo. C. Waud ! Elizabeth Barnes Queen uf Spain

The set of 12 strong plants, 23,6 carriage paid

Collection " A," 24 Hybrid Teas, selected from s. d.

best varieties 20
Collection " B," 24 H.P.s, as above . .15
Collection "C," 12 Teas 10 6

W. LEGGETT
THE ROSE GARDENS

West Bergholt, COLCHESTER

M. Saunders & Sons

Bey to call attention to their un.siir-

passed and extensive collection of

General Nursery Stock
including Fruit Trees ot all kinds,

clean and well rooted ; Roses of all

classes, thousands to select from
;

.Avenue Trees of all kinds ; Conifers,

H magnificent collection ; Evergreen

and Deciduous Flowering Shrubs in

endless variety ; Forest Trees, several

acres of all sizes .•. Inspection invited

Caialogues Free on Applicviion

Friars Walk Nurseries

Cork

JAMES CRISPIN & SONS, f.r.h.s.

Supply all Classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

HEATING

VENTILATING

AND

DOMESTIC

SUPPLY

APPARATUS

Please write for Catalogue illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories

Head Office: Nelson Street. BRISTOL
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LmoN's Fruit Trees

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, &c., &c.

AS . .

Standards, 2/- and 2 6 each ; Bushes, 2 6

to 3/6 each ; PYRAMIDS, 3 6 to 5/- each ;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each ; Cordons,

2/- each, 21/- per doz. ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each ; PoT Fruit Trees, 5/- to

10/6 each

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue Gratis
I^AXipON b|0S
i BEIDFO^D

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

RELIABLE

FRUIT TREES
AT reasonable PRICES

Intending planters are invited to send

for our descriptive Catalogue of Fruit

Trees, of which we hold an immense
stock, well grown, true to name

Whether you are planting for pleasure

or profit, or both, it is of the utmost

importance to buy good Trees and to

plant them well

OurTrees are doing exceptionally well

m Ireland, and we are prepared to

quote special prices for large or small

quantities, delivered to any railway

station

Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

Hardy Perennials, in great variety

catalogues free

The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd.
BARNHAM, SUSSEX

FRUIT TREES
Two Apples worth Growing, are

—

Ard Cairn Russet and Gibbon's Russet

ARD CAIRN RUSSET has been grown
at Wisiey Gardens, also by Mr. Allan at

Gunton Park, Norwich, who writes to say

—

"The flavour runs Cox's Orange Pippin very

closely as a high quality fruit.
" " The

Garden" speaks very highly of it in their

issue of Oct. 23, 1909, This apple was
illustrated in

' The Gardeners" Chronicle ' by

the late Doctor Masters, and fully described.

It was also spoken of very highly in last month's
" Irish Gardening ' by D. Houston, Esq.

Why not Give it a Trial ?

We are offering nice trees of this and Gibbon's

Russet, at 1/6, 2/6 and 3/6 each

C Our 10/6 collection of 12 nice kinds (both

kitchen and dessert varieties included) cannot

be surpassed ; carriage paid to any station

south of Dublin

d. Please write for our Select List, and order

early and you will be pleased

Wm. Baylor Hartland & Sons
Ard Cairn Nursery, Ballintemple, CORK



HORNETS TREES
SPECIAL

CASH .

OFFER

200,000 FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
of all kinds, includinu' several tlunisand

STANDARD APPLES, PEARS, AND PLUMS
10,000 [Maiden Apples on English

Paradise. The followinsf popular kinds are in-

cluded :—James Grieve, Ben's Red,

Charles Ross, Cox's Orantfe, Allinjf-

ton Pippin, Bramley Seedling;, Lord

Derby, Worcester Pearmain, Ecklin-

viUe Seedling;, Newton Wonder,
Norfolk Wonder, Blenheim Orang"e,

Warner's Rival, Quarrenden, Lane's

Prince Albert. Price, 6s. per doz. ;

40s. roo.

Also a very fine lot of 20,000 Pyra-
mid Apples (t^vo and three years) on
English Paradise, indudinic :—Worcester Pear-

main, Cox's Orangfe Pippin, James Grieve, Allington

Pippin, Bramley Seedling, Warner's King-, Houblon,
Charles Ross, Lane's Prince Albert, Beauty of Hath, and
many others. Price, I OS. per lioz.

; 70s. 100.

About 20,000 Half-standard Apples
on Crab Stock (two and three years.)

Worcester >V'armain, Cox's Oran_sre Pippin, Bramle\-

Seedling", Newton Wonder, Allington Pippin, Lord Derbw
Blenheim Orang^e, J;imes Grieve. Lane's Prince Albert,

and many others. Price, los. per doz. ; 70s. ico.

Standard Apples. The following popular kinds

are included :— Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester Pear-

main, James Grieve, Ecklinville. .AUington Pippin,

Blenheim Orange, Devonshire Quarrenden. Bramley
Seedling, Lord Derby, Warner's King, King of Pippin,

Wellington. Lord Suffield. Price, l8s. per doz. ;

£6 100.

J-

.About 10,000 Pears, Standard Czar Plums
£6 100. .About 10.000 Black Currants.

Currants. 20,000 Raspberries, Superlative,

several thousand Cabbage, 2S. 6d. r.ooo;

berry Plants, Loganberry Plants, from la\'ei

sample, 155. for 25 plants.

1 8s. doz. ;

1,000 Red
l8s. t,ooo ;

and Straw-

s, verv fine

Special Quotations for large Quantities

World-wide Reputation

New Illustrated Catalogue now ready to be had post free

All the Best Varieties in Cultivation ....
WUr^DMC JP C/^MC Noted Fruit Tree Growers

. HUKINU & :)UIN^, CLIFFE near ROCHESTER, KENT
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Established 1820

County Armagh i

Grown Fruit Trees S. SPOONEfi & SONS
Very Large Stock of

—

APPLES . CHERRIES
PEARS . RASPBERRIES .

PLUMS . STRAWBERRIES

Immense stock of Black Currants,

new varieties ;
grand bushes,

clean and healthy, 2, 3, and 4

years' old. Also Shrubs, Forest

Trees and Thorns of Sizes

Orders have prompt attention

CATALOGUES FREE

W. BLEAKLEY
Nurseries, Killylea, Co. Armagh

E. A. BANNISTER'S^
GUARANTEED FLOWERING SIZE BULBS

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—! beg lo call your
attention to my Special Cheap Offer of Grand

Flower Bulbs. All are of the very finest quality, and
will §rive a splendid show of first-class blooms. I

guarantee perfect satisfaction. Gratis, loo Poeticus

Narciss., with 5s. Orders, 200 with los. Orders and over,

carriage paid to your door.

Is. a Lot. FINEST BULBS. Half Lots 6d.

white
Hyacinth
Hyacinth
Hyacinths, uiut:

Hyacinths, pink
Hyacinths, red
Hyacinths, yell

_2 Hyacinth
6oTuI -ed

:ed

60 Tulips, pink
60 Tulips, white
60 Tulips, yellow
60 Tulips, striped

60 Tulips, violet

60 Tulips, Double
60 Tulips, Darwin
80 Tulips, mixed
60 Tulips, Parrot
"i Crocus, any colour

) Snowdrops, Giants
J Pheasant's-eye, Narc
J Double Yellow Daffs
> Iris, mixed
3 Iris, yellow
J Iris, white
3 Iris, blue

Freesias, yellow

i Double White DafTs.

:> Trumpet Daffs.

> Trumpet Emperor
> Trumpet Empress
> Butter and Eggs
> Easter Golden Bells

) Princeps Irish Daffs.

3 Ornatus Narciss.
i Narciss., mixed
> Orange Phosnix
) Incomparables
) Barri Conspicuus
i Gardenia, white
> Lent Lilies

> Jonquils
) Horsfietdi

> Sir Watkin
J Paper White
> Stella Narciss.
> Cynosure
3 Grandis Extra
3 Gladioli, white
a Gladioli, pink
3 Gladioli, red
3 Gladioli, mixed
o Anemones, mixed
o Ranunculus

E. A- BANNISTER
Floral Farm, COLLIER ROW, ROMFORD, Essex

Fruit Tree Growers

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half-a- million to select from

100,000 One and Two=year Old

Apples on English Paradise .

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION

INSPECTION INVITED

LOOK! ROSES! ROSES!
ROSES A SPECI.\LITY.— 12 acres of Roses to

select from in all very best varieties. All carriage paid for cash.

Plant early. Established over 50 years. I2 best selected Standard

Roses, i6s. to i8s. ; 12 choice Half-Standard Roses, 14s.
; 45 very

best Dwarf Perpetual Roses, 21s., or half collections ; 12 grand Teas

or Hybrid Teas, 8s. to 9s. ; 12 best Dwarf Perpetuals, 6s. 6d. ; 6 finest

Climbing Roses. 4s. ; 6 best assorted Rambler Roses. 4s. ; 6 Crimson

Ramblers, 3s. 6d. ; 6 choice Moss Roses, 3s ; 12 splendid China and

Polyantha Roses (Dwarf), fine for beds. 6s. ; 6 Old Pinl< or Crimson

Monthly Roses, 3s. ; 12 hardy Evergreen Running Roses, for rock-

eries, banlis, &c., 5s. 6d.
;

50 Bush Roses, from best sorts, unnamed,

good stuff, I2S 6d. Thousands of all best Fruit Trees, Bush Fruits.

&c.. Shrubs, Climbing and Herbaceous PlantSj^ Bulbs, &c., cheap,

iptive Catalogue and cheap L
lials Ho Gr Ro

Thousands of Testi-
' book, post free, 4d. Plant now.

JAMES WALTERS,
ROSE

GROWER
MOUNT RADFORD, EXETER

WINDOW GLASS.
Polished Plate for Shop Windows.

Horticultural Qlass at Lowest Rates.

DEATH TO THE WEEDS.
HOYTE'S WEED KILLER.

Strcn[ly Rtcommouicd fer the Destruction of Weeds, 6r-c.

Price, 2s. per gallon ; 5 gallons, is. 6d. per gallon ;

10 gallons, IS. 3cl. per gallon ; Original 40-gallon casks,

IS. per gallon.

HOYTE & SON, The City ol Dublin Drug Hall,

17 LOWER SACKVILLE STREET. DUBLIN.



IRISH-GROWN

FRUIT TREES
OF UNEQUALLED QUALITY
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Intending planters should visit our
Nurseries and inspect our stock before

placing- their orders for Trained,
Pyramid, Standard or Half-Standard

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS

CL Our Stock comprises all the finest

varieties and are ABSOLUTELY CLEAN
and in Fruit-bearing condition.

We have also the finest stock of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL
DECIDUOUS TREES AND
SHRUBS IN IRELAND . .

C All have been regularly transplanted,

and will hft with grand fibrous roots

which cannot fail to give good results

CATALOGUES FREE SPECIAL PRICES OX APPLICATIOX

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
Roval Irish Nurseries, OAKLEY PARK, BLACKROCK, nS,^

RATS & MICE,
And How to Destroy Them.

Sec the Testimonials for
"Liverpool" Virus. Many Dublin
merchants and householders
praise it highly. No risk to
other animals. Thousands of
packages used all over Ireland.

Prices 2s. 6d. and 6s. per tin

(postage 5d. and 4d. extra).

Special Virus for Mice, Is. 6d.
per tin (postage 2d. extra). All
ready prepared ; no further mix-
ing required. Fresh supplies can
always be had from

D. M. WATSON, ILT^^M^:::

TESTIMONY
Diiblhi, Oil. /y, ii/Oi).

Offices-14 n'Olicr St.

Stores -Ringsend. &c.

Dear Sir,—We have great

pleasure in stating that the
" Liverpool " Virus has
proved very satisfactory in

destroying the Rats in our
Stores at Ringsend. Wo
highly recommenil it to

ever^'one.
(Signed),

Flower & McDoxAi.n
(per pro O. Stafford)

(Irish Salt M.inufacturers. Ceil,
Coke, and Corn Merchants

TESTIMONY
Murray, Sons & Co., Ltd.

Btifasl, Aiiir. jS, /i^ity.

Dear Sir,— I will feel much
obliged if jou will kindly
post a phial of" Liverpool

"

Virus for Mice. I got some
from you about a year ago
and it had a mariH'lious effect.

From about three 7veeis after
/ put it down I have not seen
a single mouse in the house
rehich previously 7i'as over-
run with them.

Yours truly,

John Sh.\w, Secretary.

Chemist, &c. DUBLIN. ('Phone WTl)

d. Write for Report by J. McLAUCHLAN YOUNC, F.R.C.V.S., F.R.S.E., on the

use of VIRUS over a large area In Aberdeenshire

WINTER SPRAYING OF FRUIT TREES
to remove Lichen, &c.

CAUSTIC SODA, 9S per cent. I And all ingredients for Woburn
PEARL ASH, 75/80 „ and other Winter Washes, at

PURE SOFT SOAP
I

lowest Cash Prices .

SPRAYING AND FUMIGATING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

D. M. WATSON, HORTICULTURAL CHEMIST TeUphone I97i

61 South Great George's St., DUBLIN
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Hardy Flowering Shrubs. Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

GEORGE iMKREDlTH produces an indelible im-

pression on the imagination by his description of

a white cherry in The Egoist, and to true lovers

of the open air and nature this and all the beautiful

flowering trees and shrubs of our gardens afford great

delight.

It is commonly remarked by nurserymen in this

countr)' that the tendency to plant the more sombre
evergreens is hard to combat, and many a plant

merchant who takes more than a monetary interest in

his business wishes at the planting time that he could

only present to his clients' eyes some such specimen as

a well-flowered .Almond, Hybrid Cherry, or Japanese
Crab Apple as it appears in the glory of its flowering

season, and which anyone can grow. When planting

one should never fail to include a fair proportion of

deciduous flowering varieties ; although most unpromis-

ing in appearance, when planted they brighten the

entire surroundings in their respective seasons and
charm every beholder. One can have bloom almost

the year round by planting a judicious selection.

Amongst the first to flower is AmygdaJus Davidiana, a
beautiful double white Almond which sometimes blooms
as early as Januar)'. There are others, such as For-

sythia suspensa, which flaunt their flowers for weeks in

the face of the harsh winds of March, and a host of the

best things come in during the succeeding months.
Varieties are too numerous to detail here, but planters

should send to Messrs. Watson and Sons, Clontarf
Nurseries, Dublin, for their catalogue, which contains a

collection suitable for most requirements and priced at

figures which deter none.

C Ci.(\C\ PCD KCX>'C is the gross return from an English3LDUU rHK /W^Kt plot of land worked under the

French method of intensive culture, by the use of Cloches or Bell-glasses

FOR THE PROPAGATION OF EARLY VEGETABLES. &C.

Pilkington's Glass Cloches
SHOULD BE USED

Of superior quality

and made either

with or without

knobs in sizes up to

20'io. diameter . .

Carriage paid o n

lots of 50 or over

Of all Dealers in

Garden and Fartn

direct from .

Pilkington Bros., Ltd.,
Glass Works;
ST. HELENS
Lanes.

HflTlHCSfif 58 6

This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
\^"rite for Discounts

and Price Lists.

Manufacturers of

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
SPOITFNG,

HOT WATER PIPES,
BOILERS, PLMPS, LAMP
POSTS, VENTILATING

GEAR.

THOS. W. ROBINSON, LTD.,
Boiler and Pipe Manufacturer!,

STOURBRIDGE.

THK monthly meeting o^ the council w.is held .-it

the society's ofiSces, 5 Molesworlh Street,

Dublin, on November 12th, members present

being Messrs. J. J. McDonough, R. T. Harris, J.

Wylie-Henderson, W. J. Mitchison, R. Anderson,
D. L. Ramsay, \V. F. Gunn, Geo. Watson, H. P.

Goodbody, and F. W. Moore, with Mr. G. M. Ross
presiding. .Accounts and prizes for the winter show,
as recommended by the Finance Committee, were
ordered to be paid. Shows for 1910 were brought
under notice, and beyond the spring fixture, already

settled, the advisability of an early summer show in the

interests of rose-growers, and a later one for the

sweet pea exhibitors, with the possibility of dropping

the winter fruit show, was discussed. The latter, it may
be remarked, whilst being exceedingly well supported

by exhibitors, and providing a meritorious display of

Ireland's capabilities in this direction, does not receive

sufficient public support to warrant the Council under-

taking such and risking heav}- loss without serious

consideration. The retiring members of the Council

this year (eligible for re-election) are Messrs. W. F.

Gunn, F. W. Moore, M.A. ; G. M. Ross, M.A. ; H. P.

Goodbody, R. .\nderson, W. J. Mitchison (practical),

D. Houston, .A..L.S., and C. M. Doyne, D.L., notice of

which has been sent to all members of the society. A
selection of hardv flowers and berried subjects sent by

FUMIGATE

IVIc.DOUGALKY'S

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES

McDOUGALL'S CELEBRATED
" FUMERS " AND " SHEETS

"

Solil bv Nurser>men, Seedsmen and Florists

throughout the World
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THE_
Leading Horticultural Manure

Cross's Garden Fertiliser

Occupies the first place ^vith Horticulturists

One cwt. will go as far as 1 i cwts. of most

Garden mamures

Other essentials for the Garden and Greenhouse

—

CROSS'S CLUBICIDE

CROSS'S NICOTINE VAPORISER

CROSS'S
ORGANIC TOMATO GUANO

To be had from your Seedsman

Manufactured by

Alex. Cross & Sons, Ltd.

19 Hope Street, GLASGOW

BENTLEY'S
Concentrated Alkali

ENORMOUS AND RAPIDLY-GROWING SALE

A quick-acting and

most popular Non-
Poisonous Winter Wash

Highly effective and convenient for use as a

Winter Spray upon Fruit Trees and Forest

Trees of every kind. Destroys Insects (wfiether

in the active or dormant state), Spores of Fungi,
Licfiens, Mosses. Cleanses the bark from vege-

table grov/ths. Detaches loose and decayed bark,

thereby exposing the harboring places of the

Insects, and having on these a most deadly effect

without injuring the trees

REDUCED PRICES
I to 5 tins, 1/3; 8 tins, 1/2; I2 tins, 1/1; 20 tins,

I Id. ; 40 tins, I Od. each

CARRIAGE PAID ON 76 ORDERS AND UPWARDS

Sole Manufacturers

JOSEPH BENTLEY, Ltd.
Chemical Works. BARROW-ON-HUMBER, HuLL

SOME REALLY CHOICE HARDY PLANTS
Mimulus Cardin:

I "Eldorado," new,
urn Parthenium U:

1/3; Geum Heldr

andiflor; for I/-;PLAN IS in three's.

Coreopsis Grandiilo

Snowball, 3, i/-; Pyrell

Heldrachii Superbum, 3, 1/3 ; Geum Heldrcchi Lutea, 3, i, 3 ; Geum
Guildford Variety, 3. i'-; Campanula Humosa and Morheimi, finest

double blue and' white. 3 of each, 2/-; Helianlhus Mollis, 3, 1/3.

Chrvsanth. Max. Rev. Chas. Lunn, perpetual flowering, grand, 3, i/-;

King Edward VII., 3, i '-. Hieraceum Rubrum, 3, i/ ; Hemerocallls

Dr. Kegel, 3, 1/3; Tradescantia Major, deep purple. Major Alba, verj-

fine, 3 each, 2/-; Gaillardi;

Coreopsis Ten
./3 ;

Li'

special hybrids,
'-; Achillea "W. B. Child,"

lum Lewisii and Alba, 3 each,

ephala,'3, i'-. Diantlius Superbus .Mbus,

;
Arabis Rosea; new lovely rose, 3, i/-; Phlox

ie scarlet crimson spikes, i/- each ; Dianthus
V. finest in existence, large crimson scarle

vhite for c

i,6;'Centaurea M:
delightfullv sweet, 4
W. B. Child, new im

"E. T. Anderton,"
flowers size of crown piece, grand for rock garden or border, 1/-

3, 2/6. Phloxes, 6 extra, named, 1/9, 12, 3/-; Delphinium, grand named,

3, 1-; 6. i/q : Gloxinia Foxgloves, 6, i/-, 12, i/g ; 6 Pyrethrum, Smgle,

i/Q, 6 Double, both to name, extra, 1/9 ; 3 Gypsophila Pan,Compacta,

the best, 3, i/- ; 6 Double Crimson Sweet Williams, i/-; 12 " Holborn

Glory," grand stufl^, 1/6 ; 12 " Pink Beauty," 1/6 ; 3 .iVnthemis Kelwayii.

i/-; Physalis Bunyardii, the finest " Chinese Lantern " plant, 3. 2;-

;

Violas, grand stuflT. in 20 best vars., 10/- 100, 50, 5/6 ; 12 l^p-to-Date

Michaelmas Daisies. 4/-, nothing finer, 6 for 2/3. Thousands of other

thincs to offer, all carriage p.aid, sure to please. 6 pl.ints added to

every I..,- order, 12 to 20/ order, Purchaser-s SeUclU';.

Child's Hardy Plant Nursery, Acock's Green, BIRMINGBAM

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Ni:\V (, .\T.\i.oc'.i'K issued iiy Norman Davis

Now Ready, post free. The Choicest Varieties,

as supplied to the leading^ exhibitors for the pa.st 35
years. .Mso a Splendid Collection of Singles, Decorative

Varieties, and tlie Best and Choicest Michaelmas Daisies

Chrysanthemum Nurseries, FRAMFIELD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX
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Miss Berla F. M. Doyne, Scalk-ld, Gorcy, Wexford,

all beiiig^ from the open, showed the favourable

climalic conditions there prevailing' so late in the

season. A vote of thanks was duly accorded to Miss

Doyne for her interesting exhibit. .A new seedlinjf

apple came from Mr. Robert .Vrmstrong, Drumyarkin,

Dartrey, Co. Monaghan, for the council's opinion.

This was a promisingf-looking fruit, but, being an early

kind, was found on examination to be past its best, and

the council expressed the wish to see the same again

under more favourable conditions. Six new members
were elected— viz., Clara Lady KitzGerald, Carrigoran,

Newmarket-on- Fergus ; His Honor Judge Bird,

Churchtown. Dundrum ; Mrs. McFerran. Carbury,

Enfield, Meath
; James Robson, Bray Lodge, Bray

;

.\. J. Elgar (practical), Killarney House Gardens, Co.

Kerry ; \Vm. Wood (practical). Desart Castle Gardens,

Kilkenny. .\ vote of thanks was passed to the Dublin

Industrial Development -Association for aid in giving

publicity to the recent fruit show, a similar acknow-

ledgment being paid to Messrs. Chas. Ramsay & Sons,

The Royal Nurseries, Ballsbridge, for the loan of paims

to decorate the fruit tables. It is desirable that those

contemplating membership for 1910 will send in their

names at an early date in order that same may be

included in the new annual report and schedule which

will be published early in January. -A gratifying

increase in the membership is noted during the passing

year.

Clare Horticultural Society

The fourth annual meeting of above society was held

on November 4th, when the secretary presented a

balance sheet which showed a very desirable turn in the

tide of the affairs of the Societ)', for after holding two

very successful shows—spring and summer—a deficit of

/J7 OS. lod. was converted into a balance of £,i 17s. gd.

with staging and vases to the value of £.2^. .After

several comphmentary speeches. Mr. R. Vere O'Brien

—

who has been an exemplar}' president for the past two

years— resigned with a view of giving other prominent

supporters of the society an opportunity of performing
the presidential duties, and Mr. Marcus Keane was
asked to accept the office for the year 1910. Rev. R.

Scott was re-elected vice-president. Mr. N. S. 1'. Waring.
Treasurer, and Mr. H. Bill. Hon. .Sec. and the past

year's committee was re-elected in glvbo.

The annual report contained very flattering allusions

to Lady Dunalley. Lady Barrington, and Mrs. R. H.

Crowe, also the following gardeners :—Mr. J. Langstcr
(Sir J. Gore Booth), Mr. Thomas Dunne (Lord Gough).
Mr. J. Ouinn (Lord Clonbrock). Mr. J. Laurie (Lord

.Ashtown), Mr. J. Murphy (Sir Chas. Barrington). and
Mr. J. Falkiner (Lord Dunalley), who had very ablv

performed the duties of judges in the several depart-

ments of the show.

Sincere thanks was expressed to Lady Inchiquin,

Major S. C. Hickman. D.L., and the following nursery-

men:—viz.. S. Anketell Jones, Gowran, Messrs Toogood
& Sons, Southampton, Messrs. R. Sydenham, Ltd.,

Tenby .Street, Birmingham, Messrs. Watsons & Sons,

Clontarf Nurseries, and .Mr. W. Bill, Birmingham
Road, Walsall, for their liberalily in the matter of

special prizes.

The following arrangements were made for the year
1910 :— Daffodil and spring flower show about .April 13th,

and summer show. .August loth.

The use of clogs for gardening in winter is advocated
by students of health. In Holland, the wettest country

in Europe, clogs are at all seasons used by workers on
the land—men, women ,-ind children. Wood being a

bad conductor of heat keeps the warmth of the feet

from escaping to the cold ground, and being a poor
absorber of water keeps moisture from reaching the

feet. We notice that clogs made b)' one of our
advertisers are still further improved in comfort by the

addition of a lining of felt. Clogs have another

advantage over and above their hygienic value—thev

are cheap and lasting.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, Ltd.
Telegrams

—

"Anti-Drip, London'

Conservatories .-. Ranges

Vineries, Ferneries, Stoves,

Pits, Plant-houses k Green-

liouses of all descriptions.

Portable Buildings for every

purpose

Write for Catalogue.

Kindiv mention this pap°r.

27 CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G. Works—Tottenham
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HICflTICIDE rv.FLuml
(FUMIGANT

No. 4 si

No. 4* s

No. S ^i

;c Bot.-

Eot.—

FUMIQATORS.
IS. each, tor 5,000 cubic feet.

NICOTICIDE PLANT SPRAY.
(Use I part to 40 part?, water for Gre

fly, &c.).

j-pint, IS. 2d. Pint, 29.
Qu.art, 3S. 6d. j-gal., SS.
(Jallc IDS.

GOW'S LAWN SAND
DAISY ERADICATOR.

28 lbs squa
Ca

irds. 7

aOWS SLUG AND WIREWOR.M DESTROYER,
Being a Combined Fertilizer.

TOBACCO POWDER: QUASSIA EXTRACT;
AND LAWN SAND

SoM inOd,, IS., and 2S. 6d. Pifcorated Tins.

GOW'S GOW'S
LIQUID WEED KILLER I POWDER WEED KILLER
1 f&l.. ) 61 oil-

Drunii free. Carriage pxii.

HUNTER & cow. 46 Thomas St., Liverpool

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.

lo „ - 25 6 - cask 5/- ,,

EUREKATINE'-The successful fumiganl.

'EUREK.\* Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux
Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
Full list with booklet, " Chemistry in Garden and Greenhou

post free by makers —

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN

PATTISSON' HORSE BOOTS
Simplest ! Strongest !

Most Economical !

-=;oles of Kcst English Sole Leather
\N"aterproofed) with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs or Solid Rubber.
Vig. I can be refitted repeatedly,
equal to New Boots. Rubber Soles

,. strongly recommended

Silver IMedal- ko\,il Horticultural Society.

HrN[>KEl>;S l»F TE.STIMONIALS 1

The Field ^&ys: "As good as anything tlial

could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H. M.
THE KING, Balmor.-il Castlcl writes:

jpplied two years ago are as

H. PATTISSON & CO., 4 Greyhound Lane, STREATHAM, S.W

For Winter Spraying
The great Orchard cleanser and

re-invigorator.

APTERITE
The Soil Fumigant

Destroys underground pests, including

WIREWORMS
and Grubs of all kinds, Slugs, Ants,

Millipedes, &c.

: WEEDICIDE
A Concentrated Weed-killer

Destroys Grass and Weeds on Garden

Full paruculats and prices (torn the Sole Ml

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, BERKHAMSTED.^T^f f fff

SAVES WEARY WEEDING,
allons of mi.ved solution v

Weeds Killed : Crass Invigorated by

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
When applied during dry weather
,1-.;^;—: ',T^A ^»h*-r weeds are destroyed

1 of grass quicklyand
the ed bv di;

p,^,,. ,,.,(, ,.^..._ Thousands of weedy
and poor Lawns have been trans-

formed bv Clnnax Lduii -Sand. Why
n.-av.mri?Tryit now. 7lbs. 28., Mlbs.

38. 6d., 2Slbs 68., 561bs. tl8., iialbs.

20s. Carriage paid. Sample Tin
18. 3d., post free.

From Slugs, Grubs,

PROTECT CalerplHare, Ants,

YOUR PLANTS '^'Z'^tl^^'.^C^^

A non-poisonous Manure, deadly to

every creeping thinK, vet does not

injure the foliate of plants. Testi-

monials on applic.ition. 7lbs. 28.,

1 4lbs. 38. ed. , aSlbs. 68. Carnage paid

.

Sample Tin 18. 3d., post free.

On Garden Paths, Carriage Drives, &c.

By" CLIMAX ":,ll°ER

ONE APPLICATION KEEPS
D.iwN .v.rvKro^tll for .2 ^'0^"'''->- ^'o

PATHS always' might AHO CLEAN.

No I lin 1" dress loo square yards, 2a.

., 1 ins as. 6d. Post free.

\'o 2 1 in to dr' ss 400 square yds. 68. 6d.

2 I ms 12s. 6d. Carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.

Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL
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The Dublin Wholesale

Markets.

DURING the past month the markets have been
well supplied with fruit and veg-etables. Flowers
have been scarce, except chrysanthemums,

which have been plentiful, outside ones in the beg-inning

and cut blooms from pots towards the end. the latter

being particularly line. White blooms were especially
in demand. \'iolets are beginning to come in, but are
not plentiful yet. White lilies and tuberoses are making
their appearance. All through the month apples have
been plentiful, Irish-grown holding their own with
Canadian and American. There were some very fine

Bramleys in barrels about the middle of the month,
which sold well ; where the fruit is graded and carefully

packed so as to arrive in the market undamaged it pays,
but loosely packed and mixed fruit have been selling

badly. By " mixed " is meant the sending of five or six

varieties of different sizes to be sold together in boxes
or barrels, as the case may be. and in most cases fruit

packed in this manner is sold to hawkers at clearing
prices.

A better illustration of marketing fruit could not be
seen than the system of grading and packing that

is carried out at an Educational Institution near Dublin.

Fruit sent to the market from it is bought very quickly,

as buyers have learned to know that b)- bujing in bulk
from this source the fruit are exactl}- the same in

quality in the bottom as those placed on the top. The
following are the prices for the month :

—

Fruit From
s. d.

Apples—Allington Pippin, per doz.

Wamsley do.

Golden Noble. Y^ bushel
Bismarck, do.

Lord Derby, do.

Bramleys. barrel . .86
King of Pippins, float . .16

Pears — Good Ripe, four doz. trays . 2 6
Second Quality. do.

Others do.

Grapes— Home-grown, per lb.

Vegetables
Brussels Sprouts. per float .20
Parsley, do. . .02
Artichokes. Jerusalem do. . . . i 10

Spinach,
Celery.
Carrots,
Leeks,
Salad,
Beet,
Cauliflowers.

Cabbage.
do. Early York
do. Savoy

Herbs—Mint. Sage

To

do. .

doz. .

do.

do. .

do. .

do.

flasket .

per load
do. .

do. .

md Thyme.
doz. bunches

Flowers—Chrysanthemums. out-door
per bunch

3 £>

4 6

do.

Violets, per doz. bu
Carnations. pe
Roses

1st pot blooms
per dozen

jnd pot blooms
per dozen

I9IO

New Volume

Irish Gardening

The new volume will sustain

the old standard of excellence

as to authoritative articles

on both the practical and

scientific side of gardening,

but new features and new writers

will be introduced during

the course of the year.

Every Irish gardener and every

owner of any sized garden

in Ireland

should obtain

" Irish Gardening " (monthly)

and read it ! and having;

read it should preserve

it for binding—it is worth it

bunch
do. .

KoniKT Htc;ii Clarkk,
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Chrysanthemum Show,

9th and loth November, 1909.

Messrs. Arthur S. Ritchie & Co., Seedsmen, Nur-

serymen, and Florists, Victoria Street, Belfast, stagped a

very fine exhibit, which was, perhaps, a chief feature of

the Show, and attracted great attention and admiration

from the vast number of visitors. Besides, a number

of artistically-arranged Floral Designs, including

Wreaths, Crosses, Bouquets, &c., Messrs. Ritchie

arranged two splendid groups of Plants, consisting of

all the new varieties of Nephrolepis. Pteris, Adiantums,

Araucarias, Palms. &c.. beautifully intermixed with

some of the latest varieties of Crotons. They also staged

a splendid collection of .Apples, including such varieties

as "Bramley's" Seedling. Lane's Prince Albert, Bis-

marck, Mere de Menage, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Lady
Henniker, AUington. and King of Pippins, the fruits

being exceptionally good in size and colour. Their

arrangement of potatoes was also a special treat, in-

cluding some of the newest varieties, such as Colleen,

British Queens, No. 2, Longholme Model, Carnegie,

White City, &c. The whole arrangement was most

artistically arranged, and a credit to this enterprising

firm.

Answers to Correspondents.

Sex in Plants.—An "Enquirer" new to gardening

and unfamiliar with the elements of botany, having

of Vegetable Marrow, showing

observed that all the flowers in a vegetable marrow

vine do not produce fruit, asks the rea.son. The reason

is that in vegetable marrows and quite a number of

other plants the sexual organs are in separate flowers-

some being seed-producing (or female) only, and others

being pollen-producing or male only. The male flowers,

after liberating the pollen, wither away; the female

flowers, after being fertilised with pollen, continue to

grow and develop fruit.s. The accompanying illustra-

lion shows a male flower in section. The pollen-

producing sacs or anlbet-s are shown within the joined

petals, and it will be noticed that there is no ovary

miderneath the bloom, as is the case in the female or

seed-producing flowers.

The enquirer need scarcely be reminded that these

male flowers therefore are as necessary for the produc-

CHEAP SECTIONAL CREENHOUSES

Hot Water Heating Apparatus

DublinKennan
& SONS,

LTD.
FISHAMBLE

STREET

fpLANT NOW
B^LBSj

SPRING FLOWERING

HVACINTHS '•;.£",?',—' •"""'"

HYACINTHS for pots and glasses, 3d. each, 2/6 iloz.

HYACINTHS for nrnamenlal bowls, 1/3 doz.

Till I DC in all the glowing colours, from 6d. doz.,

I ULIro 36 llio.

TIXIPS DARWINS, Alayllowcring, from 7d. doz,, 4-

lOO.

n 1 Cirnnil C in the best varieties, from 6d. doz.,

UArrUUILb 36 luo, au- i.ouo,

CROCIS, white and striped, 1/- IW, 8 6 1,000.

SNOWDROPS, Single. 2 6 lOO; Double, 3/- 100.

SPANISH IKIS, (inest mixed. 1 • 100.

LILIIM CANDIDIM (Madonna lily), 4d. each, 3 6 doz,

l.lLltM CROCIM lOrange l.il\), 4d. each, 3- doz.

^ Strong hardv transplanted,

WALLFLOWERS -p=--;rs
"^ """^'

ARTHUR S. RITCHIE & Co.

Bulb Importers and Growers

,„FPT. 1.. VICTORIA STREET, BELFAST
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lion of fruit as the female flowers, although it is said that

ill cucumbers (plants botanically allied to "Marrows"!
fruit may be produced without pre\'ious fertilization.

Tritelia (MiUa) Uniflora.

This handsome species belongs to a small genus of

.South -American bulbous plants. The flowers are about

the size of a florin ; the spreading starry segments are

white, shaded a lovely soft lilac-blue. Planted in a

warm border it will flower freely from March till May
The small bulbs may be bought very cheap. Once in four

or five years they should be lifted and replanted as they

multiply freely. One remembers a very fine efi"ect pro-

duced hy' this—planted on a rockery, in association

with Anemone fulgens and Ttilipa sylvestris.

Notes.

Marigold.—This is an old garden favourite, and one

of the best for autumn and winter flowering in cottage

gardens.. It is a biennial and hardy, and for late

flowering its seeds should be sown in July. Its petals

used to be used to flavour dishes, hence its name " pol

marigold." Canaries are very fond of the blossoms,

and it is said that they improve and deepen the colour

of their plumage.

Beautiful Flowers and how to Grow Them.—\\c
have received the sixteenth monthly part of this hand
somely illustrated work issued by Messrs. Jack of

Edinburgh. The plates are all good, but the one en-

titled " A beautiful garden " b\- Beatrice Parsons is a

specially fine study in colour. The price of each part

IRISH INDUSTRY

Flower Pots, Seed Pans

HORTICULTURAL POTTERY
OF .SUPERIOR OU.A.LITY

Writ

Exceptionally Good Terms

Carley's Bridge

FG.J.OwENS.'nr-
Agentsfor Dublin and District — Messrs. E. Browett &

Sons, 7 Upper George's Street, Kingstown

BEST HOUSE COALS
• ^^° r^OVIn FOR HORTICULTURAL

V-'V.-'JVIZi PURPOSES

Special attention paid to Quality,

Price and Prompt Delivery .

Flower & McDonald
Direct Coal Importers, Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'OLIER STREET, DUBLIN
Telegraphic Address: "Donald, Dublin." Telephone No. 848

The Lancashire County Council has set an example
that might well be followed by other county authorities.

This body has recently passed a resolution that no
more hideous advertisement boards be erected in the

beautiful lake districts in the county, and that those
that are already there be immediately taken down. It

is about time that some restraint be put upon the out-

rageous eyesores erected by adventurous advertisers

throughout the beauty spots of our country.

FOR COLD, WET WEATHER.

FELT-LINED CLOGS

ds

Sizes, 3's to ii'j.

Customers delighted. Feet Co«y and Warm,
of pairi already aent away to all part.. Try ONE PAIR,
and you are certain lo be selling pair, to your friend,
near you. Some customer, have got Dozen, of Pairs,
and are prai.mg Ihem at a great rate.

JOHN CREENLEES, 4, WELLINGTON ST., GLASGOW.

NOTICE-
TO THE READERS OF

"IRISH GARDENING "

The present number completes the

Fourth Volume of " Irish Gardening."

A Title-page and Index will be issued

next month, and will be sent tree to

any Subscriber applying for same.

Readers of "Irish Gardening" are

asked to kindly introduce the paper

to any of their friends interested in

plants and gardening, and to suggest

that the commencement of a new
volume is a good time to become a

subscriber.



Department ot Agriculture and Technical Instruction

tor Ireland

LIST OF THE
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Miscellaneous Section.

^»0-DAV! AND FOR YEARS AM) VKARS IAS 1

the "XL- All" Specialities aie and have been

the best on the Market. Where is the saidener who
does not pin his faith to one or the other of these

celebrated hisecticidcs oi- Fertilisers? "XL- All"

Fertiliser has pleased all who have used it this season.

The sales of "XL-All" FumigatOr prove that it is

more popular than ever. " XL-All" Liquid Nicotine

Insecticide is always spoken of by jranlcncrs ,nul

ifi-owcrs as the most deadly to Mealy Hiii,'-, I'hnp, iVc.

"XL-All" Winter Wash, for dormant trees, acls

like mag-ic, clearini; the tiees and bushes of all insects'

esjK^- moss, and funsfoid growths. "XL-AII" Lawn
Sand, a weed eradicator and fertiliser for weedy and

poor lawns. "XL-All" Weed Killer, used once a

>ear ; no weeds can live. I'lease ask your Nurseryman,

Seedsman or Florist for a copy of my small jiink list,

sjiving- particulars of these and many other " XL-ALL
preparations, which can be obtained frotii the Horti-

cultur.al Trade throu-houl the World.

G. H. RICHARDS,
234 Borough High Street, LONDON. S.E.

FOR choicf: CARN.ATIONS of

try HAYW.XRn MArH!.\s, Medste

Thev are cheap.

TF VOL- H.WE A GL.ASS ROOF THAT LEAKS,

I a Conservatory to repair, or any kind of glazing

work to be done, C.xrson's Plastinf. will save money

time worry and annoyance con.sequent on the use ot

ordii'tary putty which cracks, crumbles, and decays.

Il saves the expense of constant renewals. Carson s

Wood Preservative in green and brown, for Palmgs,

T >Uis Work &c The best paint for Greenhouses is

"Vitrolite."
' Write for Catalogue. Car.sons, 22

Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

FOR AUTUMN PLANTING.—Delphiniums, 3s ;

Auuilegias, 2s. 6d. ;
Canterbury Kells, 2s., all per

dc-.e,;, cheaper by the .00-of Barr's famous strain.

\lso Daffodils for planting now in the gras.s.
_

.Sir

Waikin, Empress, John Bain, and '•^^^diug var,et.es

Daffodils and Narcissi. 15s. ,,000, 2s. ,00. -J. H. MiLtb,

lounl, Ballydehob, Cork.

ni_lll ID ^^ CORNU'S
PHILbP jersey
fruit trees, rose trees, and carnations

re nnincrlv nacktd free iit cost and properly delivered, carnage
arc

'"'"l'^^|;>ij'",^„^'-c"„rk, „ublin. Belfast, or Waterford.

Vast au ..uilies of strong, l.e.tlthy, librously-rooted Apples, on the

u J l-T^.tn I'arariise Peliis Pli^nis, Peaches, (>rape Vines, and

/t°:ttry Plan s If suplrto; quality, similar to those which have gu en

s^"nuch"atirfactioi. in various parts of Ireland for many years past.

CORDONS A SPECIALITY.

Before ordering every reader of this paper should write for my

Illustrated Catalogue and Planters Ouide.

Testimonial from Hum Bl

" Your Fruit Trees hav

I hope 10 set more from you this Autu

THE JERSEY IPRQPY
. . . NURSERIES JtKOC-l.

I, Kscj., Kilquade, Greystones, Ireland :-

itly satisfactory— not one died.

THE SCOTCH FLAME FLOWER
(Tn,t>avhini Sp,-r,os?,,„. )

I can supply extra strong pots of this popular
climber at 5/. per dozen, with direct ions for planting.

100 different named Rockplants, for any position my
customer likes to name, for 28/6; 50 fcV 1 4/6; 25
for 7/9 ; from pots or ground. Send for List.

Wood'.*; Plant Club Label is the best permanent
met.il l.ibel for Bulbs and Border Plants, Shrubs, &c.

J. WOOD, Boston Spa., S.O., YORKSHIRE-

LISSADEI.I. DAFFODILS (Sir Josslyn Gore-
Booth's). — These Irish-grown Bulbs art* the

finest procurable Write fc)r new Illustrated and
Descriptive List, which includes many choice* Seedlings,
to J. A. C'otiPKR, Lissadell, .Sligo.

J
NESS & CO., 12 Sandside, Scarboro', Garden

and Lawn Tennis Boundary Net Makers ; also

Rabbit, St.ick, Fishing, Cricket, and other Nets.

Hardy Ornamental Plants,

Shrubs, &c.
CareN Buchanani, i.s. 6d. each. Pittosporum Colensoi,

2S. P. Mayii, is P. Undulatum, is. 6d. P. Eugen-

oides, IS. 6d. P. Eugenoides 'V'ariegata, 2s. \itis

Coignetise, 2S. 6d. Cotoneaster Franchetii, is. fid.

Convolvulus Cneorum. 2s. Eugenia Ugui and Apioulata,

IS. each. Caryopteris Mastacanthus, is. Garrya

Elliptica(in pots), IS. 6J Escallonia Langleyensis, is ;

in varieties, qs. per doz. Leycesteria Formosa, 6d.

Kerria Japonica, gd. Indigofera Gerardiana, is.

Pterocarya Caucasicum, 2S. 6d. Sophora Grandiflora,

IS. Microglottis .\lbescens, IS. Atriplex Halimus, is.

Phlomis Fruticosus, Stephanandra fle.xuosa, and tan-

aka;, is. each. Pinus Insigne, 2 to 3 feet, strong;

(ranspl.'inled last April, is. each. Eucryphia Piuna-

tifolia, -'s. 6d. Choisya Ternata (bushy), is. (xl.

C.revillea Rosmarinifolia, is. Pampas Grass, qd. New

Zealand Flax, is. Buddleia Varia'Dilis Veilchii, is.

B. Globosa, qd .Abulilon Vitifolium, is. Spirea

Aitchinsoiiii, IS. Piptanthus Nepalensis, is. Spartium

lunceum, qd. White Broom (extra strong^, is. Ozo-

thamims' Rosmarinifolius, is. Primula Japonica—

2

years old, flower next spring, 4s. per dor. All strong,

'voung plants. Transplanted last spring. Mixed coUec-

iions^ of hardy shrubs in choice kinds to suit any

aspe-'l. My selection lor 5s. per doz.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Caldli'C^iie nil applicntiiin.

J„
DONARD NURSERY,

. RV'tin, Newcastle, Co. Down.
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Best Quality Bulbs . .

. Best Hardy Perennials.
Our Bulbs are First Class Selected Stuff and

Extraordinary Value for Money, (iive us a Trial

Order. Vou will be surprised at the Value. Our
Plants are strong Transplanted Stuff from
Northern Climate, which do well anxwhere.

BULBS.
so Double daffodils
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NOW READY—POST FREE

"Bulbs for Garden

and Greenhouse"

AX ILLLSTRATED DESCRIP-
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Telephone im.

Beautify your Gardens by planting "• Telegrams: "dkimmonds. diiu.in."

DRUMMOND'S FLOWER BULBS,
HOME GROWN AND CONTINENTAL.

Collections for indoor and out, <I All orders of 5/- value and upwards

5/6, 10/6. 21/-. 42/-, 63/-. Carriage Paid.

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,
a- -p-^^ -d

well -grown stock.

*J Our Trees, being grown in Scotland, are exceptionally

hardy and well-rooted, and consequently succeed much
better than those grown in more southern districts.

Roses, Shrubs,

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

W. DRUMMOND & SONS, Ltd.
57 & 58 DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

Planters of FRUIT TREES don't faii to plant .

BRAMLEY'S SEEDLING.
The most profitable Apple grown.

The Rose. THE PEOPLE'S FLOWER.
THE NATIONAL FLOWER.

Every Garden must Possess Them. All Stront;' and I lome-Grown Plants.

Notice the following \A/onderful Bargain:

COLLECTION "C," GARDEN ROSES. The finest selection oi 25 Garden Roses
in dwarf plants possible for 13/6 (with Acme Labels, 16,-), carriage and packing- free for easli with order.

350,000 FRUIT TREES of all kinds to select from.

A Qrand Stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great variety.

Send for Catalogue \o. ;i, full of intere-.ting inforniallon and cheap prices, po-.t free on appliealion to

MESSRS. H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD., carafn'^&W SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.
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FRUIT
Many thousands are

being supplied yearly to

Customers in all parts of

Ireland, and are giving

entire satisfaction . . .

Silver Medal awarded

by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland

for Collection of Fruit at

Dublin Show, i907 . .

Illustrated Catalogue

and Cultural Instructions

sent free on application

W.SEABROOK&SONS

TREES FORIYIS.

THE

) NURSERIES,

CORDONS
A Speciality

Very large stock of

BUSHES,PYRAMIDS
. . and . .

TRAINED TREES, on

Specially Selected Fruit'

ing Stocks

250,000 Trees to select

from

^•C

Customers ordering ,

through the post may rely

on receiving as good trees

as those personally chosen

CHELMSFORD

JAMES

CRISPIN
& SONS, F.R.H.S.

Supply all classes of

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,

HEATING,

VENTILATING,

. and .

DOMESTIC SUPPLY

APPARATUS.

Please write for Catalogue Illustrating this and other Ornamental Conservatories.

Head Office : Nelson Street, BRISTOL,
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Telegraphic Address: '* HORNE, CLIFFE-AT-HOO."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
This is the secret to get a crop

)f apples every year, you must use

HORNE'S FRUIT
TREE DRESSING.

W. HORNE & SONS, ..a F^^Znvers,

PERRY HILL, CLIFFE,
Near ROCHESTER, KENT.

HORNE'S FRUIT TREE DRESSING has stood the test for 19 years as the best remedy for

capturing the Winter Moths. Thousands ol pounds' worth of fruit have been saved by its use that

would otherwise have been lost if left to the ravages of the caterpillar pest. We are offering the same

sort as we use for ourselves, and have succeeded in obtaining a mixture that is harmless to the trees and

effectual in killing ; thus making it impossible for the Female Winter Moths to cross the band, which should

be put on the trees six or eight inches wide, with a sixpenny paint brush, as thickly as it will lay on, early in

October. They do not come out of the ground at one time, we have noticed them ascend as early as the

first week in October and as late as the middle of December. The Female Winter Moth, having only

abortive wings, is obliged to climb the tree, and in trying to cross the band sticks fast ; the males not finding

them in the branches join company with them where they are, and consequently share the same fate. We
have counted as many as 30 and 40 on one tree. They have the reputation of laying 200 eggs each.

We would mention one Fruit Grower in Twydale, near Gillingham, who tried it by dressing every

other row of Manx Codlin. The first thing that struck the visitor was, every alternate row had leaves

while the others were nearly as bare as they are on Christmas Day. These trees are half-standards about

20 years old, and have not had a crop for years ; every season the leaves have been devoured by the cater-

pillar pest. We would remind our readers where they have trees that have suffered like the above, it will

take them a year or two to recover ; the first step is to keep the trees free from caterpillars, and the easiest

way is to catch the moth as it ascends to lay its eggs ; then you may hope for healthy leaves and bloom,

and fruit to follow. If there were no moths there would soon be an end to the caterpillars.

These little insects are very persevering, they will climb over the bodies of the dead and even lay

their eggs on the band to lighten themselves in trying to gain their point. We find it pays to send a

woman round about every three weeks or a month and freshen the band up, thus destroying the eggs and

making it impossible for one to escape.

We dressed 75 acres of our own last autumn, and we find the band should have attention up to

Christmas ; it is only by perseverance that this pest can be checked.

As this is now being universally used, no garden or orchard, however small, should be neglected.

This season it will be sent out, smallest quantity made, in

—

14 lbs,

28 lbs.

£0 7

12

-cwt.

cwt.

£1 1

2

Orders given now will be s.nt in October. I cwt. will dress 3 or 4 acres well, upon trees 15 to 20 years old.

We are sending grease-proof paper, already cut in strips, gratis with all Orders (at the rate of 15 lb. to the cwt., if

more is required price is 8d. per lb. I, which should be put on with ordinary (lour paste ; when dry apply the Dressing.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND FURTHER PARTICULARS FREE.
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Extra Size Trees for Avenue and Garden,
WITH GOOD STRAIGHT STEMS AND BUSH^ HEADS, TRANSPLANTED 1907.

Acacias in variety, S-io ft., 10-12 ft., 2/6 to 5/- Poplars in \arietv, foatliered for shelters, 7-Sft.,

8-9 ft., i/() and 2/(>.

S)-camore, S-io ft., 10-12 ft., 12-14 't-. - *' -i'T-'

5 - each.

Sycamore, \arlei,'-ated, 8-10 ft., _^ fi and 5 -

purple, 10-12 ft., 12-14 tt-' .1 '5 to 5-
Thorns, Llouble and slnt;ie, 7-8 ft., 8-10 ft., 2/6

10 5 -
; also

Splendid stock of Lii^nstruni o\-.difoliuni, bushy,
8/-, 10 -, 12 b per 100.

NaiH'els rotinidifolia, 10-, 12 -, 1;; -, 2:; - per
100 ; also

Roses, Fruit Trees, Herbaceous Plants, Creepers,
Conifers, and Flowering Shrubs, c&c, in

y'reat variety.

each.

Acers in varietv, 6-7 ft., 7-8 ft., 8-9 ft., 2,6 to

5/- each.

Chestnuts, Horse, 8-9 ft., g-ioft., 2/- to 3/0 each.

Scarlet, 6-7 ft., 8-9 ft., 2/6 to 5 - each.

,, Spanish, 10-12 ft., _^,'(i lo 5/- each.

Elms in \aricty, 10-12 ft., 12-14 't., 2/6 to 5/-

each.

Elms, W'eepiiii;-, 8-9 ft. stems, _;/() to 7/(1 each.

Golden, 9-10 ft. ,, 3/fi to 5/- ,,

Limes, 6-7 ft., 7-8 ft., 8-() ft., 10-12 ft., 2/-and5/-

Lahurnum, ()-7 ft., 7-8 ft., 2/- to 3/6 each.

Mountain Ash, 10-12 ft., 2/6 to 3/h

Catalogues free on application to

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
RO^'AL IRISH NURSERIES

OAKLEY PARK, BLACKROCK, CO. DUBLIN
OLR ARD CAIRX (^ROWX

APPLE TREES. „ .

LOVELY EXAMPLES OF GROWTH. HyaCinthS

ips

CHOICE NAMED

Gladioli
3 and 4 YE.^RS OLD,

ON BOTH CRAB AND PARADISE STOCKS 'T'l 1 I J

MODELS OF CLEANLINESS AND PRE-
. .

PARED FOR IRISH GARDENS AFTER JNarClSSl
— THE BEST POSSIBLE MANNER. —

Invitalion from hitending Purchasers kindly

solicited. The specimen trees planted out for

" Stock " purposes are very fine.

tjj We don't buy Continenlal Trees, and the sooner we
tfive up auctions or cheap sales of such the more we
will be free from American Blight and all sorts of

insect visitations, the latter spreads itself as much in

the packings as in the trees.

Daffodils

LiHums

Crocus

Iris, &:c.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES
. . ON APPLICATION . .

THOMAS

Wni. Baylor Hartland k Son, McKENZIE &sons
Arp Cairn Seed, Bulb, and

Fruit Tree Specialists,

CORK.

i.i.Mrn:n

212 Gt. Brunswick St., Dublin
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EASON'S

LIBRARY
DUBLIN & BELFAST

Country Subscribers . .

Specially Catered for

SUBSCRIPTION RATES TO SUIT ALL

New Premises designed and fitted for comfort

of Subscribers in a manner unattempted by any

otfier Library. Country Subscribers can arrange

to meet their friends here

All New Books suitable for circulation

added as soon as published

—

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVELS,
HISTORY, MEMOIRS, AND FICTION

NEW CATALOGUE now ready, sent on

application

Stationery. New Designs in WRITING
PAPERS. DIE STAMPING. VISITING
CARDS. WEDDING STATIONERY
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DAFFODILS
Per loo Per 1,000
s. d. s. d.

Bicolor Empress . 70 626
Ricolor Horsfi'jldii 60 526

60

26

4-^

Bkolor Empress

Emperor

Sir Watkin .

Princeps

Orange PhaMiix .

Barrii (-onspicuii^

Splendid Mixture

First Size Flowering Bulbs

IIIlistmied Calaloguc fire

O O

O O

2 6

EDMONDSON BROS, lo Dame St, Dublin

LmoN's Fruit Trees

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, &cc., &c.

AS . .

Cordons, Pyramids, Bushes, Standards, Fan

Trained, Espalier Trained, Amateurs'

Standards, &c.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue Gratis.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

IN^IL SHJPES

LiSXiPON BF?OS
BEJDFORD
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The Planting Time.

IT costs as much to plant and grow indifferent trees

as good ones, and yet every season we see people
planting trees of poor quality from a doubtful

source, perhaps also paying heavy carriage upon trees

from a long distance which have been a considerable

time out of the ground. Many of our readers will

presently be extending or planting new orchards,

replenishing garden fruits, or planting ornamental
shrubs, roses, &c. It is all important with trees which
are to be of many years standing that at the outset

good specimens be secured, true to name, and from a
reliable nursery. We have no hesitation in directing

the attention of planters to one of our home nursery
firms, Messrs. Watsox & SON.s, Clontarf Nurseries,

and iS Nassau .Street, Dublin. They have a large

stock of trees of all kinds in clean and healthy condition

which planters who find time to call at the nurseries

(fifteen minutes' tram drive from Nelson's Pillar) may see

for themselves, and those who cannot conveniently call

should note that the Messrs. \V.\tson' attend personally

to their clients' instructions by post or telephone.

A visit to Alessrs. Watson's Nurseries will convince
intending planters that there is no need to cross the

Channel for roses, fruit trees, or indeed most nursery
stock, which formerly was not to be obtained satis-

factorily in Ireland. Long-distance carriage is saved
to Messrs. Watson's patrons, and, what is perhaps
more important with goods of a perishable nature,

owing to their nurseries being situated in the metropolis,

the most direct routes are available to the provinces,

with the result that the trees arrive in perfect condition,

and are replanted before they have had time to suff"er.

Descriptive catalogues may be had free by post.

Ilinl Kslilklllo
I MeilHls rruii

PURE ICHTHEMIC GUANO.
Most Reliable, The Richest Pood,

d the Most Natural Fertiliser.

FAME'S FERTILISER.
Swift, Safe, and Sure.

quantities of 2S-lb$. and upwards.

from the principal Niiraerymen, Seedsmer
"IRECT OF—

and Manufacturers,

WM. COLCHESTER & CO.
PSWICH, Enerland.

Reports of Shows.

Athy.

This horticultural show was held in connection with
the South Kildare Agricultural Society's Show, and
marked a great advance on all previous shows in

quantity and qualit}', showing a marked advance on its

predecessors In the open classes sweet pea was the
outstanding feature, Mr. White Durrow just winning
from Mr. M. Moran and Dr. O'D. Browne of Naas, ail

three showing far finer flowers than they exhibited in

Dublin. A few of the best varieties were Mrs. C. W
lireadmore, Elsie Herbert, Constance Oliver, Marjorie
Willis, M. -A. Lin?ee, Prince of the .Asturias, .Audrey
Crier, and Minie Christie. In the the amateur sections,

sweet pea was grandlj- shown by Mrs. While Durrow
and Rev. J. O'Callaghan, .Athy, winning ist and 2nd
prizes for six varieties, Frank Dolby, Coimtess Spencer,
KingKdward VII., and Helen Lewis being best. There
were over twenty entries. .Annuals were well shown,
.\liss Kilbride winning easily, and also for twelve
bunches of hardy flowers. Miss Keating and Mrs.
Twamley exhibited some nice herbaceous flowers, Mi's.

Waller good carnations, while Mr. W. Hayton, Mishop
Court, and .Miss Kilbride, .Athy, won all the prizes for

collections of vegetables.
Horticultural exhibits by nurserymen filled one tent,

Mr. S. .A. Jones, Gowran, gaining the medal for a
beautiful displa}*, pot plants, dahlias, begonias and
sweet pea being extra fine. Messrs. Watson, Clontarf,

had grand dahlias and carnations, besides floral designs
.A. Dickson & Sons had a fine collection of sweet pea
and some well grown herbaceous flowers all well
staged.

Clare Horticultural Society.

THE above .society held an exhibition in the Court-
house, Ennis, on Aug. 26th, but although the
weather was bad, the show was particularly fine.

Sweet peas again were a very strong class, and the
medals oft'ered by R. Syndenham, Ltd., for 9 distinct

kinds, excited very keen competition, the premier award
going to the Rt. Hon. Lord Inchiquin (gardener, Mr. J.
Carter), who was closeh' pressed by Col. Milton-Henn,
Castle Troy House, Co. Limerick, second, and Rev, R.
Scott, Ennis, third. The fourth prize fell to a cottager, Mr.
E. .Acton, who certainly made a very creditable displav.

Lord Inchiquin was again first in the class for 18 bunches.
Major S. C. Hickman, Fenloe, being a good second.
Throughout each section (cottagers, amateurs and

professionals) there were splendid exhibits of roses.

SAFE Gardo SURE

AN INVALUABLE INSECTICIDE FOR GREENHOUSE and GARDEN.
Gardo is effectual for all kinds of Aphis and other insect pests. It is non-poisonous, soluble in

water, and, if used according to instructions, does not discolour or leave any visible film on the

foliage or flowers.

Gardo is used by some of the best amateurs and largest members of the trade at home and
abroad. Sold in Tins: 1/., 1/6, 2 '6 and 4/. each. Drums: i gall. 7/6; 2 gall. I3/6;

5 ga'l- 30/- each, by Seedsmen, or sent direct from Ipswich on receipt of P.O.

Son/ ,1 p,,st runl /<,! hill pur/indnrs and ,lin;in,iis f'nr ,/s<' /"

THE CMElVriCAL UNION, LIlVriTED, II>SWICH:.
MANUFACTURERS OF CANARY OUANO.
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APRONATUS PONICUS. County Armagh
What's this ! A New Plant ?

No!

A NEW APRON!
n,-iL;rK-cl i.y a f.aiJciUT lor (.'.... ilc'i

LOOK AT THE PRICE.

In

Dnik Blu
'* Poniciis

Twill,

Grown Fruit Trees
Very Large Stoek of—

APPLES . GOOSEBERRIES
PEARS . CHERRIES
PLUMS . RASPBERRIES .

Imni(
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dahlias and annuals, and competition was very close,

one very promising feature being that the exhibits of
the cottagers and amateurs compared very favourably
with those in the professional class ; in fact, one amateur,
Mrs. H. B. Crawford, staged six vases of sweet peas
which were undoubtedly superior to any others in the
show.

In the vegetable section the exhibits were of a high
order of merit, one marked feature being carrots

exhibited by a cottager, C. Doyle, of a quality that

could hardh' be excelled at any show. Potatoes,
too, were of magnificent quality. "The Ashbourne
Company "* offered a valuable prize for " best collection

of vegetables,"which fell to H. B. Henn, Esq., Paradise,

Co. Clare, after very severe competition
In the class for " decorated dinner tables " rivalr)- was

very keen, for Co. Clare ladies were determined that

the prize should not leave the county on this occasion,
the eventual winner being Mrs. G. U. Macnamara, of

Corofin, with Miss May Greene second, and Miss Hick-
man, of Fenloe, third, who all relied upon sweet peas,
the only variation in this class being a table decorated
by Miss M. V. G. Griffith with Clematis Jaokmanii and
yellow marguerites, which was very highly commended.
Lady Inchiquin and Mrs. H. S. Vandeleur kindly under-
took to make the awards in this class, and their

decisions met with the general approval of visitors.

Messrs. Dobbie, of Rothesay, N'.B., offered a splen-

did silver-gilt medal to the exhibitor obtaining the
highest number of points at the show, which fell to that

well-known and skilful amateur. Rev. R. Scott, with a
total of sixty-nine points, the Rt. Hon. Lord Inchiquin
being runner-up with fifty-two points.

Medals were also awarded to.Anketell-Jones, F.R.H.S.,

for a magnificent stand of cactus dahlias, gladioli

and double begonias, W'hich must have brought him a
fair share of business notwithstanding the bad weather,
for visitors were especially interested in his beautiful

cactus dahlias. Mr. \V. Bill, for a collection of a hun-
dred violas, which, unfortunately, did not last the day
out owing to want of water ; H. \". Phelps, Ksq., D.L.,
of Castleconnell (gardener, Mr. J. Mcintosh), for a new
tomato (Waterpark Hybrid), which is certainly a decided
acquisition owing to its heavy fruiting qualities and
large size ; also Mr. Thos, Collins, of Kilnaboy, Co.
Clare, for several new varieties of potatoes raised by
himself, and said to have remarkable disease-resisting

qualities.

There was a very fair display of fruit, an outstanding
feature being a bunch of black Hamburg grapes
exhibited by Lord Inchiquin (gardener, Mr. Carter).

Mrs. E. \\'. Frost, Xewmarket-on-F"ergus, exhibited

half a dozen varieties of home-made wines, which were
of first-rate quality, and secured an award of merit.

The judges were Major S. C. Hickman and Rev. R.

Scott (cottagers), Messrs. T. Barker and J M'Intosh,

gardeners to \V. A. Fitzgerald, Esq., and J.
\"- Phelps,

Esq. (amateurs), and Messrs. C. Faulkiner and J.

Murphy, gardeners to Lord Dunalley and Sir Chas.
Barrington— in the professional class. The decisions

appeared to give general satisfaction

Enniskillen.

The third show of honey, fruit, flowers, vegetables,

and farm produce was held in connection with the

County Fermanagh Industrial Exhibition at Enniskillen

on i6th .September. Unfortunately for the show, rain

CROSS'S " GARDEN FERTILISER,"

Alex. CROSS & SONS, Ltd.,

Horticultural Specialists,

GLASGOW.
(Almost 100 YEARS Established.

GARDEN SEEDS,

AND INSECTICIDES.

On Sale by ALL SEEDSMEN.

CLEAN PATHS. CLEAN PLANTS.
Used in the Crvstal Palace Grounds, the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens

Kew, and in the principal Gardens of the United Kingdom.

STRENGTH, 1 in 25. 1 Call, to 25 Calls, of Water.

1 I ..ill- =s. 3d., tin free; 5 gall. 7s. 6d., drum. js. 6d. ; 10 gall. 13s. 4d.,drum, 5s. ; 40 gall. 50s. casl

5s. Carriage paid on 5 gallons and upwards.

DOUBLE STRENGTH. 1 Gall, to 50 Calls, of Water.

i gall. 2S . tin free ; i gall. 3s. 6d., drum, ^d. ; 5 gall. 14s., drum, 2s. 6d. ; 10 gall. 25s. 6d., drum, 5s,

40 gall. 90s., cask, 55. Carriage paid on 2 gallons and upwards. Empties allowed for

w-hen returned

ACME" POWDER WEED KILLER.
Tins free

To make 25 gallons

„ 5° ..

e paid. Price?^ or larger quantities

Per tin

.s. s^.
3s. 3d.

No. 3

»

.uggcst anything ?

'

using the ' Acme ' Weed

No. 3

Soluble in cold 1

COMPOUND QUASSIA EXTRACT INSECTICIDE.
St and best for all purposes. Certain death to .\phis, Red Spider. &c. &c. Sample pint

sufficient forio galls.. IS. Postpaid. Try it.

Agents

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,
e Acme Weed
,rid for killing TONBRIDGE, KENT & RIVER ST.. BOLTON, LANGS.

HAYES, CONYNGHAM & ROBINSON, LTD., Chemists, 12 Grafton Street, DUBLIN.
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fell heavily and almost continuously from the time the
exhibitors were gathering till near the close of the pro-
ceedings. Nevertheless, the show as a whole was a
great success, the entries amounting to over 1,500 -an
increase of ^49 over last year. The outstanding feature
of the gathering, under such adverse weather conditions,
was the enthusiasm displayed by exhibitors and visitors

alike, some of whom travelled long journeys in a
drenching rain to take part in and see the show.
The hone}' section was a splendid success, thanks to

the fine season, which brought out 65 entries, in five

classes. The schedule implied that all comb honey
must be protected with glass. This led to the majority
of the competitors displaying their exhibits glazed with
laced paper, which gave this section a prettv appear-
ance. The exhibits in all the classes were up to a high
standard.

Fruit, as expected, was a great improvement on last

year in quality and number of entries. The treble
exhibits in this section put up by Messrs. \V. G. Walsh
and Sons., Lirgool, Enniskillen, and Mr. Bleakley,
Killj'leagh, both of whom made fine displays of popular
varieties of fruit especially apples in their best form,
which were closel}' scrutinised by intending planters.
The flower section, although creditable, was, owing

to the recent inclement weather, not up to the usual
standard, several entries being absent. The magnifi-
cent bank of hardy flowers staged by Messrs. .^lex.

Dickson and Sons, Ltd., Newtownards, in their usual
style, formed a highly educational part of this gather-
ing where many notes have been taken—the phloxes,
pyrethrums, gladiola, lobelia, and other hardy flowers
being much admired.
The vegetables showed a great improvement all

round on any of the previous shows.
On analysing the list of winners, It is surprising to see

how well amateurs have been able to hold their own
against those of more experience and possessing better
facilities.

'

T. B.

Monaghan.

This show was held on Wednesday, September gth,

and Dr. Campbell Hall, Major Richardson, and those
responsible for the show must be congratulated on such
a splendid display when we take into account how
unfavourable the weather was for several weeks prior
to the show. In the plant classes there was nothing
striking. The tables of plants being best in this class

artistic arrangement was to be specially noted so that

the finest plants which were on the second prize table had
to be passed over. Hardy flowers were well shown,
and the twelve bunches of hardy herbaceous flowers
shown by Lady Rossmore were remarkably fine. Sweet
peas were onh" moderate, neither flowers nor stalks

being good, but then few of the newer varieties were
exhibited. Dahlias were very good, especially those
from the Sisters of St. Louis Convent, Monaghan.
-Asters and pansies were large*ly shown, those from Mr.
R. H. Parke being very fresh and well staged.
Hardy fruit, especially apples, made a fine display,

as classes were numerous. Mr. E. Taylor (Porta-
down), Mr. R. Graham, Mr. R. H. Parke, Mr. C. M'Kay,
and Lady Rossmore won many prizes. Beauty of
Bath, Lady Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain, King of
Pippins (dessert), Early Victoria, Grenedier, Lord Gros-
venor. Lord Derby, Castle Major, and Lane's Prince
.Albert (cooking), were best shown. Only a couple of
dishes of good Bramley were to be seen, a like remark
applying to EcklinviUe Seedlings. V'egetables were
very numerous, and, with the exception of onions,

grandly shown by Captain F. M. Irwin and Mrs.
O'Neill, and were only of good average merit, quality

HENRY'S BULBS
ARE THE 1-TNEST AND CHEAPEST
PROCIRABLE. ALL GU.ARANTEED
FIRST SIZE AND QIALITY. NOTE
— A FEW OF MV SPECIALITIES. —

SEND ME A TRIAL ORDER. COMPARISON IN PRICE AND
QUALITY MIGHT INTEREST YOU.

Per doz. Per 10.
12 HYACINTHS- Choice named, for pots or glasses, s. d. s. d

all .HfTi-nni 4 ~
12 HYACINTHS Superb exhibilion varieties, pots

I
-;l.,-~- -, .11 different 5 —

HYACINTHS I nr beds, separate colours .. 16 10 6
all colours, mixed .. 16 10 C

Kariv white Roman, plant now t,.

flower at Chrisi mas, first size .. I 9 Kl

,, Early white Roman, plant now to

flower at Christm.as, second size 14 10

TULIPS— Choice named, price on application.

Fine mixed for bedding — 3

ANEMONES-Single choice mixed 2
NARCISSUS Polyanthus varieties, mixed .. !l 3 6

,, Princeps, best yellow Trumpet o 3

„ Trumpet sorts, choice mixed .. • (16 3

CROCUS- Blue, white, striped 10
Y.';.« 16

RANUNCULUS Ircnch and Turban .. 2

SNOWDROPS --iiigle 2 6

SPANISH IRIS Kinest mixed 10
ORllERS OVER is, 6d. POST OR C.VRRIACJE FREE.

WRITE FOR C.Vl'AI.OCUE OF AI.I, CLASSES OK BULBS,
ROSES, FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS,

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c.

ORDERS DESP.VrCHED SAME DAV AS RECEIVED.

w—v •
I Y Y ^""^ Merchant,

David Henry, .^-.r^r'"'

C.ARLOW.

IlYIF»ORTANT.
Ne'w " Tree " Stra'wberry. New Blue
Rambler Rose. "Violet-Blue" Her-
baceous Plants in very large clumps.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
Full panitulars and prices ul . . .

a. k:link:ert,
46 Beaumont Ave., Richmond, LONDON, S.W.

CHEALS'
o ACRES. FRUIT TREES.
ORNAMENTAL TREES.

SHRUr.S OF ALL KINDS.

GARDEN SEEDS /-^ f f ¥7 A f O
FARM SEED.S. X^lllliA.J_iiJ

J I'.ll.HS AND
PLANTS

LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.
GARDEN ARCHITECTS. &c. CHEALS'

idon Oflflcc for this department :-

53 VICTORIA STREET, WE.STMINSTER.

/iof,i-M 0,1 Garden Making Post Fr,;:

Calaliigiies Post Free.

J. Cheal & Sons,
Lowfield Nurseries,

Crawley, Sussex. .
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generally being lacking, though the samples were large

enough. Theroses shown by Hugh Dickson, Belfast,

A. Dickson & Sons, Newtow'nards, and S. M'Gredy &
Sons, Portadown, were lovely. The Lady Rossmore
Cup for 48, and also class for 24. these firms won in the

order their names are written.

Mr. Blakeley had a grand exhibit of hardy fruit not

for competition, apples being especially fine, including

a new seedling named Lord Roberts. W . T.

Naas.

O.N Wednesdaj-, August 19th, the annual show of the

Naas District Horticuitual Society was held in beautiful

weather, and the hon. secretaries. Miss De Burgh and
Miss Moore, have reason to be proud of the fine display

of flowers and %egetables, fruit being but sparingly

shown. For some reason or other all the work in con-

nection with the staging and management of this show
falls on the hon. secretaries and Dr. Browne, and as

the committee is a large one this should not be.

The attendance was, I believe, a record one for this

society, and shows that interest in its work is spreading,

though from the very beginning the show has been
well attended by all sections of the public. In the open
sections the chief prize winners were Col. Hon. C. H.
Crichton, Lady Mavo, Dr. O'D. Browne, Mrs. Greer,

Mr. S. J. Brown, Baroness de Roebeck, and Mr. R. J.

Maunsell. In sections confined to district. Major Henrv,
Dr. Logan, Mr. F. Shortt,Mr. M. Moran, Mrs. M'Canii
and Mr. H. Winder. The cottagers' classes had a
record entry, and the quality was really excellent,

EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
S.WES WE.ARY WEEDING,

Tins and Cases.

LIQUID, l-so.

EUREKATINE'—Th
:ide. Lawn Sand. Hellebore Powder, Bordeau
n Killer, Hayivard's Summer Shade, &c.

SOLD BY AGENTS.
,

" ChemiMrv in Garden and Greenh,.u,.e," wi;Full list with bookie
p,,-. tree by IiK.ker. -

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LLNCOI.N.

ULSTER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

Chrysanthemum Show

In BELFAST
lot/i &c II t/2 November

ENTRIES FREE, AND CLOSE
MONDAY, 2nd NOVEMBER

Schedules can be hadfrom—
J. MacBRIDE, Secretary

I Adelaide Street, Belf.^st

Mrs. Moran, Mr. M. Hannon, Mr. M. Mooney, Mr. P.

Lynch, and Mr. \V. Slatter winning first prizes in most
of the classes.

Sweet peas were very well shown for so late in the

season, Mr. Mitchison winning easilv for twelve
bunches for Col. Hon. C. H. Crichton ; Mr. F. Milne,

gardener to Dr. Browne, was second, Mrs. Hard-
castle Sjkes, Minie Christie, Etta Dvke, Clara Curtis,

Paradise, Mrs. H. Bell, Audrey Crier, Frank Dolby
and Helen Pierce being surprisingly good. .Annuals

were, another splendid class. Dr. Browne being first

and Col. Crichton a good second, the latter leading
for herbaceous flowers and for a collection of nine

varieties of vegetables. Lady Mayo (gardener, Mr.
Dojle) was second in both classes, but lacked the

evenness of the first prize lots. Baroness de Roebeck
and Jlr. S. J. Brown won for six bunches sweet pea
open, while six bunches confined was won by Nir.

M. Moran with probably the finest sweet peas in the

show. Judges—Mr. J. L. M'Kellar, Mr. R. .Anderson,

Mr. Colohan, and .Mr. G. Carroll. \V. T.

Trim.

The committee and secretary (Mr. Healy) are to be
congratulated on the restarting of this show which last

year was allowed to lapse from various causes. Entries

in the horticultural portion were very good, while the
quality was excellent, this being especially so with the

collection of vegetables shown by Mrs. Dane (gardener,
Mr. Bierney), which was about the best I have seen
this year, celery, carrots, parsnips, tomatoes, leek,

beans, peas, and potatoes being first class, showing

BEST . .

HOUSE

And . . COALS

COKE FOR HORTICL"LTUR.\L
PURPOSES

Sprcial attention paid to Oualitv,

Price and Prompt Deliverv

Flower & McDonald
Direct Coal I.mporters

Coke and Charcoal Merchants

14 D'Olier Street, DUBLIN
Telegraphic Address :" Donald, Drel-ix." Telephone No. 48
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THe Boilex> for Amateurs

Catalogues.

BlLB C.\T.\LOGL i:. Wni. Power & Co., Waterford.—
.\ well illustrated list of all the connnonly grown bulbous
plants. It is a catalogue thai will interest all lovers of

spring flowers.

BlLBS. Edmondson Pros., Dublin,—.\ neat little

catalogue brightly illustrated, giving descriptive lists of

all the standard varieties of bulbs, with occasional notes

on culture.

BlLB List. .Arthur S. Ritchie & Co., Belfast.— An
attractive catalogue with decorati\e cover and pi o-

fusely illustrated with photgraphic reproductions of

bulbous plants in flower.

\V.\TSON''s C.\RX.\I IONS. Wni. Watson &; Sons,

Clontarf— -A descriptive catalogue of out-of-door or

hardy carnations, illustrated by photographic reproduc-
tions of specimens grown in the Clontarf nurseries.

Bl'LBS. -The autumn catalogue of Messrs. Jan'.es

\'eitche & Son. Chelsea.
Pkrrv's BlLBS .\ND Tl BKK.s.— .All autumn catalogue

of plants for general decoration, from the Hardy Pl.uit

Farm, Enfield.

He.\ting Greenhoi'ses.—The catalogue of Charles
Toope & Sons, Stepney, London.
Bulbs ASn Roots, beingthe catalogue of S. A. Jones,

F. R.H.S., Kilkenny. A neat booklet containing de-

scriptive list,s'of selected varieties of bulbs, miscellaneous
*' roots," and seeds of sweet peas for autumn sowing.

KINNELL'S SS "HORSE-SHOE.'
Will liurii

from 10 to

20 hours.
Over 20,000
in use.

CHAS. P. KINNELL&Co., Ltd.

65 & 65a Southwark St., LONDON, S.E.

RAATQ FROM FACTORY TO PHPFDUU 1 3 YOUR OWN DOOR V tiLtLi.

Special Sporlsn i. Gardeners, aid
nd Solid Lealhe.-Absolutely Walei

Througticut.

Zuj; (irain . . l-i li Hi fi
I
Bn\ Call or Tan . . S 6

Chrome Ciiaiii . . I-' « 1:1 B itiiv Calf iir Tan Williiw . 10 6

Kip . . . . SB IIB
I
Superior do. . . 13 fi

l/r riis/omers from Titv. G.\RDi;NKR.s' Chro.nicle «;_>'

//;ri' lire llie best Ihey ever had to rnear, you save pounds.

Willi hiiviiig dirett voir run no risk. If not satisfied

relun: tliein. I '•dl return yuur muney unit'postage.

Nailed to Order, Sizes 5 to 11, Narrow, Medium or Wide Toes.

Ciiangred in case of Misfit.

B. Crisp & Co.,
Wood Street,
KETTBRINQ.

)LUCS.WIREWORM&^
DESTROYED & PLANTS INVIGORATED

I By a Dressing of "ALPHOL." A valnable Manorel
Iwhich l>.Hti..v- In-.'''; I .-t^ ill til- soil wllliontl

:vU,imv. >11,-. >V,ll,i.™

., 2/. ; Ull.>.. 3 -
;
M. llis.,1

(,6; 1 I'Wt., 15 -. Every eiiqniry K.k-omiHi. I

til. pi

BQUNDARy CHEMICAL C?U°

Get Price List, well worth having.

THK SF.NSATHVV Ol LAST W l.NTKR

ceie*b"ated
" G. Bfaild ' Grained Cloj^s

II.iiKNl witb T K Fei.t tliroughoutl
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I kV rilKM .\T ON'CE.

IF YOU HAVE A GREENHOUSE

ightKe...tpH,, O/C ,..,.t:^.,.l,.rl,
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Any size: 3, 4. 3, 6, 7. K, 0, 10, II, \1

Ladies' or Gentlemen's.

DAMP FEET means an illness unless

CliiSs are worn.

John Greenlees (",?t

4 Wellington Street, CLASCOW

Praised by all our Customers in Great Britain

Improved BEATRICE

GREENHOUSE BOILERS.
Coinplotc .Apparatus lioin 75>.

.\ modern success. Great improvement over old-

type boilers. The "Be.itrice" makes greenhouse

work a pleasure. One stoking for the day, one

stoking for the night. Even draught, even tem-

perature. Ouaranteed double the saleof any other

liiiiler. To inlendiiiK purchasers

List Post Free.

Easy Payments Arranged.

JAS. CHEW & CO.,
H,-ooUhous>- lion Works,

BLACKBURN, LAINCS.
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CASH WITH ORDER.

ODOURLESS! CLEAN! SOLUBLE!
VLLum .1,, .ill Mthir lV,lili/,rs r.r ( ^..r.l. ri .ind ( ,M-. ill,. a,s,

. I^x,

Wilhiljpcal tu LaJii
1. Comnicnct: using
::ient for loo gallons,

VALROFF & CO.,

Hi-li A]i,.l)si>. Kuunoniical
and Vegetables to perfectioi

(size recommended), suffii

Horsleydown, Tower Bridge Approach, LONDON.

P. J. BYRNE,
Horticultural Builder & General Contractor,

32 Shelbourne Road, DUBLIN.

Greenhouses and Con-

servatories built to order

and erected in any part

of Ireland at lowest prices.

Garden Frames and Lights very cheap.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

Established 18(16. Telephone 107 Y.

Window Cleaners, etc., to Shops, Offices, Warehouses,
Private Resldeiu-es, etc., Dublin and County.

^DISHER'S;
ise, Shop, and Office Cle,

iinewashers, Whiteners,
Glazing Contractors,

6 Fleet Street, DUBLIN.

Dishrr's Cleaning and Disinfecting foni

your House, Shop, and Office ihroiigl

tion will cle.an and disinfe(

(without soap). 38. 6d.
Gallon Can delivered.

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds

From the Finest Stocks and Strains in Cultivation.

Catalogue Post Free.

Browne, Thompson & Co.,
Seedsmen, CORK.

Teleyranis— " Thompson, Sekdsman, Couk."

This "Apparatus"

has obtained repute

both in Large and

Small Gardens.
m^^'''
"'"^'^'V^

THOS.W. ROBINSON, LTD.,

Boiler and Pipe Manufacturers.

STOURBRIDGE.

LAWNS,
ITENNIS COURTS,i

GOLF,
kBOWLINC GREENS %.'

"CLIMAX" LAWN SAND
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,
POVERISHED LAWNS.

\ Write for our CataJoi^ue of Garden Helps.

BOUNDARY CHEMICAL C?L'!

WILMOT'S
Galvanized Steel Garden Tub:
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hundred other ptirposes.
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16 6

> 1,000 I

For Lists S. M. WILMOT & CO., St. Philip's, BRISTOL.
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